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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

The fourteenth edition of the Bibliography of Research Studies
in Education, 1939-40, covers the school year September 1939 through
August 1940 and lists 4,012 theses and studies reported by 133 institu-
tions, several of which had not reported previously. It lists 674 doctors'
dissertations, 3,183 masters' theses, and 155 studies reiiorted as faculty
research.

Colleges and universities granting graduate degrees in education,
institutions carrying on graduate work in music and theology, and
some institutions in which only faculty members conduct research in
education, have repOrted the studies listed.

The entries give the author, title, degree, aid date when the thesis
was completed, the name of the institution granting the degree, number
of pages, and a brief descriptive note. The place and date of publica-
tion are given wherever possible. Annotations, for a number of studies
wep made in this Office ; others were furnished by the persons
reporting the studies.

The bibliography coverá many timely topics in the sevéral fields of
education : Current educational conditions in th9 United States.; Fed-
eral aid for education; Civilian Qmservation Corps; democracy and
education ; training for the use of leisure time ; curriculum making
and subjects of the curriculum the effect of current educational and
social conditions on education; the training and status of teacheri;
the education of racial and exceptional groups; and the various types
of libraries and their use.

Many of the studies listed are available for consultation in public
tad institutional libraries, while the printed material can generally be
obtained from the publishers. The U. S. Office of Education publica-
tions can be.obtained directly fron;i the Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D. C. Unpublished theses are indicated by the abbrevi-
ation "ms." after the number of pages, signifying that the study is in

I Earlier bulletins in the aeries are: 1926-2T, Bulletin, 1923, No. 2 ; 1927-28, Bulletin,
1929, No. 36; 1928-29, Bulletin, 1930, No. 23; 1929-30, Bulletin, 1931, No. 13; 1930-41,

1932, No. 16; .1931-32, Bulletin, 1933, No. 8; 193243, Bulletin, 1934, No. T ;
1933-34, Bulletin, 1935, No. 5 ; 185445, Bulletin, 1236, No. I ; 1935-86, Bulletin, 1081,
No. 6 ; 193647, Bulletin, 1938, No. 5; 19117-33, Bulletin, 1939, No. I ; 193849, Bulletin,
1940, No. A

)

pulletln,
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vin INTRODUCTORY NOTE

typewritten or mimeographed form. An asterisk (*) indicates theses,
and a dagger (f) the faculty studies which are on file in the library
of the U. S. Office of Education, and which may be borrowed through
the interlibrary loan system. All masters' and doctors' theses received
during the period covered by the bibliography have been starred,
indicating that they are available for loan, regardless of the date on-
which the degree was granted, or the date of publication. Except in
a few cases where the thesis had not previously been seported to the
U. S. Office of Edbcation, those for years earlier than 1939-40 are
given without a descriptive note. Theses not on file in this Office may
usually be secured through interlibrary loan directly from the insti-
tutions under whose supervision they were made.

Number of research studies in the varied', fields of education, 1939-40

Subject

I. Educationhistory and biography. .........
2. Current educational conditions United States. .
I. Current educational condition/ foreign wan-

VIOL
4. Educational theories, special methods.
5. Psychologyeducational and child study
6. Testing and research
7. Curriculum studies, including subjects of the cur-

riculum
8. Elementary education. including preschool
9. Secondary education, including junior college

10. Higher education
11. Adult education, Including parent education
12. Teacher training, and tecb status
13. Administration of schools and school manage-

ment
14. School building& equipment, and janitors
15. Sociology, education
16. Racial groups, education
17. Exceptional groups
18. Libraries

Total
fr

Theses
reoeived

Facial R
Faculty
studies

received

s a 6 8 e

20 n 5 1
12 a a 1

21 8 2 1

39. 19 9 2
29 9 1

41 /32 43 29

199 171 35 a
26 12 1 - 1
3$ 20 2 1

37 St 14 4
11 7 1 1

61 28 6. 3

80 138 22 9
4 6 1

19 25 2 1

15 32 3 1w 24 1 1

4 3 2 1

,

674 I, 1U SU 111 SI

The thesis collection* in the library of the U. S. Office of Education
now numbers more than 4,400 masters' and doctors' theses whiCh have
been deposited by 72 institutions granting the degrees, and in a few
cases by the aufhors of the studies. Several institutions have made
this library a depository for all th in education, in orderthat they
may be readily available for the use of students and other persons
interested in tducational research. The collection is in constant use
in Washington and in libraries throughout the United States. Theses
have also been loaned to libraries in foreign countries.

The U. S. Office of Education appreciates the cooperation of authors
and institutions of higher education in reporting theses and faculty
research,. and in depositing copies in the librkry, In order that "the
collection may be as complete as posifible from 1980 to date, the library

. ..

.

Doctors, asters.
.

.,,. I
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f

19
125
36

132

1, 195
. 84

194
107
33ln

551
73

.30
110
74
83

.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE IX

will be glad to receive copies of theses, especially doctors', completed
within that period, which have not alreadfbeen deposited.

Copies of the form used in collecting data, for this bibliography Will

be sent on request. It is hoped that in addition to the theses completed
in the schools of education of the various colleges and universities,
all theses dealing with any phase of education will be reported, in-
cluding those dealing with professional training, personnel problems
of the students, personality traits desirable for persons entering pro-
fessions, and various problem of the professional schools; as well as
the development of the curricula of the graduate departments of the
universities.

arryaN TO-fk
14,

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH STUDY COMPLETED

(fILL IN ITEMS APPLICABLE)

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Author(s) of study 4

DATE --
Position

00

Title of study
(Attach copy of study if available)

Institution or agency Location
Under direction of what department Year

______
completedir MN Ma MP WM .....

If theses, give Number of Number of typed or
college and degree printed pages ____ mimeopaphed pages ...._........_

Publisher, and date, if printed
r

14444..w...44444.4.14444. 4.4. v. . 14. 44. ... .4 am olm 4. "". 7 44 4 .
Scope of study . ,.

Findings MO 4m. 44 OW do. 4.4 04 .4

.44. 411Ir owo MM. 414, e

This report made by

.4 4. 4 . .4 ... .4 4 w a . ms W O 4. Ow Am 44 QM. 4144 sow 44. 4=. amio ms

6

.1 410, enfo 44 44 4. 46i/it e4 4. molb I= MI, NM OM am

(USE REVERSE SIDE IT NECESSARY)

r..

*

MID $

NNW

19__ wol.

1.1 Ilw mo . OM. 11$1. ro

.111.

/

MED 41.

OM» glm - ONI

- - WIMP

V411M MI. 11 . Mw

ow awn am. mt =lb 4.10

Il- e *MP 4Mb

4114
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ABBREVIATIONS

The list of abbreviations, with the name and address of the institu-
, tion to which e4ch refers, is given below : (*) indicates institutions
from which theses were received during the school year 1939-40.

ABBREVIATION INSTITUTION
Agr. and Mech. *Coll. of Texas._ Agricultural and Mechanical College of

Alabama
Ala. Poly. Inat
Andover-Newton

Arizona gm, /1/ MO /Ma .....
Ariz. St, T. C Oa. Ammo .... .......
AFIZ.St. T. C., Tempe_ .....
Ball St. T. C
Baylor

411

.....
Biblical Sgrninary______

Bostón Coll
,Boston linty
Bowling Green_ mo .

a Brigham Young_
BroWn

'California

Am. ma M.

..... on, arm MM. ANIMP

......

Caniaius
*Catholk Unir

01"06.,

'Chicago
Chicago The
Cincinnati

............
Coll. of tbe City of N. Y

Coll. of the Pride
Colorado..s
Colo. St. Coll...........
Colo. St. Coil. of Ed ........
Columbia a ........ MO ing

oorneil...... IROalb ..... gib i coo 4111 WWI. SPA

Drakei,....... .....
Duke- IMP en. QMl IOl ..... mm .........

*East .....
'

'
- P

*

Texas, College Station, Tex..
University of Alabama, University, Ala.
Maim ri T1 Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ma.
Andover-Newton Theological School, Newton

Center, Mass.
University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
Arizona State Teachers &liege,. Flagstaff,

Ariz.
Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe, Ariz.
Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.
Baylor University, Waco, Tex. ,

Biblical Semrnary in New York, New York,
N. Y.

Boston Oollege, Chestnut Hill, Maas.
Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Bowling Green State University, Bovi.ling

Green, Ohio.
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. ,

Brown University, Providence, R. I.
Universitil of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
Uninreity of California, Berkeley, Calif.
Cantsius College, Buffalo, N. Y.
Catholic University of America, Washing-

ton, D. C.
University of Chicago, Chicago, DI
Chicago Theological Seminary, Chicago, Ill.
University 4,4,Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
College of the City of New York, gew,Tork,

N. Y.
College of tbe Pacific, Stockton, Calif.
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Colorado State College of Agriculture lind
% Mechanic Arts, Fort Collins, Otolo.

Oolorado State College of Education. Oree-
. ley, Colo. .ft

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Drake University, Des Moines, jowa. -

Dukeljnkversiti, Durham, N. C.
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Phil7

adelphia, Pa.
X I .

A

s

______

O6 .1lb

s.

ela

NM ........
OD gm.

Buffalo

. am OD

MD

.... ......

_C.C....

alb

4./
op

OS MO

C C C C gliw

13 t e ow C aw

SED a...M*11P

VS. *

.

. .

:

.

fa.

11

o

_

______

.

mlo e Ma

=.

..... IN» W.

la -- .... 1

.....

tr.

41111

e
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ABBREVIATION
East Temp St. T..0

ABBREVIATIONS

Fla. St. Coll

Fordham_

.

INSTITUTION '
East Ç4kas1 State Teachers College, Corn

merde, Tex.
Florida State College for Women, Tallahas-

, . .
see, Fla. .... Fordham University, New York, N. 114. i

Fort Ilitys Kans! St. ColL_ _.....4e____

*George Washington

Georgia_,.
*Hampton
Hartford

JV

gm GIM Mip MD Ms MEW OM M 'no am 1; M ....... mw

*flarvardGM MD MD ..... IMO am. .

HawalL
*Howard._

Minot&
*Indtana
Ind. St. T. C

*Iowfie. IP

Iowa State.... ailm

Iowa St. T. 0

*Johns Hopkins
Jordan Conservatory

Kansas...-............. _ ..... _

Kans. St. Coll

*Kans. Bt. T. O.,

Kans. St. T. C., pittsburg_________

*Kentucky .... ....... -----
Louisiana State

*Louisville
Loyola... .
*Maine
Marquette_
*Maryland_........ ..... e
Michigan
*Minnesota *
Missouri

1 MO . 'OW 0.0. (MVO IMP 010

...... ..... e
*N. St. T. 6114116

New Mexico........ _ :

New York...... ..... op owirig 4WD.

Fort MLA Kansas .State College, Hays,
Kans.

George Washington University, W ngton.
D. O.

University of Georgia, Athenst Ga.
Hampton Institute, ilamptbn, Va.
Hartford School of Religious Edification,

Hartford, Conn.
.Harvard Cambridge, Mass.
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hpwali.
Howard University, Washington, D. C.
Iliff School of. Theology, Denver, Colt.
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Indiana University, Bloomington;Ind.
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre

Haute,
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Iowa State Ciglege, Ames, IoWä.
Iowa State Teachers College; Cedai: Falls

Iowa.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
Arthur Jorilan Coniervatory of Music, De-

troit, Mich. .1

university of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan&
Ransas State College of Agriculture and

Applied-Science, Manhattan, Kans.
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia,

Kans.
Kansas State. Teachers College, Pittsburg,

Kans.
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,

University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Loyola Uniiersity, Chicago, Ill.
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
University of Montana, Missoula, Mont.
Uniietisity of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
Sew Jersey State Teachers College, Tren-

toni N. J.
University of New MeXico, Albuquerque,

N. Mex.
I

New York Mann DAT ,york, N. Y.
01..:41:0:1 "41 "

rI1/1 At;

,

4

/ .

___ _

.. .

. ..

MP

.. _ .

WV MD Ma aft

a.

.10

é

Ind.'

; -

-

i

La.
. .

..._____T_____
s

....

*Nebmka.
1 0 *4-v6 .

in`

rj.

I

;

'

.

XII

MI*

pm(

.

iiijr

al/

I

...... .....

........

.....
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ABBREVIATION

N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach...

N. Y. gt. T.,C

Niagara

*North Dakota

ABBREVIATIONS

41111.

North Texas St. T. C._ _ _

Northwesternae\
*Notre Dame
Oglethorpe_____
*Ohio State_.___ _

Ohio Univ
*Oklahoma
Okla.- A. & M.

Orego6_ 1114 411114.....
!Oregon St. Coll
*Peabody

MD ON

mis ems =.. ma, 4..

44m IMM.

4.1.

NSTITUTION
New York State College for 'teachers, Al-,

bany;N: Y.
NeW York State Teachers College, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Niagara University, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

N. C.
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,

N. Dak.
North Texas State Teachers College, Ninton,

01.

ea. 1. 4111. eMr 4.14

volt.

all 444. mi. cm.

*Pennsylvania

Penn. State e 44 411

Pittsburgh
Puget _

Radcliffe
Redlands.
Rutgers_
est. Bonaventure......__________..

GM "M.

mow gm dab

-11

. MM. .111. 411m

.4

t
St. Johns -rr,- -I'v*

St. LOUIS-
i

Seton Hall4M MO e e a 4444

.1Smith__________ MID MD =1 mil C a a 114 OW am. ow am

111 40

South Dakota.

Southern

am, 4 4M 11 e 41 .4 IM

*Southern Califorriia____

Southtvestern Eity IT . ()_

*Stanford........
St. Coll. of Wash.._ _

Ima 4m. 4E. 44.

.4 =1, 4x mo e OW

4. ale

dim e. .m I1

est. T. C.,
St. T. O., North Adams_

*.

Tex.
Northwestern University, Evanston,
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
OglethorpefUniversity, Atitinta,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio University, Athens, Ohfo.
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Oklahoma Agricultural .:Ind Mechanical

College, Stillwater, Okla.
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oreg.
Oregon' State College, Corvallis, Oreg.
George Peabody College' for Teachers, Nash-

ville, Tenn.
University of PennsylvanierePhiladelphia,
. Pa; ,

Pennsylvania State College, State College.
Pa.

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
College of Puget Spund, Tacoma, Wash.
Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Mass.
Univer,ity of- Redlands, Redlands, Calif.
Rutgers, University, New Brunswick, N. J.
Bt. Bonaventure College, St. Bonaventure,

N. Y.
St. Johns 11161vei-idty, Brooklyn, N. Y.
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
Seton Hall College, Newark, N. J.
Smith College, Northampton, Mass.
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, B.

Dak.
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,

Louisville, Ky. .

University of Southern California, eoe An-
geles, Calif.

Southwestern State Teachers College, Ban
Marcos, Tex.

Stanford University, Stanford. University,
Cant

State College. of Washington, Pullman,
Wash.

State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Mass.
Massachtsetts State Teachers College, North

Adams, Mass...

41b

,

NoKtit

Coll__.

MN. Me mo mr

4WD

....
.

4.1

.110.

AMID

GNP

. =. Mill 111

IMO eeL mg,

4.1. 4.*

.... QM.

a

I .

Ga. .

11 all

11116 41/D o ...... GM, all en Ile elm ea* e

...... _ ..... L

a

4inat al. mow Me.

w go .0 - e

Baptist_____,

dia

me M» Ile

_

_

-
_.

op,."i

Fitchburg____

GM ele le. ere am
. .

s.
ma* AN. alb C ,Now.

'MI

a

.

ea

.11

,14

4.

4114

Carolina.......__.7

110r- '

_ _ MD -411,

_ a*

' 1. .41.11r
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ABBREVIATION

ABBREVIATIONS

St. T. C., Upper Montclair__.___

13 to111tlIMIOM UM MI QM M =1. IN MO im, am. im m, ea .,. ... L.11

'PSyrirewe_ f, 4m, gm
VEND .. a

T. C., Col. Univ._

*Temple_
.

*Tennessee

.a a. ma,

"P

e MI Op OM OM M.

*Texas
*Text', Coll. of Arts and Incts____0_.

Texas Tech Co 1M

TillaneMI a OP a am ag. .1. a. M. am I aft I ME.

Union Theological

Vanderbilt.
Virginia

maw a a a Oa

.6. am. MOM,

Inst.
....... _

Washington...able =PON ODOM in 41MO MP

wellegeyL Mb

West. St. Coll
ibbi

am.

West Texas St. T.

West

Western Reserve Mm mfa b... 1116
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH SMDIES IN EDUCATION

1939-40
41,

(Entries for masters' and doctors' theses are abbreviated. "Muter's, 1939. T. C., Col.
Univ." signifies a muter's thesis completed in 1939 itt Teachers College, leolUmbir Uni-
versity, New York, N. T. A complete list of abbreviations may be found on page xi.)

*Indicates theses on file in the U. S. Office of Education Library and available for inter-
library loan unless they are printed in periodicals, I. e. Archives of Psychology and Genetic
Psychology Monographs. tIndicates faculty research and other studies which are on Me
In the s ry, where the* may be consulted.

171 i ked theses and faculty research studies probably can be borrowed on interlibrary
loan i writing to the institution in which the study wu made.

tries are included for each of the field studies .in the series required in partial 'fulfill-
ment of the requirements for the doctor's degree, L e., Colorado State College ot Education.

EDUÇATION-HISTORY

1. Aucoin, Baynibnd B. The history of public education in Evangeline Parish,
Louisiana. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State
university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S.: 44)

Traces developments in public education from 1911 to 1938, showing the grówth in the
number of high schools, and t126 elimination of several elementary schools by consolidation.

2. Avant, Louis. History of education In New Mexico siAce the
occupation. Master's, 1940. New Mexico. 100 p. ms.

Ballot', Richard Boyd. The grammar schools in seventeenth century
Motile America : a study of the grammar schools In New En4and, New Amster:"
dam and New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Miryland, with special reference
to the ideas which led to their.. establishment and influenced their early Milky.
Dbetor's, 1940. Harvard. 433 p. ma.

Discusses the European antecedents of the grammar schools ; Nem IlOngland grammar
schools in ihe seventeenth century ; LutIn chools in New Netbeelikpide and New York ;
Weser chools in Pennsylvania ; grammar schools in Virginia ; in Madiand, the Jesuiti and
the ratio studiorum ; and tradition in transition.

4. Bane, Laverne Clarence. The development of education in Utah, 1870 to
1896. Doctor's, 19I0. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Abstrads
of dissertations 178-81)

Dimples emend factors influencing Utah's educational. develtipment ; school &dahlia.
tration ; building programme delayed by lack of legislation ; legislative Wien and its effect
on the sine of the scholtpopulation ; development of teacher certification requirements ; pub-
lic seceadark education& to statehood ; public school growth ; and the development and
death of the various shwa pekoes in Utah.

5. Banns, Frank A. The Zora dins of colonial Pennsylvania : their arts,
crafts and industries. Master% 19ft Ohio State. 117 gi

Deseribee the educational and Industrial entr imam of tisé Moravian missionaries to
the early development el Pennsylvania,

O. Backer, William Franklin. The history of education In Wise county.
manta* ma North Texas filt. T. O.
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2 J. RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATiON

7. Black, James W. History of education in Cold,* county. Mastér's, 1040.
Arizona. 128 p. ms. (Abstract in: Unkversity of Arizona record, vol. 34 :.10) .

Traces important factors and events in the history of mining, railroading, cattle raising.
and other occupations, and their relation to the general development of the elementary and
secondary schools of the ttUntY,

*8. Brown, Doris Ballard. Study of Freer, Texasthe historical backgroimd
for the educational system. Master's, 1940. Texas Coll. of Arts and Indus.
p. ms.

9. Brown, George Carl. yistory of public edication in the city of Asheville,
North Carolina. Master's, 1040. Maryland.

10. Bryan, Gerald C. The hlitory of education in Winnebago county, Iowa.
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

I

11. Burnet, Atminta C. Nathalia. Education in the Virgin Islands under Den-
mark and the United States. Muter's, 1940. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 130

ms..
:

12. Byar, Thomas liadison. The historical development of a small city school
system, Lockland, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 196 P. ms.

Traces the development of tbe Lockland school system from 1851 to 1035, and compares
the present system with similar systems. discusses the shift of responsibility from the
school board to the superintendent. Finds that administration of the school system has
Improves the tenure of board members has increased.

1.3.. Caliihan, Margaret. A history of St Helen's hall. Muter's, 1940. Oregon.

14. Carter, Cecil À. History of education in Clayton county, Iowa. Master's,
no Iowa.

15. Christensen, :obi Z. History of teacher unions. Master's, 1940. Ariz.
St. T. O., Tempe. 110 p. me.

Review periodical literature On the formation, growth, and activities of American
teachers' unions, and opposition to them.

tile. pole, Arthur C. A bundred years of Mount Holyoke college : the evolu-
tion of an educational Idea New Haven, Yale university press, 1940. 426 p.
(Western Reserve university)

nicer tbe history of Mount Holyoke college from 1837 to 1040, relating its history to
the changing concepts of education, and the widening of opportunities for women.

tr. 'Mum, Colonel William. One hundred years at V. M. I. Richmond,
Va., Garrett and Massie, Inc., 1939. 2 vols.

18. deXauri, Johnnie Mae. The history of Kenedy county. Master's, 1940
Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 55 p. ma.

Describes the geography, people, Kenedy ranch, communities and schools of the county.
Studies length of the school term ; salaries of the teachers ; type of certificates held by
the teachers; occupations of tbe parents; and ratio of Anglo-culture to epanisb-culture
pupils from 1911 to 1938, inclusive.

la Doub, Charles Abner. The history of education in St. Mary's county,
Maryland, prior to 1900. Master's, 1939. Maryland.

20. Drasin, Nathan. History of Jewish, education from 515 B. C. E. to 220
O. E. (During the periods of the Second commonwealth and the Tannalm).
Doctor's, 1967. Johns Hopkins. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins press, ista 157 p.
(Johns Hopkins university. liltudies in education, no. 29)

21. Eggink, Henry G. History of education In Sioux county, Iowa. Master's
1910. Iowa.
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EDUCATION--HISTORY

22. Evantsr !Ureic* 3. Women In Arizona education, territorial days, 1863-
1912. Master's, 1940. Mile, St. T. C., Tempe. 99 p. mi.

U. Farrell, Robert Francis. ippienticeship education in medieval Europe
and the United States., Mastef's, 1940. Stanford. o

24. Parren, Edward Joseph. The Department of education of the National
Catholic welfare conference, 1919-1938. Master's, 1940. St. Louis. 187 p. ma.

PitsWilliam, Mother wary Columba. Relations of the Ursuline com-.
munity of New Orleans with other Ursuline communities from 1727-1803. Mas-
ter's, 1940. St. Louis. 40 p. ms.

X -Forbes, Bennie X. The history of education in Rockwall county. Mas-
ter's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 101 p. me. (Abstract in: East Texas state
teachers college. Graduate studies, 19,f0 : 29)

Traces the educational development of tile couniy, stressing the organisation and con-
tinuous existence of etch school district in the area. Shows the lack of uniformity in the
tax rate, and the superior eflucational opportunities afforded in the larger, independent
districts.

27.0Friedl, Joseph James. A history of education in McDowell county, West
Virginia. Master's,.1940.. Kentucky. 133 p. ;nit

Describes the early schools and pioneer atteutpts to establish' a free publie school system
prior to 1010; the period of rapid expansion of the public school system from 1010 to 1933
in its attempts to keep pace with the rapid in stile! expansion due to the divelopment of
the coal industry ; the development of,the couiy unit-system in 1933 ; and the growth of

/education since that date.

28. Parr; Era Mae History of educaibn in Dade county, Florida. Master's
1940. Oglethorpe 92 p. ms.

Trace the growth and development oteducation in the county, and discuss'es the adminia .

trative problems peculiar to the county.
s

20. Garrison, Charles H. The early history and devel ment of the industries
and schools of Anderson Oounty, kansas. Master's, 1940 Kans. St. T. C., Pitts-
burg. m& ,

80. Gasser, Elimbeth. The history of the Owens public schools. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Kentucky. 222 p. ma.

Traces the development of the public-school system of Owensboro from its beginning in
1871, to June 1940.

81. Oundaker, Erwin Ludwig. History of education In Tama county,' Iowa.
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

82. Hogberg, Florence E. Changing orientations of State educatiod associa-
tions as revealed in their Journals during 1919-1938, with emphasis on 1920-1988.
Doctor's, 1940. New York. 433 p. ms.

Studies the journals of 20 State educational associations. Finds that the editorials con-
cern themselves with support of schools ; legislation and administration ; public relations of

. the school ; economic status of the teachers; and the program and functions of teacher
organisations.

IS. Hammer, Ralph O. The historical development of the 712 Dorado sehooli
Master's; 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg 68 p. ma._

Covers the period from the organisation of the El Dorado school district In 1881 through
the construction of the nest recent bUIlding as a W. P. & project
'OP

la Hersh, Bessie. The School of nature league: its history, organization,
and educational contributions; Muter's, 1940. Cornell. 122 p.

Studio the growth Wes league from 1892 to AIM, including Its use ip tbe classroom
Its publiatlaus, and Its vamp opportunities for children at home and, out of school.
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4,4 RICSEra STUDIES IN ED-I/CATION

85. Highland, Hany Joseph. Factors influencing public elementary educa-
tion in the State of Ohio, 1787-1850. Master's, 194o. Coll. of the City of N. Y.
158 p. ma.

86. Hines, Fred Philip. The development of education in De Baca county,
New Mexico. Master's, 1940. Texas.

87. Nolstun, Gordon Robinson. History of education in Upson county, Geor-
gic Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst.

88. Huff, George Adams. Public education in Louisiana during the recon-
struction period, 1886-1876. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8.: 138-84)

Finds that one of the major obstacles in the way of public school development in Louisianaduring this period was tbe attempt to enforce tbet establishment of :mixed schools for whiteand Negro children ; that the unpopular and injudicious %State superintendents retardedthe progress of public school education ; that outside of New Orleans, the public schools werepoorly organised and administered due to the lack of qualified teachers, adequate supervision,and interest on the part of the White people who were competent to look after schools.
89. Hyma, George A. The super-structure of Nebraska education in the first

eight years of tgatehood. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 109 p. mi.
Studies the literature of the period 1807-1875 to determine the attitude of pioneers tiwardeducation. Shows that the Act of 1867 specified that county superintendents authorise theestablishment of school districts in their respective counties ; that each district select aboard of education of three members ; that in 1809 a law was passed enabling tw4 districtsto unite ; that during the same session the University of Nebraska wu planned. Finds thatcourses of study Trek" not standardised ; that teachers were poorly trained, and received

low salaries ; but that a system of education had been born.

40. Jackson, Sidney L. The idea of education in New England and New
York, 17-1842. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.

Finds that education was at all times enmeshed in consideration of social and political
control ; that it was a weapon in the struggles between industrial capitalism and agriculture,
and between class groups within both areas ; that education was at no time the paramountissue.

41. Jenkins, Blanche. Public education in Maryland, 1868-1875. Master's,
*a Maryland.

42. Jones, Clinton Edward. The education of the laboring classes in Vir-
ginia prior to 1775. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

43, Julian, Elisabeth A. The dual system of education in the South. Mas-
ter's, 1930. Ind. St. T. C. 100 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers col-
lege. Teachers college journal, 11 : 144-45, July 1940)

Attempts to determine the reason for the establishment of a dual system of education inthe South ; its administration, and whether It was fair to both races ; the cost of the dualsystem, and whether it is possible to continue it in dui face of changing conditions. Findsthat it is an outgrowth of conditions arising from the War Between the States when theeducation of the Negroes of the communities became the duty of the various States andWhite people refused to send their 'children to schools attended by Negroes ; that the fundsfor education are unequally distributed between the white and Negro schools ; and that
more adequate school buildings and transportation are provided for white chndrea.

44. ;Oman, Joseph. The development of public education In Warrep county.
Master% 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

45. Zallher, /Manor. Origin and influence of the Jesuit ratio of 1590.
Master* 1940. St. T. 0., Nortp Adams. 50 p. me.

Paws Abet the Jesuit ratio of 1599 grew out of earlier educational ideas and in the clewbides directly following its foundation it had gnat kolueness Concludes that it holdsmany of the Ideas for which Wanton are looking today. .
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IDUCATIONEllifrORY

46. Kempf, Adolph. A historical sketch of the development of education in
McIntosh county, North Dakota. Master's, 1940. Washington. 80 p. mks.

Winds that the school yams in the county have prospered, and that due to thit drought
they have been supported almost wholly by Federal subsidy.

z47-. ,Kilpatrick, Charles Francis. The development of education in the Glen-
wood public schools, Glenwood, Texas. birder's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 8: 65-86)

Traces the history of the schools from 1861 to date.

48. Lbvejoy, John Glen. Educational history of Bremer county, Iowa, Masi,
ter's, 1940. Iowa.

49. McIntosh, Ralph. History of education in Boone county. Master's, 1940.
Kentucky. 125 p. ma.

Gives a summary of the historical and geographical background of the county and the
development of education, strewing buildings, length of term, attendance, curriculum,
teachers' qualifications and salaries, financial support trustees, and Negro education.
Recommends the consolidation of a number of schools ; transportation in keeping with the
consolidation program and with road construction supervision by a competent supervisor;
and strict enforcement of tbe compulsory attendance laws.

50. XcXullin, Z. E. History of education in Grayson county. Master's, 1940.. .Kentucky. 144 p. me.
Discusses types of schools, subjects, teachers, attendance, districts and buildings, financial

support, and school officials, emphasising developments in recent years.

51. Xart.h, William Conroy. The history of .education in Talbot county,
Maryland, to 1865. Mattes, 1940, Maryland.

52. Martin, L Keith. History of education in Pocahontas county, Iowa.
Mastees, 1040. Iowa.

158. Meadows, Adrian L History of education in Posey county: Master's,
1989. Ind. St. T. C. 102 p. mg. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college.
Teachers college journal, 11: 145, Ally 1940)

Shows that the early schools were private schools subscribed to by the patrons ; that the
Rappites placed little emphasili on schools and education because of celibacy, there were
few children, that the few who planned to study medicine were sent to college, and the
others went into some trade at 14. Discusses the theories of Robert Owen, who wished to
place children at the age of two in school at the expense of the public, and have them taught
by the Pestalossian method. Describes the educational attempts of William Madam, who
was interested in the industrial school in which the pupils were to earn their way through
school by working in industries. Shows that the various movements were carded on until
they were incorporated in the school systems of today.

54. Miller, Norton lawood. The development of education in Gila county.
Master's, 1940. Arizona St. T. C. 67 p, ma.

55. Xobborly, C. R. A survey of the effects of the foundation pogrom and
other State aid legislation on the Monroe County schools. Muter's, 1940. Ohio
State. 94 p. mi.

Trace, the. educational development Of the county, stressing the years 290% 1114, aid
1935 and Ads effect on the schools.

¡ohn Clifton. The development of centralising tendencies in
educational organisation and administration in Utah. Doctor's, mob Chicago.
bidatio, University of Chicago libraries, 1910. 154 p.

Discollses the background se tbs Moms* vinkso echoed.; centralisation of education
through univ AV control; evolution of coneolidation of schools within the county ; the
minty as a unit in central control of education ; exRanalon of control within the State board
of education leaden!** ot the superintendent of public instruction ; and the transfer of
school costs to State and souls&
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57. Moore, Anderson Bell. History of education in Gallant') county, Keil7
tucky. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 84 p.

Traces the history of education in the county from tbe early land grants made in 1804to the present ; and considers the contributions of both private and public schools.
*58. Morrissey, Thomas P. A history of the Greenfield public school system

since the Civil War. Muter's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 202 p. ms.
Traces the evolution of the &tool system from 1805 to 1038, and shows how the towndealt with its educational problem. Discusses school buildings, school costs, cutriculum,,chool population, school control, and mociate organizations.
59. O'Day, Roger V. History of Utica academy, 1813-1853. Master's, 1940.

Canisius. 52 p. ms.
Gives a history of the academy at Utica, N. Y. from its founding until it became a publicschool.

60. Ostrander, Chester B. A history of public education in the County of
Essex, New York. Mister's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

6L Parker, Paul E. The development of education In Coconino county.
Master's, 1939. Arizona. (Abstract in: UniversitY of Arizona record, voL :
51-52)

Shows that growth of school districts and school population was slow until about thetime of the World War ; that through consolidation of schools and urban tendencies of thepopulation, the number of schools decreased one-third, but there was a steady increase ii
average daily attendance of pupils during the last decade. Concludes that tbere is grow-ing tendency for school population to conceritrate in the cities of Flagstaff and -Williams.Finds that the county equalises its school district taxes over larger inclusil thanthe single district.

62. Paul, Norma Anne. Catholic schools and the religious teaching orders
In the State of Illinois from 1834-1989. Doctor's, 1940. Loyola.

W. Pettit, George A. Primitive education In North America : its processes
and effects. Doctor's, 1910. California.

64. Phillipi, Watson Delaha. The history of public education in Cecil county,
Maryland, before 1876. Master's, 1940. Maryland.

65. Portrii-Bobinski, G. French civilisation and culture in Natchitoches.
Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1940.
120 p. (Contribution to education, no. 310)

Studies the homes, custodis, trades, education and government of the early French set-tlers of Natchitoches.

66, Powell, Irby C. The academy movement and a brief history of De Kalb
county, Alabama, academies. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 71 p. ma.

67. Pugh, Jennings B. The development of public education Beauregard
parish. Master's, usa Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State tint
versity. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8.: 46)

Traces the development of public education from 1912 to date.
08. Rich, Dort Ralph. History of schools, Williams county, Ohlo, with

plan for centralisation, administration and supervision. Muter's, 1940. Bowling
Green: 179 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bowling Green State university. Abstracts ofmutes' theses, 19854940: 56-57)

Shows that from the earliest history the salmis of tbe county combined or centralizedfor more eldest operation ; twit trends of centralisation have been more rapid during thelast 25 years ; that centralkation is practically complete in portions of the count: ;Abetthe physical and sanitary conditions almost the 'Oral schools are poor ; and that the-with ratio is too high.

eik Siothesb, eltds W. A. brief history of discipline and punishments In
public schools. Unto* Kapea Ott, ON Mayor's. . 54 pa sm.
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EDUCATIONHISTORY

70. Ruffner, Ralph Windsor. The background and -history of military educa-
tion in Virginia private secondary echoed& Master's, 1940. George Washington.
2E8 p. ms.

Diecusses the influence of European wars a9d armies, guropean military schools, /and
books on military education in Virginia ; militgry education u a part of civil education ; and
the history of military education in Virginia private schools from the seventeenth century
to date.

71, Rugg, Martin. World War activities ill the Philadelphia public schools.
Master's, 1940. Temple. 270 p. ms.

72. Russell, Robert W. History' of education of Tangipahoa Parish. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract hi: Louisfaria State university. Bulletin,
vol. 82 N. S.: 47)

Tram quirdevelopment of schools from 1869 to date.

73. &hitters, Cecilia. Education In the San Antonio Bzpress: 1890-1989.
Muter's, 1940. Texas.

74. Simonson, Jacob Alfred. A brief history of the origin, growth, and
organization of Seventh Day Adventist schools in Hawaii. Master's, 1940.
Hawaii. 17611. ma.

75. Mosier, Rev. Gains J. The progress of secularism in education. Pitts-
.burgh, Western theological seminary, 1939,

07e. Smith, Herbert E. Tbe historical development of technical education hi
the first nine colleges founded in the United States, 1636-1862. Doctor's, 1940.
New York 424 p. ma.

Traces the development of tbe graduate and undergraduate curriculum in technical educa-
tion in Harvard, William and Mary, Yale, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Columbia, Brown,
Rutgers, and Dartmouth. Finds that by tbe middle of the eighteenth century the curriculum
of the colonial colleges bad begun to be more than a preparation for the ministry; that a
tendency to provide education for citisenship and to include in its science and its applica-
tion to the life of the community was in evidence by the middle of the eighteenth century ;
that the college curriculum was of a conservative nature; that education in applied science
was dependent upon the presence in the faculty of men of genius who cultivated many
branches of science; that technical education was an outgrowth of education in tbe applied
sciences; and that the most important underlying force in the promotion of technical edu-
cation was the demand for it? inspired by industrial progress ; and that while science was
found in the curriculum of these colleges from their beginning, tbe place was ready in
these tome colleges for schools of applied or technical science long before they made their
appearance.

77. Smith, Linnie Cox. History and development of education in Erath
county. Master's, 1940. Texas.

7a Smith, Lloyd C. A historical outline of the territorial common schools
in the State of Kansas. Muter's, 1940. Kans. Bt. T. C., Emporia. 103 p. ma.

79. Smith, Weldon Arthur. The history and development of the schools of
Aransas county and a plan for the counti unit system. Master's, 1940: Texas
Coll. or Arts and Inds. 80 p.'ms.

Traces Me early history of the schools from 1884, with special emphasis on the ¡Omani*.
tratton of schools from 1935 to 1940. Discusses general population trends &Ann 1935 to
1040, scholastic and school membership trends, school administration units, Wads aiestribution, pupil soot, grade-load and pupil-lead per teacher, revenue and expenditures. andphysical plants, _ Doer*s the advantages of the county unit plan, and the mane and
eset transportation.

80. Staples, D. I. A history of efteation, In Carron gouaty, Georgia. Mas-
ter% 1NO1 Oglethorpe. IS v. nu.
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Stedman, AMA*. A history of the department of business education of
the National Education Association. Muter's, ma Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Shows that from an organization designed, In 1864, to serve small chain system efbusiness colleges, the department of business education has developed into one of the Wiestbusiness education agenda: in ths world,

82. Stone, D. P. History of the Prospect village school district. Master's,
iima 'Ohio State. 129 p. ms.

83. Taylor, Laval Franklin. Development of public education In Union
pariah. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract is: Louisiana State nni-
rersity. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8. : 153-64)

Team the development of education from 1839 to date. Shows that educational facili-ties were first provided by a group of private schools and academies ; that publI9 schoolsdeveloped slowly ; that Union parish Is among the leading school systems in Louisianatoday.

84. Taylor, Leonard C. A history of education in McLean county, Kentucky.
lifuter's, 1940. Kentucky. 91 p. ma.

Discusses school commissioners, trustees, school districts, teachers, salaries, courses ofstudy and textbooks; teachers' institutes, buildings and equipment, Negro schools, andfinancial suPpoil from 1854 to 1890; improvements in methods of administration. types ofbuildings, !nitration, financial support, and transportation between 1890 and 1940.Recommend', the consolidation of several schools ; tbe entrance of Livermore into thecounty system ; improved transportation ; revision of curriculum, teachers' qualifications,and supervision.

85. Thompidp, Roy C. History of the schools of Clermont county. Master's,
1910. Cincindirti. 127 R. ms.

Traces the history of the schools of an Ohio county, including subscription schools, privateschools, academies, and public schools.

86, villas, Ernest Gilbert. A history of Iolani school Muter's, 1940.
Hawaii. 167 p. ms.

87. Walker, George Harold. History of public education In Winn parish.
Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract is: Louisiana State university. Bul-
letin, vol. 32 N. & 155456)

Trams the development of public education from 1852 to date.
alb

88. Watkins, Marguerite B. History of Terrebonne pariah to 1861. Master's,
1939. LOIIIIIIItila State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State uninnIty, Bulletin, vol.
82 N. : (16-67)

Shows that education was largely in the home, Ift that there were private academiaattended by the children of the wealthier families: that many young people coptinnedhigher education in northern and eastern schools and abroad; and that ethical trainingwas largely directed by missionaries who paved the way for the establishment of Outcastsof various denominations.

Weakley, Jesse Allan. An administrative history of the public school
systeth of Wuhington parish. Master's, ION. Louisiana State. (Abstract le:
Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. :

Traces tbe inNtaoI lent Of the public pitied Wet* !ma IAN taiga&
90. Wells, Thomas Richardson. The development of education on the Ms-

shoind gulf coast prior to 1040. .)44er's, AhliNuna. 118 p. ma.
i

Wetuel, Daisy L. The effect of an economic depression upon the schools
of a small 1049strisp.dty... *geese 411149 Cincinnati. .88 p.- ma.

Mows that the depression following 192e had little Meat ea the whod *vatic. laDanes. ti
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ZDUCATIV---HISTORT 9
92. Weyer, Frank Z. Presbyterian colleges and acadeniles In Nebraska.

Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1940. 254 p.

93. Wbitney, Charles S. History of education in Hancock county, Iowa.
Muter's, 1940. Iowa.

EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY

94. Alexander, Philip Wade, John Eaton, Ir., preacher, soldier, and educa-
tor. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers,
1004. 7 p. (Abstract of Qmtribution to education, no. 288)

95. Bligh, Marguerite Anne. The essential Thomas Wolfe. Master's, 1940.
Boston Univ. 100 p. ma

Traces Thomas Clajton Wolfe's life from his birth in Asheville, North Carolina, in 1900;his philosophy of UN/ and his place in American literature. Describes briefly his work asan instructor at New York university.
_so

96. Bonquois, Dora T. The care"; of Henry Adams gullard, Louisiana jurist,
legislator, and educator. Muter's, 1989. Louisiana State. (Abstract is: Lou-
isiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8. : 03-14)

e 97. Burdick, Znna B. Edward Smith, Syracuse schoolmaster. Master's,
1940. Syracuse. 89 p ms.

Traces the life of a teacher in the Syracuse schools for a period of 50 years, from the be-ginning of the school system eo 1896, during which period be rose from the position ofcountry teacher in a 1-rooss school in the town of Salina to a principalship in tbe Etymonschools, and to tbe superintendency, which position be held för 23 years.
4Butenschon, Ruth Dodd. A biography of John D. Dodson. Muter's,

1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 160 p. ma

99. Corrigan, Sister X. Felicia. Some social principles of Omits. A. Brown-
son. Doctor's, 1980. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of
America, 1089.. 130 p.

Gives a kief sketch of Brownson's life and times ; and discusses his social principles inthe religious, political, economic, and educational orders, and his ideas as regards tile

0100. Daarnett, Bevan 8. Hollis Ellsworth Dann, music educator. Doe-
tor's, 1 ge9. New York. 155 p. ma.

Describes briefly his boriood ; his early interest in music ; his first positions, in Which betaught penmanship; his work as an organiser and teacher of numerous musical group;supervisor of musical education ; and organiser of a department of music at Cornell uni.vaulty. Discusses his work with the Cornell music tenants, and in bringing famous artist,to thetoraan campus for concerts; as director of music for the State of Pennsylvania ; andSS head et the omit department of New York university.

101. Enstrom, Ralph. A study of the factors and influence Ws the training
and education of Wendell Phillips accounting for his later ability as an orator.
Master's, 19i0. Iowa.

102. Ferrell, Hanson Delmayne. Samuel Johnson, can educator (1006-.
1772). Muter's, lota Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane I IL *MO of Louisiana,
series 41, no. 15 : *410

Presents the life of Samuel Johnson and recounts incidents that influenced the dollop-meat et his pidiosephy and educational interests. Describes tbe founding and developmenta nisei oaks% muds later became Columbia University, aid the part Johnson playedes drat president the institution; writing et the first textbooks In gvasusar andla phliesopby Welt wen published hi America.
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10 RESICARCH BTUDIZS IN ZDUCATION

*Mt Free, L. Forrest. The philosophical and edocationsa views of fienri
Berpon. Doctor's, 1939. New 'rock. 155 p. ms

presents biographical sketch, and discusses the influences of hie early education and the
period in which be lived on hie philosophical and educational views.

10C Gibbs, Warmoth T. President M. W. Dogan of Wiley college. Ma
Texas, Wiley college, 1940. 120 p. (Agricultural and technical college of Noilb
Carolina)

Studies the lite and administration of president Doom, and contains material useful for
Negro history and for college adminletratioa.

105. Gottlieb, Jean G. The education of Louis XIV. I Master's, 1989.
Columbia.

106. Grant, David X. 81*A training and education of Rufus Choate, Mas-
ter's, 1940. Iolva.

107. Hutchins, John Harold. Jonas Hammy, 1712-178tL Doctor's, 1940.
Columbia. London, Societi for promoting Christian knowledge, 1940. 197 p.

Gives a Wief sketch of his life and diaconate his *riling. and Ida interest in the
'bundling hospital, workhouse, marine society, Magdalen bourne, the poor, beggar., and OW
Mims *of Loudon.

108, Zones, Lila. The contribution of Dr. Andrew MeNairn Soule to education
in Georgia. Master's, 1010. Georgia.

Wadies his wort la airricultural education in Georgia and Inds that under his leadership
tbe colkje of urksisture at Athens became a potent factor in the development of better
farming methods la Georgia.

100. Xopf-Seits, Carole Z. Don Giovanni Bosco as an educator. Doctor's,
1926. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic unlvirsity of. America, 1926.
78

sulk XcAllister, Ethel N.. Eaton, scientist and educator, 1776-1842.,
Doctor's, MO. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press,

587
4,

111. Macy, Elbert Bonebrake. Former educators among Kansas editors and
publishers. Master's, 1939. Kans. 81 (loll. 82 p. ma

Xichelaon, Donald. The contributions of William Franklin Phelps to
Oublic education. Doctor's, 1940: Peabody. 313 p.

Studies the career of William Franklin 114e4ps in pahlk education from 1830 to NOT.
rods that be was one of the founders and organisers of the model and practice school
prindpl ; that be designed buildings for teacher training; that be wu a leading educator
el teachers; that be advocated visual education ; and that be developed normal school
misled*.

113. Noon, Nellie Garrett: B. H. Carroll and bis educational values fro
Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

114. Rich, Arthur L. Loxell Mason, music educator. Doctor's. 1940. New
York. 208 p. as. o

Trues Lowell Mason's Ufa his work as a choir director la a Boston dumb ; Ms-appoint-
Mat as euptrinteadent of musk in the Sono, schools in 1111111; bit tsedting of music in
the eat public schools tram 1.4111 to 111111; Ids principles of teaching; and big philoao140
ci mac

ilL Iltealaing, "Cabins. A biographical record of Dr. Charles Orlando Case
and Ids antribution to education In Adam. Master's. iota. Arizona St T. O.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDMONEI 1:1

116. Tho Alfred. Arthur John Matthewseducator and administrator.
Muter's, 1040. Aria. St. T. C., Tempe. 185 p. m&

Presents a biographical sketch of Arthur John Matthews, and stresses his presidency of
ArisOna State Teachers College at Tempe from 1900 to 11)30.

117. Thomte, Raider. The formative years of Soren Kierkegaard. Master's,
1939. New York. 190 p. m&

Presents a biographical study of the childhood and adolescence of the Danish philosopher
and theologian, covering tbe first 21 years of his life ; and points out the main factors
and influences which contributed to the formation of his unusual personality.

ell& Waffle, Eugene Melville. Eben Sperry Stearns: tioneer In American
education. Doctor's 1939. Peabody. Nashville George Pftbody college for
teachers, 190. 23 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 253)

119. Waldeber, Sister Miriam Joseph. An analysis of the administrative
ability of Right Reverend John Lancaster Spalding. Master's, 1940. Eilt. Johns.
63 p. EMIL

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS

GENERAL ANAJNITED STATES

120. Alexander, William X. State leadership in improving instruction: o
study of the leadership service function of State education departments, with
especial reference to Louisiana, Tennessee, and Virginia. Doctor's, 11W), T. Cir
Col. Univ. New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940. 2)3 p.

Analyses and evaluates, in terms of the leadership Function of State departments of educa-
tion, each of three approaches towards State leadership An improving instruction. Presents
vidence that leadership service-is a responsibility of State education departments.

121. Bachtel, Forrest Leroy. Trends and criticism of education : 1928-1033.
Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 96 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts
of master's theses . 1939: 3)

Surveys articles on education in 12 current periodicals during the period from June 1928
to June 1930. Shows trends towards : A demand for better teachers; a different organization
of higher education, so that the opportunity to participate would not be encompassed by privi-
lege ; an emphasis on adult education to provide opportunity for an intelligent appraisal
of current social phenomena ; an emphasis on social questions and tbe realistic teaching
of tbeir implications ; a consistent philosophy of education ; a new %organization of elemen-
tarrachools to provide for a decreasing enrollment ; a new organtration for secondary clew
tion to provide for the postponement of self-support ; and direct appropriations by the
Federal Government to provide for an equalization of educational opportunity.

122. Berkson, John X. A study and clarification of iducational criticism.
Master's, 1940. St. T. C., North Adam& 67 p. ma.

Classifies educational criticism as embodied in approximately 50 articles published between
1iP321 and 1940. Concludes that professional educators and observant laymen believe that the
educational system has failed to product) the intelligent citizenry that is vital to the main-
tisanes of our democracy.

ils. Blackmon, Charles Powell. Background factors in the student sums'
at a progressive school. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

124. Breekner, Elmer Leander. Equalization of educational opportunity in
Washington. Master's, 1939. Washington. 181 p. ms.

Studios the relation of school district reorganisation to equalisation of révtnue and tax
-rate, add to improvement of educational services. Elbows that school district reorganization
is essential to further equalisation of revenue, tax rite, and educational progress in Wash-
ington school districts.

J.tp. Brown, IL. E. Concepts and practice*, of progressive education. Cedar
trails, Iowa fit T. (1., IMO. 8 p. no,

.
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12 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

126. Burgard, Earl H. Characteristics of principal offiCers of parent teacher
associations of Pennsylyania in relation to the efficiency of the associations. Doc-
tor's, .1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publications, 16: 45-53)

Studies the relationship of sex, faculty membership, home ownership, length of residence
in the community, nationality status, educational backgrounds, occupational experience, affili-
ation with and participation in organisation activities, and parent teacher association
experience of the principal officers of the association in Pennsylvania, and the efficiency of
the assoc!ations.

127. Canaevit, Delete Marie. The activities of parent teacher associations in
the small cities in Illinois. Master's, 1940. Virginia.

4, *128. Chandler, John Roscoe. The organtzation and functions of State de-
partments of education. Doctor's, 1940. Oklahoma. 368 p. ms.

Studies the present organisation of departments of education, tbe functions of these depart-
_ ments and their subdivisions as shown by the activities and services of the education depart-

ments in the eeveral States. Included a brief history of the origin and development of State
boards of education in tbe United States. Describes the office of the chief State school official,and the staffs of State departments of education.

129. Coffman, Daniel X. A community study of attitude concerning the local
public schools. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

130. Cone, Dwight E. Professional teachers meetings i small schools of
Washington. Master's, 1940. Washington. .1S13 p.

Surveys teacher-meetipg practices in school systems of 25 teachers or fewer. Finds a wide
gap between theory andr practice.

. 131. Conlee, R. tkt# Factors associated with school ielatIonships. Master's,
1940. North Texas St T. C.

132. Corkum, Gladys M. An educational program during the summer for
children on the tobacco plantations of Connecticut Master's, 1 K! Hartford.
111 p. ms.

%N.

Surveys the history apd life of a tobacco community. Develops an educational program
on health, nature, the Mime, and community to help chilrn work creatively.

133. Deane, Hubert W. An evaluation of the university interscholastic league.
Master's, 1940. West Texas St. T. C.

184. Diem, Alvin Christian. The philosophy underlying Lutheran parochipl
schools in the United States. Master's, 1940. Texas.

185. Donovan, David S. Non-eivic interests lu Ainerican education. Master's,
1940. East Term!) St T. C. 118 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bast-Texas state teachers
collegi. Graduate studies, 1940: 25-27)

Studies the interests of the subject matter spécialist, local booster bodies, parentaland personal interests in tbe iublic schools. Contrasts the existing public school withone which would be operative if it were built solely on civic considerations.

e18S. DuBois, Rachel Davis. Adventures in 11_ c.1 Rural education. Doe-
tor's, 1940. New York. 851 p.

Describes several projects in intercultural education used In public schools. Finds' thatmore appreciative attitudes can be developed among students ,of various cultural back-grounds if certain principles of social psychology are used in an arrangement of social-ducationld aPeriences.
01111111110 0

Ellison, Milton, F. practices compared with the aims, objectives,
apd functions of local parent teacher alsoclations In Michigan. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.
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40CURRINT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS/ 13a

138, Factors, Agapito Q. A critical examination of the American school
system in the Philippine Islands. Doctors, 1940. Southern California.

Surveys the different methods of approach used in the organisation and administration°of Philippine schools. Investigates procedures used in various parts of the Islands ',anddetermines their ability to meet the process of growth sind change.

139. Foley, Janie' Henry. The contribution of the
the probiems, of leisure. Master's, 1940.,. Boston Coll.

-) 4

140. Geiger, Vance Edward., A study of trends in
administrations of Eltitiiiiigh school athletic- association&

children's museum *to

4

the organization and
Master's, 1940. Iowa..

tl4L Gray, Bob and Votaw, David E., Jr. Classroom truction. Austin,
University of Texas, 1940. 137 p. (University of Texas pl . cation, no. 4042)

Describes a survey of instructional conditions and activities in the classrooms of Texaspublic schools started in the school year 1937-38. Discusses class management, assign- vments, teaching technique, testing, teacher-pupil relationships, and tbe philosophy ofeducation in Texas schools.

142. Griffith, Gladys Irene. An evaluation of the work of the Congress of
parents and teachers. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

s.

148. Haas, Prances Smith. A study io determine prevalent conditions in the
Langdon school community and their relation tc) success in school. Master's,
1940. Maryland.

1443 Hood, Fred C. A study of some proposed procedures for determining
the aims of education. Doctor's, 1940. Illinois.

145. Hopkins, W.E. Illiteracy In Virginia. Muter's, 1939. Va, Poly. Inst.
146. 'Inchon, Wilma Edith. The community of Boise: a study of its educa-

tional resource& Master's, 1939. Stanford.
147. Hurd, Charles B. A survey of opportunities for summer employment in

Emniet/County, Michigan, for youths, ages 14 to 25. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
148. Judge, Sister Miriam. Influence of environment on edpcation. Master's

1989. &ton Hall. 82 p. ms.
Attempts to determine tbe extent that environment alters or impsoves- the mental aidmoral levels of individuals.

140. Kansas* Clinton. Occupational analysis of Kaneohe region and its
educational bearinp. M er's, 1940. Hawaii. 108 p. ms.

150. Leith, Donald 11 Liberalism and liberal education. Doctor's, 1940.
Yale.

151. Tote , Nary Elinor. The relation of malnutrition as evidenced In..
an open-air school to scholastic achievement Master's, 1940, New York. 67 p. m&

Studies 83 children during a five year period as to mental ability and scholastic *chitty-meat Finds little relation between apparent improvement in nutritiol and scholasticachievement.

152. Levin, Zolomon. Metairie Park country day school, an experimental
school. Master's, 1940. Wane. (Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana,
series 41, no: 15: 8445)

Comoros the Metairie Park sebool with five other experimental abatis. S Describes Abe .founding of tbe school., its growtb, plant, curriculum, and its influence on education in°Louisiana,
e

. 158. Lindsey, S Anna Xarguet. A comparative study of the educational
achievement and versinality development In progressive and traditional school&
Miastées, 1940. Penn. State.
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14 RESEARCH STOKES IN EDUCATION

154. Ludington, John Robert. ustry and, education : a study of certain
Volicies and practices of organized Am lean industry with implications for edr-
tion. Doctor's, 194a Ohio State. (A ract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts
of doctoral dissertations, no. 33: 185-40)

Reviews current industrial and educational literature, educational practices in the public
schools and in industry, and public opinion relative to social economic problems of anindustrial nature. Discusses propaganda devices used by organised industrial interests.
Concludes that the values and ideals now serving as guides in political, economic, industrial,ind educational relationship are inconsistent and, In some cases, conflicting; that business -and industrial interests have operated through every known channel of communication inan attempt to perPetuate their interests and mold a public opinion favorable to tbem;that organized hidustrial interests have been powerful forces seeking control of publicprograms of education ; that education must be more concerned with ideals and valuesas goals for individual behavior and institutional relationships ; and that industrial and
social Progress are dependent upon education.

155. Mayer, Parm. A comparison of pupil and parent attitude on certain
controversial questions. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

156. ketsger, Ruth ilarthit. Analysis of the Junction City-Jackson com-
munity with plans for bettering home-school relations through the parent teacher
association. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 112 p. ma.

157. Mitchell, Samuel William. The work of the parent-teacher associations
in nine Virginia counties. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 138 p. ms.a20 p.

158. Nelson, Eunice Lucile. participation in education with special
reference to education In Texas. ster's, 1040. Tex. Tech. Coll. 1 ms.

Finds that the trend of Federal interest shows a fluctuating rate of interest in different
levels and types of aid, starting on the collegiate level, aiding agriculture and mechanicaltypes df education ; including experiment station work on this level ; later extending tothe same general type of education on the secondary level. Shows that during the emergencyof 1983 Federal aid was given to all types of school training and for equipment.

159. Officer, William B. Field report of the educational responsibility of the
several school distiicts of Warren county, Iowa. Master's, 1940. Drake. 68 p ms.
; 160. O'Hara, Charles X. Jesuit education in modern times. St. Louis, Mo.,

St. LOUIS university, 1940. 25 p. ms.
Finds that the 50 provinces of the Jesuit order of tbe Catholic church spread throughout

the world. conduct hundreds of universities, colleges, and secondary schools, and carry on
a multiplicity of other educational activities.

161. Oldleld, Bessie X. An experiment In democratic cooperation, Master's,
1940. Michigan.

162. Olmstead, Sarah Jenkins. Vocational survey of youth between the
ages of 16 and 25 in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

103, Ossmann, Carl Gerhardt. Application of the Barnes plan to the state as
a unit. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 74 p. ma.

MC Owens, Ruth Delp. The educational program of organised labor in the
United States. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 2rn p. ma. (Abstract in: Indiana
State teachers college Teachers college Journal, 11 : 15344, July 1940)

Attempts to determine the nature of the educational programs of organised labor inpublic and workers. education, adopted by the major labor organisations in the Untied
States since 1928, and bow much 'programs were carried out. Finds that the two largest
labor organisations have deep and abiding interests in public education ; that the 'railroad
group has no program of workers' or public education sad that the garment workers'
organisation eoacentratee on workers' edUcation, nalitalalag and controlling its swa sawcational department.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 15

165. Porter, William O. Trends In Federal aid and Federal control of edu-
cation in the United States, Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 265 p. mi. (Abstract
in: Ohio unlversitT. Abstracts of masters' theses 1939: 52)

Gives an historical sketch of the early trends of Federal aid and Federal control Inpublic general education ;- and traces the trends of aid and control in the various bills
fntroduced in recent'Congresses, particularly from 1919 to date. Concludes that Congresshas been consistent in bolding to tbe tradition of non-Federal interference with the State
public school systems, while at the same time it seemed willing to pass legislation extend-
ing the principle of Federal interference in other State affairs.

166. Quinn, Paul P: The place of facts in the educative process. Master's,
1940. Loyola. 114 p. ms.

Attempts io establish general principles concerning the amount and character of the
factual information necessary for a realisation of the goal of true education, and the per-
manency with which facts bouM be mastered.

*167. Reid, Charles I' Education in the Territories and outlying possessions
of the United States. Doctor's, 1940. T. g., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1941. rfell p.

Traces the historical development of education in the light of their respective cultural:
social, economic, and political conditions. . Describes tbe status of education in these
areas ; appraises education with respect to tbe local needs and problems, and to educational
aims and objectives which' are generally recognized as valid. Compares educationai prac-tices and trends in these various territories and with those of the United States. Find.
that publie education in these areas suffirs from 'the absence of an educational philosophy
based on the cultural and economic conditions and the peculiar needs and probknis in eacharea.

1 s. Reid, Walter. A study of the factors affecting school success in a small
union free schooL Master's, 1940, N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

160. Rissert, Sister Mary Ann. A survey of community features at St.
Charles, Illinois, which have possibilities for educational purposes. Master's,
1940. Michigan.

170. leaning, Harold G. The principles of the consumer cooperative move-
ment with special reference to education. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 282 p. m.

Gives an historical account of tbe development of the consumer cooperative movement
in England, tbe three Scandinavian countries, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United States. Shows tbat the movement depends uponitself to educate its members and not upon the national system of educaion ; that in
Scandinavia the folk high schools form a link between cooperative education and public
education.

171. Scales, Harry Hershel. The extent of educational equalization in Ari-
zona with some recommended changes. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

172. Schindler, William Henry. Organisation and practices of the parent-
teacher association. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 59 p. ms.

173, [globe, Maurice Leroy. Teaching problems in the Osawatomie school
system. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 66 p.

174. Simpson, Wayne Albert. A study of intelligence in relation to leader-
ship patterns. Master's, 1980. Stanford.

175. Slagle, Glenn X. EdUcational-trends In Nebraska, 1938-19390 u revealed
by official annual reports to the State superintendent of public instruction.
Master's, 1940. Nebraska. ,188 p, m&

'tufts Made eat t. teachers' salaries, financial status, and curricula of 100
&coedited publk high schools *0 their eismentary schools.

176. Moan, Paul W. The 'plague of special weeks and days. Clearing House,
14 : 52740, May 19 40. (New York State teachers college)
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16 NI18,11AROI STUDIES IN EDUCATION

177. limarOebonald Vincent A suggested program for instituting an inter-
scholastic league in Alabama. Master's, 1040. Texas.

17a Stone, Joseph 3. Problems of the restoration of Industrial and economic
competency in southeastern Ohio and the role of education In the rehabilitation.Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 114 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Ab-stracts of masters' theses 1940: 51)

179. Thompson, Bertha A. Parent-teacher conference as a factor In home-
school coopeiation. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 89 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio
university. Abstracts of masters' theses 1939 : 66)

Finds that parent-teacher conferences promote better understanding of the childand a correlation of effort in his behalf ; promote the teacher's insight into home problemsand family attitude which influence tbe child's school career ; and promote tbe parents'understanding of the aims of present-day education.
180. Wallace, Audis Price. Pragmatism In the 'modern school. Master's,

1940. North Texas St, T. C.
181. White, Oscar A. Conflicting viewpoints in contemporary Amen edu-cation. Mastert's 1940. Oregon.

182. Whitwell, Charles Garland. Spanish educational policy in the Philip-pini Islands. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.
183. Wofford, Benjamin Monroe. EConomic and financial aspects of profes-sional licensing in Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

SURVEYS
184. Barnes, Joseph Cullen. An administrative survey and proposed plan ofreorganization for the Shelby county public schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.
185. Blaschke, Oscar The odor.. An administrative survey and proposed

plan of reorganization for the public schools of DeWitt còunty, Texas. Master%
1940. Texas.

186. Bond, Leonard Hobson. An administrative survey and proposed plan of
reorganisation for the public schools of Lipscomb county, Texas. "Vaster's, 1940.Texas.

187. Broudy, H. & Massachusetts Rural school survey% North Adams, Mass.,State teachers college, 1940. 91 p. ms.
,Compares rural schools in 13 counties with respect to grade-teacher ratio, @pedal services,and equipment. Finds a wide range in each classification with some western countiesscoring below State figures on a number of criteria.
1$8. Carrington, Ennis Buford. An administrative survey and proposed plan,of reorganisation for the public schools of Harrison County, Texas. Muter's,1940. Texas.

189. Cox, Bruce B. A survey of the LaCarne, Ohio, school district and a pro-gram for the school asa community center. Master's, 1910. Ohio State. 93 p. ms.
MON a weir for an organisation that will imply tbe oestanniity with an educationaland recreational prom= for the adult and out-af-aebool youth.
190. Freeman, Zolm A. An administrative survey and proposed reorganisa-tioh of schools in Freestone County. Masterlst 1940. Baylor.
191. Hallmark, Wame Zacob. A survey of The present conditions and a pro-posed county unit plan of l):gb tion for Its oho* of Annals MonthTN=Master% 1940.

la. Harrel; Jack ltsd. A surrey and proposed reorganise's!Marion County schools. Master% OW Texas.
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CURRENT ZDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 17
198. Henderson, John Jackson. An evaluation 9f Strayer survey on Fort

Worth public schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.
194. Henry, Frasier Evans. A survey and proposed plan of reorganization for

the schools of Comanche County, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.
195. Lawson, Beebe Blanton. An administrative survey and proposed reor-

ganization -of the public schools of Bowie County, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.
196. Ledford, Loyd. A survey of the Ban Simon public, schools. Master's,

1940. Arizona. 177 p. ms. ( Abstract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 84 :
44-45)

MOWS tbe educational need, tbe financial resources and practices, the mores of the com-munity, the building and equipment facilities, pupil population, and the professional train-ing of the faculty of the San Simon district.

197. Long, Alton Blanton. An economic, social and educational survey of
Rogersville community. Master's, i940. Tennessee. 175 p. mi.-

Concludes that the curriculum of the Rogersville schools wu too narrow to meet theneeds of the pupils and of the community ; that the elementary schools should be con-solidated and transportation facilities increased ; that the elementary schools were deficientin general equipment and were in need of repair ; that the high school teachers salarieswere low ; and that the community is financially able to support better schools.
198. McDonald, Thomas Howard. An administrative survey and proposed

reorganization of the bublic 'schools of Caldwell County, Texas. Master's 1940.
Texas.

199. McLaughlin, Marvin ;souls. An educational survey and proposed reor-
ganisation of Jefferson County, Texas. Master's, MO. Texas.

200. McLendon, Reese Dermont. A survey and proposed reorganization of
the schools of Lamar County, Mississippi Master's, 1190. Texas.

201. McMahon, William Alvin. An administrative survey and proposed plan
of reorganization of the public schools in Eastland County, Texas. Master's,
1940. Texas.

202. Mason, Edwin Mica A general survey of the rural scbools of Brazoria
'County, Texas. Master's, 1910. Texas.

203. Poff, ¡ack Woodard. An administrative survey and proposed plan of
reorganizatidrórthe schools in Navarro county, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

204. Porter, Woodbert Andrus.. A survey of the Las Vegas public school
system. Master's, 1140. Texas.

205. Powell, B. J., Jr. Administrative survey and a proposed plan of reor-
Oblation for the schools In Menard county, Texat Master's, 1940. Texas.

re. Prime, John Sterling. A survey of the McGregor public schools in com-
parison with 17 other small Texas school systems. Master's, 1910. Texas.

2Q7. Beeves, G. Truman. Survey of the McCamey schools with
Oner'west Texas school anteing. Master's, 1940. Texas.

.2013. Ring, Carlyle Conwell. An analysis of the public schools of New
Britain, Connecticut (1987-88), with a program for their future development
Doctor's, IMO. New' York. 520 p. ma

lierveis edam - condition in New Britain In 1937, and offers a program for theftturs ;fete/ of tbe imbook.
209. Roberts, Chester IL A survey of Lewis çounty, Missouri, with proposals

for roorigiudiatke of attendance and control units. Master's, 1940. Wyoming.
115 p. ma.
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18 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

210. Rucker, B. T. Survey of Wheeler county schools and proposed reorgani-
zation. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. ColL 100 p. ms.

Finds that there are numerous small schools in the county in poor physical condition and
with inadequate teaching staffs. Recommends that the school districts be reorganized into a
county unit system of schools, which would provide for more efficient and economical use
of money being spent for educational purposes, and would provide the children with better
equipped schools.

211. Sasser, Lawrence. A survey and curriculum study for the Davenport
community, Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

212. Scott, Bernard Harold. An administrative survey and proposed plan .si
reorganization of schools in eastern Harris county, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

218. Sinclair, Carey Lynn. An administrative survey and proposed plan of
reorganization of the schools of Hansford county, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

214. Thrall, William B. Educational survey of Lake City, South Dakota,
public school. Master's, 190. South Dakota. Re p.m*.

215. Vosburgh, Reginald. A survey of educational achievement of village
and rural pupils in a newly-organized eentral district. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St.
Çoll. for Teach:

216. White, Minton Lee. An administrative survey and proposed plan of
reorganisation of the schools in Kerr county, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

217. Anderson, Amos X. The history:of elementary education in the Prov-
ince of New Brunswick. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 163 p. rns.

Shows that early elementary education was greatly influenced by the work of the various
religious organisations. w

21& Armour, Zane. The higher education of women in Japan. Master's,
1940. Chicago.

. *219. Bittinger, Desmond Wright. An educational experiment in northern
Nigeria in its cultural setting. Doctor's, 1940. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,
University of Pennsylvania, 1941. 348 p.

Surveys the history of education, describing an educational experiment cOnd acted between
1930 and 1938.

220. oft.V, Ching-iku. The significance for religious education of modern
educational trends in China. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract is: University
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of reseárch, no. 66)

Surveys bilefiy the backgrounds of modern China and of modern theories of character
education and religious educition, and examines relevant trends of modern Chinese education
in various historical periods. Offers recommendations for the program of religious
education in order to contribute to the national welfare and cultural development ; to
promote international cooperation, interracial understanding, world peace, and 'justice; and
to offer tbe vital power of the Christian religion to the life of the people and. for the
development of a new China.

221. Chen, Yerk Hun. The development of China's educational sy.- em. bias-
ter's, 1940. Drakeb 149 p. nut. ,

222. Christenson, Carl D. A partial evaluation of the Seventh-day Adventist
mission schools in Peru. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 91 p. ms.

*Meats elementary and secondary schools in Peru andriloll rka, that
arc operated by tbe fieventb-dar Adventist missions. Coming" In the
educational program can be made in spite of current fiflanelal r Ps. Suggests that
tbe !Wanda status may be improved by teaching *dens farming methods, and by the
development of textile, basket, and toy industries foi whicisliaw materials are available.
Shows that religion is the core of the curriculum and will continue as such.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 19
b.

223. Connaughton, Rev. Edward A. A study of the provisions made for the
Catholic elementary schools of the Province of Ontario. Master's, 1940. Catholic
Univ. 95 p. ms.

Studies the legal provisions aside by the Provincial 'government for the existence and
operation of Catholic elementary schools. Describes the historical development of the
schools, whkh are known as tbe Catholic separate schools; and discusses the functioning
of the present systeni, under the headings of the legal status, organisation, administration,
and financial support of the schools. Points out the satisfactory as well as the unutisfac-
tory features of the system.

224. Cook, John Thomas. Teacher training in the Province ,of New Bruns-
-wick : an historical and analytical study of its evolution together with proposed
measures of practical reform. Doctor's, 1940. Harvard. 579 p. m&

Describes the early history of New Brunswick, its settlement, and tbe education of the
children of the early settlers; the teacher in an age of benevolent despotism and private
enterprise, 1783-1802; the teacher in an era of establishment and extension of a provincial
aystem of education, 1802-1847; the eltablishment cof training and model schools; funda-
mental improvements affecting the teacher and the emergence of the trained secondary
school teacher ; further improvements influencing the teacher and the beginning of the
training of teachers in-service; twentieth century trends affecting the training of tbe
teacher and the formulation of a program for manual training, agriculture, and vocational
education. Analyses the present system of teacher training in the light of the social and

ink setting, and offers a constructive program of ptactical reform.

225. Cutts, Elmer Henry. Pritish educational policy in India unser the East
India company. Doctor's, 1940. Harvard.

226. Finley, Roberta Jane.' Russian youth. Master's, 1940. Illinois.

227. Flack, Howard Watson. Totalitailanism and physical education. Doc-
tor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville; George Peabody college for teachers, 1940.
6 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 272)

Traces tbe processes by which physical education has attained its present position in
the education of the militant totalitarian nations ; traces the emphasis on physical force
as shown in the political and educational philosophies of Italy and Germany. Shows the
dependence of these systems on-the planned program of physical education and recreation.
Finds that in Italy physical education and recreation are the vital part of the complete
collectivization of the nation ; that physical education is an ,out-of-school program iith
political indoctrination and pre-militaiy education as its main features. Shows that in
Germany education is designed to create a nation of heroes who are ready to make the
world over and who are physically qualified to do so ; that physscal education is nation-
alistic and pre-military with most of the work done in out-of-school agencies which em-
phasise hiking and outdoor activity. Shows. that the dimgcrades must aim at the creation
of better fighters as well as better citizens in order to maintain their &rinse tion.

228. Gross, Carl, Henry. Education in British Columbia, with particular
coilsideration of the natural and social factors. Doctor's; 1940. Ohio State.
(Abstract is: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no.
31 : 79-80)

Shows that the social and educational problems of British Columbia are complicated by
the extraordinary diversity of the population ; that the school system is free and open to
all; that the educators favor a curriculum based on the interests and needs of the in-
dividual; that the small rural schools (.are being consolidated into enlarged educational
administrative units which are under the supeivision of a trained director; that the method
of selecting and assigning teachers is noteworthy, in that the selection and appointments
are made by an appointment bureau composed of professional educators far removed from
the local scene; that correspondence schools for pupils from the first grade through the
freshman year in college have been developed in an attempt to equalize educational oppor-
tunity for children in remote areas; tbat a separate system of schools is opèrated for
Indians; that language, schools ar maintained after regular school hours by persons
anxious to preserve a certain language and training is given in reading, writing, and
certain other aspects of the culture of the respective homelands.

229. Harr, Wilber Christian. A Christian approach to a pagan people In
Northern Nigeria. Master's, 1940. Union,Theological. 177 p. ms.

$251711--42--11
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20 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

230. Hine, Marie. A study In the bistory of Spanish education to 1900.
Master's 1940. Washington. 267 p.

*231..Jauckens, Anita. Mexican readers as Instruments of the socialist
program. Master's, 1940 Louisville. 185 p. ms.

Examines critically two series of Mexican urban elementary readers as instrumentsot the Mexican socialist program. Gives a brief history of Mexico, and of education,showing the events that led to the present educational system. Compares a series of sixreiders entitled Medico Negro used in the Federal schools. with a series of six *enders
called Rewrote representing reading material used in the 'public schools of tbe northernStates of Nuevo Leon and Coahuila, two states in which much of the industrial wealthof Mexico is located and whore there is concentrated opposition to the socialistic promsof Mexico. Finds that the socialistic program is advocated thoroughly in the MmHg*Nuevo series and interpreted more conservatively in the Ruperate aeries. Shows thatsocialistic education in Mexico strives to give the child the facts that will enable him tomeet a social reform and information that will raise tbe standard of living of the poo-letarlat. Indicates that the general public is opposed to the recommendation of November1939 calling for integrating aU education on a socialistic basis, and that newspapereditorials forecast that if this educational program I. carried out communism would bebrought to Mexico, which has been the goal of the Federal educational program for thelast five years.

=2, Kneller, George F. The educational philosophy of the Third /itch.
Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

233. 3ta, Yi-Iting. The development of a national system of education under
the Chinese republic (1912-1938), Master's, 1939. Smith.

M4. XcCully, Bruce Tiebout. English education and the origins of Indian
nationalism. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New York, Columbia university prams,'
MO. 418 p.

Deeeribes tbe beginning of English education in India : English education in India. 1835-541854-85 ; the educated class and its status in native society and its political outlook ; nation-atilt doctrines, cultural, economic, and political ; and the genesis of nationalist organisationin India.

235. Moffatt, Elbert Marston. The universities of India. Doctor's, 1940.
Washington. 250 p. ma

Describes the historical development, and appraises the universities. of India.

236. Molefe, George Benjamin. A religious education program for a Bantu
church school. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

237. Xoomaw,. Ira Wilbur. Farm organization and certain aspects of life
among depressed class farmers of Broach district, India. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio
State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of d4;ctoral dissertations.
no. 83: 191-98.)

Discloses land tenure, production of crops, Uventock, farm income, ind ihtedneks, and healthof the depressed class farmers of the Shows that credit on reasonable terms withsuitable education and guidance in regard to its use for improving the farm business I. themore Immediate economic nerd of these tamers: and that young men of sound health, suit-able training and initiative can earn a satisfactory income from farming.

238. Nakano, Aiko. Modification of tbe Japanese grammar to fit the needsof the Japanese students. Master's, 1940. Aria St. T. C., Tempe.

239. Noronha, George K. Backgrounds in the education of Indian girls.
Doctorli, 1939. Catholic Unly. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America,
1980. 237

Mecums physicak economic, poIItkal, sociil, and 'Aglow conditions in India which cowdittos the education of all children ; the complications arising from the view held of womanas a person and as a member of tbe family as well as a member of a Nodal group.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 21

240. Pa llay, Mary L The teaching of art In the elementary schools of
Hungary. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 128 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university.
Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 80-40.)

Includes a verbal picture of the background of the Hungarian people and their educationaL
vulva*. Concludes that tbe Irungarlan course of art is national in scope, and that tbe leisure-
time pursuits of tbe people have created a dear* to express in color and line subjects sug-
gested by tbeir natural surrounding&

241. Pan, Wen Tsai Sung. Suggested reorganization of the secondary school
curriculum in China. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

242. Porter, Eugene Olive's'. A history of Methodism in Mexico. Doctor's,
1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral
dissertations, no. 31 : 275-80.)

Traces the bistory of Methodism 1;1 Mexico from its introduction in 1873 to the present
time. Describes the educational work of tbe missionaries.

243. Powell, Lindsay James. Education in the French legislative assembly,
1791-92. Master's, 1940. Vanderbilt (Abstract in: Bulletin of Vanderbilt uni
versity, vol. 40, no. 10: 67.)

Describes -Condone's plan of public instruction which be presented to the assembly on
April 20-21, 1792, and which was t6 be organised in primary and secondary schools, insti-
tutes, lyceums, and the National society of arts and sciences. Shows that Condorcet was
the first advocate of a system of education supported by the state.

244. Reinemund, Gretchen. The literature, art, and education in Spain as
seen by José Ortega y Gimlet. Muter's, 1939. Stanford.

245. Bassani, Abul-Hassan Khan. The development of the control of educa-
tion in Iran. Doctor's, 1940. Missouri.

246. Sheridan, Leora James. The origin and development of secondary educa-
tion in Pomp. Doctor't 1940. Pennsylvania.

247. Su, Ting. A fluncal program of organization and administration for
the public schools of eulyuan Province, China. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. 260 p. me.

248. Suganthy, Isaiah. The reorganization of rural 'education in India. maw
ter's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. 61 p. ma.

Covers tbe background and general status of rural education in India with suggestions
for its improvement.

*249. Taal, Vial King. Adolescent education in% China. Doctor's, 1039. New
York. 171 p. ms,

amines critically the education of adolescents in China, both as it was carried on
under the old Minos system and under the various modern systems introduced into
China since the beginning of the twentieth century. Concludes that in order to provide
more adequate education for the adolescent in china, the present program should be vitalised
so-as to meet more fully the practical realities of life ; that the secondary schools should
be so organised as to enable administrators and teachers to know each student intimately ;
that pliant* programs should be introduced in the schools, and that teacher-tralning
institutions should train teachers in the use of guidance techniques.

250. Tan, asnatei. History of modern Chinese secondary education. Doc.
tor's, 1940. Pennsylvania.

2514 Tsiodals, Ruth K. Theettitudes and methods employed in dealing with
adherents to the ethnic fal Mastees, 1939. East. Baptist. Philadelphia,
Eastern Baptist theological te ry, 1939. (Contributions to Christian educe-
tion, no. 6: 15-22)

Concludes that there ie a decided trend toward a pore sympatbetie understanding of tbe
adherents to the ethnic faiths ; that: there is a for tbe recognition of the value ofoom wafter ; Sat mambo used by the missionaries in dealing with adherents to
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22 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

the non-Christian faiths vary greatly according to the funds available, the religious andeducational background of the people, tbe environment, and the age of individuals andgroup&

252. Toma, Stephan. The cultural challenge to education In the Arab world
with special reference to teacher education in Iraq. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.
(Abstract in:. Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no.
31 : 88344)

Studies the history and development of Arab culture from the earliest times to the'present, and suggests a program of educational experimentation and action, especially withreference to teacher training in Iraq.

253. Van Zyl, Abraham Jonannes. A critical survey of the teaching of mathe-
matics in South African secondary schools with suggestions for reorganization.
Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.

Studies the place. content, and tnetbod of teaching mathematics in tbe secondary schoolsof South Africa with reference to the needs of pupils who require it for professional andvocatiqual purposes; the interests of pupils to whom it merely provides a general back-ground of education; requirements for examinations; and training of teachers. Offerssuggestions for the reirganisation of the whole system of education, and for the reorganisa-tion of mathematics.

254. Warner, Kidd Phillips. A study of contemporary physical recreationfor the adolescent girl in Russia, Italy, Germany, England, and the United States.
Master's, 1940. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university.
Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8.: 177-78)

Shows that there art certain basic needs characteristic of all adolescent girls, which aremet In a variety of ways in different countries. Concludes that tbe problems of theadolescent girl can best be solved by girls of all nations working together for a commoncase.

255. Woolcock, Cyril W. A study of the Implications of the new educationfor the reform of the state aided secondary school curriculum in England. Doc-
tor's, 1940. Ohio State. 295 p._ms.

node little agreement between principle of new education and practices of thei.22schools investigated.
'.44

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

256. Hensel, Joan Elizabeth. Inter-American intellectual cooperation. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations
and theses, vol. 12: 89-91)

Indicates that one of the most valuable contributions to intellectual cooperation betweenthe Americas is tbe interchange df professors and students; and that another contributionthe partial elimination from textbooks of material which unduly emphasises one nationat the expense of another. Shows that exchange of information, education, and the realdesire to learn from each other are among the most important factors in developing tbeessential objectives or pan-Americanism

257. Snyder, W. Harry. .A guide to introductory re,ding on our American
neighbors: digests of recent books ¡fiction and non-fiction) prepared for tbeteacher, student and layman who seek an introduction to those peoples that share
with us, tbe territory, responsibilities, and opportunities of the Western Hemi-
sphere. Upper Wader, New Jersey. State teachers college, 1940. 213.p. ma

258. Inter-American affairs in the sicondary school. Upper Montclair,New Jersey State teachers college, 1940. 9 p. nts.
Presents a mans of study for the ninth grade.
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EDUCATION-THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES

259. Balletta, Aurora Josephine. Leon %Mats Alberti and his concept of
education. Muter's, 1939. Columbia.

Ma Berry, Marshall S. The philosophy of education in Kentucky as found
in the messages of the governors. Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 276 p. ms.

Covers tbe period from 1792 to 1938, and deals with philosophy of education, school
tinattoe, common school systemi higher education, and Negro education.

261. Blair, Jerre C. The contributions of George S. Counts to the philosophy
of education. Master's, 1140. Ohio Univ. GI p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio Uni-
versity. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1940: 7)

Surveys his wrh Inge, emphasising his contribution to the philospphy of education. 77' Its
tbe Deed for a more united educational amt.= which might be accomplished by having its
sting more definitely stated, and by baring its teacher* and society more closely united.

t262. Briggs, Thomas H. Pragmatism and pedagogy. New York, Macmillan
tOmpany, 1940. 124 p. (Kappa Delta PI lecture series) I Teachers college.
(Iolumbia university)

263. Brown, James N. Educational implications or four conceptions of
human nature: a comparative study. Doctor's, 1940. catholic Univ. Washington.
Catholic university of America press, 1940. 139 p.

Examine and attempts to intcrpret the theories on the constitution of original human
nature proposed by John Dewey, William C. Bagley, and Herman H. Horne; presents the
Catholic view of human nature and compares it with ¡boar of the writers studied; and
discusses the educational implications coming from each of the concepts of human nature.

264. Burke, Sister Mary Martina. The educational principles of Richard Mul-
caster, Master's, 1910. Okla. A. & M. COIL

Analyzes his educational treatises, Positives and Elestestarie, published in 1581 and
1582. Discusses his educational principles, especially those dealing with the education of
boys and girls in the elementary group; his interest in physical training, and his con-
sideration of the teacher's position and salary, methods of teaching, the use of the English
language, and problems of spelling.

205. Bylss, W. Wails. The educational philosophy of Louis Again's. Doc-
tor's, 1940., New York. 154 p. ma.

*206. CantAl, Domthy Joan. The philosophy of Durant Drake and its
cant* for education. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 248 p. ms.

267. Chinnock, Zugenie. 11ato's educational views : a comparative study
of the Republic and the Laws. Doctor's, 1989. New York. 195 p. ma.

268. Clark, Sister Nary Eileen. A comparative study of the opinions of Vives
and Melon on the education of women. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 135 p.

Shows that both men felt that the education of woman is based on a divine obligation;
that each man formulated a plan of education for women which be believed to I* adapted
to the needs of his day ; that the methods and theories of each ot these educators were
pedagogically and psychologically sound ; that each evaluated every study from the moral
as well as from the intelketual side.

*209. Cotli, Arthur BasiL Blessed Giovanni Dominici on the education of
children : translation and introduction. Doctor's, 1927. Catholic Univ. Wash-
ington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1927. 71 p.

270. Durnin, Sister X. Chryaostom. The educational philosophy of George
S. Counts. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 105 p. ma.

Presents Counts' criticisms of coinmunisa and twins and his proposals for Americas;
democracy. Diana= his theories of Maas natiri, its origin and its destiny, his belief
concerning dooloatie and civil owlet, ;.his email* el morality ; aad his ideas of religion.
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24 RESEARCH STUDISS IN EDUCATION

concludes Matilda philosophy is basically naturalistic ; and that his theories are in manyrespecta at variance with the teachings of Christian philosophy, and cannot be accePtedby the Christian teacher.

271. Posnot, Pearl B. Tradition and change in John Dewey's social phi-losophy. Doctor's, 1940. Boston univ.il Garber, Helen L. A. comparative study of Plato and Tagore In relation toaesthetic education. Doctor's, HMO. New York. 310 p. ms.nods that in aesthetic education, Plato and 'razors seek to realise tilt fullest developmentof tbe individual u a persor and u a citisen; that in the curriculum, Plato concentrateson music and gymnastic, while Tagore includes a broader scope of the arts; that both useterms of aesthetic expression such as festivals, drama, chorus., an4 tbe dance. Elbows thatPlato isolates tbe period of concentrated aesthetic education while Tagers integrates it withthe whole scope of stud); that in matters of method both use ~nattily the same procedure.though Tagore gives them a more modern expression and magnifies the sense of freedom incontrut with Plato's dominant purpose of discipline.* Concludes that aesthetic educationprovides a vital, integrating factor for experience; that thrts is education are not con-cerned primarily with sense data but with value! 'which they expreai; that aesthetic educa-tion should become a vital part of the education of every child; that ibe personality of theteacher is a vital factor for aesthetic education; and that abundant opportunity should improvided for creative expression,

278. eninan, Sister M, Angelicia. Freedom and authority in %education.Doctor's, 1936. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America,1936. p.

27t Hagstotz, Hilda Boettcher. The educational theories of John Ruakin.Doctor's, 194a Nebraska. (Abstract in: University of Nebraska. Abstratta ofdoctoral diavrtations, 1040: 101-10&)
Describes briefly Ruskin's donator's. 'and his educational activities after {timing Oxforduniversity where be received his A. B. and A. M. degrees. Discusses his theories on educa-tion of individual from birth through the university:

r n275. Hawver, Carl A. Aldous Huxley's theory\ f education. Master's, 1940.Bowling Green. 40 p. ms. ( Abstract in: powling reen State university. Ab-stracts of masters' theses, 1935-1940: 38)
Concludes that Huxley sees education as composed of four different social forces : educationas character training (wherein be deplores compulsory education as destroyer of demo-.racy) : education as instruction ; educdtion as training of the emotions (In which he warnsagainst the dangen of propaganda and linnets tbe need of a correlating philosophy of lifeto forestall disaster) ; Kind education u training for the body. States that Huxley feels thatire are educating youth for a militaristic dictatorship; that children need resistance to sug-pstionAo rtrotect them from propagandists of tbe future ; and that such growth g Huxleyadvocates is not possible under a state aided school
276. Healy, Sister Zama Therese. Saint Bonaventure's De reductioneartium ad theologian': a commentary with an introduction and translation. Doc-tor's, 1980. St. Bonaventure. St. Bonaventure, N. Y., fill Bonaventure college,1939. 212 ejir AVIV%
Duds with St Soniventure's life and works, the 'occasion and inspiration, and tbe DoomoItUti.oIhIgwOrkL

4r.

277.. Heads, Hiram S. The changing conceptiois of the Idea of education.Master's, 1940. East Texas BL T. C. 155 p. ma., (Abstract in: East Texas Stateteachers college. qraduate studies, 1940 : 84-35) .
Compares the characteristics o.f the ditional and the .mo#fru,. school,, .

.

278. Hinrichs, Gerard. Critical theory .of the general introduction course tophilosopby. Doctor's,. Southern California.
Shows that this general introduction course has 4 tect approach,: that tbe studenttormuktes bis u philoopby through notebook ezteisse containing commonplace deci-

are
dais and striking thoughts for checking his real purpose ; that other itettritlsethematic writing es philosophic problem, a study of mama! Daimon ea the oatenOf Use plOssopide enterprise, sad Medea *rums .
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;1 bRIES AND PRINCIPLES

27a Jackstatt, Berthold. Imsdnies educational laws. Muter's, 1040. Pitts-
burgh.

280. Johnson, Glen. Some ethical implications of .a naturalistic Philosophy
of education. Poctoes, 1940, T. O., I. Univ.

Beta forth critklams from various viewpoints of philosophy and religion, and Indicates
bow Mi. naturalistic philosopher and educator have -attempted to wet them.,

281. Maier, John Boss. A study of the educational philosophy of William
Torrey Harris. Doctor's,.1940. Peabody. 200 p. ms.

Gives a short biography ef, William Torrey Harris, and compares his educational ideas
with those of Hem&

282. lioCollom, Ivan Newton. Further evalua'tion of ediku tional attitudes.
Doctor's, 1940. Oolo. t. Coll. of Ed. (Field study DO. 3)

XeDermotty, Sigler Gengvieve. Monism in modern education. Doctor's,
1940. Catholic Univ.

Reviews tbe monistic toundanone of various modern plinoeoplatee with their implications
(or the educational systems which are being utilised for the propagation of tbelr,teneta.

284. Xalliorrow, George J. A metaphysical study on the individual and the
person. Doctor's, 1940. Notre Dame. Notre Dame, Indiana, 194 122 p.

4 P

285, Killer, Sist Xary Janet. A domparison of ethical prI n eI gdv ocated
tqf selected (philosophers. Master's, 1940. cob. St. Coll. of Ed.

.286. Noorman, Ridiszd Herbert. Some educational implications of Des-
cartes' synthesis of mathematics and philosophy. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody.
Nashville, George Peal.! college for teachers, 1940. 8 p. (Abstract.of Con-
tribution to education, no. 278)

Finds t:hat mathematics and, philosophy were significantly related in the thinkini of
Ilfn4 Descartes, though much vot the philosophy with which he dealt would be considered
science today.

287.. Nelson, Brother Joel Stanislaw. The De lAberoruns Educatione of
Aeneas Ellivius PiccolomIni: a translation with an introduction. Dodges, 1940.
Catholic Univ.

Presents, in addition to the translation, a sistentatic inveetigation of sources. Analyzes
the copula of this treatise with reference to previous educational treatises of a similar
nature. ,Reveals tbat this treatise Is mainly a compilation of previous authors.

288. Price, Aubrey Newton. The viewpoints of the teachers of Kaukd pn
seven basic issues in educational theory. Master's, 1940. Hawiii. 84, p. ma.

289. Roberts, -Eunice C. The educational ideals of Anatole France. , Doctor's,
1940. Illinois.

290. Robinson, Naynie Sue. Montaigne on t,he education of the gentry.
Master's, 1940. Texas.

NIL Roche, Rev. Patrick J. The social Ideas of John Dewey. Muter's, 1940.
Catholic Univ. 88 p.

Shows that the new society which Dewey advôcates would be built upon the philosophy
of libel and would Premed under experimental methods in the form of a democracy.
Concludes Opt Dowers social philosophy lacks eomprethensfveness and balance; that he
overempbadsos tbe contributions of science and technology to the, iocial order; and that
his Idea otdenocracz Ii spderminell natutalisijcview of 14

292. longione, Rev: Louis AL 'St. Auguatineis pedagogipal principles on 'tie
teaching of religion as presented in his De Catechisandis RodOse, Muter* MO.
Catholic Univ. 72 p. ms.

161sensesa the quallikaileas of the teacher et religion; the content of religious instruction,
and tin moods a tucking religion. Cowhides that St. Augustinel work has had an
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abiding influence on the teaching of religio'n and that it contains many sound principlesof psychology and pedagogy applicable to religious teaching now.

293. Schroeder, Euthjones. RrinciOes of teaching as revealed by the teact-
ing ministry of Jesus. Master's, 1939. East. Baptist. Philadelphia, Eastern
Baptist theological seminary, 1939. (Contributions to Christian education, no.4: 4-28)

Shows that the principles basic in Christ's teaching were : Teaching should be closelyconnected with -daily living ; teaching should be centered in the individual ; teaching shouldbe characterised by simplicity ; teaching should be positive and authoritative.
294. She*, ICurna. Roman educcfition as revealed in theisatirical writingsof Horace and Juvenal. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisi-

ana State university. . Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 117)
Discusses education in the home, particularly the moral training, as taught through°parental example ; the three types of schools of the period ; the location of schools, curricula,teaching methods, school holidays, and the attitude of the Romans toward the professionof teaching. Concludes that the delineation of the intellectual training In the schoolspresents a composite picture which is true in detail.
295. Shore, Maurice Joseph. The Marxian theory of education. Doctor's,

1940. Johns Hopkins.

296. Smith, Blanche A. A background study of the social tèachings of StPaul. Master's, 1939. Hartford. 87 p. ms.
Shows 'that he was influenced in his ideas of the state, the position of women, and slave yby his Jewish environment with its emphasis on higher ethics, by' a more liberal Roman-Graeco influence, and by early Christian idealogy.

297. Stevens; Henry Eugene. The education?' philosophy of Boyd H. Bode :
an analytical study. Doctor's, 1940. Oregon. 00.

298. -Thompson, Mary Alice. The foundatien philosophy of Froebel and the
kindergarten. Master's, 1940. Oglethorpe. 78 p.

Shows the influence that the early educators and reformers bud on Frocbel and hisideas on the education of the young child. DeFcribes the modern kindergarten and dis-cUsses its integration into tbe primary education of the schools.
299. Tyrrell, Sister Ignacita. A comOarison of the ideas of Jules Payotan* Johann Lindworsky on the training of the will. Mister's, 1940. Cat 'bone

Univ. 68 p. ms.
4Finds that the theory of will-traininf advocated by Payot, rationalist aind representativeof French lay morality, is different from that advocated by Lindworsky, adherent' of theRomtin Catholic philosophy of life ; that Payot emphasizes the power of emotions andstresses actions and habits ; and that Lindworsky places the greatest emphasis coti thecultivation of motivAtand stresses thought control.
800. Unger, Sidney Emanuel. Characteristics of child education as reflectedin the educational philosophy of outstanding periodmancient, medieval, modenk.Mastei's, 1939. Temple. 264 p. ins

its
801. Willard, Laurence B. Interpretation of positivism. Doctor's, 1940.

New York. 840 p. m&

802. Woodruff, Harold. The significance of Bertrand Russell's philosopfiyfor the curriculum. Master's, 1040. .Cincinnati. 136 p. ms.
303. Zanfagna, Sister Mary Lauretana. Educational theories and prin-

ciples of Cardinal Silvio Antoniano. Doctor's, 1940. Catholic Tniv: Washing-. ton, Catholic university of American press, 1940. 134 p.
Trace? the early life and e.ducution of Silvio Antoniano, who was born in Rome, December31. 1540. Discusses his various writings and his educational theorieil and principles. Showstha,t Antoniano touched on mans of the principles of modern education.
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 27

SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING

4304. Abernethy, Thomas James. An experimental study of homogeneéus
grouping on the basis of intelligence quotienta Doctor's, 1940. Boston Univ.
284 p. ms.

Attempt; to determine whether tenth grade pupils Will achieve mort, the same, or less
improvement in the measurable outcomes of a course in general biology as measured b¡
standardised tests on the basis of the higher of two IQs derived from scores made on two
forms of a group test of mental ability, when grouped, in three ability groups statistically
representative of the highest, middle, and.lowest thirds respectively of the entire group
studying the subject. Concludes that under the conditions of the experlment pupils
grouped on the bails used did not make gains in the outcomes measured which, would
warrant the assumption that this particular grouping practice is an effective one.

805. Bryant,' Charles N. Study of literature on homogeneous grouping. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Cornell. 145 p. ms.

306. Bushnell, Henry Earl. An evaluation of criteria for homogeneous group-
ing in junior high school. Master's, 1940. .Washington. 40 p. ms.

*307. Noel, Thomas William. Homogeneous-ability grouping ; a study of
1,076 homogeneously and ability grouped collegiate business students. Dodos's,
194Q. New York. 147 p. ma.

Stud:es the homogeneous-ability grouping oil61,060 collegiate business education students.

308. Swenson, Andrew B. A study of some aspects of homogene7;us group-
ing 'and their implications for democracy. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

PROGRAMACTIVITY

809. Launey, Aloysius. A study of the use of an activity program in first
grade reading. Master's, 1 . Louisiana State., (Abstract in: Louisiana State
university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S. : 135)

Describes an experiment conducted in the first grades of six rural schools in Evangeline
parish where the French language is the dominant language spoken ip the homes, to
compare the progress in reading of beginning French-speaking pupils in an activity program
with that of a similar group taught In the traditional way. Finds that the actity group
made better marks on achievement tests than did the traditional Poop.

810. Prosch, Marion Jean. Certain outcomes of ¡in activity program con-
ducted in an elementary school. Master's, 1940. Temple. 234 p. ms.

811. Robertson, Lafayette J. An evaluation 'of an activity program in reRgi-
giois education as developed in the Hillyer boys' club of the Windsor avenue
church of Hartford. Muter's, 1939. Hartford. 200 p. ms.

Presents the various aspects of a church program of weekday leisure activities based
on environmental lacks and ,the needs of the boy residents of a so-called "higb-ratIng
delinquent" area in a city Of 150,000 people. Shows that the church has a responsibility
to include social weekday activities in its program of rellgous education ; and that by
participation in such activities, people develop greater respect for the church and apprecia-
tion of its functions.

*312. Reviler, Ruth. Study of the activity programs, used In the summer
playgiounds situited in.metropolitan areas. Master's, 1989. New Itork. 37 p. ms.

813. Stende, Sidney. Mildred. Improving the °activity periods In a small Min-
nesota Junior high school. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract fit: University of
Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3 : 114)

Defines the activities ; home room, club, and auditorium ; and disarms physical facilities,
discipline, records, and awards, and -the underlyhug philosophy of activities and their
radio], the entkii-jon* high school program.
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28 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

814. Webber, Larne Bose. Learning through purposeful activities In thelower grades. Master's, 1939. Fort Hays Kans. St. Coll. 98 p. ma
815. Welborn, Lenna X. The growth of the activity program in the rural

schools of Brazos county. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 98 p. m& (Ab-.
street in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies 1940: 68-64)

Shows that the teachers working under the activity program have learned to adapt them-selves to new and unexpected situations ; use longer working periods for pupils ; correlatesubjects instead of presenting them separately ; provide opportunities for students to workin groups as well as singly; develop appreciaions within the pupils ; do research work ;plan work well in advance ; suggest and guide rather than dictate learning experiences ; andbring in materials and illustrations as they operate within the community in which thepupil resides. Finds that pupils take an active part in classroom work, are happier intheir work, and that their social and cultural development has increased because of closercontacts with community materials and experiences.

CONTRACT PLAN
.1

816. Ellwood, Robert Scott. An evaluation of the unit-directed study pro-
cedure. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. Normal, Illinois State normal univeriity,
1939. 50 p. (Illinois State normal university bulletin, vol. 87, no. 157)

Describes an experiment conducted in eight central Illinois high schools during theschool year 1938-89, to compare the relative effectiveness of attaining certain modernhistory objectives by the unit-directed siudy procedure with that attained through tbeuse of the daily recitation method. Finds that the results of the testing program indicatea tendency in favor of the unit-directed study procedure in teaching understandings andabilities; that attitudes were better taught by tbe recitation method ; that teachers andstudents seem to favor the unit-directed study procedure, believing it *to be more definite.fairer to the individual pupil, and more likely to develop self-reliance.
317. Smith, Janie Mathews. The unit method of Instruction and rural school

organikation. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 130 p. ms.

HOME ROOMS

ala Boydston, William Prank. A home room activity suitable for C. E.
Byrd hish--school of Shreveport, Louisiana. Master's, 1 . Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S. 124)

Describes the development of an activity program, and the preparation oi mesaspresented once a Week in the home rooms. Finds that the two lower classes were moreinterested in home room activity programs than the upper classes, and that the programwas planned to emphasise the work in that division of the school.
819. Hamilton, Lloyd Mils. Home room organization and administration.

Master's, 1940. Kentucky.. 114 p. ma
Recommends careful planning of programs under well organised set-up with definiteresponsibilities for an concerned ; and With emphasis on pupil activity rather than teacherparticipation.

820. raider, Loys Z. A survey of certain home room problems and Interestsof 40 adolescents. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
821. Lundy, Bessie liaomi. A study of the home room program at the Roosevelt Junior high school of Ban Jose, California. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
822. O'Neill, Thoinas Sparrow. A home room program for the six-year high

school *at Brookston, Minnesota. Master's, 1940. Coforado. (Abstract in:
University of Cplorado studies, General series (A) vol. *no. S : 91 ) .

823. Prather, Clifford Z. ; Home room practices In Arizona high schools.Master's, 1940. Arizona. 8t p ms. (Abstract 4n: University of Arizona record,
vol. 84: 54),

Discusses &bodkin, values derlied from the program, methods et organising the homeroom, somas of program material end typical activities of apoisoro and pupil& Cop
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANISATION 29

eludes that the most common values derived from the.program were : Establishment of
desirable pupil-teacher relationships ; offering educational guidance ; and increased admin-
istrative efficiency. Shows that almost one-half of the teachers answering the questionnaire
felt that the values received from the program did not compensate for the time and
effort required to conduct it successfully.

824. Robinson, Zdra. To develop and to exaluate a functional home room
program for citizenship training. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

825. Thomas, Eugene B. The home room in guidance, with special reference
fo Vine junior high school, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

826. White, C. K. Survey of home room plans Wing used in the public high
schools of South Dakota. Master's, 1940. South Dakota. 61 p. ms.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

327. Schramm, Sister Mary Plorinda. Provisions for individualized !untrue-
tion in the high schools of Baltimore. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 101 p. m&.

attic*. provisions for individuiliwd instruction in nine public and seven private schools.
in Baltimore. Concludes that some provision for individual dilfferences is made by admin-
istrative modifications in both public and private high schools ; and that teachers use many
classroom_ procedures in an endeavor to meet the demands of an ever-increasing diversity
of interists, needs, and capadties of an almost universal secondary school popul!ition.

METHODS OF STUDY

828. Brown, Kenneth Irving. A campus decade : the Hiram study plan of
intensive courses, 1930-1940. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1940. 133 p.
(Hiram college)

Describes the Hiram study plan which was inaugurated as a summer school experiment
in 1931 and wu later used throughout the college year ; the comprehensive examinations;
and tbe 5-year sabbatical leave program for the faculty.

829. Miller, Grace Jennings. Analysis of directed study as revealed by books
published since 1900. Master's, 1940. Texas.

PLATOON SCHOOLS

WO. Welch, Elizabeth. A critical study of the auditorium activities of the
white elementary schools of Dallas, Texas, to4etermine the educational value
of such procedures In a platoon -system of public schools. Master's, 1 [LiAo. Nortb
Texas St. T. C.

RADIO IN EDUCATION

881. Ayers, Nation Betts. A study of an experiment in classroom radio by
the Lubbock public schools, Lubbolbk, Texas, Master's, 1940. Texas.

832. Bsildride, Pearl Eugenia. The actiiities of the Federal Government In
the field of radio broadcasting. Master's, 1940. Southern California.

833. Divans, Ira. A course in radio for senior high schools. Master's, Ma
Iowa State. 65

Offers mite for complete course la radio, and presents standards of achievement In and
methods of evaluating the units.

Mt 'Braila*** reiona Allen. Chronological development of radio drama from
Its beginning to the present. Master's, 1940. Brigham Young.

Burtoik Maim L. itsidio as a factor In edicati Master's, 1940. Awl-
zoo*: 157 p. ms. (Abstract in:Vniversity of Arizona s rd, vol. 84 : 12-18)

CensMere the importance of radio as an Industry, as sainthaenee on the public, and tio
schools and- education. Attempts to determine whether tbs. o programs available tor
idacatietial purposes arson school broadcasts or as tbii rev* nisi matt= schedule.
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30 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Analyses the habits and preferences of elementary school, high school, and college students,and of non-school-connected adults as radio listeners. Suggests ways that radio may beused in schools to the best advantage ; types of equipment for school pse ; preparation ofscript for school broadcast ; presentation of school broadcast ; and methods of use of radioin the classroom.

836. Butler, Nellie Louise. A comparlion of broadcasting activities of Texascolleges with that of 10 out-of-State universities. Master's, 1940. Baylor.
337. Byers, Burton. An evaluation of scripts for high school broadcasts..1.Master's, 1940. Iowa.

83s. Casey, Glan Lucien. Utilization of radio in the Waller school program in1938-39. Master's, 1939. Texas.
Conrad, Edna Theresa. The use of radio in education with particularreference to its use in the Lincoln junior high school, Sacramento, California.Master's, 1940. Coll. of the Pacific. 92 p. ms.

Analyses replies to questionnaires circulated among the students of the high school duringthe winter of 1938-39. Concludes that education is aided by radio.
840. Cowsar, Maxine. A study of the classroom use of radio to stimulatereading. fr,Master's, 11)40. Texas.
341; Cutts, Richard A. A study of radio appreciation in the high school.Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 18 p.
Studies the radio appreciation of pupils in the 10th6 11th, and 12th- grades in theMinneapolis high schools. Finds that dramatic programs were favorites in all three gradesand that students took little interest in current events.
342. Dangelo, William J. A survey of parents' ind téachers' reaction's to radioprograms to which children listen. Master's, 1939. Temple. 128 p. ms.
848. Davis, Prank Parker, Jr. A study of the validity ,ota method of measur-

..

ing the extent of radio listening of children. Master's, 1940. Texas....
344. Day, Emmett Eaten. A study of the validity of method of measuringthe extent of radio listening. Master's, 1940. Texas.
845. Denger, Roy Ernest. Use of Wal guidance programs in Iowa highschopls. Master's, 1939.. Iowa State. 93 p. ms.
Studies thi outcomes of tbe guidance broadcists of.Iowa State cóllege over radio station'WM. Gives uses made by schools and the values derived from these broadcasts, and out-lines methods by which they may be made more effective.
846. Flickinger, Alice. Script writing for school broadcasts. 'Master's, 1939.Wisconsin.

847. Goudy, Robert N. A program for developing a critical selection of radiobroadcasts in the children of the intermediate grades of the Jefferson elementaryschool, Parkersburg, . West Virginia. *aster's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 57 p. me.(Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 23)
Surveys the typei id broadcasts preferred by children, and 'obtlines a program for tievel-oping an appreciative selection of programs. Concludes that the better radio programswere designed for adult audiences, and that those designed for children were generally ofPoor quality.

848. Grady, Zugins Z. A study of news broadcasts for secondary schoolchildren: Master's; 1939. Southern California.
849. Orannis, Alice. An experimental study of the effect of radio edulationalprogram upon the attitudes pf high school -Ruling. Doctor's, 1940. Minnesota.
850. Haugh, Oscar X. Ritlates to a program for teaching radii." *appreciationIn high school. Muter's, 1940. Minnesota.
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351. Hayfies, Guy Harper. A stutly 9f public address equipment in Texas
schools. Master's, 1940. T.exu.

352.--Haze1tine, Howard William. Student interests as a factor in the con-
struction of educational radio programs. Mattilr's, 1939. Stanford.

353$ Helm, Richard Newman. A stud,* of the use of radio in the Fresnii
City school system. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

354. Kennison, Thelma May. The use of radio in music education. Masteri,
-1939. New York. 73,p. ms. !\')

355.- Lawton, Sherman P. The basic course in radio. Doctor's, 1939. Wiscon-
sin.

356. Lohmeyer, Marie Donnasue. The epetiviness of selected methods of
radio education at the school level. Master's,' Iowa.

357. Lynum, Alice Pauline. Radio listening habits of individuals living in
the Lansing, Iowa, community. Master's, 1940. Iowa 1,1ate. 63 p. ms.

358. McAllister, William Douglas. The use of rádjo as an educatkinal
method: Master's, 1940. Redlands. 218 p. ms.

859. McKay, John Price. The radio as a factokr in the lives of sixth grade
children.. Doctor's, 1940. Missouri.

380. Melvin, Ruth. An experiment with- the influence of radio and music
appreciation on musical preferences of high school stVents. Master's, 1940.
Ohio State. 83 p. ms.

Describes ant experiment conducted with t class 4of 71 students in the eleventi; and
twelfth grades which met for two periods a week for nine months. Finds that preferences
can be changed slowly by study, and that outside influences are great.

1361. Meserve, George Harris, Jr. The radio as an effective means of adult
civic education. Master's, 1040. Boston -Univ. 101 p. ms. ,

Analyses civic education progrnms for adults offered by four major networks serving
Boston and the surrounding area. Attempts to determine the quality of the broadcasts
by means of listening tests and written reports of such tests, and the extent to *Alit.
adults listen to civic education programs. Finds tbat tbe amount of ilvie education available
during adult listening hours is comparatively small ; that 13 programs containing civic
educational features from time to time were among the favorite programs of the people
answering the questionnaire. Concludes that educators need not concern themselves so
much with the quantity as witit the quality of educational material.

862 XI1er, Mary. The use of radio in the elementary school. Master's,
1940. Southwestern St. T. C.

WS. Mulling, teon C. The -values of the National radio program in the
leaching of English. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

864. Niff, Aline.. Writing for radio. Chicago, Columbia Coll. of Drama and
Radio, 1939. 200 p. ms.

Studies the technical form of the radio drama, timing, complete cine-tinie scripts, serial
drama, commercial auditions of scripts, preparing for sale and submission to agencies, taboos,
writing for children, -and division of chid audiences. by age and sex. Develops techniques
of writing drama for the possibilities and limitations of the radio.

MIL Nelson, Hatold Elroy. A comprehensive survey of the radio listening
audience. Master's, 1939 Iowa.

366. Peak, Florence A. RadlO listening activities Of training school children 4

T to 15 years of age. Master's, 1940. Pittsburgh, Kans. St. T. C. 75 p. ms.
Investigate: tbe radio listening practices and interests of 108 pupils or Abe college

training school, grads. 3.to T inclusive, whit swill consideration fir the influence of age
so, and Intelligence;
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887. Prescott, Thomas William. A study of audio-visual education in theAnahuac (Texas) school and the radio listening of east central Texas adolescentsand preadolescents. Master's, 1940. Texas.
868. Reglein, Ned Lewis. Radio programs available to secondary schoolsin Indiana. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 90 p. ms.
369. Smith, Dean Bailey. Rate and variation in rate in selected school broad-casts. Master's, 1940. Wisconsin.
370. Smith, Dorothy Clark. Radio preferences of children. Master's, 1Southern California. ef.

371. Smith, Eula E. Analysis of data used in introducing radio in the school.Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

372. Smith, Gretchen Ann. Suggested plan for a department of radio educa-tion for public school systems in cities within a population range of 100,000 to150,000. :-Master's, 1940. Indiana. 62 p. ms.
873. Straker, Easter Irene. A study of the out-ofzschool radio listening habitsof Terre Haute school children. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. (Abstract in:Indiaqa State teachers college. Teachers college JOurnal, 11 : 155-66, July 1940)Analyses replies to a questionnaire administered to pupils of 12 elementary and secondarychools of Terre Haute and to pubils in a representative school in each of the 12 townshipsof Vigo county. Finds that the radio is beard in the home by 91.2 percent a the citYyouth in comparison to 85.63 percent of tbe country youth ; that the city children prefercomedy. Male, and dance music whereas the country children prefer comedy, plays, andhill-billy entertainment.

3744 Tyler, Tracy P. Radio programs for social studies classes. &dal edu-,cation, 4 : 846-48, 'May 1940. (University of Minnesota) ape

875.. Wagner, Lillian R. A series of radio scripts for the Iowa State Teacher'sAsspciation based on principles of the educational policies commission. Master's,1940. Iowa.

376. Walsh, Sister Aradonna. Recent trends in the use of radio In secondaryschools. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 101 p. mi. (Abstract in: Indiana Stateteachers college. Teachers college journal, 11: 153, July 1940)
Finds that a number of programs suitable for the secondary school level are offeredduring the school day ; that high schools do not make extensive use of these programs,chiefly because of scheduling difilculties; that there are many programs of an educationalnature broadcast out of school hours which might be assigned for listening at home andreport in class; that many teachers are .aware of the need for teaching the criticalappraisal of programs; and that high schools have .taken eagerly to broadcasting, Induspublic adtkess systems for broadcasting to other rooms where such systems are avallaole.
877. Weints, Elizabeth Z. The effectiveness of radio broadcasts la stimulat-ing the leisure reading of high school students. Master's, 1939. Wisconsin.
878. Wiles, X. Kimball. The evaluation of the school news broadcast series.Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State universiq. Abstracts ofdoctoral dissertations, no. 32: 268-70)
Describes an experiment conducted for a similar length of time with three groups ofschool children : the radio group which listened to a Medal radio nfiwil program as, themajor activity in their study of current events ; the control group which studied currenthappenings ig ordinary Classroom methods; and a neutral group from whose curried=current events were Minded entirely. Concludes that seventh and eiglkth grade boysand girls should study current events in school ; That a school news* broadcast providesvaluable source of news inform4tion for them ; that the utilisation of a news programIs effective ia stimulating their 'Interest in the news; that classroom utilisation of animpartial school news broadcast has little Meet en their attitudes; that newsprograms ate effective in focusing pupil interest and attention es desirable thatthe commentator type of echool news broidcast Interesting to weigh furl daub page
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INSTRUCTION AND OROANIZATION 33

879. Williams, Lloyd L. The place of educational broadcasting in the com-

mercial radio stations throughout the') United States. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T.
C. 95 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
jotirnal, 11: 154, July 1910)

Attempts to determine the amount of ti devoted to educational broadcasting ip the
United States ; what percent of general broa&utlng schedules is devoted to educational
broadcasting ; how much educational broadcasting is done by colleges and universities,
high schools, and elementary schools ; the types of educational programs being presented ;
whether local, regional, or uper power stations are doing the most educational broad-

ting ; and the actions of the United States which are doint the most educational
dcasting-

Williams, Robert Glenn. Broadcasting the- school band and orchestra
(a program for making broadcasts more effective). Master's, 1939. Ohio State.
65 p. ms.

381.. Willis, Edgar Ernest The relative effectiveness of three forms of radio
preseniation in influencing attitude& Doctor's, 194b. Wisconsin.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION

- 382. Ashby, Marie Fletcher.- Ak study of the use of visual aids In the teach-
ing of sixth grade history. Master's, 1940. Texas.

383. Baker, W. Kenneth. An experimental study of the effectiveness of
motion pictures in teaching general, science. Master's, 1940. Wittenberg. 158

p. ms.
Finds that motion picture films shown indiscriminately in the classroom contribute

little or nothing to the learning process ; and that motion pictures shown as a summary
of the work, in which the content of the film has been eorrelated with the subject matter,
are effective in contributing to the learning process. 4

884. Beckham, Wick G. The use of opaque pictures In visual education.
Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Con.

Attempts to determine the extent to which opaque pictures are used among the teachers
in the public schools of Oklahoma and among college professors of visual, education. in
the colleges of the United States. Finds that few of the teachers were from schools
having collections of opaque pictorial material, but more than half had personal collec-
tions which they used in teaching; that few knew whets to obtain good, free, or cheap
opaque pictorial material ; that 62courses in visual education were being offered during
the 1940 summer term in colleges of the United States, and that 40 college professors of
visual education believed that courses in the production of visual aids, including production
of opaque pictures, should be included in the curriculum of all teacher-training institutions.

885. Berkowitz, 'toyer. Moving pictures attended and preferred bichildren.
Master's, 1940. Temple. 98 p. ms.

886. Brumbaugh, William Donald. The use of motion pictures in teaching
current events. Master's, De Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies, Goodin series (A), vol. 26, no. 8: 28-51

Attempts to determine the relative effectiveness of the use of motiGn pictures in teaching
current events in the Junior high school when compared with the use of convontional smateriall
based on reading ability. Finds a definite advantage in the use of moilon pictures ; and that
improvement due to the use of motion pictures varied inversely as to reading ability, directly
as to type of home with respect to Dews sources, and was greater for pupils of average intel-
ligenee than for these of superior or inferior mental ability.

AO.

4

W. Bruton, 'Wayne. A study of the effect of silent instructional films on
the progress and achievement of the pupils a the elementary school. Master's,
MO. West. St. 0011.

Steam the sit 'of films in the teaching of history, geography, and hygiene in grades 2 to a,
as contrasted with the teaching of these subjects In the same grans. without the use of
Must Made that stalest' made store progress la all three subjects the years elms were used
titan Obey made la do 'miss years without alma ,
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01o. 34 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

388. Carroll, John B. Visual' education In teacher training. Doctor's, 1940.Yale.

389. Clark, Georgiana, Nylin, Victor, and others. Visual aids in education.Platteville, Wisconsin State' teachers college, 1940. 1 p. ms.
WO. Day, Katherine Belle. Visual aids in the junibr find seniorAigh schoolsof Missouri. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (A4tract in: University'ot Coloradostudies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3 : 84-35)
Attempts to determine tbe extent to which projected visual aids are used, and the currentpractices in using limb aids in tbe Junior and senior bleb schools of Missouri. Analyses 272replies to questionnaires sent to 400 schools selected from each county and to visual educa-tion directors in St. Louis' and Kansas City. Finds that some forms of projected visual aidsmotion pictures (both silent ind sound), stilifilms, filmstrips, lantern slides, and stereo-graphsare used in eackgroups of Schools ; that these aids are shown most frequently inthe classroom, to science ór social science classes, on a schedule meeting class needs for in-structional purposes; that one-half hour of teas each week is devoted to tbe use of aids inslightly over three-fifths of the ; that in general the teachers using these aids areneither well qualified nor prepared to use them.

891. DeBernardis, Amo. The organization and construction of filmslides asan aid to instruction In the general shop. Master's, 1939. Oregon St. 81 p. ms
892. Donaldson, Anna Belle. Visual aids for the past 25 years in tbe elementary grades of Lubbock. Master's, 1040. Texas Tech. Coll. 141 p.
Describes the rise in the use of journeys, museums, motion pictures, still picturis, andgraphic miterials the first five grades of the public schools of Lubbock, Tex.
31T. Cirandprt, Lorraine. Use of a motion picture in education. Muter's,1940. Ohio State. 46 p.
Studies public health nursing procedures portraied in motion pictures in teaching public,health nursing.

a

894. Hadly, Charles G. Survey of the visual aids available in the rural andtown elementary schools of Woodbury county. Muter's, 1940. South Dakota.
k 59 p. ms.

Haneline, 4ney Evelyn. The effect of two sound slidefilms on thedevelopment pf desirable social attitudes. Master's, 1940, Peabody. 30 p. ma.Describes an experiment in which sound slidefilms were psi& with 150 high school stu.dents. Concludes that the sound slidefilm had a definite influence on the development ofdesirable, social 'attitudes.

896. Hansen, John Zlmore. A comparison of three metbods of using motionpictures in teaching. Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.
897. Harmon, Nideith. A survey of the use of visual aids in the primarygrades of Acadia parish, Louisiana. Master's, Me. Louisiana State. (Abstractin: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vo. 82 N. S.: 131-32)
Concludes that scbtol journeys, museum materials, motion and still pictures, charts.posters, and drawings on the blackboard can be used in the primary grades ; that all ofthe primary teed ere bad alum Up and used one or more ot the various types of visual ales ;that the teachers need instruction in the use of various types of projectors.
898. Haynie, William Shirley. An experimental study of the effectiveness offilmstrip pictures in seventh grade geography. Master's,, 194a Kentucjcy. 52p. ma.
Describes an sexpuinsent in which contra group and an experimental group of seventhgrids children were given as nearly identical instruction as possible in 'geography, exceptthat the expeiimental 'group haditbe advantage of observing filmstrip pictures. Concludes

that
this grow a mean gain equal to one year's achievement in geography overthe control group.

899. Hiss, Terwith Ann. A study of the Purposes and factors of viSualeducation in grades one to eight. Master's, 1930. Ind. fit. T. C. 145 is, ins..
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION
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35

(Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachres college journal, 11 : 148,
July 1940)

Attempts to determine the purposes and 'factors affecting visual education in tbe ele-
mentary grades. Traces the history of the use of visual aids. Recommends that courses
in the use of visual aids be given in teacher-training institutions.

400. Holden, Stanley G. A survey to determine the frequency and range of
educational motion picture service and its cost per , pupil reel in a city of New
York State. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. -

401. Huetson, Faye B. A feasible program for the use of motion pictures in
the intermediate grades. Master's, 1940. Arizona. 50 p. ms. (Abstract 4ts:
University of Arizona record, vol. 34 : 40)

Bets up a working program for the use of motion pictures in the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade geography classes. Discusses types of films offered, standards for the selection and
evaluation of films, and methods to be unrdiin carrying out a film lesson.

402. Jackson, Edgar W. A motion picture film as a means of relating the
housing problem to architectural drawing. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. ,48
p. ma.

Describes class project in a high school in Kansas City, Mo., in which the clam in
architectural drawing workrd over housing project for a section of the city, and
rec9rded steps in the project on film.

403. Keeler, Rhea L An annotated bibliography of available educational
moving picture films in the field of homemaking. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll.
139 p. ms.

404. .8irkpatrick, Ervin Earl. Problems In the use of instructional Illms.
Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 146 p. ma.

Presents handbook for teachers which %lemurs such topics as film projection, study
guides, assignments, follow-up, silent versus. sound alms, industrial- and ,feaerikl
Describes the set-up for visual education in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Iola. Kanimi, schools.

4051 =Twin, Edwin Arthur. Construction of a rating scale for evaluating
-motion pictures for classroom instruction. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

406. Lampert, Jacob. A critical survey and an annotated bibliography qf
the visual projection material airallable for tile subject of history. Master's, 1989.
Temple.

407. Livingston, K. E. The status of the education motion picture as a teach-
ing aid in the public schools of New Mexico, and a proposal for a film distribution
library. Master's, 1940. West Texas St, T. C.

408. McPherson, Harry XaxwelL The organisation, administration and sup-
port of visual instruction in California. Doctor'a, 1940. California.

. Attempts to determine the important factors in the organisation of a visual service
for teachers in school districts; tbe administrative provisions essential to the proper
functioning of a visual service program ; tbe cost of visual services now provided Iv districts ;

and procedures b* which visual service programs might be financed. Finds that there is
little or no visual instruction in distriets whit% do not provide visual materials from
centralist(' departments; that the formation 0« county or joint-county visual departments
to centralise visual services of school district: seems advisable ; that the technical upset
and high cost of motion p:ctures creates a 'maid problem in the organisation of a visual
program ; that a supervisor of visual instruction trained in visual techniques and library
procedures is essential to the 'administration of a' /visual program ; and fiat careful, longs
tine plauains of tbe visual Program with. P_!': ir continuous slot:ado* of funds to the
department is essential.

400. Mammal, Rey Veinon. A further study of the relatiTe value of sound
motion pictures' and study sheets in science, teaching. Doctor's, 1940. Colo.
et. Coll. of Ede ( Mid study so. 2)
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36 RZEIZARCH STUDIZ13 IN ZDUCATION
MM.tio.- The relative value of sound and silent motion pictures in scienceteaching. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 8)

411.- The relative value of sound motion pictures and study sheets inscience teaching. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St, Coll. of Bd. (Field study no. 1)
412. Maple, Clair. A survey of visual aids in the Cincinnati school system.Master's, 1940. Cincinnati., 82 p ms.
418. Nears, Zack *addington. The present status of visual education inTexas. Master's, 1940. Texas.
414. Miller, Clyde K. Difficulties encountered in handling school films. Mu-ter's, 1940. Ohio State. 106 p. ma.

415. Miller, Walter Allen. The'status of visual instruction in Junior highschools of east Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas
416. Neely, Thomas Oran. A comparative study of the effects 'of certainvisual aids on pupil achievement in general science. Master's, 1940. NorthTexu St. T. C.

417. Perdue, James Everett. Pictures as learning aids in the social studies.Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
418. Perdue, Ellis C. Visual aids and amateur photography. Science educa-tion, 24 : 189-41, March 1940. h Western Reserve university)
419. Pierce, Carleton C., Ir. The classroom use of visual aids based on experi-mental studies. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 119 p ms.
420. Potthoff, Carl Z. and Patterson, D O. Motion pictures u an aid inteaching human biology. Minneapolis, University of Milinesota, 1940.
Describes as imminent in 4.rhich an experimental group a, students at tbe Universityof Minnesota was taught human biology by the lecture method aid the use of regularinstructional materials plus 32 one-geel films ; and the control group was taught Nn themolar way by lectures including such usual materials as blackboard drawings, charts',,models, and lantern Odes, but without tbe use of J.
421. Powell, William Harry. A further study of the

3

organisation and ad-ministration of visual aids in the Houstón peak scbools. Muttes, 1. Texas'.
422. Rambo, Benton, B. The visual aid 4epartment organided and the aidsevaluated. Master* 1940. Kist Texas St T. C. 73 m& ( Abstract wit!¡ EastTexas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940 :-52)
Studies the most important visual-sensory teaching MO and the organisation of thevisoal-eld department in which they are use& .

421 Rummel, Paul Z. Theories of grade placement of motion picture filmmateriaL Dodoes, 1940. Boston Univ.
424. Bagdad, Robert Z. The influence of two types of films on certain speechoutcomes. Minneapolis, University of lemmata, uoto.
Dendass tas um of humorous film and conipares the effect of their use with theItmore conventional, serious films is aiding stadesie of Mitring speed' backgrounds andsapidity adjustment levels to achieve certain mock outcomes.
425. Sherman, Mendel. A program for visual education in the Cincinnatischools. Muter's, 1940. Cincinnati. 154 p.
428. Shull, Claud Archer. The suitability àf Ute commercial entertainmentmotion picture to the age of The child. Doctor's, 1910. Stanford. (Abstract. :Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertatiogs . : 217-19)
Mows that the notion picture theater k ose Ist mildest eeeestiye totems is-ere powerful than school, home, or chuck and ia competition with these=Maill te e e l ! t e a n u I l l t y i n g tswk et others , ! p a e l l a Ta o s Moms te Matti
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PSYCHOLOGYEDUCATIONAL

tbe theater& in the Interest of the child from 1909 to tpe present. Describes a series of inves-
tigations made during tbe years 1937-39 on the number and type of motion pktures seen
by some 30,000 children in grades 4-8, the day and time of attendance ; and the replies to
ltters sent to 850 educators and child specialists throughout the country to determiRe theirs
opinions as to the damage which unsuitable pictures might cause to children. Were sug-
gestions for improving the type of pictures shown to children, and for keeping children from
attending adult motion pktures.

427. 'Mans, Darcy A. The available visual aids for tbe Arizona State course
of study in geography. Master's, 1939. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 396 p. ma

428. Smith, Lena R. The interpretation of newspaper cartoons by sixth grade
children. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 78 p. ma (Abstract in: Ohio ukfiversity.
Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 47-48)

Co4ludes that children read and interprei cartoons of varying degrees of difficulty, when
they are interested in the cartoons; and that due to the pleasure which children derive in
luterpreting them the cartoon can be a valuable teaching aid.

429. Strickler, George Xariote. The effect of the film slide as a teaching
aid in general science. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 153)

Concludes that the showing of 81n;slides to groups of (mead science pupils does not in-
crease the fivers& of the group in achievement in general science ; and that Emendss seen
to help the general seism achievement of those students who are below the average !radii-
genes of the group.

430. 'Walker, Oliver P. A survey of school use of visual aids In Louisiana.
Master's, 1939. Libuialana State. (Abstract in : Louisiana State university.
Bulletin, voL 82 N. S.: 195)

Shows that unprojected pictorial materials are used more extensively than any other *up
of visual aids ; that large school systems make more use of visual aids than do small school

Amass that none of the aids requiring mechanical equipMent are used more often than
those aids not requiring equipment ; anti that more use is made of visual materials in the
secondary than in the-elementary schools.

481. Warren, Tully Ivan& Selected aspects of teacher-pupil Judgments of
educational motion pktures. Master's, 1930. stanford.

482. Wilson, Elmo C. and Lord, Y. L. A study of the integrated versus the
perfunctory use of available films in teaching current history in the General col-

Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1940.
Studies the effect of two types. of use of edutational motion pictures on informational and

attitudinal outcome.

PSYCHOLOGY _ DUCATIO

e4811. Allen, Mildred X. Prediction of academic guccess of elementary school
pupils by means- of Kuhlmann-Andersoh test. Doctor's, lato. New York. 128
p.

Attempts to determine the predictive value of the KuhlmarAnderson intelligence test
as a whole and its parts in feeding, arithmetic, and spelling In the elementary grades. Find&
that several of the individual testa are more reliable than the test u a whole.

484. Baird, Winifred. Equated word lists for memory experiments. Master's,
1940. Catholic Univ. 25 p. ms.

DesEribes the method of selecting two lists of 25 verbs and two lists of simple concrete
nouns, and their validation by administering them to approximately 750 public school
children in grades four, live, and six of ME Dubuque, Iowa, public schools.

Bardack, Herbert. The teaching of attitudes. Master's, 1940. N. Y. It
Coll. for Tepich.
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38 RESEAtRfEl STUDIES 1N EDUCATION

436. Breland, Keller B. Retroactive inhibition : random vs. serial presenta-tion of material. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract Os: LouisianaState university. Bulletin, roL 32 M. S.: 7849)
Attempts to determine the relative amounts of retroactive inhibition produced by pre-@eating learning material in a serial order and in a random order, using as subjects 20college student&

437. Buckley, Aubrey W. Intelligence diagnostic of certain animal learningproblems adapted to human subjects. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody.
438. Buckley, Xary. A study of the constancy of the intelligence quotient.Master's, 194 N. Y., St. Coll. for Teach.
439. Bu.matay, Blias Tijer. The relative influence of directional and otherfactors in maze learning. Doctor's, ma Texas.

440. Cofer, Charles N. A comparison of logical and vefbatim learning ufprose passages of difpribnt lengths. Doctor's, 1940. Brown.
441. Dutton, Eugene. Association and dissociation In learning. Master's,194o. Chicago.

442. Edwards, Allen Loalla, i"rames of reference as a factor influencing learn-ing and retention. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.
M. Fox, Richard E. An experiment to determine the relative efficiency oftwo methods of studying educational iisychology : (1) Classroom lecture with text-.kook asstgnipent ; (2) SeltdirOcted study. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 109 p. ms.Describes an experiment conducted with students in freshman course in educationalpsychology in a Vermont normal school. Concludes that self-directed study was signifi-cantly more effective than the classroom lecture with textbook-assignment method of studyin terms of subject matter achievement ; that self-directed study did not result in eithermore or leas time being spent in study than the classroom lecture with textbook-assignmentmethod of study ; that self-directed study wail significantly more efficient than tbe clasiøroom lecture With tezi'book-assignmeni method of study in terms of subject matter achieve-ment per unit of time spent in study ; and that neither self-directed study nor tbe ,classroomlecture with textbook-assignmetvt method of study resulted in greater retention.
444. Glaser, Edward IL An experiment in the development of critical think-ing. Doctor'', 1940.: T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbiauniversity, 1141. 212 p. (Contributions to education, no. 843)
Attempts tó deja.np and present materials and illustrative teaching procedures whichmay be used effectively, the teacher of upper-grade ilementery, secondaiy, and collegestudents to stimulate giowth in ability to think critically to evaluate the effectiveness oftbose,materials and teaching procedores; and to ascertain whether there is a relationshipbetween ability to think critically and certain other factors, such as tvding ability, patternsof interest-values, home background, and sex.

445. Hall, Tom Aldis. Temporal aspects pi a learning determination. Doc-tor's, 1940. Oklahoma. a

446. Halloran, Thomas Joseph. The relation between the amount learned andtbe number of repetitions required for learning, using two place numbers. Mas-ter's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 16 p. ms.
Describe@ an experiment conducted with 17 male adult, unpracticed subjects to determinethe relation of tbe amount learned and the number of repetitions required for learning.&maim a positively 'accelerating increase in the number of repetitions in relation to theincrease la the length of materiaL
447. Hansen, Robert Henry. relation between the amount learned andthe number of repetitions required tor learning, using nonsense syllables. Mas-0tees, 1940. Catholic Univ. 18 p ms.
Indicator, a positively accelerating increase in tbe number of repetitions la relationto the Increase la the length of material, as shows by a study of 17 male, adult =Practicedsubjects teed on Bye series of museum aynahlesoranging from a series of seven toseries of 11 11011141600 syllables.
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PSYCHOLOGYEDUCATIONAL 39

448. Hirschfeld, Boat:Min Z. The effect of stirring music on learning. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Columbia. 4

449. Houlahan, Rev. Frauds John. Retroactive inhibition u affected by the
temporal position of interpolated learning activities in elementary school chil-
dren. Doctor's, 1937. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university
of America, 1937. 27 p.

450. Jost, Hudsop. Tbe relation between certain physiological changes dur-
ing !Earning frustration, and sensory stimulation and personality ,variation.
Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

451. Lenient, Agnes Catherine. Investigations on whole-part learning from
1930 throukh 1939. Master's, 1940. Louisville. 103 p. ms.

Reviews investigations on the whole-part problem from 1930-39. Describes an investi-
gation on whole-part learning in connection with typewriting in 1935; and investigations*
on methcds of learning voetry and on learning chemistry in tbe Louisville public schools
in Ion (\melody that the whole method of learning L. superior; and shOws the need
for further research on the problem.

452. Lachine, Abraham S. The effect of Einstellang on learning. Doctor's,
1939. New York. 90 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether an Individual who uses tbe same method of solving
number of similar problems will use this gethod in subuquent problems that might bo

solvt'd In a more direct and simple manner. Describes experiments conducted with 1,388
adults of whom 289 were graduate students, 232 were undergraduate college students, and'
SW were noncollege adults attending WPA adult education courses; with 1,532 public
school pupils of the fourth, fifth, and Girth grades, and 40 pupils of similar grade levels
in a printe elementary school. Recommends that In teaching a new prindple or formula,
the teacher interject problems that cannot be solved by the formula which Is being
practiced, and problems that have various; methods of procedure in spite of their apparent

453. McClelland, Tom N. Cmparison of overlearning and review. Master's,
1040. Iowa.

454. XcGourty, Mildred C. Serial asition effecti in learning as a function
of interfering asfrociations. Master's,.1940. Iowa.

455. McKeever, Benjamin. The effect of success and failure on human trial-
and-error learning. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa.
Series on aims and progress of research, no 68)

Descf.bes three experiments conducted to determine to what degree, if any, human
subjects learn about incorrect alternatives in a trial-and-error situation involving verbal
responses.

456. Marx, Edmund P. An applkation of methods of curricular research to
educational psychology. Doctorli, 1940. Ohio State. 213 p..ms.

Studies the catalogs of 12 colleges for the years 1910, 1920, 1980, and 1940 tor comes
In psychology in teather preparation. Analyses 18 textbooks In educational psychology
between 1890 and 1940, and more than 200 critical articles In Journak. Reviews snip-
ations of 191 topics in educational psychology made by 278 college student& Finds
that a course in educational psychology is now required in nearly all tale training
Institutions; that textbooks display a tendency toward eUmInition of rel5tfvely useless
material, but tail to reveal the addition of much new material valuable to lechers.

457. Murphy, Matthew J. The differentiation of a response: an exploAktory
study with human subjects. Doctor's, 1940. New York.

458. Nihaus, Stanley. William. The effed of interpolated activity upon
retention of subject matter. Muter's, 1940, Iowa.

459. Psi, Rev. liana T. A eriticil study of Thorndike's theory and laws
of learning. Doctor's, 1988. Catholic Univ. ;Washington, D. C., Catbolic uni-
versity of America, 1938. 175 p.
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400. Reichert, Mabel Smith. Theeffect of retengon of knowing on successor failure. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
*461. Sand, Margaret Cole. The effect of length of list upon retroactive'inhibition when degree of learning is controlled. Doctor's, 1939.veo1umbia. Newyl York, 1939. 50 p. (Archives of psychol9gy, iló. 258)
Studies the relation between the length of task and susceptibility to retroactive inhibitionwhen the degrie of learning is held constant, using 50 young women as subjects.

r

4

462. Sargent, Stephen Stansfeld. Thinking processes at various levels ofdifficulty ; a qugntitative and qualitative study of individual differences. Doctor's,1010. Columbia. New York, 1940. 58 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 249)Describes an experiment conducted with groups of students f m three colleges in whip);the disarranged word or anagram problem was used to determine ntitative and qualitativeindividual differences.

463. Schmidt, Hermann Otto. 'The effects of praise and blame as incentivesto learning. Doctor's, 1940. Johns Hopkins.,
464. Simpson, Benjamin R. The wandering IQ : a continuatiofi. Journalof psychology; 9: 31-48, January 1946. (Western Reserve university)
465. Spencer, Edward Merritt. The retention of orally presented material,Doctor's, 1940. Igwa. (Abstract in: University 'of Iowa. Series on aims andprogress of research; no. 03) AI
Attempts to determine the effect og written recognition tests on the retention of factswhich 2,432 sixth grade pupils from 80 classes in 18 school systems acquired from orallypresented materials. Shows that retention from oral presentation benefited, significintlfby the moral) to written recognition tests. Compares the rate of forgetting and theeffect of a recognition test on the retention of facts acquired from oral presentation withfacts acquired from visual presentation, by comparing the results from this study with theresults from study conducted by another investigator in which sixth grade pupils readthe mater I ;Inds that the initial rate of forgetting tended to be slower from 4oratprosentation.

466. Stone, Gwyn Raymond. A study of the retention of meaningful andnonsensi materials over 'short intervals of dine. Master's, 1940.
I.467. Sullivan, Rev. Arthur A. Retroactive inhibition as a function of thelength ofthe Interpolated lists. Doctor's, 1940. Catholic Univ..44

Investigates the influence of varying lengths of interpolated lists ; 8, 12, and 16 adjec-dyes, on a previously learned series of 12 two-digit numbers. Concludes that in terms ofrecall scores, retentfoif decreases as the number of inttrpolated items increases ; that inteals of relearning and savings scores, relearning or remastery -of the original list of 12numbers is more difficult the greater the number of the interpolated items.
*468. Swenson, Waltev J. Changes in muscular tension in learning. Doctor's,IMO. Worth Dakota. 54 p. me.

409. Underwood, patron Junior. Punishment in serial verbal learning: Itseffect on retroactive and proactive Inhibition and accompanying muscular tenidonas measured by Aplmar skin resistance. Master's, 1940. Missouri.
470. Watts, Mat Merle. A study of the effect of supplementary reading onretention. Masteh, 1940. Iowa.

. . .01. 'Weaver, Charles E. The effects of auditory and visual impression upontbi ricitil of prose pasSageg In grades three to nine; mastees,.1940. Wittenberg.88 p. ms. . 1.
. .
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CHILD STUDY 41

'--472. White, William Thomas. Mnemonic devices in teaching. jkister's, 190.
Clark. (Abstract Clark university. Abstracts of dissertiktions, and theses,
vol. 12: 13547) v

Compiles a list of mnemonic devices, and determines the efficiency wIti which students
of the tenth grade of high school were able to recall severaLtypes of fèçta with the aid
of mnemonic devices. Concludes that mnemonic devices have a real value in assisting the
ref:Arta casually acquired knowledge where there is not everlearning an4 where there is
no motivation to practice or review,. the material ontsid the regular practict period:

CHILD STUDY

Ark Blair, Ruth. Standards for the energy requirements of p ool chil-
dren. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

474. Bower, Esther Weighton. Att4tion span and degree ofpcc6pp1Ishment
the preschooj child in the use of certain play materials. Mastel's, iWO. Penn.
te.

475. Carey, Thomas P. The relation of physical growth to developm ntal age
lb boys. Doctor's, 1935. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic w1versIty
of America, 1945. 119 p.i .

476. Danforth, Percy A measurement of the sensitivity of 4ildren
to the emotional aspect of abstitiact design. Master's, 1940. Micygan.

477. Dominguez, Eathryn Ella. Discrimination in children : the siii"
in transportation. Master's,-1989. Columbia.

478. Panning, Marion Elizabeth. The social adjustment of children of irien-
tally ill parents. Master's, 1439. Smith.

479. Gibsim, Alice Farrar. Personality and behavior problems of children
suffering !rob tongenilal syphilis. master's, 1939. Smith.

480. Hatch, Helen Betty. ¡Measurement of socio-economic status on the basis
of the personal appearance of the cliad. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

to

* 481. Johnston, Erwin X. The contribution of developmental age to the study
of the child as a whole. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

482. Kent, Lenore. A study of the time spent by mothers in the care of four
and five year old children. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 41 p. ins. (Abstract in:
Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1940 : 27.)

488. Krehbiel, Thelma. Speech sounds of infants : the fourth, fifth, and sixth
months. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

484. Landrith, Barbara Givens. A study of certain aspects of children's "

thinking with special refereneeto mental age. ter's, 1940. Kaibas. 92 p. ms.

485. Lyle, Nellie Cathirine. A normative study of the growth and develop-
ment of. tbe 1938439 Oregon State college home management house infants. Mas-
ter's, 1010. Oregon St Coll.

48& Malmo; Glenda. The effect of selected economic experiences on -the
personality of cptldren. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

/ 487. XacDonalciteiean X. The behavior of the young child In a conditio, of
insecurity. Doctor's, 1940. Radcliffe.

488. Maier, John Valentine. A study of the social attitudes andtadjuit-
went@ of, the children of unemployed families. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. 82 p. ms.

48.. Wars, Lawrence Norbert. Action potentials during the sleep of the new
born infant Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Aistract is: Ohio State rIveraiti.,
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 31 : 17945.)
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42 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

490. Moore, Agnes Hoistetter. Provisions for public care of Iowa childreniikt preschool age. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
491. 'kosher, Ruth Ann. The effect of a three-quarter credit course In childdevelopment upon the attitude of college students toward corporal punishment,toelf-expression, and enjoyment of children. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. (K) p m&
492. Ng, Woot Tsuen. A study of the n»tritional status of children withparticular reference to haemogloben and iron intake. Doctor's, 1940. Penn. State.
4913. Pinckes, Bertha. Â comparative analysis of individual growth curves ofheight, trunk, and legs. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
494. Beeio, Sarah Burton. Study of the types of perceptual approach 'usedby pre-school children, with comparisons to first and fifth grade children. Magi-ter's, 1940. Texas.

495. Underling; 311wood Wesley. Individual differences in the behavior ofLewborn infants in relation to emotionality of parents. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.(Abstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no.31 :2904(XL)

496. Stevenson, Emily Watson. Methods of determining school maturity ofpreschool children : an evaluation of available observational techniques, experi-ments, and rating scale& Muter's, 1939. Smith.
497. Thompion, Iva. The persistence of color preference in young children.Master's, 1940. Michigan.
498. Williams, Malcolm James. The Influence of specific experiences onchildren's concepts of causal relations. Doctor's, 1940. Michigan. 300 p. ms.

TESTS AND TESTING

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
499. Abell, Edward L. A study of discrepancies betwen intelligence test.scores and scholarship indexes. Teacherteoliege Journal, 12: 14-16, 19, September1940. (Indiana State teachers college.)
Compares 41 itudents. called Group A, wbo were 30 or more percentile points higher inscholarship than in intelligence with 02 students, calkd Group B, who were 30 or morepercentile points lower in scholarship than in intelligence. Finds that both groups feelthe need for instruction in the art of studying ; that many students in both groups admitthat they did not put forth their best effort on the intelligence test that these studentshave a poor opinion of the intelligence test as a measure of their ability ; that about two-thirds of Group A think well of the scholarship index while about two-thirds of Group Bthink ill of it ; that regular class work is considered by both groups as decidedly morevaluable than extra-class activities.
500. Ackerman, Dorothy B. A critical evaluation of The Viennese tests asapplied to 200 New York infants 6 to 12 months old. Doctor's, 1940. Fordham.501. Ball, Fred Z. A study of the predictive values of the Thurstone pri-mary mental abilities as applied to lower division freshmen. Master's, 1940.Penn. State. 25 p. inn.
Compares the relative performance of lower division freshman girls and lower divisionfreshman boys on tbe Thurstone primary mental abilities tests ; the relative performanceof freshman engineering and lower covision boys on then tots the &give of tionamong the primary mental abilities:* and the degree of correlation between the primal",mental Milne* and the first srpiester average and marks in nine subject matter fields.Plods boys superior to girls in Thurstone's D and 8 Odors ; and girls superior to boys inthe other ablate. except N ; the engineering group superior except in the P factor ; correla-tions of wimpy mental abilities and semester, average low ; and low correlations betweenprimary aortal abilities and maturate subject natter field&
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TESTS AND TESTING 43

502. Cohen, Edith R. A comparison of the revised Terman scale and the
Otis higher examination. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

JO& Congdon, Nora Alvina. The meisurement of mental abilities and
achievement of teachers college freshmen. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Colj....of Ed.
( Field study no. &)

504. Costello, Timothy W. Relative performance of behavior problem boys
on the Stanford-Binet and Cornell-Coxe performance scales. Master's, 1939.
Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordbam university. Dissertations accepted for higher
degrees 1940: 96.)

Describes an experiment in which forms 1 of the Revised Stanford-Binet scale and of the
Cornell-Coxe performance ability wale were given to 48 boys selected by the principal of
their school from five classes, as representing two behavior types, normal and problem.

505.,DiTo11a, Eugenia E. A comparative study of performance tests. Mas-
ter'srl !t;,!. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted
for higher degrees . 1940: 97-08.)

Compares the performance of 30 normal boys and girls on the rintner-Pattenon perform-
ance scale, tbe Grace Arthur point performance scale, and tbe Cornell-Coxe performance
ability scale. Finds that tbe highest MA scores and IQ; were obtained on the Cornell-Coxe
kale, and the lowest were-obtained on the Arthur scale.

506. Driscoll, Sister Anita Nary. The relation of Thurstone's primary mental
factors to success In various school subjects. Master's, 1939. Fordbam; (Abstract
in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees . . . 1940 : 94.)

Deecribes an experiment in which the battery of Thurstone tests was given to 100 girls
in the fifth term of a general academic high school, and the results correlated with the girls'
marks in English, Latin, and Mathematics. Concludes that u a tool for guidance in the
high school, the practicality of the present testa of primary mental abilities is questioned.

507. Egan, James P. Measurement of sensory dimensions. Master's, 1940.
Iowa.

508. Evans, Mary Catherine. The measurement of different types of intro-
version-extroversion and their relationship to scholastic achievement. Doctor's.
1940. Minnesota.

509. Pallor, Leona Mae. An evaluation of intelligence tests used in industrial
schools and reformatories. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: University
of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 59-65.)

Attempts to determine the use made of intelligence testing in bdustrial schools of the
United States ; to compare certain intelligince tests in determining the mental abilities of
industrial school populations; and to defrrtikine bow performance on various mental tests
compare with the ratings on 11 traits made by persons knowing these people. Finds that
intelligence tests were given in 74 percent of the 64 industrialt schools answering tbeques-
tionnaire ; that no one test is widely =pi

510. Farrell, Sister Marie pictine. The relation of Thurstone's primary
mental factors to general 1446111gence and cognitive ability. Master's, 1989.
Fordham. ( Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher
degrees . 1940: 98-99.)

Administen MeManama's cognitive ability tests, and Thurstone's tests for primary abili-
ties to 100 fiftb-term high melted students, most of whom were 18 years of age.

511. roingold, Solomon Norman. A culture free Intelligence test : evalua-
tion of cultural influence on test scores. Master's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract in:
Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses, vol. 12 : 106-10.)

Described an experiment in Which 37 adult immigrants, male and female, composed of
Uerman, Lithuanian, ,Polish, and Albanian racial stock, were tested soon after coming ts
Amerkin aid again after TT days had elapsed. Compares the changes in their test scores
with thole of a-control group of 84 American-born if approximately the seas age. Finds
that the WITS sts Wood agoril than tbe control group, in mordant. with ability, on all
let. ono of tbe tests.
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44 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION
41

512. Posberg, Irving Arthur. An experimental study of the reliability of
the Rorschach psychodiagnostic technique. Doctor's, 1940. New York.

513. Garber, William Prank. A critical analysis of research relating to the
performance test as a measure of intelligence. Master's, 1940. Coll. of the City
of N. Y. 115 p. ms.

514. Gardiner, Charles Spurgeon. A study of speed and difficuffity in intel-
ligence testing. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.

*515. Gearan, John S. The reliability of the American Council on education
psychological examination. Master's, MO. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 54 p.tms.

Studies the scone made on the American Council on education psychological examinationby 89 members of the freshmen class of the college to determine tbe reliability, by the chance-halves method, of the 1939 edition of the test. Concludes that the examination is reliableenough for tbe purpose for which_ it is prepared.
516. Gnagi, Catherine Marie. The constancy and significance of personalityIn the mental test situation. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
517. Griffin, Elinor Fitch. The concept of seeking tendency and its measure-ment. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
518. Haggerty, Earl J. -An evaluation of certain mental teas used u

measures of reading capacity. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 76 p. ma.
Describes the five tests cased in this investigation. AniVyses data on 233 fourth-gradechildren ranging in age from 8 to 11 years, to whom the tests were administered at various

times- Finds a marked degree of variation in the test results ; and significant differencesbetween reading capacity and reading achievement
519. Heilry, Zanet Allyn. A comparison of intelligence test scorces as meas-

ured by the old and new Stanford-Binet tests. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
520. 1;ants, C. IL Battik& Some dynamic aspects of success and failure

as evidenced by intelligence test responses, verbal, behavioral, and personality
variations of nine year old boy& Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stan-ford university. Abstracts of dissertations :102-64.) ,

Attempts to determine thi direction and strength of behavior modifications which occurwith the experience of pumas or failure. Describes an experiment conducted with 2129-year-old native-born Alto boys of IQ's 80-120. Finds that the experience of success,or failure rite an influence on the mental actMty which immediately follows such anexperience ; that a successful experience raises the average scores on a mental test ;that the experience of failure serves as a depressant, significantly inhibiting the expectedtest-retest increases lñ average score ; that the experience of failure hu a more serious effectupon mental processes than does experience of success ; and that the experience of successtends to increase the average rating, on those traits and attitudes that favor better person-ality adjustments.

521. McCall, Lance Eugene. A study of Individual and grpup tests of Intel-
ligence at the high school level. Master's, 1940. Texas.

522. McDowell, Prank K. The relation of scatter on mental tests to scatterIn grow* Master's, 1940. Michigan.

523. McGrath, Richard P. A study of scatter in the 1937 Stanford-Binet
intelligence tests. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university.
Dissertations accepted for higher degrees . 1940 100)

Indicates that children with physical defects scatter more than siniple behavior problemchildren, or simple intellectual retardation eases ; and that feeble-milnded children scatterthe least, with superior children probably scattering the most.
Xarquit, Syv1.1. A riew substitution twit of the performance type. Doe-

tor's, IWO. New York. 77 p. ins.
Describes tbe development ,of an jadividial test of the performance type, and Itsstandardisation oak clindrin /using I age trim S to 10 years, in New Tat CIty. Mails .
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TESTS AND TICKING 45

that the new test may be used to supplement the Stanford-Binet ; that it is valid and
reliable compared with frequently used performance tests and economical in that it
requires less than five minutes to administer, the materials are not expensive, and
examiners or teachers can acquire the techniques of administering it in less than one hour.

525. Millard, C. V. Measurement of mental development. East Lansing,
Michigan State college, 1940.

Studies cumulative records of the mental status of 400 children over 5-year period.
Concludes that the mental growth curve is a reflection of the general growth pattern.

526. Mills, Clifford Newton. An analysis of the teachers college psychological
examination, form C, 1938 Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

527. Male, Dannie Joseph. A non-verbal approach to the Thurstone pri-
mary menlal abilities. 10ctor's, 1940. Penn. State. 50 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not there is a general factor present in tbe per-
formance tests used in this battery ; if not, to determine what factors are measured ; to
determine whether it is possible for performance tests to meuure tbe same abilities as
are measured by paper-pencil tests ; and to determine whether certain newly constructed per-
formance tests, designed to measure primary abilities, measure what they were arbitrarily
named. Administers various tests to 110 freshmen boys at the Pennsylvania State college,
in the schools of 'physical education, industrial education, and the lower division. Concludes
that the presence of a general factor was not disclosed ; that the tests used in this battery
measure space and reasoning, with some evidence of measuring perceptual speed ; and that it
is possible to measure in a performance test the same abilities as measured by paper-pencil
tests.

528. Morgan, Prank. The reliability of the Terman group test in predicting
academic success in the North Texas State teachers college. Master's, 1940.
North Texas St T. C.

529. Nimata, Weston A. Study of value of American Council on Education
psychology examination. Master's, 1ND. St. Coll. of Wash. 28 p.

amperes tests results with academic achievement. Concludes that this examination is
more predictive of success in non-major than in% major subjects ; that various parts of
the test have varying specific for perdiction in the several major fields ; and that the
test is of limited value. 4-

580. Peixotto, Helen E. Interserial inhibition as measured by reproduction.
Doctor's, 1940. Fordham.

vit

581: Prager, Daniel. The performance of adult mental patients on the revised
Stanford-Binet, form 1. and the BelleTue adult Intelligence scales. Master's,
1940. Iowa.

SI Robinson, Eleanor L. A comparison of ratings on the 1916 and the
1937 revisions of the Stanford-Binet intelligence scale at the Most grade level.
Master's, 1940. Penn. State. 83 p. ms. 1

Compares the ratings of 74 first-grade children in the State college public schools on the
original and Use revised Stanford-BInet.uIgenes scales. Compares results of previous
studies with the prediction table psr,pI by Bernreuter and Carr. rinds that IQs ranged'
from 78 to 150 on the original scale, and from 79 to 159 on the revised scale ; that there
was a tendency for IQs above 120 to be higher on the revised form than on the original
form, and for IQs below 100 to be lower on the revised form.

588. Rost, Ada Xargaret An identification and discrimination test for chil-
drat' with cerebral palsy. Master's, 1940. Nebraska,.

5114. Samson, Seymour Bernard. The effects of training on !out intelligence
tests. Master's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract in: Clari university. Abstracts of
dissertations and theses, vol. 12; 113-14.)

Studies the Meets of training four groups ofitigh achool freshmen on the Terman:,
Merrill, Oaten culture-free, Grace Arthur, and thd arithmetic portions of the American
Council on education teat for high school etudeets. rinds tbat the . Oaten culture-free
and Torman-Mtrill were the most consistent bets.
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46 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Schlachter, Gertrude A. An evaluation of the sixth year test group ofthe Viennese system. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham uni-versity. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees-. 1940: 102.)
Administers Viennese tests and form M of the new Terman revision of the Binet test*to 45 emyear-old children in order to evalqate the items of the sixth-year group of theViennese tests.

586. Shumgej, Harriett° C. The measurement of ,memory on an absolutescale. Doct s, 1940. Illinois. s.

537. Bless, Bernard. A comparative study of the 1916 Stanford Binet intelli-gence test and the 1937 Stanford Binet (form I) intelligence test ou the collegelevel. Master's, 1939. .Temple. 80 p m&
/538. Tiemann Erwin Fritz. The relation of reactonoter *teats to the physicaland mental ratings of school student& Master's, 1939. Agr. *and Mech.Coll. of Texas. 56 p. ms.

Studies the results of reactometer tests, visual, auditory, IQs, and reading quotientsof 566 pupils in tbe Beaumont senior high school. Finds no relationship between anindividual's reaction time and his mental ability, reading ability, visual acuity, andauditory acuity.

*539. Tredick, Virginia Dicker The Thurstone Primary mental ability testsand a battery of vocational Vtildance tests as 'predictors of academic success.Master's, 1940. Penn. Stqte. 42 p.
Describes an experiment conducted with 118 freshmen women in the department ofhome economics at Pennsylvania State College to whom the primary- mental ability testsand a, battery of vocational guidance tests were administered, and the results comparedwith those of fresbilen women in 'other schools. Concludes that. the primary mentalability tests do not .measure entirely separate functions ; that the tests in the vocationalguidance battery correlate significantly with cine or more of the factors of the primaryp mental ability tests; that all of .these tests correlate significantly with college marks :and that tbe superiority of the forecastirg efficiency of tbe primary mental ability tests over"the vocational guidance tests wu not statistically reliable.

540. Williams, Nary tioshorn. Growth of perception in children as revealedin responses to the Rorschach cards. Master's, 1940. Kansas. -54 p. m&
ra.

SOCIAL -1NTELLICENCETESTS AND SCALES

541. Anderson, Catherine Russel. Constructioù of a scale of parental atti-tudes. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 88 p. ms.
Describes tbe construction of a questionnaire to determine what parents think aboutTeems methods of guiding and training the child during the pre-school period. Analyzesthe 200 filled-out questionnaires, showing tbe opinions of pareents Uvidg in Washington,D. C. Concludes that the determining factors in deciding parents' policies were age,religion, oeupation, education, and the 'number- of children in the home.
542. Baker, Elisabeth. Some adolescent peisonality patterns as revealed bythe Rorschach method. Master's, 1940. Western Reserve. 134 p.
Analyzes spit and sex differences on norms for the Rorschach ink-iplot test admin-istered to 41 blys and 35 girls at 12 years of age, and main at 15 years of age. Findsthe Itorschuh \method highly wirviceable in analyzing and describing adolescent personality.
548. Carter, Gerald C. Personality attitistmbnt of athletes and non4tbletes.Master's, Vial. Ind. St. T. C. 49 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachirs

college. Teachers copege Journal, 11 : 13849.)
Attenipts to 'determine whether participation in organised high school athletics hasany effect upon personality adj .441 as measured by Symonds' adjustMent questionnaire,and by a specially prepared rating scale using as suWects all the boys of the junior andsenior classes in 10 Indiana high school,. %Finds little difference between athletes andnon-athletes on ratings on, the flymonde adjustment questionnaire ; and differences infavor of the *Metes on the ratings made by principals, coaches, sad classroom teachers.
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544. Congden, Nora Alvina. New weighis for the responises the ,Heilman
personal data scale; Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no.- 2.)

545. Crosby, R. C. and Winsor, A. 14. Validity of students' pstimates of
their interests. Journal of applied psychology. (Carpi11 university.)

548. Eblen, Viola Moss. A comparative study of difficulties of successful and
imsuccessful girls as indicated by four measurements. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

547. Endacott, John Lawrence. The Rorschach test and juvenile delin-
quengy : a sociopsychobiological appeioach. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 139 p. mu.

548. 'Wins, X. Catheiine. ,The development of scales of introversi6ii-extro-
version. Doctór!s, 1940. Minnesota. 333 p.-ms.

Attempts to develop homogeneous but relatively independent measures for thinking, social,
4 and emotional intrpversion-extroversion appropriate for colk ge students. Studies the
relationship of scores on these tests to achievement of college students.

549. Feldman, Helene. A comparison of the performance of delinquent and
normal women on the cursive miniature situitions test. Master's, 1940. Clafk.
(Absfract in: Clark university. Abstracts 6f dissertations and theses, vol. 12 :

111-12)
Finds significant differences between the two groups.

550. Good, Jean Z. Evaluation of personal qualities of young adolescent&
Master's, 1940. Stout. 118 p. m&

Dew.ribes tbe construction of a @pries of short próblem type evaluation instruments to
test the reaction of young adolescent girls te certain desirable qualities.

551. Goodman, Virginia. Factor analysis of 20 personality items. Master's,
1040. Penn. State. (Abstract in: Pennsyihnia State college. Studies In educa-
tion, no. 2"3-24)

Deperibes an experiment in which 20 questions on personality were asked of 100 male
and 100 female college students.

562. Hodgion, -Said... The relationships betwe-en selected character traits
and certain other variables._ Master's, 1940. georgia.. 88 p. ma

rinds no marked relatanship between Use factors studied.

553. Irwin, Ralph- Alexander. The use of emotional stereotyped phrases as
a means of measartfig attitudes. Doctor's,,1940. Ohio State.

554. Kraft, Margaret Rosenberg. Value of the Rorschach test W case work.
Master's, 1939. Smith.

555., Naucker, James William. Measurement and evaluation of high schoOl
students' undeestanding of modern society. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract
in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 66.)

Describes the construction of an acblevemeni test which, in addition to ranking high
school students according to tbe degree of their understanding of important social, political,
and economic aspecti of modern society, will yield a description of the genetal level of
such understanding characteristic of the individual pupil. Uses this test to evaluate the
effectivenese of the pupil-school program in achieving its objectiye of leading pupils to
understand the world in which tbey live.

556. Nine; Helen Louise. Validation of Items for a scale for measuring
attitudes. of home economics students toward children. Master's, 1940. Iowa
State. 48 p. .

557. Morgan, Xarie Rose. A study of the relationships of measures of vari.
ability in school subjects and emotionality ninth grade pupils. Muter's, 1940.
Ohto Univ. 24 p. ms. (Abstract in: OhliosMniversity. Abstracts 9f masters'
theses . . . 1940: 116.)

Concludes that the. pupils wbo vary toast in their tichool subjects are slightly more me-
tionál ; that. girls are somewhat more motional than boys ; and that -there is greater
variability in May than in December, probably due to omotionality and lowered motivation.
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558. Paschk, Vain W. A measurement of racial attitudes of Oklahoma agri-cultural and mechanical college students. Master's, 1940. Ok1a A. & M. Coll.Studies the relationship between physical characteristics, community background, familyenvironment, educational factors, and contacts with Negroes on attitudes toward the Negro.Indicates that-social variables are not indices of attitudes toward tbe Negro.
554. Peters, Sister Xary Pridiana. A comparative study of some meuuresof emotional instability in school children. Doctor's, 1937. Indiana. Lafayette,St. Francis community press, 19ST. 71 p,
Describes an experiment in which the Snoddy stabilimeter test, the Porteus mass test, theMathews personal data sheet, and teachers' estimates of tbe emotional stability of 150and 387 children pi two elementary parochial schools were administered and the resultscompared. Findi that boys were emotionally more stable than girls u shown by theresults of the Bnoddy test, the Porteus mane test and the Mathews questionnaire; thatemotional stabiliti seems to be a function of chronological age.

Bari. Harold Z. Professional prognostic value of college objectivetesting with 'pieta reference to tbe Bernreuter personality inventory andThurstone's psychological examination for college freshmen. Master's, 1940.Ball Bt. T. C. 62 p. ma.
Studies 290 Ban State Teachers College graduates whose salaries indicated a relationshipbetween their allege entraw test scores and their success as teachers. Ands it closerrelationship between personirity traits and salaries than between piychological scores andsalvia. Indicates that perhat* the importance of the tests lies in their diagnostic value,and that tbe number of teaching failures might be reduced by using them as a basis forremedial work.

Siple, Howard LeRoy. The construction of a scale formeasuring attitudetoward the publi0 school and various applications of the scale. Master's, 1940.Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 100 p. ms.
made little difference in attitude toward the public pehool on elementary, secondary, orcollege levels; high-echool graduates more favorable than those having elementary or col-lege training; women more favorable in their attitude toward the public-school system thanmen ; and little difference between those having children enrolled in school and those who donot have children enrolled In Nebo&

44"502. Tubbs, Willfam B A study or the Interrelationships between theAdams-Lepley form D and the Berureuter personality inventory. *ester's, 1940.Penn. State. 85 p. ma.
Attempts to determine ihether the Bernreuter persowalky inventory and the Adams-Lepley personal audit measure sets of traits independent of the traits milasured by theother ; to determine whether there are significant sex differences in the traits measured byAbe Adams-Lepley inventory ; to determine whether there are differences between age groupson both forma ; and to determine the extent to which tbe different parts of the Adams-Lapleypersonal audit measure the same or different traits. Studies the reactions of an experi-mental group of 1940 summer-session students at the Pennsylvania State C0111.11, and agroup of ?Applicants to nursing school in Clearfield and Philipsburg, Pa., to these invest-tories. .
563. Weitzman, Ellis. Test of social maturity and its use in comparingpeople 16 through 24 years of age. Doctor's, Mk "lebraska. (Abstracts in:University of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 94400.)Describes the construction of a direct-group test &dined to reveal differentia in socialbehavior among people 16 through 24 years of age; and its administration to 517 collegestudents, 152 employed persons, 101 unemployed youths. and 129 CCC enrollees.
584. Wilson, Margaret T. A comparison of the 1937 revision of the Stanford-Binet with the Vineland social maturity scale. Master's, 1939. Itordham. (Ab-strict M Pordham university. Dissertations accepted for higier IsgreesMD: 100-404.)

the marks made OR thine testily 110 glrls, 10 and 11 yeas et age, 'be were latbi:tiliZand sixth grades of a New -York pareçbial school. Concludes that intelligence andsocial ampstente vary together in the same direction te the extent of a blab relationship ;and that psreonallty does IA correlate. slielficastiy with either Intelligeace or with social401.1.68110116 a
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585. Winship, Angeline libel. Certain factors related to personal-social
-* adjustment scores of ninth grade girls in four Iowa high schools. Master's, 1940.

Iowa State. 85 p. ma.
M.-Winthrop, Henry. Attitude consistency as a component of the scientlfid

attitude. Master's, 1940. George,Washintgon. 150 p, m&
comparm scientific method with scientific attitude. Describes the conitruction of a test

to measure attitude consistency, and the administration of the two parts of the test. to two
groups of 25 college students.

EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENTSTESTS AND SCALES

507. Bedford, Elisabeth Hardy. Performance of a sampling of Lincoln high
school students on the Hardy statements about aviation scale. Master's, 1940.
Stanford.

411

568. Byrd, Oliver Erasmus. The study and measurement of health attitudes.
Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract is: Stanford university. Abstracts of dis-
sertations 189-91.)

Describes the development and administration of two tests of health attitudes to 742
high school students and to 278 university students ; and revised scales of 288 statements
dministered to 204 women's cases freshman students.

.5ea Calandra, Alexander. Contributions to a critical evaluation of statisti-
cal techniques suggested in testing procedure& Doctor's, 1940. New York.
114' 0.

Investigates errors of approximation and wire of interpretation in statistical techniques.

O. Cavin, Grace. An analysis ofintermediate-grade reading testa. Mas-
ter's, 1040. Boston Univ. 76 p. me.

41121172es 20 reading tests for grades 4, 5, and I. Finds that the grade rings of the tests
considered f0 from grade 2 to grade 12 ; that the functions of the tests differ widely in number
nd kind ; that it is impossible, to dstermine whether the norms reported for tests are repro-
mutative; that they cannot be compared on the basis of reliability ; and that they differ
finatty in respect to their power of discriminating between grades.

571. Cronbach, Lee Z. A technique for ineasuring knowledge of prectie word
meanings. Pullman, State college of Washington.

572. le -ilea, I. B. Testing in college personnel service. Journal of con-
sulting psychology, 4 : 221-24, Nov.-Dee 1940. (Alabama polytechnic institute.)

578. Thick, Xarjorie Loiss The performance of preschool children in three
types of communities on Information test III : community living. Master's, 1940.
Iowa.

*574. Daniels, latharine H. An evaluation of certain Informal reading tests.
Madees, 1940. Boston Univ. 70 p. ma.

Describes an experiment eentineted in the first three grades of five elementary %imbeds
in Glouantimx Mambo la which 246 children were the subjects to whom standardised tests
ware by the supervisor, and Ores nets of informal tests wen given by the teachers,
aupervizer and saletaq.

Truman. The prediction of high school means by means of the
grads scores on the New south achievement test. Master's! 1940.

IL T. O. 49 p ma (Abstract is: East Texas Midi teachers college.
te studies 1910: ru-20.)

data obtained tram the results et a test taken by seventh-grade students of
ty in Mk and tram the records of4the high schools attended by these students:
that test scores are significant in predkting high school succeu.
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576. Dugan, Willis E. A study of tbe Miller analogies test with graduatestudentiln education. Master's, 1939: Minnesota. 117 p. m&
Concludes that the analogies test discrizniutee between students in the college of educe-. tIon in terms of scholarship and persistence in padaste work.
*577. Feldman, Sadie B. The construction and standardization of an aptitudetest in art for junior high school. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 42 p. me.
Describes tbe construction and standardisation of in apiK?de test in art, and givesdirections for administering and scoring the test. Concludes that the test provides anadequate measure of pupils aptitudes and may be used to aid the teacher in giving materialmote suitable to the capacities of the group.
578: Fussell, William Durwood. Comparable norms for Anglo- and Latin-American pupils on a scholastic aptitude Jest. Master's, 1910. Texas.
579. Golightly, Howard Bureu. Why objective test items are missed. Masster's, 1940. Duke, 105 p. ma
Analyses reasons for missing items which were checked by 00 ittudents on teats covering250 items, using a checkliét of 12 reasons. 'Analyses kinds of test items which are mimedmost often for reasoni other than ignorance.

580. Hastings*, John Thomas. An evaluation of technique for testing =the-matical concepts. Mister's, 1940. Chicago.
581. 4lierndon, Norine B. An experimental study of testing procedures hiPlane geometry. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 103 p. ma ( AbstertEast Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies. 1940: 35434.)
Presents tbe results of an investigation carried ón with 4R etudo:nts in plane geometryin the Greenville, Tex., high school. Concludes that no one method of twitting is adequate!In dealing with all pupils in all subject areas at all times.
582. Hines, Sister Mary Xargarita. A study of errors in word recognition.Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 41 p. ms.
Describes an.expeilment in which the Gstes primary raiding test in word recognition wasadministered in the middle of tbe school year to 360 pupils in the first grade .of six schools.Concludes that in a reading test havirig,Arinted responses arranged in columns, childrenprefer the left-hand responses ; and that similarity in the total configuration of wordsprovides the most common cue for young learners and is the cause of most errors in wordrecogdition.

583. Ingebritsen, Otis C. The use of standardised ,tests in New Jersey sec-ondary sci as. tonkers, World book company, MO. (Test service bulletin,no. 42) (N Jersey State teachers college. Upper Montclair)
Concludes that the use of tests is increasing in the high schools ; that in some schoolsprograms are well established and there is evidence of effective use of test results; thatsome schools wish to expand the testing now done and make it more effective in educationalplanning.

584. Irey, Eugene Floyd. A study of the Stephens college silent reading sur-r
vey test. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies,General series A, vol. 26, no. 3 : 58.)

Presents detailed criticism and recommendations for revision of the test.
585. Nallsen, Theodore e A study in the measurement of ability in Englishcorrectness. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
WO: Kellogg, Wendell. The measurement a vocabulary of high schoolstudents : a Study of the reliability of existing tests. Master's, 1939. Fort HaysKansf St. Coll. 78 p. ms.

" 587. Kuntz, James Z. The influence of separate answer sheets on the reli-ability and norms of standerdized achievenient tests. Master's, 1939. Fort MaysKans. Bt. Coll. 21 p. ms.
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VOWS AND =WING 51
588. Lee, Harold L. A statistical analysis of an elementary algebra test

Master's. iota Ohio Univ. 00 p ins, Allonym in: Ohio tmivergity. Abstracts
of masters' theses . . . 1940: 30.)

Analyses statistkally the cooperative algebra test in order to evaluate it as a measuringinstrument. Describes an experiment in which the test was administered to 100 98 and100 9A algebra students of...Paineeville and Shaker Heights, Ohio. Concludes that thetest is a satisfactory instrument for measuring achievement in an elementary algebra test.
589. Leffel, George Harvey. An achievement test in Instrumental (mecharil-cal ) drawing. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 96 p. ms. ,
Deocribes tbe development and standardisation of an achlevrment test for the juniorhigh school.

590. Long, Alton Brooks. The effect of thie use of separaie answer sheets
OH reading test results in the high school. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

591. Lott, Dimple, A. The formulation and preliminary standardization of((Its for speech sound discrimination in preitchool children. Muter's, 1929.
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. 'Bulletin, Irol. 32
N. S.: 83.)

Yormaktes inexpensive and easily administered tests for the discrialaktioe of speechsounds la the high frequency and middle frequently ranges la the preschool child, andillandardiaeo them by Wing Mein. to 50 children between the ages four years six monthsand five years six months.

*591 McKim, Margaret Holmes. The construction aid examination of test
items for an analysis of indiviqual didicultiet in reading for grades 7, 8, and 9.
Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. V/ p. ms.

Constructs and evaluates a battery of testa for- analysing reading habits and skills ofpupils in grades 7, and 9.

Nit Xøl 0, cart John A. The use of aptitude tests for the' purposes of
guidance in the instrumental music vogram of the public schools. Master's,
1940. Drake. 77 p. ms.

594. Xallon, Wilfred X. Predicting success of freshmen on basis of separate
medians of Cooperative service English tests. St. %Louis, Mo., St. Louis university,

Xarttn, Nargarst Z. The construction of diagnostic mding test for
senior high achool students ind college freshmen. Doctor's, 19.0. T. C., Cd. Univ.

Diseribes the steps followed in the development of diagnostk reading tests, and Okrasuggestions for t!te construction and evaluation of similar tests.
"4506. Ninety &Uterine Z. The constructioq, validity, reliability, tentative

norms, and eirrelation with school marks in science of an Introversion-extroversion
questionnaire. Master's, 190. maim& 81 p. ms.

Describes the construction of an introversion-extroversion questionnaire and its condo'-,

tioa with school narks In general 'denim at D'Youvilie College, Buffalo, N. Y.

597. Xooney, beth. An Interest inventory for elementary grades. Mas-
ter's, 1940. George Washington. 54 p. nu.

Describes the constrnetion of an Inventory designed to determine . the general interestsof a child, rather thaa to locate his specialised interests. Develops separate eaks forboys and girls for grade 1, grades 2 and 3, grade 4, and ¡mike 5 and 6. Describes theadministration et the inventories to MO primary children and- to 2110 ebilarea"in the later-abedtate pules of the Mast Myer Spring wheels

tie& Nunn, Gorge W. At study of Igstory tests used in high schools and.
colleges, Master's, 19O. Kama". 71 p. ms. .

509, Nutting, Xnry L. The effect of high \ school mathematics upon perm
forma** In the Iowa mathematicp:,tptitude examinatiou. Mister's. 1940. Iowa.,
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OK Palmer, Oladys. Developing tots for measuring pupil achievement in
high school foods and nutrition. Master's, 104a Oregon fit, Coll. 100 p. ms.
se01. Paul, J. B. Report of the sophomori* testing program, spring 1939: a
amparison of the a III it of the Iowa State teachers college sophomores with
the at! 'Agent of the soph , from all colleges participating In the following
tests coristructed by the s s s tire test servie of the American Council on
Education : Cooperative general science test; aioperatire contemporary affairs
test ; cooperative English test ; cooperative American history test. Cedar Fans,
Iowa State teachers college, 1940. 19 p. ma. ( ((march report no. 39.)

OM Pratt, Walls Irk The conitruction of a group test of reading readtnesk
Doctor's, 194(k Pittsburgh. (Abstract is: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publications, 18: 2645773.)

Describes the construction of a stoup test of reading readiness desivie4 primarily u a
survey test, constructed so that it ifsay be administered in its entirety on a group bulk
with each test kept to a -1, Axiom length to ProvVe for the shortest possible time for
administration, and providing separate norms tor kindergarten and non-kindergarten
children.

OM Price, Henry Vernon. Analyses of a group of pre-tests for students of
first year college mathematics. Doctor's, 19401, Iowa. (Abstract iot: Universit7
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 06.)

Analises test papers written by 4,659 students of first-yar college matbematks to deter-
mine tbe effect of training on both test and item scores.

804. Rasmussen, Otho Xills. A standardised test in plane trigonometry with
a brief historical introductiom Master's, 1940. Kan& St. T. C., Emporia.
58 p. m&

805. Boss, Richard Wads. A statistical analysis of the English test results
of the 1938-39 freshman class or Texas technological college. Master's, 1940,
Texas Tech. Ooll. 55 p. ms.

606. Rowan, Orville J. Construction, validity, reliabWty, tentative norms of
an objective test in Oriental and Greek history. Master's, I. Cantata&
23 p. m&

'007. Salswedel, J. J. A study of tbe strong pants and weaknesses oef six
cooperative achievement testa. Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 129 p. ms.

Determines tbe reliability and the validiti a six achieviarest tests constructed for
10 Minnesota high schools. Finds that some testa discriminated better than others.
Offers suggestions for the &attraction ot objective achievement tests.

008. Schrammel, K. IL and Rasmussen, Otha ME. Report of results of the
1989 collegt testing program of college freshmen. Eniporia, Warms State teach:
era college, 1939. 5 p. m&

Analyses testa -obtained by 135 colleges and universities Ideated la 39 states. ¡rinds
considerable variation between the median scores made by students in different colleges
in any one test.

009. Seely, Prank Snapp. The construction and validation for high school
and college use of a vocabulary test incorporating certain diagnostic features.
Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 85 p. me.

Ithephsrd, Hilton D. A standardised Information test In economic ite?g%
raptly. Doctor's, 1940. Niw York. 299 v. In&

Describes the development nd ininajr_ .11... tion of a test to rseampure achievement hi
ate various divisions of Bolded matter in teonossie.geography showing man and bis en-vironment; rnsvorratios, communication, "Witter, and various ptlkincts of eommertsand industry; and which will serve u means of classifying and grougOing students
who have been influenced by different astirvetrads.
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- 6114 Smith, Janet. The performance of 1.= blood children of low sodom
economic status on infoimation test IV: social geography. Master's, 1940.
Iowa.

612. 'Smith, Nary Th.stherine. Measurement of the size of general English
vocabulary through the elementary grades and high school. Doctor's, 1940
North

618. Smyte, Ruth E. A testing program measuring growth In Vocabulary
and spelling. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

114. Sullivan, Catherine Jane. The constructioo of the administration and
scoring and evaluation of results of a diagnostic test of individual difficulty In,
reading for grades 7, 8, and 9. Master's, 1940. gosto Univ. 116 p. ms.

Describes the methods of administering and scoring an individual diagnostic test for
these grades. Develops a check list of difficulties. Gives the results of a preliminary
evaluation of the test, and tbe frequency of errors of different types found on the test.

4

615. Swanson, Clarence W. An experimental comparison of the supply and
recognition types of punctuation testa. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

.616. Swift, Frederic Pay. A correlation of Kwalwasser-Dykema test seem
earned by sibling& Muter's, 1940. Syracuse. 157 p. ma

Studies the orts mails b 510*.tudents, or 255 pairs of iiblings, on Ole Ewalwasse
Dykema test of musical aptlity.

617. Taylor, John Golden. Jig. statistical study of certain deOciences of 81
freshmen at Brigham Young eniversity on the Purdue placement lest in English
Master's, 1940. Brigham Young.

618. Thomas, Louis W. A statistical analysis of a test in junior Kish school
4niathematics. Waster's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 44.p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio univer-
sity. Abstracts of masters' *theses . . . 1940: M.)

Ananias the results of tbs cooperative mathematics test for grades T, 5, and 9, and
its usefulness 'as an instrument for titian* mathematics in the Junior high

Dieserfbes an experiment in which the best was administered to 200 nintb-grade
students In the Parkersburg, W. Va., junior high ochools. Concludes that tbe test is
highly reliable; that the fourth part of the test is poorly arranged.

619. Torranoe, Hugh. Kirk. A preliminary study in the measurement *of a
religious attitude. Master's, 1940. Ohlo -St*te. 53 p m&

Describe.' the construction of a scale for meuurint religious attitude.

620. lipa!hall, C. C. Report of the Gates silent reading tests for the Belling-
ham city schools, fourth grade, October 1938. Bellingham', Western Washington
college of education, 1989. 16 p. ms.

Report of the Gates silent reading tests for tie Bellingham dty
schools, fifth grade, October 1988. .Bellingham, Western Washingto9 college of
educiation, 19119. 18 p. m& .

622. 9".1.111m...". Report of the Kuhlmann-Anderson tests given' to the first grade
chirdren of the Bellingham city schtiol& Bellingham, Western Wuhington
(Wise of education, 1989. T p step

------ Report it the Progressive achievement tests, advanced battery,
form B. given to the ninth grade of thé iimpus elementary- school during May 1989.
Bellingham, Western Washington college of education, UK 8 p.

Report of the results 'of the achievement tests Oval to pupils in
tbe training school, October 1988. Bellingham. Western WaShington college of
education, ladeb .1%1 nit
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*625. irene, Edgar Paul. A factor analysis of the scholastic aptitude test.
Docto 940. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1940. 36 p.

Represents a factor analysis of the scholastic aptitude test by means of Spearman's tetrad
difference criterion, in an attempt to determine whether this test measures a. gegral ability
(g) and if so, how well it measures it for both boys and girls. Describes an experiment in
which form M of the test Was administered to 3,830 boys and 4,751 gins throughout the
United States, in which 31 percent-of the girls and 41 percent of the boys were from private
schools ; 68 percent of the girls were applicants fdr admission to five of the oldest women's
colleges ; and 79 percent of the boys 'were applicants for admission to five comparable men's
colleges. Concludes that the test is a good measure of the widely accepted concept of genera)
mental ability (g) ; 'and that the data used in this study support the 2-factor theory.

626. Waterhouse, Nary E. Case study to determine degree to which a stand-
ardized reading test measures reading ability pf children at first grade level.
Master's, 1940. -Iowa.

627. Westerlund, Marguerite Norairty. The construction of sa battery of
grobp reading readiness tests and the experimental try-out. Master's, 1940.
Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 84 p.

Descsibes the construction of 17 group-reading readiness tests, and their validation with
115 children in the Phoenix, Arizona, public schools.

628. Whipple, Carl gra. A technique for evaluating the oral classroom vocab-
ulary- of teachers. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pitts-
burghl Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography 413f publka-
tions, 16: 379-84.)

Attempts to devise a technique for the evaluation of the oral classroom vocabulary ofteachers ; to determine the general level of vocabulary usage among teachers of two Junior
high schooli by the use of this technique ; to compare this level with that obtained by Yoakam's
method used on the vocabulary of stenographic reports ; to discover tile extent to which
the teachers of different subjects adapt their oral vocabulary to the grade level of tbe stu-dent ; and to determine bow factors in the teacher background are related fo the grade level
of the vocabulary used. Coficludes that the technique for evaluating the oral classroom vo-
chbulary of teachers as described in this study is valid and ieliable for thé purpose ; that the
teachers consistently used a vocabulary of a grade difficulty below that of the grade they
were teaching ; and that type of teaching cerificate held by a teacher made no differencein the vocabulari used.

629. Whiting, Edward Parsons. -Measiirement of verbalism and guessing in
multiple-response tests. Doctor's, 1940. Washington.

630. 'Wiener, Sylvia. Test anilysis of art students. Master's, 1940. Temple.
61 p. ms.

631.4Wilking, Stephen Vincent. The construction and evaluation of a meas-
ure of reading vocabulary. Master's, 1940. Bostoii Univ. 47 p. ms.

Describes the construction and evaluation of a classified reading vocabulary test.
1632. Woodburn, A. O., fr. Predictive value of the State-wide college place-

ment tests. Master's, 1940. New Mexico. 57 p.

PHYSICALIABILITYTESTS AND SCALES
ri

M. Ball, Ann El1za'th. The effect of participation in certain physical
educátion activities upon the strength index and tile physical .fltness index of,
college_girls. Master's, 1940. Syritcuse. 88 p. m&
.0ares the strength index and pbyslcal fitness index scores of 150 college girls liefore

and aTter participation in specified types of physical exercise. Finds that tbe most significant
difference between the means of theAnitial and the final physical fitness index scores was with
the modern davice group. followed by the skiing group ; and that the leut significant differ-
ones was made by the physical edoiation =Jam

Brechler, Paul W. A test for football ctiOacity (backs and ends) . Mas-
ter's, 1940. Iowa.
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635. Burpee, Royal H. Seven quickly administered tests of physical capac-
ity and their use for determining physical incapacity for motor activity in men
and boys. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Colum-

bia university, 1940. 151 p. (Contributions to education no. 818.)

Develops a test consisting of seven items, two of which measure responses secured with
the subject at rest, and five of which measure reaction to eiercise. Evaluates the test.

630. Clarke, H. Harrison. The application of measurement to physical edu-
.

cation programs in secondary schools. Doctor's, 1940. Syracuse. 331 p.
Discusses measurement in physical education ; physiological integrity ; posture and foot

miasurement ; physical fitness tests; a critique of the physical fitness index; the Physical
fitness program; social efficiency ; general motor abilities; physical education skills% and
meeting educational objectives.

637. Cormack, Herbert P. A teat for potential football capacity (line).
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

638. Dodd, Martha. A sports knowlOge test. Master's, 1940.* Arizona. 63

p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizaa record, vol. 34 : 22-23.)
Describes the construction of a sports knowledge test in softball for intermediate grades.

1 639. Pagan, Clifford B. A further study of tale use of psychp-motor tests for
the measurement of potential wrestling. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

640. Gates, Donald D. % Test of change-of-direction as measurements of dif-
ferent .kinds of motor ability in grades seven and eight. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

641. Gibson, Onie. The accuracy of self-rating in certain spOrts. Master's,
1940. Peabody. 32 p. ms.

Concludes that self-rating is not an accurate means of grouping participants; that girls
tend to overrate themselves; that girls with hkgh IQs tended to underrate themselves,
whereas those with ;16w IQs overrated themselves.

642. Godfrey, Thomas Burns. An objective softball test for Junior high
schobl boys. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 72 p.

643. Grimes, Leo B. Experiniental sportsmanship testing. Master's, 1940.
Ohio State. 42 p. ms.

Describes the construction and administration of a test for measuring the sports-
manship knowledge of athletes and non-athletes. Concludes that participation in university
sports increases sportsmanship knowledge considerably.

644. Hatlestad, S. Lucille. The determination and measurement of body

build in college women. Doctor's, 1aIR). Iowa. (Abstract in: University of

Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 06.)
Attempts to determine the most usable criteria of body build in women college students;

the objective measures which best predict these criteria ; a practical method of using
such indices; and evidence for or against distitict, discrete types or categories of body
build in womei college students.

645. Hurley, John J. A study of physical examinations in relation to the
physical education program of the secondary schools of Me State of Washington.
Master's, 1940. Str Coll. of Wash.

*046. Hussey, Pearson H. The construction of a series of knowledge test
uestions in certain physical education activities. Master's, 1940. New Tori.

56.p. ms.

647. lerardi, Thomas G. The devel ent of a' health guidance blank for
college men. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 93 p. ms.

648. Jorgensen, Nephi M. The determination andjneasurement of body build

In college men. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa.
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56 RESEARCH §TUDIES IN EDUCATION

649. Murphy, Thomas. The push and pull test as a measurement of arm
and shoulder girdle strength for elementary school boys. , Master's, 1940. Iowa.

650. Page, Getty. Case studies of college men with low physical fitness in-
dices. Master's, 1940. Syracuse. 96 p. ms.

Presents cafe studies of 50 Syracuse-University men wbo had low physical fitness indices,
and analyiliithe reasons for their low ratings.

4.

651. RaabO*oogard William. A scale for grading the physical education
performance or'kaki first year men. Master's, 1939. Oregon St. 114 p. ms.

652. Rouble', ce Ernest?. jr. The construction of achievement scares
in physical educa' activities for Phoeniz union high school boyS. Master's,
1940. Stanford. t.,

4,

653. Schaufele, Evelyn. Th.b Arotablishment of objective tests for girls of
the ninth and tenth grades to determine soccer ability. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

654. Sheffield, Royal P. Tests of change-of-direction as measurements of
different kinds of motor ability in grade nine. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

655. Shields, Joseph A. An exploratory analysis of the flarimeter test as
found in the McCurdy-Larson organic efficiency test. Master's, 1940. New York.
18 p. ma.

Describes an experiment in which the flarimeter test was administered to highly trained
athletes, representing a cross section of all the school's varsity teams, and to a group of non-
athletes not engaged in physical activities. Concludes that the fiarimeter test distinguishes
the trained from the untrained.

658. Siener, Edna J. Strength, index norms for girls based on the Rogers
physical fitness tests. Master's, 1938, New York. ms.

7. Bisrakowski, Prances. A study of tests of change-of-direction as meas-
urement. of motor ability. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

658. Strickland, A. J., Jr. The educational significance of the Ellis health
card. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 52 p. ms.

Concludes that certain physical. deficiencies noted in the health card have definite educa-
tional significance.

659. Stuber, George X. The measurement of potential velocity in post-
pubescent high school boys. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

660. Taylor, Elizabeth Ann. Achievement scales in eight physical education
skills for boys and girls in the first, second and rd grades. Maker's, 1940.
Alabama. 86 p. ms.

061. Walker, Galvin LeRoy. The rellabill of rating and testing in physical
education activities. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 90 p. ma.

Describes an experiment in which the reliability coefficients were determined op rating
and testing techniques used in a number of physical education activities at the elementary
and junor high-school age levels. Finds OP reliability of coefficients for both rating and
testing techniques high enough to warrant their use as techniques for evaluating achievement
in the activities studied.

VOCATIONAL ThSTS

662, Blum, Milton L. A contribution to manual aptitude measurement in
Industry the value of certaii dexterity measures for the selection of workers In

watch factory. Doctor's, 1 New York. ;

Congden, Nora Alvina. A study of Cleeton's vocational interest inven-
DoctOr's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 1.)
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664. Cottingham, Harold F. The value of the Kuder performance record in

determining the vocational interests of high school seniois. Master's, 1940.

Iowa.

665. Crox, Freda. Rating employees by means of rating scales. Master's.
1940. Tennessee. 121 p. ms.

Gives a history of rating scales. Discusses the various types of scales, and methods
of determining and improving their reliability. Shows that rating scales may be used for
placement training, educational purposes, increasing efficiency, determining salary increases,
interviewing employees, improving morale, and in the validation of the entire placement

process.

666. Davis, Wallace liar'. Predicting degree of achievement in industrial
subjects by the use of Stenquist mechanical aptitude tests. Master's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

'687. Dunton, Ephraim Burnham. The development and standardization of an

objective achievement test of technical knowledge of elenientary type-composition.
Doctor's, 1940. New York. 119 p. ms.

Describes the development and administration of a test of technical knowledge to 11,000
students in 36 states.

668. Gernes, Elizabeth. A factorial analysis of selected items of the Strong
vocational interest blank for wcimen. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in:
University of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctorial dissertations, 1940: 66-70.)

Attempts to determine the preferences of 500 University of Nebraska freshman women
on 168 items of the Strong vocational interest blank for women. Indicates that these
women have widely varied interests.

669. Harter, Karl W. An investigation a occupational Belt-analysis of high

school students. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 90 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which an occupational selfanalysis blank was developed

and administered to 175 high-school senior girls and to 152 high-school senior boys. Finds
the blank significantly reliable.

670. Hazelhurst, Jack Harris. Factorial analysis of measures of mechanical
aptitude. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.

67L Zautz, Gilbert I. Plan for teaching the testing of direct current shunt

motors. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 64 p. ma
Gives instruction and test sheets for use in a technical high school in Milwaukee, Wis.

672. Kogan, William S. A study of thè change in correlations with practice
between three tests of mechinical ability. Master's, 1149. Colunibia.

673. Miller, C. W. and Glick, W. P. The development of a scale for the
Strong vocational Interest test to measure basic interests in teaching agriculture.
Master's, 1940. Va. Poly. Inst. 419 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which form M of the Strong vocational interest test wu
administered to 153 teachers, 10 former teachers, and 88 trainees in agriculture.

674. Morrow, Robert S. An analysis of the theory of independent abilities
with respèct to tests of apparently diverse abilities. Doctor's, 1940. New York.

675. Mowers, Glenn Distribution of aptitudes of those who took typing

tests at the Columbus counseling bureau. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 96 p. ms.

Finds that the Columbus Counseling Bureau draws a group. of typists who are none too
proficient, and whose typing skill has not developed in proportion to their potentialities
as measured by general tests and special dexterity tests.

676. Roper, Sylvia Ann. A test of interest in nursing. Master's, 1940.
Clark. (Abstract in: Clarke university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses,

voL 12: 128-80.)

Describes an experiment conducted with a group et 85 graduate and senior student
nurses and 11 1 senior high-sébool girls, to whom the Otis sett-administering test of
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mental ability, higher form A, the Strong vocational interest blank for women, and Super'stest of interest in nursing were administered. Finds that the test of interest in nursingdiffeliptiated significantly between the nurses aiid the high-school girls, and in the high-schoo group it differentiated between the girls:who wished to become nurses and thosewho did not.

677. Shipley, Byron Clifford. A studyfto determine th relative difficulty of
each test in a series of typewriting twits and tbe rel bility of the series.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

678. Thompson, Claude Edward:. 'A study .oA motor and mechanical abilities.
Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (4bstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts
of doctoral dissertations, no. 32: 129-34.)

Attempts to determine the compoiition of motor and mechanical abilities in relationto the extent to which they are specific to the differential curricula of professional schools.Compares the motor and mechanical: skills of students in the college of dentistry andthe department of fine arts at Ohio 13tate University. Analyses the results of tests ad-
.. ministered to 75 students jtk the college of dentistry, and to 50 students in the departmentof fine arts. Concludes that the succesi. of individuals in professional schools is dependentupon the possession or development of 'motor and mechanical skills which ire specific fothe curricula of these schools; ind that ..students entering professional schools differ sig-nificantly from the general college population.

679. Wherry, David Marsh. Mechanical áptitude testing: Its development
and implications for guidance in industrifil arts. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.
70 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the value of mechanical aptitude tests for guidance in industrialarts by studying the resulti of aPtitude test* administered to all eighth grade boys inthe high school at Dayton, KT. Finds the predictive powers of aptitude tests for successin industrial arts relatively lo*.

680. Whitmore, Irol Verneth. The formulation and evaluation of a batteryof tests to prognosticate stenographiC' aptitudes. Master's, 1940. Tennessee.
281 p: ms.

Evaluates the tests with students in business administration at the University ofTennessee. Finds that some parts. of the battery differentiate the secretarial sciencemajors from other departmental majors; that no part of tbe battery effectively measuredtypewriting aptitudes; that the highest correlation was found between the personality,
penmanship, and proofreading tests"; and the chosen criteria; that the correlations werehigh enough to indicate that the tilts have some significance for educational guidance.

en. Wright, Ellis W. A procedure to measure the efficiency of the diversi-
fied occupations program. Master's; 1989. Colo. St. Coll. 76 p. ms.

682. Yingling, Harriet E. A study of the Massey method of grading posture
With college freshman women. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

RESEARCH, EDUCATIONAL
"TECHNIQUES

683. Liu, Bangnee A. The work of city school research bureaus in ,cities of
over 500,000 population in the United States. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.

Studies tbe organization, activities, and achievements of the city school reseaisch bureausin tbe 12 largest cities of the United States.

REPORTSa

t684. Arizona. Univeisity. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1939
and 1940. Tucson, 1941. 81i p. (University of Arizona record, vol. 84, no. 1.)

t685: Bowling Green State university. Abtracts of masters' theses sub-
witted to the Committee on graduate InstructI.i. at Bowling Green State uni-
veraity in partial fulfillment of the requirements for. the degree of mastatoof
arts. A= Arbor, Edward! brothers, IWO. gap.:
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f686. Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses, 1940, vol. 12.

Worcester, Mass., 1940. 137 p. (Clark university bulletin, no. 150.)

f687. Colorado. University. The growth of n science. Boulder, 1940. 134

p. (University of Colorado bulletin, vol. 11, no. 19. General series no. 463.

University of Colorado studies, General series (A) vol. 26, no. 8.)
Contents: The growth of a science, by Francis Rama ley, p. 3-14 ; Abstracts of theses

and reports for higher degrees, 1940, p. 15-134.

t688. Danton, Z. Periam and Tauber, Maurice P. Graduate theses and dis-
sertations. Philadelphia, Temple university, 1940. 93 p. (Sullivan memorial
library studies.)

t689. East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940. Com-
merce, 1940. 106 p. (Bulletin of the East Texas State teachers college, vol. 23,

no. 7.)

t690. Pordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the
Graduate school of arts and sciences. New York, Fordham university press,
1940. 119 p.

Seven/LI of the studies were listed in the Bibliography of Research Studies in Education,
1938-39, U. S. Mice of Education, Bulletin 1939, No. 5.

t691. Good, Carter V., Pechstein, L A. and Hendrickson, Gkiidon. Ab-

streets, graduate theses in education, Teachers college, University of Cincinnati,

1937, 1938, 1939. Cincinnati, University of Cincinnati, 1940. 251 p. (Volume 3.)

Theses listed In this volutlie have been included in earlier editions of the Bibliography of

Research Studies in Education, U. S. dike of Education.

t692.
versifies, 1

Edward A. Doctoral dissertations accepted by Aiheiican uni-
New York, H. W.Vilson company, 1940. 126 p. (Number 7.)

t v!.; Indiana State teachers college. 'Abstracts of unpublished masters'
theses, Indiana State teachers college, 1940 Terre Haute, 1940. (Teachers

college journal, U : 137-57, July 1940.)

toia International council of religious education. Abstracts in religious

education: selected doctors' theses in religious education, 1939. Chicago, 1939.

[unpaged ms.] (No. 7.)

t695. Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for higher de-

green, 1940. Iowa City, 1940. [unpaged] (University of Iowa publication, new

series, no. 1100. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 86.)

696. Kerr, Woodward W. An analysis of the typewriting theses conducted

in the College of commerce at thé State University of Iowa. Master's,, 1940.

Iowa.

MT. Louisiana State university and agricultural and mechanical college.
Graduate school : Abstracts of theses session of 1938-39. University, 1940.4 MO p.

(University bulletin, vol. 82 N. S., no. 1.)

I t698. Maryland. University. Abstracts of theses for the degree of doctor
of philosophy with the titles of theses accepted for the master's degree for the

academic years 1938-89 and 1939-40, College Park, 1940. 55 p. (University

of Maryland official publication, vol. ST, .n42. 9.)

t699. Nebraska. University. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations presented

to the Graduate college in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree

of doctor of. philosophy. Lincoln, 1940. 216 p.

t700: New York university. School ok eddcation. Abstracts of theses sub-

'flitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degrees of doctor of
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philolophy and doctor of education, October 1939-June 1940. New York, 1940.233 p,
C)

t701. North Dakota historical research survey project. Bibliography oftheses prepared at the University of North Dakota. Bismarck, 1940. 68 p. ms.Many of these theses wei:e listed in earlier editions of the Bibliography of Research Studiesin Education, U. S. Office of Education.
t702. Ohio State university. Abstracts of dissertations eresented by candi-dates for the degree of doctor of philosophy, autumn quarter, winter quarter,1939-40. The Graduate school. Columbus, 1940. 270 p. (Abstracts of doctoraldissertations, no. 32.)

t7011z. -. Abstracts of dissertations presented by candidates for the de-gree of doctor of philosophy, spring quarter, 1939-40. The Graduate school.^Columbus, 1940. 286 p. (Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 33.)
t704. -------. Abstracts of. dissertations presented by candidates for the de-gree of doctor of philosophy, summer quarter, 1939-40. The Graduate school.Columbus, 1940. 381 p. (Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 111.)
t705.- Qhio university. Abstracts of masters' theses submitted to the Grad-

% uate college of Ohio university in partial fulfillment of the requirements for themaster's degree, 1939. Min Arbor, Mich., Edwards Biothers, 1940. 69 p.
#706. ---. Abstracts of masters' theses submitted to the Graduate collegeof Ohio university in partial fulfillment of the requiremenis for the master'sdegree, 1940. Annv Arbor, Mich., Edwards Brothers, 1941. 50 p.
t707. Palfrey, Thomas R. and Coleman, Henry E., jr. Guide to bibliogra-phies of theses, United States and Canada. Chicago, American library associa-tion, 1940. 54.p.

t708. Pennsylvania State college. Abstracts of studies In education at the.Pennsylvania State college, part 9 (1940). State College, -1940. 72 p. (Pennsyl-vania State college Studies in education, no. 22.)
Many of these theses were listed in the Bibliography of Research Studies in Education,198849, U. B. Office of Education, Bulletin 1940, No. 5.
t709. Pittsburgh. University. The graduate school abstra.cts of theses,researches completed, and bibliography of publications, vol. 16, 1940. Pittsburgh,1941. 453 p. (University of Pittsburgh bulletin, vol. 37, no. S.)
710. Purvis, Matta: Lafayette. An analysis of masters' theses produced inthe Peabody college of education of the University of Georgia, 1915-1939. Master's,4,

1940. Georgia.
Concludes that most research has dealt with administration, educational psychology, andthe curriculum ; thit most of the themes were written by men ; and that all methods ofresearch except genetic and observational were used.o

t711. Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations for-- the degreis ofdoctor of philosophy and doctor of education with the titles-of these acceptédfor the degrees of master of laws, engineer, and master of arts, 1989-40. StanfordUniversity, Calif., 1940. 20 p. (Stanford university bulletin, vol. 15. Seventhseries, no.' &)

t712. Ttdane university of Louisiana. Graduate school. Abstracts of4 theses, 1940. New Orleans, 1940. 122 p. (Bulletin of Tulane university ofLouisiana, series*41, no. l& )1

MIL Vanderbilt university. Abstracts of gieses. Nashville, Tenn., 1940.85 p. (Bulletin of Vanderbilt university, vol. 40', tio. 10.)
Contains abaft,* of theme submitted òy graduate students during 'the 1981--40 session.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES

t714. Virginia polytechnic institute. Research and publication, January
1935 to December 1939. Blacksburg, 1940. 156 p. (Bulletin of the Virginia
polytechnic institute, vol. 38, no. 9.)

Gives information about the research conducted by4memben of the staff during this period.

CURRICULUM STUDIES

715. Baker, William Z. A case study of a small school curriculum enrich-
ment program. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Presents a case study in curriculum construction in a small rural high school in Goodwell,
Okla., from the standpoint of the enrichment of the school program in harmony with local
resources and community needs. Finds that the greatest difficulty in working out an experi-
enced program according to the Winnetka "plan, which was foUowed in this experiment, is the
training of teachers. Finds that teachers prefer to teach as they were taught ; and that they
determine progress in terms of completion of units of curricular materials rather than in
terms of growth. Concludes that while progress is slow, tests indicate that under able teachers
the program is meeting with success.

716. Biehn, Albert Lawrence. Core curriculum for Nebraska secondary
schools. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstrart in: University of Nebraska. Ab-
stracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: -138-42.)

Attempts to determine new 'valences common to boys and girls graduating from Nebraska
high schools ; curriculum trends- during the last 5-year period ; curriculum reorganisation
work being carried on ; practices roncerning constants and electives ; experiences common to
all students in Nebraska high schools ; grade level and time which should be devoted to
desired common experiences ; and content ,to be emphasised in a core curriculum.

717. Breakey, Henrietta Mary. Recognition of mat ,[] ration levels necessary
to develop adequate curriculum Master's, 1940. Stanfo

O

718. Breternitz, Louis A. Course offerings of se1ec1 three, four, and six
year high schools in Nebraska. Dpctor's, 1940 colo. St. . of Ed. (Field study
no. 2.)

719. Delaney, Peter Henry, U. Changing America and the college curricu-
lum. Master's, 1939. Columbia,

720. Edwards, William Thomas. A reconstructed curriculiim guide for the
promotion of educational insight. Doctor's, 1940.. Ohio State.

721. Heiskell, Elide Curl. The curriculum of Jefferson high school, Char-
lottesville, Virginia, in its relation to-pupil needs. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

.7n. Lawson, Douglas E. Curriculum developmeni in city school systems.
Doctor's, 19130. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chiefigo press, 1940. 238 p.

DA Little, Harry Abner. A definite educational prOgram for Ashley county,
Arkanms. Master's, 1926. Peabody. -4185 p, ms.

724. McClintock, Harry Winfred. A study of the value of school subjects
to laymen. Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 55 p. ms. -

Finds that reading; writing, and arithmetic were considered basic by most laymen ; that
English ranked highest in frequency of selection ; that mathematics, history, civics, typing,
home economics, bookkeeping, shorthand, health and physical education, and chemistry
followed in otter ; and that foreign languages, geometry and algebra in tbe field.of mathe-
matics, biology and cbeipistry in the sciences, art and music were considered of -the least
vain*.

725. Kalif, Brother William. The curriculum of the Cafholic high school
for boys. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

728. Mann, P. A study of the status of a core curriculum pronua
with respect to or high school curricula. Maw% 194o. Stout. 78 p

-
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727. Manuel, John. A study of the high school curriculum of Evangelineparish since 1936. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: LouisianaState university. Btilletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 136-87.)
Attempts to determine how much change has taken place in the seven high schoolsas a result of the Statemide curriculum study ; to ascertain what changes in subject matter,organisation, and proicedurer have taken place in the curriculum during. the 1986-37,1937-38, and 1938-39 sessions. Shows that there have been definite changes in thecurriculum of the high schools since the beginning of the curriculup study program in1938; that greater emphasis is now being given to pupil participation ; subJect matter andpupil experiences are being selected from a greater variety of sources; and more attentionis helps given to tbe emotional, physical, social, civic, and moral devel9pment of pupilsthan was evident in the program prior to 1936.

728. Matthews, Cornelia D. A histry of the eurricultfin in Kalamazoo pub-lie secondary schools. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
729. Miller, Percival. Evaluation of the curriculum of the public high schoolin a second class city of New York by former students. Master's, 1940. N. Y.St., Coll. for Teack.

730. Moore, Genevie;re.d The fòrmation of a teaching unit for develôping aneffective personality. Master's, 1940. Drake. 78 p. ms.
731. Mullin, Leo Francis. Changes in the secondary school curricula from1925-1940 Master's, 1940. Boston Coll.
73 Nail, E. Hadley. The needs of curriculum adjustment in Terltob schools.Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

_

Shows that the curriculum which the sChool must effer, because of State rigulat!ons, doesnot meet the needs of the students; that many of its graduates are unemployed because theschool did not offer courses which trained students for vocations ; that tbe graduates whoare employed are following the occupation of their parents or are engaged in commercialwork, w<hicb they learied it the school.
733. Osterhage, Sister Marion. Curriculum trends in contemporary"' ruralelementary education. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 50 p. ms.
Concludes that a Nation-wide interest has been awakened in regard to rural education,and that in practically all of the States, a program of adopting the curriculum to tbe ruralsituation is being fostered.

734. Ser, Mabel. A 9orrelited curriculum for the eighth grade. Master's,1940. Alabama. 148 p. &s.
785. Powers, Leversia Long. A program of curriculum revision in Chester,Pennsylvania, January 1936 to January 1940. Doctor's, 1940. George Washing-ton. 409 pr ms.
Describes the history of Chester, its industrial status, its population, and its school; the start of tbe curriculum revision program ; the project and its reception byteachers, pupils, and the community. Shows that much has been done, but tbat muchremains to be done in a continuous program of curriculum revision.
736. Prosser, Don Davenrrt. The community attitude survef.as a factorin reconstructing the secondary school curriculum. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.
737. Reynolds, Elmer James. Terminal curricula hi public junior colleges.Doctor's, 1940. Missouri.'
738. Rogers, Rufus EarL A revised curriculum in the South San Antonio,Texas, elementary Master's, 1940. 'Texas.
Ma Saylor, Galen. Factors associated with participation in cooperative pro-grams of curriculum deve1opm6t. Doctor's, 1940. T. O., Col. Univ. New 'York,Teachers College, Columbia university., 1941. 26.5
ComPares the extent of parti patiCen ló curriculum development a 11 county schoolsystems in Virgin* from 1981 to nip, using for one group the comas iblek putictipated
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 63
most extensively in the elementary achool aspects of the program, and for .the other group
the counties least active in tbe program. Finds that geographk isolation is an important
characteristic of idx of the least participating counties; that tbe most participating group

)eounties far weeded the other group in locally taxable wealth per pupil enrolled in
that the most participating counties supplemented State aid for instructional pur-

poses to a much greater extent the the other group ; that all of the most participating
counties have had supervision througtim the program but only two of tbe least participating
counties had suPervision at any di* during the program and then only for one or two
¡ears aid); that white elementary Aeachers in the most puticipating counties had better
professionia training and received a higher average salary than similar teachers in the least
participating counties, but tbe twolgroups did not differ in average tenure nor in average age.

740. Schuytema, Guy Letinard. Curriculum trends at the jufilor college
level in colleges and universities. Master's, 1040. Chicago.

741: Shanda, Janie HopEn.. The application of democratic cooperative pro-
cedures to the administration of curriculum revision. Master's, 1910. North
Texis St. T. C.

742. Showalter, B. R. The elémentary school curriculum : a program for
each grade with progress 'standards, suggested activities, and materials. Auburn,
Alabama polytechnic institute, 1940.

748. Speaker, Mabel J. Improving the curriculum of the Commerce high
school through a follow-up study of the graduates and drop-outs. Blaster's,
1940. Okla. A. & M. Cole

'bows the wed for a program correlating school subjects with life situations, and
which would provide a well developed pupil activity program, vocational guidance, use of
leisure time, and orientation of students to the possibilities of the school.

744. Stewart, Theodosia. An evaluation of the high school curriculuni of
Beauregard parish by graduates of the years 1935, 1936, 1937, and 1988. Master's,
1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin,
voL 82 N. El.: 152)

rinds that the 312 graduates engage in 38 occupations, the major of which are house-
wives, clerks, and farming ; that 80 attended college, and 31 received training in institutions
other than college. Suggests several changes in the curriculum of tbe school.

745. Stigler, William Alonzo. The organization, nature, development, and
function of state curriculum programs. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.

746. Tebow, Robert G. Procedure, progress, and present status of the Tulsa
secondary school curriculum development. Master's, 19107 Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Points out that the schools are offering to the boys and girls a curriculum which has
rich and meaningful experiences ; that pupils and teachers are sharing responsibilities.

747. Watkins, Warren O. A curiiculum study of the Logan county, Colorado
Minch high schools. Master's, 1010. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

*748. Weitzel; Henry I;ving. The curriculum classification of junior college
students, Doctor's, 1933. Southern California. Pasadena, Pasadena Junior
college, 1910. .88 p.

749: Wilson, A. W. Enriching the curriculum of the two teacher high
school. Master's, 1940. Colorado.. (Abstract in: University of dolorado studies,
General series (Ah vol. 28, no. 8:*182.)

Analyses the faults of the two teacher high schooL Lists the advantages lind al,.
advantages `to effective curricullun study. Offers suggestions for enriching the curriculum.

750. Wolkow, Helmer E. A 'plan of curriculum organization to facilitate
education ap guidance in a small high school. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.
126 p. mi.

Integration of the* curriculum by combination of grades and eliminatiop of
talisation except la art and musk; provision for individual differences by/
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64 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

allowing students to pursue special interests dpring activity periods; and tbe nee of tbestudent council u an agency for learning dematic processes of government ,
751. Wray, Orion David. The organization and administration of state pro-grams of curriculum revision in the secondary schools. Doctor's; MO. SouthernCalifornia.
Finds that relatively few educational writers have formulated definite criteria forcurriculum construction : that 10 States have programs of curriculum revision, mainlydependent on Stet departments of education, with widely differing details of organisation.

and administration; and that tlie unit of work, core curriculum, experimental teaching,and Torricniu laboratory courseiz are widely used.

READING

752. Adams, Duane K. Diagnosis and treatment of reading disabilities inthe Guymon junior high school. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Diagnoses the rending disabilities of 12 retarded sixth-, seventh, and eighth-gradeand describes the &medial treatment given them. Concludes that the remedial program wasvaluable in improving their reading, their attitudes toward the school, social and emotionaladjustments, and achievement in other school subjects. 7

758, Anderson, EurE: X. Phonics and its relation to reading in the primarygrades. Muter's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 55 p. ms. (Abstract in: EastTexas State tchers college Graduate studies, IMO: 8-9.)
Concludes t t phonic analysis is an important factor in teaching -reading; thatphonics should not be regarded its a distinct method of teaching; that all children do notneed the same amount of phonic traiging; that phonics *ould be introduced after thepupil has acquired a vocabulary of from 60 to 75 words; that phonic training should beconducted at a separate period from that of the regular work in reading; that ear andvoice training should precede eye training; and that short drills and games are desirablemedia for the teaching ol phonics.

754. Apperson, Sarah Virginia. The effectiveness of orthoptic trailing asa means of remedial instruction In reading. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Ab-street in: University of Nébraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940:53-58.)
Attempts to 'determine, by means of ortboptic training, the relationship of visual per-formance and reading. Describes an experiment conducted with three groups of studentsat t, University of Nebpasta in 1937-38. Finds that ortboptic training resulted in gainsin and comprehension in reading as measured by tbe tests used; and tbat intelligenceappeared to be a factor in improved reading ability.
755. Baker, Hattie Price. An experiment in the improvement of the readinghabits of college students. Master's, 1940. Texas.
756. Behrens, Minnie Sophia. An evaluation a reading readiness. Doc:-tor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers. 1940.10 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 270.)
Studies the Weft of social background and exPeriences, and physical status of 203 first-grade children to reading readiness. Concludes that successful functioning of many factorsassures success, while the inability of one or more may hinder the child in reading.
757. Bell, Joseph Robert A study of the causes of readin deficiency. Mu-ter's, 1939. Illinois.

4111

758. Blake, Leslie Marion.' Reading deficiencies among public school chil-dren. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 06 p. ms.
it

759. Brewer, Lela Robinson. A remedial reading Program
\

phasizing theattitudes and characteristics:associated with reading difficulties. Master's, 1940.Hawaii. 100 p.

T60. Bridges, Lucile H. Emphasis on speed versus emphasis on comprehen-
sion among young readers. Doctor's, 1940: Kentudy. -
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 65

761. Bull, Evelyn L. Reading readiness curriculum for nonreading children
in tbe first grade. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

762. Capps, Ruth Marion. A study of first grade children's understanding
of pronouns in reading. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of

763. Carter, Bertha B. A study of the oral reading disabilities of a sixth,
seventh, and eighth grade group deficient idsilent reading. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

764. Clarke, Elaine E. The importance of the kindergarten child's speaking
vocabulary to the beginning reading program. Master's, 194o. Michigan.

765. Cline, Mabel. Analysis and synthesis in second grade reading. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Texas.

766. Collier, Per le. An experimental study of two types of teaching procedure
in first grade reading. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisi-
ana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32, N. EI : 126-27.)

Attempts to determine the effectiveness of an enriched procedure u compared with a
formal procedure in teaching reading to beginners. Describes an experiment conducted
in en elementary school in Shreveport, La.

767. Condit, Earl. A study of an experimental .program in reading. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Oregon.

768. Cramer, Beside Wood. The social and economic characteristics of good
and poor readers. Master's, 1940. Maryland.

769. Crosscup, Richard B. A survey and analysis of methods and tech-
niques for fostering growth of meaning vocabulary. Master's, 1940. Boston
Univ. 299 p. ms.

Discusses the problems of meaning vocabulary, and methods for fostering tits growth.

770. Darley, Frederic L. A normitive study of oral reading rate. Master's,
1940. Iowa.

771. Davies, Prank. English reading vocabulary difficulties in a mixed class
of 22 pupils and remedial possibilities. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

772; Deihl, George D. Some Observations of the reading habits children
with special reference tci- the distance the print is held from the eye& Mu 's,
1940, Drake. 41 p. ms.

773, Dobson, Robert Conroy. Improvement of reading in the Shorter high
school. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 121 p. ms.

774. Doster, Helen. An analysis of teaching procedures of reading used in
the first grade of Walton county, Georgia, schools. Master's, 1940. Georgia.

Analyses literature and procedures used by 25 first-grade teachers. Finds that a minimum
amount of reading material was used, and that evaluaon, pupil self-appraisal, and reading-
readiness activities were largely neglected.

775. Drew*, Emma. An analysis of factors related !(% reading in the X school.
Master's, 1940. Oregon.

770. Dunklin, Howard Thomas. *the prevention of failure in first grade
reading by means of adjusted instruction. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., CoL Univ. New
York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 111 p. (Contributions to edu-
cation, no. 802)

Attempts to determine whether reading failures in first grade can be prevented to an
appreciable degree by such adjusted instruction as is possible in a city school system, by study-
ins the effects of an experiment with control and experimental groups in each of three public
schools in Buffalo, N. Y. Finds that reading failures in the first grade can be prevented to
aa appreciable extent by midi adjusted instruction as is possible in a city 'school system;
that it is posing* to discover wrong or inadequte reading techniques in their beginninp
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fib

and through guidance and the utie of appropriate reading materials to develop desirabletechniques; that adjustment of instruction to tbe Deeds and abilities of the learners dependsupon the teacher's adoption of a diagnostic point of view and upon ber proficiency in the usemeans for discovering ahd meeting the individual tilled* of ber pupils; that a supply ofreading material which will afford each child succelpful reading experiences at each stage indevelopment I. a necessary part of tbe adjustment ; and that poor attendance and uncor-rected physical defects of tbe pupil limit the effectiveness of adjusted instruction.
Me Catherine Janette. A critical analysis of the objective methodof measuring reading difficulty. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Uni-versity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researces compleled, and bibliographyof publications, 16:97-104.)
Analyses critically the Presser-Lirely method. the Patty-Painter method, the Toots=method. the Washburne-Vogel method, and the Gray-Leary method of measuring readingeifileulty. Coniclodes that among investigatrs there is little agreement u to tbe elementsWrit contribute to ease or difficulty of material ; and that efforts at objectivity manifestcertain unreliability in their results.

Engleman, Lois Eleanor. The general reading program of liberal artscolleges: a study of aims, methods, content and effectiveness. Master's, 1989.Columbia.

779. Ford, Lorine X. A comparison of two instnwtional programs In secondgrade reading. Master's, IMO. Arizona St. T. C. 90 p. tas.
780. Freel, Camille. A comparatire survey of procedures In diagnostic mad-ing disabilities in the intermediate grades. Master's, 1040, Oregon.
781.. Puller, Everett A program of remedial reading in the Mortieed ele-mentary school. Master's, 1940. Kans, St. T. C. Pittsburg. 74 p. ma.Finds considerable improvement in reading and in other subjects as a result of the retiadialreading program.

782. Gans, Roma. A study of critical reading comprehension in the inter-mediate grades. Doctór's, MO. T. C., Col. Univ. New Tirk, Teachers college.Columbia university, 1040S, 125-p. (Contributfons to edication, no. 811.)
Investigates the ability of fourth-. fifth% and sixth-grade children to read criticallyfrom a variety of content ; and attempts to discover the degree to which this reference read--4 ing ability is related' to comprehension as measured by a selected group of reading tests.Analyses the scores of 411' pupils in the fourth. fifth, and sixth grades of two New YorkCity schools who completed all of tbe testa Concludes that the pupils who formed' thesubjects of Ihis experiment were not competent critical readers whoa meeting fanciful orremotely relevant meat.

4
783. Garver, F. X. and Matthews, R. D. An analysis of the results of speeddrill with the metrpnoscope to increase reading rate. Journal of educationalpsychology, XI: 6084-08, December 198D. (University of Pennsylvania.) -
Presents an experimental study of changes Il reading rate during regular practice withmetronoscop exercises.

7R4. Gibbons, Helen Dorotly. A study of the organization kills involvedin reading and writing 'a paragraph. Dittoes, 1040. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.(Field study no. &)

785. Goldstein, Harry. Reading and listening comprehension at variouscpntrolled rates. Doctor's, 1940. T. C. Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college,Columbia university, 1940. OA p. (Contributions to eduaition, no. 821.)
Compares reading and listening co.mpreb'ension as a !unction of rate of molestationby tsting 280 ¡Dale and Malik sibjects ranking in age from 18 to OIS years, and rep-resenting a crom-aection of adults, in forme of intelligence, educational achievement, andcultural background as determined by standardised tests. rinds that tin relative superiorityof listening over reading comprehension diminishes with creasing dilleolty of material;that of far mnre importance than the superiority of 'either node of presentation is thewide range of individual differences in rebid/4 ability in the respective modes; that thereis a consistent decline of reading and Mania* cessirebsnaloa with rate; that reading
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 67

appareittly a central rather than peripheral smith*, ; that reading and listening com-
prehension are conditioned by the intelligence level of the subjects; that tbe taster readers
And the test rates more effective for reading than for listening comprehension ; that the
difference in favor of listening comprehension is greater for tbe less intelligent suidecta:
and that techniques devised In this study may be utilized successfully in situations requiring
strict rate control.

Iktirsttr's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 82 p. ms.
Graves, Nary Willie. The improvement of reading of low ability pupils./ Tn. Hall, Hazel Rios. The effect of the use of "lamed pictures on progress

and achievement in second grade reading. Master% 1940. Texas.

788. Hamilton, Portia Goulds?. The visual characteristics of stutterers
during silent reading. Doctor's, VW. T. C., Cot Univ. New York, 1940. p.

Compares the vista) characteristics of equated groups ot stutterers and 000-fitUttfreri
in three public schools in New York City in grades 3 to T, inclusive. Finds Do statistically
significant differences between stutterers and non-stutterers in any of the measures of
silent reading and of visual characteristics which were used. Shows that indhidual
children need individual reading treatment, but that tbere is DO evidence that stuttering
children u a group need treatment different from tbe non-stutterers.

781). Harris, Elisabeth Kam. Diagnosis and remedial work in intermediate
grasle reading. !Waster's, 19t0. Stanford.

790. Henry, )(orris. A comparative study of a casual method of dictionary
ingtructIon with a plannel method of teaching the use'of the dictionary notebooks
and grap4s for the development of vocabulary. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State.

. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 824 N. 8.: 182-3&)

Attempts to determine the effects of tbe use of drills, dictionary notebooks, and graphs
on certain achievements of seventb-grade pupils. Concludes that a ,definite method of
teacbing tbe use of tbe dictionary bail advantages over the casual melba; of instruction.

791. Hicks, Norma Swayne. A study of certain formulae for determining
retardation In reading. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

792. Johnston, Charles R. Correlation bttween intelligence and reading
achievement with paiticular reference to certain social factors. Mastër'a, 1940.
Arizona. 40 p. ma. (Abstract foil: University of Arizona record, vol. 34: 41-42.)

Attempts to determine the relative effect of intelligence, borne library, 14aniusge spoken
la tbe home, size of family, broken home, and weight' on achievement in reading. Elbows
tbat socio-econpunie factors u well as intelligence affect reading achievement.

798. Zone., Edna X. A case study Investigation of factors related to suc-
cess or lack of success In firtb grade reading. Muter's, 1940. Iowa. et

e794. Junking, Kathryn X. The construction and evaluation of exercises
for develoting visual discrimination in beginning reading. Master's, 1940. Bos-
ton Univ.' 148 p. ms.

Attempts to build exercises for visual discrimination and to evaluate peir effect on
beginning reading. Gives lesson plans and testa administered.

795, Xeahey, George Lon. Administration of a reading program. Master's,
1940. Texas.

798, .2Cochenderfer, X. Margaret, Perceptual reading habits of good and
poor readers. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 70 p. ms.

797. Kramer, Julia Ellen. A plan Air a functional approach to reading for
a skii-learning first and second grade. Master's, 1940. Ohio Rat,. p. ma

Mobasises tbe need for reorganng tbe first grade prom's. Concludes that the de-
veloytent of optiOnal potentialities of the individual should be the main aim of education
rearms a the degree of intelligence polisessse by the individual.
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4r98. Lamb, Aaron Edward. The use of mechanical aids in teaching reading.Master's, 1940. Texas.

799. Leonard, Charles Case. A preliminary study in testing reading readi-ness in Hawaiian children. Master's,. 1940. Iowa.
00. Looney, Nora. °Programfar- developing study skills in sixth grade.Mastk.'s, 1940. Tennessee. 89 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in developing study skills in reading and tbe social studies inthe sixth grade. Finds that tbe children made great gains in reading ability, and ,thatthey were interested in this type of program. Shows that their personality and charactertraits improved as the result of the experiment.

801. Louis, Edith Ling. A study of the effect of reading instruction andvocabulary drill on reading ability. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 49 p. ms.
802. Luna, Frances Marie. An analysis of the beginning child : a basis for

individualizing reading readiness activities. Master's, 1940. West Texas Ste%T. C:

803. Lundahl Emelia Betty. Individual reading needs in a fifth and sixthgrade class with speciil reference to personality probléms. Master's, 1946.Nebraska. 102 p. ms.
Presents a series of case studies of children who have-special difficulties in reading. Showshow the ordinary teacher with ordinary resources can handle most problems of readingdeficiency. Points out tile necessity for determining extra- and intra-school conditionsproducing social and emotional maladjustment, and correcting them as a phase of .handlingindividual difficulties in reading.

804. McIntosh, Vergil Miller. The effects of objective guide questions andselfchecking answer sheets upon performance in reading and learning. Manyter's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 21 p. ms.
805. McMahan, trederick Joseph. The reliability of ophtfialmograph data.Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 23 p. ms
Analyzes recordi obtained through the use of the ophthalmograph as revealed in thereading graphs of 100 sixth-grade students. Shows limited reliability on the problemstested.

lilt
806. Maier, Madge. An analysis of the Thorndike word list. Master's, 1940.East Texas St. T. C. 198 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers-College.Qraduate studies, 1940: 41-42.)

807. Maxwell, Jewell T. Preparation for primary reading. Master's, 1940.Fast Texas St. T. C. 113 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teacherq college.Graduate studies, 1940 : 43--44.)
Concludes that the first-grade teacher must know the mental, cphysit.al, social and "emo-tional characteristics of the first-grade child ; that many first-grade children ire too imma-ture to learn to read ; that a testing program should be conducted so that the maturationof thit individual child arn be determined.

II808. Millard, C. V. The nature and character of pre-adolescent reading.East Lansing, Michigan State college, 1940. 100 p. ma.
Covers marks on Stanford reading tests from grades two to six.
809. Montgomery, Thyra X. A study of hand and eye ,prefOrtnces in rela-tion to reading ability. Master's, 1939. Louisiana .State. (Abstract in: Louisi-ana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. 8: 1414
Describes an experiment in which tests were a4minletered to 8,524 children in the. firstfour grades of the schools of VI frmilion parish in. orger to determine the hand preferredfor certain manual activities and the eye preferred for seeing. Suggests the necessity of aprogram whereby pupils with special reading disabilititis caused by band and eye preferences 'may be identified early in their school career ; and emphasizes the importance of a preventiverather than.a remedial program with tliosetupils.
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Pi

810. Moore, ;unit& Reading habits and skills advocated in seven manuals
for teaching reading in grade four. Master's 1940. Michigan.

*811. Mullaney, Ellen Mary. The relationship between silent reading ability
and arithmetic Witty in the seventh grade. Master's, 1940. Maine. 76 p.. ms.

Indicates that for the pupils studlea there is a greater degree of relationship between
.silent reading ability and ability to perform the fundamental operations in arithmetic than
there is between silent reading ability and ability to solve arithmetic problems.

812. Myers, Vest Cleveland. Seventh gride free 'reading-gits relation to
certain personal environmental factors. Doctor's, 1940. Missouri.

813. Nesbitt, Harriet D. A compendium of the objectives and methods of
the contemporary authorities in teaching the first course in interpretive readta
on the college level. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

*814. O'Leary, Margaret A. Study of gains made through remedial reading
instruction. Master's, 1940. Boston .Univ. 69 p. ms.

Studies the records of 100 children who had received remedial reading instruction in a
remedial-reading center of a public-school system.

815. Owen, Wilber William. A remedial reading program in high school.
Miter's, 1940. Iowa.

816. Penn, Leona. The fufctions of the English teacher as a teacher of
reading on the secondary level. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 137 p.

Evaluates principles and technique; of remedial instruction for their appalggly,to the
regular &tearoom situation. Analyzes the reading problems common i5 literature and
offers suggestions for solving them through the applicatioh of modified remedial methods.

gar

817. Perrelet, Lois. The effectiveness of remedial reading methods with
averagereaders. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

*818. Phelan, Sister Mary Benedict. 'Visual perception in relatién to vari-
ance in reliding .and spelling. Doctor's, 1940. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C.,
Catholic education press, 1940. 48 p. (Catholic university of America. Educa-
tional research monographs, vol. 12, no. 3)

Describes an exPeriment in which perception, cognition, and memory tests were admin-
istered to 525 children in the fourth and fifth grades in six parochial schools in Chicago,
and data on 460 of the pupils analyzed. Concludes that reading and spelling are activities
depending primarily on the development of word meaning : 'that they both depend on the
common ability to discriminate woids and letters ; that their dependence on accurate
visual impressions places them in the category of skills that profit from appropriate visual-
kinaesthetic experience. Suggests that a large proportion of the individual differences in
reading and spelling is due to the factor of effort.

819. Prichett, John Samuel, jr. The effects of variation in light intensity
on six selected reading responses. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 52 p. ms.

rinds that 20 and 50-foot candles resulted in greater reading efficiency than 5-foot
candles.

820. Ratchford, Mary Dorothy. An appraisal of the poor quality of reading
of the iwork-silent type done by 177 upper classmen at the North Texas State
tealiers college. Master's, 1940. North Texas, St. T. C.

821. Rhodes, Charlotte D. °Diagnostic study' of third grade reading diffi-
culties with suggestions for remedial instruction. Master's, 100. Texas Coll.
of Arta and Inds. 9tpms.

Studies the reading ability of the third-grade pupils in an elenentary school in Corpus
Cbristi,'Tex., during the school yeae1939-40. Gives 10 case histories, with thb remedial
methods,used in ea& we, and the results of remedial instruction.

822. Riley, Miter Mary of the Visitation.. Visual perception in reading
and spelling: a statisticzOnplysisa Docttpr's, 129. Catholic Univ. Washington¡
D. C., Catholic university of America, 1929. 48 p.
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823. Russell, Go ldie Andrews. A study of a specific reading procedure andits effect on achievement in a first grade classroom. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M.Coll.
Describes a remedial reading program given to first-grade children, and shows that thepupils to whom this program was given reached or surpassed the achievement normsby tie end of the year.

824. Salisbury, Fern E. A study of reading comprehension of high schoolpupils in three Iowa counties. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
825. Samuels, Fra Lucile. Sex differences in reading achievement. Master's,1940. Iowa.

826. Schaper, Helen. A reading program in the junior high school grades.Master's, 1910. Oregon.

827. Sears, Esther Ruth. Effects of the metronoscope shutters on the im-provement of first grade reading. Master's, 1940. Texas.
828. Seibert, Ivan N. A itudy of the rate of reading comprehenalon. Mas-ter's, 1940. Iowa.

829. Shaw, Helen Elizabeth. Factors relaiing to reading success in primarygrades. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 125 p. ms.
830. Shores, Z. H. Reading compreliension in history and science as relatedto reading and study skills. Doctor's, 1940. Minnesota.
831. Sibley, Martha. An experimental study of an individual-group methodof developing the reading skills demanded by the content subject of the fourthgrate curriculum. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 90 p.
Describes an experimental study of an' individual and a group method of developingthf reading skills demanded by the content subjects of the fourth-grade curriculum. Findstat during the entire period of the experiment both groups made significant gains inability to read, and that the experimental group gained more than the control group.
832. Slettext, Rhoda Signe. 1An analysis of work booki in reading for gradesone tp six. Master's, 1940. Chicago.
833. Smith, Saidee. Reading habits of Greeley high school students. Mas-ter's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
*834. Steinblich, Sister X INila. . An experimdlital study of progress infirst grade reading. Doctor's, 1 t i . Catholic Univ. Washington, Catholic educa-tion press, 1940. 117 p. (Cathblic university of America. Educational researchmonographs, vol. 12, no. 2.)
Describes al) experimeht conducted with 147 boys and 153 girls who entered the first gradeof nine parochial schools in Milwaukee and three smaller suburban cities, coming fromhomes of various levels of socio-economic status, with about equal numbers of non-bilingualand bilingual pupil& .Finds that many first-grade entrants have a meager informationalbackground, are deficient in knowledge of word meanings and in the skills of auditory andvisual discrimination ; that a large number failed to achieve success in first-grade reading ;that individual diffecences in the rate of reading progress are indicated by the wide rangeof composite reading achievement scoreeson the January and June tests; that more boysthan girls are retarded in reading ; that chronological age is not an important factor forsuccess or failure in reading; that speech defects seem to be significantly related to rea4ingachlévement; and that bilingualism is somewhat related to success in reading.
835. Tate, Marjorie. The relationship of status and growth in the qualityof oral reading to comprehension and speed and to the total growth of the dbild.Master's, 1940. Michigan. !

836. Tatum, Verle J. A remedial rettding pikgram at the high school level.Iltastei's, 1940. Iowa.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 71

837. Teasley, Boy Allen. Thee improvement of reading in the *Mown high
school. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 71 p. ms.

838. Terry, Fern Erion. Corrective reading as a factor in personality read-
justment of junior high school pupils of normal intelligence. Master's, 1940.
Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A) , vol.
26, no. 3: 120-21.)

Attempts to determine how effective a corrective 'reading program may be in aiding
junior high-school pupils of normal intellectual ability to overcome their reading disabilities
and their personality maladjustments. Finds that more than half of the 15, cases studied
improved in both fields of endeavor.

839. Thomas, Velma Talitha. Diagnostic and remedial instruction in read-
;ng for the third grade at Baxter Springs, Kansas. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C.,
Pittsburg. 65 p. ms.

*841/40. Thompson, Louise Easimat s. The enrichment versus the analysis
th of teaching first grade readin Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 71 p. ms.

Describes a two year experiment conducted with two different first-year reading classes, in
which the enrichment method was alternated with the analysis method throughout the year,
and tests were given,pn each unit. Finds that the enrichment method was better for imme-
diate recall in one cli, and the analysis method was better for delayed recall in the same
class, and these results were further substantiated the following year with the second class.

841. Upshall, C. C. Influence of a delayed reading program on reading abil-
ity. (Comparison of the reading test scores in grades 1, 4 and 6 of one group of
pupils who were taught to read immediately upon entering the first grade and of
another group which was not given direct reading instructions until about No-
vember 1) Bellingham, Western Washintgon college of education, 1939. 8 p. ins.

Concludes that the delayed reading groups was not handicapped by their later start in
learning to read.

842. Wells, Dorothy. A study of the reading liabits and attitudes of the
socially unadjusted Junior high school child. Master's, 1940. Syracuse. 54 p. ms.

Compares the voluntary reading done by two groups of junior high school children, p red
within given limits as to intelligence, reading ability, and MA, tint differing as to gree
of social adjustment. Indicates that all of the children used in this study read some ing ;
that there was a slight difference in the amount of reading done by the two groups ; that the
adjtisted children have a widerw-range of riading interests than the maladjusted. Gives case
ititdies 010 of the pupils.

MII. Wilkowski, Genevieve 114 A study of the vocabulary, sentence develop-
ment, and content used in the experience reading and language activities of the
children in two classgs in IA and 2B grades in Grand Rapids. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.

- 844. Winn, Nell Rose. The use of the laboratory period as a -means of cor-
recting reading deficiencies of eighth gradOstudents. Master's, 1940. Georgia.

Concludes that the laboratory period may be used successfully to remedy reading
deficiencies.

£45. Witzman, Bertha Evangeline. Experimental stud; in reading. An
experimental study in the diagnosis and treatment of reading defects, with special
reference to the clinical value pf the ophthalmotaph and the metronoscope.
Doctor's, 1940. Western Reserve. 116 p: ma.

Concludes ihAt training with the metronoscope improves both reading rate and com-
prehension, and that the ophthalmôgraph piissesses much value for clinical diagnosis of

- ocular behavior. -
, se

846. Woods, Ruth E. A descriptioù and evaluation of th procedures used in
the diagnosis of° raiding difficulties. Mastee1040. Drake. 67 p.
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72 4 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

HANDWRITING

847. Christal, Margaret Josephine. An analytical study of five systems ofhandwriting. Master's, 1940. Texas.
848. Close, Tao Raymond. The effect of fatigue upon handwriting. Mts-

..-ter's, 1940. Iowa.

849. Cowan, Audley William. Manuscript writing: its experimental bases,and its usage in the elementary schools of California. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
850. Craig, G. G. Circus alphabet. Bowling Green, Western Kentucky stateteachers college, 1940.
Attempts to motivate penmanship in grades 1 to 8 by dressing up the capital lettersto resemble animals.

851. Giles, Wilma Bernice. Manuscript writing in the rural schools of Iowa.Master's, 1940. Iowa.

852. Ward, Jo,hn W. An attempt to promote an economy of effort and timein the attainment of better handwriting skills. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 82p. ms.

*853. Wiles, Marion Elizabeth. The effect of dtrent sizes of tools uponthe handwriting of beginners. Doctor's, 1940. Harva . 147.p. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted during tbe school year 1938-39 with first-gradepupils of the Brockton, Kass., public schools. Indicates that size of handwriting toolshad little effect on handwriting achievement or on physical reactions accompanyinghandwriting, concluding that there is little justification for use by beginners of tools otherthan those already standardized and prommended for use throughout life.

SPELLING

854. Brooks, Trieda. The use of rules in the teaching of spelling. Mae-ter's, 1940. Chiéago.

855. Cash, Margaret E. A graded specialstqiiiist for the elementarylanguage course of study. Master's, 1940. Iowa: .%

856: Clayton, italph. The selection and gradation of spelling words (1-8).Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of FA.

857. Dicke, Mildred. A comparative evaluation of a functional approach tospelling in a third grade. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 68 p. ms.
858. Fullmer, Gladys R. Amelia. A compárison of a spelling vocabulary

based on individual needs with a spelling vocabulary based on social needs. Bias-

,

_ ter's, 1940. Michigan.

859. Lattimolre, Mary Ermine. A critical analysis of spelling achievêmentin the Fort Worth) Texas, elemeutary schools. Master's, 1940. North TexasSt. T. C.

NO. Madden, Creswell W. A study of spelling and word knowledger.ter's, 1940. Michigan.

861. Milbauer, Perot& The effect of reading upon- improvement in spellingof pupils in the eighth year of the elementary school. Master's, 1940. Coll..ofthe City of N. T. 57 p. ms.

*862. Built, Edna Newbmry. A studio of spelling errors made on a fifthgrade achievement test. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 85 p. Ms.-
Analyses.èpelling errort made by 80 children on the rogrissive achievement test *Findsthat the elan average 'score was below the standard of the BacklogbaisAnbeg wiling scale,
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 73

863, Vanzo, Adolph. A. 'study of spelling and word knowledge. Master's,
1940. Michigan.

864. Verburg, Wallace A. A study of the effects of presénting words in
speiling by the printed and the cursive forms. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

865. Whiteley, Bernice R. English spelling reform. Master's; 1940. East
Texas St. T. C. 111 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college.
Graduate studies 1940: 83-84.)

Attempts to show some of the modifications that have taken place in English spelling
since the invention of printing. Shows the lack of reason upon which much, of our
conventional spelling has been based and the need of a thorough mastery of and a scientific
approach to the subject of spelling on the part of the teacher.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
4 GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION

866. Adams, Effie Kayte. Accomplishment of white and colored children on
certain language skills. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

867. Allen, Corrie Walker. The influence of psychological research in cer-
tain phases of learning on the development of materials and methods in the
teaching of English in the middle grades, 1890-1940. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.

888. Barber, John Morton. Objective grammar maintenance drill for tenth
grade. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

ot,
869. Barghahn, Kenneth C. The effects of sentence diagraming on English

usage and reading comprehension. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

870. Barnett, Alice L. Junior high school grammar by the diagram method.
Master's, 1940. Arizona. 139 p. ins. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record,
vol. 34: 7-8.)

Includes sets of lessons for intensive drill, and diagrams to illustrate the various parts
of speech.

871. Boone, Eunice. Creative English. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 130
p. MS.

872. Burgess, Kathryn L. Language development through experience in a
child development center. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 98 p. ms.

Evaluates the part that experience plays in developing language among preschool children.
Shows that rich and varied experiences and activities foster the functional growth and
development of language among preschool children ; and that failure to provide experiences
may cause serious adjustment problems in children.

873. Burnet, James W. Specific capitalization situations in the writings of
seventh grade pupils. Master's, 1940. Iowá.

874. Dawe, Helen Cleveland. A study of the effect-of a educational pro-
gram upon language development and upon related: mental f nctions in young
cbildren. boctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University Iowa. Series on
aims and progress of reiiarch, no. 66.) .

Investigates the effect upon language development and, related mental functions of an
educational program emphasizing training In the understanding and use of language symbols,
using as subjects 11 pairs of orphanage preschool and kindergarten children matched on
chronological age, mental age, IQ, vcicabulary, general information, Speech intelligibilay, and
sentence organizatione

875. Dobras, Victor Edward. A semester's teaching of junior English In
Lorain, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 381 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which a class in the iecond semester of the Oird year of
high-school English was taught inform* anal the procedures recorded in a teacher's daily
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diary account with tables of surveys and readings. Finds that the pupils preferred ¡theinformal method ; that they read many -more books, poems, magazine articles and plkysas the result of the course ; and that their creative projects included notebooks, originalpoetry and plays, scrapbooks, pen sketches, compositions, and costuming of dolls.
870. Fee, Mary. Functional grammar and its relation to correct English

usage. Doctor's, 1940. Kansas. 121 p. ms.
877. Foss, Hildegarde. An analysig of the content of 13 courses of study in

Engliph expression for the ninth grade. Master's 1940. Michigan.
878. Gibbons, Helen Dorothy, The ability of college freshman to constructthe meaning of a strange word from contegt. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll, ofEd. (Field study no. 2.)

879. . The ability to see the relationship between parts of a sentence.
Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. i.)

*880. Glen., Pauline Oates. A study to find what grammatical emirs, are
made from° grades 4-12, and which errors tend to persist through high school.
Master's, 1940. New York. 52 p. ms.

Studies 1,067 uncorrected compositions from 13 states, and lists the grammatical errorsmade by each grade. Finds that gramniatical errors in tense, modifiers, number, case forms,participles, prepositions and miscellaneous uses of wrong words tend to persist throughhigh school ; that gramatical errors are widespread.

881. Goo, John Y. Approaches to the teaching of English for the juniorhigh schools of Hawaii. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 126 p. ms.
Demands sympathetic understanding of the difficulties of the youth of Hawaii.
882. Grise, Presley M. A study of the relationships of written compositional

ability of high school graduates. Doctor's, 1940. Kentucky. 290 p. ms:
Analyzes data obtained from the administration of English and psychological tests toentering freshmen at two State teachers' colleges. Correlates compositional ability with ;Intelligence, size of home school, number of high-school English teachers, number of highschools attended, education and occupation of parents, reading materials in the homes,and economic status.

*883. Hand, Julia Elizabeth. An evaluation of representative courses of
study in English in terms of An experience curriculum in English. Master's, 1940.
Syracuse. 94 p. ms.

Studies the objectives of 25 State, city, and county courses pf study in English, and
i

compares them with the objectives in the Eaverience Curriculum.
Or

884. liarrell, Ruth. An analysis and evaluation of tawci methods of teaching
language arts. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

_J885. Hinton, Eugene M. An analytical study of the qualities of style and
rhetoric found in English compositions. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New-
York, Teachersc College, Columbia university, 1940. 1355. (Contributions to
education no. 808.)

Attempts to discover the qualities, exclusive of punctuation, capitalization, spelling andgrammatical correctness, that are taken into account by teachers of English in evaluatingEnglish compositions, and of re-defining the qualities in the interest of improving the
leaching of English composition.."%2 rinds that the better compositions were' more oftensuperior tit organization, clearness, and sequence thin in any other qualities, and less often
superior in sincerity, chaiacter delineation, sentativeness, originality, and realism..

886. Irwin, Elizabeth Miller. A survey of the itatus of the general language
course in Columbus, Ohio. Master'i, 1940. Ohio State. 78 p. ma.

Finds that hi the city school's of Columbus, general language is a prescribed course,
divided iqto two equal amounts 'of time, ones devoted ;to a study of language in general,and one to a sampling of foreign language, using the\ memorisation of grammatiCal ma-terial as the method. Describes the genepil lahguate course at the Ohio. State University.
school which considers the subject a course in communication in which there is a study
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 75

of the different media of co munication : Music, art, and mathematis; history of language
with emphasis on English ; and at the end of the year, la brief exploration in foreign
languages. The method used is teacher-purril planning of projects related to the life of the
student

887. Jackson, C. E. and Pollock, T. C. The teaching of English grammar in
the ses;loindary schools of New Jersey, 1937-38. Ann Arbor, Mich., Edwards
Brothers, 1040. 39 p. ms. (New Jersey State teachers college, Upper Montclair.)

888. Johns, Walter Burchard. The growth of vocabulary among university
\erstudents with some consideration of methods of fostering it. Doctor's, 1936.

Nebraska. Jpurnal of experimental education, 8 : 89-102, Septemb 1939. (Re-
printed.)

Describes three different procedures for fostering vocahulfiry growth among college
students from freshmen to seniors. Finds that all groups showed growth, and that the
group using abundant drill followed by adequate testing showed the most growth.

889. Jolanson, Mildred Linnea. An analysis and classification of sPecific de-

vices for the motivation of learning activity in English. Master's, 194*
Nebraska. 97 p. ins.

Analyzes and classifies specific devices and techniques used in motivating learning activ- ''..

ities in English in the secondary school.

890. Kane, Maxion. A comparative study of two aspects of English teaching.
Master's, 1940.- Ohio State. 133 p. ms.

Compares the drill method of teaching the correct usage of punctuation and capitalization'
with the experience teaching of these items as a chit has need for them. Finds the
functional method of teaching superior. . \

,

891. Kravig, Valborg Adelaide. An analysis of étrors in mechanics and usage
in English of junior high school pupils. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract
in: University of Colorado studies, General ser - , vol, 26, no. 3 : 70.)

Describes an experiment in which standard . .1nostic tests were administered to an
average of 295 pupils in the junior high school in Eveleth, MIA., during the school year
1939-40. Finds a constancy in the specific types of errors from grade grade ; slight
improvement in specific types of errors from grade to grade ; certain items showing a
relatively high degree of mastery; knowledge of sentence structure indicated marked im-
provement °from grade to grade; and overlapping in knowledge of mechanics and usage in
English from grade to grade.

892. IdcElravy, I'auline. The implications of the philosophy of education
of the East Liverpool high school for the formulation of a course of study in
English., Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 200 p. ms.

893. McGlynn, .Jack William. Some problems in teaching English and lit-
erature in small high schools in Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll: of Ed.

894.431cLaughlin, Lloyd Edward. An annotated bibliography to be used for
czrrelating Junior high Kh?ol Enklish and history for the years 1607-1763. Mas-

ter's, 1940. Michigan.

895. Mielenz, Mary Luella. Background fa nglish achievement
Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: University o braska. Abstracts of
doctoral dissertations, 1940: 157-65.)

Attempts to determine the economic and cultural status of high and low ranking
students in English ; the importance of foreign language to English achievement ; the
highrschool environmental backgrounds for tbe two groups of college freshman students
the college backgrounds of the two groups of freshman English students ; and to determine
whether scholarship status is important in determining English achievement. Anal¡mes
data on 488 freshmen of the University of Nebraska. Finds the background factors of the
two groups Shows that the high schools should provide more guidance in study
techniques.

896. Mosley, Audrey Z. A course of stúdyi in English for slow learned- in

that ninth grade Master's, 1940. Michigan.
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897. Neizport, Elizabeth Callicott. An Eng*h program for the senior highschool. Master's, 1940. Tennessée. 221 p. ms.
Explores general principles of effective English teaching, and formulates a series of ob-jectives, activities, and materials to be used in teaching English in the three years of seniorhigh school.

898. Nichols, Allen. The determination of points of emphasis for high schoolstudent; in business English and business behavior. Master's, 1940. Michigan.899. Nott, Chester W. A procedure for evaluating and projecting improve-ments in a local syllabus for senior high school English. Master's, 1940. Syracuse.127 p. ms.
Evaluates the English course of study for Batavia, N. Y., and suggests specific means ofimproving it in terms of a carefully reasoned philosophy for a modern program in secondaryEnglish.

900. Okawa, Sumi Watanbe. A study of the pronunciation of the variousspellings of vowels, diphthongs, and triphthongs in stressed and semi-stressedsyllables. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 105 p. ms.
901. Otto, C. (-ucille. Specific capitalization skills in the writirig of eighthgrade pupils. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
902. Oyer, J. Edward. The problem of slang and. the- teaching of, English.Maiter's, 1940. Ohio State. 100 p. ms.
Finds that slang mirrors growth of language, and should be' included in language teaching.
903. Petersen, Olgá C. An experiment in teaching vocabulary as a separatecourse in high school. Master's, 1937. North Dakota. 69 p. ms.
904. Pyson, William S. The function of the student written literary =gatezine in4the high school composition program. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 116p. Ms.
Finds the magazine a powerful stimulant to the crposition activities.
905. Robinson, Diary Margaret A laboratory method in the teaching ofEnglish. 'I Master's, 1940. Michigan.
906. Rutledge, Nellie Brassell. Materials for the° teaching of functionalgranimar in the seventh grade. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 179 p.
907. Sachs, Hyman Jacob. The teaching of iocabulary. Doctor's, 1940.Peabody. Nashville, (;ieckfge Pelabody college for teachers, 1940. 9 p. (Abstractof Contribution to education, no. 279.)
Analyzes 72 textbooks in English composition on the junior and senior high-school andfreshmad year of college levels, to determine the methods of vocabulary study advocatedand practiced in them. Describes experiments conducted with college freshmen to determinethe value of dictionary use, and of wide reading on increasing their vocabularies. Concludesthat vocabulary is of great importance in all aspects of school work, and in post-school life ;that the schools are not achieving the best results of vocabulary work ; that a conscious andsystematic program of vocabulary work will increase word knowledge and improve compre-hensitin of general subject matter ; and that a combination of formal and informal methodsof teaching words is desirable.
908. Savage, Hazel M. The relatión of sentence sense to the mechanics ofcapitalization and punctuation. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
909. Schindhelm, Margaret Mary. Improving the quality .of written com-position in grades five an4 'six through a remedial program. Master's, 1940.Iowa. .

e4

Smart, Lyndword N. V. Improvement in classroom petformancethrough home visitation. Mister's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract Clark university.Abstracts of dissertations and theses, vol. 12: 130-32.)
Deetribes an experiment conducted with"foiiir fresimien English classes in Milt school,In %Itch the pupils in two classes were visited in their homes, and in which the homes
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of two classes were unvisited, Finds that the visited groups gained more in achievement
in English, in attitude toward English, and in morale than tbe unvisited classes.

911 Sparkman, Evelyn Philips. A study of high school slang in Jonesboro,
Arkansas. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 117 p. ms.

Finds that thes use of slang in the schools has decreased in the last decade.

912. Stewart, James Reese. Capitaligition situations and variants in the
writings of fourth gradespupils. Master's, 1910. Iowa.

913. Tarry, Hazel, A study of modern agencies in the teaching of high
school English in selected high schools of Kentucky and some adjoining states.
Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 78 p. ms.

Recommends that all schools make some attempt at radio and photoplay guidance, through
units of study, cooperation with local theater and radio station managers, through radio
workshops and photoplay clubs, and thmugh production of films.

914. Taylor, Matti& A study of a non-credit class in college English as a
corrective device for freshmen students inferior in English. Master's, 1940.
Brigham Young,

a

915. Tripp, Dorothy L. Semantic variations in word usage in a second
grade. Master's, 1940. Iowa. ,

916. Vick, Jessie Lee. An experimental study of the use of letter writing
for realiiing social objectives of high school English. Master's, 1940. Texas.

917. Wagner, Carl Harold. The integration of English in secondary schools.
Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General
series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 126.)

Considers various types of experimental curricula, ways of integrating English in these
curricula, a brief historical account of the place ór English, and the theories underlying
integration.

918. Wilhelms, Fred T. Indivillualized remedial instruction in English
usage at the high school level. Dpctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 196-201.)

Describes the development of a remedial program in Mulish usage; and a study of
the effectiveness of these instructional materi4lp and procedures with a group of Nebraska
high schools. Concludes that the sublect mat*and method used in the remedial program
were superior to the more traditioriil approach.

919. Wood, Christine Barker. *English grammatical nomenclature : its his-
tory and present status. Master's,1940. Texas.

920. Young, Florene M. An analysis of Certain variables in a develop-
mental study ot language. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Genetic psychology mono-
graphs, 23: 3-141, February 1941.

41110

o LITERATURE

921. Arbuthnot, ?day Hill. Literature and reading. Elementary English re-
view, 17: 8-8, January 1940! (Westerh Reserve university.)

922. Barber, Katheriile. Poetry selection for children, age six or under.
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

923. Billingsley, Herschel Albert.. An analysis of Edgar Watson Howe's
style of writing as a unit in high school English. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 180

p. ms.

924.. Boggess, Mina Montgomery. Methods of teaching poetry in the second-
ary schools of America. Master's, 1940. Texas.

925. Browne, Jean ¡dell& Imaginary, fantastic themes in poetry for chil-

dren. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 161 p. Mae
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926. Catllouette, William J. Quantitative studies in the poetryof FrancisThompson. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for-teachers, 1940. 4 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 271.)
927. Carilwell, Lois May. A comparative study of two methods of teachingThe Merchant of Venice and Twelfth night. Master's, 1940. Texas.
928. Davis, Bertha Mattie. The growth and development of the sonnetin England in the sixteenth century. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 75 p.Traces the origin of the. sonnet, and its development in Italy, France, and England. Dis-cusses the Elizabethan period and the great and minor sonneteers.
629. Fleming, Margaret D. Relative value of two methods of presentingpoetry to children. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
*930. Goulston, Ralph. Edgar Allan Poe: the dream-saga of a tragic poet.Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 130 p. ms.
Traces Poe's life briefly. Discusses his personality, ¡training, i1lsa, and economic con41-tion. Analyzes his poetry and.his prose writings.

931. Hruza, Thelma. An investigation of some:factors' in the appreciatlimofvoetry. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. 779 p. ms. 0

Analyses response, of 42 students to 15 phonographically reported poems as measured bypsychogalvanometer, controlled interview, and word-phrase associations.
932. Hunt, Isabel.. The place of poetry in the tenth grade literature programof Fostoria high school. Maiter's, 1940. Ohio State. 148 p. DI&Analyses the objectives of secondary education and of the literature Program. Discussesthe effects of the agricultural-industrial community of Fostoria, Ohio, on the literary tastesof the high-school pupils. Finds that the choice and presentation of poetry for tenth-gradepupils ii,a problem to be faced by high-school literature teachers. Indicates that tenth-grade pupils 'prefer poetry which is active, colorful, tells a story, arouses their sympathies, ischeerful, and has marked rhythm.
933. 'Johnson, Betty- Kiker. Trénds in specified high school literattfe inGeorgia from 1905 to 1940. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 65 p.
Finds a trend toward the use of more American literature, shorter selections, and anincrease in the number of selections.

*934. Jonas, Leah. The divine science: the aesthetic of some representati ecseventee9th century English poets. Doctor's, Itmo. Columbia. New York,lumbia university press, 1940. 292 p. (Columbia university studies in Englishand comparative literature, no. 151.)
elbDiscusses the theory of English poetry about 1600, and the works of Ben Johnson, MichaelDrayton, William Browne, George Wither; Giles and Phineas Fletcher, William Davenant,Abraham Cowley, John Milton, John Donne, and religious lyrists George Herbert, RichardCritshaw, and Henry Vaughan ; Robert Herrick and Thomas Carew, Andrew Marvell andJohn Denham.

935. McCall, Alice H. Poetry : its status and interpretation in high school.Master's, 1940. Baylor.

936. McClellan, George H. The stream of consciousn'ess novel as an integrat-ing center for secondary school Englfgh. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. 501 p. ms.Reviews courses of study in composition and literature itr grades 10 to 14. Concludesthat both composition and 'literature courses can be benefited by application of stream-of-consciousness materials and techniques.
937. McIntee, Dorothy L. A comparison of the reAding difficulty of two ver-sions of Robin Hood. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
*938. McLaughlin, John F. The three Shakespearean periods in the life andachievments of Sidnay Lanier. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 80 p. ms.
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939. Xa lion, Wilfred X. Effect of great books course on reading habits of
students. St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university, 1940.

940. Perchbacher, Olga. American literature for -youth in a social world.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

941. Reichart, Robert Ray. A study of the value of the higb school Eng- 1

lish literature course. Master's, 1937. Oregon St. Coll. 126 p. ms. (Oregon
state college thesis series, no. 6.) 1

*942. Riley, Margaret X. Additional helps in the teaching of Evangeline.
Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 61 p. ms.

Describits the background of tbe poem ; explains selected allusion", and describes illus-
trative material.

*948. Sweeney, Gertrude Baru1dÇ A study of the rooabulary burden of
Ivanhoe and Silas 'lamer. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 62 p. ma.

Compares the vocabularies of these books, and concledes that their vocabularies are well
I within the range of standards given by prominent vocabulary investigators.

944. Tenhaaf, Mable Cornelfa. A comparison of the results of teacher direc-
tion and teacher assistance in the presentation of American and English literature
to high school classes. Master's, 1940. Mich. St. Coll. 45- p. ms.

945. Tenhaaf, Mildred Mary. A study of the relative value of reading ma-
terials and visual aids in five classes of English literature. Master's, 1940.
?Hell. St. Coll. 59 p. ms.

946. Westby, James Martin. Values_ accruing to adults from study in liter-
ary daises in North Carolina ; with an appraisal of resultant learning outcomes
and interests. Doctor's, 1940. North Carolina.

947. Yarck, Paul R. An analysis of David Copperfield for high school teach-
ing. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

FOREIGN LA UAGES

CLASSICAL UAGES

*948. Allen, Idabel Randolph. The National edtication association and the
teaching of Latin. Master's, 1940. George Washin4on. 89 p. ms.

Shows that the last 80 years witnessed a great change In tbe status of Latin ; that,
as shown by the publications of the association, Latin tried to hold its own against the
inroads made by the newer sciences. modern languages, and English courses between
1857 and 1891; that enrollment in Latin increased between 1891 and 1918 ; and that
interest in Latin waned shortly after 1913. I

949. Crozer, Elizabeth. A study of the extent to which technical and semi-

kiltshnical terms used in-biology are taught in first nnd second year Latin. Mas-

te , 1940. Michigan.

950. Duffy, Mary Louise. Isidorus and the secondary Latin vocabulary.
Master's, 1940.N Pittsburgh. ,

951. McGaw, Jessie Brewer. Latin readings, for third year high school.
Master's, 1940. Peabody. 115 p.

Surveys Latin readings in European and American\ schools.

952. Spencer, Anne. An evaluation of the theory, method, and content of
Latin in the public schools from to 1940. Master's, 1940. North Texas
St. T. C.

953. Stfvers, Marjorie E. The availability of Aulius Gellius for supple-
mentary material in secondary school Latin. !taster's, limo, Iowp.
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o

MODERN LANGUAGES

954. Baehr, George O. H. A system for the-c1as315cation of constructions inGerman and English based on Junction and nexion with emphasis on the roleplayed by verbs, their derivatives and their substitute& Master's, 1940. antral°.
955. Black, Helen W. Recent trends of thought in the study of change ofsound with especial reference to French. Master's, 1939. TemPle. 33 p. ms.
956. Cassid. , Richard Thomas. The influence of the use of gradated read-ing material o the development of reading ability in a first year Spanish course.Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 96 p. ms.
Investigates the validity of the claims that the use of the newer type of readingmaterial, gradated in accordarke with the resulta of word counts, in a first-year Spanishcourse brings about more improvement in rea ing ability than the use of the older, un-gradated, type of reading text. Concludes that here was no appreciable difference in thedevelopment of reading ability in Spanish in vor of either tbe older or newer typeof reading material.

957. Clagett, Marjorie. Grading sheet for French composition. gowlingGreen, Western Kentucky teachers college, 1940.
iReduces French grammar to a few principles.

958. Cooper, Robert P. A comparative study of French and Spanish paron-ymous verbs. Master's, 1940. Brigham Young,
950. Cutler. Minnie. A study of the Provençal vocabulary in French.Master's, 1039. 16lumbIa.
960. Garcia, Trinidad. A vocabblary of New Mexican Spanish words of Eng-lish origin from southwestern New Mexico. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
961. Guyette, George Francis. A study of the survival of certain neologismsand 17th century French words and expressions among pupils of French-Canadiandescent in the Woonsocket high school, Rhode Island, with a view to determiningwhether or not this survival warrants remedial teaching. Master's, 1940. Maine.56 p. ms.

DesCribes an experiment in which two questionnaires were administered to pupils ofFrench-Canadian dekcent in the 26 homerooms of the school. Finds that most of theFrench-Canadian children are bilingual or multilingual. Concludes that the teachingof French should be supplemented by some form of remedial teaching, as the Old Frenchand dialectal forms have survived among pupils of unmixed as well as of mixed parentageRven in the third and fourth generation. Recommends Ihe homogeneous grouping of Franco-American in French classes; that at leatattne period a week be set aside forAlicussionof Old French words, dialectal forms, neologisms and anglicisms.
962. Sipin, Laura. A comparatively analysis of the phonate systems of cer-tain European languages. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
963. Stewart, Irvin F. The changing status of Fiench in the secondary.schoola. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
964. Wittmann, Vera Elinor. The -cOntinuance of high school foreign lan-guage in college. Koster's, 1939. Stanford.

MATHEMATICS

965. Baisden, Vida Mae. Syllabus for junior Ind senior high school =the-mattes. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies,General series (A), vol. 28, no. 3117-18.) -

Describes a syllabus designed for use in the secondary schools of Lubbock, Um, inorder to bring about greater coordination within and between mathematics ofthe junior and senior hIgh schools.
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966. Bedford, Fred L. Plans for a mathematics extension service at the
Paterson State teachers college. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.

067. Berl, Ethel G. Normality : an historical and comparative analysis of the
concept. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 194 p. ms..

Analyses the concept of normality from tbe statistical point of view. Finds that the
normal differs from the abnormal in degree rather than in kind.

968. Boyd, Elizabeth. A diagnostic study of student's difficulties in general
mathematics in first year college work. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York, Teachers College,. Columbia university, 1940. 152 p. (Contributions to
education no. 798.)

Analyses errors made in mathematics by evening session freshman students at Hunter
college; classifies their errors; and discusses the effect of remedial work.

969. Brouchard, Forrest E. Survey of the mathematical abilities of Iowa
high school seniors. Master's, MO. Iowa:

970. Brown, ClaUde Harold. The conflict between the theoretical and the
practical in mathematics and mathematics teaching. Doctor's, 1940. Kansas,
305 p. ms.

971. Bugg, Mildred. Trends in junior high school mathematics. Master's,
1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 139 p m&

972. Carter, Alfred Bernard. The construction and use of simple instru-
ments in secondary school mikthematics. -Master's, 1939. Oregon St. 72 p. ma.

973. Cason, Florine Adams. Experiment with a shorter course for the comp-
tometer. Master's, 1940. Texas.

974. Cassidy, Walter F. The commercial mathematics curriculum : a van-
datIon of some basic items. Doctor's, 1940. Fordham.

.4.
;el bonneau, Henry Fabienne. A handbook of tables for the junior

h gb : ool. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

976. cline, Russell Walter. Constructing aqd evaluating practice exercises
in mathematics for students of vocational agriculture in Arizona. Doctor's, 1940.
Ohio State. (Abstract in : Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral disserta-
tions, no. 31 : 57-61.)

Describes the construction and evaluation with a group of 182 students of vocational
agriculture in eight high sehools of Arizona, of practice exercises for solving problems per-
taining to the 'agriculture of Arizona. Shows that teachers of mathematics in agricultural
areas should make more use of pistctical farm situations in their courses; that they should
give more attention to evaluating and developing tbe abilities of their students to perform
the mathematical opemtlirns involved in the agriculture of the region ; that teachers and
students of agriculture should use practice exercises to supplement the regular course content
in agriculture for all:day and part-time etudents, as an aid to problem solving and self-
directed learning outside of school time, as a source of ,situations for construction of a series
of tests to be used in evaluating student attainment at various levels, and as a guide., in
locating and formulating mathematical, problems of crucial significance in the agriculture
of the community and region.

977. Cone,13onnie Ethel. An experimental analysis of measures of iurtosis.
Master's, 1940. Duke. 140 p. ms.

Analyzes textbook and magazine discussions of the concept of kurtosis.

978. Damao, Theodore ri.\A study of general mathematics in Salt Lake City.
Master's, 1989. Utah. 115 p. ms.

979. D. Polo, Theodore XichaeL A unified course in advanced high schciol

mathematics. Muter's, 1940. Coll. of the Pacific. 211 ap. ms.

980. Dozily, W. L. A comparative study of the achievements in high
and freshman college mathematics of freshman students enrolled at uisiana
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State normal college during the session of 1938-39. Master's, 1939. LouisianaState. .(Ahstravt in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 128-29.)Compares the several courses gin high-school and freshman mathematics ; the generalachievement in high-school mathematics and the several courses in freshman college mathe-matics ; and the number of units taken in high-school mathematics and the achievement infreshman-college mathematics. billows n consistent positive relationship between achievementin high school and in college from a standpoint of specific achievement in mathematicscourses and in general acaciengc achievement.
981. Flynn, William James. The formation of a mathematics club. Mas-ter's, 1940. Boston Coll.

982, Foglesong, William Donald. A collection of opinions, of life insurancecompany representatives concerning the curriculum. Master's, Y939. Ohio Univ.(Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1939: 23-24.)Finds that life insurance company represeniatives feel that the schools should teachaomething about life insurance.

983. Franklin,,Doris Loraine. The status of mathematics and of mathematicsteachers in Seventh-day Adventists secondary schools for the year 1939-10. Mar-ter's, 1940. Nebraska. 1158 p. ms.
Describes the offerings\and enrollments in mathematics ; the preparation of the mathe-matics teachers p and the attitudes of principals and teachers toward requirements lu mathe-matics in the Seventh-day Adventist secondary schools in Ve United States.
*984. Gager, Filliam Atkins. Terminal business mathematics in the runiorcollege. Doctor'll, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers,1940. 118 p. (Contribution to educatiön, no. 282.)
Concludes that approximately two-thirds of all junior college offerings are preparatoryfor more Advanced courses in the university ; that approximately two-thirds of 'all studentsentering junior college terminate their formal education in this institution ; and that thepredominant courses in mathematics in junior colleges are the same now as they were inthe past.

985. Harms, Elmer Fred. The use and teaching of the metric system in theUnited States. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
988. HII1IWeII, Charles Harold. A study of the mathematical ability of ad-vanced ,graduate atuGents. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 246 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in Which tests designed sto measure computing ability, mathe-matical reasoning ability, ability to reason ilong other lines, command of language, andgeneral intelligence were administered to 1,058 students of the graduate department of theschool of Oucation of New York University. Finds a need for well-defined objectives withina flexible mathematics curriculum, and for a type of teaching in which underlying principlesare strewed.

987. Hildebrand, James Leslie. The relation of certain factors to successIn college mathematics. Master's, 1940. North Texas 5t. T. C.
988. Howard, Homer. Mathematics teachers' views concerning certain issuesin the teaching of mathematics. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York,Teachers College, Columbia university, 1941. 134 p. ,Tries to determine the issues of prima'''. concern to mathematics teachers, and theirattitudes toward these issues; whether the issues are related so that teaCher° views onone issue might be taken to indicate the position toward the others ; tlze general contrastingpositions to which mathematics teachers *are apt to subscribe, and the development ofmeans to show teachers' points of view.

989. Jackson, Pauline. The nature and possible advantage of a high schoolcimrse ig study in banking. Idaster's,1940. Iowa.
990. Aihl, Wits A. Information for junior high school 'pupils relative tomatliematical *needs in various focatione. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
991. Littel, C. L. An analysis of Me work oi accountants as a bias for acollegiate program in accounnency. Doctor's, 1934. New York. 208 p.
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992. Lyford, John Harold. The significance of school diOerences in correla-
tion studies. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

993, McClelland, Jean E. Survey of trends of mathematics teaching in junior
high schools of Pennsylownia. Master's, 1940. Cornell. 78 p.

Surveys a random sampling of 25,492 pupils in mathematics in (13 junior high schools.
Concludes that smaller schools tend to use the general mathematics course more _than
the larger schools; and that only half of these schools have reorganised their mathematics
'course.

p.

*994. McClimans, J. -Wilmot. Functional units of inseruction in senior
mathematics. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1940. 6 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 275.)

Applies 7 criteria to 41 mathematics units, and finds that 20 units met the requirements
of these criteria.

995. Mendenhall, Charles Birkenshaw. Mathematics in general education.
Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State -university. AbstraCts

fr

of doctoral dissertations, no. 32: 47-55.)
Attempts to show how mathematics may be defined, what objectives_ may be set up, what

materials may be used, arlid procedures followed in order to enrich the experiences of normal
boys and girls and.to help meet their needs as participating members of a developing
democratic sokiety.

998. Moorhead, Elizabeth. A survey of the business and social uses of
mathematics. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

997. Morgan, W. Spencer. To ascertain the statistical knowledge necessary
to read, fairly well, profession9l lfterature of psychology and education, and to
construct A test to measure the adequacy of student knowledge of statistics.
Master's, 1939, Utah. 87 p. ms.

998. Nickle, George Kerman. A compilation of evidence from previous studies
concerning mathemsrtical abilities most often,used by "dents entering &nail)
specific studies. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

999. Norris,,, Nilan Elmer. Some contributions to the theory of statistical
averages. Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford University. Àb-
stracts of dissertations . . 129-343.

1000. Parker, Richard J. A survey of the social and business uses of mathe-
matics. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1001. Ritland, Herbert Laurence. A survey of the mathematical abilities of
Iowa high school seniora Part 1. Master's, 19-10. Iowa.

1002. Romig, Harry Gutelius./-44lowable average in sampling inspection.
Doctor'ii, 1989. Columbia. 1939.

(58
p.

1003. its, Richard R. the steel sqare and its practical use. Misr's,
1940. Alabama. 00 p.

6

1004. Seymour, Cora Abbie. Trends in general mathematics in secondary
schools, 1930-1940. Master's, 1940. Texas. lase

1005. Shaw, Ruth. Historical materials1kpd their uses in the teaching of
secondary mathematics. _Master's, 1940. Ohio Stat(( 190 p. ms.

Selects a wide range of historical materials to be used in teaching secondary school
mathematics, and offers suggestions for definite ways of utilizing this material in providing
puPil experiences.

10(10. Showalter, Leila Figuring. initruetion In the public high
schools of Oklahoma CitE. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll..

Formulates a course of study in figuring machine operation in order to 44n.elop ijamic
skills in the operation of machines found in business houses.
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1007. Shuster, Carl N. A study Of the problems in teaching the slide rule.
Doctor's, 1938. T. C. Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia univer-
sity, 1940. 103 p. (Contributions to plucation, no. 805.)

1008. Varnando, Gladys R. A further study of the predictive value of various
criteria on aehievement in freshman mathematics at Louisiana State universityfor the sessio(n 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisi-.ana State university. Bulletin, Tol. 32 N. S.: 197.)

Finds that the cooperative mathematics test for college students is the beta singlecriterion for prediction of achievement in freshman mathematics ; that the psychological,
English placement, and reading tests compare favorably as bases for prediction ; tbat acomposite of all marks in high-school mathematics has a higher predictive value than anyone course.

1009. Varnell, Patsy Lena. The economical and educational values of the
banking system in the public schools of Dallas, Texas. Master's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

1010. Ward, Wesley Hobert. Relationship' between p1.4)1l's intelligence and
achievement in mathematics. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 33 p. ms.

Analtes the records of 175 children from the sixth through the tenth grade.
1011. Whiffen, U. G. Vocational and applied methematics for boys and girls.

American school board journal. SeptembeV940. (State college of Washington.)
1012. Wolfe, Jack. An experimental study in remedial teaching in college

freshman mathematics. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 496 p.
Describes an experiment conducted with students needing remedial teaching in trigo-nometry to determine the efficiency of a direct program of remedial aid in the requisitetopics.

ARITHMETIC

1013, Anderson, Edith G. An experiment in teaébing.a unit on percents to a
group of dull normal pupils in the ninth grade. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1014. Andrews, Maya., An experimental study of two types of teaching pro-
cedure in eighth grade arithmetic. Mastees, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract
in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 121-22.)

Decribes an experiment conducted over a period of .four months in which two typesof teaching procedure in eighth-grade arithmetic were compared. One group was taughtby an enriched procedure and the other group was taught by a broad textbook procedure.Concludes that children taught by the enriched procedure make comparable progress withthe group taught by the broad textbook procedure.

1015. BaughmazBonna. A study of the growth of the arithmetic vocabularyof the seventh and eighth grades. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 190 p. nut
1016. Brueikner, L. Z. Readiness tests in arithmetic processes. 14nneapolii,

University of Minnesota, 1939.
Develops a series of readiness tests in arithmetic processes for grades 2 to 6, toaid In diagnosing difficulties likely to interfere with success in process.
*1017. Buckley, Frederick Augustus. What need is there for a córrective

arithmetic program for pupils in the four courses of a senior high school, and
what progress is it possible to achieve through group inst ion in a limited
time? Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 229 p.

Describes an experiment conductrd with pupils in grades 109 11, and 12 of a highsChool in Massachusetts to deterMine the corrective arithmetic load by courses ; and a!special study conducted with 10 students of about the same need in corrective arithmeticin which a remedial training program was carried on from February to May. Elbowsthe need for corrective work in arithmetic in the senipr high school, and offers suggestionsam to the proper procedure for doing this work.
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1018. amine, Margaret E. Trends in primary arithmetic from 1920 to
1940 as indicated by representative textbooks, courses of study, and professional
literature. Master's, 1940. Kan. St. T. C., Emporia. 102 p. ms.

1019. Carrington, 'Mary F. A discriminative study of. long division in the
arithmetic program. Vaster's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C.. 54 p. ms. (Abstract
in: East Texas State teachers college. (Graduate studies, 1940: 18-19)

Fidds trends towards an experimental attitude as to the social usefulness of the process
of division; a tendency to adjust difficult problems to the mental level of the pupils ; a
general belief that the process should be postponed to a later grade ; to extend the period
durihg which the process is presented and mastered; to shift the emphasis from speed
to accuracy and understanding; to center the subject matter around everyday activities
of the children ; and to provide à remedial program to fit the men of the individual.

1020. Dahle, Casper O. Tee verbal thought and overt behavior of children
during their learning of long division. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in:
University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 66.)

Studies 16 subjects durizig the five stages, of their learning of long division and again
after a summer's vacktion during which time no formal instruction or review was given.

1021. Daniel, Claude L. The influence of Edward Lee Thorndike and other
educational authorities on the subject matter and modern methods pf teaching
arithmetic. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 159 p. ms. (Abstract in:
East Texts State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 19-20.)

Eoliscusses the psychology of arithmetic ;. the social aspects of teaching it ; importance
and methods of drill ; what modern arithmetic should be taught ; modern methods of
teaching the subject ; and tests and measurements.

1022. Dudley, Margaret Selby. Mathematical thinking in the elementary
school. Master's, 1940. , Ohio State. 85 p. ms.

Concludes lhat mathematical thinking is developed through the experience learning of
basic mathematical concepts ; the formation and solution of pfoblems; collection of data ;
measurement ; relationships; proof ; symbolism; and operations..

1023. Earle, Ruth Thurston. A study in corrective arithmetic in grades
4, 6, and 8. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 236 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the need for corrective arithmetic in grades 4, 6, and 8 in the
public schools of Newport, R. I. Finds a great need for corrective workAn the fundamental
processes of arithmetic beginning as early as tbe fourth gtade and extending through the
eighth; the pupils -respond to corrective procedures; the amount of time necessary to
devote.to corrective procedures varies inversely with the age of the pupil; classes which
deliberately take time for corrective $rocedures make greater gains in the arithmetic funda-
mentals than those not practising such procedures.

1024. Erbaugh, Robert E. The difficulty of arithmetic problems u condi-
tioned by number of steps required and mental ages of pupils. Master's, 1940.
Cincinnati. 94 p. xns.

Surveys the problem-solving abilities of 250 juniOr high-school pup to determine the
relative difficulty of arithmetic problems requiring from one to fo IQ steps, in relation to
the inental ages of Rdpils.

1025. Evans, John Edward. A study of the effects of unfamiliar words in
problem solving. Master's, 1940. Iowa. .

1026. Giddens, Richard, jr. The inherent difficulties of the four fundamental
number combinations. Master's, 19t9. ( East Texas St. T. C. 108 p. ins. (Ab-
'tract is: East Texas Stitte teachers cdllege. Graduate studies 1940: 81-42.1)

Attempts to determine which of the fundamental number combinations in addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division are the most and the least &Walt. Analyses data
secured from results of tests in the four fundamental operations in arithmetic administered
to 2078 pupils in the fourth, filth, and sixth grades of the elementary public schools of Wichita
Vas, Tom
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1027. Gill, Rods M.- The effect of using graded verbal problems in arithmetic
for one year in grades four and five. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibli-
ography of publications, 16: 123-26.)

Describes an experiment conducted to study the effect of using in grades 4 and 5 forone year problems which introduced gradually the elements of difficulty that previousreseareh had shown do affect the success of children when solving problems. Uses as'subjects 438 pupils of 16 classes in grades 4 and 5, and makes 24 comparisons betweenequated groups. Concludes that the experimental groups surpassed tbe control groups;Ind that tbe problems were of about equal value in grades 4 and 5.
Hanna, James Ray. A handbook of number systems. Master's, 1940,

ans. St. T. C., Emporia. 139 p. ms.

1029. Hays, A. B. An experimental study of formal versus functional method
of teaching fjurth grade arithmetic. Master's, 1040. West Texas St. T. C.

1030. Henry, Joseph S. A diagn6stic and remedial studk in arithmetic funda-
.

mentals with integers. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 98 p. ms.
1031. Hill, Dorothy Britton. Community life ast a source of arithmetic mate-..

rial for a sixth grade class. Master's, 1940. Ball St. T. C. 74 p. ms.
Desciibes an experiment conducted with 23 pupils in a sixth-grade arithmetic class todetermine how the community could serve as a source of teaching materials. Concludesthat arithmetic, as well as other subjects, can become more vital by using tbe communityas a source of teaching materials.

1032. Horsman, Ralph D. A comparison of methods of teaching verbal
problems in arithmetic in grades 5, 6, 7, and 8. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches com-
pleted, and bibliography of publications, 16: 163-438.)

Compares the conventional analysis method with the dependency method in teaching
verbal problems in arithmetic in grades 5.to 8, inclusive, using as subjects four groups RIeach of the four grades. Concludes that the difference is not sufficiently large to conclude
that either method is superior to the other.

1033, Jenson, Jantena E. Individualization of seventh find eighth grade
arithmetic. Master's, 1940. Wisconsin.

Mt Jones, Ruth I. Problem solving ability as affected by drill in estimating
nnswerk Master's, 1940." Iowa.

.10

1035. Justice, James Carlos. An analysis of the disabilities of 188 seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade pupils in arithmetic, reading and English. Master's,
1940. Wittenberg. 90 p. ms.

Attempts to determine and remedy the disabilities of 188 jdnior high-irbool pupils by aprogram of diagnotitic testing and remedial treatment. Concludes that a large percentagepf the pupils tested were below the standard norms as set by the tests; and that a lackofkpreparation in the tool subjects contributed to their general deficiency in school subjects.
1036. :Keats, Agnes F. The effect of summer vacation on ability to do ailth-

metic and the, after vacation "pickup." Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Tach.
1037. King, Daisy,. Learning the 100 addipon and subtractipn facts. Master's,

1940. Baylor.

1088. Kite, litra Beatrice. Corrective load in fundamental* of arithmetic
for university students. Mast416,1940. Boston Univ. 125 p. ma.

Describes an experiment conducted with 1,297 stpdents the third and fourth year of(*liege or in university classes. Finds that` 4511 of tbe students needed cormettvir work inthe fundamental processes invOlving whole numbers Jo arithmetic.
1089. Koonce, James Daniel., A cbmprtsive study of arithmetic funda-

mentals. Master's, 1940. Texas. i
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1040. Leiner, Howard. The effect of ptaise, reproof and indifference upon
classroom performance. Mister's, 1940. Western Reserve. 36 p. ms.

Studies tbe effect of complimentary: reproving. and indifferent comments ivritten on the
papers of junior high-school studentt on their achievement in arithmetic and -word associa-
tion on the reactions of these,students to the comments.

1041. McFadden, Norton Stephen. Reorganization of mathemetics, grades
1 to 8. Master's, 1940. Boston Coll.

1042. Mc Isaac, John S. The effect of process sequence on the interpretation
of three step Oroblems in arithinetic. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and biblog-
raphy of publiCations, 16: 220-28.)

Describes an experiment in which tests were administered to pupils in grades 6, 7, and R
in school systems in western Pennsylvania. Concludes that the sequence of processes is a
definite factor In the interpretation of 3-step problems in arithmetic; that ability to interpret
3-step problems increases with progress througb the grades of school ; and that pupils who
rank high in arithmetical ability make fewer errors in tbe interpretation of 3-step problems
than do those who rank low.

1043. McMichael, Mildred Snyder. Extending number concepts r an experi-
ment in sixth grade arithmetic during %school year. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

'1044. Maloney, Mildred W. An experiment: the giving of vocational informa-
tion through a course in commercial arithmetic. Master's, 1940. Wittenberg. 90
p. M&

Describes an experiment conducted to discover a modification of teaching commercial
arithmetic to help pupils appreciate that their classroom work is associated with their post-
school work. Finds that the group studying occupation.* in addition to the work outlined
in the course of study made more progress during the exWiment, and showed improvement
in general scholarship; that each pupil was encouraged tal consider his future intelligently
by taking invoice of himself and by studying the occupation ior which he thought he was best
fitted. Shows that these pupils cultivated habits of scientific research, thus Obtaining valu-
able information and intelligent interpretation of their contribution to society.

1045. Ilithias, Theodore A. A comparative study of the results of a planned
-program and an incidental program-of instruction pertaining, to the improve-
ment in arithmetical ability of two hind) giade algebra classes. Master's, 1940.
Temple. 69 p. ms.

1046. Miller, Zola Catherine. To develop and to evaluate a mathematics
curriculum for the mentally retarded on the junior high school level. Master's,
1940. North Texas St. t. C.

*1047. Moon, Robert Cary. Certain factors influencing relative difficulty of
''grouped fundamental arithmetic combinations. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nash-

ville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1940. 7 p. (Abstract of Contribution
to education, no. 263.)

Investigates the groups of combinailons that are most difficult ; the influence of sex
on responses to the simple fundamental combinations; the influence of school grades on
responses to the simple fundamental compinations; the influence of chronological age
within each grade on responses to the simple fundamental combinations ; and the influence
of form on responses to the simple fundamental comPinations.

1048. Norris, Dorothy. A study of the achievement in the fundamental proc-
esses o arithmetic in grades 48-6A in 15 elementary major work high IQ climes

Cleveland. Master's, 1940. Western Reserve. 51 p.
Finds that from 19.8 to 341.8 percent of these high IQ pupils are helot,/ grade in the

fundamentals of arithmetic, shoWing the need for a remedial program for these children.

1049. Oberbeck, Thomas Edmond. Algebraic proofs for certain arithmetical
paraphrases. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.
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711050. Pate, W. C A plan for individu05li1 instrtiction in arithmetic for beginning
students at Fort orth technical high schooL Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.
143 p. ma. ,,

*1051. Peebles, James Fernald. Corrective load in the fundamentals of
arithmetic in grades 6, 7 and 8 in a superintendency union. Master's, 1940.
Boston Univ. 85 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the degree of mastery of tbe four fundamental processes inarithmetic by the children in the sixth, seventh, and gighth grades of the towns includedin superintendency union No. 14. Concludes that the fundamental number processes have. net be mastered by the pupils in these schools.

1052. Aeichert, Edwin Clark.. The development of decimal abilities. Doctor's,
1940. Minnesota.

'1053, Ringer, Alberta Rae. A two year diagnostic and corrective study in
the four fundamentals bf arithmetic with a group of children through grades
7 and 8. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 108 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which the 6 Wilson tests were given to 27 pupils in theeventh grade in a Massachusetts town in February 1938. Describes the corrective workgiven to these children in the seventh grade, the tests administered at the end of theyear, and tbe tests administered to tbe same children on entry into the eighth grade,the corrective work given them in the eighth grade, and the tests administered at theend of the eighth grade. Shows marked improvement in the work of all of the children.
1054. Rockwood, Lois. Can below average sixth grade pupils be made pro-

ficient in addition and multiplication, and at what expenditure of time and ef-
fort? Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 126 p.

Studies the results of a corrective program carried on with 12 sixth-grade pupils withIQ, around 100 and under. Concludes that perfect mastery of addition and multiplicationfacts does not require a high IQ as some pupils with IQ, lower than 90 secured perfectmastery in addition and multiplication.
1055. Scism, Ormonde P. Comparative results of formal and informal teach-

ing of arithmetic in primary grades. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St.. Coll. for Teach.
iota Shelton, Parkhill An analytical study of arithmeticein the Coleman

schools. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 129 p. ms. (Abstract in: East
Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies 1910: 53-54.)

Attempts to determine whether or not students entering the-high school at.Coleman, Tex.,are deficient in arithmetic, and if so, to determine what part of the deficiency is removedby the high-school course of study. Finds a definite deficiency in arithmetic in the seventhand ninth grades ; improvement by all classes in the high school ; and transfer studentsone grade lower In arithmetical ability than the regular students. Suggests that theremedial program emphasise life situations rather than isolated facts of arithmetic as such.
f1057. Smith, Henry Lester and Eaton, Merrill T. The teaching of arithmetic

to low-ability students in the elementary schools. Bloomington, Indiana uni-
versity, 1940. 130 p. (Bulletin 6f the School of education, Indiana university.
vol. 16, no. 6.)

Defines the low-ability student. Discusses a comprehensive, intelligent, and scientifictesting program; homogeneous grouping; provision for individual differences by flexibilityof method; general methods; and methods of teaching mathematics.
1058. Smith, OwerrDelevan. Secondary mathematics influence on arithmetic

ability and the latter's correlatión with soience achievement. Master's, 1939.
Stanford. ((

1059. Bowie, Wesley Atwood. The Integration of materials of instruction
and testing of outcomes in business arithmetic. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches com-
pleted, an4 bibliography of publications', 18 : 812-16)

Analyses the principal textbooks in use in the field ; analyses available tests. Constructsand administen tests of outcomes la business arithmetic, and compares the results al the
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tests with the marks earned by the pupils in arithmetic and other school subjects. Recom-
mends that drill in the fundamental operations with whole numbers, decimalà; and fractions
be continued through the ninth grade ; that writers of new textbooks in businps arithmetic
pay more attention to the mean emphasis of existing textbooks to tivold such inconsistencies
of emphasis as now exist ; that terminology in the field of business arithmetic be more
carefully agreed upon ; that tests in this field be constructed as unit tests.

.1060. Steele, Donald C. Teaching and testing the understanding of common
fractions. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract§ in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publications, 16:
31Z-28.)

Attempts to prepare a detailed teaching procedure, planned to improve the pupil's under-
standing of common fractions, and to design tests of the understandlog of fraCtions
and the processes involved. DeRcribes in experiment conducted in six elementary schools
in one district of Pittsburgh during the school year 1938-39. Concludes that the teaching
procedure used in this experiment constitutes a contribution to teaching meth and
that tho results of the tests proved that the methods used have assisted the pupils in under-
standing fractions.

1061. Tamplin, Clarence Dave. Effect of frequent short objective tests upon
achievement in Junior high school arithmetic, social science vocabulary, science
vocabulary, and language. Master's,s1D40. KentuCky. 97 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which experimental and control groups in language, Science
vocabulary, and arithmetic in grades 7, 8, and 9 were selected without regard to factors other
than subject grade, and a pre-test, which was not discussed in class, administered to the
control groups during the study period. and between 10 and 15 short tests administered°.
to the experimental groups. Finds po significant differences in achievement between tbe
experimental and control groups; and only slight changes in favor of frequent testing
in all subjects except language.

1062. Thompson, Ronald B. The administration if a program of diagnosis
and remedial instruction in arithmetic, reading, and language usage in the
secondary school. Doctor's, 1939. Nebraska. Lincoln, 1940. 80 p.

Describes a 2-year experiment conducted with 938 students in 24 schools in Nebraska.
Finds that the pupils who took remedial work gained more than the control groups in these
subjects. Describes the method used in administering remedial instruction.

1063. Webber, Rallis Ruth. A remedial program in the four fundaniental
operations in kdecimal fractions. Master's, 1940. Fort Hays Kans. 81 Coll.
99 p. ms. 4

1064. Willey, Roy De Verl. A study of the use of arithmetic in the elementary
schools of Banta Clara county, California. Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract
in: Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations . . . : 35-39 )

Analyses data recorded by 77 teachers in 17 schools, on 53.044 pupils in tbe kindergarten
and grades 1 to 6. Finds that not only are various arithmetical processes used more in
some grades than in others, but that all processes are used in all grades.

1065. Wilson, Edith Florence. Trends in the teaching of elementary arith-
metic, 1965-1940. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 51 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio
university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 58.)

Finds a trend from isolation to orientation ; from a rigid structure to a flexible structure;
from emphasis on speed in manipulation to emphasis on quantitative thinking; and from
emphasis on group needs to emphasis on individual needs.

ALGEBRA AND GEOMETRY

1068. Armstrong, Herbert Eustace. Investigations In the teaching of see-
ondary algebra. Master's, BM. Maryland.

1067. Arnold, Bessie°Thompson. A remedial program in high school algebra.
Maiter's, 1934. Oregon State. 87 p. ms. (Oregon state college thesis sexiest
no. 8.)

f
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1068, Beaáley, Sarah Louise. The use of historical material In teaching ele-
mentory geometry. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 156 p. ms.

t,
1069. Boone, Joseph Drebern. Failures in first year algebra In Hendérson,

Jacksonville,' and Palestine high schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.
1070. Buster, James 13. The evaluation of verb9I problems for first year

algebra. Mutter's, 1940. Iowa.
Moo.

1071. Callender, auth Ethel. The effect of the improvement of readint com-
prehension, upon achievement in plane geometry. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.
65 p. mg.

t.1072. Clapper, Paul E. A studi of tbe present state of pecondary school
mathematics and the preparation of the mathematics teacher in the Lucas a14
Wood eounty school systems. Master's, 1939. Bowling Green. 76 p. ms. (Ab-
stract in: Bowling Green State university. Abstracts of masters' theses, 1935--
1910:

Shows that algebra and geometry are still popular In the high schools of thee, counties:that general and practical mathematics are not taught to greet extent ; and that the
average semester hours of college mathematics taken by the mathematics teachers is low.

1073. Cronbach, Lee Joseph. Individual differences in learning to reproduce
plane figures. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

1074. Crothers, Clarence E. Analysis of thought processes In the solution of
original problems In plane geometry. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1075. Davis, William H. On certain problems of modern geometry. 3A5ter's,
;.1[40. Vanderbilt. (Abstract n: Bulletin of Vanderbilt university, vol. 40, no.
10: 73.)

Studies problems of mixiern geonietry analytically by means of trilinear coordinates.
1076. Duke, Charles Leslie. Failure in high schoolmathematics in common

school difttricts of Gregg county, Texas, for the fall semester of 1939-40. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Texas.

1077. Engstrom, Evelyn. Humanizing high school mathematics: Master's,
1940: Cincinnati. 129 p. ms.

1078. Ewart, John L. A study of the vocabulary of technical terms in ninth
grade algebra. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1079. Fehr, Howard F. A study of the number concepi of secondary school
mathematics. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Ann Arbor, Edwards Brothers,
1940. 208 p.

Reveals a rather complete absence In secondary school mathematics of a definite nuniberconcept that could be used s a basis of algebraic the6n. Provides a complet histories!picture of the development of the various number systems of high school mathematics.
1080. Finch, Mrs. H. L. Grade placement of geometric facts. Master's, 1940,

West Texas 8t. T. C
1081. Flipper, Joseph Simeon. A course ini beginning algebra designed to

give training in reflective thinking. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 80 p ms.
1082. Gadske, Richard Edwird. Demonstrative geometry 'a a means for

improving critical thinking. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern?
1088. Glass, Roy Pawton. The technique of assigning daily work in plane

geometry.. Master's, 1440. Peabody. 35 p.
Attempts to determine whether e clam in plane gecimetity would achieve more by turtlingIn daily work, or by keeping daily work in a noteboolfand turning it in at the end of each

&week Period. rinds slight indications favoring the daily paper method.
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1084. Hammer, Clarence A. Carry-over Value of algebra, Master's, 1940.
South Dakota. 36 p. nut,

1085. Hardy, W. X., jr. A study (If achievement in algebra and in reading
before, during, and after a.remedial program in reading is administered to eighth
grade students. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 50 p. ms.

Studies tbe effect of a remedial reading program on reading and algebra achievement..
Finds no evidence that improved reading resulted in greater achievement in plgebra.

1086. Hughes, Robert T. A stucty of pupil difficulties in plane geometry.
Master's, 1940. Temple. 82 p. ms.

1087. Jones, Arnold P. Possibilities of prediction as to the stet; in a geometry
«proof where an error is likely to occur. Master's, 190. Iowa.

61088. Kellar, Wylma R. The relative contribution of certain factors to indi-
vidual differences in algebraic problem oohing ability. Doctor's, 1940. Catholic
Univ. Wuhington, 'Catholic University of America i .

SW 1939. 14 p. (Re-
printed from the September 1939 issue of the Journa of Experimental Baum t Ion. )

Describes an exp.eriment in which a battery of teats was administered to 2M puplip wbo
had completed one year of high-school algebra. Concludes that algebraic problem solving
ability L. dependent upon a number of integrated abilities.

1069. ¡teller, Verna Elizabeth. A reorganized course of study In algebra for
the 'Rinth grade at Central Junior pigh school, Newark, Ohio. Mastei's, 1940.
Ohio State. 104 p. ms.

1000. Knox, Beulah. A comparison of the group and the individual techniques 7
of teachingitilgebra. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

1091. Ludlow, Earl Dean. Relation between student accomplishment in sec-
ondary mathematics and vocational occupation of parent. Master's, 1940. Kans.
Eit, T. C., Pittabpri. 28 p. ms.

Analyses the records of 8,244 students graduating trolls* the senior high ,chool of
Pittsburg, Sans., to determinejbe relationship between student accomplishment in mathe-
=tics and the vocational occupation of parents. Shows that students from the pro-
fessional class, from the business and skilled labor class, and from the unskilled labor
class receive average marks that differ aignitIttantly in the order given.

1092. lacponald, Donald A. An investigation to determine what algebraic
words and terms should be included tu a glossary for a high sChool algebra.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

109S. Mallory, V. and Fehr, H. Senior mathemIties in the high school.
Chicago, Sanborn & Company,.1940. 430 p. (New Jersey State teachers college,
Upper MontclaIn)

Concludes that students can learn calculus, analyile geometry, and college algebra in their
senior year if tht subjects are proPerly presented.

%.

1001. Miller, C. Sherwood. A theory of definitlön anti meaning app)ed to the
study and teaching of pjane,geometriy.. Master's, 1940. Buffalo.

1095. Miracle, Itthel.Margaret. A itudy of' comparative merits in aptitude'
and intelligence for prognosis in algebra. Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 36 p, ma

AAA/so data obtained by administering tests 'to 119 high-school pupils. Finds a higher
correlation between aptitude and achievement for the first semester, and a higher correlation
betwen intelligence and achievement for the second semester.

109& Raclibaugh, Loren R. Study habits in plane geonrtry of the students
in central and state high schools of Kalamazoo, Michigan. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.
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1097.
,

ItAne.tt,JNaomi Lee. Effects of courses in general mathematics asoffered by Lubbock high school. Master's; 1940. Texas Tech.-% Coll. SG P.Concludes that high school students who had btudied general mathematics showed abilityabout equal to that of students who /ad studied regularlourses of ,algrebra and geometry.
1098. Saniinartino, Joseph Alrped. Steps in doinegeometric originals. *as-ter's, 1940. 44Boston Coll.

1099. Shanks, EAgene Báylis. An analytical study \of the basic defl4tionsfor an algebra and certain algebras constructed therefrom. Master's, 1940. dVan-derbilt.. (Abstract i41.; Bulletin otV(nderbilt univ&sity, vol. 40, no. 10: 74.)Attempts to détermine.suitable definitions of equality between elements of an algebra;and to determine the rules of combination which the elements obey.
*1100. Smith, R011anelt. Three major difficulties in the learning of demon.

strative geometry. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Menasha, 'Wis., !GeorgeBanta Publishing Company, 1946 65 p.
Describes an experiment conducted with el the pupils taking the first course in demon-strative geometry during the fall of 1932 in classical high school. Springfield, Mass.Investietgs their learning difficulties over a period of 50 consecutive teaching days.Describes the methods devised to help pupils with their difficulties in three types of errors.
1101. Stevens, Gladys L Trends in the function concept in elementaryAltlge-bra from 1839 to 1939 with special emphasis on the graph and formula. Master's,1940. Michigafi,

111

1102. -:Taylor, Leon. An experimental investigation cf two methods of teach-ing plane geometry. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 108 p. ms. (Abstractin: East, Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1910: 58-50.)Descrit4 an experimint conducted with 52 students of plane geometry in the Palestine,Tex., high school to determine if the supervised-study method decreased tIke percentageof failures, met individual differences{ among students, bvercame the disadvantages -ofmass instruction, resulted in greater pupil achievement, realized; the advantages ofgroup instruction, and 'increased the student's leisure time. Concludes that the supervised-study method decreased the percentage of failures ; overcame the' disadvantages of massinstruction ; retained the strengths of group instruction under the supervised plan ; thatindividual differences were better met through supervised study ; and students had moreleisure time than was possible under the textbookpmetbod.
1103. Tompkins, Clifton. The history of intermediate algebra in New YorkState high schools. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
1104, Ulberg, IngVal M. Motivation of plane germetry. Master's, 1940.4Washington, 105 p.
Presents several devices for assisting teachers in motivating plane geometry.
1105. Wieland, Se1ni Bertha. Diagnostic testing and remedial teaching hiplanp geometry. Mast s, 1940. Nebraska.

SCIENCE

GENERAL SCIENCE

1106. Adams, Harper B. A comparison of three methods ot teaching generalscience in high school. Master's, 1940. Temple. 71 p.
1107. Agnew, Letha Alice. The kinds and processes of inathematics a childneeds to know in orderrto succeed in aa eighth grade general science course.Master's, 1940. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 60 P. ins.
Analyses five eighth-grade general-science textbooks to determine the nature and amountbi each kind. and process of mitthematics invorred: Indicates that the mastery of fewmathematical concepts Is prerequisite to the course lit eighth-grade general 'deuce; andthat the State course of study for mathematics has miple ample provisioni for the courseof general seisms thi eighth pads.
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1108. Allen, Dçnzil ()risen. A proposed 'curriculum in science for the de-
mentary schools of the Athens county school system. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ.
224 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of master's theses . .

1939 : 1.) 7

Gives a brief rOsum4 of the history of nature stiffly'. and science, in the elementary
schools of the United States ; a statement of the criteria for selection'of subject matter;
a brfef study of exiieriments on children's interests in sciences; and a proposed curriculum
in science for the elementary schools of the-Athens County, Ohio, school syptem.

, 1109, Andrews, Ruth Colvin. Adequacy of science courses in meeting objee
tives of libliemaking courses. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 64 p. m&

Finds that out of 48 related science units, only two wepa tatight exclusively in home
making courses, and the other units were taught in from four to six other courses in some
schools.

sine. Beauchamp, Robert Owen. Relation of science achievement to certain
academic and social !Actor& Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1940. 11 p. (AbStract of Contributiod to education, no. 269.)

Analyzes the relationship between achievement in science of 6.558 eighth-graft pupils in
SO states 'and chronological age, MA, IQ, reading comprehension, English usage, achieve-
ment in history, problem solving in arithmetic, fundaniental skills in &Mimetic, sex,
personal inventory scores, personality trait ratinp, extracurricular activities, and hobbies.
Finds a negative relationship between airctnplogicat age and achievement in science; a
positive relationship beiween IQ and science achievement, and between ability in English
and science achievement; a positive relationship.- betweei achievement in% history and
mathematics and achievement in scie*; _that boys tend to make better marks in science
than girls r it negative relationship n scores on the personal inventory test and
achievement in scienCe ; a positive rdationship betvieen science achievement and par-
ticipation in extracurricular activities aiM hobbles:

1111. Beery, Ralph D. Methods and materials for the developmeqa leisure
time activities in ninth grade sciençe. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 941T). ms.

1112. Berkenbolch, William. Conservation of natural resources in second-
ary sghoola Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 135 p. ma

1113. Billion, Ruth. A study of available excursions in Camden, New Jersey,
for the teaching of genertil sctence. Master's, 1939. .Temple. 68 p. rns

1114. Campbell, Marjorie Haines.' An appraisal of a study of soil and its
conservation in an elementary city school. Master's, 1940. Maryland.

1115. Clemints, touie Allen. Comparisoii of socialized senior science with
texts in biology, chemistry, and physics. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 84 p. ms.

1116. Copeland, Robert 'Haskell. An experimental 'course in elementary
science for the intermediate grades. ISfaster's, 1940. Noisth 'Texas St. T. C.

1117. Pox, Virgil. Building a sourCe unit in general science. Master's, 1940.
,Drake. 58 ms. 4. ,

*1118. Gktekin, Joseph. Edward. Department of science instruction of the
Naiional ekation as.sociation, 1895-1939. Muter's, 1940. George Washington.
71 p. ms.

Attempts to show the evolution of the department and to discover the topics on laid'
most emphasis has been placed. Shows that since 1895 the sciences hav.e been develoPed
largely !is high-school subjects, although in 1939 many elementary courses of study
Included such scientific subjects as health, animal life, and trees.

1119. Grahini, Charles C. The teaching of general science Doctor's, 1940.
Kentucky.

1120. Grooms, Gordon A. Unit contracts and tests for ninth grade students
In tile field of general science. Mantel% MO. Tennessee. 1140 p.

Dawes the use of a coat? açt method la an attempt to individualise instruction is
144041 selma, with amuses mèds wares bids st'didesity la order to take aim of
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indivitiell differences among the students. Concludes that students.developed more initia-tive toward independent work; that individualised instruction helped to solve theedifficultiesof mani, students; that the brightest students showed the greatest improvement thatslow students did more work under this system than they had done in other classes; andthat students participatedmore and showed a greater interest in their work as the yearprogressed.

1121. Hartnett, Sister M. Amatus. An investigation cif the judgment onreligious values in science. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 60 p. ms.
Concludes that there can be no real conflict between religious faith and the findings ofscience.

1122. Heupel, Sister Maria Amadeo. A Study of achievement and contentin the bacterlólogly course for nurses. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. Washing-ton, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1939. 49 p. (Studies in nursing edu-cation.)
Devises an achievement test in bacteriology suitable to first-year students in schools ofnursing, and evaluates it.

1128. Hofwolt, Clifford, A detetymination of the educational need for a sci-ence curriculum,* the Big Bend junior high school. Master's, 1940. Colo. St.Coll. of Ed.

1124, Irwin, Clarence E. Developing a teaching unit in practicaMaster's, 1940. Drake. 48 p. ma
1125. Jones, Claren Corwin. Suggested activities in ninth grade science tomeet the needs of the pupils. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 143 p. ms.
112éi. Kirkland, Arthur William. Development of interest in ninth gradegeneral science. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 99 p. Ms: (Abstract in: Ohiouniversity. Abstracts of masters' theses . 1910: 29.)
Interprets tbr results of the use of the demonstration, lecture, laboratory, and lecturedemonstration combined with visual aids methods of teaching general science. Concludesthat interests are developed more effectively when the stimulus is presented so as to appealto more than one sense, which justifies the collaboration of visual aids with every methodused.

1127. Klegman, Milton Aaron. An analysis of workbooks in general science.Mutees,.1940. Washington. 54 p. ms.
Finds a close relationship between the major topics in the workbooks and the curriculum,tlettbooks.and teacher practices in Washington.
.1128. Kohl. Reverend Walter J. Tp9 science curriculum in the seminary.Doctor's, 1934. St Bonaventure. St. Boaventure, N. Y., Eit. Bonaventure college.1934. 74.
1129.

fifth and sixth
1

, Herbert Martin. Understanding of science words by fourth,
de pupils as indicated by a wvrd identification test. Master's,

1130. Lutish, Loren R. A case study of reading coinprehension difficulties Inscience materials. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
1131. ltalinnes-,. W. A study of photography in high schools In cities of100,000 or *Set Master's, 1940. Duke. 81 p. ma.
Presents en analysis ot objectives, teaching equipment, and phases of the object covetedIn science wanes, medal photography courses, and dabs! devoted to photograph: in 172alit retools In 81 cities.

1132. Xermsely, Grace T. Science interests and hobbles of pupils aa a bailiefor motivating general oriel**. **Master's, 19119.. Louisiana State. (Abstract is:Louisiana Nate tiniversity. 'Bulletin, vo. 82 N. : 141)
Anuses tbe science Interests and bobbies of ettikirin. Is grades S. & 10, and. 11 et thepublic schools of Ilashisad, Ia. Condoles that lbws Airs intsiestsi primarily la mattes'seispes, and gins sre Welted is homemaking edema
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1133. IdacNulty, Raymond H. A coufse of study : physisgil science and
the home. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 200 p. ms.

\ 1134. Marconi, Preston- Jones. Economical aids and &tykes for visualizing
theocience curriculum. Master's, 1940. /mils Tech. C91l. 88 p.

Finds that there are numerous readily acible visual aids, the most outstanding of
which is photography. Recommends a small start with a camera an4 a class in photograPhy
to prove the worth of visual aids and thus to extend the program.

1135. Martin, Earl F. A course in general science for the W. H. Kirk junior
high who'd. Master's, 1940. Western Reserve. 139 p. ms.

1186. Mattield, Artold T. The arrangement and equipment of clastrooms
for integrated science. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1187. Moody, Cleo D. A program of elementary science for the first grade.
MasterVi940. East Teias St. T. C. 147 p ms. (Abptract in: East Texas State
teacheri college. Graduate studies 1940: 44-45.) 41°

Concludes that teachers need to be prepared to teach elementary science ; that better
elementary 'science textbooks are needed ; that simple, inexpensive equipment should be
provided; that more and better visual aids should be furnished the teacher ; and that more
information is needed about the personal and social needs, interests, and problems of
children.

88. Olson, Myron 13. Teacher activity in directing the study of science.
ster's, 1940. Iowa.

1139. Podendorf, Illa E. Elementary science course of study for intermediate
grades. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

-)
1140. Bedford, Alta Lindsay. Analysis of health material in general science.

Master's, 1910. Peabody. 50 p. ms.
Analyses 25 generalscience textbooks published between 1925 and 1939. Finds that

general 'clews coven a wide range of health material.

1141. Rogers, John William. The personal-social needs of junior and senior
high school pupils which science helps to meet. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1142. Schaeffer, Sister Mary Xagdela. Grade placement and religion corre-
lation of elementary science in the primary grades. Master's, 1940. Catholic
Univ. 68 p. ms.

Evelastes 50 representative courses of study in elementary& science, and analyzes 10
series 01 the most widely used chlidren's teferences in this field ; and surveys 12 archdloresan
and di M courses of study in religion, in an attempt to discover adequate grade placement
of ekmentary science topics' in the primary grades of a Roman Catholic scholia curriculum.

1148. Sisson, Jerome Crane. A study of the abilities, Interest, and needs of
sixth gradempupils as an aid to the selection of fujictional subjeCt matter for a
seventh grade course in general relents Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 138 p. ms.

Daman an experiment conducted with two sixth-grade classes in a suburban town
of about 12,000 population, divided into a residential section and a factory section.

1144. Smith, Teachnor W. Enrichment ca science Instruction In high schools
through use of the Smithsonian reports. Master's, 1940. einclinati. 129 p. ms.

made thew reports useful for schools baying a small library fund. Recommends their
use for illustrative and supplementary purposes.

1145. Stone, ,C. W. Principles of teaching conservation. Pullout*. State
eons. of Waskington, !SO.

1146. Stone, Leon Z. A. recommended method for the teaching of science In
grade eight of the Otsego public school& Mastees, 1940. Michigan.
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do

1147. Ter Keunt, Arthur John Gout Bugbee, Robert H. The knowledge ofthe scientific method among college students. Manhattan, Kansas academy oiscience, 1989. 8 p. (College of Emporia.)
Finds that knowledge of the scientific method amo4 college students is inadequate andsuperficial; that progressive increase in knowledge Of the scientific method is found withadvancement in college ; that a significant correlation is found between knowledge of thescientific method and reading ability ; that a high correlation is found between the knowl-edge of the scientific methoUnd scores on college entrance examinations; that the sciencestudents do not have a suOrior .knowledge of the scientific method in comparisim withstudents of other departments.

1148. Thomas, James Luther. Units in ninth gradé general science for thedemonstration high school o the Florida igricultural and mechanical college.Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 7 p. m&
*1149. Underhill, Orra E. The origins and development of elementary schoolscience. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. Chicago, Scott Foreman and Com-pany, 1941. 347 p.
Gives the background of science program*" from their first appearance as part of thegeneral education of children in the elementary schools of the United States to the presentin order to determine for what mirposes science was introduced and how it influencedmethods of selecting and organising it ; gad to determine thy way educational theory hasinfluenced the selection, organization, and presentation of science materials. Finds somescience in the earliest children's literature ; that throughout each period thEre have beenwide and comprehensive expressións of purpose ; that- instructional literature was an ex-pression of the best educational theory of the time. Concludes that then) may be inscience itself and its methods of ascertaining tested truth, the criteria for defining theprogram and method of science teaching as part of a general education ; and the variationsin forms which appear from period to period may be thought of as the adaptations whichenable it to survive change. 4

1150. Watson, Donald Read.- Survey courses in physical science : their status,trends, and evaluation. Doctor's, 1940. Southern California.
Concludes that 'limy courses in physical science are a permanent part of the curriculumof high schools and colleges, are increasing in number, and are especially numerous inCalifornia high schools ; that course objectives and practices agree with theories of generaleducation ; that much work is necessary in unification of objectives, development of ma-terials, and perfection of evaluative devices.
1151. Wofford, Kate V. A study of community resources available for teach-ing science in five rural school district& Buffalo, New York State teachers college,1940.
Finds enough local material available in science to organize the curriculum materials forone school year.

1152. Wren, Glen Alvin. Science offerings of selected Junior colleges. Mas-ter's, 1940. Nebraska.
1158. Zim, Herbert S. Science interests and activities of adolescents. Doc-tor's, 1940. Td O., Col. Univ. New r.York, Ethical culture schools, ma 256 p.Describes procedures used in collecting data on ssioo pupils in five cooperating schools.Shows that adolescents exhibit definite preferences in their science interests and activi-ties; that there are distinct differences in the preferences of boys and girls; that boys arefive or six times as active in science as are girls ; that adolescents make Use of a widerange of sources of scientific information outside the classroom ; that adolescents havestrong emotional attitudes toward certain common science experiences. Indicates thatadolescent interest and activity in science is frequently associated with personal problems,family, social, and economic complications, Offen suggestions for making courses in sciencemore imitable and acceptable to adolessnts.

1154 Zinkgraf, Philipp. Funwations and trend and curriculum help In teach-ing science. Master's, 1940. Wisconsin:, .
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NATURE STUDY. BIOLOGY. AND ZOOLOGY

1155. Bates, Ruth Anne. Living specimens for biology teaching in western
Oregon high schools.- Maker's, 1936. Oregon St. Coll. 79 p. ms. (Oregon state
college thesis series, no. 7.)

1156. tergman, George 3. The effectivenéss of Charts in the teaching of cer-
tain units of college biology. Master's, 4640. Coll. of the City cif N. Y. 105 p. ms.

*1157. Bond, Austin De Men. An experiment in the teaching of genetics with
'special reference to the objectives of geheral education. Doctor's, 1940. T. C.,
Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 99 p. (Con-
tributions to eduçation, no. 797.)

Evaluates changes effected in eertaik college students during the presentation of a
teaching unit with objectivis consistent with thoie of general education. Indicates that
changes in ways of thinking and in attitudes can be effected in students without lessening
the amount of knowledge gained ; that changes effected in concepts and in ways of thinking
are accompanied by change* in specific attitudes, even though these attitudes are not taught
directly.

1151 Biechbill, Edith Long. A study of the microprojector as a teaching
aid. Master's, 1940. Maryland. 55 p. ms.

1159. Cooledge, Clarissa L Retention of elementary biology. Master's, 1940.
Cornell. 40 p. ms.

Studies the results of identical examinations given at 1- and 2-Year intervals to 94
high-school biology students, without intervening study of tbe subject.

1160. Darling, Robert W. A study of biology in the secondary schools In
biassachusetts. Master's, 1940. St. T. Ow North Adam& 65 p. ms.

1101. Elliott, Zola. A comparison of exotic and domestic species in American
zoological gardens and their practical educational value. Master's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

1162. Eversole, Clifford W. 'Some materials and procedure's for biology
projects. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. .279 p. ms.

Describes the preparation of guide sheets itoi pupil projects in high-school biology.

1168. Parnum, Don E. A comparison of the success in tenth grade natural
science of 58 Boy Scouts ind 53 non-Scouts as related to their successsJn eighth
grade natural science. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1164. Plegel, Dorothy. Social hygiene content in biology classes of Oregon
high schools. Master's, 1929. Oregon St. ,Coll. 26 p. ma. (Oregoi state
college thesis series, no. 8.)

1165. Poster, Walter N. A course of study in social hygiene education lor
the Junior high school. Muter's, 1940. Cincinnati. 241 p. ms.

1166. Guidry, Maxwell J. A study of two methods of recording biology ex-
periments. Master% 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State
university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. 13. 130.)

Attempts to determine the relative effectiveness of drawing compared with supplementiry
Iprk as a part of exercises in highschool biology laboratory work.

1167. Hall, Flora Evelyn. A comparative study of nature study and of ele-
mentary school science to determine differences and similarities in teaciiing con-
bint, methods, and objectives. Master's, 1 ! ! Ohio linty; 20B p. mi. (Abstract
in: Ohio: university Abstracts of masters' therms 1939:80-81)

Indicates insignificant differences in nature study and elementary science In teaching
content, methods, and objectives as taught at present ; that both fields so completely overlap
as to Woe their theoretical identities and must be considered same.tbe
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98 RESEARCH Erftmzs IN EDUCATION

,1168. Jack, Homer A. The biological field stations cf the world : a compara-tive and descriptive study. Doctor's, 1940., Cornell. 1,001 p. ms.
Studies 69 biological field stations in Europe. Africa, and North America. Finds thatthe nature of the stations varies greatly in the areas sullied; that- most types of areashave one or more stations where Ptudents of a wide range of interests and ability may findinstruction or research opportunity.

*goflea Jackson, James B.. A unit on inrcts for tenth grade biology. Master's,1940. Iowa.

1170. Jennings, Do If Jesse. A unit program for high school biology. Man-ter's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 91 p. ma
1171. Kramer, Diana Stevan. A study in the measurement of possible atti-tude outcomes of a high school biology course. Master's, 1940. Maryland.
1172. Lippenburger, Ruth Marian. The extent to which children's biologicalscience concepts are modified through reading. Master's, 1940. Colo. St Coll.Cif Ed.

117& Lisonbee, Lorenzo K. Common cacti of Arizona : a nature study unitwith lanteKn slides and teacher's guide. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe.77 p. m&

1174. Xantbey, Carl W. An investigation of the emus of biology in selectedNebraska high school& Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 86 p. m&
Describes the preparation, teaching combinations, and participation in committee workot biology teachers; their rating of the objectives set up for teaching biology ; thematerials used in teaching the subject ; the methods used for evaluating resUlts of instrae-tion in order to determine trends in tbe teaching of biology as revealed by a questionnairestudy.

1175. Matthews, Jack. Trends in general semantic studies 1850 to 1940 witnemphasis on the modern period. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 100 p. ms. (Ab-stract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: IM)'
Concludes that the chief trend of the period studied I. away from the narrow etymologicalapproach. to-the subject of meaning and toward a more comprehensive approach.
1176. Nonahan, Margaret X. A comparative study of the courses In biologi-cal science offered by the institutions of higher learning in Kansas. Master's,1940. Kans. St T. C., Pittsburg. 87 p.
Studies the nature of course offerings in biological science in * colleges in Kansas, andthe training of the faculties. Reveals that for the most part the smaller schools offerfundamental or generalised courses while tbe large colleges and universities alter trainingin the more specialised fields; and that the universities offer nearly three times as manycourses and hours credit in biological science as the bombers colleges and seven times asmany as the denominational schools.

1177. Rude, Loy W. Types of thought questions found in workbooks of highschool biology. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
1178. Schwab, William, Jr. Zoological nature study for primary and second-a» schools. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 152 p. ma.
Priesints a method of teaching nature study with medal reference to animal life, 0young polo from the first to the twelfth grade.
1179. Shuman, Una Maria, An Investigation of the vatted of MO Idledtomes. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 01) p.
Mialyres 17 publications tro4 1934 to Orr la the. field ot seisms to detonable themeet important (meets tu bioitgical edema ea the i basis beesmcy of mention andcomparison of these concepts with the biohlgleal oosispts streamed la Ohio bleb schoolsasevidenelltn.bIoU
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1180. Stine, Chester A. Activities and materials for teaching units on
heredity and on drugs and cosmetics in secondary school biology. Master's,
1940. Ohio State.

1181. Taylor, Donald T. Actiiities of visual aids for a uiiit on plants in gen-
ePal science. Master's, 1940. Qhio State. 80 p. ms.

1182. Thomson, Sheila Margot, Four contributors to the nature study move-
ment. Master's, 1040. Cornell. 84 p. ms.

Studies tbe contributions of Austin Sheldon, Wilbur Samuel Jackman, Benjamin
Talbot Babbitt Hyde, and Samuel Christian &hawker to the nature study movement.

1183. Weinstock, Charles. A study of the types of thought questions found
la workbooks for general science. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

CHEMISTRY AND PHYsIcs

1184. Applegate, C. William. An experimental investigation of the use Al
clinical counseling in the teaching of college physics. Muter's, 1940. IOW&

1185.-Bench, Roue B. The chemical Infórmation necessary for an adequate
interpretation of the literature designed for general reading. Master's, 1910.
Brigham Young.

1186. Clements; John T., Jr, A survey of rooms, equipment, and methods
used in the teaching of chemistry in Texas high schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

1187. Dossett, Lawrence Hope. A professionalised study of the teaching of
high school chemistry. Master's, 1910. Tennessee. 878 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of high school chemistry ; its subject matter and methods of teaching
the subject. Discusses excellences and errors, and tests and measurements in the teaching
of the subJect.

1188. Essex, Robert L. An.historical study of the purposes, of teaching sec-
ondary school chemistry in the United States. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ.
100 p. ms. (Abstract is: Ohio university. Abstracts of master's theses . , .
1010: 19-20.)

Traces the dominant aims and objectives of teaching secondary-school cbelnlit4 in
the United States from 1818 to tbe present. Concludes that the aims of chemistry teaching
have closely paralleled the aims of general education ; that the laboratory method of teaching
beano popular between 1880 and 1910 and was wed for the purpose of mental diselpine
and that the period from 1911 to the present has Lees one of critical examination of
existing objectives and the formulation of new aims.

*ilia liveretto Groover VC proposed course of study in physics for E. O.
Glass high school, Lynchburg, Virginia. Master's, 1940. George WaShington.
114 p.

Describes tbe preparation of a course of study in physics for grade 12 of the senior high
school, based upon the environmental needs and ocholastic requirements of the pupils.

4r 1190. Fisher, Howard R. A study in prediction of success in college chem.
istry. Muiter's, 1940. Arizona. 34 p. ms. (Abstract he: University of Arizona
record, voi 34:27-21)

Concludes that a *West°, snows Gas be predicted by Ming his high-sebool chemistry
and algebra marks and his wore en the carafes *swami ability test ; and that if be has not
brie bigbreebeal chemistry, his swam eas be prodkted by using his algebra marks and bhp
woe os the Camels mew ability test. 0

1194. Poster, Lowell Wane, An evaluation of physics understandings as
*ova by. student aetivitleaa Master% 1940. Colo. et Colt. ot

1191 Gibbons, Leslie L. A physics wane for a mall nisi high school based
on Minded activities. Master% MO. Colo. St Coll. TO pa ma

the aethltisp ot IN inters nil seniors Of the high aloe in ovum* Colo., a*al.
'mugs Omits emirs%
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1198. Gibbs, George. A study to determine the social value of a satoting of
light and sound questions. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of, Ed.

Inc Hemphill, Theron Marl. A proposed method ,of laboratory plrocedure
for physics at the secondary school level. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. ef TemPe
711 ms.

-

1195. Holladay, Alvis Milton. Some techniques in simplifying the study of
atoms. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 173 p. ma.

Bummariser-tbe technique of simplifying tbe study of the atom for tbe higli-school andcollege student by mane of illustrations and analogies.

1196. Hyde, ¡ay. Vitalizing high *tool physics. Master's, 1940. Arizona. .

813 p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 84 : 41.)
Trews tbe history of high-school physics, and notes the padual decline in popularityof the subject. Derives criteria of content, form, organisation, and techniques of admin-istration of a physics laboratory that should prove functional in the everyday lives of mostadolescent Americans. Presents 71 problems, everyday life situations, requiring physicslaboratory equipment for their solution.

1197. Kilgore, William A. An Identification and achievement of functionalvalues in high school physics. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.
igh Attempts to identify the ability to apply principles and to determine the effect upon thisability produced by organising materials around major generalisation& Describes an ex-periment carried out during the school year 1085.-88 in four senior high schools of Wash-ington, D. C. Indicates that learning can be effectively guided in a manner which will aidthe pupil in dealing with situations new to him.

p11913. Kowald, John A. The selection and organisation of materials of in-
struction for the study of dyes In the senior high school chemistry course. Mas-
ter's, 1988. N. J. St. T. C. 200 p. ma.

1199. Libkind, Herman, A high school course in the cilemistry of
Master's, 1939. Ariz. St. T. C.,'Tempe 58 p. ms.

12p0. Morris, X. Elisabeth. ()instruction and teaching of a unit on soundIn the third grade. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
1201. Oakley, William Z. A study of the relationship between certain factorsand achievement in college treshmai chemistry. Muter's, 1989. Louishina State.(Abttract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. 8.: 45-4a)
Attempts to determine tho significance of a more rapid, theoretical approach to generalchemistry ; tbe effect of the lack of a unit in high-school chemistry on achievement in fresh-man college chemistry ; and the relative value of certain criteria of prediction for selectingstudents for Medal courses in chemistry.

1202. Ogg, John Z. A source unit on fluids. Master's, 19404 Ohio State.
121 v. ms.

1208. Orr, Walter Rogers. A survey of high school chemistry in Texas.Master's, 1940. Texis Tech. Coll. 00 p. ms.
Analyse' th number of high-school students taking chemistry ; the organisation of thecourse ; its aims in different schools ; the materials and meth4db used In tesealag tbecourse; the training, experience, tenure, teaching load, and salary of tbe teacher.
1204. Pratt, Millard Wheeler. An evaluation of a chemistry Course bleedupon the opinions cc high school graduates. Master's, 194(). Cob. 11.1L Ooll. of Ed.
MO& ihnith, Sister Gertrude Zoos. A study of the chionistry ói tbe Catholic

secondary schools of nortligrn New Jersey. Mastees, 1939. N. J. St. T. C.Sep. nis.
earollsent, textbooks, laboratory ;Eptipmelet'i elaseroosi activities, teacher pewratios, and tits- various _view readers. Amin teachers la 41 Catboat esesadaryabode of the ares.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES

1206. Stone, Loyal Russel. Organic chemistry for secondary schools. ,Mas-
ter's, 1940. Ohio State. 150 p. ms.

1207. Taylor, Glen Roe. Status of physics in the public high schools of
Texas. Muter's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 97 p. ma

Analyses the status of the schools offering physics as to the cost of teaching tbe subJect,
icience requirement for graduation, and increase in the science cUrriculum, enrollment,
failures, alternation of teaching courses from year to year; the status, number, sex, train-
ing, and tenure of the physics teachers ; methods of teaching the object and tbe teachers'
views on the trend of the subject.

1208. Thunem, Kenneth Roswell. The validity af offering technical chem-
istry in the high school. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1200. Troutwein, W. Earle. An analysis of the activities of coal mining for
high school physics and chemistry courses at Robertsdale, Pennsylvania. Mas-
ter's, 1946. Penn. Stat. 48 p.

Reconstructs the chemistry and physics courses of study to include data on soft-coal

1210. Turner, Kenneth C. The relation of certain factors to success in col-
lege physic& Master's, 1040. Nebraska. 48 p. ma.

Compares the relationships between success in college physics .and mathematical achieve-
ment, achievement in high-sfhool physics, and sise of the high 'schail in which preparatory
physics was taken.

1211. Wiser, J'ailiu Eldred. Demonstrations in colloid chemistry for high
school student& Master's, 1940. Peabody. 159 p. ms.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1212. Anderson, Geneva F. A study of the differences in comprehension in
reading an assignOmt in the social studies. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1213, Ashley, Flois L. An investigation of the trends in the teaching of the
social studies. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. (Abstract in: East Texas
fiti.tte teachers college. Graduate studies 1940: 9-10.)

Studies tbe changing objectives in the social studies as tbe basis for consequent changes
in the other phases of the social studies program. Reveals that character training is the
general aim and that the modern method of accomplishing this training is through social
nude ding. Traces tbe transition from the textbook and recitation methods to the
activi techniques now so popular. Discusses the transition from the traditional essay'
tjpefof examination to the objective forms of tests, and studies the efforts to standardise
social studies tests.

a

1214. Bryant, Stella Senor. The present status of sociology in Texas high
schools. Master's, 1940. North Texas Elt. T. C.

1215. Chrisman, Richard Gentry. A survey of the teaching of the eocial sel .

ences in the secondary schools of Kentucky. Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 91 p. ms.
Analyses replies from teil schools to a questionnaire sent to higt-school principals and

aocial-acienos teachers asking for data on the methods of teaching social sciences, study
periods, libraries, work materials, testa, and current events. Indicates a predominance of
history and political selienost wide use o$ the unit-study method, favorable reports on the
panel discussion where it is Used, and the use of newspapers and magazines with related
studies of current events. Itecommends the use of larger libraries, improved assignMents,
awe bulletin boards, radio, and film

Capimir, Constance. The determination of criteria basic to the selec-
tion tit materials for a reading props= in junior high scbool social studies.

4Muter's. Mt Coto. It. Coll. a at
1217. Crews, Mrs. Z. C. A social studies curriculuii for seventh and eighth

Master's, 1010. West Texas St. To Q.
. .
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1218. Emrick, Leland B. prays of dealing with propaganda in the social
studies. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 63 p. ma.

Gabel, Otto larval,. The effect of definite versus indefinite quantitative
terms upon the comprehension and retention of social studies material. Doctor's,
1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress ofresearch, no. 01)

Describes an experiment conducted with 1,827 pupils in grades 6, 11, 10, and 12 in 9school Weems In northern Illinois. Concludes that in social-studies material the definitepresentation og quantitative terms is more effective than tbe indefinite presentation, regard-less of tbe typ of quantitative concept or grade level, provided that both methods of presen-tations are subjected to the same test of total effectiveness.
1220. Grim, Paul Ridgeway. A technique for evaluation of attitudes in the

social studies. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.
1221. Harter, Francis W. A survey of social science concepts that are neededfor adult reading and that should be taught in high school. Master's, .1940.

South Dakota. 52 p. ma;

1222. Itlx, Richard Milton. Methods employed tn the enrichment of social
studies instruction in tbe elementary schools of Texas. Master's, 1989. Agr.
and. Mech. Coll. of Texas. 55 p. MS.

Analyses replies to Questionnaire sent to 100 treason in u many schools to determinethe methods, means, and devices need for enriching soclaliodence teaching. rinds that58 methods wore In we; and that the sine of the school and the pia. of work &eternisedthe enrichment devices used.
a

12U. Jowitt, Arno Joseph. A study to determine the results of instructionin the detecting and analyzing of propaganda in the eleventh and twelfth trades,.
Doctor's, 1940.

1224. Jones, elan Borodino. An analysis of the social studies materials forthe fifth grade. Muter's, 1040, Cincinnati. 92 p. ms.
1225, Jones, Iva Lou. Social Bindles in the elementary school. Master's,

1940. Georg(' Washington. 55 p. ma
Traces tbe historical background of social-studies instruction la the elementary schOolfrom 1857 to 1924.

Korninger, Rupert Clifford. An __evaluation of tbe introductory so-
clology courses at the Ohio State university. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.
(Abstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral dimmer/attains, DO. 31:141-48.)

Describes and evaluates three owns in introductory sociology.

1227. Langley, Robert William. Trends and changes in the methods ofteaching the metal studies in the elementary acbool during the last 21) years.
Master's, 1940. Redlands. 10 p. m&

*1228. Manama; Murry Bryant. Factors associated with success and fail-ure in learning the social Manse. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, GeorgePeabody college for teachers, 19W. 5 p (Abstract a Contribution to education,no. 281)
Studio the eftet el achievement, .payebologfral, and interest tatters on semen in thesocial studies a 5,221 eight-grade cidldno in 116 States. Finds a higher relationebtpWawa achievement :actors and tbe social el*Iss than between 1-psycholog1cal factorsai0 the social studios; thaelows sad higher seam than girls on history and geographyachievement torts ; that open., childten sindying bistory sod seosrapby partielpits Is.extracurricular activities and bobbies related to their spbeol work whims retarded thilemgarticipatt la tow activities oannectod with tkeir aehoq wodt.
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12110. Bedpath, Ingle*Freeman, Teaching social science activities In a rurar
school in the range country. Master's, 1940. Arizona St. T. C. 198 p. ma.

1281. Ring, Toivo Elmer. The teaching of time and calendar In seepodary
schools. &aster's, 1940. Iowa. a.

128Z Shaft, Hazel B. A suggested program of social studies for a selected
group of high schools in -Michigan. Master's, 19110. Mich. St. Coll. 71 p m&

1235. Elhewey, Virginia. A brief history of sociology u reflected in tbe
development of the American sociological society : its grbwtb in tbe curricula .of
colleges and universities and its influence in modern literature. Master's, 1930.
Ohio Univ. 94 p. ms. (Abstract is: Ohio university. Abstracts of muter's
theses . 1: WOO.)

Traces the development of sociology as a science and ails subject of iguy ruction in col-
leges and universities in the United Maim and suggests a technique tor estimating the
extent to which the working priaciplei ot sociology may be prmented intelligibly to the
body attitudes, beliefs, and opinions which mastitute public opinion.

1234. Thomas, Le:bris C. Developing and evaluating a cotpmunity social sci-
ence program for the seventh grade. Master's, 1940. North Texas St: T. C.

1235. Turner, Charles James, Jr. Some changes during the last 20 years in
materials and methods in elementary social studies. Dittoes, 1940. Missouri.

an Voss, Xary Margaret Odom. Otincepts essential for mastery of fourth
grade social studies. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract iss: University of
Colorado studies, General series (A), voL iltk no. 3: 125-26.)

Attempts to determine the sorial-etudiee concepts essential to tbe understanding of the
social-studies units of work as taught in the fourth grade en Fort Worth, Tex.; and to
discover to what extent these concepts are contained in reading material made available
to the child for the understanding oi these snits. Concludes that the course of study
present$ too many concepts and attempts to eover too broad a ilekt for foortbsrade under-
standing; that the available reading material contains an Insuficient number of essential
comets; that tall course of study ta board largely on the children' interests and activities.

1237. Warren, Lee Donald. A social studies program for the non-academic
pupil. Doctor's, MO. Pent. State. 155 p. MIL

Defines tbe aon-acadesnk pupil u one Taro displays a passive ratter than an active
intend* in his school program, with a tendency toward scattered interests, and generalised
rather than abstract thinking ability. Analysers recent textbooks in the social-studies
Program' for tit, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades% analyses, represpntative courses of
study in the sociatetudies field; surveys tbe peasant elteringe tor the non-acadmaie pupil.
especially in Pennsylvania ; and analyses the product et news agencies for a period
of time by groups of teachers, groups of students, and others. Pretests a social-studies
program for aosikeademic pupU

1238. Wasson, Roy John. Certain social studies content of children's letters
and conversation. Doctor's, loot Colo St.. Coll. of Et (Meld study no. 1.)

1239, Weller, 'both. A comparison of state courses of study in the social
studies in the Intermediate grades. Master's, MO. West Texas Bt. T. C.

1240. Valve, John Stover. A sequential curriculum'wit* the social studies
and natural edemas as cores. Doctor's, sta Nfw York. 256 p. ms.

Outituesaa currWsbna covering the educational experienees if the tadMdual tram primary
imbed to vedette stilly with emphasis ea the maim* hIglmocheol leveL

1241. Wilkie Xargaret IL Analysis of literature to discover devices ibto
mantles in the social studies. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 95 p. ma.

UK WOfford, Eat* V. A study of the questions asked by i.41 - i of different
age Welk who have had the same experience In a school 'è 4

t t
i Curricula=

*typal, iNew York &late teachers college.) 1

Allitellio tit mattes. al 115 Atkins men la age tram 5 to 15 year% es Geld eaceurdese
la the social studies, rinds that *Rim 4 different ales an tatroltod lm alrorost
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1243, Wood, Prank Ural. Trends in social studies In the public school
program, 1937-$9. Mastees, 1940. Virginia.

1244. Yarrington, Innis E. Some difficult concepts in the elepentar* social
studies. Master's, 1939. Temple. 186 p. ma.

GEOGRAPHY

1245. Barker, Roils C. A wprkbook for the fourth grade level of World
geography.. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 167 p. m& (Abstract in:
East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies 1440 : 10)

Prbents a workbook for both the teacher and the child.

1246. Jones, Janet 8. Children's concepts of indefinite qttantitative terms in
ge(igrapby. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1247. Lachut, Adeline Naomi. An experiment vital a state-name test
Master's, 1940. Se. T. C., Fitchburg. 84 p. ma.

Compares the results of administering State-name test to 184 sixtb-grade pupils and to1b7 college freshmen. Finds that sixth children are able to locate about one-third ofthe 48 States under the conditions of tbe text, and that college freshet:ben from the samevicinity were able to locate about three-fourths of the States under the same conditions oftesting.

1248. ,Naquin, Arthur Louis; Thb comparative effectiveness of the textbookmethod 'and the still plbture supplement to the textbook method in informationallearning in sixth grade geography. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (AbstractLouisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8.: 143.)
Describes an experiment conducted in the Thibodaux elementary school to determinewhether or not still-picture visual aids were superior to the traditional method of teachinggeography, titling two sixth-grade classes of 28 pupils each in the experiment which lasted 12weeks during the session 1938-39. Concludes that the picture supplement method of teachingadds flexibility which helps provide (or individual differinces.
1249. Ragan, Wary Jayne. A course of study for teaching geography in tbefourth grade. Mastet's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
1250. Roberts, Pauline. To what _extent has geography changed from a physi-cal science to a social science? Master's, low. Texas.
1251. Schrock, Sister X. Braga*. The relative merits of different kinds ofmaps In the teaching of geography. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 42 p. m&
Describes itn experiment conducted with 40Q ehildren. ranging in *age from 106 to 12,5years with IQs of 105 and more to determine the effectiveness of different types of maps,as muttered with a travel story containing the same information, on the teaching ofgeography. Elbows that map study produces better learning than mere reading information.

kt.

1252. Tarpley, Carta X. 'The development o the use of maps in the teachingof geography. Master's, 1940. East Texas tilt T. C. 101 p. me.
Dbroms the part played by the United States in map making from pioneer dhys to thepresent ; the present trend in selecting maps, atid the symbols òsed on current maps ;tYPee of maps neceesiary and suitable for classroom use in the elementary grades. Con-cludes that the persons responsible for selecting maps for use in the schools should becomebetter acquainted with the types of maps so that wiser selectionso could be made.
1253. Tobin, Catherine Louise. . An analysis of some difficulties encounteredby sixth grade pupils la the study of geography. master% Da St* T. C, NortbAdams. 48 p. me.
Attempts to determine reading difficulties ta geograpbz, texts; the extent to viielkvocabulary and context difficulties prevent learning; what children do when confronted witbunfamiliar ideu; whether a sieeplifIcation ot expression is neeessary ; and if there Is needet teecbing a tech:Ikel vocabulai7 systematically. Cen4tiodee tbat no correct Wises canbe termed in the mind of a child if he does not knot .the meaning of the context, andpat without cornet metal images geography cannot is real to a MIL
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0544 Toler, Lola. A course of study In geography of the United States for
tbe fifth grade. Master's, 1040. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

HISTORY

1265: Aherne, Charles Frederick Developing attitudes through tbe teach-
ing of history. Muter'& Boston Univ. 83 p. m& it*

Presents units of work aimed at the development of empathetic attitudes toward the
Irish, Negro, Italian. and Jewish races.

1256. Alexander, Ida Grace. A teachers' manual for the Integration a twelfth
year courses in Engligh, American literature:, and United Sties history. Doc-
tor's, 1940. New York. 220 p. ma.

Bets up a manual which Is divided into 3 pirts : Part 1 gives the class set-up, a digest of
the t7pes of class wort, and the period and the day arrangements ; part 2 contain the actual
manual subject matter composed of study units for the integrated subject' ; and part 3 con-
tains copies of the objective Wilts 'given to integrated and control groups of high-achool
tudents and the Malts of these testa.

1257. Bailey, Thurman J. The. present
s

status *of tbe content of American
history as taught in Florida high school& Master's, 1940. Ball St. T. C. 202
p. rat

Couchettes that teachers are itressing political topics (particularly governments) affairs,
Viet= attain, wars, political issues, and territorial expansion) more than others ; that

'economic topics rank second in emphasise followed by social and cultural topics.

12584 Campbell, Don W. \Fffectiveness oLteaching techniques in influencing
pupae attitude toward peace and war. DoctPi, 1936. Penn..State. 111 p. m&

.1259. Church, Alfred N. The study of China and Japan In Americai secon-
dary schools: what Is wOrth teaching and what is being taught? Doctor's, 1940.
Harvard. 895 p. m&

Attempts to determ!ne what Americans should know About China, Japan, and the lacerate
of the United States in the Western Pacific area ; and what American secondary schools
are teaching about Ws region. Suggests that pupils be taughj the narrative histories of
China and Japan ; tbe organisation of society and tbe life of the people in China and Japan ;
the cultural contributions of the Far East to the world in the realms of material culture,
fine arta, literature, and 0111°661*y ; modern problems and trends in the Far Bast ; tbe
place of the Philippines and of Hawaii in Pacific affairs ; end Russia in the Far East.

1210. Cypher,' Irene Fletcher. The magi u a medium for communicating
historical and geogratihical 'fakir. Master's, 1940. New York. 44 p. ma.

Traces the Mewled development of the map and shows the growth of the map itself.
Finds that the map communicates both geographical and historical facts ; and that each
map should be stpdied and judged, in the light of the information which-lt is intended to*
communicate.

1261. Dante., Xaxine X. Travel and transportation in 'American history
to 18(10, a spurt* book for children. Muter's, 1940. Iowa,

1262, Giddings, Ernest Z. The effectiveness of a pupil activity procedure
In the teaching of United- States history. at Ottawa Hills high school, Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Mich. St. Coll. 55 p. ma.

1288, Jordan, Franklin V. A suggested procedure for teaching the history
of Arisona In tbe junior high school. Muter's, loa Arizona St. T. O. 86
9. ma.

1264. Lana, 'Asher Bob, A study in the trádition of the Constitution in- the
TIVied States. Muter's 1960. Cokumbla.

1265. Liljengram, Philip LI Tentative units In the correlation of American
bistory and American literature at North Park college academy, Chicago.
Mastees, 1040. Ohio Stat& 100 p. ma.
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1286. Lott, Hiram V. A comparative study of five criteria for predicting
achievemeid In freshman history in the Junior division at Louisiana State uni-versity. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State uni-
versity. Bulletin, vol. 32,.N. S. : 45)

Finds the American council psychological examination and the Nelson-Denny reading testthe best criteria for predictiem of achievement ; and students from the medium and largergraduating classes of high school show slightly higher achievement ratings in freshmanhistory than do students from the. graduating classes of small high schools.
1267. McNamar, Frances Sacks. A child's history of early Terre Haute and

yigo County. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 185 p. ms. (Abstract in: Intgana
State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 11: 13748, Juiy 1940)

Describes tie writing of a social, economic, and industrial history of Terre Haute andVigo County from 1700 to 1860 for third-grade children.
\
'ONEuropean

1268. McNamara, Sister Just& The teachability of certain concepts in mod-
histOry in the secondary school. Dortor's, 1940. Johns Hopkins.

. 1269. Newman, Caroline Ruth. To approach the interpretation and teaching
of American history through songs and poetry that were contempoiary with each
period.. 'Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 163 p. ms.

1270. Otto, Lenore V. A decade of trends in history in the curriculum with
special reference,to grades four to six. Master's, 1940. Bowling Green. 119 p.ma. (Abstract in: Bowling Green State university. Abstracts of masters' theses,
1935-1940: 51-62) .

Studies changes in the teaching of history in 30 school syitems, as .sheiwn by changes ino .= tion, grade placement, textbooks, and in opinioEs of educators retarding the trendin history according to their viewpoints. Shows the need for a ungled program of socialstudy extending from the first grade to the twelfth, which would give an integrating programin the social stpdies." 6

1271, Overbeay, Ka ti ,een Iler. The psychology of attifudes to be developed
in world history (inclu'is ng. an analysis and criticism of,\ the social aims andhuman attitudes as presented in world history textbooks). Master's, 1939.Illinois.

12/2. Page, Kennett D. The reading of eighth grade pupils pertaining to
American history. Muter's, 1940. Iowa.

1273. Phipps, Wlllian Rodgers. An experimen&al study in developing his-tory reading ability with sixth grade children throigh development of history
vocabulary. Doctor's, 1938, Johns Hopkins. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins press,
1940. 78 p. (Johfis HoPkins university. StuOies in education, no:28)

snort Rackley, John' Ralph. The relationship of the study of history to
student attitudes. Doctor's, 1946. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody collegefor teacher% 1040. 5 p. (Abstract of Comtributions to education, no. 280)

Amami replies to a questionnaire lled out by students :in 20 dliterent colleges andvanities inArkansas, Lobisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas to determine whether 91, not seniorsin college who majored in history tend to view socAal probl differently tram studentswho did their maior work in other subjects; and whether or college student.. who earn*dr way throngh school tend to view social problem: differently from' who earn Dimeof their income u college students.- Indicates that .the attitudes of students majoring inhistory, and the attitudes of students working theft Way thrOugb college cutter utue fromthose of their fellow studenis.
.12/5. Smith, Lela . V. A sixth grade course Of study fit European back-grounds of American historY. *aster% 1946 Okla A. & M. Coll.

276.: Spits, Iyene.-. An Wittiest into *the reiatli4 Offeetiveness of direettid and
. undirected study in. woad. history classes. Mai&se .1981k 45
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p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal,
11 : 180-40)

Compares the reiults of directed and undirected study in two classes of 26 members each
in world history. Concludes that better results were obtained from the directed-studY
method.

1277. Tucker, Inez S. A study of the presentation of world history in the
social science curriculum. Master's 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 210 p. ms.
(Abstract in: East Texas Sate teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940:
60-61) ..

Describes the operition of the social science corrfcuipm in the Kilgóreu Tex., high school,
in which world history is taught in the nintk grade.

1278. Upshall, C.gC. Reatfing ability and success in college freshman history.
Bellingham, Western Washington college of education, 1939. 7 e i

Describes an experiment in which the Nelson Denny reading test and . council
psychological examination were administered to college freshmen.

1279. Verhey, Anne. Evaluations of and recommendations for constructive
activities related to a unit on Indian life. Master's, 1944 Iowa.

c.Nick

1280. Elkins, John Clark. An experimental study of the changes in certain
attitudes of 46 pupils In a ninth grade civil goVernment class in the Ypsilanti high
school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1281. Jackson, Mary Alice. Citizenship training through extracurriculum
activities in Wythe county. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 113 p. ms.

1282. Kincaid, William Marvin. A study of certain practices in Atizenáhip
training among Texasi high schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

1283. Ludwick, Heiry. Some objectives Or 'the teaching of civics at Ottawa
Hills high school. Msters, limo. Mich. St. Ooll. 44 p ms.

1284. McNutt, Kathryn. Education for citizenship In the elementary schools
of the maid states. J master% 1940. Cincinnati. 101 p. ms.

Surveys, historically, the development of education for citizenship in tbe elementary
schools of the United States. Emphasises the necessity for democratising.the saws to
serve a changing social order, and gives examples of reorganised programs in the nodal
studies.

1285. Nooks, Gerald Beavers Citizenship values in utilizing the school service
motive in the elementary school. Master* 1010. Texas.

1286. Palmer, Irene K. the social civic curriculum in the public high
schoolsof Yonkers, blz- Y., certain fundamental social needs? Doctor's, 1940.
Fordham.

1287. Ray, Mabel Ilurks. A study to determine the relative value of gains
In civic knowledge, skills, and attitudes in community Alice as compared
with those in traditional eighth grade history. Master's, MO. Worth Texas
St. T. C.

1288. Roberts, Nary Procter.. Teaching moderli.blitory by !mans of current
events. limiter% late Texas.

. . , .

*1280.. IlamfOrd, Clams* D. An expe al' study of the -Weal of. teach-
fng etOent events In connection with a s i school course hz modern lbropean
bfatOrx. -Doetoos, 'ink New York. -1412 p. ina. 4 1

.

1290. Thontas, William. X. The proica and post-civics . attitudes of 80
mentors u measured by the .Acile of Welk-01sta 42 nd VI of the Progressive
Sties .0110010017;. Silitit'si. AO.* : laddiPti... .
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*1291. Wooden, Clarice Janette. World history for civic purposes. 'Master's,
1940. Boston Univ. 95 p. ms. .

Attempts to determine by analysing replies to a questionnaire sent to teachers of historyin high schools of Massachusetts, what topr or fields should be selected to fulfill mostadespately the civic purposes for teaching th subject in secondary school. Shows theneed for an authoritative set of objectives to the classroom teacher in giving a better iand more interesting course.

ECONOMICS

1292. Davis, Herbert G. A survey of economics in the public secondary
schools of Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 108 p. ms. (Abstract is: Ohiounivirsity. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1940 : 18-14)

Finds that courses in economics are offered in 0.2 percent of the large city schools, 85.5percent of the exempted village schools, and 12.25 percent of the county or rural highschools; and that thi majority of the schools not offering definite courses in economicsattempt to include tbe subject matter in other suitable courses. Offers suggestkas forimproving instruction in economics.

1293. Evans, Charles McKinley. A curricfilum experiment in applied eco-nomics. Master's, 1940. Kentucki. 113 p, ms.
Describes the preliminary steps in an experiment in applied economics, carried on inrural areas With the view to determining whether the introduction of instructional mate-rials pertaining to diet into the curriculum will affect diet practices.
1294. Jackson, Warren L. Economics as a secondary school subject.Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1295. Ikelly, Helen J. Unit organization of five topics in economics for thetwelfth school year. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 171 p. MS.
Presets a suggested 40-week functional rse in economics expressed in units.; and thecomplete unit organisation of 5 of the .1 4. Comments on the results obtained in tbeteaching of the material in a school in Natick, Mass. Discuss the advantages and thedisadvantages of the unit-assignment method to the student, and the advantages aidthe disadvantages to the teacher of this method of teaching.
1296. Rich, L. Charles. The correlation of bookkeeping with economics inthe high school curriculum : a suggested program for synchronising the one year

high school bookkeeping course with economics in both content and method.
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

UN. Start* Milton% The growth and development of the Department of
economicsq at the College of tbe City of New York, 1847-1999. 1940.Coll. of the City of N. Y. 124 p.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

1298. Clark, Georgians. What principles of democracy can be taught In
schools? Platteville, Wisconsin, State teachers college, MO. 15 p. ms

Shows that the teaching of democracy is best started in the laver grades and the prin.dples made functional throughout the Illith-school jeers.
sL199. Driscoll, Katharine. Are teachers interested in things political?

Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 77 p. mu.
Disown the ideals of &many ; education for democracy ; dielicleselee in the America,way of life ; lack of interest u a deadest/ in the democratic way of life; and the noessoityfor development of Interest in politics. Analysts results of a teat on contemporary per*eonalities obtained bran 78? teachers and teachers in training. Condoles that teachesare not interested ig .political affairs.

1300. 'Xashek, John Boy. The theory and prattle, of adult political educe-Mu. Doctor% 1910. Iltaneecta. \
11101. Shively, C. P. Tbe beliefs at 500 b1st4thool seniors morning Arne&

social, and emote .Problema Mote% 1900* 110d011eai t
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1802. Sorenson, Frank Z. A course in modern problems for the senior high
school. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: University of Nebraska. Ab-
stracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 175-83)

Describes the method used in selecting a list of significant national problems, and the
technique used in evaluating them. Presents a unit of work on four important fational
problems for use in the secondary wheals.

1308. Sutton, Xathirine Augasta. Introduction to the study of contem-
porary civilisation ; a textbbok and study guide. Doctor's, 1940. New York.
Me p. me.

. ,

1804. Tracy, Mary Katherine. A study of student activity in problems of
democracy classes. Master's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract di': Clark university.
Abstracts of dissertations and iheses, vol. 12: 132-84)

Attempts to determine the degree to which clam projects involving first-hand experiencing
.were being carried 'on in problems of democracy daises, and with what results. Finds that
visitation of dvic departments by classes were favored by 50 percent of the teachers inter-
viewed ; that the main reason cbers 44d not introduce more student activity was a
crowded curriculum ; that pup were anxious to do more visiting than they had been
allowed to ale ; that beads of el departments indicated that they were favorable towards
visitation of their departments and evidenced willingness to cooperate with teacher and
stndeits in first-hand experiencing.

PSYCHOLOGY

.1805. Adams, Clifford Rose. Individuzil differences in behavior resulting
from experimentally induced frustration. Doctor's, lima Penn. State. 196
p. me.

Attempts to determine if neurotic individuals differ from stable individuals tu : Respect
to susceptibility to frustration ; respect to actual task performance when the performance
situation is deliberately designed to produce frustration ; emotional behavior when con-
fronted with a frustrating performance situation ; and on the basis of otber,overt behavioral
data gathered in the experimental situation or in other situations incidental to tbe conduct
of the experiment. Concludes that the Bernrenter personality inventory differentiates neu-
rotic and stable subjects in terms of agitated behavior resulting from certain frustrating
situations.

01306. Balinsky, Benjamin. An analysis of the mental factors of various age
groups from 9 to OD. Doctor's, 1940. New York. Genetic psychology monographs,
23 : 191-234, February 1941.

Finds that the character of mental organisation changes over a span of groan; that when
interpreting tests of intelligence, it is necessary to take into consideration the factor or
chronological Age ; that tbe same test, given to a person of a certain age may not measure
the same abilities in him that it would measure when given to an older or younger person ;
and that even though the whole intelligence scale may yield the same factors for a wide
span of years, tie separate tests that coupes* the scale may not necessarily be described in
team ot the Om factors from ass to age.

&Mgr. Brener, Roy. An experimental Investigation of memory span. Doctor's,
Chicago. 'Journal of experimental psychology, 28 : 467-82, May ma

(Reprint)
01308. Capps, Harry X. Vocabulary changes in mental deterioration : the

relationship of vocabulary fimetioning as missured by a variety of word meaning
and usage tests to clinically estimated degrees of mental deterioration In "idio-
pathic" epilepsy. Doctor's, IMO. C)oltunbia. New York, 1939. gi p. (Archives

111WelgolollY Se)
18N. Div* !teary Curtis. survey of the psychology c6urses (Wooed in

American Junior contra muter% 19 O. Stanford.

mo., Downs, iliinabetb Lee. A clinical study of tbe mildewy between
verbal behavioral expression! of eodemetonende attitudes Master% 1989. fort
Hay tam. Coll. $00 p.
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o

1811. restinger, Leon. Wish, expectation, and group standards as factors
influencing the level of aspiration. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1812. "Caveman*, Harold J. An Investigation of directed Pecan. Masterly
1940. Iowa,

1813. Johnsop, Donald X. Confidence and speed in the two-category judg-ment. Doctor's, 1939. Columbia. New York, 1939. 52 p. (Archives of psy-
chology, no. 241)

Discusses individual differences in speed and confidence of judgment ; and studies therelations within the individial between Confidence and speed, using three Nulled&
1314. MacMillan, John Walker. Eye movements and attention. Doctor's

1940. Cornell.
1315. Margulies, Helen. The effect of race attitude on memory )rnd per-

ception. Master's 1989. Columbia.

1316. Orlansky, :esse. The effect of similarity and difference In form onapparent visual movement. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New York, 1940. 86 p.
(Archives of psychology, no. 246)

17. Pegram, Edn!i Lee. A study of environmental stimulatioi re-evalu-ated In terms of changes made by individuals. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
1318. Bigney, Margaret Z. Introspective ability in chddren. Master's, 1909.Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher

degrees 1940: 101-102)
Attempts to determine tbe character of the introspective reports of children between 6and 9 years of age.

1319. Russell, Ruth Ladd. The variability in intelligence between siblings.Muter's, 1940. George Washington. 85 p. me.
Attempts te determine the variability of IQ's between siblinp, baud on the records ofthe research department of tbe public eebools of the District of Columbia for 500 families of2 or more children. Finds a greater range of deviation between siblings in small familiesthan in large families ; and that the average IQ of the family tended to decrease as thenumber of thildren in the family increased.

1320. Shaw, William Asbury. The relation f muscular action potentialsto imaginal weight lifting. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New 'York, 1440. 52 p.(Archives of psychology, no. 247)

1301. Somerville, James X. The Bergsonian concept of ,memory In the light
of modern experimentation. Master's, 1989. Po (41ftract Pordhamuniversity. Dissertations accepted for higher . : 102-103)

*Iki.2. Twining, Paul lirnest. The relative im tance of Intervening activ-ity and lapse of time in the production of forget Doctoes, 1981 Chicago.Journal a experimental psychology, NI 4834019 y 1940. (Reprint)
'Dim Wickert, Frederic. The interrelationships f some general and specific

preferences. Doctor's, 1938. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries,sto. (Reprinted from Journal of social psychology, 11 : 2M44)

MUSIC EDUCATION

1824. Alcorn, Zarl X. A survey of band pract4c. techniques and rehearsalipcentlyes In California central coast high schools. 1,1faster's, 1940. Coll. of thePacific: 141 p. ms.
1

Winds wide variation in ebulous botweeNschools.

' I

UM. Alruts,, LOuis W, A ¡tut)" of popular lusic and reactions tO Us UseAz. schools. Maiste.r'si,. 1039 iloitlAtepterii.. A
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CURRICULUM 'STUDIES 111

1326. BaAmbach, Carl S. A' study in music aptitude teaching. Master's,
1940. N: Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

1827. Bienstock, Sylvia F. The prediction of musical achievement. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 69 p. ms.

1828. Bixel, Ruth. An investigation of the effect of practice in transposi-
tion upon the ability to read at sight. Muter's, 1940. Ohio State. 86 p. ms.

Analyses music reading ability and the effect of transposition on ability to read at
sight,

1329. Blau, Edith. The use of American folk songs in public schools.
Master's, 1940. George Washington. 47 p. ms.

Attempts to estimate the extent to -which public schools made use of American folk
; to present a bibliography of available material for the teaching of these folk songs ;

and to contrast the use of the* material with its accessibility.

1330. Bullock, Arnold. A study of the professional outlook on music educa-
Win in the United States. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St T. C., Tempe. 103 p. ms.

1881. Bush, Guy Earl. A study to determine changes necessary to cause the
Texas public school band program to conform to certain accepted standards.
Master's, lima North Texas St. T. C.

1882. Carkhuff, Catherine X. The development of public school music In
the elementary curriculum. Muter's, 1940. Baylor.

1383. Cattadoris, Florence. The relative effects of pre-band and orchestra,
procedure. Mastees, 1940. Kentucky, 10 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the relative transfer effect of pre-band and orchestra procedures
in music education ; and to determine tbe value of the use of the gazette as contrasted with
the piano in preparation for the use of standard band instruments.

1384. Clopton, Robert W. A critical examination and appraisal of some
educational values in the philosophy of instrumentalism. Muter's, 1940.
Hawaii. 125 p.

11181 Combs, X. Browning. Social values developed by group music activi-
ties. Muter's, 1940. Texas.

I.

Cuibage, Ruth Josephine. ,Some sources of musical information out-
side the field of music ; an inalysis of five general reference aids to discover their
woefulness In the. of mUsic. Muter's, 1939. Oolumbia., 1

1387. Culbertson, Paul- Raymond. Attitudes and interests of senior high
school students In music. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1388. Davenport, Amen. An analysis 'of methods of teaching music nota-
tion. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 104 p. ms.

Presents an historical easy on methods of teaching niusip,notation in the United
State, tracing their development from Lowell Mason down to the present time, and
analyses in detail contemporary esetbods.

1. DICHicomo, Lucille. Musk in the rural schools of Boulder County,
Colorado. MaìtIas, 1940. 0610facko. (Abstract its: University of Colorado
'stet** 04,14eral **IOW* (A), vol. 20, no.: 8 al)

Nia0 tha, 15 -*beds have a- 'holy *well orpnisià mote program which consists Pi-
111141.111.0 TIM 211100 schools bars. a segukur mode period, but do not oiler wins% tq
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112 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION..

1340. Donrird, Z. Marion. Music education through 'rhythmic activity forelemntary and junior high school teachers: a handbook for prdessional schoolsfor teacher& Doctor's, 1940. New York. 865 p. mg.
Presents a handbook of rhythmic activities for the improvement of musk instructionabove the primary grades, giving activities suitable for a classroom without Rumble ittikaltar& Describes the use of social dance steps as rhythmic activity in the teaching ofmusk at specific age levels.

1341. Doty, Ben XcCarrey. A study of Instrumental music work of studentsat McKinley high school who had had Instrumental music training in the inter-mediate schools. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 148 p ms.
1342. Dunn, Florence Manatta. The development of community interest In,music through the ecbpol. Master's, 1940. Aria. St T. C., Tempe. 97 p. ms.Points out that proiressive teachers and musk educators recognise the need of a dose:bond between the school and the community ; reviews the use of musk in the schools of theUnited States ; and presents a school-community program.
1343. Dwyer, John B. An original treatise on leaching music appreciationin rural find imall town high; 11,4-vis. Master's, 109. Northwestern.
1344. Eberly, Lawrence E. Outline for a course hi applied piano, harmony,keyboard harmony, history of music, and music appreciation for high schoolcredit& Teachers college journil, 12: 17-19, September 196k (Indiana Stateteachers college) .

1345. Eldridge, Xiriam. Music education for better citizenship. Muter's,1940. Boston Univ. 197 p. má.
Describes the requirements of a better 'social order and music's contribution to it. Dis.cusses the selection of subject matter and of methods of teaching musie In the first I grade, ;and various ways of experiencing music. Recommends that music be incorporated in allcourses of study. Shows the need for well-trained, sympaabstic, and understanding teachersto initiate elementary-school children in the world of music.
1346. Flasher, Mary. Folk songs in tbe Texas public school program.Muter's, 1940. East Tetas St T. C. (Abstract in:. East Texas State teacherscollege. Graduate studies, 1940: 28-29)
Finds that Texas folk songs with their native cowboy songs, Negro spirituals, and worksongs are being utilised rapidly in the music-education program in the Public schools,.
lift Fox, Dalton. Values in music education: Master's 1940. East TaalSt, T. C. 117 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers collége. Graduatestudies, 1940: 2940)
Discusses the objectivie of music eduiatios, and shows that susie is the best WOinstrument now being used in educating for clammily.
I348. Pries, Robert. An arrangement of Grieg's Sonata, opus 13, as a violin

concerto tot teaching purpose& Muter's, 1940. Iowa.
1349. Fritz, J. Carl. A comparison of musical capacity and musical achieve-ment of SpanishAmerican thx1 American pupils in Morencl junior high school.

Master's, look Arizona. 42 p. nia. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record,vol. 84: 28)
rinds that on the Kwalwasser-Dykema music test and the lwalwasserameh tests ofmusical accomplishment the American pupils showd statistically significant soperiolitr.
1350. Gaston, IL Thayer. A study of the trends of attitudes toward music hi

school children with attudy 'of the methods used by high school stutients LnaIght*reading music. Doctor's, 1940, Kansas. 194 is. mi.
Mt Gavin, NIA's'. introduction to iitude for junior

Ma s t e e s, 1 9 04 . O in cin n a t i. 1 2 0 is. as.
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.1852. garnet, Sterling. Musks] discrimination at various age and grade
Doctor's, 1940. Temple. College Place, Wash., College Press, 1940.

MO 9. -

11158. Giddens, Zuni' A. The effect otitraining upon rhythmic discrimination.
Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. O. 56 p. ma (Abstract East Texas State
teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 8041) P

Attempts to determine whether or not training in rhythm improves rhythmic discrimina-
tion in tbe children of the intermediate grade. Concludes that training has little effect
on the ability to discriminate rhythm ; and that training in rhythmic discrimination is
more effective with younger children than with those who are more mature.

13544 Gratk, lam ri Problems In. Arranging selected works of Bach for
high school orchestras. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1355. Green, Lucile Wilkerson. The preparation and presentation of the
musical program in the elementary school with special reference to those pre-
seated by Bossier parish schools (Louisiana) in 1968-89. Master's, 1989. Louisi-
ana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S. :

19840)
Grundman, Clare 3, Classroom materials for elementary instrumental

training. master% sta Ohio State. -85 p.

Haderer, Waiter. Problem in arranging Mozart's Fantasia and Sonata
In 0 I as high school orchestra teichipg material. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

Hallowell, Wilma. Some teaching problems in Beethoven's pianoforte
ta opts 14, no. 1. Muter's, IMO. Iowa. .

1359, Harlan, Henry Grady. An analysis and general evaluation of public
school courses of study in music. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.

1300. liaris, Kenneth. Guidance, factors Sn the selection Qf students for
the study of instrumental music in the public schools of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Mas-
twee lima North Texas T. O.

1361. Huston, Zames Itifford. Greek folk music for the elementary and
junior high school. Muter's, MO. Ohio State. AO p. ms.

Presents a collation of usable Greek folk songs with eiipters on folk costumes, customs,
duos, instruments, and modal history.

1301 Zack, Alberta Phillips. Child development through participation in
mule Master's, MO. Michigan.

MI frames, Ralph IL Problems° in arranging- a selected group of com-
positions by J. S. Bach as training material for high school band. Master's, 1940.

13.11. Jeffers, Rudolph W. An elementary course of study for string instru-
meat dams. Master's, 1989. Ind. St T. O. 157 p ms. (Abstract M: Indiana
State teaches **liege. Teachers copege journal, 11 : 143, July 4940)

Attempts to develop in the classroom a clue method for the string choir, based on
melodies and standard music works, that the average publioscha\ol music teaches mild

use spectivdy.

1165, Johnson, Nasal L. Creative song writing In the *lenientary slaw&
Mastar's, 1940L St. T. C., Fitchburg. 100 p. ma

Judge tin place of ~iv* song writing la the Runk odocatlos prolikam Dagerian tbs
mewls used fa Wing children mate iSmD, and *owe that the aural of such Nags
aide node laotradlois; and Mean owls maid by boys and Orb of \Abe first 41 grades
la tali Ashbrip Sterling, Towson& and Westminster, Maws. '

igongsbaek, Z. Quentin. 'Problems in arranging
Wild for high school bands Motor% 194 bow
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114 RESEARCH 13TUMES IN EDUCATION

1367. Kooistra, Karl. A study of the uniformity of emotional reaction VAmusic. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 272 p. ms.
Describes experiments conducted with three classes 01 junior and senior high schools andthree claws of university students to determine the uniformity of emotional reactions.Finds no significant diffeiences in the muttons of the two sexes; highly significant differ-ewes between students With and without musical ¡raining.
1868. Kosowsky, Sam K. Problems in adapting- Mozart's Fantasia andSonata (IL 396) for high school orchestra. Masier's, MO. Iowa.
1309. Lampert, Jeanette Carl. The effect of training in music upon scoresearned in Seashore's measures of musical talent Master's, 1940. Kentucky.50 p. m.s.

Conciedes Mitt musical capacity ie Inherent in the organisms, and cannot be materiallyaltered by environmental influence.

1370. Lawhon, John E. A study to determine the extent to which muskstudents have a well-adjusted personality. Master's, 194o. North Tens St. T. Q.
1371. Lewis, John, jr. The composition and educational significance of anoperetta for use In grades 5 to 7. Master's, 194o. Cincinnati. 118 p.Presents aa original operetta, kip T. Winkle, intended for performance by anthemof,,the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades, and interprets its educational eignificanm
1372. Lowry, Mina. Can students of Junior high school ags, of normalIntelligence, who are objectively below normal according, to the Seashore batteryimprove musically with training? Muter's, 1940. Bali St. T. C. 94 p. ma. IDescribs an experiment conducted with 21 Junior high-echool pupils, whose. IQ's gassedfrom 102 to 1111, and whose musk achievement auks during the elementary Wool weiebelow average, to whom the Seashore battery and other objectivejests ware adiegnistutedat tbe beginning and at the close of one semester of music study. rinds that these un-promising pupils improved remarkably in' musical performance, and that tbere was greatvariability in marks on tbe lieuhore test.

1378. Lunt. .4 Audrey X. A tomparative mental-educational and musiesitrvey of the seventh and eighth grades of Denitng school, Terre Haute, 'Whin,In April 1939. Master's, 1989. Ind. St T. C. 98 p ma. (Abstract is: Indianastate teachers college. 'reachers college journal, ii : 140-41, July1940) -Describes an esieriment hi whirl a number of testis were administers. to 250 schoolchildren to °determine whether their music attainments parallel their achievement in moralacademic fields and in mental abilities. Concludes that achievement la music Paranoiaachievement la academic subjects.

1874. IlLeZ1vans7, Minds P. The place of the boy choir in public schwas.,Master's, MO. Kist Texas St. T. C. 80 p. ma. ( Abstract 44: East Tezas Stateteachers college. Graduate studies, 1910: 88-89)
Times the history of the boy choir from its beginning in the fourth emirs to Roamtimes. Concludes that the boy choir is a worth while organisation fry the standpointsa muted training appieciation, and character development ; tbat better trained veesteachers are needed to direct swell choral groups ; and that State lastitutleas er higherlearning should be prepared to offer special courses for those desiring to work with boytheir&

Lift Xe/aughlin, John Robert. A comparative analysis of six beginningstring Methods. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C. -

UM John W. The composition and. production of an operetta fgrurtin secondary schools. Master% sta Otnetariati. 212 p. ma.Ambles problem amiss Is the composition .aid Ptedtkaoa ot an oloorstts soft*foe ports:maw by higbeeebed and presents es edema *netts.
1377. Norris, Allan R. test of musical and Interest for prowsods ot children of the sixth, weight and eighth graft d ths iiiihreodatop!. Masteese 1940. Michigan.
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1ST& Norkett, Sister Nary Elena. Music reading problems in a selected
list of standard songs for Junior high school. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1379. Palm Xarjorie,J. Problems in arranging selected Mexican folk
songs for higfi school Chorus. Muter* iota Iowa.

1380. Rasmussen, Margmtha. A basic plan for music education in the
first six grades of the Urbana public schools. Master's, 1940, Illinois.

1881. Resler, block. A comparative study of , the relative values of voice
class procedures. Master's, 1910 Ohlo State. 72 p. me.

11382, Robinson, Mabel Zvelyn. The relationship between musical aptittede
and other factors. Muter% 1940. Georgia. 40 p. ma.

Finds a positive relationship between musical' aptitude, and mental and achievement age.

18811. Sessions, Alfred Putney. The use and Improvement In clan methods
for beginning school band instruction. Master's, 194a Coll. of the Pacific.
96 v. ms.

Studies published methods tor elementary band instruction in use in high schools, chiefly
in the Ban Joaquin valley, Calif.

!though, Misabeth. An evaluation of the music of the Protestant
church school. Muter's, 1940. Ohio State. 1110 p. me.

1385. 'Smith, Isabel'. Survey of ills value of music to high school graduates.
Muter's, 1910. Ohio State.

rinds tbat musk training was of little value to tbe graduates of three representative
high chools in Lawrence County, Ohio, due to tbe poorly organised school music program
and the I. of a community musk project.

1B8i. lipurgin, /Ernestine Conner. Teaching music to foreign language groups
in elemeitary school. Muter's, 1940. Redlands. 08 p. mi.

1887. Stansberry, Lucille I. Speed versus accuracy in teaching vocal music
In the sixth grade. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 48 p. ma.

Attempts to determine Idol speed or aopuracy should have major imapha!ft in the
teaching of school vocal musk.

1388. Bunt 4 Lloyd Frederick. A history of public school music in the
United States, 1830-1900. Doctor'', 1940. Minnesota. I.

1889. Swanson, Xildred Ann. An analysis of selected sonp with particular
reference to their use for beginning voice study In tbe high school and Junior
college. Muter's, 1910. Iowa.

MO. Taylor, Gene. Social value of dusk education. Master% 1940. Ohio
State. 86 wins.

MI. Tea, Garnet X. The effect of music education on the 'members of the
Whittler school eommun4y, Taylor, Ohio. Master's, 1940, Michigan.

2391 Maims, Clifford Vernon. A critical analysis of mudc materials in
contrapuntal form used for tbe development of music reading In the intermediate
pules with medic . .1 .. eons, master% 194o, Iowa,

1398. Vosellroek, Educatini for democracy through music.
Master's, MO. Ohio Nate. 85 p. me.

nods that WA moat et bigirochool students isu.y. in dosoessey, but by have aday seseepees 01 all that ft balks ; Sat the public Wools are lost lesending eon-
debts le the twigs* et bleak; aed that eie study of made as a was' school subject
esa S ea allethe GOMM in education for democracy.

Vinuman, Zeds Wilcox Problems ja arranging Mozart's Berenadi In
e minor or- ma) far WI Wool *Mantra. Masters, 1.10, Iowa.
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116 RESEARCH STUDIES IN 'CDUCATION

1395. Waldrop, William. Problem of tone productiQn In flute playing: an
experimental analysis. Masters, 1940. Iowa.

1396. Wallace, Vernon Arden. A surrey of the musical history and musical
resources of a California community. Muter's, 1940. Stanford. .

1397. Whedbee, Arnold P.. Survey of music attitudes. Master's, 1940. Colo.
St. Coll. of

1398. White, john Edgar. A survey of the status of the organisation and
administration of school bands in New Mexico. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll.
62 p. ms.

Plods many indications that the school band has a scheduled class for beginners. and bandcredit is commonly accepted for graduation.

1390. Willson, Stanley. Problems in arranging tlie Finale from Sibelius'
Symphony no. 1 in E minor for symphonk band. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1400. Zenor, Mary Zimmerly. Junior high sChool music, the vital link be-
tween required and elective music. Master's, 1940. Jordan Conservatory. 89
p.

Describi:s the changes which take place in the music curriculum in tbe junior high school.

ART EDUCATION

*1401. Bond, Owendoline Vaplesden. Outline for the history of art for high
school students in the City of New Yoik with suggestions to teachers for its use.
Dostor's, MO. New York. 192 p. ms.

Outlines the history of art from prehistoric times to the present, with suggestions forits use.

1402. Bottorf, Edna Annabblle. An approach to an appreciation of art.
Doctor's, 1940. Penn. State. 263 p ma.

Washes criteria for Judging a work of art. Discusses the meaning of art ; tbe abstract
principles of design ; materials and their treatment ; the purpose and the meaning of art ;factors in tbe development of art. Applies criteria and factors to architecture, sculpture,painting, and other phases of art ; and_to art fducadon, presenting them u units of work.

1408. Bush, Desna Zane. A study of art education for the elemtark
grades and a course of suggested activities with possible outcomes. Master's, AM.
Kansas. 118 p. ms.

1404. Buxton, Phyllis Swift. A study of the expression of effect through
lines and colors. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1405. Caruthers, Guinn. The development of mechanical drawing with
special reference-to the Ausiin, Texas, high school, 1896-1840. Master's, iota
Texas.

1406. Cowan, Nargartt Louise. A comparison of two methods of presenting
art subject matter. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 40 p.

Comma tail Presentation of sibject matter by photographic recording with Omit readingof art subject matter. Finds that better impressions were gained treat reading.
1407. Eagle, Clara Maria The use of local historical matorial in an art

education program. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 57 p. aus.
Describes the we ot, folk art in the Western Reserve conannnity, including the monadbuilder Delaware Indian, pioneer architecture; sculpture, handicraft, and iron casting in artdassesin such activities as pupqrt and stage design, miniatures, and Corms& Shows thatthis material encouraied appreciktion for local cults* preserved a documentary record hrfuture use, and stimulated new clam interests*. projectein sculpture, historic &gunge, stagedesign, model and dorms* clbuilding. Conudes that diorama is *a important bodkin*id for both museum and scheol.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 117

1408. Farnsworth, Lucile. Creative art in the elementary school. Master's,
1940. Illinois.

14M. Ferguson, Chvies C. To determine the effect that a course in design
has on skill In Judging structural and decorative design. Master's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

1410. Pritsinger, Caroline. Appraisal of creativeness in art education
through the execution of a mural. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 79 p. ms.

Attempts to evaluate art u an essential factor in democratic intimation; demonstrates
the applicalton of art principles in executing a mural. Finds neglect of training in appre-
elation and a tendency to stress creativeness and relation of art to society. Recommends
the integration of art with other curricular offerings, and cooperation of echool and com-
munity in art project&

1411. Gebhardt, Ann Btellhorn. Process of learning in portrait painting.
Master's, 1940. Ohio State.

1412. Gruse, George X. The justification of a general drawing course for
high schoól boys interested in technical work in college. Master's, MO. Stout.
39 p. ma.

1418. Hargis, Velma Crow. Art -appreciation in the senior high school since
the World War. Master's, 1931 Louisiana State. (Abstract in: 1..nuisiana State
university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 10647)

1414. Hunt, James Robert. The vocational value of mechanical drawing in
the Milby senior high school. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas.
30 p. ma.

Describes interviews witb 110 pupils wbo had completed two or more semesters of drawing
during the years 1933-38 and who were gainfully employed, to determine the type of employ-
ment and the relation of drawing to tbe Job. Plods that 29 percent of the Iry considered
mechanical drawing an aid in their work ; that 43 percent of them believed their drawing
knowledge was either a present or a possible future vocational asset ; that 4T percent do
some technical sketching; 3$ .41 percent read charts, maps, or diagrams; $2 percent do some
calculation ; and 11 percent are engaged in drafting.

1415. Hunter, Allen Xoreland. Intelligence and critical art ability.
Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uilitersitypt Colorado studies, General
serial (A), vol. 28, no. 3 : 57-58)

Describes an everiment in which the Henmon-Nelson intelligence test, and the McAdory
art test were administered to 464 boys and 489 girls distributed almost equally among the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades of a junior biga school. Concludes that pupils of
superior intelligence are suPerior in art Judgment.

1416. Zoeurand, Louis L. The evaluation of a method of teaching ninth
grade irewal drafting. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 100 p. ma.

Describesan experiment in wbjcb thi contml group in the ninth grade of the MO school
in Mast Moline, DL, used regular drawing equipment in studying drafting. and tbe experi-
mental group nods models and drew plans by frt.-band sketching.

1417. Zing, Kenneth A. A study of needs in mechanical drawing subject
matter as Indicated by employers in Grand Haven, Milligan. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.

1418. Lamb, Delbert X. A study of art education in Utah high schools.
Master* 19119. Utah. 72 p. ma.

1419. 3gariani, John. A study of the freshman art appreciation program at
Colorado State college of education. auger's, 1940. Color. St. Ooll. of Ed. -

1420. Maim, Inward G. Comiserictal drawing. Idastees, MO. Ohlo State.
82 p mi.

Diseeloo. 11) commonly need eammercial art awn& wino original azamolas,

.
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1421. Mines Wilhelmina. Art an4 crafts activities In tbe Boston settle-mots. master* 194o. Boston Univ. 189 p, ms.
Diseases art and ciafts activities in the %piton settlements for 114849; comparesthese activities in 20 selected settlements in the Boston area for the years 19.11-ST and19311-80. Memos the relation of art to the settlement ; and suggests a general policyfor art and crafts activities in the settlements.

1421 Moreno, Jose A. Art curriculum for the elementary schools of Puerto
Rico. Master's, 1940. Cola Bt. Ooll. of Ed.

142S. Sarah E. Comparative study of #six art units in Boston as to
creative element In program& Master's, 1939. ft. C.,. Col. Univ. 72 p m&

1424. Ponnington, Xary Floyd. A comparative study of tbe auditory and
visual methods of presenting selected art materials to eit;mentary acilool children.
Master's, 1040. Georgia. 46 p ma. ,

Compares the silent reading of art material with listening to the material being read
by someone else. Finds Went reading more elective.

1425. Smith, Emanuel A. A study of collegi art education In tbe United
state& Muter's, 1939. New York. 91 p. ma.

Discuses the beginning of art instruction in ainerican colleges; college art educationafter the War Between the States ; tbe recognition of tbe line arts as part of tbe curriculum ;aims of camp art education ; typical art values to be acquired ; methods of. teaching ; thecollege Ins art curriculum ; and art education in college from 190644.

142e. Staigiter, Elizabeth IL Art resources for Junior high school based upon
areas of living and relationships within these are!is: an integrating program.
Master's, 1989. T. C., CoL Univ. 40 p.

studies a way of teaching art in connection with the areas of living studied is thejunior high school in Montgomery bounty, Md. Shows the imposlance of art.
1427. Stoops, Victor Leroy. The use of proven art principles in creative

sculpture. Master's, 1940. Oolo. St. ColL of Md.

WS. Strange, Mary. Summary of scientific investigations relating to art
Waster's, Oa Baylor.

1429. Sullivan, Brinton Elliot. A bibliographic ma of color pbotograpby.
Master's, 1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 106 p. ms. .

1480. Wiest, Donald L Creative art expression through the study of modern
stag* deft& Master* 1940. Cola at oat. of

1431. Williams, Xary Lodge. A study of some of tbe Influences of tbe
Bauhaus theories *wart education in the United States today. Master's, 19119.
Ohlo Untie. p. ms. (Abstract is: Ohio universIt7. Abstracts of masters'
theses 19119:09)

, States the Bauhaus theories. rinds that mime at the Bauhaus theorise are in practise tonab* degrees in avowal colleen in the United States ; that terser inetreetors, stadiums,or Mowers et sub theories are activity seamed in the educational or in the intinetrialOdd and have trade &inits oentrIbotIosi ot tuportenes. _

1482. Wood, nettle W. Fostering the creatiwitaal a the child through art
expromiss In the elementary scbooL Master's, MO, Bast Texas lit T. O. 115p. me. (Abstract in: Mast Texas State teachers college. Graduate studio*

1154111)

Amines Nina to a isestiesaatre oncoming th. waft status se art simeatioa la 10liestbers status. Osselodee that art elotatisa is areblag k possible for sore eldliires toWay water art experientes la the eissnorktary seitol; *at art is staking a worthyatiributies to decades in tite integrated sel memo ; and that greater provida4468 made tor advasdag U'ss u soiresiea.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES

. DRAMATICS

119

14811. Blanchard, Fred C. The place of Maxwell Anderson in the American
theatre. Doctor's, 1989. New York. 411 p ma.

Prysents a stulty of Anderson's 20 AM-length plays and other miscellaneous works ; a
compilation and comparison of critical °Dialogs from many sources ; a study of trends and
tendencies of the American theatre; Anil an estimate of his influence on contemporary
drama. Gives a brief biographical sketch, including his teaching experience, and his
journalletk wort prior to his work as a dramatst.

14114. Bogen, Paul L. Diagnostic studie's of abilities of students in dramatic
art, V. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

sun Bradford, Arthur Lenox.. The direction of educational dramatics in
tbe high school.. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college
for teachers, 1940. 8 p. (Abstract of Contributions to education, no. 241).

1436. Davis, !Carry =orbs. First principles of stage lighting: a textbook
plan. Master's, 1940. T. C., Oa Univ. 81) p. ma.

Pneents a plan for a basic text on stage lighting for college one.

1487. DsCou, G. Minors, A survey of dramatte productions in selected high
schools of New Jersey. Master's, DM Temple. 138 p. ms.

1438. lasterly, Xabal Y. Dramatic work In junior high school. Muter's,
1040. ta 'Amur:R. T. C. uk p. ma. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers
college. Graduate studies, 1940: 70-71)

Preents critical evabsation of dramatk wort as a literary device ln teaching1Nrage
arts in the Junior high school. Olvee two short plays with directions for producing

1439. laves, Ilion Plat Diagnostic studies of abilities of students In dra-
matic art, L Matter's, 1940. !owl%

1440. Ferguson, Phyllis Narwhall. Individualising the purpose in school
play production with some school made plays. Master's, 1940. Pittsburgh.

1441. Gate Lois Smith. A guide to plays for Ohristlan education.
Master's, 1981 East Baptist. 4T v. ms.

Bets up criteria tbe eslectlea of plan Lists the plays under the Mowing headings;
Biblical, Christmas, aster, missionary, Cod special daTIL Includes a bibliographY, and alist of putt Mein with tank address's.

1442. Hull, Robeit IL Diagnostic studies of abilities of ancients in dramatic
art, IL Mutees, MO. Iowa.

1441 Lackten, Robert Zones. Exploratory studies of dramatic ability.
Master's, 19 10. Stanford.

*1444. Xichislow, Michael. Tie exists:we of hand-pantomime in the misque
figure designs of Isigo globes. Mastees, 190. New York. p. ms.

Menus his style el drawing and unilerstanding of the use of the hand in gesticulation ;
the sigailkance of the hand attitudes, and et areas of the hand in pantomime.

1:445. Xurray, Jean Olmstead. The aims of the little theatre in American
colleges mettles. Master's, left Ohio Univ. 06 p. ma. (Abstract
Ohlo university." Abstracts of master's' theses 1931: 47)

Tries the history at the WU. theater. Shows that community and university theatersere catering morn and more to audience twos and liwering their standards.
1444. Patti, /oomph IL The drama as a medium tor the study of life problems.

Masters, IMO. Buffalo.

itakst. Anna O., Diagnostic studies a OM. ot iguanas in dramatic
art, Master% MA Iowa.
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120 RESEARCH STUDIES itsT EDUCATION

di 1448. Itamstad, Edith Winchester. Methods to be used in recreational
dramatics for children, derivk from a cokapárative study of existing procedures.
Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1449. Schmidt, Walter C. A case,study sof the insight of high school students
into elements of characterization. daster's, 1940. Iowa.

1450. Selanders, Bonnie Mae. The observance of certain classical practicesIn modern tragedy. Master's, 1940. Kahs. St. T. C., Emporia. 122 p. ma.
1451. Somny, Mary Schiler. An evaluation of special classes in dramatiza-tion in the elemefitary schools. -Master's,' 1940. Iowa.
1452. Strode arbára Jeanette. A *tudy of dramatics in tie first, seclond,and third s I of the Smith college day school. Master's, 1939. Smith.
1453. Vorwald, Loretta R. A study of preferences of seventh grade studentsfor realistic 'and non-realistic plays. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
1454. Wible, Josephine.. The use Of climax in 61 performances of one-actplays produced by high schools. Mester's, 1940. Iowa.
1455. Wignall, Plavia Josephine. Dramatics in the elementary schools.Master's, 1940. Texas.

SPEECH EDUCATION

1456. Brennan, Margaret Virginia. A study of the influence of Quintilian onthe teaching of speech from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century. Doctor's,1940. Stanford. (Absiract in: Stanford university. Abstracts of disserta-tions . . . : 184-88)

1457. Cade, Grace McCallum Jones. Secondary' school epee& education asan aki in guidance. Master's, 1940. Texas.
1458. Chesley, Arthur. A course of study in dbating for high school pupils.Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 67 p. ms.
Develops a course of six units for training in debating in high school.
1459. 'Cross, Henry Norman. A study of the

,

thinking-feiling-doinu tri-chot its application in the field of sOeeib.. Doctor's, 1940. SouthernCalif
Examines the principte that thinking, feeling, and doing are fundamental components ofthe mind.; suggests their relation to wisdom, beauty, and goodness; discussei theorr, RA,and practice. Presents a general classification in the field of speech ; and recommends atheory stressing active and social factors.

.1460. Culp, Mary Lou. Choral speech. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 184delk4p. MS.
Atterapts to view comprehensively all major aspects of choral interpretation of poetry forblab-403W students and adults.
1461. Freed, Conrad. The role of sjpeech in the education process. Doctor's,1940. Southern California.
Shows that educational trend's are toward Rfduction of speciatisation and compartmentali-sation in curricula in favor of broader, and more integrated offerings and more socialisedtechniques. Concludes that .speech techniques will play an enlarged role ip future edits-.tional developments.

:

a
1462. Harbin& Frederick. A fohnukt for tone Oroductlon. Master'sp.1040.Atilt St. T. C., Tempe., 96 p. .

ti6 eoncludes that coordinating breath, resonanat, and &mow as a unit is moot conducive to-tjatactory *msinnt results in 'hiee especiallyla. moor high school or first-yiar.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 121

1468. Herndon, Lucile Tway. A survey of speech correction programs main-
tained by state departments of education and by selected cities of the United
States. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1464. Holcombe, Ray Edward. Implications for the teaching of speech de- *
rived from experimental studies in speech made since 1930. Doctor's, 1940.
Wisconsin.

*1465. House, Ralph Woodard, The efficiency' of a program of initial instruc-
tion on the pionunciation skills at the fourth gradi level as evidenced in skills
growth. Doctdr's, 1940. Penn. State. 420 p. ma.

Attempts to determine how successfully fourth-grade pupils can master tbe use
4

of a com-
plete symbolization, as measured by independent analysis of unfamiliar words, following a
controlled experience with a specific form of instructional miterial. Describes an experi-
ment conducted in tbe public elementary schools of Altoona, Pa., using three experimental
groups of fourth-grade children, and a control group at the same level, in which the Natlofial
intelligence test, wile B, the New Stanford reading test, form Z, visual and auditory dis-
crimination tests, and a pronunciation test were administered. Concludes that the (mule
and success with which fourth-grade pupils can use a complete symbolization u a phonetic
aid in analysing new words seems to dekend largely upon the mPthod of instfuetion, the
materials of instruction, and tbe cómpl&e symbolisation, employed. Lists instructional
materials for learning to analyse words.

1466. liaump, Ethel Amelia. An analysis of the structural differences be-
tween the oral and written language of 100 secondaryechool students. 'Doctor's,
1940. Wisconsin.

n -NO

1467. Knapp, William Jennings. A comterative study of ihe effect of two
types of projects in speech education on the development of speech porsaality.
Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

14168. Kurz, Marguerite M. Choral speaking in the public schools. Master's,
1940. Ohio Btate. 90 p. ms.

4. Studies the benefits, methods, advantages, and dangers in using chork speech as a group
activity for school or civic purposes.

or V1030. Milton, Louise Marie. An experimental itudy of speech-sound dis-
amination. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1470. Polk, Lillian B. A debating program for Louisiana high schools based
on current debating league practices. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Ab-

_ stract Louisiana State university: Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 207.)

1471. Rahe, Herbert Edgar. The histoyy of speech education in 10 Indiana
,, colleges. Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

*1472. Ream Hilda B. A study of the speech needs. of high school stiidents%
In a Penbsylvania German community. Master's, 1940. Maine. 254 p. ms.

Studies* the speech needs of all of the students in grades 9, 10, 11, and 12, a total Of 512
students, in the public schools of Boyert9wn, Pa., many of Whom speak the Pennsylvania
Oermait dialect. Finds that speech throughout the school was Diluted by slovenliness and
incorrect and Indistinct articulation. Studies data coifrerulng the personal history, sgAmeh
history, and timlly background of the students. Finds that' most of the students 'and their
parents were born within the area ; that most of the pupils were employed during vacations
or after school; that their limited vocabularies were due to the fact that Achy did little
reading; that. they had i normal antount of social a9tIvIty and spent a normal amount of

I tins on bobbles, sports, and sunk ; that Penhayivanii German was spoken N percent et
the homes. e I.

1473. Sehaapaint /autos IL The extent to whit* choral speaking may aid
high school pupps In the enjoyment of poetry. Master's, 1940. Coll. of the City
oi N. Y. 80 pmL

s

104. ihriatillen, fla Mimi*. A method of supervising speech improvenxint in
the lower eiementary grades. Mester'se1910. Iowa.
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1475. Tropelair, Corrine X. The comparative study of everyday speech im-
provement under two types of teaching procedures. Master's, 1939. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. 8. : 20&)

Compares the textbook method of teaching speech with the progressive method, using 48
high school seniors as subjects. Finds that the group taught by the progressive method
showed vast improvemesst over the group taught by the textbook method.

1476. Wentworth, Edith T. A survey of methods of improving pitch usagt in
speech. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1477. Wayland, Henry A. A Michigan high school debate program based on
the objectives of high school debating. Nastier's, 19406 Michigan.

JOURNALISM

1478. Andenon, Agnes Nary. Experimental research in creative writing in
junior high school. Master's, 1960. Pittsburgh.

1479. Beinert, Carl John. Practices In publishing, managing, printing, and
financing pupil produced newspapers In the public high schools of Iowa. Master's,
1940. Iowa State. 49 p. me.

1480. Davis, Ivan W. High school yearbook practices in Ohio. Master's,
1940. Ohio State. 79 p. mi.

1481. Davis, iewell Ross. A' suggested course for teaching non-professional
journalism In a state teachers college. Muter's, 1940. Missouri.

1482. Wettest Dolores Marie. A survey of college newspapers to determine
existing and desirable standards. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

1483. Gordon, Allan Thomas. A psychological study of creative writing.
Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 100 p.
lamina' approximately 1,000 student themes, and compares tbe theme material with tb

personality of the writers.

1484. Hertel, Choirles A. A workbook for senior high school journalism stu-
dents. Masterly 1940. Colorado. (Abstract la: University of Colorado Audit*,
General ¡odes (A), vol. 2(k no. 8 : 53-54)

Presents a workbook to parallel and suppleimsent the textbook Joerniaism sad the School
hops, by DeWitt C. lieddi,ck.

485. Huber, Paul. The high school annual. Muter's, 1940. Stout 84p. ma
1486. Nanley, Bruce Z. The extent to which certain writing teChniques and

r

journalisticvolicles are used in Michigan high school newspapers. Master's, nto.
Michigan.

1487. Xurfay, Lillian Annabel A Mstory of the University of Texas press
bureau and a comparative study of press bureaus in other higher educational bksti
tutIons. Master's, 1940. Texas.

. 1488. O'Brien, John Randall. The publication of annuals In the small high
and elementary school /faster's, 1940. Aria. St. T. On Tempe. Id p. ms.

1481 Ostrom, Agnes iala*. women Indiana Journalism. Mister% IWO.
Illasonat .

,

1490. &mast, Ames Zoseph. Business piactices In Publication and
*naming of high Wool ,pere in Wuhington, Oregon, and. California. Mao-
tees, 1940. Washington.- 120p. no. '%. \

Covers information from N high seigois ppblisbia¡ a school newspaper. Ilibils that' east
Wiled vs aampests et. itl,vriiiissla order to Par for tbe *id that taws "se as ,sa.110610.111 printing testa
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 123

1491. Thayer, Helen X. A study, of the content of newspapers In the senior

high schools of New Jersey. Master's, 1989. Temple. 68 p. ms.

1492. Wickard, Esther Laura. A teacher's manuai for the teaching of crea-

tive writing, including student examples. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1498. Windup Leldon Curtis. The mimeographed annual in thee high school.

Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. Tre, Tempe. 120 p. ms.

Compares the publication of a mimeographed annual in,-4the bigt school With the piano-

graphed, printed, and engraved yearbooks. Concludes that an attractive yearbook can be

published by the high school at much less expense than a planograpbed, printed, or engraved

yearbook, and that the mimeographing can be done at the school with student participation.

1404. Woodhouse, Charles George. A perspective of journalistic activities

in the American high school. Master's, 1940. Washington. 137 p. ms.

Surveys pris-winning higb-echool newspapers in the United -States and Hawaii.

THRIFT EDUCATION

1495. Royer, Z. Everett Investment principles as practiced by five rural com-

,punities in Indiana. Master's, 1940. Ball St. T. C. 98 p mi.

r Attempts to determine the relation** between the investments actually possessed by

investors in these communities and what various authorities in the investment field consider

to be a sound investment prom am. Often suggestions as to the duty of the school in the

teaching of die investment of savings.

SAFETY EDUCATION

, 1496. Ahalt, Henry C. Driver education and training. A tentative course of

study for junior and senior high schools. Blacksburg, Virginia polytechnic

institute, 1939.

1497. Bell, Maurice ¡lard& Safety conditions and safety education in the

sch9ols of Bath county, Virginia. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 124 p. ms.

1498. Brown, Hubert E. A study of safety In the elementary and junior

high schools of New York City. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 228 p. ms.

1409. Christman, Webster March, jr. A study of certain administrative fea-

tures of driver education and training courses in the high ;schools of the United

States hi 1940. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

*1500. Clark, Xargaret Consuelo. Preparatiotrof a course cif study in safety

education for the elementary and junior high schools of Bergen count', New

Jersey. Mastet's, 1989. New York. 41 p. me.
Denims, the construction of a coons of study 'in safety education prepared to jet up

definite objectives in safety education, and to offer suggestions to teachers on the use of the

material outlined.

1501. Gilbert Zllwyn A. The present status of safety education In Michigan

public schools. Muter's, 1940. New York: 71 p. ma.

AmTrin able relluiatioua, school board policies, presefit practiiin end procedure; la
\

`public-schwa safety Nubia& soirees awed by teacher-trat fling institutions in safety, and

Iftwatices for ormintioa sad administration of safety trsialas.

2. Madison, Mahe,: Safety in the use of woodworking pilot mo
alma. kLastees,190, Stmt. 141 p. mi. .

INA Easkins, W. P. The problem of safety education In rural school&

Matte% 1940. Ohio State. 123 p.

Henry Anoint ir. The history .and devalopment a the safety.

%patrols In the Austin pub* school's. Made% 111104 Texas.
,
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124 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1565. McIntyre, Morris William. Building units for accident prevention
education for elementary and secondary schools. Master's, 1940. Aria St. T. C.,
Tempe. 61 ms.

1506. Rex, Dean G. Administration and supervision of a safety program for
primary grades. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 91 p. ms. ,

Finds a great need for safety education in tbe primary grades of the Mansfield, Ohio,chools. Shows that little has been done in this field.

1567. Schaefer, Seley E. A study of accidents touching the homes of Goose
Creek school children and recommended topics to be covered in safety educafionln
the local schools. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Tiixas. 36 p. ms.

Retommends that a program of accident prevention be Tight in elementary schools.
1508. Tipton, Lawrence B. Rutgers university and the problems of traffic

safety in New Jersey. Master's, 1940. New York. T7 p. ms.
Studies the problems of traffic safety in Nevi Jersey.. Compiles a curriculum in trafficengineering, traffic education, and traffic enforcement which can be integrated into eiistingdepartments and colleges at Rutgers University.

HEALTH EDUCATION
040

1509.*Baker, John Igewton. Sex education in high school. Master's, 1940.
Tenneisee. 150 p. ma.

Finds a need foi a well-balanced program of sex education in' high schools. Indicates that28 States giver little or no attention to sex education, 9 States herb established courses invarious distriets, and 10, Stain lead the Nation with State-wide attention to sex education inthe high school. Shows that aex-education courses should be inaugurated only when teachershave been given special triining in subjectinatter trestmOnt; and 'that course contentshould cover sex education from the sociological, prim:logical, and physiological viewpoint&
1510. Bell, Juliet. Psychological aspects of dental treatment of children.

(4,Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.
Deals with the behavior of 93 children, aged 3 to 8 yiars, and 87 dentists in igew YorteltYduring dental treatment of the ckIldren, the opinions of tbe children concernGg treatmentprocedures used by tbe dentists, and parents' reaction to, and contact with, the dental-treatment situation. Offer :practical suggestions for modifying procedure, employed bydentists with cbiki patients ; shows a need for including in the curriculum for dentists intraining a course in child 'development, child psytbology, and methods of working withparents of child patients ; apd calls attention to the need of a program of parenteducationin connection' with the dental treatment of children.

1511. Berry, Howard C. A health survey of high schobl children In After
County, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Bowling Green. 50 p. ms. ( Abstract in: Bowling
Green State. university. Abstracts 'of masters' theses, 1935-40: 8-10)

Surveys, by questionnaires administered to high-school pupils, the health habits of tbecommunity, and opinions on : Medical and hospital facilities ; bathtng and health ; brushingof teeth ;.number of hours of sleep ; smoking and drinking ; patent medicine ; health Prae-tices ; accident prevention ; and sex instruction.

1512, Blivins, T. R. A proposed befilth and safety program for interbigh
school athletics. Master's, 1940. Colo. St..Coll. 101 p Ins. .

*Mies the health and safety pr9visions of interscholastic athletics in the first class MOschools of Colorado. Offers suggestions foi improving the program'
1518. Brown, -.1rathatins Hancock. Health problem* (if -intermediate eh

dren of ICetitueky State college training school. Master's, 1940. Ohio Sta
88 p. ms.

1 .. .
:2;s1Liscirses health factors and conditions of the pcbeol and school community.r parents' understanding of nutrition and its siltation to poor vision, bad

it a

Mika development ; and for the welioolt lo do more in promoting leisure-time
,
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1514. Burgess, Harold Udell. The status of sex education in Various schools

as interpreted by graduate students of the University of Michigan. Master's,

1940. Michigan. )

1515. Crunkilton, Virgil Lean. Relationship between health kriowledge and

health practice on selected grade levels. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 64 p. ms.

Studies the relationship between health knowledge and health practice on tie sixth and
ninth Igradp levels in one city. Concludes that environment &Wets the relaiionship. rinds
a lack of knowledge concerning the causes of colds, and the effects ofalcohol and tobacco.

1516. Dotter, Genevieve. A survey of the extent aqd adequacy of the co-
ordination- of the health program of Yolk' county, California. Master's, 1939.

Stafford. '

1517. Doiden, Bryan C. A.gourse.oi:stidy in health and physical education

for boys. Master's, 1940. A (Aillpfract in: University of Arizona record,
f

vole 34: 23)
Discusses tbe relationship of ph cal educatiop teirjerral education, and presents a work- -

able course of study in health a physical education for high-school boys.

1518. Downey, Helen An investIgatlim cif the erythrocytes of normal

young men throughout a hool year. Doctor's, 1940. Fordham.

1519. DuBois, Godd The relationship' between the posterior view contour'
of the human body an i the bilateral alignment of its skeletal framework. Doc-

tor's, 1939. New Yo 135 p. ms,

*1520. GibsOn, W ldon. A progrim of h lth education for Southgate ele-
mentary school, rpus Christi. Master's, 1 Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds.
129 p.

Describes the s paration of a health education program for an elementary school with
a preponderance f Spanish-culture children. Di the needs in health education ;
cooperative and routine procedures ; and tbe sation of specific subject matter by
grades.

1521. C y, Gadmar.Vivian. A pr m of health supervision for 'rural

schools of o county, California. Mao r's, 1940. Stanford.

1522. eberer, Clarence George. A cri cal coMpilation of hygiene materials
as a i !al modification of the science I I in thé seventh ana eighth grades'

of al elementary schools. Mister's, 940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uni-

ve ty of Colorado studies, Genehl series (A), vol. 26, no-. 8: 53) .

tastes a list of health topics with which
luates health materials which might be

liege .schools ; *dies fears, superstitions,'
ties; and studies the desires of rural
Program. Indicates that no seventh- and e
important rural-health problems ; that not .en
communities ; that teachers and ruribealtb
multi!

roes of study in rural health should deal ;
in the teaching of health in rural and

fallacies still prevalent in these communi-
as to ways of Improving the rural-health
th-giade science textbook covers all the

time is given to teaching health in rural
officers do not cooperate to promote the best

1523. Holbert, Jos. A survey of health and physical education programs
for boys in the independent affiliated 1gb schools within a radius of 150 miles of

unction, Texas. Master's, MO. N Texas St. T. C.

1534. Jacob, Wad Benito. The h of the development of dental hygiene

in the elementary public schools of Da Texis, from 1925 to 1989. Mister*,
MO. North Texas St. g. C.

Zarwoskit Ben John. A surviiy the health, physical education, and
recreation programs In the small seconda schools of Michigan. wastes, 1910.'
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126 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1526. Kimbrough, I. O. The coordination of health instruction with social
studies on the secondary level. Master's, 1940. Georgia.
.811527. Knowles, J. Winlon. To determine the status of sex education of high

school seniors. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
1528. Lambert, Claud Standard. The effects of six weeks (limping on the

physical development of boys. Muter's, 1940. texas.
1529. Logan, Greba Theone. Curriculum units in health education. Master's,

1940., Stanford.

1530. Lu, Hui Ching. A comparison of the posture of Chinese and Americangirls on the basis of the MacEwan method of objective grading. Master's, 1940.
Wellesley. 84 p. mi.

Finds that the Mac Ewan method and grading scale are applicable to Chinese girls ofcollege age
- 1581. Xanwell, Everett Andrus. The development of miggestions for teach-ing materials from physiology, hygiene and related areas. Doctor's, 1940 T. C.,

Col. Univ.
Describes the preparation and applications of teaching materials deigned to implementa philosophy of science teaching. Illustrates a technique of developing curriculum materialswhich Is suitable for application In other areas of science teaching.
1582. Xikesell, Ralph E. -The organization and administration of a healthand physical education program for Coshocton county. Master's, mo. OhioUniv. 277 p. me. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of master's theses1940: 34)

1533. Mitchell, Mildred IL 44. teacher's manual for a social hygiene coursefor girls b senior high school. Muter's, 1940. Michigan.
1534. Xontromery, Rose-Prances. The sociological significance of sex ¡dues-tioil in the high school. .Master's, 1940. Ariz. Ett T. C., 'Tempe. 341 p. ms.
Reports an 8-year seit.education project involving 400 stdillents. Winds that the studentsresponded wholesomely to the sex education given and approved of the offering of eneducation in the school. .

1535. Moran, Joseph W. A study of the health knowledge of elementary
school teachers. Master's, 194o. Michigan.

1536. Myers, Ward Grant. A health and physical education program fot theRapid City public salmis. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract hi: Universityof Colorado studies, General series (A), vol..26, no. 3:89)
Finds no Program of health and Ordeal education for the elesgentary grades; inadequateplayground and gymnasium equipment ; inadequate oSee epate,and equipment for healthmdala ; and a limited intramural program. Poranliten a haft- and physicalieducationprogram to meet the needs of the youth of the community. \

1087. Newport, Richards Lamar. A study of the tuberculosis unit taught Inthe high schools of Tennessei, 193&49. maws, 1940. TesiiNS0t p.rinds that apiroskaately 40 percent of aU tile Mews is tram biP atteadasoereported having received instruction on tubereslods. .

1538. Page, ifoirard Eastman. The relation between area of stimulation andintensity of light at various levels of visual excitation at measured by pupil ecri-strietkm. Doctor's, lata aark. (Abstract is: Clark Imiversity. Abstracts Aldispertstkes and awe% vol. 12: ao-ss) :

Psarey, livert IL Sex education In Ilhe sailor bI sebools of MNZing. Mister* iNfi West Virginia. 47 pa AIL
1140:Pinakss, Xertbar A tempaistin analysis at ludMdual stow* Mr"
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1541. Quigley, Doróthy Ross. A suggested program of health instruction in

Catholic girls secondary schools. gaiter's, 1940. St, Louis.

1541 Rapson, Harold C. An objective evaluation of certain upects ok a

functional health program in an elementary school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1548.04/lay, Melvin. A survey of the work of the'state health department in

the Oregon schools for tbe years, .1. . Master's, 1940. Oregon.

1544. Richardson, Ralph S. A research study of the prevalence of venereal
disease among senior high school boys and the attitude of the community toward

ve ereal instruction. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 65 p. ms. (Abstract in:
I State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 11 : 156., July 1940)

replies to questionnaires sent to junior and mentor boys ot Watt high schools in

Sta andjasper Counties, Ind.; to tbe parents of theseitoys ; fo graduates of these high

schools; to 100 school principals; to 100 physicians; and to 100 clergymen. Shows that
most of th groups answering the questionnaires felt that boys should have some knowledge

of venereal diseases; that 57 percent of tbe principals mid that venereal instruction was
giien in their high schools; and that the outstanding objection for giving such instruction
was the incoihstence of teaches. -

1545. Sims, Bessie Maud. 'A study of the dental hygiene program in the
Wolflin elementary school of Amarillo, Teus, to determine the needs tor a pre-
ventive.program in dental hygiene. Maker's, 1940, North Texas St. T. C.

1546, Sims, Prances X. Correlation between health Arznatioi and health
practices of sixth grade girls. Muter's, 1940. Texas.

1547. Smith, Lola Ethel. ,A survey oi the programs of health and physical
education for girls in, the senior high schools of District '4 of the Texas State

teachers association. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

1548. Smith, Pauline K. college health prograin. Master's, 1040. Pea-

body. 161 ix me. I

Shows Me need for a tent efficient health program ati the college levek an4 suggests a
method by which this need can be inst.

'1

1549. :back D. Caryl. An objective Study of the dimensilms and
movements of the peripheral oral structure& IIL laster's, 1940. Iowa.

1550. Stony, Edward Z. Tree printed materia* li health education. Doc-

toes, 1940. New York. 157 p.' ms. - ; ,

Colkcts and evaluates free booklets, postern, and other printed material available tor
health education in the United States. ;

I

MU. Thompson, Ethel IL A study of the energy expenditure and znechar.1-

cal efficiency of young girls and adidt women. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New
t

York, MO. 45 p 14

t41Compares ow emit, szpenditun of slit 9-11-year-old girls th that of six normal adult
wows 'between tbs. sees et 21 and 211. Finds no coasts t rolationidp between the
mechanical Odom and tbe body weight of these subject&

1552. Whatley, John I. A proposed plan of public! health foár the Bayyille

WO school district. Master's, 1911. Louisiana State. 1 (Abstract ion Louisiana
,

State univeraftr. Bulletin, vol. A N. 8.: 18)
Proposes a health program wide!' will be the result et the corisbined *arts of ths health

Galt, gibed* local orgisisatioos; sal Octernprest agenda towfrd) public health bow*
sot .
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41111.1N

*1554 illgoose, Carl Edward. Certain physiological effects of tobacco
Master's, 1940. Boston Univ.'. 104 p. ms.

Attempts to furnish information to health educators, physical educators, and classroomteachers in order that they may be *Ore_ enlightened in their instruction. Describes anexperiment conducted with 15 young' men loftween the ages of 20 and 25 to determine the
, effect of smoking on the individual. Shows that some individuals get a stimulation imme-diately following smoking, while others get more of a stimulation from.rest alone ; and thatsubstances containing nicotine are depressants to tbe human organism.

1555. Wimmer, lohn A. A health program for the Uniontown schoiil system,and the results of its use for one year. Master's, 1940. kans. St. T. Pitts-burg. 43 p.
q

e

Studies tbe organisation of a health program in a small rural town, based on needs asdetermined by questionnaires to parents, personal surveys, medical examinations of students,O -end previous records of school absences and their wimp, Shows marked improvement ino Abe school and the community u the result of its use.

1558. Wolstenholme, David C. Incidence of posture deviations in 1,472 boys,
ages O to 17. Master's, 1940. Temples. 63 p. ms.

1557. Yost, Thelma Chitwood, To .determine the correct organization,method, and content of a senior high schpol coursé on marital relations. Master's,
1940. North Texas St. T. C.

MENTAL HYGIENE AND PSYCHIATRY

1558. Ames, Viola Capra& Effect a expressive methods of child psycho-therapy ppon intellectual efficiency. Master's, 1939. Fort Hays Kans. Bt. Coll.149 p, ms.

1559. iirrer, Ivan IT. A comparison of the performance of a group of normal
and psychotic women on the cursive miniature situations test. Master's 1940.Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstraits of dissertations and *theses,vol. 12 : 106-108)

Describes an experiment in which the miniature-situations test was administered to anexperimental group of 46 female patients diagnosed ad psychotk who were confined in theWorcester State Hospital, and to a control group of 49 normal women similar in age andinteiligence. Finds that the normal groups makes a significantly higher score than thepsyfhotic group in total-test score and on each of the eight sub-tests ; that the psychoticgroup is more severely, affected by conditions of haste, becomes fatigued more easily thanthe normal group; and that estimates of high obsessional tendency correlate positively withtotal-test score.

1560. Bonin, Alice Margaret. Construction at a. check list for determiningthe extent to which sound principles of mental hygiene are being applied in aJunior high school. Muter's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Universit7 of Colo-radio studies. General series (A) vol. 26, no. 8: 22)
Describes the development of a cheek list of 42 principles of mental hygiene, which waschecked by the principal of the Junior high school being studied, and by the printipals offour other schools of apProlimata Mee. Diagnoses the strengths and weaknesses 12, promot-ing mental hygiene.in this school.

1$

j.561. Dent, Xs.Ary L Mental hygiene for primary Oildren. Master's, 1940,East Texas St. T. C. 164 p. ms. (Abstract in: Illut Texas State teachers college.Graduate studies, 1940: 22-23)
Stresses not only the curative but the preventive function of mental hygiene in reduelagthe problems of mental illness and in the development of integrated personontim !Wmthat through the cooperative of Ow home, the community, the church, and all other non-school agencies with the school agencies, delinquency, money, and other behavior problemscould 16 net suecessfully and the development of wholsiaime personalities could be providedbr.
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1562. Eckert, Ralph Glenn. A mental hygiene approach to speech iiistruc-

tion as a means to personality adjustment. Doctor's, 1940. California.

Attempts to determine whether or not measurable changes in personal adjustment
occurred during a speech course in which a mental-hygiene approach war employed. De-

scribes an ezPeriment conducted with 190 students in begintiing-speech dunes at Iran Jose
State College to whom a series of tests were given before and after a 12-week period. Finds
evidences of measurable improvement in adjustment.

156B. Fairbanks, Helen. A semantic analysis of psychopathological language

behavior. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract is: University of Iowa. Series on

aims and progress of research, no. 66)
Analyses 8,001-ward language samples obtained from 10 schizophrenic patients and from

10 freshman students at the University of Iowa. Finds that the schizophrenics had a
smaller vocabulary and referred to themselves more than did the freshman group.

1564. Tischer, Frank. Cerebral palsy : with case histories from Pickaway

County, Ohio. Vaster's, 1940. Ohio State. 84 p. ma.

Describes methods of training spastic children. Lists centers for spastics in the United

States.

1565. Bales, Lynn. A mental health survey of 1,000 high school students in

Salt Lake Cify. Master's, 1939. Utah. 92 p. ms.

1566. Jacob, Joseph Simeon. The prediction of the outcome-on-furlough of

dementia praecox patients. Doctor's, 1940. Georgia.

1567. McKeon, Helen X. A study of mental problems handled by a welfare

agency. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract i*: Fordham university. Dis-

sertatio4 accepted for higher degrees 1940: 116-17)
Studies 1ZO closed caws of tbe Catholic charities° of Stvooklyn, and finds that they *ere

referred to child-guidance clinks; other mental-hygiene clinics ; children not referred to
mental-hygiene clinks ; and adults presenting mental and 'behavior problems. Reveals an
opportunity for tbe use of a number of community resources such as churches, &dolt,

education groups, recreation centers, and schools:

*1568. Rice, Sister Mary Berenice. Diagnosis of the mental hygiefie problems

of college women by means of personality ratiliga. Doctor's, 1937. Catholic Univ.

Washington* D. C., Catholic university of 4merica,`1937. 70 p.

1569. Mogan, Catherine Pauline. An analysis of certain experimental liter-

ature' on the theory of mental discipline. Master's, 1940. Maine. 120 p. ms.

Finds that the present plan of experimentation baa evolved from a succession of attempts
to make investigations more scientific.

1570. Stevens, Andrew Craig. itecreational therapy in California hospitals

for the mentally ill. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

t157L Witmer, Helen Leland. Psychiatric clinics for children with special

reference to state programs. New York, Commonwealth fund, 1940. 487 p.

(Smith college)
Describes the theoretical and historical background of clinical child psychiatry. Surveys

financed Maki.; and sets forth general principles that should be considered by
clinicians, administrative officers and board., legislators, and others concerned with the
planning of psychiatric service for. children.

- PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1572. Bariell, John Worth. Suggested administrative procedure In physi-

cal education and recreation in tbe'high schools of Tranklln parish, Louisiana,

to satisfy State requirements. Master's, 1969. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Loislanp State university. Bulletin, vol. XI 13.: 114)

1573. Bairowman, 4 both. The status of physical education for women
Th the teachers tiolleges of the State of °Mahal**. Masterli. 1940. Michigan.
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130 11103KARCEI STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1574. Baykal', Robert L. A survey of 'physical education for boys in thesecondary schools of Logan county, West Virginia. Muter's, 1940. Weit Vir-ginia. 10 p. MIL

1575. Belding, Lester Colt. History of physical education And athletics inthe South Dakota intercollegiate athletiseonferenee. Masterly 1940. Iowa.
1576. Bennett, C. D. Administration of physical and health education inPickaway county. Muter's, 1940. Ohio State. 83 p. ma.
1577. Bippus, Helen X A history of physical education for women in WestVirginia university., Master's; 1940. West Virginia. np. ms.
1578. Boynton, Dorothy A. Participation in physical education activitiesduring menstruation. Master's, 1939. New York. 934p. ma.Studies girls la the junior and senior high schools of Piqua, Ohio. Analyses practicesadvocated by doctors and teachers of physical education in schools of various cities andStates, concludes that participation in physical-education activities during menses is. desirable for a large proportion of girls. Outlines a policy to govern the participation ofgirls in physical-education activities during menses in secondary schools.

1579. Brown, Homer B Physical, mental, social and recreational values ofhigh school physical education. Master's, 1940. Arizona Bt. T. O. 130 p. ma.
1580. Cappio, Raster X. A plan for * program of physical activities for the°girls of Central high school, Paterson, N. J. Master's, 1938. N. J. St, T. O.IS v. me.

1581. Caernen, Stafford H. A compara'tive study of American and Spartanphysical education. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.
1582. Cowley, Jess 11112. To determine the *valeta activity intends ofthe Junior high school boys of Amarillo, Texas, to pe used as a basis for a physicaleducation program. ¡taster' 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
1583. Cmaylo, .44Iez. A study of junior and senior high school physical edu-cation in the light pf post sebool recreation in Lakewoal. Muter's, 1940. OhioState. el p. ms.
Finds that with tbe exception of the !sigh-school boys' physical dos promo anattempt has been Dade to Incorporate in the Junior and senior bigti-sebooi phyvical-educaties program activities which can be participated in after graduation.
1584. Copp, Buda. The effect of a course in training and relaxation 4on theprogress of acquisition of motor skill. Dcictor's, 1940. Michigan.',
1585. Davis, George Allan. A course of study in physical education for thesecondary schools of Clermont cbunty, Ohio. Muter's, 1940. Cincinnadej120p.

_ Presents a proposed wine of study for a selected county ill Oblo, based on a sung elthe schools in thls counts and la ftD consideration of ;stank resources, equipment, aidlocal needs.

Mt Irwin, Eva Bernice. Evaluation of course' of study in physical edu-cation. Master% 1940. Tens.
1587. Fejes, Rgina Marye. A guidance handbook on physical education noa vocation for women. *aster% 1910. Ohio State.
Studies the Ware of physical-education work for women. educational requirements, towperesmet, resuseratien, social importance, working conditiòss, mortualtial ¡for ohm*seeut, and opponssitiee ter traisisgg.
158I Fredericks, John *rm. Gaps, overlapping', and other weaknesses inwadorgraduate irofeesional training in phiskal editation le experienced in Pea&deal situation& poctorls,1910. Penh State. .
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1589. Gamage, Harry. Important !Actors influencing the develtanént of
physical education in the public schools of the United states since 1917. Master's,
1940. South Dakota. 58 p. ms.

1590. Gary, 'Mitchell Z. An evaluation of the curriculum in physical educa-

tion for men at tbeVestern State teachers college with respect to the requirements
of positions held by alumni. Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 161 p. ma.

Analysis replies to a questionnaire returned by 221 gradua'tee of the college who woes
r teaching in 8 States, a majority of whom were, teaching in

1591. Gillespie, Ann. The integration of physical education with tbe cur-
riculum of the tlementary school. Muter's, 1940. Michigan.

1592. Ougisberg, Mercedes. The organization of units In physical education
and the determination or unit cores and elements for high school girls. Muter's,
1940. Minnesota.

1593 Clarence. The status of physical education ln institutions of
higher learning in Virginia. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 238 p. ma.

1504. Hilgenfeld, Herbert X. The present status of physical education and
athletics for boys of six Rocky mountain states. Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 79

ms.
1595. Hoffman, Prank. A comparative evaluation of the results obtained by

the formal and informal methods of .teaching physical education to 'Junior high
school boys. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 51 p. ms.

Conciades that the boys taught by the informal method bad better physical Mildewy,
while the boys taught by the formal method improved more in height and posture.

1596. Jennings, Alpheus X. A einoparison of two methods of teaching ap-
paratus stunts. Muter's, 1939. Illinois.

1597. Zeranks, Stanley. A survey of physical education for boys in the senior
high schools of Harrison county, West Virginia. Muter's, 1940. West Virginia...v
38 p. mi.

1598. Johnson, Hilda What are the positions held by the women grad-
uates of the physical education department of the School of education of New
York university : the relation of undergraduate preparation to the positions?
Master's, 1939. New York. OS p. ms.

Concludes that tbe majority of graduates an employed la the instructional phase ,of
teaching. physical educatioa lise elementary and secondary schools, and ia collogso ; tbat
graduates are teaching in 12 different States ; that few graduates bold posihons of executive
nature or in fields other than physical education ; that the majority of graduates are ado-
quit* prepared by tiosir uadergradeste preparation tor the positions they hold.

.1599. Suakin, Virginia Walla.** The 'history of physical education In
Boston, Massachusetts, 1818-1800. Master's, 1940. George Washington. T p ma.

moms the loads* schools, lead practices that had tbe most lassoes oa the &Me-
meat of physical education la Bestow Shows tbat during the early part of the period the
developmept of physical edeostios was slow, and that many of the gymnasiums with* wen
sterted soon doss& Describe. the fillet normal school ot *pica education, wikkis ems.

°IV 11, 18111 the introduction of military drill in the schools; the introdnetioa of hygiene

the Wade of Beaten la ; sad tbe develessout of school
..*,11.-31eali ci 'cavil h into the curriculum in tbe laths late

1000. Maw Ms*** Nify Xavite. A comparative study of the results of
two methods of laboratory Instruetion in anatomy and physiology for nurse sta-
lest@ h a selected Imp of school& Masters, 1939. Catholic Univ. Waabington,
D. O. catholic university ot.Ameilea, 1939, N p (Stud* In nursing educa-
tion)

t, Onspatis the eitectivilitiss d tits iseture4samesetutioa and indtviduaNaboratery nabob
se isetrectlea M vast ait the anatomy and pbrielegy ewes is edited. surslag.
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1801. Lauritsen, William Harold. Some techniques for measuring achieve-
ment of objectives of physical education. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstractin: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 31; 157-63)

Describes tiitaniques used for (Detracts; acilevement In tbe areas of clear thinking; char-'aster, personality, and attitudes. Presents questionnalcf for use In measuring studentInterests and participation in activities in physical education; a test to measure ability toapply principles of sportsmanship; a cbsck-list for use in *Walling skill in tennis, and atest of kneaded& of the tennis techniques involved in a checklist ; an anecdotal-record
technique for use in obtaining evidence of actual behavior in many different kinds.pf situa-tions; and a test for use in measuring student knowledge of sources of information In theof sports and physical education.

1002. LeCroy, James Talton. Analytical study of physical education In Ala-
bama. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 49 p. ma.

i003. Xc9owan, Stanley. Analysis of course& of study In physical education.¡taster's, 1040: Ohio State. 157 p.
Analyses 15 State and 5 local manes of study.
1004. N&uzi1 Beatrice. A study of the occupational status of women who

graduated with a ajor06hysical education between 1920 and Mt Master's,
1940. Michigan.

1005. Reasoner, Houck 'William Standards of sanitation In Texas high
schoot physical education aepaPiTnts for boys. Master's, 1940. Texas.

10061 Roger, 'timer IL Reconstruction of tbe physical education program ofthe Cireleuflie, Ohio, high school. Muter's, 1940. Ohio State. 53 P. na.
enacted.* dot tbe present physical-education pevaram I. inadeQuate. Iluggesta'a Dewprops= bawd, tbe activities in -which high-school graduates participate after keyingobit&
1807. Riggs, Elm* V. A limey of physical eucation In the public schools

of Pleasant@ county, West Virginia. Master's, 1940. West Virginia. TO p. ma.
1008. Roberta, David John, A Burry of physical education for boys In theWaite secondary schools of Monongalli county, West Virginia. Master's, 1940.WYLrginIa * p. met.

left Russell, Tinley W. 4 survey of physical education for boys in. the
Junior high schools ok Ckbell county, West Virginia. Master's, 14O. Wist Vir-
ginia. TT p. ma. .

1610. Sams, Josephine Lantz. The status of physical education for giris.in
the senior high sdiaile of Kansas.. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 73 p. ma.

1611. illohwatberg, Winiain. A survey of the physical editcation program for
boys In 10 Kentucky high schools. Muter's, 1940. Cincinnati. 113 p. ma.

1612. Sharp, Leroy Harold. Effects of residual tension on oitfput and energy
expenditve In muscular work. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.

1611 Shepard, Samuel. A comparative study in general motor capacity of300 Negm and 300 white boys, 12 and 18 years vid, St. Louis, Missouri.* Master's,MO. Michigan.

1614. Simons, Winnie Allen. A comparative study of tbe rhythmic abilityof white and Negro girls In the ninth grade. Muter's, 1940. Texas.
1615. Souk, Fred. A survey of physical education for boys in the senior highschools of Payette County, WIst Virginia. Master's, 1940. West Virginia. 109p.

Mt Starr, L. C. A critical* surrey of the dbliat:.o stive practices relaiingto pbysical education programs for boli in 50 rural secondary sebools of Loulsiana
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with proposals as to sounder proqedures. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Lb-

street is: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S. : 178-77)

Studies financing tbe physical4ducation program, responsibility of principals, health

merriest recognition of physical education by the school board, budgets for equipment,

transportation and awards, and standards fOr physicalldacation adminlatrafqrs.

1617. Walker, Prank H. A study of the response of the heart to exercise

of graded Intensity during physical training. Master's, 1%10. Iowa.

1618. Westcott, Rosalie Ann. A study of changes in preferences for physical

education activities of freshmen women at the University of Michigan. Master's,

1940. Michigan.

1819. Whiteside, Helen. Needed reorganization 0/ physical educatipn for

girls. Master's, 1040. West Texas St. 7. C.

ATHLETICS

1620. Alexander, Nary Virginia. What parents think about interscholastic

Maketball for high school Iris. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 64 p. ms.

1621. Alley, Ernest Hayes. Five fundamental offenses used in southern foot-

balL Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university.

Bulletin, vol. 32 N. FL : 172-73)
Presents several of the attune of on'esslri plan in football and shows bow the features

of these *Memo may be adapted to coaching situations In college* and high schools.

16224' Allison, Elwood, A study of football injuries in tile Oakland athletic

league during the years 1936, 1937, 193a Master's, 1940. Stanford.

1623, Atty, Alex. A history of the National football league. Master's, 1940.

West Virginia. 68 p. ma.

1024. Barnard, Chester & # history of interitollegiate athletics in Kalamazoo

college. Master's, iota West Virginia. 114 p. ma.

1625. Bauer, Emory O. A study or interscholastic sports sponsored in Illi-

nois public senior high schools. Master's, MO. Iowa.

1626. Bell, Nellie L.A. The developant of girls' sports in the American

schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

1627. Bohn, Wilbur H. A study of tbe training and conditioning practices

of professional _football coaches, trainers and players. Pullman, State college of

Washington, 1010.

1628. -. Training and conditioning the higil school track and field

athlete. Pullman, State college of Washington, 1940.

1629. Brown, Virgil Lester. Qualifications, duties, and responsibilities of

athletic coaches in rural high whoop" Master's, 1910. Colo. St. Coll. 58 p. ma.

1630. Burcky, 'Andrew C. The plaee of ii.lective sport In the function of a

small college. Muter's, 1940. Ohio State. 47'p. ma.

1681. Cooper, Don Howard. Relation between athletic record, athletic gate
receipts, value of wheat crop and thi endowment of the colleges tat Kansas.

Mutes, 1940. Quito .8tate, 30 p.
nuts that the value of the wheat crop Influences college enrollment; that foo

record' influences cone.* enrollment ; and that the football reeprd does not influence
the' foo

tie

receipts.

16112. Ocgp, Harold Wesley. awimming as a motor skilL Doctor's. 1940.

Michigan.
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101.188. Daly, Charles 431isinett. Adapting soccer to the needs of secondaryschool boys. Master's, 1989. Boston Univ. 112 p. ma. .

Studies the suitability of soccer as an interschool sport and intramural activity on thesecondary-01ml level. Analysts 442 replies to a questionnaire sent to 862 public highschools in New York State to determine : School registration ; number of participants insoccer who played the sport intramurally and in interschool competition ; number of teams 4171in each school and number of games played by each team ; satisfactory and unsatisfactory -tlementp of tbe game; injuries received by the players ; amount and typerof supervision ofe sport ; type and cost of officiating; necessary field and individual equipment ; and totalcosts of the sport. Revises the rules of the game to adapt them to secondary-school boys.
1684. Davii, Howard Claude. The Central West Virginia high 'school athleticconference. Master's, 1940. West Virginia. 65 p. ms.
1635. Dixon, James Victor. An evaluation of the intramural athletic pro-gram for men at Oregon State college. Master's, 1989. Oregon St. 85 p. ma.Concludes that the program functioni well.
1636. Ewing, Merle.. The status of intramural sports or girls in the publichigh schools of West Virginia. Master's, 1940. West Virg nia. 40 p. mi.
1637. Ferguson, Everett H. A /study of the present practice with relation,to the conduct of Junior high school athletics in the State of Illinois. Master's,1940. Iowa.

.1 1638. Floyd, Velma X. The relation of information to practice in sportsman-ship. Master'sx 1940. Texas.
o

*1639. Gabrielsen, Milton A. A comparative anarysis of some putting méth-ode. Master's, 1939. New York.' 64 p ms.
1640. Gillum, Olden C. The effect of weight reduction on bodily strength ofwrestlers. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 48 p. ms.
Studies the varsity and freshman squads Of Ohlo State University. Concludes tiat weightreduction has in effect on body strength of wrestlers, and that it shoild be controlled.
1641. Gott, yde Morris. Awards,,rewards, prizes, and forms of recognitipnin interschol athletics in the high schools of Texas having membership inCotterencè A. A. football, 1938. Master's, 1940. Texas.
1642. &Min, Alvera. The study of the effect of special emphasis on Untrue-tion in sportsmanship in physical education. Master's, 1940. Texamo
1643. Hanhila, Matt O. A study of the intramural sports programs In thehigh Bch*, of Adams. Master's, 1939. Arizonik. 87 p, ma (Abstract in:University of Arizona record, vol. 34 : 82)
Analyses el replies to 81 questionnaires sent to the coackes, physical education diretioss.or principals ,n Arizona high schools. Indicates that 42 high schools have intramural pro-grams, somó Of which are well organised and others not so well administered.
1044.. Harr:m.4A Marjorie E. Relationship of intelligence, scholarship, andtbe ability of WO school ¡Iris to play. team games. Master's, 1940. New. York., p. ins.

.Iniytates that there te,ia relationship between intelligence, scholarship, and the abilityto playteam -pmts.
1645. Hendrick, Tommie W. An experiment in the production of ateberyequipment in physical education clines at North Texas State Teaéhers COIIegto determifie the motivation possibilities apd the procednie necessary In the proauction of the equipment. Master's, 1940.. North Texas St. T. C.
1046. junkie, Claude I/Lion: Status of niOt football in Ohio high schools4 Made& 1940. Ohio State. 112 p
Studies OS high schools in Ohio which Isave lighted fields.* night football.. ConcludesOat night football fait owIng alttlyity, and. is favorable to the persons Weal, invoksd.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 135

1647. Killian, Leland Woodrow. A personnel study of members of football

teams of the North Texas State teachers college from 193041 through 1938.

Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. O.

1648. Xovacid, Charles Robert. A study of the effectiveness of the adápted
sports program in terms of adjustment Master's, 1940. Illinois.

1649. Krehbiel, Lawrence C. pAn analytical survey of selected municipal and

privately owned swimming pools in Kansas. Master's, 1940, Kans. St. T. C., Em-

poria. 131 p. ms.

1650. Lapp, Vernon W. Kansas basketball evaluation study. Scholaitic

coach, January, February 1940. (Alabama Poly. Inst.)

16511 Lappenb4sch, Charles Prank. Value, form and content of a small col-

lege a letic budget Master's, 1940. Washington. 70 p. m&

1652. Lorton, Prank. \A study of the relation of fouls committed and tree
throws made to winning ih basketball. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

al*

1653. Lowe, Leonard E. A study of Athletic honor awards in Didiana high

schools. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 88 p, me. (Abstract in: Indiana State
Tegehera College. Teachers college Journal, 11 : 152-53t July 1940)

Finds a lack of uniformity in the methods of making awards and in the most frequent
practices; that 96 percent of the high schools gave maior awards but only 80 percent be-
lleted in giving them ; that most of tbe schools gave the awards In basketball and-tooet-

ball only ; that $10 was the popular limit set on the price of the major award ; that 80

percent gave letters annually ; that only 25 percent had written athletic constitution,
although 64 percent bad written regulations to govern the awards ; that there was no uni-
formity in the make-up of ihe athletic boards; that basketball was played by every sclufol

and a major award was granted by all schools that gave awards.

1654. Lowry, Prederick W. An educational analysis of basketball. Maw
ter's, 1940. Ohio State. 212 p. ms.

Attempts to determine what teachable material is available for broadening the scope of

the basketball service courses.

1655. Mathes, Lee X. A study of tlie net sain hiltoints reiulting from fouling
in basketball. Master's, 1940. Iowa. .

1656. Moffitt, Howard B. A study of interscholastic sports sponsored in Iowa

public senior high schools, 1910 to 1940. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

*1657. Osborne, David Edward. Coaching basketball in the secondary school&

Muter's, 1940. Georie Washington. 76 p, ms.
Describes current practices In basketball.

*1658. Osborne, William Terry. The relative accuracy of officiating basket-

ball from different positions. Doctor's, 1946. New York. 165 p. me.

1659. Owen, Ralph Daniel. To ascertain certain measurable effects of inter-

scholastic athletics in the Caaton, Georgia, high school for the rar 19119-40.

Master's, 1940. Georgia. 30 p. ma.
Concludes that nonathletes are younger, more Intelligent, make better marks in school

and on achievement tests, and attend school more regularly than athletes.

MO. Patch, Dennis Wilmer. An analysis of 'the, rules and regulations
State athletic associations In the United States., Master's, 1989. Oregon State.

98 P. ma I

/ 1661. Pyles, Rex. The West Virginia athletic conference. fiatdes's, 1940.
West Virginia. 95 p. ms.

10112..Abode., =gas M. The relative scholastic achievement .of athletes and
nopathlebia In the Pirkersburg high school as measured by standardised objective
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136 RESEARCH StUDIES IN EDUCATION

tests. Master's, i939. Ohio Univ. 47 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university.
Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1939: 56)

Concludes that athlêtes are not significantly more or less efficient in scholastic activitiestime nonathletes ; that athletes of superior mental ability appear to achieve less séholas-tically than do nonathletes of equal ability ; that athletes of inferior mental ability appearto achieve more scholastically than do nonathletes of equal ability ; and that there seemsto be some definite relationship between the number of sports engaged in and the scholastic
achOsvement of athletes, those engaging in tbe greater number of sports attaining tbe higher
achievement.

1668. Rice, Lester Paul. Financing high *hool athletics in Oklahoma.
Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Deals with the responsibility and the management of athletic funds ; and coinfare. theindebtedness of 100 Oklahoma high schools with enrollments ranging from 100 to 700students. Finds -that about 50 percent of the schools, find it necessary to use some method
of financing athletics other than contracts and gate receipts ; and that, each school hu inindividual problem of financing its athletic program, and each must solve its own problem.

1664. Rogers, John C., jr: *A survey of football injuries in Texas inter-
scholastic league football. Master'', 1940. Texas.

1665. Sapora, Allen V. K. The history and development of the rules and
techniques of wrestling. Master's, 1940. Illinois.

1886. Schwartzwalder, Wayne. A history of intercollegiate football at West
Virginia university. Master's, 1940. West Virginia. 146 p. ms.

1667. Shepherd, Claudine. A study of the attitudes of student members and
advisors toward slime phase of the Kogram of the Illinois League of high school
girls' athletic associations. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1668. Simpson, Erwin H. A study of the effect of Jump balls in basketball on
the continuity of the play, on fouling, and on stalling Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1669. Eiparkg, William Donald. Spring football practice In senior high schools.
Master's, 1940. Alabdma. 32 p. m&

1670. Sprankle, Dale R. A listory of athletics at Albion college. Master's,
1040. Michigan.

1671. Stevenspn, Horace Lee. The use of tobacco bi football players in the
high schools of Calhoun and Stowab counties: Alabama. Master's, 1940, Alabima.
55 p. ms.

1672. Stovall, Lloyd J. Present trends In intercollegiate football. Muter's,lota Louisiana State. 137 p. mi.

1673. Trifle*, Prank Mitchell. An evaluattofi of the Louisiana boys athletic
association with suggestions for improvements. Master's, 1989. Louisiana State.(Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, vol. 82, N. B. : 177)

Studies the history of the Louisiana association ; the functions of an athletic association ;the comparison of the Louisiana association stint' associations in other States ; tbe organi-zation of the athletic association under the State physical education department ; and thevalue of the athletic coach.

1674. Urlaub, Ernst A. A study of the amount of activity of high schoolplayers in the game of basketball. Master's, 1940. Kansu. 51 p. ms.
1075. Vernia, Thomas J. Democracy in the administration of interscholasticWadi& Master's, MO. Ohlo State. 158 p. mj
Describes the administration of intsrsebolaktie athletics in The 135 city blab schools ofOhio answering a questionnaire,. Concludes drat the *hoots in general administer theirinterseholastie athletic proven*. in an irregular and unsystematic minor. .
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1076. Weathersby, Hal T. A study of certain stimulants and chemicals used

to increase the perfotmance ability of athletes. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State.

(Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, void 82 N. IL : 178-79)

Attempts to ascertain the stimulants and chemicals being used among athletes of Ameri-

can colleges and universities, the amounts being used, the best time of administration to

insure the moot satisfacory results in each particular contest.

1667. Webb, Escoe Lamar. Analysii of the interscholastic league activities in

the elementary schools of Texas. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

1678. Webb, Joseph Edgar. The management of athletics in class A high

schools of Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 153 p. ms.

1079. Webster, Randolph Wyatt. Psychological and pedagogical factors in-

volved in motor skill performance as exemplified in bowling. Doctor's, 1940.

Michigan.

1680. Welty, William R. A study of the major problems Piestate high school

athletic associations. Master's; 1940. Iowa.

1681/tite, Ray A. A study of the effect of hip elevation on starting time

in foot races. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1682. Zemlock, Don. Swimming in the public schools of Indiana. Master's,'

1 Ind. St. T. C. 121 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State Teachers College.

Teachers college Journal, 11 :. 138, July 1940)

Attempts to determine tbe extent to which swimming instruction is given in the public

schools of Indiana, and to compare the swimming instruction and facilities of Indiana with

Moro of the other States of the United States. Finds that Indiana bolds seventh place in

the number of public-school swimming pools; and that only a few schools in Indiana which

do not have swimming pools have swimming as a part of their physical education program.

1 Zoda, Charles. Characteristics which differentiate college athletes

irom other extracurricular participants. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
4

PLAY AND RECREATION

1684. Beauslrey, Prances E. Relation of plity activities to the development
of personality traits, social attitudes and mental health. Master's, 1940.

Michigan.

1685. Bell, Mary Jean. A study of remedial exercise and posture training in
summer camps. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 50 p. ms.

1686. Crew, Edwin H. Some possibilities for the reconstruction of coopera-
tion and competition in present societyjhrough recreation. Master's, 1939.
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, vol. 82
N. S. : 61-62)

1687. Davis, Ouida Pauline. A study of the terminology of American country

dances. Master's, 1940. Texas.

1688. Donley, Edna Emma. The recreational or play pattern of the adoles-
cent. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract University of Colorado studies,

General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 37)
Analyses questionnaire replies by 213 girls and 268 boys in Junior and senior high schools

in Ain, Okla. Concludes that eli:oire- !Lime activities of adolescents are largely group activl-

ties ; that girls participate in a greater variety of activities; that about 110 percent choose

the picture when attending the movies ; that sports ranked as first choice among recreational
activities, with outings as second preferences that reading and parties rank la the lower half
of leisure-time activities that Joy riding is influential In tbe life of the -adolescent and In tbe
social relationship of boy and girls ; that boys spend more time h loafing than girls; that
bobbles are of greater importance to boya than to girls; that one-third of the youths partici-

pate extensively. In petting; and tbat the active type a recreational activity has a greater
aped for the Adolescent than the passive type of activity.
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*1689. Dulles, Poster Rhea. America learns to play : a history of popular
recreation, 1607-1940. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New York, D. Appleton-Cen-tury Company, 1940. 441 p.

Describes th leisure-time activities of the American people.

*1690. Goldfaden, Benjamin Paul. An investigation of the recreational needsand prefèrenées of residents of Greenbelt, Maryland. Master's, 1910. George
Washington. 185 p.

Describes the development and functions of Greenbelt ; the recreational facilities aysiablein the community ; and the recreational preferences of the residents of Greenbelt, arrangedby age groups starting with the interests of elementary-school child!on.

1691. Hale, Louise Kent. Construction of reading material in games by chil-
dren of grades three and four. Muter's, 1940. Iowa.

1692. Hanauer, Prances. The import of the modern dance to edutation.
Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 58 p. me.

Studies the background and development of the modern dance in order to determine itseducational possibilities for the high-echool curriculum.

1893. Hillis, Miry Carroll. A study of the origin of certain European folk
'dances and singiAg games. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1694. Horne, Clifton. Recreational itictivities and interests of boys in two
git. Louis high schools. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1695. Hunt, Sarah Ethridge. Promoting understanding through folk games.
Master's, 1989. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State University.
Bulletin, vol. 82.N. 13. : 6243)

Shows the relationship of the understanding of human behavior to the development ofconstructive behavior patterns ; the obligation of the school to develop an appreciation of lifeas a pattern to be lived ; and the use that may be made of play and games In developingundemanding.* Pments a collection of folk games, contests, stunts, and relays for we inthe elementary school.

1696. Lambert; B.nJamtn. The origin, development and administration of
day camps. Mutes., 1940. cdu. of the City of N. Y. 155 p. ma.

1697. Long, Ephraim Wilbur. A survey of pastimes and hobbles of second-
ary school children. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: UnIversity of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publi-
cations, 16: 188-90

Analyses the responses of nearly 7,000 youth in secondary schools In the western' Pennsyl-vania-West Virginia distrkt to a question as to their pastimes and hobble.. Concludes thatthe differences in interest in the Junior and senior high school are differences in emphasisrather than differences in kind, u are the differences in interests of the two ems; that aprogressing social maturity is developing through the ages, 12 to 18. Shows that the socialneeds and inclinations of senior high-school boys and girls need to be met.
1698. Lowry, Lucille. The recreational physical education vtivitfes of the

1940:women graduatie of the College of William and Mary. Master's, New
York. 114 p.

Finds little relationship between the activities most popular in postdeollesi life and thosetaught at the Collage of William and limy.

1009. Xorrow, James Zrnsst Methods of prowling and organising' com-
munity recreation. Master'S,' 1989. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
State University. Bulletin; vol, 82 N. 8. 174-75)

*1700. Nelson, Lois B. Trching outline of a course in communlq recreation.
Master's, 1940. New York. 485 p: ms.

*Ono an advaneed canoe in communitt sweat," covering certain administrative
....,, aspects of reciestion. director**. Dolma the nos of the.course st. the University a.
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1701. Oliphant, Joseph Dietrich. A survey of the leisure time activities and

interests of nigh school boys in Webster parish, Louisiana. Master's, 1939.

Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, voL 82

N. S. : 175-76)
Finds that the interests of urban and rural high school boys are homogeneous in relation

to their participation in activities; that many varieties of activities are offered in the high-

school curriculum ; that the boys engage in a wide range of leisure-time activities away from

school ; that the present facilities for recreation in most communities of the parish are
concentrated around the schools ; and that the facilities of the schools are being expanded

by gymnasium-building program.

1702. Palmer, Stuart. Leisure time activities of 100 boys and girls in Manilas-

set, N. Y., who hare left school. Master's, 1940. New "fork. 47 p. m&

Finds that the schools are doing little to encourage tit carrying on of school activities

in life after school.

1703. Peebles, Eleanor Bobo. A comparison of two methods of teaching folk

dancing. Magter's, 1940. Gepgia. 48 p. ma.

- Competes the whole and part methods of teaching folk dancing to junior-college

nail the whole method superior to the part method in teaching a majority of the dimes.

1704. Perkins, Norman C. A recreational survey of Colby alumni. Master's,

1940. Michigan.

1705. Peters, OIa. Schools of ballet. Master's, 1940. Tulane. (Abstract
A

in: Tulane university of Louisiana, series 41, no. 15 : 37)
I

Discusses state subsidised schools of ballet, In which pupils are educated for a professional

career. Traces. the origin, means of support, detailed routine of the schools in France,

Russia, and Italy, and shows to what great height an art can be developed through cultural

interest on the part of the state., Describes American attempts at ballet through Federal

projecs, private ventures, and community organisation as a proof of the AMerican interest

in the art of dancing.

1706. Porter, (Charles Jesse*. Recreational interests and activities of high

school boys of the lower Rio Grande valley of Texas. Muter's, 1940. Texas.

1707. Roberts, Loyd Thomas. A survey *of recreational facilities and possi-

bilities in the Fourth Congressional district of LoRisiana. Master's, 1939. Louisi-

ana State. (Abstract is: Louishina State University. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. :

176) d
1708. Robertson, Harley L. A study of the functions of the schools of South

Dakota in the promotion of recreation. Muter's, 1940. Iowa.

1709. Sears, Dorothy Anne. Recreation, properly selected and supervised, IA

an effective agency of character development for the adolescent. Master's, 1940.

Boston Coll.

1710. Skinner, _pees *Ia. A study of the effect of various fa.ctori on tbe

health, safety, and adjustment of 86 girls in two camps during the summer of 1988.

Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1711. Smalling, Raymond H. A 00- of efforts to reorganize game elements.

:.:oles, 19e. Iort. 06

ln2. Straub, Henrietta Kathryn. A study of leadership in a girls' camp

with Particular reference .to associated factors. Masters% 1940. . Buffalo.

1713.4shomas, liana Xaisie. A program of rhythmical activities kor grades 1

throvgb& Master's, 1940. Tennessee. MO p. ma. "

Pressate a graded program of rbythssie01 materials selected from different Bonita and so

ptematad that it say be used by the Weber with little traiiing in teaching children's
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1714. Walker, James Thomas. A survey pf the play period activities of
Orange County /White elementary schools, 1938-39. Master's, 1940. Virginia.
126 p. ms.

1715. Warner, Edna Arnold. The .contribution of the case method to guld-unce in a summer camp. Doctor's, 1940. Cincinnati. 125 p. ms.
Illustrates and evaluates the use of anecdotal records in tbe develtopment of a guidanceprogram for adolescen..t girls enrolled in a summer camp.

1716, White, Eugenia Eleanor. Correfation of folk dances with social studies.
Master's, 1040. Texas.

1717. Willisiredna. A study to determine whether certain selected factorsinfluence the fel. re time activities and interests of School of Education students
at New York University. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 405 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether the factors of sex; age, marital stating, curriculum inwhich students were registered, level of school experience, eionomic status, and occupationinfluenced the leisure:time activities and interests of the students in the School of Education.Concludes that sex, age, marital status, mind economic status affecethe leistire-time activitiesand interests of these students. °`

ms. York, Orrell A. A study of eddcational and recreational advantagesof boys' summer camps. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

.1

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

1719. Allen, Olen Chester. lbagration of business iraining with business inWellington, Tex. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
1720. Baldwin, Mabel Mae. A study of the American. business letter, 1800-

1940. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1721. Barham, Ruby Ileta. Personality in business training.' Master's, 1940.Texas.

1722. Beech, Earl George. A *study of the lag between the New York Statesyllabus and recent textbooks ip business law. Master's, 1940. Buffalo.
%4 1723. Blair, Leslie H. A study of two remedial methods used in tbe teachingof typewriting. Master's, 1940. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 40 p. ms.

Attempts to prove which of two suggested teaching methods produces the best results incorrecting certain errors in typewriting. Discusses the results of tests given to two sectionsof a Class in typewriting. Indicates that for the small number of students tested in thisexperiment the theory of practicing one's errors incorrectly in typing is a better mithod ofcorrecting errors than practicing them correctly as is done traditionally.
172t Blessing, Margaret Reid. The experiences of youth on N. Y. A. clericalprojects' in Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 95 p. ms.
Studies the viewpoints of 25 workers on 4 clerical NYA projects. 'Finds thbat their sugges-Hons for improveinents revea) their Interest. in : Vocational guidance ; frequent 3.)b rotation ;diagfiostp -tests ; profile records and progress charts; opportunities for understandingadministrative procedures ; vaPled busbies exPeriences ; business courses and courses whirlwill aid them in making personal, social, and economic adjustments; the establishment ofripport and cooperation between youth and supervisors ; and the eitablishment of favorable

.public opinion of the program of the NYA.

1725. Blevins, John Curtis. The machine reporter : its history, description.and ¡aboard validation. Master's, 1940. Oregon pt. 40 p. ms.
%,1726. Bohrer, Clarice B. Unit organization of dictionary study for the ninth'year. Master's, 1940. lk; lion Univ. 172 p. me.

Consists "of five obits anti corresponding unit assiimMputs planned to meet the needs of theninth-grade commercial classes of a high school of Greahr Boston.
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1727. Bologh, Louis A. The evaluation of siudent's knowledge of business

needed for the learning of first semester bookkeeping. Master's, 1940. Coll. of the

City of N. Y. 150 p. ma. 01

10

1728. Bowman, Beverly 11:- A study of the curricula of the pietrafe business,

school. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Analyses curriculum content, cost, and length of time required for completion of tbe

course In 229 private business schools. Findsg.that the average printe -business school offers

tive courses ; is not organised on a definite credit bails; does not grant degrees; is not

accredited; and is not regulated or supervised by any governmental, ; and that it
adjusts its curricula to meet current needs. Shows the need for concerted action by the

private business schools in agreeing on a small bumber of course titles which can be made to

bave meaning.

, 1729. transgum, Arl;e1. A survey of commercial subjects taught in the high

school; of New Mexico. Master's, 11)40. Texas Tech. Coll. 53 p. m&

Presents a statistical summary of the subjects taught, equipment used, and educational

qualifications and salaries of teachers in New Mexico high schools.

1730. Brogan, High. Adjusting the business curriculum of Emporia high

school, Emporia, Kansas, bp the needs of the community. Master's, 1940. Colo.

St. Coll. of Ed.

1731. Brown, Jean Rosamond. An experiméntal study to compare the rela-

tive merits of two methods of teaching typewriting. Master's, 1940. Michigan".

-1782. Surds, Herman A. A study of the American business letter prior to

1880. Master's, 1940.. Iowa.

1733. Campbell, Lois Jane. An analysis of the shorthand studies conducted

in the College of commerce at the State Uniyersity of Iowa. Master's, 1040. Iowa.

1784. Carver, Greta X. A report of a follow-up survey of commercial stu-

dents of PanoirOowa. Master's, 1940. Drake. 40 p. ms.

1735. Chandler, Douglas Alton. A follow-vp stiidy of the business adminis-

tration graduates of Blank college. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 71 p. ms.

Finds- that the 'graduates of a private business skebool near- Boston, Mass., are stiecesstui

in finding employment in compaRies of all kinds Ind all sizes ; that they are successful in

securing a number of different kinds of poaltionsrequiring different kinds of abilities; that

tbey are able to earn an initial salary which is in agreement with the prevailing starting

wage; that they obtain periodic raises in salary; that they react favorably to the training

program which they followed; and that the graduate is able to function on the initial Job

without additional training. Shows the need for a study of tbe potential work opportuni-

ties i and around Boston in order to open new prospects for future graduates ;' and for a

study of the curriculum to see that it provides adequate courses designed to build the skills

neemarY in clerical Jobs, grail that it contains adequate niteriais for the building of

necessary ,parsoaaillt traits.

1736. Cherrington, Ruth X. Business correspondence In the high school : a

general airvey together with certain constructive proposals. Muter's, 1940.

Iowa.

1787, Cobb, Kedsii P. Related study lesson assignments for retail flower

shop in the cooperative part-time vocational education program. Master's, 1940.

Okla. A. & coll. .

Attempts to ¡demise the necessary misted information for trainees in retail dowel:

shook and to 'organise it into a series of lesson assignmess so that the study time of the

trainee nay be used more profitably..

ilai. Corder, Harold Wilson. An analysis of distribvtive education pro-

grams u developed in Iowa ender provisions of the George-Deen and the Smith-

Raghes Acts. Muter's, ma Iowa- et
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1789. Crawford, Thomas Z. Frequency of the use of Gregg shorthand in prefixes and suffixes. Master's, 194a Pittsburgh.
1740. Crockett, Samuel Z. A plan of business education for the Menasha Vo-cational School. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 76 p. ma.
Studies the need in Menasha, Wis., of an advanced course to train students In theof. bight, sPecialised modern office equipment. Offers a phis for setting up such a course.
1741. DeBovt, ¡wale. Types of school offering preparation for business edu-cation. Muter's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 170 p, ms. (Abstract *: East%Texas State Teachers College. Graduate studies, 1940: 20-21)
Recommends that business subjects be taught more non-vocationally in secondary schools ;that junior colleges expand their business curricula to asset the Immediate needs of theirstudents instead of preparing them for further training in a college or university ; thatcontinuation schools are valuable institutions and should be given an opportunity to do thework of which they 'are capable ; that evening-school classes should be taught in a settingmore conducive to learn ; and that students desiring business training should choosetheir ¡awls wisely.

1742. Dennis, Esther. A study a available measures of prognosticating sue-cess -in shorthand of high school students. Mutes, 1940. Witteuberg. 45 v. ms.Ands that scholastic aver's* is of high value In predicting means in shorthand ; thatthe Minnesota vocational test for clerical workers is of MO ProltDoetk vans; that marksMaglish are of bigh prognostic value; that neither IQ nor the Hoke prognostic test haveprognostic value.

174& Dietrich,
_

Francis Y Functional and non-functional 'Methods of teach-ing Gregg shorthand compared. Master's, 19110. Colo. St. Coil. of Ed.
1744, Ellis, L. A. General business informition of high school pupils. Mas-tees, 1.940. °Okla. A.,411 M. 41. . .

. Describes an =Wilma in which a siandardised test was even to pions' In severalOklahoma high schools offering elementary business training and a comprebeasive commadal program, to determine the amount of pneral business Information passaged by themrinds that Goat, grade level, and sex are signikant factors in pupils' undsrstandingbadness.

1745. iseock, Alfred. A study of the efforts of erasing in beginning type-writing. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
41,74.: Fagan, Clifford L.

0

Preparation of students for civil service stenographicexaminations: local, state, and nationak. Master's, 1940. _Iowa. I
*17417. Pile, Clinton XeDavid. A study of business education

qa.

in the publiccondary schools-of Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 294kp.
Covers personnel, philosophy, administration, suporvn, and mama -oi teachingness education. Concludes that it still -follows the traditional business-college patternfrom whkh lt came, although courses In retailing and in clerical practise have begs added,"with social-bminas courses and consumer education. Wham that a comma-tardy anbat percentage of graduates of commercial comas dad jobs at Waal* kw sew
1748, Potter, Pearls Nelson. A manual for tbe coordinator lb distributiveeducation. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 81) p. mi.
Olva suggestions for library °West in teaching dkotribetive edscation, and meatspattern and promoting instructioaal material.
1749, , Thomas L. Follow-up of non-college going graduattiof comeinerital, general, and college Prnierator7 curricula le two Jersey OILy highschools. Dodoes, 1910. New York. 210 p. me. .

Resoms;emis the revision et tbe cosesoccial orricstuse la era, to ¡dog it donor to themods of presont-day balsas rs4uirsmento ; the ormalaatios of a elerlosi ourrieuma In theschools ; the placement of Os skill subjects kit Os mite gratis se as to brInl the periodof tratainig Ueda to the time application ; And the sialudlatio of a Paw* &WoadIs order to inform the students of the rmiallosed sad veilations2 requirements elkspositions.
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1750. Friable, Bernadette. Clerical information and training pertinent to the

needs of commercial students in high school. Master's, 1939. Temple. 76 p. ms.

1751. Glick, Katherine P. A comparative study oftypewriting scores and

related factors of 1,000 clients at the Columbus counseling bureau. Master*,

1910. Ohio State. 80 p. ms.
Compares typewriting scores with cores of mental ability, clerical aptitude, dictation

tests and wit12 Personal characteristics of members of the group. Finds that mist of the

clients did better on the mental ability and erelical aptitude tests than on the typing test ;

that in typing the group rated higher on accuracy than on @fwd.

1752. Hall, Harold Pranklin. Adjusting the business curriculum ot Pekin

cOmmuniti high school, Pekin, Illinois, to the needs of tbe community. Master's,

iota Colo. t. Coll. of Ed.

175& Hammer, Xenneth & We go into business. Master's, 1940. Colorado.

(Abstract in: Unitrersity of Colorado studies, General series (A ) , vol. 28, no. 8 :

.51) gib

Presents a unit of work written especially tor students of Junior high-school ate, in

which the students form a corporation and carry on Wants transactions, studying bank-

ing, investments, taus, ',milt and loss.

1754. Hancock, Tom. The collegiate business trainee. Master's, 1940.

Kansas. 101 p n.

41.

3

1755. Harbaugh, Zva Luella. The development of business education in the

high school. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 75 p. ms.

Traces the development of business education since 1892, u shown by a study of the

" Proeusdints of the Department of Business &location of the National &location Ammo-

elation.

1756. liasttler, miL An outliné for a course of study in business organtii.

tion and management for the upper grades of the high school. Master's, 1940

Cincinnati. 78 p. ms.
Outlines units, objectives, content, and reference. for one-semester course in business

*organisation and management

1757. Heitplann, Sister Maria Consuela. A study of the commercial .cur-

ricula offered In the Catholic iecondary schools of the diocese of Brooklyn. Mas-

ter's, 1940. St. Johns. 'TS p. weft

1759. Tilghman, Harold L. The development of a functional course of study

in general buoiness practice for the tenth grade of the Mount Vernon secondary

school. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 321 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio University.

Abstracts of matters' theses . . 1939: 34)

Devdops a course of study on business practice based on the choices of tbe ptutlints,

Describes the results of the teaching of this course of study to students in the Mount

Vernon, Ohio, high school' daring the school year 19118-.119,

1759. Jones, Bernim An analysis of the needs of businessi as a basis for

determining the content of the course in secretarial office practice. Mister's,

sa Iowa.
.17* Xaffpr, ?red C. Syracuse occupational survey, Syracuse, N. Y. Doc-

tor's, New York. 293 p.
R -1; And* ,bat On adman pkis emphasis se enrols in SINvebandising and retail

Mang.

rall KR** Xritils A cooperative program for badness students in an ex-

perinatal high WM& Wastes% na Tennessee. 116 p.Ims.

Danes cooperative busineas edUcation as any type of alternate hour, day, or week plan

*Oboe' Wisdoms and simple:meat as emanated with continuation ar parttime schools.

Illishrisy, 410011nthy plan weft and seedy te tbkinellkesping, gsmal buboes, nor-
ft
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chandising, and secretarial curricula. Finds that few businesses in Asheville employ juniorworkers; -that selling is tbe largest business occupation in Asheville ; that salesmanabliswas selected as the most important high-school subject by the largest number of firms; thatslightly less than half of the firms believed a cooperative program to be worth while, whileslightly more than bait of tbe firms disapproved of the program'and did not believe-it to bepredicable ; t,hat most of the firms interviewed bad no set requirements for abo;tband,typewriting, or transcription.

1762. Klaus, Hannah B. Tho status of Jeaching shorthand and typewritingin Louisiana high schools. Master's, 1149. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Lou-isiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 134416)
( Studies 76 high schools and finds that shorthand is taught in 64 schools; that all of theschools offer typewriting; that the .peak of grade placement was h the tbird and fourthyears for both shorthand and typewriting; that the equipment in the commercial depart-ments of tbe schools is inadequate and there are no library facilities; that tbe range ofexperience of the *when I. from 1 to 23 years.

1783. Allin. A, study of student placement problems as they relateto business education in the secondary schools of the Chicago area. Master's,1940. Iowa.

1764. Lost:, Ruth Ridenour. A study of the business information and skillsused by the farmers of Wells County, Indiana, to serve as k basis for possiblerevision of the high school comtilercial curricula of the Wells county schools.Master's, 1940. Iowa.

r 1765. Lockhirt, Beth. A survey of opportunities for-the college traine4,ste-nographer la the 15 largest cities of Washington. Master's, 1940. Coll. ofWash.

1766. Lockwood, Richard Benton. An analysis of the work of 158 office en).ployees. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.
1767. McAdoo, Emmett A. Status of commercial education in Poleeted sec-ondary schools of Texas. Master's, 1940: West Texas filt. T. C.
1768. McBride, James Houston. The adjustmenf of the commercial curric-ulum in a small high school to the needs of a communit7 in which the chief sourceof employment is insurance. Master's, 4940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Univer-pity of Colorado studies, General seriet(A.), vol. 26, no. 3: 78-79)
Constructs a commercial curriculum compatible with the demands of employers and theneeds of young business employee. in the LeRoy, Ohio, community.
1769. McCabe, Clara J. The job sheet method as a means of individualizing'I the teaching of office practice. Master's, 1940. Buffalo.
1770. XcClintic, Edith L. Left-handedness In tyPewriting. Master's, 1940.Ohio State. 61 p. ms.
Concludes that left-handed -typists made fewer errors than rigbt-banded typists.

WcCray, Mary Bernice. Can Cadiz high school justify two-year coursesin typewriting, shorthand, and bookkeeping? Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 62p.
Studies the probable employment opportunities for graduates of %the high school. floethat specialised preparation in these subjects is not justified, and aboire a need for a guidanceprogram in the school. -

,.1772. XacFarlan, X. H. Ak study of education for the diqtributive °mops-tions under the George-Deen act in the State of Ohio. ItlasiF's, 1940. OhioUniv. 109.p. ma. (Abstract isi: Ohio University. Abstracti of-Imagers' theses. . 1940: 82)
I . ,

3

Conc1ndes44 that there is peat need for traiiing for tike distributive oeev;piktions ; tbat the .public-school tam is the most effective medium for this training :- that ad organised pro-gram of ve education,is well under way in Ohio; taat full cooperation Ifs accorded
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the program bY °rallied merchant groups and secondarpechoul ;officials that the program

is handicapped by the lack of properly trained teachers; that the program is being expanded

to include the smaller centers of population and to include a wider variety of occupational

grouPs ; and that tbe grogram seems to be growing in numbers and scope.

1773. MacGregor, Geraldine B. A follow-up study of the commercial students

of Ferris institute, 1930.41. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1774, Mandell, Gerald. Prognosis in shorthand. Muter's, 1940. Temple.

108 p. m&

1775. Martens, Ted. The metronome as a teaching device in beginningi type-

writing. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 41 p. ma.

Compares tbe speed and "accuracy of beginning typewriting students in writing troii
straight copy when the metronome is used Iritb the speed and accuracy of a control group.

rinds that the metronome increases speed and deems,, accuracy when writing from sa

straight copy.

1776. Martin, Craig T. Vocational possibilities for copmercial graduates'of

a small city high school of up-State New York. Master's, 1944 . N. Y: St. Coll.

for Teach.

1777. Merrifield, William Duncan. A recommended curriculum procedure for

Irviné high school as based op a student interest and,comtnunity economic survey.

Muter's, 194o. Kentucky. 111 p. ms.
Recommends that the revised curriculum include such vocational courses as advanced

typing, bookkeeping, business t.tmetice. electrical and mechankal trades, auto 'mechanics.

radio,- and beauty culture.

ins. Miller, Jay W. A critical analysis of the organisation, administration,

and function of the private business schools of the United States. Doctor's, 1989.

Temple. 95 p. ms.

1779. Xiller, Xartha C. The, use of extra class activities, as a part 'of the

secretarial training program in high schools. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1780. Xize, Mabel. A culturalvocational vurriculum in businees education.

Muter's, 1940. Kansas. 82 p. m&

1781. Mohr, Rose Laura. An analysis of recent materials concerning meth-

ods of teaching the typewriter keyboard. Master's, 1940. George Washington.

55 p. ms.
Analyses recent literature con*cPrning the methods of teaching tbe typewriter keyboard;

determines methods of teaching the keyboard used in typewriting textbooks ; and determines
trends in the methods of teaching the keyboard.

1782. Itorelock, Marian X. An annotated bibliography in business education.

Mutes, 19110. Iowa.
,

1783. korrison; Katrixerine. An analytical study and follow-up of pupils start-

ing the first yekr ofshorthand in Scotia high sebool in September, 1986 Muter's.
1940. N. Y. St Coll. for Teach.

1784. Nathan, Xyer ()sear. Occupational training and employment of corn-

mercial gradu!ttes of Hirsch high school. Matiter's, 1940. Chicago.

1785. Neeie, Harold V. A study of the business law difficulties experienced

by the average individual. Muter's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

inside a variation in the difficulties experienced by various occupational groups. Shows

that in order to be functional, business law must prepare the pupils to meet the legal diffi
culties which they are moat apt to face; and that business law must teach the proper
procedures in handling disputes over buying and selling. -

1T86. Nelson, Elisabeth Bae. A study of teaching devices In commetcial sub-

*lets. Master% 1940. Iowa.
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Norwood, idwin. secretaxial training In the public high schools of
: its status and scope. Masteri, 1940. Bay ldr.

1788. Nunamaker, Beulah'. Business courses offered in the )untor colleges ofthe United States. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
1780. O'Briant, Xargaret. The status of business education in Institutionswith chapters of PI Omega Pi, Master's, 190 Okla. 4. & M. ColL
Seeks to ascertain the present oftrinall ; Institutional requintionts in badness-adocatko , subjects for Masts in the demurest ; general and professionaleducation mimeo required ; teaching facilities ; facilities tor Waring actualbusiness xperience ; library and' s ; and qualifications of instructorsin the Undergraduat UMW, -AMUR* department a the institutions with chapters ofpi Omega PL nods that shorthand, typewriting, economical and mounting are alteredby all 34 'willies and business kw la offered by BS; thlif there k .s wide volatile la theother MIMI 011iertd ; that there k some agreement as to the Wilillber of wt.r a011111required tor gradeatiost, bet link agreement as to the number of beers required in business-idea tion eubjects4 that meet of the schools recommend or require second teaching Odd ;that TO per5ent of the ecisok ass a public high school as a training school for teachers.
1790. Mutt, Willis Kaifair. The

*vitae;
development of the commercial curricUlain the seven State teachers of Texas. Muter's, 1940. north. Texas

Eit. T. O.

1791. Orner, Louise Jackman. Factors relating to success or failure in learn-
ing to typewrite. Master's, 1940. Ores"! St. Ooll. 80 p. ma.

1792. Parson, Clarence P. Tbe bookkeeping practices of selected small busi-
ness eRterpriaes in Escanaba, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1798. Potter, Kaurice David. Retail problem and procedures. Doctor's,1140. New York. 317 p. rna

1794. Puckett; Alms Les. A study of the duties of retail salespeople of Pekin,Illinois, for the purpose of building a curriculum in distributive education for
*Pekin community high school. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1796. Reich, Edward. Selling. to.lbe consumer. Doctor's, 108. New. York,
830 p. ma.

1796. Romkey, Helen Zyloe. The histiliry of the private business c.olle7ge inthe United States with special reference to its development in Iowa. Master's,
1940. Iowa.

1797. Roth, Earl L. The changing values of commercial education in second-ary schools. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 85 p. ms.

v

rinds that Mae register for courses in bookkeeping. typewriting, and shorthand forether mums than preparing for an oaks position ; and that there is a trend towel nowToeitkmai objectives ia this field-

1798. Royer, Harold L. An experimental study.of the value, If-any, cif fluencyin rhythm in teaching first year typewriting. MaSer's, MO. Kans. St. T. C.,Emporia. 288 p. ma.
1790. Saxon, Joy Peters. A study of two procedures In teaching, typewriting.Muter's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract is: Louisiana State University.

Bulletin, vol. 82 N. : 149)
Congvares the teaching of typewriting by a formal textbook procedure and a socialisedprocedure. Owlet* that both methods are good, but that la this exParbolint ti. totthookprocedure was the better of the twe methods.
1800. lichneidler, entail Oast* Furtiter studies In clerical apittatitie.Doctor's, MO. Minnilsota.
nex Schoenberg, Samuel. An historical alialysis of tbe changing; businesslife of New York city : a study of India:total and occupational trends: for the
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purpose of determining the probable future need for business workers in New
York City. Doctor's, 1940. New York 400 p. ma.

Concludes that since industrial and business statistics show a continued increase in the
concentration of industries, bainea and function', hi New York at/ requiring greater
proportion of business workers, a bawd ezpansiokin bulbar education is justified, if
the schools are to anticipate the anobyment needs of tfif businesses and industries.

1802. Schweiz, Norma Dorothy. The development of Junior I;ualness training.
Masters, 1940. Texas.

ahriver, Emory Lloyd. A commercial curriculum for 061umbqa, Ne
bmska. Muter's, 1940. Nett, E 15 p. ma.

Otters suggestions for a revised commercial Curriculum, and asi In-eervtee training program
for the teatimes of tbe'Columboa, Nebr., high rochooL

1804. Miens, Ztta C. A comparative study of the status of the teaching of
butane.' law ln the public high schools in the States or Oklahoma and New
Jersey. Maker's, ilea New York. 71 p,

1805. Sprinter, Lucile Young. Guidanm, placement and follow-up activities
tbe secretarial science departments of collegiate schook Mader's, 1940. Ten-

,
nessee. 154 p. Ms.

Analyses replies received keep 402 of the 188 colleges and universities receiving ques-
tionnaires on their secretarial department& nude that time Ma been rapid growth In,
collegiate courses in Secretarial science since 1975 ; Mat colleges give some general educa-
tional guidance but usually do not have a planned program of vocational guidance; that
OW half of the schools have a., well organised placement bureau. Indicate. that Only
Percent of the secretarial *deeps &parts follow up their graduates in an effort to

'assist the young waiter or to iniprove the insUscUft in the dePartment.

1801 Squires, Ksnneth. The develppmint of a course of study la general
business training for the ninth grade in Sturgis high ;school, Sturgis, Michigan.
*ter's, 1940. MIchigan4 .

1807. Stocker, Ines. Vocational survey of Hillsboro office workers. Master's,

- $ O.

Mt Stone, X.yrtle X. Maui (*business education in the publicly supported
secondary schools In the State of Iowa. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 311 p. ms.

Studies six phases of business eduaktion. Shows the ',need of a State coordinator ost
business education in the secondary schools of Iowa.

1809. Thompson, Albert W. A commercial job opportunity survey of Au-
burn, New York. Blaster% 1440. Syracuse. 71 p. ms.

Surveys the commercial establishments and Olds needs in order to determine what
commercial subjects are most needed in the high schools, and what opportunities there may
be for the placement of stOtionts as they graduate from high school. Finds that book-
keeping oPportunities do not warrant additional vocational training for rich positions ;
that the bookkeeper -retecomplter must .be adequately trained in order to U the most fre-
quently found office position requiring specific vocational training; that the stenographic
orter le not in as great demand as is the general GAIN worker ; that care gaunt be taken
in training pupils in the nos of office machinery to prevent overemphasis on equipment not
commonly found in the offices in Auburn; tbat more training should be given in the use of
simple ease machinery.

Wanous, I, Z. Transcription itandards in business corre,ondence-
Doctoena9(0. Pittsbure0 Abstract of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theses, researches completed, and bibilograpiv of publications, 16: 371-78)

Describes the construction and validation ot two tests by administering **in to pupils
enrolled tin the finishing transcription course Is 84 public secondary schools. Concludes
that letter tianscription Is a coppla prams IONIC& tbe tramped* is required to bring
Into use a Twisty of skins and knowledge& Recommends that In Planatng the transerIP

. ties coin% provides be made ter giving Instruction in all possible phases of the transcrip-
dos mesas; 'that a attain degree of eilliciericy in 'mitten. ADO* be required fy
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148 RESEARCH liTUDIES IN EDUCATION

ment in the transcription course ; that training in written English be made an important
6 part of the transCription training program ;.that minimal English efficiency standards for

enrollmen the transcription course be established and additional English training corre-
fated wi nscrlption training.

1811. Wells, M. Agnes. A survey of the office duties of employed or formerly
employed graduates of the shorthand course in the Benton Harbor laigkochool.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

1812. Whitlock, Velma Louise. An analysis of the non-technical qualifica-,,
taxi's of the office worker. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 170 p.

Presents a questionnaire survey to deterinine ibe personal or nontechnical qualities
'Which the businessmen of Charlotte, N. C., desire their office workers to possess. Finds
that the peramal interview is considered the most important source of information re-
garding an altlicant ; that employers stress personal or non-technical qualitiei in in-service
training programs; that employers wish the school- to place more emphasis on the de-

, %elopment df personal qualities in prospective office workers. 4

1813. Vilbanks, Oma Gladys. A survey- of the development ofishorthand.
Master's, 1940. Texas.

1814. Williams, Mildred Josepitine. A follow-up study of terminal business
students at San Francisco junior college. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

1815. Woeber, Mary 4gnes. A study to determine the knowledge and skills
that should be taught in a high school retail training course. Master's, MO.
Iowa.

1816. 'Worley, Mary Sadie. A study of the history of distributive education.
Master's, 1940. Ohio state. 119 p.

1817. Wright, Harold I. A survey to determine the use made of typewriting
and other conuilercial subjects by graduates of the Frankfort high school of
Frankfort, Kansils, from 1930-1940. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1818. Wyles, Alice E. A survey of distributlie education as sponsored by
the public schools in the State of Illinois. Master's, 1940. Iowa.'

1819. Zearfoos, Helm; X. A comparatye study of Gregg and Thomas short;
hand. Masterts;1940. Iowa.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL ARTS

*1820. Ayers, Arthur W. A cOmparison of certain visual factors with the
efficiency of textileinspectors. Doctor's, 1940. Penn. State. 44 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether vision is one of the primary determinants of efficiency
In such ceitical operations as the inspection of textiles ;and to deterinine the relative
importance of various visual factors requisite to satisfactIori inspectIon, by studying 45
femaTe operators engaged In final inspection of vines of rayon yarn. Describes vision
tests adlninlstered to these operators, and the results of the tests.

1821. kickua, Willard itp, Instructional analysis of woodworking hand tiool
processes with related information concerning properties and uses of wood.
Master's, 1940.1 Michigan.

0

1822. Bailey,;, Claire V7.. Industrial arts in progressive education.. Master's,
1940. Okla. A.18g U. Coll. '*\

Finds Shat a wider variety of Materials and activities are available in industrial arts
un4e&progressive education; that more time is being devoted to the subject ; that /pedalem0Ms Le plaged on creative lictivities, while vocational guidance ind skills are rankedlow in the placimeat of esalphitsis, that the individual method of instruition is
taking the place of the group PM ;Ihat more teacher\ energy Is required under progressive
education; and that industrial arts still serves as an area of learning in the higher grade
levels where the student may specialise fp some field of industrial work.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 149

1823. Baldwin, Willis Ambrose. The present status of industrial arts in the
junior high schools pi California. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 127 p. ms.

1824. Barbour, Harry P. A course in crafts for the multiple shop courses in
!he junior high schools of Kansas City, Missouri. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Ooll.
75 p. ms.

Presents an outline for a 10-weeks course of study in multiple shop, covering leathercraft,
pottery, jewelry and plastics, cement work, and electricity.

1825. Barnett, E. Lee. Fundamentals of trade Aucation----designing and
drafting in the education of the apprentice. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1826. Beck, Eiwin Russell. Concepts of industrial arts teachers with refer-
(lice to certain phases of the industrial arts program. Master's, 1939. Iowa State:
67 p. ms.

Analyzes the opinions of 102 industrial arts teachers on various aspects of industrial arta
teaching.

1827. Benz, 4ie1and Arthur. Advisability of constructing hoine work-shop
equipment in industrial arts ciasses. Master1;4940. Iowa State. 48 p. ms.

1828. Berger, Lewis William. A study of the prognosis of industrial arts
aohlevement in a junior high school. Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 40 p7 ms.

9
mechanicalDescriber an experiment in which three tests of aptitude weiigiven to 100

selected boys and tbeir marks correlated with each othex and with teachers' ranking&
Recommends that Pupils be grouped according to marks on these tests and teachers' rank-'
ings.

1829. Berry, Millard Laverne. An interpretation of the responses 015 Indus-
trial arts men in positions of authority, relative to 57 industrial arts issues. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Iowa State. 187 p. ms.

1830. Black, Raymofid Eugene. A vocatiottalktraining program for the Rock-
port public schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

1831. Bohnstorff, William K. The history of ipdustrial arts in the New
Orleans public schools. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Loui-
siana State University. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 190)

1832. Bottoms, Berry. A study oi the crafts courses taught in the junior high
sehools of Amarillo, Texas. Muter's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 139 p. ms. (Ab-
stract in: East Texas State Teachers College. Graduate studies, 1940: 14-15)

Points out some of the possibilities of a crafts course for girls ; and outlines the crafts
course used in the Amarillo public school!, duringlIre school year 1939-40.

1833. Bradford, Frank Pruett. Survey of the industrial occupational oppor-
tunities in Muscogee County, Georgia, Or graduates of the Jordan vocational
high school. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 80 p. ms.

1834. Branilstatt, Laverne, The status of piactical electricity in the high
schools of northern California : a proposed program. Master's, 1989. Oregon
St. 53 p. ms.

Analyses replies to letters and questionnaires sent to princiPals and instructors in high
%Bch e

i IL Concludes that practical electricity should be part of the industrial-arts Vrogram
of tke high schools of the locality.

Breedlove, Fred W. The history and operation of the idward L. Hymes
prevocational school In New Orleans. Master's,(1939. Louisiana State. (Ab-
stract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, viol. 82 N. S. : 190-91)

Discusses the method of operation, objectives, curriculum, and physical equipment of a
1 which opened in 1937.
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150 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1886. Britton, Russell 11. Extending vocational edication
through the control cif instructionál costs.. Mutees, 1940. Colo.
PS MIL

Studies the cost of instruction of nine vocational schools in Wisconsinbasis.

opportunities
St. Coll. 77

on a per-pupil

1857. Broadbent, Vernon Edgar. A four year course in woodwork for acomprehensive high school. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
o 1838. Brumley, Oscar H. The stitus of industrial arts for girls in the second-ary schooli ot.010. Master's, 1:':!. Ohio Univ. 74 p. mi. (Abstract in: Ohiouniversity. A*** of master's theses . . . 1939: 10-41)

rinds that 18 gifftil( ere offering industrial arts for girls in classes with boys, and
'-

working condition*: 11'4- *ere similir for boys and girls ; that 5 schools were offeringcourses for girls o -4" home mechanime household mechanics, woodworking, printing,
.,.. ,

architectural drawing, anical drawing, 'handcraft, and general shop ; that 9 systemshad exchange or cooPert :flans covering periods of time from 2% to 6 weeks ; that a totalof 753 girls were receiving"experienc9 antraining in the field of industrial arts in theseschools in classes for girls, in classes ior. Wye, and in cooperation plans. Shows that about82 percent of the teachers of industrial arts in Ohio think that proirisions for girls in in-dustrial arts are not adequate in their respective schools.
11839. Buford, John Ezell. The revised vocational curriculum fo'r Washingtonhigh school in Sand Springs, Oklahoma. Muter's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1840. Byron, Z. Marvin. Instructional aids for teaching electricity in a highschool industrial arts course. Master's, 1940. Tennessee.
rinds that tbe outstanding electrical interests center on radio, motors, and house wiring,in descending order. Includes 30 photographs showing tbe design and use of equipment;which can be built economically in the shop ; and a table giving reference citations as tobook and location b the book where 166 general electrical topics may be found in 51 bookssuitable for use by pupils and teachers of electrical courses in high-school industrial arts.
1841. Chamberlain, Duane G. A study of shopwork in small high schools inthe State of Michigan. Master's, .1940. Michigan.,,
1842. Clark, Henry X. Methods for selecting boys for vocational classes. best!gifted W their interests and aptitudes. Master's, 1940. Stout. j4 p.
1848. Clausen, Douglas W. A study of the methods, media and techt;iqueused in interpreting vocational mid adult education in Wisconsin. Muter'& 1940.Wisconsin.

1844. Collins, naafi Knight Photography as an industrial arts activity.Muter's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 106 p. mi.
1845. Cox, George Bryan. A guide to a shoP planning program for Oregonschool& Muter's, 1940. Oregon St Coll. 167 v. ms.
1846. Crosby, Edmund ,D. Simplified sheet-metal operation sheets for men-tally retarded boys.' Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 111 p. ms.
Develops operation shies, illustrated by pictures of each step in the operation, andwith a vocabulary just below the third-grade level, for use by boys in the Wayne CountyTraining School, Northville, Mich.

1847. Cuthbertson, Gilberts A work book for the beginning worker in servicestations. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll, 70 p. niq.
1848.. Davis, Henry Ernest. Industrial arts teaching as a vocation. Master's1910. Oregon St. Coll. 75 P. nis.

,
.

1849. Davis, Marion Raynkond. Visual teaching aide for bandtool processesip wOodworking. Masters, 1940. ,Oregoti St. Coil, 115 p. ma. %
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 151

1850. Day, Charles Milton. A course of study in elementary photography
which may be used as either a curricula' or an extracurricular activity in the
secondary school: Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed,

1851. Dick, Arthur A. A dual organization of general shop with related
subjects. Master's, 1940. Maryland.

1852. Digby, Cleo E. A survey of curricula and facilities for teaching indus-
trial arts in the county schools of Cuyahoga county, Ohio. Master's, 1940.
Bowling Green. 18 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bowling Green State University. Ab-
siracts of masters' theses, 1935-1940: 82)

Discusses the courses of study, training of the instructors, number of industrialarts
subJects taught in each school, and the type of laboratory in the schools.

1853. Easterly, Clay A. A survey to determine the opportunities for improv-
ing the program of vocational education in Bristol, Tennessee-Virginia. Master's,
1940. Tennessee. 116 p.

Includes a brief description of two high schools a follow-up of the 1939 senior ciusss
questionnaires sent to the 1940 senior classes ; and an occupational survey of 115 industrial
establishments of Bristol.

1854. Espendez-Navarro, Juan. An historic develOpment of practicaloarts
and vocational education in the Island of Puerto Rico, 1898-1939. Muter's,
1£40. Indiana. 288 p. me.

1855, Pitspatrick, Dorotha Chaffee. Mexican crafts in relatifm to related arts
In the Calexico public schools. Master's, 1939. Oregoili St. 89 p. m&

1856.' Forsythe, Loren Porter. A stddy of the content of courses in bench
woodwork as recommended in authoritative mources. Master's, 1939. Agr. and
Mech. coll. of Texas. 54 0. mi.

1857. Frankson; Carl E. The organization and content of an adjustment
service for juilior employment, in the semi-skilled mechanical occupations for
Monroe, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 307 p. ma.

Sets up, in detail, a training program for the semi-skilled occupations.

1858. Punkey, Lyman H. Industrial training for fresh water commercial
fishermen. Master's, 1940. Colo.13t. Coll. 125 p. ma.
, Studies industrial fishermen of Marinette, Wis., to determine the type of training and
subjects desirable in a program of part-time and adult education.

1859. Gates, Floyd C. A survey of Industrial arts from the parents' point of
view in Wood county, West Virginia. Master's, 1989. Ohio Univ. (Abstract in:
Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses f1/4 1931): 26)

Shows that the outstanding objectivis given by the parents for industrial arts are ex-
ploratory aqd general education ; and that the parents suggest tbat industrial arts be more
prastikal and be given better equipment and more tiMe and guidance.

1880. Gierhart, Kenneth. AL survey of teaching of industrial arts In small
high schools. Master's, 1940. Wittenberg. 141 p. ma

Studies current trends in the methods of teaching industrial arts in in Ohio. Finds that
40 different areas of industrial arts are being taught in 238 schools in Ohio, providing nearly
20i000 Mils with ezploratory and try-out opPortunities; that there is little uniformity in
the number of periods a week devoted to industrial arts ; that woodwork remixes more
emphasis than any saber single course ; and that SO percent of . the instructors reporting bad
never had trade esporisaos .

1861. Gonzales, Xircelo. A proposed type of vocational school for Filipino
curia. education. Master's, 1940. Oregon. .

, .

1862. Chum, Howard 'Wilson. Setting up a suggested. method or procedure,
for graga¡Osiptend teaching the needed skills and information on50 shop jobs that
are. adopted to ReeitoWn comMunity.,, Masteek 1940 AIa Poly. InSt '125 p. u.
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152 RESEARCH STIIDIES IN EDUCATION

1863. Griffith, Clyde E. A study of light in the industrial arts laboratories
lef the New Orleans public schools. Master's, 1939. Louisiana state. (Abstract

/ in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. B. : 192)

1864. Gunderson, B. Harry. An annotated and evaluated list of industrial
teachillaids for metal working classes. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 120 p. ms.

1865. Hackman, Ray Carter. The differential prediction of success in two
contrasting vocational areas. Doctor's, 1940. Minnesota.

1866. Harrison, Oval Stanley. The development of indstrial education in
Missouri. Doctor's, 1940., Missouri.

1867. Heldreth, William Virgil, Characteristics of the general shop. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Iowa State. 87 p. ms.

1868. Hendershott, Cleo Hammett. A study of native Texas clays relative to
their value tor pottery making in the public schools. Master's, 1940. North Texas
St. T. C.

1869. Holloway, Robert L. A proposed #rts program. Master's, 1940. Ohio
'w State. 48 p. ms.

Presents an integrated program of the igdustrial arts, fine arts, and homi ecoualges
courses for the Galion Junior High-School.

1870. Hostetler, James C. An industrial arts,curriculum for the retarded and
maladjusted pupils of Bloomington high school. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll.

p. ms.
Describes a 4-semester program developed for Bloomington, Ill., whicii permits of indi-

vidual work, and the transfer of students back and forth between the special and regular
industrial-arts courses.

1871. Humbargar, Solomon Wainewright. Development of a practical course
in internal combustion motors and power farm equipment. Master's, 1940.
Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A),
vol. 26, no. 3 : 57).

Presents a practical course for a rural high school In Larned, Kans., to help the farmer
with power farm-equipment problems.

1872. Illingworth, Charles W. Vocational and adult education in Wisconsin :

administration and supervision. Master's, 1940. Stout. 603 p. me.
1873. Johnson, Arvid N. A study of the industrial arts program in the senior

high schools of Lincoln, Nebraska. Master's, 1940. Stout. 88 p.

1874. Johnson, C. W. An appraisil of industrial arts: with 'reference to its
development in the State of Wed Virginia. Master's, 1940. Ohio Stab.). 127 p. ms.

1875. Jones, Leonard. Matching abilities and jobs. Master's, 1940. Colo-
rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A) , vol. 26,
no. 3: 60)

Analyses methods used in placipg individuals In jobs, stressing the use of psychological
tests and measurements, and the result& obtained from the use of such tests. Indicates
that the personal injervieviand the application form are the most comroonly used techniQues
and that there b a tendency to bring in job analysis as a basis for refinement of prognostic
testa.

1874. Kastler, John O. Parent opinion of manual training in New Orleana
Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bui-
iptin, vol. 82 N. S. : 193)

Analyses replies to squestionaairesi distribipted to 4,859 parents. indicates that a large
percentage of the parents were favorable td the teadhing of the present course, and that
they expressed a 'desire. to have manual-tfainhm instruction continued beyofid the elementary
grades eV introduced Into the high seboob of the city.
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CURRICULUM STUDIES 41117 73
. 1877. Kilpatrick, Joseph Jay. Fundamental factors in the evolution of non-

vocational auto-mechanic:8. Master's, 1939. Oregon State. 134 p. ms.

187& King, Cecil E. The teaching of woodwork in Virginia high schools.
Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 99 p. ma.

Studies the teaching of industrial-arts woodworking in 37 Virginia high schools in
193849.

1879. Kirk, Harold H. Bookbinding, a study of its history, equipment and
t(chniques. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 213 p. ms.

Presents a content study of extra or band binding with reference to its use in the graphic-
sills shop on the secondary-school level.

1880. Koch, Norbert H.. Industrial arts needs in Rule high school, Knoiville,
Tennessee. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 70 p. ms.

Studies the Intelligence, vocational aptitude, occppational background, and occupätional
preferences of 185 WO-school boys. Finds that industrial arts was chosen by 81.3 percent
of the boys, most of whom chose it because they thought it would help them In their future
life ; that they asked for 13 different industrial-arts courses not now offered, and that 75.0
Percent expressed a desire for a community workshop.

1881. Krueger, Albert T. A study of trade and industrial education in Texas
since its inception. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 70 p. ms.

Finds that there Was been a steady increase in all trade and industrial education bro.
grams from the time they became.stabilised, the average annual growth for all programs
being approximately 31 percent.

1882. Lange, Corinth E. Result of a directed program of instruction -in the
basic skills. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

1883. Larson, Roy 0: The validation of a course of study in general printing,
Master's, 1940. Stout. 35 p. ma

1884. Lee, Floyd W. Selection and evaluation of related informagon- per-
taining to wood orkirig in 30 senior high schools. Master's, 1940. Stout.
48 p. ms.

1885. Diet, H. G. Basic principles for improving the thinking habits of indus-
trial arts students in the field of industrial arts. Master's, 1940. Colo. St.
Coll. 117 Ix ms.

1886. Lilly, Bob Thomas. A study of vocational rehabilitation of disabled
citizens in Texas. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 45 p. m&

Studies records of 1,721 cases placed on a self-sustaining status by the Division of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation from 1929 through 1938.

1887. LoVette, Dallas D. Development of technique in American woodcarving.
Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1888. IldKeown, Russell Z. Outcomes of the Alamosa, Colorado, part-time
diversified occupations course at the end of Ave years of its operation. Master',;
1940. Arizona St. T. C. OD p. ms.

1:4z,! Manly, 3. R. A course in art metal for Southwest high school. Master's,
s '

%! Colo. St. Coll. 'IN; p. ms. .

1890. Martens, Arthur C. Course content for the general shop in consolidated
schools. Master's, 1989. Iowa State. 98 p. ms.

1891. Maxwell, John B. Industrial arts in the Dayton, Ohio, public schools.
Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 124 p. ms.

1892. Maynard, Louis Jackson. Trend's in 'trade and Industrial education in
the secondary schools of Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Traces general trends in trade and industrial edUcation over the past 20 years, dealing
with tunas in teacher qualifications; development ot the different types of programs ;.
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student enrollment ; number of teachers ; minimum entrance ages for students ; financialtrends ; and the administrative organisation.

1898.6-11(eu1er, Milton Carl. The extent to which industrial arts contributes
toward the recognition of aesthetic qualities in industrial products. Master's,
1 Iowa, State. 91 p.

Presents results of tests in the recognition of aesthetic qualities in industrial products.given pupils in six school* in Iowa.

1894. Meyer, Edwin David. A follow-up study of industrial arts graduates of
Oregon State college since 1915. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Ooll. 107 p, ms.

1895. Miller, E. E. A study of the grading of industrial arts woodworking
projects. Master's, 1939, Agr. and. Mech. Coll. of Texas. 35 p. ms.

Analyses 84 replies to a questionnaire sent to 167 schools having State affiliated coursesin first-year woodwork. Finds that all of the teachers used different marking systems.Recommends that the mark be based on the finished product, and that definite marking
standards 'be Used. k

61896. Miller, Everett R. The relationship between industrial arts courses
and occupational choices. Master's, 1040. Colo. St, Coll. 89 p.

Concludes that the industrial-arts courses aided in the occupational tholes* of students
at Dunwoody Industrial Institute, Minneapolis; Minn.

VW. Mitchell, Lottie B. X. A study of the post-high school ctireers of the
graduates of Potrhatbula high school : a study in education. Master's, 1
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, vol. 32
N. S. : 189-40)

Attempts to determine the educational status ; occupational distribution ; marital status ;geographical distribution ; leisure-time activities ; social and civic activities ; and the valuethey place on their high-school training by graduates of the classes of 1931 and 1932. nodethat more than 50 percent of the graduates think a highschool education adequate in everyrespect. Concludes that schools must provide an education more completely adapted to
everydaY lite

1898. Mitchell, W. Dee. Criteria for evaluating an industrial arts depart-\ melt. Master's, 1940. Okla, A. & M Coll.
,Attempts to establish criteria for evaluating an Industrial-arts, departments
1899. Idordy, Francis Earl. A proposed course in occupations based upcip tbe

present status of courses and upon experimentation. Muter's, 1989. Kans.
St. Coll. p. mi.

.;1

1900. *rick, G. E. TrOlids in industrial arts education. Muter's, 1940.
Eakt Texas St. T. C. 137 p. ms. (Abstract is: Eut Texis State.teachers col-
lege. Graduate studies, 1940: 4.0-48)

Studies trends in industrial arts education from its earliest introduction Into the Unitedtates to the present time.

1901. Nee, William Joe. A survey of Industrial arts in the public schools of
Oregon. Mastees, 1910. Oregon St. Coll. 65 p. MS,

1902. Nortont John. P. Vocational high school needs for Schenectady.
Master's, 1940. N. T. St. CO, for Teach.

1908. Oxley, Richard B. A study of the educational value of grout pròjecta.
In industrial arts on ;I secondary leveL Mastees, 1940. Ohio Univ. 96 p. sns.
(Abstract is: Ohio university. Abstracts of master,' theses .1940: sp,. ;-

Candudet that the PM Project furthers the aims of education and that si;rh a Pointis in harmony with tbe trends pf eduistion ; that the project meets the approval of pupils,
teachers, and supervisors ; and that the Snap project promotes the orientation function,
emotional function, conaumer function, tichnical -faction, nodal function, and *Wail
function' ofindustrial sty; ; and that tbe group Pro In Industrial arts on th sioolduylevel has definite educational value. ,
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1904. Peiffer, Herbert Claire, fr. Vocational education itu California under

the first Commissioner of industrial and vocational education. Doctor's. 1940.

Standard. (Abstract in: Stanford University. Abstracts of dissertations

. . . :8144)
Emphasises developments in the agricultural, commercial, bomemaking, and industrial

phases of vocational education at the secondary level.

1905. Pendleton, John Henderson. 'Industrial ails as a factor in adult edu-

cation. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 80 p. MS.

Studies the opinions of 27 industrial-arts and farm-shop teachers in Iowa and Utah
u to the ways that industrial arts may contribute to better nee of leisure time, wiser

consumption, and greater economic security. Concludes that adults are interested in in-

dustrial arts, and shows tbe need for, and feasibility of, making industrial arts a part
of the adult-education propel= of these States.

1906. Peoples, Earl Ray. Graduate work in industrial education at Iowa

State college from 1928 to 1940. Master's, 1940. Iowi State. 79 p. ms.

1907. Perkins, Malcolm Henry. Industrial arts content for the home crafts-

man Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 60 p. me.
Analyses projects appearini in six magazines, in their industrial-arts or bomecraft sea

dons. Suggests a general shop mum based on the frequencies of job operations found

in tbe analyds.

1908. Reid, James , W. Aviation in the high school curriculum. Master's,

MO. West Texai St. T., C.

_1909. Bitssman, Herbert C. A program of trade extension and apprentice

training in sheet metal in Superior, Wisconsin. Master's, 1940. Stout. 90 p. ms.

1910. Rule, Pattl Hopkins. Industrial arts in education for leisure. Master's,

1940. Washington. 136 p.
Concluded that industrial arts offers a valuable avenue whereby leisure hobbies and

ibterests may be fostered.

1911. Bung, Thomas Jacob. An analytical survey of industrial and home

service occupations for the purpose of iscertaining vocational curricular needs In

the Allentown school district. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

1912. Ruppert, J. C. Procedures used in securing and teaching related Infor-

mation for acetylene welding. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll. .

191& St George, R. Edward. An analysis of the filling station business with

special regard to the operator's duties and responsibilities with recommendations

for training. Master's, 1940. Alabamal. 120 p. ms.

1914. Schmid, Harry C. Trends in trade and industrial education in the
public schools of the City of Minneapolis. Master's, 1040. Colo. St. Coll. 100

p. ma.
Shows an increase in enrollment in day classes in two vocational schools, and a neglect

of trade-Extension education.

1915. Schwartz, Jack. Comparison of requirements in 200 vocations, 1929 -

to 1988l Mastpr's, 1939. Temple. 98 p. ma.

.1216. Scott, Charles ,X. The pre-college background of industrial arts majors
and minors at the Colorado State College of Education, L4,4. q0. Master's, 1940.

COlo. Eft. COIL of rid.

lirt. Sherman. 4,11in John. Learning content In violin inking for industrial
arts students. Master's, 191.40. Iowa State. 86 p. me.

19* Shininter, Michael W. A study of phenols In the election 'of industrial
srtisubjects In South high school during the years from September 1988 to June
1044, 41astgrest Oa Middy=
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1919. Simpson, J. L. A survey of the methods, techniques, and procedures
used in teaching slow-learners in industrial arts in Indiana. Master's, 19ip. Ind..
St. T. C. 40 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
journal, 11 : 154-55, July 1940).

Concludes that industrial-arts courses must be adjusted to suit the needs, limitations,
aptitudes, capacities, and interests of slow-learning pupils ; that the slow-learning pupilmust have confidence in his ability to contribute something worth while to the clue; must
have confidence in his teacher ; must see that. he is making progress ; must have a definiteplace in the shop personnel and organization ; and must be guided expertly in each step or
procedure.

1920. Snide, Amos C. A survey of industrial arts in the Muskingum Valley
conference. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 101 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university.
Abstratt4 of niasters' theses . . . 1940: 49)

Compares the industrial-arts programs in Caldwell, Crooksville, (Rooster, ticConnellsville,New Concord, New Lexington, and Philo, and offers suggestions for improving the programs.
4

1921. Snyder, James Monroe. Carburetion : with emphasis on content for
instruction. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 79 p. ms.

19=. Stiles, Harold Leander. A. study of Industrial arts supervision in
schools not employing special superilsors. *Master's, 1939. Oregon St. 61 p. ms.

1928. Strong, Charles B. Validaiion of instructionál repair jobs for trade
classes in automotive maintenance. Master's, 1940. Stout. 132 p. ms.

1924. Stroud, Vaden H. Pre-engineering and technical service curricula,
based on the vocational interests of high school boy students. Master's, 1940.
Colo. Sit Coll. 150 p. ms.

Outlines units for pre-engineering courses.

1925. Swindell, George. A survey of ind4tr1a1 arts in Warren county.
Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 69 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university: Abstracts

masters theses . . . 1939: 65)
Finds tipat the industrial-4rts courses were not the most expensive courses in the cur-riculum. Shows that the subject can be modernised in Warren County if the need is broughthome forcefully to the teachers, industrial-arts authorities, and business men who-arefamiliar with the functions of industrial arts as it is presented today.
1926. Taylor, Cyrus Byrdart. Home planning as an industrial arts activity.

Master's, 1940. Iowa State 100 p. ms.
1927. Thomas, Harry O. A study. of the Isaac Delgado central trades school

graduates krom June 1933/ to June 1937._ Master's, 1939. Louisiada State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S : 194-91S)

Awaits@ 200 mike to a questionnaire sent to 326 graduates of this period. Concludesthat in most eases the training is .considered adequate ; that in about two-thirds of thetrades coil the wages are sufficient ; and that the Gelds are overcrowded in all but afew of the 14 trades considered.

1928. Thomas, Helen Leona. The occupational training of high school pupils.
Master's, 1939. New Mexico.

1929. Thompson, Franklin Milstein. The functioning of the art knowledgeof Junior high . school pupils and teachers in industrial arts classeiC, Master's,
1940. Iowa State. 72 p. ms. .1. .

orson, Oscar Martin. Technical information fOr woodworkitig in
junior high schools. Master's, 1989. Iowa State.

Analyses 10 Junior bigb-echook *llamas, evaluation of the important* of certain wool-working facts, and lista topics of technical information...
1981. Underhill, Harold W. A sour* unit * metalworking tool processesfor a Junior high physical, eaviionmeut colitis. Master's, no. Colo. It. ColL
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1982. Van Bevan', Cle 11. The historical development of vocational education

In the United States. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 158 p. ms. (Ab-

stract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940:61-63)

Traces the development of iocational education,from the days of apprentice training to
date, stressing the industrial school ; the part-time cooperative ichool ; the continuation
pchool ; the day-vocational or trade school ; and the corporation school. Discusses tbe part

PLO' py the Federal G9vernment in advancing the work of vocational education.

911 . VanDelden, Egbert H. Exploration of a technique for the preparation

of occupational outlooks. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 131 p. ms.

Analyses 40 industries which employ 00 percent of the industrial wage earners, for the
period 1879-117, in an attempt to develop a technique for measuring occupational prospects.

,i
trade:1934. Vaughn, Gerald Oliver. Materials of the automotive their

source, composition, production, and use. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1935. Waldhauser, Damon W. Employee relations of students in a coopera-

tive part-time class. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 152 p.

Studies specific dIfficulties that students in part-time cooperative classes in Craig, Colo.,

have with their employers. Offers course units designed to correct them.

1936. Walker, Ernest E. The place_of the industrial arts in the junior high

I.

school. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & IL Coll.
Concludes that subjects included in the induptrial-arts program should be selected on the

basis of their °contribution to the maximum development of tbe junior high-school youths.

1937. Ward,. Clifton Francis. A study of vocational rehabilitation in Utah.

Master's, 1939. Utah. 15 p. ms.

1938. Warner, (*use Ormond. Vocational preferences of ninth grade boys
in the junior high school of Arkansas City, Kansas. Master's, 1940. Colorado.

(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol.%28, no.

3 : 127-28)
Analyses replies to a questionnaire by 107 boys enrolled in the ninth grade of the junior

high 'school of Arkansas City.

1939. Welborn, James David. An analysis of factors which will determine

the application of design to industrial arts projects. Master's, 1940. North

Texas St. T. C.

1940. 'Wertz, Clifford R. Development and use of photography in the indus-
trial arts laboratory. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 185 p..ms.

Concludes that tbe subject is ideally applicable for material as subject matter in school-

shop work, and that there is a shortage of suitable printed material to be used as texts.

1941. Wham, R. L Suggestions for the organization of a county trade school

for Seminole county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Col.

Shows that a trade school might well be organised to offer instruction in evening classes.

part-time classes, aid day-unit trade clam* *

1942. Wheeler, Paul S. A plan for the industrial arts department in Bartlets-

vine, Oklahoma, junior college, Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 57 p. ms.

Recommends courses4in mechanical drawing, auto mechanics, architectural drawing, and

carpentry.
1948, White,- Henry Andrew. Correlation* bétween mechanical aptitude and

informatin relating to automobile mechanics. Master's, 1940. Iowa State.
117 p. me.

*1944. Whitesell, Harry Sellers. A study of the vocational school programs
in 10 citlei in the United States. Master's, 1940. George Waabingtolil. 116 p. m&

Studies tbe plan of administrative organisation and tbe program of offerings in the voca-

tional schools of these cities. Analyses data on: Tbe community; administrative organi-
sation of the vocational IOW ;. enrollment and entrant* requirements; organisation of
instrOction ; voc,tkinal cour es Wend ; and placement.
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Carl B. A job opportunity surrey of Lincoln- County, Wails-
reference to the needs of junior college students. Master's,ana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State. University. Bulletin,

157)
nt need for educational adminisators to give serious consideration to theof vocational courses at tbe junior-eollege level.

1946. W a Paul L. Science involved in the teaching of.. general metal.Muter's, 1 - Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1947. W sor, A. L. A study of tension of student pilots during training.Ithaca, N. Y Cornell imiversity, 1940.
Studies in pulse rate, rIspiratIon rate, blood pressure, steadiness, and secretionrate during a aspects of flight traysing.

1948. Wis Glenn Orion. Methods of interpreting industrial arts. Master's,1939. Iowa z tate. 125 p. nis.
Presents a . mary of the different methods and techniques of interpreting tbe industrial-arts program.

1949. W ,
Master's,

Describes a
which applican

1. C. The Wichita plan of training airplane mechanics.
Colo. St. Coll. 76 p. ms.

!ling program, worked out in 1939 in cooperation with local factories, inaccepted by the companies were trained in a high school in Wichita, Hans.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1950. Alsab ok, Paschel Henry. A study to determine in what farm shopjobs a teache f vocational agriculture should have training in order to accom-plish au a ble shop program. Muter's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 55 p. ma.
1951. Benton Ralph Albert. The determination subject matter for acourse in soll rntion for boys in higli schooL Master's, 1940. Nebraska.
1652. Bible, ad L. Significant factors in the development of a long-timesupervised farm practice program. Master's, 1940 Penn. State.
1953. Bowen, C. Factors rellating to the thoice of two majors jnClemson colle cultural education and technical agriculture. Master's,1940. Colo. St. U. 44 p. ms.

of students as to their general intelligence ; high school and collegehab ; subjects taken in high school and in college ; home oppor-ons ;condi plans for graduate work ; and vocational intentions. Shows thatdifference between students preparing to teach vocational agriculturetechnical courses to conclude that one group is superior to tbe other.
lean Otto. Approved practices for vocational agriculture-entdevel of lists of approved agriculture practices for aU types \tural pro.jects with recommendation, for their Ws. Master's,

Studies two mu
marks ; marks in
tunnies ; home
there k not enough
and students p

not Breular,
projects : the
of vocational agri
1940. Penn.-State.

1955. Chubb, C
mental factors of
courses. Muter's,

1956. Collins,
projects for Canto
feeding projects;
improvement
44 p.

.19N. Diggins, Re
upon farni practices

vin Baker. An analysis of certain personal and eiviron-
ban and rural trainees in agricultural education and tilinilar

Penn. State.
B.: Shreve, Robert Xs., and Thompson, IT. L Sheepfuture farmers: a guide to profitable p a action: Lamband lamb projects ; producing pure-bred 4,

I
A- rails; dockElan Luis Obispo; California Polytechnii 8fIlool, 1940:

Vance. Infigeime of adult agricul schoolsthose attending. Master's, 1940. Iowi State. 62 p.
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11 i Dobervich, eam. Problems encountered in becoming established in
fa is by young men trained in vocational agriculture. Muter's, 1940. Iowa
State. 146 p. Ins

1959. Evans, Arthur Hugh. Factors affecting the establishment in farming
of 100 former students of the vocational agriculture department of Hudson, Iowa.
Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 118 p. ms.

Studies the occupations, marital status, type of farm tenure, economic status, residence,
and satisfaction with their jobs of these former students.

1960. Farmer, Gordon C. The home grourids improvement erit7ise. Mas-

ter's, 1940. Va. Poly. Inst. 220 p. ms.
Analyses the home grounds improvement enterprise into teaching units ada to farm.

home situations.

1961. Perdum, Clarence Raleigh. A study of the occupational distrib on of
former students of Waialum high school and its relationship to the voca s onal
agricultural program. Master's, 194a Hawaii. 67 p. ma.

1962. Fowler, Hornsby Joseph. Teacher response to required teaching ti
in vocational agriculture. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 123 p. ma.

Finds that Tennessee teacberi consider 80 minute periods for shop work and field trips
too short, and consider 60 minute Periods sufficient for laboratory exercises and classroom
exercises. Concludes that the supervised farm program and out-of-class activities provide
time and facilities for effective training, and that these programs should be considered as
organised instruction and the time se) used should be counted as such.

196& Jepson, R. B. A program of farm practice supervision tpr vocational
agriculture teachers in Nevada. \I Master's, 1940. Colo. St. ColL 77 p. ms

Shows the important activities in vilich teachers of vocational agriculture should engage
in order to supervise adequately the Wine-project work of boys An their vocational agricultural
classes.

1964. Johnson, itarold I. The type and amount of agricultural training
received by Greeley, Colorado, farmers. Master's, 1939 Oolo. Eit. Coll. 48 p. m&

Shows the need for vocational agriculture in4the Greeley high school and in adult evening
classes.

1965. Kennedy, Harold William. Objectives of agricultural education : his-
torical and present status Doctor's, MO. Ohio State. (Abstract ds: Ohio
State university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 32: 205-212)

Mecums the bistorkafand present status of agricultural education in the United States ;
economic óbjectives ; personal problems ; group relationship ; and secondary sociartn44Tic
objectives.

1966. Xing, Rufus B. Teachingdati dealing with corn for tbe use of teachers
of agricul Virginia. Master's, MO. Va, Poly. Inst. 192 p. Mi.

Presents 1 units on rtricais phases of the corn enterprise.

1967. pf, Theodore N. A survey. of the status of teachers of vocational
agricul Michigan for 1939-40. Master's 1940. Michigan.

1968. LaRue, Grove G. Occupational status of State farmers of Texas. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Colo. St Coll. 40 p. ms.

Finds that 63 percent of the 262 boys who received the State farmer degree were engaged
in some type of farming, while another 10 percent were in occupations relating to farming.

1969. -Littlepage, Cleveland, L. Rar4ii) and pasture improvemefit datil for
teachers of iocational agriculture in areas of west Texas Master's, 1940. Texas
Tech. Coll. 96 p. ma.

1970. McClelland, JOhn Barnhart Opportunities for placement and estab-
lishment on farms in selected Ohio commiinities where vocational agriculture is
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taught. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university. Ab-stracts of doctoral dissertaknu4, no. 33 167-73 )
Studies farms and farm operators; the average sise of the !arms; the amount of labor onfarms used in this study and the amount of labor needed ; opportunities for buying farmsopportunities for renting farms ; opportunities for employment as hands; opportunities foremployment on a share basis. Concludes that opportunities for placement, and establitkbmeat on farms other than tha home farm vary greatly in number and in desirability ; thatman, of the most desirable opportunities hare high requirement* u to capital and personalqualpications. ter

1971. Wrens, Paul F. The construction of Job sheets in farm forge shop°
Master's, 1940. Va. Poly. Inst. 263 p. ma

Gives drawings and detailed directions for orrying on the work involved in each of the 4sforge jobs.

1912. Nelson, Eldridge Balm% A -study of Houston County to determinewhether the course of vocational agriculture should.be modified to better meetthe needs of both landlord and tenant student& Master's, 190. Ala. Poly. Inst.p. mg.

1973: Perky. James B. To formulate a score card to evaluate programs Ofvocatioìial agrkulture in Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Cot 56 p. ms..
Describes the construction of a score card for the evaluation of programs of vocationalagriculture.

1974. Phillips, Howard Edward. The effort of the supervised practice pro-gram oil the post school farm program. Master's, MO.- Ala. Poly. Inst. 55p. tug.

1975. Pulley, Mason H. A follow-up study of graduates, post graduates, andtliose qualified to teach by taking certa,in classes in agricultural educajoloy atVirginia pinytet;hnic institute. Master's, 1940. Va. Poly. Inst. 85 p. ms.
Studies the occupations of 432 men and women who studied vocational agriculture betwelp1918 and 1938. Finds that 60 percent of those trained to tenth agriculture are now engagedin that occupation; and that most of the others are in occupations related to agriculture.or tqi teaching. 4

1976. Richard, C. E. and Wakeman, T. J. A sludy of th(oecupational statusof former students of vocational agriculture, 1936-37. Master's, 1910. Va. Poly.Inst. 83 p. ma
Studies the records of il,630 ex-students of vocational aviculture in Virginia. and on1,015 individual records of es-students. Finds that 88.4 percent of the former students ofvocational agriculture remained in farming and 7.2 percent in related occupations.
1977. Robinson, R. O. Effic1en4 of supervised farm practice work in 22departments of vocational agricultiire near Reynolds, Illinois. Master's, 1940.Colo. Eit. Coll. 104 p. ms.
Finds that general planning was more effitiently conducted than preliminary planning,while provisions for instruction were more efficiently administered than job planning. ton-eludes that most phases of supervised farm practice could be greatly improved.
1978. Ruch, Ilex Edward. igricultural economics taught in adult agricul-tural evening schools ip Iowa. Master's, 1939! Iowa State. 70 p. ms.
Evaluates course offerings in agricultural economics In tbe evening schools of Iowa from1935-39.

1979. Salem, Olive A. Surveying and analyzing the farm Moines& Blacks-burg, Va. Poly. Inst., 1939. 82 p. ms. (Department mimeograph, no. 45).Presents and analyses a specimen fárm-buriness survey.
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t1980. Sanders, Harry W. and . Organized teaching data on chickens.

Blacksburg, Va. Poly. Inst., 1939. 79 p. (Bulletin of the Va. Poly. Inst., vol.

38, no. 2)
Presents 68 units organized under 15 jobs involved in various phases of poultry produc-

lion. Includes experimental data to encourage farmers and farm boys to-adopt improved

practices in poultry production.

10SL . Organizing and using factual data in teaching: for the use of
teachers of agriculture in Virginia. Blacksburg, Va. Poly. Inst., 1939. 40 p.

(Department mimeogra)h, no. 43)
Offers suggestions for recognising vod subject matter ; securing and organising it ; pre-

part4. filing, and storing charts and other material; and planning and teaching a limn.
My* charted data.

/1982. Satterwhite, Wilburn A. History of soils *lid erosion in the Floyd
school district. Master's, 1910. East Texas St. T. C. 130 p. ms. (Abstract in:
East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 52-53)

1983. Scarborough, C, Cayce. An° attempt to secure the proper interpretation
of a program of vocational agriculture in Beauregard Nommunity. Master's,

1940. Ala. Poly. inst. 50 p.

1984. Scott, Joseph Kyle.. The construction of individual instruction or job

heets in farm mechanics for the use of students and teachers in .vocational edu-

cation in agriculture in Virginia. Master's, 1940. N'a."Poly. Inst. 1s5 p. mg.

Classifies 66 fatm-mechanirs jobs under 5 main headings; and constructs job *beets for
carrying out tbe work involved in each of the Jobs.

1985. Sharitz, T. J., Ir. Comliarison of Virginia Future Farmers of America
receiving the State farmer degree between 1927-1938 with boys not holding the
same degree. Master's, 1940. Va. Poly. Inst. 86 p.

Compares the bigh.school and post high-school leadership and citizen records of 306
State farmers with those of 269 boys who bad not received the degree.

1988. Speiser, Alfred T. A three year farm mechanics course study for the
Del Norte, Colorado, high school. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. .58 p. m.

Finds that the program of the first year is devoted to basic training, and the second and
third years corer activities similar to those found on farms in the vicinity of the school.

1987. Spillman, Claude Omar. The relation Of the economic production of
farmers of the Southern Appalachign region lo certain social factors. Doctor's,
1939. Kentucky. 498 p. M8.

Attempts to abow the relationship between the size of the agricultural income per farm
perion in selected counties in Georgia, Kentucky, ands Tennessee, and heart') of farni
persdna; health facilities on the farm; commission of crime by persons living on farms;
church membership; educational status; educational facilitlept; and fecundity ratio. Recom-
mends vocational training: training in conservation; part-time instruction ; integration of
educational facilities; and Increased State equalization funds.

1988. Sutherland, S. S. - A history of agricultural education in -the secondary
schools of 0,alifornia, 1901 to 1940. San Luis Obispo, California Polytechnic
School, 194O. 60 p. ms.

Discusses tbe early developments of tbe teaching of agriculture in State scbools, 1900-
1906; the beginnings of agriculture in the high schools, 1905-1910; the development of
acadeinic-agrkulture and agriculture-science courses, 1910-1916; the introduction of voca-
tional agriculture into the high schools of California, 1917-20; vocational agriculture
accepted and its position consolidated, 1924-29; the depression era, 193i-34; and the post
depression :era, 1935-40..

1989. -0- Who 'should enroll for high school classes in vocational agri-
culture? San Luis Obispo, California Polytechnic School, 1940. 4 p.

Concludes that enrollment in high-school claueain vocational agriculture should be limited,
insofar as possible, to pupils whose past history and present conditions indicate that they
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162 RESEARCH STUDIEg IN EDUCATION

have an interest in 'following an agricultural occupation ; opportunity to do so ; and theaptitude and experience necessary to succeed in this field.
Tait, Reginald L. To determine what farm shop jobs a teacher of voca-tional agriculture should have training in before he can accomplish an acceptableshop prograni. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 68 p. ms.

1991. Taylor, Joseph B. Worthwhile training for prospective tenant farmers.Miller's, 1940. Colo. St. Çon. 59 p. ms.
&scribes desirable qualifications and c6racteristics of tenant farmers ; and suggestsunits of instruction and necessary lessons.

1992. Thompson, J. I. Ho project summary. San Louis Obispo, CaliforniaPolytechnic School, 1940. 3 p. ms.
1993. Turner, John Frank. A prókram of evening school instruction designedto meet the needs of adult farmers in the Evergreen, Alabama, school area. Mas-i. ter's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 25 p. ms.
1994. Vessel, Matt Frank. The study of conservation education in the ruralareas of ihe United States. Doctor's, 1940. Cornell. 652 p. ms.
1995 Vose, Ralph H. A study of the work in farm Mechanics taught in thedepartments of vocational agriculture of western Nebraska and the training infarm mechanics received by the teacher. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 58 p. mg.
Coteludes that more farm-mechanics work should be required of the prospective teacher,and the work should be made more practical.
1996. Walsh, William Leonard. Interpreting vocational agriculture and voca-tional home economics to the Coffee county public. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly.Inst. 100 p. ms.
1997. Wedel, Leo Virgil. The organization of content for agricultural teach-ing in westernaKansas high schools. Master's, 1939. Fort Hays Kans. St. Coll.55 p.

1998. Wiebe, Herbert' E. Administrative problems relating to' ihe establish-ment and maintenance of vocational agriculture departments in Kansas highRchools. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 109 p. ms.
Studies the opinions of teachers and administrators on : Ability to locate capable teachers ;higher salaries paid to teachers of agriculture and longer hours of work put in by them ;summer prhirams ; cooperation with other teachers ; high unit cost of the agricultural pro-gram per pupil.; popularity of the subject with pupils ; and the inability of the State, andlocal administrations to agree on the agriculture departments.

1909. Woodul, Parker A. Occupations of graduates majoring in the divisionof agriculture at Colorado State college for the 10 year period, 1927-1936. Mas-ter's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 117 p. ms.
Concludes that 82 of the 130 graduaies who were studied entered vocations for whichthey were trained ; and that approximately 80 percent of the graduates who were qualifiedto teach agriculture taught for 1 var or more.
2000..Young, Alton. Inhibiting factors in supervised farm practice. Master's,1940. Colo. St. Coll. 82 p. ms.

HOME ECONOMICS
2001. Ackerman, Kenneth X. Consumer education in Iowa high schools.Mastir's, 1940. Iowa.
2002. Alleman, Frederick R. A study in consumer .education. Master's, 1940..Rutgers.
2008. Allen, Florence. Retention of various phases of subject matter taughtin schools and Implications for teaching of home economics. Master's, 1940.Colo. St. Coll. 58 p. ma.
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2004. Amos, Charlcie Naomi. A study of the use of the playback in consumer
education. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. O. p

2005. Andes, Mabel Lois. Nutrition expèriments suitable for teaching in high
school. Master's, 1940. St. Coll. of Wash.

2006. Barber, Truman Joseph. Consumer education in Texas high schools
and a proposed outline of study. Master's, 1940. Texas.

2007. Bean, Helen J. A suggested unit
on family customs. Master's, 1940. Colo.

Uses records of 185 girls in Fort Wayne, Ind .,

on meal planning and serving based
St. Coll. 97 p. ms.

as at meal-planhing unit adjusted to the
family customs of,the girls who were in high school.

2008. Belew, Ruby Cathryn. A suggested course in consumer education for
secondary schools based on data taken from certain textbooks and courses ofd
study. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2009. Bishop, Helen. An investigation of home economics education in the
junior high school. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 62 p. ms.

2010. Bond, Alice Mary. The history of the development of home economics
in the public schools of New Orleans, 1910-1p39: Master's, 1939. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 184)

Elbms steady progress and development of home economics; and that the desire of the
sttideirs to continue the election of this subject sluts indirectly aided Its progress and
develoOment.

2011. Braly, Pauline. Content of courses for boys' home economics in 10
bigh schools of Texas for 1939-40. Master's, 1940. Colo. St.

Finds that courses include wrsonpAgrooming, clothed, and selection and preparation of
foods.

2012. Brice; Annie Meda. Requirements for household employment of the
homemakers in San Antonio, Texas. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 119 p. ms.

Recommends a ¡raining program for household employees, based on interviews with 100
household employees in San Antonio.

4.1

2013. Brier, Dorris Jacqueline. Recommendations for furnishing a home
management house at Oregon State college. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coil.

2014. Broxton; Malcolm Irwin. A survey of consumer education with certain
proposals. Master's, 1940. Texas.

2015. Bryan, Ford R. A synthésis and evaluation of subject matter topics in
consumer science. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2016. Buer, Ethel. Development of home economics in New Mexico. Master's,
1940. Colo. St. Coll. 305 p. ms.

Traces the develOpment of home economics in the high schools of New Mexico.

2017. Caldwill, Helen. Training for money management in the home through
experiences in homemaking classes. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 95 p. ms.

Offers a plan for trainbw pupils in money management through experience in homemak-
ing classes.

2014. Campbell, Alice Marian. A survey of consumer knowledge and infor-
mation known by high school students and their parents in Sineca, Sabethal and
Golf, Kahsas. Master's, 1040. Colo. St. Coll.. of Ed.

2019. Campbell, Pêrsia. Consumer representation in the New deal. Doc-
toes,' 1940. /Columbia. New York, Columbia University Press, 1940. 298 p.

Mimesis consumer represebtation16 Industrial regulation ; consumer policy and indus-
trial regulation; and consumer representation in agricultural adjustment.
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2020. Christian, Johnie. A suggested program for the reconstruction ofhome economieS in secondary education. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.
, Evaluates th purposes which have operated in the field of home.economics, and offerssuggestions for implementing a democratic philosophy.
2021. Cochrane, James K. Consumer practices of Hoosick school students.Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
20221 Currie, Carleton H. College offerings dealing with problems of mar-riage : an analysis and a proposal. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 83 p. ms.
Analyzes and compares 85 courses dealing with, marriage in 73 institutions in the UnitedStates. Finds that considerable preparation for marriage is given in the institutionsInvestigated, in credit courses and non-credit series of lectures ; and that while the coursesvary in some ways, they follow general trends. Offers a unit on marriage and' family lifefor a State university.

*20`..)3. DeBerg-Kahn, Esther R. The evolution of movable furniture of theRomanesque period during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Doctor's, 1939.New York. 157 p ms.
2024. Dwyer, Sister Mary Bernard. Homemaking education in the Catholicfour year college for women. yoctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: Univer-sity of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 143-48)
Analyzes the gurricula of 70 colleges, and finds that only about two-thirds of the collegesoffer home-econoinics work. Offers an integrated curritulum plan and a daily schedule forclass work in the Catholic college for women.

2025. Everett, Edith Margaret. Factors which influence farm girls for oragainst participation in 4H club work and enrollment in high school home eco-nomics classes in Greene county, Iowa. :Master's, 1940. . Iowa State. 105 p. ms.
2026. Felder, Anna Patterson. Home activities of high school girls in PikeCounty, Mississippi. Master's, 1939. Loulaana State. (Abstract in: LouisianaStateiunlversity. t3ulletin, vol. 32 N. S. 68)
Analyzes replies to 358 questionnaires pertaining to home activities presented to girlsenrolled in the home-economics classes of 8 high schools. Recommends that a morethorough training in home management be provided ; that more interest in young childrenbe stimulated; and that a greater responsibility for serving meals and preparing aildpacking lunches be assumed by high-school girls

2027.- Pinch, Robert. valuation of a course in consumer business education.Mister's, 1940. Cincinnati. 256 p.'ms.
e

Presents an evaluation by students, parents, and educators of various' units and objec-tives in a specific consumer-business-education course, and an eTaluation by business menof the need for and kind of consumer :tructiong to be given in Eigh school.f

2028. Foose, Ruby Calvert. The contribution of Catherine Esther Beecherto the deVelopment of home economics. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 50 p.
Shows the way her educational philosophy grew out of the experiences of her early life;that she stressgd personality development!, community responsibility, health education, andinstruction in domestic economy. Describes the founding of Milwaul:ee-Downer Collegebecause it embodied all of Miss Beecher's objectives in home economics.
2029. Frank, Aline C. Buying habits of women and girls in selecting clothingfor the high school girl. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 55 p. ms.
Studies factors ouséjd In the selection; pufthase, and making of clothing for high-schoolgids.

2030. Gill, Lota. Values derived fioni group experiences iñ home economicselapses in secondary schools. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Goll.
Evaluates a type of classroom organization which would provide group experiences as a, means of developing satisfactorily the purposes of general education in clothing units, using. as subjects ninth- and tenth-grade girls.
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2031. Good, Catherine Louise. The treatment of household arts from the
cultural viewpoint. Master's, 1940. Boston Coll.

2032. Gordon, Clarence A. Consumer education in advertisin Master's,
1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emp.oria. 67 p. ms.

2033. Haimes, Florence Catherine. An investigation of consumer education
training in California schools. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

2034. Harmon, Hilda. Home activities of girls enrolled in home economics
in Acadia parish. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 185-86) ,

Analyzes schedules and questionnaires sent to 491 girls enrolled in home- economics in
1938-39. Recommends that teachers of home economics make a comprehensive study of the
home conditions and the home activities performed by the girls in their communities, so
that they will be able to stimulate more interest in these activities through carefully
planned units of work.

2035. Haverstock, Wesley. A prop' 1 consumer course in household appli-
antes. Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 8 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of the consumer-education movement, and presents a proposed unit
of instructionIn the selection and use of household appliances.

2036. Hendee, Edgr A. What the children of Brookhaven-Smithtown school
district buy. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

2037. Herald, Eunice E. The correlation of home economics and social
science, grades 3 to 6 in the elementary school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2038. Hicks, Agnes Abernathy. A survey of the sewing practices of the
non-gainfully employed, married graduates, Division of home economics, Texas
technological college. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 105 p. ms.

Concludes that the women in the lower-income levels had more sewing equipment and did
more sewing and mending than did those in the higher-income levels ; that few women
saw any relationship between problems they met in clothingtelection and construction and
their lack of college training ; and that the courses in clothing and textiles at the college
haveumet the needs of the homemakers successftilly.

4

2039. Hixson, Beryl. Methods used by 31 Texas home economics teacher to
determine and meet individual needs of pupils. Master's, 1940. Iowa SLate.
89 p. ms.

No. Holden, Harriet X. An analysis of consumer habits in the purchase
and use of foods with special reference to Bogalusa. Master's, 1939. Louisiana 140

State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 6940)
Shows the need for teaching consumer facts to high-sehool girls.

2041. Horning, Pearl. An analysis of the time spent by home management
house students. Master's, 1940.

t
Oregon St. kjoll.

2042. Hunt, Mary Ruth. Some effects on curriculum, equipment, and pupil
growth of changing from non-N'ocational to vocational home economics., Master:at
1940. - Iowa State. 115 p. ms.

2043. Jones, Floy Hallie. Effect of home econwics instruction on certain
homemaking pradtices of a selected group .of homemkcers of Taylor, Tex. Mase
ter's, 1939. Iowa State. 70 p. ms.

Compares the honiemaking practices of home-economics trained kind non-home-economies
.trained high-school graduates. Finds that the homeieconomics trained group tends to use
betted practices in money management and !wily relationships. Discovers some less
desirable practices in cbild development.
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2044. Jones, Rosalind. Growth of consumer education in the United States.
Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & 1i4. Coll.

Attempts to determine the growth of consumer education in the schools, emphasis 111course content and placement, teacher training, and various plans used in teaching thecourse as shown by courses of study.

2045. Keller, Dorothy L. A cooperative program for occupatio.nal education
in food service. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 177 p.

, Analyzes data collected through personal, interviews to determine qualities necessary.,for success in food-service employment. gets up a unit in table service and in counter

4

service.

2046. Key, Everett E. One semester home planning course for girls. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 122 p. ms.

Designs a course of study for the high school of Lubbock, Tex., which includes buildingspecifications, sites, types of architecture, materials, furniture, drawings, and sketcliing.
2047. Koenig, Ray L. A course in upholstry. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll.

71 p.

2048. Kutsunal, Sadako. Educational needs having implications for the home
economics program. 3. Girls taking home economics in the public intermediateand high schools, Territory of Hawaii. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 135 p.

2049. Larsen; Annie. The guidance value of high school home economics.Master's, 1940, St. Coll. of Wash.

2050. Laughlin, Gladys Elizabeth. A study of home and livi.ng problems ofrecent graduates of the Wgodstock, Illinois, high school as a guide in planning ahome economics curriculum. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University4f Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3 : 72)
0Attempts to determine the everyday-living needs of a group of young women who had beenout of high school trod i to 5 years. Offers suggestions for making the home-economicsprogram more nearly meet the needs of young women.

2051. Law, Carlyli Waldo. Family life education for boys in the secondaryschools. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.
44,2052. Latridge, Treva Marie. Buying habits of wome.n., n purchasing ready-made dresses. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 61) p. ms.

Develops a consumer-buying unit for high-school girls based on questionnaires andobservations of women making purchases in stores.

2053. Linde,igster M. rortunata. Integration of home economics in thehigh school curriculum. Master's, 1989. Beton Hall 57 p.
Demonstrates the value of home economies in developing a functioning philosophy ofpersonal living, home, and family life.

2054. Luddington, Helen B. Contribution of vocational homemaking ,toneeds of out-of-school girls in Golden, Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll.4 9 a
0172 p. ms.

Studies the number of girls between the ages of 14 ands 21 who were out of school, andtheir need for further education.

*2055. Luecke, Editha. Factors related to children's participation in certaintypes a home activity. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York Teachers'College, Columbia University,¡ 1941. He p. (Contributiong to education, no. 839.)
Attempts 'to determine the place and function of ilducatign for home and family lifein the grade-schbol curriculum by studying the activate of children in the fourth, fifth, andsixth grades of the Denton, Tex., schools. Concludes that home activity should center about
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the types of persontl regimen necessary for children's personality development, and the
type of meal preparation which gives opportunity for self-expresision and broadened interest ;
that housekeeping is important chiefly in training them to assume a necessary responsibility
in caring for objects in their enviropment which they use in common with other members
of the family and in teaching them to make a contribution to the group.

2056. McClure, Ethel. Individual buying problems of certain Junior college

girls in clothing. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 216 p. ms.
Finds that most of the girls who were studied had no plan for spending although they

bought their own clothing ; that many of them depended on seller's guides in. buying and
were ignorant of qualities ; and that most of them wanted 'bore training in buying.

2057. McCreary, George William. A survey' of consumer knowledge and
information of parents and senior high school students of the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth grade levels in Humboldt, Kans. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2058. McGehee, Lorine V. Training for household employment in a large
mining community in Arizona. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 181 p. ms.

Analyzes interviews held with 100 housekeepers employing Mexican girls, and with 71
Mexican household workers in Jerome, Ariz. Concludes that there were opportunities for
household employment, that the Mexican girls needed more training, and that the girl!'
were interested enough to Justify a program for training for household employment.

2059. black, Mabel Townes. A study' of the, kitchen sink center in relation
to home management. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 4

2060. 301cQuestei, Xsabella Franklin. Student progress in twl paired food
classes : time and method speciled. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 98 p. ms.

2061. Mast, Clare E. Problems of family relationship common to girls in
the homemaking classes, Oskaloosa high sphool. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll.

54 p. ms.

2062. Maynard, Probtor W. A survey of materials for consumer education.
Master's, 1940. Minneso/th. 118 p. ms.

v

2063. Miner, Robert. B. An appraisal 'of trend measurement with special
reference to establishment of managprial policies. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ.
106 p. ins. (Astract in: Ohio university. Astracts of maOter's theses . .

1940: 35)
Appraises the ability of the coinmon procedures of trend determination to recognize the

effects of trend causes.

2064. Mirkus, Gertrude J. Housing as an instrument of education. Bias-

ter's, 1940. New York. 51 p. ms.
Compares the mental and physical effects of slum housing on the adolescent with the

effects of socialised housing.

2065. Mitcham, Shelby Almeda. Factors which influence girls for and against
the election of home economics in Wier, Texas, senior high school. Master's,
1940. Iowa State. 98 p.

2066. Munn, Kathleen, Norabelle. The teaching of family ,relationsidps in
Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 58 p. ms.

*2067. ?Canyon, Viola Iydelle. The development 'of a co of study in
homemaking for fifth, .sixth, seventh and eighth grade girls. Master's, 1940.
Maine. 158 p. ms.

Attempts to find, from the children, their mothers, and from personal observations, the
greatest needs and interests Of the children of the Horace Mann training school in Salem,
Mass.% in order to reorganize and improve the present course ot study to more nearly fit4he
goals of home economics and general education. Studies office records ; check lists doni)

at school by the thildrin, papers written as class exercises ; a limited number of diaries ;
mid a questi,maire and check list filled out by the mother&
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2068. Nelmann, lg. Alice. Home and family lite education in the generaleducation program in CenThil high school, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Master's, 1940.Cplo. St. Coll. 86 p. ms.
Analyzes the conditions of girls' home and family educatioulas compared with the cork+curriculum, to determine similarity, differences, and overlapping.
2069. Nybeck, Glennie Izlar. Effect of high school' foods- courses on thefood' habits of girls of Montevallo, Alabama, high school. Master's, .1940. IowaState. 121 p.

4 2070. Pennington, Mrldred. Home economics departments in certain sec-ondary schools in the State of Ohio. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 307 p. ms.Surveys 24 4-year high schools with pupil enrollments ranging from 320 to 574 pupils toaetermine the status of teacher preparation, equipment, 'courses of study, methods of teach-ing, and characteristics of students and activities ip home econDmics.
2071. Petty, Norma. The adequacy of high school vocational ,6urses in theState of Nevada as a preparation for homemaking. Master's, 1940. St. Coll. ofWash. ,

2072. Pointer, Mary Della. Amounts and cost of clo(hin purchased by aselected grodp of 80 Tennessee high .school girls. Master's, l94O. Tennessee.lso p. ms.
Finds that the number of garments included in the wardrobe and the price paid for thesegarments increased as the student advanCed into the upper grades in the high school.
2073. Powell, Ruth. Evidences of growth in the tiomemhking proFram ofFaulkner County, Arkansas. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 111 p. ms.
Studies changes made in 100 rural homes by homemakers who participated in adult-home-m.aking classes from 1929-30 to 1939-10, and provisions made for home-economics educa-.. tion at both the secondary and adult levels as a means of measuring results in the countyhomemaking program. kinds significtint improvement in the physical conditions of thehomes studied ; increased effort to furnish a balanced diet for the faMily group; increasedprovision for home economics at the secondary level ; continyed interest in home econbmicsat the adult level; increased library facilities ; and cooperation.between the home and school.
2074. Rankin, Paul C. A survey of present praptices land needs in instruc-

,

tion for marriate and family relationships at the high sfhool level. Master's,1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol.32 N. S. : 147-48)
Represents a questionnaire survey conducted among stitclents of Louisiana State Univer-sity to determine the extent and effectiveness of instruction received in high school on certainproblems of marriage and family relationships, and tò ascertain the needs for such instruc-tion as expressed by these students. Finds a definite &sire for such instruction by bothmen and women ; extremely limited and scattered instruction offered through existing*urges ; ,the presence in the schools of many teachers qualified. bym personality traits togive such instruction ; and a definite need for thekimmediate introduction of such materialsinto the curricular offerings. 111

2075. Reeves, Lester L. Children's out-of-school experiences as a basis forconsumer education in the elementary schoól. Master's, 1944 Washington. -70p. ms.
Finds that children's economic experience is unnecesharily limited in scope and variety.but that neverpeless it is adequate as a basis for coniumer education on the elementary-school level.

2076. Regenstein, Alma. An evaluation of certain practical and informa-tional outcomes of clothing learding of high schbol girls in thelltate of Kentuckyand suggestions that maly help teachers of Iclothing In college. Master's, 1940.Kentucky. 109 p. ms. H
4Indicates that there ist. WO relationship .between time spent studying home economics%in high school, and, college success. Recommends the dev,elopment of a clothing-achievementtest as a means of eliminating repetition of clothing units in' college work.
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2077. Reid, Mary Ophelia. Evaluation of home economics libraries of a
selected group of

th e

school in Indiana. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 129 p. ms.

Finds need for a better lan of financing home-economics libraries in these schools,
and that later editions of book and more periodicals should be provided.

2078. Romey, Kenneth. A survey of consumer econ nic information and
knowledges among adults and secondary school studen in Franklin county,
Nebraska. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

*2079. i,Schouler, Mary E:' The organization of four i. its in ninth grade home

economict Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 56 p. ms.
Presents four units based on present-day social and econo si problems and designed to

t the-needs, interests, and capacities of a group of ninth-grade ome-economics pupils.

2080. Selph, Laura Durham. Adult education in ho s making in Louisiana,
1929-1639, witii special reference to Webster parish. Ma r's, 1939. Louisiana

State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State University. Bulletin, 32 N. S.: 186-87)
Concludes that adult education in homemaking occupies an iínporta t place in educa-

tion for family life today ; that Louisiana has made rapid progress in it during the last 10
years ; that most of the work has been done by the public schools ; that Federal funds are
essential to ihe progress of the movement ; that a flexible program is needed to meet the
needs of the adults; and that only 38 of the 64 parishes offer homemaking education to it
adults.

2081. Shafer, Norman George. A program for consumer education in the
Mankato public schools, Mankato, Kansas. Master's, 1940.. Colorado. (Ab-

stract University of Colorado studies, General series (A) , vol. 26, no. 3 : 110)

2082. Sibler, Sister Mary Carlotta. An investigation of some homemaking
needs of certain adolescent girls. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 91 p. ms.

Studies ihe socio-economic status, personality traits, and aesthetic-appreciation needs
of girls in a high school in Covington, Ky. Finds tbat the selection and maintenance of

a home and its furnishing should be taught in the high school, as the parents of most of
these girls owned their homes. Shows a, need for training in aesthetic appreciation.

2083. Simmons, Dorothy Fredrika. Trends and practices in home manage-
ment programs in certain States. II. Evaluation of programs. Master's, 1939.

Iowa State. 66 p. ms.
Analyzes procedures and objectives under the Smith-Lever cooperative-ezténsion work in

home management in 25 States.

2084. Sinnnons, Vada Belle. The history of the future homemakers of Texas.

Master's, 1940. Texas.

2085. Swann, Virginia Louise. Need for consumer eduication relating to
clothing by high sch 1 girls in Marion, Kentucky. Master's, 1940. Iowa State.
142 p. .ms.' at.

2086, Tarwater, Nan. History of home demonstration work in Louisiana,
19W-193. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana 'state
Univeistp. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. 71)

087. Thomas, Edward Russell. History and characteristics of périod furni-
ture styles. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 99 p. ms.

2088. Thompson, Beulah Hall. An investigatigio vidual instruction
with a selected group of home economics students. Master's, 1940. Tennessee.

71 p. mq.
Investigates and compares the scope of home-economics instruction when organized around

units in selected courses of study with the programs of a selected group of 100 students, in
four Knoxville and Knox County schools, workifig on individual próblems within the area
of homemaking durink the year 1939-40.

2089. Thompson, Goodwin. Food analysis handbook for use in teaching die
tetics at the college level. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 201 p. ms.
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2090, Trent, Jean. A stZly of student planned program in the area of homeeconomics at the college level. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 51 p. ma.
Concludes that tbe program was appropriate, flexible, and realistic for college- work ; andthat the students felt that the work developed a sense of responsibility, a more criticalattitude, and an increase in the ability to cooperate.
2091. Vander Wall, Ralph R. Experimental units* in an integrated coursein better living. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
20W. Von Berge, Edna Elizabeth. A study of the buying habits of highschool girls as a guide in teaching consumer education as a unit in home economicsin Dayton, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colo-rado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 124-25)
Indicates that the amount and complexity of buying done by high-school girls increisedat higher levels ; that pupils who had been trained in the buying of certain items recognisedtbe need for further training in buying ; that few pupils at any grade level purchasedexpensive items without, adult assistance. Outlines a consumer-educatioii unit for thetwelfth grade.

2093. Walker, Dewey. A proposed syllabus for a course in consumer educationthe small rural high school with suggested bibliography. Master's, 1939. OhioUniv. 81 p. ms. Abstract in: Ohio University. Abstracts of master's theses1939 :,(*)
Recommends that the laboratory-studio plan of teaching be used in presenting the course ;that committees, composed of members from the social-science department, the home- ,economics department, the commercial department, and other related departments be ap-pointed to work out a unified program of consumer education and to make satisfactorydivisions among the departments concerned ; and that an agency be set up to evaluate theconsumer-education literature that is being printed, in an effort to prevent exploitation ofthe izupils.

2094. Watson, Clarice M. A study of student growth in an experimentalhome economics education class at Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, -4(1940. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Finds that students desire and appreciate an opportunity to plan their class work ; thatafter students recognized a need for personal developwent they read and carried on in esti-gations for themselves ; that student progress reports helped teachers interpret attIkude0 and behavior ; and that students showed an increased appreciation for the beliefs of others.Concludes that although the plans for the course developed through cooperative class action,they showed continuity of thought and orderly arrangement of expgriences.
2095. Whitmer, Paul. High school students' and parents' knowledge of con-sumer economics in Plainville, Kansas, and Goodland, Kansas. Master's, 1940.Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2096. Williams, Evelyn Cornelia. Teaching load of -home economics super-visors of student teaching : A study of student teaching facilities in the landgrant coireges and university. Master's, 199. Louisiana State. Abstract in:Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 72)
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent in September 1988 to the headsodirectors, or deansof homy economics in the various land-grant institutions. Shows wide differences in theset-up of individual institutions; variations in state requirements for certification of teachersin home economics ; differences in facilities for student teaching; and lack of uniformity inthe methods of estimiting teaching loads.
2097. Wood, Martha Ions. Contributions of the home and family life educa-tion program to the general education prograin in the Tulsa juniór high schools.Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. con.
Concludes that the director ancr teachers of the home-economics department feel that theschool appreciates the value of tie course to the school as indicated by demands made bycps principals, teadierii, and studints for advice on guidance, suggesting meaninalul activi-ties; *reading and illustrative material* equipment, 'and the opportunity to "nis thelaboratories. 4
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2098. Wright, Mildred. Needs for certain phases of consumer education
among tenth grade girls enrolled in homemaking in Kansas City, Missouri, high
schools. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 94 p. ms.

CHARACTER EDUCATION

2099. Herbert, Sister Mary. The proper function of the school in character
training. Master's, 1939. &ton Hall. 92 p. ms.

Concludes that Catholic character education secures greater assurance of social efficiency
than does the present character program of modern education.

2100. Hughson, Beth. A program in social amenities designed as character
training for junior high school students. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

2101.. Landis, Paul H. PôInt of stress in adolescent morality. School and
society, 51 : 612-16, May 11, 1940. (State Coll. of Wash.)

2102. iticirris, Edna A. Propa nda in contemporary character developing
programs of the public schools. Doctor's, 1940. Boston Univ.

2103. Sanders, Mrs. J. W. Poetry as an agency in character education. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Baylor.

2104. Slosser, Rev. Gaius J. Char ctei education in relation to Christian
education. Pittsburgh, Western Theolotical Seminary, 1940.

2105. Smith, Charles A. Positive factors which influence the character edu-
cation of boys and girls in the Delphi high school. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
85 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal,
11: 148-49, July 1940)

Concludes that the teacher has the most effect on the character training of school pupils.
followed by the curriculum, athletics, assemblies, organization of the school. and eztracur
ricular activities.

'sb

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

2106. Barnard, Ploy Merwyn. A descriptive analysis of and recommendations
for the teaching situations in elementary departments of Baptist Sunday schools
in ort Worth am, Dallas. Doctor's, 1939%. Southern Baptist. 110 p.

Surveys teaching/situations in 94 elementary 'departments in 83 Baptist Sunday schools.
Finds the floc* ce and equipment inadequate the time of the teaching sessions too short ;
the need for stematic and adequate progralkor enlisting and training teachérs ; a closer
relationship een the home and the Sunday school essental ; and the need for a closer
relationship betw- I the pastor of the church and the nildren in the elementary depart-
ments.

ft

210T. Barth@ omew, Janet Carol. Children's worship : A definition 'of wor-
ship and of techniques applicable to the' development of worship for 12
year' old pupil; in the church school service. Master's, 1940. Andover-Newton:

4111P

5§43.
Shows the need for techniques which will aid in producing worship experiences, and the'

need for proper preparation and °understanding of the elements used in worship seivices.

2108. Borthwick, George: A curriculum unit with a survey of courses for
seniors in the church school. Master's, Columbia.

2109. Brauninger, Dorothy. Possibilities for experiences in Christian living
in the junior high department of the church-school. /Master's, 1940. Andover-
Newton. 80 p. ms.

Concludes that the Junior high department of the church school can provide for the needs
of this through experiences of work and worship and fellowship together, thus pro-
viding $ ;:ties for experiences in Christian living within, a group.
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172 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

2110. Butler, Ruth Padelford. Youth and worship. Master's, 1940. Andover-Newton. 46 p. ms.
Concludes that Protestantism is experiencing an awakened interest in worship, and thatit is inevitable that the youth of the churches should fe4l repercussions of this tiend; thatthey need council and guidance as they seek to improve their services of---worshlp and appro-priate for themselves a rich and vital experience which will find expression in Christiincharacter and conduct. .

2111. Crawford, Jessie D. The status of children in American Baptistchurches. doctor's, 1940. Yale.
2112. Cully, Kendig Brubaker. Biography in the religious educition ofadults. Doctor's, 1939. Hartford. 176 p. ms.
Finds that for the purposes of religious education, any biography is usable which recreatesthe subject as be was; that biography is usable for homiletical purposes, for the guidanceof individuals, and for the study of groups.
2113. Elliott, Harrison S. Present -conflicts in Protest4nt religious education.Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

*2114. Fecher, Constantine John. :131e longevity uf members of Catholicreligious sisterhoods. Doctor's, 1927. -Lratholic Univ. Washrgton, D. C., Oath-olic University of America, 1927. 56 p. (

2115. Gebhardt, Herman -Robert. The use of the ,Bible in the education of 7-intermediates in the church school.. Doctor's, 1940. Intr. 158 p. ms.
2116. Gordon, Esher G. The relation of the church to the home. Master's,194o. Andover-Newta. 61 p. ms.
Describes the organization of parents' groups in the church. Concludes that there shouldbe training for leadership in parents' groups, and that the needs of the parents should bevisualised; that more parents' groups shbuld be organised in the churches.
2117. Haden, Eric G. The use of the shorter catechism in the program ofreligious education of the Presbyterian church in the United States of America.Doctor's, 1939. Yale. 384 p.
Describes the catechising practices in home, school, and church among Puritans and Pres-

..

byterians.

2118. Hall, Percy George. Catechisms old and new. Doctor's, 1940, TemFre..
2119. Harlow, Ruth Cafol. "Religion 37" as ofie answer to the need for pur-pose and direction in modN education. `Master's, 1939. Columbia.
2120. Hatch, Helen Dignani. The use of the piltle in leadership education :a itudy of ,the inductive process. Master's, 1940. Biblical Seminary.
2121. Kagin, Julia E. A study of the relation of worship experience of theintermediate age group. ¡aster's, 1940. Chicago Theological.
2122. Kauffman, 'Ralph C. Attitudes of layman toward the Lord's Supper.Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

2123. Keller, Mary Elizabeth. A study of junior, worship programs. Mas-ter's, 1940. Biblical Seminary.
2124. 14ttlefair, Dunpan Mot. Logical analysis. of concepts tn selectedsystems of theology. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.
2125. Long, Jacob Avery. Yountpeople and thetchurch: a study of theattitudes of 726 Pittsburgh Presbyterian young people toward the church and itsprogram. Doctor's, 1988. C4:lumbia. Philadelphia, 1940. 151 p.
2126. Martin, Barbara Blacktone. The place of the fine arts in the formalChristian education of senior young people. Master's, itoto. Biblical Seminary.
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2127. Matzner, Gerhard C. Limited study of the programs provided for
religious education by the seven major denominations in South 'Dakota. Mas-

ter's, 1940. South Dakota. 81 p. ms.

2128. Meyers, Sister Bertrande. A plan for integrating thg religious, social,
cultural and professional training of religious teachers based on a factual study
of past a.nd present policies. Doctor's, 1940. St. Louis.

*2129. Miller, Haskell M. Institutional behavior of the Cumberland Presby-
terian church, an American Protestant religious denomination. Doctor's, 1940.

New York. 315 p. ms.
Concludes that social' rather tkan theoloilcal factors have been paramount in deter-

mining institutional .behavior; and that the institution has reacted'to social change pri-
marily in terms of preserving its own status.

2130. Terson, Louis Jenson. Two
.6r

yeAr confirmation coarse for the youth
of Covenant churches of America. Doctor's, 140. j lliff. 365 p. ms.

2131. Rice, Helen Olivia. Some implications of group edutation for the young
people's program (jf the church. Doctor's, 1940; Iliff. '163 p. ms.

2132. Robie, Prances X. Teaching the Christian religion to children in rural
areas. Master's, 1940. Andover-Newton. 55 p. ms.

Concludes that the church needs to be concerned witb children who are net reached
through the regular services of the churches; that there should be more 'interdenomina-
tional cooperation; that more attention should be given to tbe 'curriculum of tbe rural-
church schools; and that more emphasis shou!d be put on the possibilities of weekday
religious educAtion.

2133.. Rozeboom, Garrett G. Christian school movement in the United States.
° Master's, 1940. South Dakota. 85 p. ms.

2134. Scheele, Sister Mary Augustine. Educational aspects of spiritual writ-
ings. Doctor's, 1940. Marquette.

2135. Schmalhorst, Blanche Crosby. The use of the Bible in the religious
education of young adults. Doctor's, 1940. Iliff. 228 p.

2136. Shannon, Kathleen. The growt and developtent of Christian per-
sonality of junior boys and girls through mining rèceived win the church schools
of Protestant churches. Mister's, 1940. ndover-Newton. 56 p.

Finds that there Are numerous guides and aids of various types available to teachers.
Conades that the teachings of Jesus offer a solution to the problem of 4taLning and
developing Christian personality and character.

( 2138. Smart, Ijdollie Stevens. A project in religious education with children
from three to Sight years of age, Master's, 1940.1 Michigan.

2189. Stuart, Robert A. The Lord's Prayer and its meaning for children.
Master's, 1939. Hartford. 80 p. ms.

*2137. Slaght, Irene Swanson. Worship as disclosed by Jesus. Master's,
1939. East. BaPtist. Philadelphia, Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1939.

(C4-4ntributions to Christian education, no. 5: 29-36)
Discusses the fundamental principles governing worship, and practices making for

effective worship.

4

rinds that the Lord's Prayer is nearly meaningless to children of kindergarten and early
school age; and that its meaning is not always clear to ol4er children. Concludis that
the training of tbe teacher, and the theology of the+) school-Fare to blame. r

2140. Teener, James W. The Unity school of Christianity. Doctor's, 1940.
Chicago.
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2141. Thompson, Hubert The status of Bible and religious education in thecolleges and universities of Texas within the Southern association. Master's,
1940. West Texas St. T. C.

2142. Wilkes, Milton Reay. Threse critical issues in Christian education.Muter's, 1, Columbia.

2143. Wunderlich, Brother Herman Basil. A study of sex differences in tilemastery or religious information. Master's, 1940. Loybla. 124 p. ms.
rinds that girls show significant differences in 144 items, and boys show significantdifferences in 63 items.

PRESCHOOL EDWAT ION

2144. Burnham, Marguerite Peterson. Imaginative behavior of young chil-dren as revealed in their language. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.
Studies verbatim records of the language of chi

New York City, using u subjects children wbo
that most of their imaginative remarks relate to

ren in a nursery school environment in
in age from 22 to 52 months. Finds
mastic patterns, transportation andtravel, and animals ; that their imaginative language reflects the environment in which theylire; that certain usages commonly accepted as imaginative mean rather to be speechstereotypes or speech habits; that the amount of talking tends to increase with age; andthat there are no significant sex differences.

2145. Galloway, Janet Brawn lie. The establishment of nursery schools as alegislative problem. Master't 1NO. Iowa.
2146. Hanson, Elsie Catherine. Anthropometric study showing gr8wt13changes in bodily size and proportions in preschool children from two to six yearsof age in the WoPhs-progress administration nursery school of the University ofMaryland. Master's, 1939. Maryland.
2147. Lippitt, Rosemary. Popularity among preschool children. Doctor's,1940. Iowa'.. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress ofresearch, no. 66)
Attempts to determine the concomitants of popularity in preschool children by studYinp38 8-year-olds and 9 4-year-olds, divided into 3 groups, all pupils of the Iowa child welfareresearch station preschools. Analyses data obtained by observations of social behaviosr,teacher ratings, and individual tests.
2148. Lovelace, Flora Lena. Survey of conditions and needs in child develop-ment of Texas technological college graduates teaching homemaking in highschools. Master's, 1940. % Texas Tech. Coll. 105 p. ma.
Finds that teachers provide their students with inadequate opportunities for observationof preschool children, due largely to the lack of equipment and play space in most of Ateschools, and to undirected observation of ate students in other schools. Concluctes -thatcommunity facilities for the observed= of preschool children were not utilised tv-a majorityof the homemaking teachers.

2149. McCay, Jeanette Beyer. Behavior relating to nutrition of ée nurserybchool children. Doctor's, 1940.

2150. -Messenger, Virginia M. -A longitudinal comparative study of nurseryschool and non-nursery school children. Poctor's, 19P. Iowa. (Abstract in:University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research. no. 68)
Attempts to ascertain how children who have attended nursery school compare withchildren of like age, Intelligence, and social background who have never had such' aneducational opportunity, Comports the intelligence, vocabulary, information, motorachievement social matUritY. &lid behavior in a problem situation of 48 children withnursery-echool experience and of 49 children without this experience finds that thenurseg-school experience has iniinenced tbo growth of these children.
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2151. Metheny, Rachel Eleanor. Breathing capacity and group strength of
preschool children. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa.

Series on aims and progress of research, 66)
Measures the breathing capacity and grip strength of 206 children between 2% and 6%

years of age; and studies tbe relationship of these measures °to certain measures of physical
and mental growth and to health status.

2152. Moor, Pauline Margaret. A history of the education of preschool

children in the social settlements of Boston. Master's, 1939. Smith.

2153. Nethken, Anita Kathryn. Intelligence and certain personality traits
of 24 children who have attended the Iowa State college nursery school. Master's,

1939. Iowa State. 87 p. m&

2154. Pedersen, Myrtle L. A normative study of the ppeschool child's under-

standing of personal and property rights. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2155. Scott, Winifred Starbuck. Reaction time of young intellectual deviates.
Dpctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.

Studies 51 children of Stanford-Binet IQ 120-200, and 49 children of the same ch;tono-.

logical age with IQ of 63-94 to determine the difference in reaction time of tbe two groups.
'Inc's that in speed of reaction tbe high IQ boys surpassed tbe low IQ group in all of the
tests: that the high IQ girls were faster than the low IQ girls but differences were less
marked in the simple test than in those in which several potential stimuli were used; that
members of tbe low IQ groups were significantly more reliable in their responses to any of
the tests than were individuals in the respective high IQ groups.

2156. Sobel, Bernard A genetic study of insight in the problem-solving be-

havior of preschool children by means of cinema recording& Doctor's, 1940.

New York. 112 p. ms.
Studies the development of insight in a group of nursery-school children between the ages

of 18 and 36 months. Shows the importance of the motion picture camera in the experi-

mental observations of children.

2157. Stillman, -Helen Vinson, Knowledge and attitude changes of college
students in a home economics child development course influenced by directed
0 + tion in a nursery school. Master's, 1940, Okla. A. & M. Coll.

11 arpley, Margaret' e.Louis' Educational contributions of WPA nursery
schools to the State of Tennessee. Master's, 1640. Peabody. 6-1g5 p. ms.

Studies the WPA nursery school program in Tennessee from January 1936 to June 1939.
Finds that teachers and others were given employment in a socially useful field of work
which would not otherwise have been provided. Reveals the need for more understanding
of the needs of young children by adults if optimum conditions for their best growth and
development are to be provided.

*2159. Tucker, Clara Mary. A study of mothers' practices and children's
activities in a c?-operative nupery school. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York, Teachers 6ol1ege, Colummbia unfveralty, 1940. 166 p.

Attempts to probe Arriractices used by mothers in situations arising in a co-operative
nursery school where the activities were in many respects similar to thoee in the home; and
shows the activities of the children under observation in the same situations.

2160. .Wright, N. Erik. The influence of frustration on tbe social relationkof
youhg children. Doctors, 1940. 'Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa.
Series on aims and progress of research, no. 66)

Compares the 'social character of pairs of children in a free-play situation and in a situ-
ation of frustration, using as subjects 80 children, chosen as pairs of weak and of strong
friends at 834, 4%, and 534 years of age. Finds that the total volume of *tidal interaction
shows a statistically »cant increase ter the group u a whole; and that there is a
poeitiv cormlation between constructiveness and age in the fretplar situation.
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN
Addicatt, Irwin Oliver. A study of the nature and elementary schooluse of free printed matter prepared as advertising media. Doctor's, 1940.

-Stanford. (Abstractin: Stanford University. Abstracts of dissertations . . .
173-77)

Attempts to determine the legal and administrative controls governing the use of adver-. tising matter in the schools; to ascertain the uses to which advertising materials arebeing put in the upper elementary grades ; to determine the extent to which available adVer-tising matter parallels the elementary-school curriculum in certain fields ; to ascertaintile policies of commercial firms regarding the production and distribution of such materialsin the schools ; and to develop a set of criteria to be used by educators in judiing the edu-cational appropriateness of printed advertising matehals submitted to them for appraisal.Finds that State control is not a ma-jor factor in determining the use of advertising materials in the schools ; that large school systems are more likely to ,regulate its use in thpclassroom than are small systems; that printed advertising material is used rather gen-erally in the elementary schools.as supplementary instructional material.
11.1112. Anderson, Carl Ludwig. Development of a level of aspiration in young

children. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on
aims and progress of researdi, no. 66)

Attempts,oto find ways in which to characterize quantitatively the maturity of aspirationby studying 89 children, ranging in age from 2 years, 11 months, to 8 years, 1 month, infour experimental situations. Concludes that It is possible to distinguish different levelsof aspiration within all,the highr maturity degrees a aspiration,. and that the maturityof afpiration is more resistant against pressure than the level of aspiration.
*2103. Armstrong, Louis gdgar. The relation of certpin factors to children's

behavior characteristics. Doctor's, 1910. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1940: 8 p. (Abstract of Contributions to education, no.
259)

S,tudies the relation between behavior characteristics of children .in grades 1-6 andintelligenct chronological age, school grade, sex, socio-economic status, and parental atti-tudes. Shows a decided relationship between behay.ior rharacteristics and intelligence, socio-economic status, and parental attitudes.

2164. Atkins, Claire Marguerite. A study Qf combativeness : the edOttional
implications of combativeness in the elementary school child. Master'i, 1939.
Smith.

2165. Bergener, Mildred. A year's experience in the development of demo-
cratic attitudes in a sixth. grade. Master's,1940. Ohio State. 71 p. ms.

*2168. Bergman, Garnet Waggoner. Growth in educational achievement as
compared to growth of the child-as a whole. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2167. Bingham, Harold Jaynes; Relation of certain social attitudes to school
achievement. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, Geofge Peabody college for
teachers, 140. 5 p. (Abstract of Contribufion to education, no. 284)

Studies the relation of certain social attitudes as measured by an attitude test, to schoolachievement as measured by marks in school; the relation of information scores and intelli-gence scores to the same social attitudes.

*2168. Bohl, Walter and Henry, Paul. A survey of practices in the admin-
istration of elementary schools in Ohio. Mástees, 1940. Ohio State. 111 p. ins.Analyzeir415 replies to a questionnaire sent to 1,603 elementary-School principals inOhio, and evaluates practices in the areas of school-community relationships, schooj organi-zation, scheddles, provision for handicapped children, records, supervision, student organi-sations, staff personnel, and equipment. Finds that, in general, elementary administrativepractice evidences little understanding, or neglects tbe implicapons, of democratic philoso-phy ; and tbat little value Is placed on elementary principalship except la the larger citysystems.

2169. Bookwalter, Carolyn Weems. A study of the' 'relationships between
stability and physical ability of elementary school childrefi. Doctor's, 1940. In
;liana. 121 p. ms.
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2170. Buatt, Bruce Blanke. A survey and an evaluation of the public schools'
public relations programs of ceitain elementary schcols in Louisiana. Master's,
1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: LouiSiana State university. Bulletin, vol.
32 N.S.: 125-26)

Attempts 11 1k determine the practices used by large elementary schools for keeping the
public informed concerning the purposes, the accomplishments, the conditions, and the needs
of the schools. Concludes that the schools conduct publiC relations programs; tbat there
is lit,tie agreement among the schools in the larger communities as to which are the most
valualge of the activities; that \the type of activities used in the different schools vary to
meet local conditions; and that practically all of the schools recognize the need of a public-
relations program.

2171. Burt, Emily Wood. The toll rist children in the schools of Aliami,
Florida. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 104 p. ms.

2172. Burts, Charles W. Altering behavior in areas of self-control and altru-
ism. Doctor's, 1939. Yale. 148 p. ms.

Studies the behavior of 200 fifth- and sixth-grade children in the Parker district schools,
Greenville, S. C., in areas of self-cofitrol and altruism. Describes an experiment in which
3 experimental and 3 control classes were equaited by the use of Otis self-administering
tests of mental ability, Sims 'wore card for socio-economic status ; the Willoughby test for
neurotic tendencies Und behavior was measured by a battery of 10 character-education
inquiiy tests of self-control and altruism; and 8 of the tests were repeated later. Between
the first and second administration of tests, 3 classes were given opportunities to have
experiences in the areas of conduct tested. Indicates that significant improvemenIt can be
expected only when there are elements common both to the training program and to the
behavior the program seeks to effeq.

2173. Cash, Leon E. Elementary education in Connecticut under the School
society, 1799-185 Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

2174.. Channer, Edna E. Newer trends in education. What they are and how
they are used in the reorganization of the elementary school. Master's, 1940.
Iowa.

2175. Clark, Johnny Frances: A compayative study of environmental ccindi-

Hops and their relations to achievement, personality, and intelligence of fifth
grade pupils. Master's, 114O. North Texas St. T. C.

2176. Colby, Walter Weston. A survey of certain significant factors Iii the
educational histories Qf 37 pupils in grade 7A of the Lincoln school, Alpena, Mich.
Master's, 1940. Michigan. 6

2177. Cooper, William Earl. The value of the critical angle board in diagnos-
ing handedness. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2178. Covert, Charles Herbert. Study trip possibilities for the elementary
grades in Catabridgrrindlay, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 200 p. ms.

Shows a trend towa d the use of field strips, and a wealth of possibilities in these two
cities.

2179. Crockett, Dixie Onita. A comparative study of the personality of town
pupils and school bus pupils inutile elementary grades. Master's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

gape ,

2180. Crosby, Muriel. A atiody of prevailing practices the white elementary
schools of the Disirict of Coluitfila. MItster's, 1940. Maryland.

2181. Doerr, Dorothy A. A study of spontaneous assoelittions in childreni
Master's, 1940, Ohio State. 45 p. ms.

Studies the spontaneous associations -of 184 white children in the fifth grade of two
schools of contrasted Socio-economic status, using a modification of the 3-minute word-
naming test of the 1916 revision of the Stanford-Binet scale. Finds a positive Correlation
between intelligence and word-naming abilitar that the grow") with the better background
made tbe higher score ; that there were differences in the kinds of words given by each
sex and each socio-economic gfoup.
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2182. Dunlap, John T. The Minnequa, and Lakeview handbook for 1939-40.Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 60 p.
Presents a handbook for two Rule schools of Pueblo, Colo.
2183. Dyer, Susan T. Age-grade record of Midlfind elementary school. Mas-*ter's, 1940. Michigan.

'12184. Eaves, Robert Wendell. An urban transitiopal community and itseducational implications on an elementary school level. Doctor's, 1940. GeorgeWashington. 261 p. ms.
Trades the history of the community in which the Thomson elementary school in Wash-ington, D. C., is located. Describes the community as it is at present, and evaluates theschool program.. Shows the effect of the community on delinquencY, crime, automobileaccidents, and social maladjustment of the youth of this area. Offers suggestions forimproving the relations between the school and the community.
*2185. Ebey, George William. Adaptability among the elementary schoolsof an American city. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York Teachers college,Columbia university, 1940. 73 p. (Contributions to education, no. 817)
Studies the adaptability of elementary schools in St. LiIs, Mo.
2186. Eicher, Ethel Elizabeth. A scale of hand preference. Master's, 1940.Ohio State. 73 p.
Involves the giving of the scale to 826 pupils in the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades ofia small city school. Finds boys mcw left-handed and more variable than girls, and thatbimanual activities are not good indices of handedness.
2187. Fields, Walter James. The relationship of sex to achievement in thepublic schools of Athol, Mass. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 62 p. ma.Stpdies the marks of 50 boys and 50 girls in grades 4, 6, 8, and 10 in the publicschools. Shows a lack of agreement between the =Irks whiCh the pupils can expect because'of their ability and the mark. receive ; that in,grades 4 and 6 the sex factor is largelya chance factor for all marks except "A" in which there is a sex bias in favor of the girls;and that in the two upper grades girls are favored in the distribution of teachers' marks.
2188. Frankel, Wish Rutes. The evaluation of a program of dental healtheducation by correctron achieved. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 191 p. s.
Studies dental-health educalion procèdures in "the elementary schools.
2189. Friedman, Harold. The relation between mental age arid certain elec.tro-encephalographic characteristics in eight year old children. Master's, 1940.Iowa.

2190. Gibbins, Una Cobb. The influence of goal seeking on pupil achiefementin the second grade. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
*2191. Goggans, Sadie. Units of work and centers of interest in the organi-zation of the elementary school curriculmil. Doctor's, 1840. T. C., Col. Univ.New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 140 p. (Contributions toeducation, no. 803)
Discusses the challenge and response in education ; antithetical .

organizations of cur-ricula ; the significance of interpretations upon the curriculum ; reapproachment of teach-ing and learning; priority of thought or experience; education for conservation andImprovement of society ; and the organization of the curriculum and reorientation of educa-tion within the cultural pattern.

*2192. Gordon, Mary G. AA experimental investigation of the value ofkindergarten eduCation. Doctor's, 1940. Harvard. 234 p.
Revieirs and evaluates all the significant studies thai have bZben made on the value ofkindergarten education. Tescribes an experiment conducted to determine the value ofkindergarten education by studying the effects of such education on habits of behavior andon school achievement. Comperes the achievement in the first grade and the behavior ofchildren in two cities in Massachusetts ; in one city the children bad attended kindergarten,and in the other city no kindergartens were maintained. Concludes that children who
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have attended kindergarten possess More desirable habits of behavior than similar children
who have not attended kindergarten when'they enter the first grade and for Part of the
year, but that at the end of the year there is no difference in the behavior habits of the
two groups of children ; and that kindtrgarten education gives children no advantage in
regard to subsequent school achievement.

2193. Gossage, Alena. A study of the status of public kindergartens in Kansas
in the school year of 1939-40. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 65 p. ms.

2194. Griffiths, Betty Stout. The influence of parent-child and teiacher-child,
relationships on sehool adjustment. Master's, 1939. Smith.

2195. Guzwiak, Francis M. Development of sensitivity to social implica-%

kions on second grade level. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 154 p. ms.

.2196. Gunther, Britta _Hanna Aslog. The relationship between a child guid-
ance clinic and the schools in treatment of school children. Master's, 1939. Smith.

2197. Harrell, Sara Hitchcock. An analysis of certain factorS which may. be
related to creative ability in writing poems and in drawing. Mipter's, 1940.
Georgia. t 45 p. ms.

Studies the relationship between the intelligence, achievement, economic status, and
heafth of fifth-grade children and their ability to write poems and to draw pictures. Finds

, no relationship between these factors and the ability to write poems and draw pictures.

2198. Hartman, Horace Reeves. Social and academic status of kindergarten
*and non-kindergarten elementary school children. Master's, 1940. North Texas
St. T. C.

2199. Hayes, Isabel. An investigation of the interest of primary pupils In
materials of instruction. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 93 p. ms.

Ib
A00. Hendra, Roy L A study of pupil preferences as expressed through the

likes and dislikes of the seventh and eighth grade children in IrontCounty, Mich.
Master's, 1940.

2201. Hirsch, 'Nancy Ruth Waddy. Comparison of children's personality
traits, attitudes and intelligence with parental occupations. Masties, 1940. Van-
derbilt. (Abstract 'in: Bulletin of Vanderbilt- university, vol. 40, .nb. 10 : 78-79)

Compares the intelligence attitudes, and personality traits of children from the profes-
sional and semiskilled-labor groups by studying 319 children fin the sixth grade in the public
ithools of Washington, D. C. Finds that children from the professional group made higher
scores on intelligence test": on personality traits, and had fewer worries than children from
the semiskilled group.

2202. Hurlbert, Aubrey C. Some achievement and personal characteristics
of pupils in certain one room elementary schools and the consolidated schools of
Lancaster County, Nebr. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 78 p. ms.

Analyses results of tests administered to pupils in consolidated schools in Waverly and
Walbon, and to pupils in 19 1-teacher rural schools. Finds that 1-room schools rank first
in language, arithmetic fundamentals, and arithmetic reasoning.

220a., Hyatt, Eliza. A study of the intelligence and achievement of the pupils
of the Walnut Street school, Washington, Ind. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
145 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal,
11 : 142-43, July 1940)

Compares marks on intelligence tests, achievement tests, and teachers' marks, to deter-
mine how closely the intelligence of the pupils followed the mormal distribution curve; to
see how the achievemakt of the pupils of this school compared with the achievement of the
pfipils all over the colintry.; and to see if pupils had made normal progress during the school
year. Shows a normal amount a progress during the school year, and a wide range in the
ability of the pupils in the various subjects.

825178-42-13
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2204. Jester, Clarence L. A comparative study of the relation of socio-
L:i

economic status to achievement in the sixth grade. Master's, 1940. Okla.
1 A. & M.. Coll.q

-i. Compares the achievement on seven different factors of children who are given freeht lunches in the schools with that of children whose parents provide their lunches. Findsthat there is a reliable difference in the achievement of the two groups in favor of the 0211-dren from the better lionies. Recommends that parents make every effort to improve theirhomes and their home conditrons in order that their children may make more progress inschool.

2205. Jones, Louis Bentley. An evaluation of the Tolar elementary school,
F. Tolar, Tex. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

4

2206. Lee, Genevieve Xim Len. A historical study of the kindergarten in
the Territory of Hawaii. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 156 Ix ms.

2207. Lindsay, Christopher Alton. A follow-up study of certain groups of
elementary pupils. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 114 p. ms.

2208. Lovelace, William True. An analysis of teachers' ratings of pupils aft
bright and dull. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2209. Lowther, Mary Eleanor. The school lunch as a supplement to the home
diet of grade school children. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

=10. Macaulay, William B. The appraisal of an elementary school. Mas-
i.ter's, 1940. Drake. 31 p. ms.

2211. MacEachin, Rev. Jerome V. A survey of the elementary schools in the
diocese of Lansing, Mich., Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 88 p. ms.

Analyzes the social, economic, and religious needs of the rural and urban centers; anddiscusses school buildings and equip-ment, population trends, and teacher training andcertification.

2212. McFadden, Ruth E. Significance of home-living experiences as a source
of curriculum in the elementary school. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. .86 p. nis.

Finds that home-living experiences are of interest to nearly all students; and that learn-ings in this field are more practical to all students than many materials already in thetraditional curriculum'.

2213. hicGahan, Floyd E. Factors associated with leadership ability of the
elementary school child. Master's, 1940.- North Texas St. T. C.

, -2214. MacKenzie, Christina. Policies and practices for the control of com-
municable diseases In the elementary schools of California. Master's; 1940.Stanford.

2213. Matheson, Virginia Selvidge. A curriculum foi kindergarten. Mas-ter's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulle-tin, vol. 32 N. S.: 138)
4itempts to determine whether there, is need for a kindergarten in- connectiQrkwith aschool in Grandfalls,-Tex. Finds the need for a kindergarten, and offers suggestions for thecurriculum atid for equipment and materials for it.
2216. Maxey, Rachale Margaret. Dikovering the extent to which feelifigsof insecurity can be eliminated in children of the third grade. Master's, 1940.North Texas St. T. C.

2217. Mooney, James L Sex differences in educatlional achievement of chil-.

dren in Unicoi County, Tenn. Master's, 1940. Tennessie. 101 p. Ms.
Analyzes the resulis of tests given to all of tilt children in the county on tbe same day,711 girls and 745 boys. Concludes that girls are superior in languages and literature whileboys are superior in science and arithmetic problems ; and that in all subjects the differenceswitbin a sex are greater than the differences between the averAges of each sex.
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22180 Moriarty, Helen M. The Bearwallow rural elementary school, Wigs

County, Ohio, 1840-1938. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 92 p. ms. (Abstract in:

Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 37)

Traces the history of an elementary school from its founding to its consolidation in 1938,

when the building was demolished.

2219. Murphy, Leuty Raymus. Diagnostic and remedial study of seventh and

eighth grade deficiencies. Master's, 1940. Chicago.

2220. Nami, Julia. A study of the family life, in its relation to education

of pupils in the second grade of the Anthony Margil school, San Antioio, Tex.

Master's, 1940. Téxas.

2221. Parnell, James Delbert. The relation between certain home factors and

the social and academic progress of second grade pupils in the Robert E. Lee

elementary school, Denton, Tex. Master's, 1940. North. Texas' St. T. C.

2222. Patrick, Flora LaRue. The relation between the sociability of parents

and the social success of thefts children in school. Master's, 1940. North Texas

St: T. C.
-

2223. Patterson, Oscar C. A study of the comparative progress made by

the children in a seven teacher, a three teacher, a two teacher, and a oue teacher

type elementary school. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 190 p. ms. (Abstract in:

Ohio university. Abstracts ot masters' thesis . . . 1939: 50)

Finds that the 1-teacher school wile generally below the other types in results obtained;

that results If aried considerably from the other three types of schools, from one test to

another; that the 7-teacher school was generally high in reading and Enilish, and the
3-teacher and 2-teacher schools were high in arithmetic and geography.

2224. Pearce, John S. A study of the pupils of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and

eighth grades of the New Orleans public schools for white children. Master's,

1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiatia State university. Bulletin vol.

32, N. S.: 193-94)
Finds that a large percentage of the children were of normal or greater intelligence; that

66 percent were retarded at least oue term. Recommends that the curriculum be broadened

/Land a thorough study be made of each pupil; that three additional schools be put into
operation ; and that more exploratory courses be placed in the secondary schools.

2225. Powell, Nettie M. A study of tbe concepts and attiludes of pupils in

grades 5 and 6 in the schools of Parkersburg, W. Va., regarding certain aspects of

social security. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 74 p. ms.

Finds that children gather much information on the social welfare issues from out-it-

school contacts ; that there is a striking uniformity among the children in the five schools

studied Concerning knowledge of the concepts, and concerning attitudes toward these

concepts; that such factors as sex, intelligence, grade, school, and occupation of parents
do not play an important part in determiniig the children's concepts or their attitudes;
that boys show a greater variability in their responses than girls; and that children in the

low-income areas possess lower intelligence, and children in the high-income areas possess

higher intelligence.

2226. Register, Stella *Celeste. A comparison of the socio-economic status with

the rbool status of the third and fourth grade pupils of the Jermyn, Tex., public

schooL Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2227. Robertson, Pay. Some problems of handedness and their significance

for teachers. Master's, 1940. Oregon.

2228. Rogers, Roberta. Certain" ideas of child-parent companionship as ex-

pressed by second grade pupils in the Sam Houston school, Denton, Tex. bias=

ties, 1940. North Texas St. T. C. '-

2229. Rohrer, Lois Young. Dark adaptation of second and third grade chil-

dren. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. Q.

.
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-2230. Rosenberg, Helen Sylvia. A study of color blindness: a survey deter-
mining the percentage of color blindness in Newark's (N. J.) elementary school
children as related to nationality, raoe, chronological age, and intelligence quotient
Master's, 1940. New York. 25 p. ms.

Determines the percintage of color blindness of 2,276 Newark elementary-school children
as related to nationality, race, IQ, and age. Concludes that age and grade have no bearing
on color blindness.

2231. Schiddel, Louise Dorothy. The adjustment of children who had a long
period of institutional care. Master's, 1939. Smith.

2232. Schneider, Frank E. A comnarative study of eighih grade achievement
in the one room and centralized schools of Drake County. Master's, 1NO. Ohio
State. 80 p. ms.

C.ompares 100 eighth-grade pupils in each type of school. Concludes that plipils in the
centralized schools achieved more in every why.

2233. Schultz, George C. A program of school study trips, grades 1-6. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Ohio State. 150 p. ms.

Attempts to discover the local community resources available for use in the elementary
grades of a school in Marietta, Ohio.

2234. Silk, Maurice Raper. Vitamin A administration and dark adaptation
of second and third grade children. Master's, 1940. North Texas SL T. C.

2235. Skarda, Edward W. Eduçational survey of the BeresArd, S. Dak.,
elementary schools. Master's, 1940. South Dakota. 62 p. ms.

2236. Smith, Clell Rice. An evaluation of the San Saba, Tex., elementary
school. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2237. Smith, Jessyee Beatrix. A comparative study of the relation of food,
rest; and recreation to the height and weight of the children in the fifth grade of
Winnetka school, Dallas, Tex. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C. ,

2238. Stauffer,' Maude A. Teacher guidance factors related to the conserva-
tion and development of spontaneous expression of young children. Master's,
1940. Ohio Univ. 115 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of
masters' theses . . . 1940: 50)

Concludes that children express themselves creatively when in n environment where
tbere is wise guidance and in which they see possibilities which are challenging to them.

2239. Stimson, Margaret Merrick. The social adjustment of children in
kindergarten and primary ichools: a follow-up study. Master's, 1939. Smith.

2240. Stockdale; Homer L A -study of intelligence and achievement among
children of foreign parentage and American children of grades flve to eight in the
.Columbus school. Master's, -1939. Ind. St. T. C. 57 p. ms. (Abstract
Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college Journal, 11 : 137, July 1940)

Attempts to ascertain the amount and the distribution of the intelligence of the nation-
ality groups in an elemeptary school in East Gary, Ind., and to correlate their 4ntelligence
with their achievement. Concludes that bilingual and multilingual obackground hi not
associated with chronological age from 10 to 17 'years or grades 5 to 8.

2241. Sutton, Dorothy
to

Miksch. A study of laughter and humor in kinder-
garten children. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 110 p. ms.

2242. Taylor, Velma. Organization and adininistration of assembly programs
in the elementary school. Masteys, 1910. West Texas St. T. C.

22013. Thomas; Gladys E. Integration of community factors In Monongalia
County, W. Va., with tbe primary curriculum. Maxtèrfs, 1940. Ohio .State.
100 p.

Concludes- that integration of community factors with the curriculum I. possible in the
erst, second, ind third grades.
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2244. Thor la, A. Zaile. The modification of the school environment in terms

of the child's needs. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 140 p. Ms.

Studies the physiological, social, and ego needs of the elementary school child with

reference to school environment. Finds tbat school practices show lack of informed insight

into tbe basic drives and needs of developing personalities.

2245. Thut, L N. Re-thinking values in the elementAry school. Dcktor's,

1940. Ohio State. 347 p. ms.
Inquires into the nature of democratic values and the extent to which they are being

fostered by elementary school's. Concludes that under prevailing conditions elementary-

school pupils acquire authoritarian values aimpst as repdily as democratic values.
4

2246. Ulton, Sister X. Paulette. A study of parent-child 'relationships with

emphasis on home discipline as it affects the conduct and personality of a group

of pre-adolescent girls. Doctor's, 1936. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Cath-

olic university of America, 1936. 193 p.

2247. Van Buskirk, Madge. Emotional stability as a factor in the learning

readiness of the first grade child. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 4O p. ms.

2248. Waldron, Mildred. A seven year follow-up study of the pupils who

entered grade seven in the one teacher and two teacher schools of thg town of

Greenfield, Sarátoga County. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
s.

2249. Walker, Edgar Allen. Changing emphasis of the Presbyterian church,

U. S. A., on social problems. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of

publications, 16: 800-6t) A
Discusses the changing attitude of the Presbyterian Cburch on the liquor problem, war

and peace, race relations, family life, and economic and industrial problems from 1706 to

date. Shows tbat education is the main instrument to be. used in the solution of social

problems.

2250. Warren, Marian Cynthia. A survey of elementary pupil participation

in community improvement in rural Virginia. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 107 p.

ms.

2251. Wasson, Roy John. A measurement of primary children's understand-

ing of certain of their school activities and relationships. Doctor's, 1940. Colo.

St. Coll. of/Ed. (Field study ng. 3) .

254.9 . . A measurement of primary children's understanding of certain/
of eir home and family relationships. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Eds.

(Field study no. 2)

2253. Williams, Faith Wilkes./ A comparative study of mental ability, school

achievement and personality traits qf children from .broken homes find normal

homes. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. -28 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio universily.

Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1910: 57)
Compares 79 pupils Atom normal homes with 34 pupils from broken homes, and a normal-

home group matched with the broken-home group in, age, educational quotient, and socio-

economic status. Finds that withdrawals fronl, school for the broken-bome group exceedst

the withdrawals for the normal-home group; and that children from broken homes are not
as consistent in their performance as are those -gom the normal-home group and the
matched groups.

T2254. Wi11PIOiÇ, Louise. lA yehr with a third grade of the University sChool.

Lexington, University of KentUcky, 1940. 123 p. (Bulletin of the Bureau of
school service, Irol. 12, no. 8)

Discusses the school and the community ; the pupils of the third grade; the educational

viewpoint ; the program of activities; and the skills of the third grade.
06
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2255. Alexander, Ruth. Racial eharacterisiles and conditionssof the studentpopulation at Warsonville union high school. Master's, 1110.. Stanford.
2256. Angell, James 8. The predictive value for college achievement oCrecords in Arizona high schools. Master's, 1940. Arizona. 55 p. ms. (Ab-stract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 34: 7)
Attempts to determine what data in Arizona bigh-ocbool records might best predict thefirst semester college aerage of freshmen entering the University of Arizoni in 193849,and to ascertain the subjects having the 'higher predictive value. Concludes that high- .school rank was more accarate for the prediction of the first semester college average thana combination of the individual subjects, tand that English and geometry were the twosubjects most closely related to the first semlbster college average.a

2257. Ash, Antotnette. A comparative study of personality chapges of resi-dent and nonresident pupils over a period of three years in the Tekonsha hie)school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
2258. Bardellini, Anna V. X. Sociality in adolesc'ents: a developmentalstudy. Doctor's, 1940. California.
*2259. Baumeliter, Edmund Joseph. Secondary edtication of the Society ofMary in America. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State, Dayton', Mount St. John Press,1940. 276 p.
Gives* brief history of the Society, which was founded in Bordeaux, France, in 1817; itsintroduction in the United Stated in 1849; and its work in semdar7 education since thatdate. Shows that industrial arts and fine arts have Hutt, place in tile Medallist schools;that no curricula 'are imposed upon the schools, bui the programs ot. studies do not varywidely; and that no effort has been made to make the schools uniform 14 the United States.Compares the Maridnist educational system with other Catholic ityste
2260. Beal,. Anna Elizabeth. Comparison of rural and ur ninth grade

school children in personal adjustment. Master's, 1040.. Iowa State. 154 p. ms.
2261: Beal, Elitheiliamilton. A study of pupil mobility affecting Texas highschool seniors. Master's, 1940. Texas.
2262. Bear, Willard B. An analysis of the criticisms of graduates of theMorton high school curricula.' Master's, 1940. Washington. 61 p. mS
Concludes that some parts of the curriculum need revision to meet more adegdately theneeds of the graduates.

2263. Beard, Clyde Henry. The value of-a part-time cooperative apprentice-ship training program for small high schools. Master's, 1940. Washington.
Evaluates the part-time apprenticeshfp training program in Roseburg, Oreg. Contcludesthat it has met satisfactorily the demand for vocational training which would otherwisehave been Impossible in a town of approximately 5,000 inhabitants ; and that the communityand those who took the course support it enthusiastically.

.01

=64. Bettendorf, Henry Lawrence. A comparative study of qertain factorsin the educational development of resident and non-resident students in the Litch-field high schaol. Master's, 1910. Minnesota. 83 p. ms.
Concludes that special provisions should be made for nrbn-resident puPils in tlie highschool.

2265. Blase, Nicholas. A vocational follow-up of a group of graduates ofthe Utica free academy, classes of 1930 through 1934. ,Master's, 1940. N. Y. St.Coll. for Teach.

2266. Bond, Elden A. Tenth grade abilities and achievements. Doctor's,
HMO. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teacliers college, °Columbia university, 1940.67 p. (Contributions to education, no. 813)

Studies m:asures of intelligence, reading comprehension, reading speeds, study skills, andreading vocdbulary as shown by achievement in English, history, geometry, and biology
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tentb-grade pupils in the senior high school of Mansfield, Ohio, in -1938. Indicates that

each field of human experience such as sdence, social science, and literature, places a
unique burden upon the fitudent's vocabulary and background of meanfng ; that a student

reading In a given field must approach %that reading with the purposes requisite for reading

In that field. Concludes that students who read rapidly and comprehend well the materials

in a specific cow-qt arv may be erpected to achieve well in that area.

2267. Bgnham, Earl C. A study of the possibilities for t high schootcon-

solidation in Bingham Countj-, Idaho. Master's, 1939. Utah. 157 p. ms.

2268. Bostwick, Prudence. Providing for esthetic experience in certain aspects

-of secondary education. Doctor's, 1940. öhlo State. 310 p. ms.

Attetopts to interpret the nature of esthetic experience, its source, and its significince

foi human living, and to indicate ways in wiliich,it may be provtded in tbe scbool, espe-

cially in experimental curricula.

2269. Bourgeois, Herbert A. A comparative study
(haracteristics of Boy scout% and non-Borscouts in the
parish, Louisiana. Master's, 193i. Louisiana St'ate.

State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 123)

of the achievements and
high schools of St. Jamos
(Abstract in: Louisiana

Compares 107 Boy Scouts with 207, non-Boy Scouts as to the economic rating of hornet
age and grade, school attendance, marks in subjects, citizenship and extracurricular activi-
ties, teacher rating, work, thrift, church attendance, college and vocational plans, reading
and recreation. Concludes that scouting has played an important part in the superior
achievements and characteristics of less promisA boys.

2270. Braudt, Corrah Lee. A follow-up study of 160 Shamrock high school
graduates. Master's, 1940. West Texas St. T. C.

=71. Brouwer, John tr. Analysis of high school .student leaders and non-
leaders in 15 selected high schools of northwest Iowa. 1141asfer's, 1940.4 Iowa.

2272. Broverman, Helen Bess. A study to determine the relative vaTue of a

specific vocabulary technique employed at the ninth grade level. Master's, 1940.

Michigan.

2273. Brune, William. An analysis of the activities of high school graduates
and a suggested plan for guidance. Master's, 1940. West Texas St. T. C.

2274. Burgeneg, Edward narry. A high school tor Bristol, Pennsylvania.

Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

2275. Burns, Robert L. An evaluation of Kilgore high school. Master's,
1940. East. Texas St. T. C. 137 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers
cellege. Graduate studies, 1940: 16)

Evaluate the pupil population and school community, curriculum. pupil activity, library
. Ferviee, guidance service, school plant. school staff, instruction, administration, and outcomes.

Finds the library service and the school plant very goal, and that the school is iveakest in
In.structIon.

476. Busffeld, Ituth. A study of assembly programs in.the secondary schools

of Philadelphia. Master's, 1939. Temple. 86 p. ms.

2277. Bush, J.' Baiiey. Developments in philosophy of semndary education
as reflected in the Proceedings of the National education association. Master's,

1940. Ohio State. 96 p. ms.
Studies the philosophy of sectindary education from 1858 to 1890.

2278. Callarman, Ó. ç. A study of the post-high school activities of the Ponca

City high school graduates for the years 1934, 1935, 19,36, 1937, and 1938. Master's,

1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Attempts to determine the post-high-school activities of the graduates, and tooshow the

relation of those activities to the types of lagh-school diplomas held by them. Finds that
the college preparatory, commercial, and vocational curricula serve tee community will.
Shows the need for a better guidance program.
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222'9. Canfield, Charles R. A. survey of the satisractions anti dissatisfactionsof pupils in grades 7 to 17 tit Tekonslia, Mich. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
2280. Carey, J. 1774 A study of tile relationpip between intelligence andthe scholastic achievement at various levels of thé high school. Master's, 1939.Temple. 40 p. ms.

2281. Çarlisle, "John Edwin. A study of tke Hall Summit sliool community.Master's, 1939. Louisiaona State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State Univeisity Bul-letin, vol. 32 N. S. : 124f
Srudies graduates, former students, and students to determine how well the school hasserved the community. Concludes that proximity to tbe school may 11 a factor for per-sistence in school; that the school community area is larger than ttii school can serveadequately ; and that home economics and agriculture should be stressed tin the school.
*2282. Carney, Leo. Thomas. A study of 40' high School aid junior high boyswho dropped out of school dnring the year January 1, 1939-Decernber 31, 1939.Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 82 p.

Describes an experiment in which the questionnaire-interview method was used to deter-mine #he interests, socio-economic status, and reasons for leaving schpol given by theseboys. Concludes that the curricula do not provide the type of learning which will be of themost practical value to these boys when they leave scllool; that thechoqi is not helping tosolve the problems of this group *of boys; that their ieisure probleM is real and pressing;that, they 'should be given the opportunity to completé the course from which théy had towithdraw. Shows that most of the boys who left school to take abob wish to return toschool and complete their education; that the maladjusted boys who left school adoittedthey were at fault and would like to return to school if they could be placed with theirage, group ; thitt financial conditions in the home do not play a great part in their with-drawal. Finds that lack of experience is the greatest obstacle to their employment in thefields I'S which tbey would like to work. Offefs suggestions for assisting these boys.
2283. Carr, Vernon J. A study of tAte vocational choics of the pupils in fourhigh schqols in Mackinac County in Michigan. Mater's, 1940. Michigan.
2284. Carroll, Wesley T. A partial evaluhtion of the educational programsand schedules of representative smaller secondary schools in Iowa. Master's,1940. Nebraska. 59 p: ms.
Studies 40 Iowa schools haviwg from two- to six teachers. Suggefits new schedules andprograms to more nearly equalize the teaching load. Shows that alternation and combine-tion of courses should be used Wherever possible.
2285. Chapman, John E. The differences in school environment as observedby students transferring from two- and thr4year high schools to four-year highschools in southern Illinois. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Univer-sity of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 27-28) .Analyzes repties to a questionnaire administered to the pupils inrolled in 10 4-year highschools. Fin s that the transfer students think the 4-year high schools more efficientlyprepared to are for the needs, interests, and requirements of the students than the smallerI high schoo that their parents are more interested in their school work since their transfpr ;that they have less opportunity to recite in the 4-year high schools; that the 4-year highschools offer a wider range of social and extracurricular activities for the students; thattransfer students get along well in their associations with the resident pupils; and thatthe students believe the 4-year high schools provide better libraries for the students thando tpe 2- and 3-lear high schools.

2286. Clair, John A. A comparative study of the socio-economic status ofthe students a Lincoln high school and Coles vocational high school of KansaiCity, Mo. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
2287. Clark, Georgene Hutchins% The development of the Jane Addams highschool. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 103 p. ms.
2288. Clark, William James. A community occu`pational survey, and afollow-up study of high school graduees in Hiawatha, Kans. Master's, 1940.Iowa. a
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2289..Clarno, Clarence Cecil. A study of the achievement oT 110 pupils
throUgh their 12 years of school. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 70 p. ms.

2290. Clay, William draves. An evalution of the New Boston secondary
Master's, 1940. North Texas St..,T. C.

2291. Cone, Arvine F. Educational trends in setected small NebraFIG high
t.,411001. Master's, '1940. Nebraska. 82 p. Ms.

Determines changes made in oranization, teaching loads, and subject-matter offerings from
1928 to 1939. Finds that no significant changes were made in type of organization; that

1-40-talnute periods were popular, but the 60-minute periods gained more than any others;
that Latin was offered at a higher grade level in 1939 than in 1928 ; and that in 1939
two grades were more generally combined into one, group.

2262: Cooper, Harold R. The present status of the students wbo have at-
. tended the Lakin high school since 1911. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 46

11 1118.

Shows that the marks of the graduates of the high ¡school at Lakin, Kans., who went to,
college were normal ; and that courses in vocational home economics and agriculture were

e
7

2293. Crain, Sollie Moody. A point system for recognizing scholarship and
activity achievement. blaster's, 1940. Peabody. 45 p.

Studieq scholarship, extracurrictilar ictivities, health and physical education, and miscel-
,

laneous activities in grades 9;12. ,

;294. Crowley, John &Liles. A follow-up stuak of the graduate of the Tracy,
Minn., high schools for the school years 1927-1936, incluive. Master's, 1939.
Minnesota.

Finds little relationship between scholarship and out-of-State migration, but that students
with the better records tended to leave their home communities tquiagreater extent that;
did those of lower marks ; tAat about 40 percent of the graduates attended college ; and
that high-school leaders and the more intelligent students were more successful in finding
work andewere more successful in their work' than were the slower pupil&

2295. Crumpton, Charles Reid. The history and present status of the Stair
technical high school, Knoxville. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 120 p. ms.

Shows that the school has grown constantly since its founding ; that each year a- larger
number of students come from*the Junior and senior high schools; that many of its grad-
uates have pormanent employment ; that the teaching staff is well trained and is rich in
trade experiences.

2296. Davis, Ernest J. Summer vacation activities of Nebraska high school
pupils. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 73 p.

Finds that many high-school pupils travel dtiring the summer; that camps provide
valuable summer experiences ; tint summer classes are held only in the large schools, while
vacation church school is more important in the small schools ; that 90 percent of all
students participate in some physical recreation. Recommends that schools provide summer
supervision of pflysical recreation and hobbies.

2297. Davis,' Glenn X. A comparison of the drawing and retentive powers of
the different types of Kansas high schools. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C.,
Emporia, 81 p. ms.4

*2298. de Sales, Brother Francis. The Catholic high school curriculum: its
development and present status. Doctor's, 1930. Catholic Univ. Washingtod,
D. C., Catholic university of America, 1930. 62 p.

*1299. Desing, Minerva Florence. The relation of pupil achievement gain to
certain personal and environmental elements. Doctor's, 1940. Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia, 1940. 169 p.

2300. Doherty, Sister Mary Michael. History of Catholic secondary educa-
tion in California. Doctor's, 1940. California.

1

Traces the history o Catholic secondary education in California from 1769 to 1939.
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e

2301. Doniellan, Charles James. A short history of the .secondary schoolsin the City of Medford, Mass., 1900 to 1940. Master's, 1940. Boston Coll.
2302. Drake, J. W. Occupational status of high school graduates. Master's;1940. New Mexico. 63 p. ms.
2303. Dryden, Julia McClearey. Thè history of Commercial high school (Cin-cinnati, Ohio.) Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 46 p. ms.
2604. Duncan, Robert W. A comparative study of the students entering Mil-ton union high school from one room rural schools, three room rural schools, andthe West Milton elementary school. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 73 p.&wares representative groups from two classes during their entire schooling from grades1-12. Finds that pupils from the 'West Milton elementary school made the best showingin high school, followed by pupils from the 1-room rural group, and pupils from the 3-roomrural group made the poorest showing.
2305. Dunn, 'Victories E. Trends in secondary education from 1927 .to 1937as revealed by articles, in educational magazines. , Master's, 1039. Temple.134 p. fps.

2306. Eberhardt, Paul Mercer. The program of seminar study in GarfieldHeights, Ohio, high school. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 235 p. ms.Describes and evaluates a program of seminar study carried on in school year 1939-40,studying democracy, articulation, guidance, and home-school relatiornihips in worth()groups.

f`

2307. Echenhofer, Margaret G. A survey of the 193, Cheltenham highschool. Master's, 1940. Temple. 68 p. ms.
2308. Edwards, Gladys L. The relationship - between\fhe personality traitsdemanded by the employer and those developed in the sehools. Master's, 1940.Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 34 : 23-24)
Concludes tbat certain traits are diore Important than others for vocational success ; thatthere is almost complete agreement between school men and others as to the necessity forthe school to develop an integrated personality with outstanding traits which are of valuein vocational adjustment and in life in general; that schools tend to rank as importantoutcomes of instruction those traits which industry places first ; that the schools show anincreasing awareness 9f the need for personality training and an increased number etattempts to meet it ; that the personality of the teacher is an important factor in the proc-

.

ess ; and that there is almost complete agreement in and out of the schools that they are notaccomplishing the desired,. aims.

2309. Edwards, Lowell O. The advantages and disadvantages ot a non-urban high school education. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 109 p. ms.
2310. Elder, James Darwin. Let's start right. A handbook for tbe NorthPla ebr., high school. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: UniversityCo do studies, General serlyi (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 40)
Describes the development of a handbook des! to hasten the adjustment of high-pcboolfreshmen to their new surroundings ; to instruct ipiIs and teachers in the practices of theL. school; and to supply parents with information about the school.
2311. Elliott, John B. A study of the National youth administration in .thesecondary schools of Arizona. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 80 p. zns.Finds that the NYA program enabled students to remain in school, taught them trades,and made them realise their responsibility toward their work.
2312. Emler, Lloyd Walter. A survey of New Concord union rural high schoolenrollees. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 69 p. ms.
Studies the enrollees to determine the course taken, the number graduating and with-drawing. and the number entering college. Finds that 38.5 percent of the boys enter college,28.9 percent of the girls enter college, and that 21.118 percent of boys and girls do notgraduate from high school. .
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2313. Enyeart, Buel F. The evolution of m jor educational objectives and the

secondary school curriculum. Doctor's, 1940. Southern California.
Shows that historical objectives are closely -related to modern purposes of education ; that

tated by new objectives. Conclude hat each epoch with its evolving major objective hatprogress and change in education be made in the light of new interpretations necessi-

aided and given new significance to the understanding'of its predecessor.

2314. Evans, Andrew J. Excursions in Oklahoma high schools. Master's,

1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
- Attempts to discover, analyze, and evaluate various excursiofi techniques. Finds that
schools with groups of 11-20 and 21-30 composed more than half of the excursion groups ;

that tit/pa usdally last from 1 to 5 days ; that superintendents, principals, and sponsors were
responsible for making arrangements for the excursion in most eases; that student organiza-
tions and individual students assumed the greatest responsibility for expenses incurred ;
that two-thirds of the schools reported non-participating students, largely bicause of lack
of iirterest, cost of the trip, and parental objection ; that about two-thirds of4he schools used
school busses ; that most of the schools made the excursion at the close of school ; and that
most of the sponsors were of the opinion that suai trips tend to build ClIttracter.

2315. Evans, John Edward: Attitudes and adjustments of boys at Cote Bril-
11,

liante high school preparatory center, 1939. Master's, 1940. St. Louis. 228

) . MS.

2316. Fahey, George Litchfield. A study of classroom questions of high school

pupils and the relation between questioning activity and various other factors of
educational significance. Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

2317. Pincher, Eugene Brown. An evaluation of the Trinidad high school,
Trinidad, Tex. Master's, MO. North Texas St. T. C.

*2318. Fink?' William Leroy. Evaluation of commencement practices in

American public secondary schools. Doctor's, 1940. Pennsylvania. Phila-

delphia, 1940. 191 p.

Evaluates commencement practices in public secondary schools graduating pupils from

the eleventh and twelfth grades. Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 481 schools
distributed among all of the States of tbe United States. Includes a brief historical resumé
of commencement practices, the objectives of commencement, and commencement onetime.
Describes the construction and evaluation of an instrument for evaluating corn ..cements.

2319. Fischer, Carrie Pearl. Occupational study of Indiahoma's curriculum
and community, 1932-1039. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the canoes of failures and drop-outs from a high school. Shows the failure of the
curriculum to meet the needs of rural high-school students. Suggests a remedial program.

2320. Foster, Rolla E. A comparison of the achievement of ninth grade rural
trained and ninth grade city trained students in Albia, Iowa. Master's, 1940.

Iowa.

2321. Fouracre, Maurice Hamilton. ;#1 follow-up sfudy of the graduates of

licottville high school in Michigan for the eight years prior to 1939. Master's,
1940. Michigan.

2322. Pox, Genevieve L. The vocational curricular and recreational interests
of pupils of a selected high school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2323. Frame, Herman R. An evaluation of the Philo high school. Master's,

1940. Ohio State. 88 p.
Recommends the addition of two teachers to the staff, and the remodeling of the manual

arts department.

2324. Frick,* Forrest Sheldon. The development and outlook of the com-
munity higb school in Kansas. Master's, 1989. Kans. St. Ooll. 102 p. ms.
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2325. GallapoO, Ralph. An activities ticket plan for high schools. Master's,
1939. Bowling Green. 86 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bowling Green State university.
Abstracts of masters' theses, 1935-1490 : 35-36)

Describes the use of an activities ticket in a high school during the school year 1988-89.
2326. Gilbert, Lloyd E. Some results from using the evaluative criteria fn

Mt. Pleasant high school. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 139 p. ms!
(Abstract in:jkast Text's State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 32=413)

Finds that the school has improved since the survey of 1936.
s

2327. Glann, John Daniel. Honors and awards in Washington high schools.'
Master's, 1940. St. Coll. of Wash. 104 p. ms.

Finds the preen? of granting honors and awards to pupils for various school achieve-ments is almost univeasal in the high schools.

2328. Goldsmith, Kathryn Emily. Achievement of educational and voca-
tional aimsa study of high school students who received scholarships and
counseling. Master's, 1939. Smith.

2329. Gray, David Crockett. A follow-up study of the graduates of Richmond,
Ca)if., union high school. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

2330. Gregory, Carmoleta. Relationships between schools and public employ-
ment services in the placement of youth. Master's, 1940. .0kla. A. & M. ColL

Attempts to asceriain, from a study of coóperative programs between schools and publicemployment services, the relationships that exist regarding : Organization and administra-
, tion, guidance, counseling and folloiz-up activities, and school and community relationships.Recommends that the schools give their classes more of the shorthand and typing tests usedby tl?e employment service ; that coordinators of distributive occupations cooperate moreclose )? with tbe employment service ; that schools provide more vocational training forout-of-school youth ; that tbe employment service compile more material on securing andbolding a Job, and that these materials be made available for applicants and the schools.

2331. Grimala, Walter S. A survey of the interests, activities and needs of
the ptipils of tbe Dimondale high school, Dimondale, Mich. Master's, 1940
Michigan.

2332. iliroff, J. O. A study of educational tours for school pupils. Master'f,
1940. Cincinnati. 146 p. ms.

Surveys the present use of educational tours as an instructional device. Advocatesfurther use of tours in educational programs, and recommends cooperation of secondary andhigher schools to promote a coordinated travel movement.
2333. Gussner, Erwin Arnold. The problems of making a student handbook

for the Hawley high school. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University
of Colorado studiés, General series (A) , vol. 26; no. 3 : 49)

Deals with the- problems of centralizing information regarding high-school organisationsand extracurrieular activities in a small high school so that such information may easilybe made aval101é to the pupils and patrons of the school.
2334. Halienen, C. Arthur. A study of the vocational choices of the seniors

of Central Igh school, Bay City, Mich. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

.01

2335. /14inchey, Clinton Whettg. A survey of motives, study habits, and
interests 0 high schoOl pupils. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
LouisianalState university. *Bulletin, vol. 32.N. S. : 181) ,-

)0Studies the motives, study habits, and interests of pupils in 9 high schools in CalcasieuParish, Louisiana. Shows that their motives are numerous; that they need guidance instudy habits ; that the value of hogor rolls and contests as administered is doubtful; andthat a majority of students want Intrinsic motives for working,
2336. Hanna, Lawrence N. Achievement of high school students in supervised

correspondence study. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 70 p. ms.
-Measures progress made by high-school students taking supervised corresponienee. stud/at the University of Nebraska center and through doe tenter at Missoula, Mont., b7 admin-
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lateens achievement tests in algebra, Chemistry, bookkeeping, Latin, and typewriting.
Finds that the achievement of studente taking the first course in bookkeeping, and Latin
is as satisfactory or more satisfactory than achievement in the same subjects taken in
regular sesiions ; that students receiving high grades at correspondence centers ranked above
average iri achievement and intelligence ; and that students taking advanced courses received

i higher marks than those taking beginning coureei. ,

)2337. Hanttornii,: Benjáinin V. 'A s tidy of the factors influencing tne voca-
tional choices of 400 students of Everet hip school: Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2338. Harris, Albert T. A survey of leisure time activities of high school
pupils of South Hill. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2339., Haskins, George p. A comparison of the attitudes of laymen and of
professional educators toward secondary education. Master's, 1940. Ilebra-ska.
87 P. me.

Analyzes the attitudes of laymen of a selected Midwestern community, and the attitudes
of professional educators, toward questions relating to secondary education.

2340. Haworth, Gerald W. Reactions of secondary school pupils to future
occupations. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

4'1)341. Henning, Clarence E. Development of secondary education in Alaska.
Master's, 1940. Washington. 101 p. ms.

Studies school finances, status of teachers, curricula, buildings, methods of accrediting,
administration, and the University of Alaska.

s 2342. Hill, Fred. A follow-up study of the upper-quartile graduates of Omaha,
Nebraska, Central high school for the years 1924, 1929, and 1934. Master's, 1940.
Nebraska. 100 p. ms.

Compares .the activities, achievements, and bickgrounds of students during their school
period with their further development in educational, social, and vocational pursuits in the
post-high-school period ; and analyses their evaluation of their high-school experiences.

2343. Hillburn, Willis Carl. Educational implications to the Laurens, Iowa,
hikh school of the occupational and geographical distribution of the its graduates.
Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 104 p. ms.

2344. Hiltner, Mary S. Case studies of 39 high school seniors to help them
determine probable next steps. Master's, 1940.: Ohio State. 73 p. ms.

Presents diagnostic profiles, summaries, and recommendations in terms of probable next
steps for the graduating class of a high schooL

2345. Hooker, Joe. A study of the vocational interests of ninth and twelfth
grade students involving an evaluation of a ninth grade project in vocations.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2346. Howard, David W. Educative experiences of a typical group of pupils
entering a middle Tennessee high school, with special reference to ¡hose entering
Clarkesville, Tenn., high school in 1934. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 132 p. ms.

Finds that 55.4 percent of the entrants graduated from the high school, and 5 percent
transferred to another high school and graduated ; that the socio-economic status of a
pupil's family determined the length of time he remained in school ; that there was a close
relation between subject failure in high school and eliMination ; and that few of the boys
and girls who were employed found their high-school subject matter useful in their work.

s 2347. Howard, Ray William. A study of subject offerings of nine high
schools of Okanogan County. Master's, 1940. Washington. 54 p.

Finds that all of tbe schools were of the traditional type and that the subject offerings
failed to meet student needs or stated school aims.

2348. Huber, Esther Therese. Religious, familial and economic implications
derived from a study of the graduates of the secondary schools in Perryville,
Perry County, Mo., 1811-1938. Master's, 1940. St. Louis.
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60.

2349. Ingralls, Charles M. A study of graduates and drop-outs of Doyline
high school. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State
university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 134)

Attempts to determine whether the training and guidance received by graduates anddrop-outs of this school are reflected in the careers they have chosen. Finds that thecareen chosen by the graduates and drop-outs, and their civic contributions to the com-munities in which they live, are representative of the training they received In school.
2350. Isensee, Arthur Frederick. Rules and regulations for the independent

high schools of CAlifornia. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
2351. Jacobs, Annetta Irene. The growth during adolescenee of selected con-cepts relating to behavior development. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
2352. Johnson, Clarence A. Relation of success to entrance age of students

entering Saugerties high school during the years 1930-34, inclusive. Master's,
1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

2353. Johnson, Commodore Dewey. An evaluation of the Bowie secondary
'school. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2354. Johnston, Paul Willis. A survey of programs of study, pupil enroll-ment and assignments of teachers in 172 high schools in the Pacific northwest.
Master's, 1940. Oregon.

2355. Jones, Jessie Elizabeth. A brief history of the Louisville girls' high
school from 1856 to 1909. Master's 1940. Kentucky. 72 p. ms

Discusses periods in the history of the school, stressing plant location, length of term,course of study, teachers, attendance, and activities.

2356. Justman, Joseph. Theories of secondary education In the UnitedStates. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1940. 461 p. (Contributions to education, no. 814)

Analyses four theories of secondary education and presents them in terms oli socialtheory, underlying psychology, conception of education, and proposals for meThod ofsecondary education.

2357. Kelley, Robert Stephen. Sectarian secondary educktion in the UnitedStates during the twentieth century. Master's, 1940. Loyola. 141 p. ma.
Lists the contributions of the church-supported high schools.

2358. Kellogg, Robert X. The satisfactidns and dissatisfactions expressedby 56 juniors and seniors with their experiences in the Athens, Mich., high school.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2159. Kelly, Louise X. A comparison of resident and non-resident studentsin a village high school. Master's, 1040. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
2360. Kerr, Grover W. A study of the relationships between the vocational-choices and the measured occupational interests of a group of senior high schoolstudents. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
2361. Kerr, Kenneth William. A follow-up study of 116 high school com-mercial graduates of Perry county. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.
2362. Keyes, Earl R. A survey and evaluation of high school student hand-books from high schools of 30 states. Master's, 1940. Washington. 115 p. Ms.
Finds the use of the handbook justified.

2363. King, James M. An assembly program for Williams high school. Mas-ter's, 1940. Arizona St. T. C. 74 p. ms.
Mt Kirby, Bernice. A survey of the Russell (Iowa) high school. Master's,gm Drake. , 74 p. ms.
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2365. Kissinger, Joseph F. Initial problems involved in the reorga ion

of four year high schools into six year secondary schools for Iowa corn les

with enrollment under 100 pupils in seventh to twelfth grades. Master's, 940.

Iowa.

2366. Boppenhi.iver, Chester V. A study of the efficiencies society has a right
to expect of a high school graduate. Master's, 1940. Temple. 268 .p. ms.

2367. Lee, Frank ipren. History of the development of public secondiry
school in Ord, Nebr. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 106 p. ms.

Describes the history and development of.the Ord secondary school from its inception
1889 to tbe close of the 1939-40 school year.

2368. Leavy, John LeRoy. A study and analysis of the educational program
of the four year rural high school. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana.

2369. Lind, Marvin Burdett. Analysis of the education, income, mobility,
occupation and avocational activities of farm youth in the high school area of
Montezuma, Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 63 p. ms:

Inrestirraten certain socio-economic conditions of 201 youth in the high school area of
Montetrumi, Iowa. Offers suggestions for social and economic guidance in tills area.

2370. Love, Robert Elmer C. A diagnostic study of achievement in Jefferson
City high school. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 65 p. ms.

Measures achievement in English, mathematics, social science, history, and natural
sciences in four graduating classes of a high school. Finds that pupils from this school
ranked above tbe State at large except in mathematics.

2371. McDowell, James. Aa experimental study of the effect of supervised
correspondence lessons on achievement in academic subjects. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.

2372. McGinty, L. V. The Slidell high school and its relation to the com-
munity. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State uni-
versity. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8. : 142) 4111

Compares the graduates of the *school with its drop-outs from 192848. Reveals the
advantages which the graduates have over the drop-outs.

2373. McGrail, Anne X. Articulation needs of ninth and tenth grade com-

mercial boys: A statistical study of the succèss of boys in Junior and senior high
schools as shown by their ninth and tenth grade works in various subjects as
related to each other and to intelligence quotients. Master's, 1$39. Fordham.
(Alstract in: Fordhan4 university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees
. . . 1940: 99)

Analyses statistical data secured from a large, cosmopolitan boys' high school in New
Jersey. Concludes that tbere is a lack of proper articulation between tbe junior and
senior high-school courses in accounting, secretarial, and general clerical courses; that the
present curricula should be modified in order to lessen the high percentage of failures; and
that teachers and subject supervisors in both the Junior and senior high schools should
take a greater part in curriculuzb planning.

2374. Madden, Clyde L. Careers of graduates of Choudrant high school.
Waster's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university.
Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S.: 186)

Deals with the graduates from 1927 to 1936, inclusive. Concludes that the present pro-
grim of studies meets the needs of the students; that tbe stress on college preparatory
courses is Justified, am Do many of the graduates go to college; that such edifies as agri-
culture, home economics, and commerce provide for the needs of those not preparing for
college.

2375. Mails, Lester Boyce. A comparative study of the scholastic achiev&
ment of rural and village trained pupils in Chesaning union high school. Mas-

ter's, 1940. Michigan.
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2876. Maloney, Loretta W. A personnel study of high school pupils. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Wittenberg. 53 p. ms.

Finds that there is little relationship between scholastic achievemint and age; thatgirls make better marks than boys; that pupils participating in many activities makebetter marks than those taking part in few activities ; And that pupils who have chosen avocation make better marks than those who have not chosen an occupation.
2377. Marla?, liable Louise. Intelligence and personality studies Cif Straws

(Illinois) community high school. Master's, 1939. Ind. st. T. C. 86 p. m&
(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers_ college journal, 11:
141-42, July 1940)

Studies the achievement, intellipnce, personality adjustment, iocabularY. and Woolmarks' of every pupil in a small rural high school. Finds a high relationship between
intellipnee, achievemint, school marks, and vocabulary among these pupils, and that theirpersonality adjustment was lower than the average for most high-school pupils..

2378. Marsh, George Edward. A follow-up study of Creston, Iowa, high school
graduates of the years 1983-3547-39. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2379, Mason, Frank. Sociological backgrounds of Saugerties high school
students. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

2380. Mauck, Joseph Leonard. Secondary education in Smyth county, 1882-
1940. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 187 p.

2881. Naves, Vivien Wallace. A critical study of the needs and interests of
youth. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville; George Peabody college for teachers,
1940. 11 p. (Abstract of Contributions to education, no. 277)

Analyses the replies of 189 pupils in the Peabody demonstration school, a high .school,and of their respective teachers, to a questionnaire on leimure-time and extracurricularactivities, school subjects, 'traits and characteristics, and school practices and 'objecpves.Recommends that the séhools provide a flexible curriculum for all pupils, accompanied by awide range of elective courses and topics for special interests; provide opportunities fordesirable social relationships among pupils ; provide opportunities fo ning vocationalinformation and skills likely to be profitable to pupils during the vocational ad-justment after leaving school ; and provide opportunities for the develo its'" of skills andabilities which may be of value for the constructive use of leisure time.
2382. Mehl, Helen Martha. An analysts of cases of high school pupils show.

Ing high intelligence and low achievement. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstractin: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 84)
Studies 22 high-school boys and girls having high intelligence but low achievement intheir school work. Finds the causes of failure were: Lack of reading ability, health coil-ditions, home conditions, personality traits, and poor attendance.
2383. Ideinhardt, Brother Louis Julius. A five year follow-up study of Holy

Redeemer boy's high school graduates, Detroit Master's, 1940. lit. Louis.
2384, Moore, Butler T. A study of certain factors relating to first year high

school students of Tunica high school, Tunica, Miss., 1939-40. Master's, 191O.Alabama. 225 p. ms.

2385. Moore, Jefferson 4ackson. History of the Autauga County high school.
Prattville, Ala. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. p. ms.

2386. Morgan, Glenn. A study of the interests and accomplishments of the
different nationalities wbo graduated from the Clinton, Ind., high school in* theyears 19224983. Master's, 1989. Ind. St, T. C. 88 p. ms. .(A*.act
Indiana _State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 111 150-51, July 1940)

Studies op6 girls ail(' 572 boys, representing 18 nationalities. Concludes that girlsgraduated younger than boys, and American pupils graduated Younger than did the pupilsof foreign parentage ; that for the complete high-school course, the foreign MMa showeda higher percentage of both girls and boys with an Oerage of A. Indicates that theAmérican pupils of this group were inferior in scholarship to the total group of othernationalities, and that the girls surpass the boys.
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2387. Moseley, L. E. The consolidated high school : a controlling factor in
community life. Master's, 1930. Va. Poly. Inst.

2388. Xuntz, Grace Evelyn. Prediction of high school performance. Mas-

ter's, 1940. Buffalo.

2389. Xylem, Harold F. A follow-up study of vocational graduates and drop.-
outs of Dearborn high school, Dearborn, Mich. Blaster's, 1940. Michigan.

2390. Neal, A. D. The evaluation study4of the W. F. George high school of
Iowa Park. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 193 p. ms. (Abstract in:
East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies% '1940: 48).

Evaluates the curriculum, pupil-activity programs, library service, guidance, instruction,
educational outcomes, school staff, plant, and administration.

2391. Nelson, Harold A.. A follow-up study of graduates as a basis for cur"-

Ticulum revision, Lindsborg high school, 1935-39. Master's 1940. Colo. St. Coll.
of Ed.

2392. O'Connor, Joseph J. Status of supervised correspondence study in high
schools in western Iowa, with enrollment under 100. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2393. Odom, Charles L. The stability of achievement differentials of the
high school students: a statistical study of a Ave-year testing program in the
Plainfield high school. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 292 p. me.

Analyses data from tests given to 600 students of theP1938 and 1939 graduating class
of the Plainfield high school. Compares scores made on tests of intelligence, English, math-
ematics, language, Latin, science, history, and reading. Concludes that differences between
superior and inferior students in each. subject tend to remain fairly constant. Emphasizes
the need for individualization in teaching and in guidance work, and shows tbe value of
cumulative records and large-scale testing programs in the analysis of relationships of
abilities.

2394. O'Ganonie, N. J. Post-high school adjustments of Brainerd high school
graduates. Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 74 p. ma.

Finds tbat 87 percent of the graduates attended college ; 46 percent were absorbed bY
sales and clerical services, and the others were engaged in domestic service, manual labor,
crafts, and.agriculture, or were unemployed.

2395. Ogden, Bartley Glen. Advantages and disadvantages resulting from
changing certain Iowa high schools from a four year to a six year organization.
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

We

2396. O'Toole, Sister Francis Jane. A faculty handbook for Loretto high
school. Master's, 1940. St. Louis. 110 p. ms.

2397. Owens, Morgan R. The developmnt of white secondary schools in
Arkansas. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. NashVille, Geor¡e Peabody ëollege for
teachers, 1940. 10 p. (Abstract of Contributions to education, no. 265)

Describes the private academy.; the development of a public-school system; sources of
public-school revenue; the beginning of the public high school ; State supervision of high
schools; legal status given to the high school ; changing conception cif the function of the
high school; development of the junior high school ; qualifications of high-school teachers ;
the consolidation movement and high-school development ; the growth of high schools under
State supervision ; school expansion and increased indebtedness ; and recent movements
affecting secondary education.

2398. Ozenovich, Steven Joseph. The development of public secondary educa-
tion in New Orleans, 1877-1914. Master's, 1940. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane
university of Louisiana, series 41, no. 45 : 85-36).

bc;n'eludes that secondary education in New Orleans developed later than in some sections
of the country, but the develoOment followed national trends; that from 1877 to 1900 the
high schools were overcrowded, poorly equipped. and constantly moving from one rented
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building to another ; that attendant* was poor because of unsanitary conditionshrodgbout
. the city and the prevalence of diseabe ; that the curriculum changed continually ; that In

1914 New Orleans high Fctiool pupil§ had the advantages of modrirn well-equipped schoolbuildings; that there was no public secondary eduCation for Negroes In' New Orleans duringthis period ;*and that it was not4until 1914 that secondary education In New Orleans becameestablished on a basis comparble to that of other cities.
.-

2399. Panzarella, M. A. The extent and source of school information pos-
sessed by parents of students in a six year high school. Master's, 1940. -Michigan.

2400. Pepper, James N. A study of the vocational choices of pupils In three
Michigan high schools. Master's, 1040. Michigan.

2401. Peterson, Carl O. The occupational adjustment of pupils graduating
from the high schools of the Granite district in 1935. Master's, 1939. Utah.
103 p. ms.

2402. Pope, Myrtle Pihlman. An evaluation of certain educational practices
in a democracy. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 99 p. ms.

Observes practices involving democratic principles in eight secondary schools. Describesan experimental study of individualised methods of teaChing sub-standaid college freshmanEnglish. and discusses the uses of dramatics in democratizing the curriculum. Finds that inmost of the schools observed, dramatics is used as as extracurricular activity.

2403. Prokop, Arnold F. Gainful occupations and the high school curriculum.Master's. lout California, L.
Studies the nature and extent of gainful occupations in which most youth are engaged,and surveys the high schools to determine what is being done to equip youth for thew occu-patiotia. Finds-that 90 percent of the employed youth are engaged in : Agriculture, manu-facturing and mechanical industries, clerical, 4omestic, and trade; that in most of theseneralfUll-time high schools nearly three-fourths of the course* are academic ; and that vocationalcourses are usually exploratory and are considered for the student's general education.Suggests specific long and short courses which are to be incorporated into the curricula offull-tig general high schools.

2404. Puetz, Wesley E. A follow-up study of the 1933 freshman class of the
Lockport high school. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. tor Teach.

2405. Rice, Louise Trevey. A survey of Intelligence and scholastic achievtx.ment in the Harrisburg, Ill., township high school. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
41 p. ma. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college Journal,
11: 149, July 1940)

Finds that the median test scorei of freshmen and sophomores fell a little below thestandard norms and the juniors and seniors a little above.

*2406. Richardson, James W. Problems of articulation between the units of
secondary education. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, TeachersCame, Columbia University, 1940. 192 p.

Analyses transition situations in school systems for the purpose of locating elementswhich hinder or help the uninterrupted and continuous progress of transferring pupils,studying pupils in four secondary-school systems in eastern Pennsylvania. Finds that articu-lation, as a function in secondary education, is specific to individual school systems; thattime is a factor to be considered in the problem of articulating the administrative units ofsecondary education; that efforts made to improve articulation were concerned with helpingpupils adjust themselves to the difficulties of their new experiences after they had enteredsenior high school; and that teachers and administrators of the senior high schools showedunderstanding of the problems of articulation and willingness to share in their solution.
2407. Riley, Prances C. A follow-up study of three classes of the Heaneyhigh schopl. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
2408. Roach, Mary. A follow-up study of the graduates of Wink high school,Wink, Tex., 1985-39. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
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2409. Roan, John David sA comparative studysd selected transfer and non-
transfer pupils. Master's, 1940., Georgli. 40 p. ma:

Cpmpires achievement, intelligence, and attendance of transfer and nontrans4r seniors
of Zebulon, Ga., high school. Shows Do reliable difference in the records of the two groups.

2410. Rogers, Fletcher. Evaluation of Pickton high school as measured by the
"Comparative study of tiecondary scliool standards." Muster's, 1940. East Texas
St. T. C. 93 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate
studies1 1940: 51,--52)

Finds that this school ranks high on its curriculum. activities, and instruction, tanks
tow on its library and outcomes of instruction, and ranks below tbe average in staff. plant,
and administration.

2411. Ryan, Brice Finley. Boston high school graduates in periods of pros-
perity and depression. Doctor's, 1940. Harvard.

2412. Salyer, Guy. An investigation and analysis of high school orientation
procedures. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: University of Nebraska.
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 166-74)

Studies orientation practices and activities of 235 public high schools for beginning pupils
previous to, and during, the first year of attendance.

t2413. Sears, tease B. An administrative survey of Placer union high school
and Placer junior college. Stanford University, Calif., Stanford university, 1940.

Discusses the high-school and junioi-college curricula ; legal control and administrative
policies ; the duties of tbe superintendent, registrar ; the libraries, guidance, health service,
i.upervision and research ; the relations between the community and its schools; salary
schedules and teaching load. Offers suggestions for improving both institutions.

2414. Seely, Claire Randolph. Tbe problems of 100 eleventh grade pupils.
Master's, 1940. Oregon St, Coll. 79 p. ms.

2415. Shannon, Matry Eliza. The achievement of pupil status in high school.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2416. Shaw, Ralph. An evaluation of the activities of the Hammond high
whoa Master* 1989. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State uni-
versity. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 149)

Appraises 50 activities of the school in terms of the contribution thei make toward the
development of desirable personal qualities and toward 20 desirable outcomes of education.
indicates thAt considerable work is being done by tbe school toward vocational guidance
and toward the development of certain personal qualities such as the ability to get along
with people, willingness to cooperate, and self-reliance; that there is a lack of develop-
ment of pstrioetism, respect for law, and reverence; and that some activities need a amber
of changes.

2417. Shellenberger, Paul M. A history of secondary education in Norris-
town, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1940. Temple. 196 p. ms.

2418. Smith, George Arnold. A comparison of the educational and 'occupa-
tional status of whites and Negroes between tile ages of 19 and 25, in tile eight
lam) use areas In the State of Georgia. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 115 p. ma.

Concludes that the educational attainment of whites was higher than that of Negroes
In tbe same occupational category except that in one area unemployed Negroes had a higher
educational attainment than unemployed whites.

2419. Smith, Rev. George H. A statistical analysis of personality traits of
high school boys. Master'i, 1940. Catholic Univ. 85 p. me.

Describes an experiment in which 93 boys in two different high schools were rated by
four different raters on one trait per day, in an attempt to determine whether character
and personality traits appear in groups of high-scbool boys as clearly u in college men.
Nodules theit character and personality traits appear in groups of higbpschool boys as
clearly as la maw assa. o
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2420. SnAder, Irvin W. A, study of articulation in the Rub lie schools of
Massillon, Dbio. Master's, 1040. Ohio State._ 161 p. me.

Finds that the teachers are not in close agreement on aims or objectives, or in their
teaching methods; that little effort has been made to articulate ,the curriculum; that school,'
libraries are Inadequate to meet present needs that most of the teachers aeprove of a
single-salary schedule that guidance ts limited in the elementary schools, but that there
is closer articulation in the junior and senior high schools; and that approximately 00
percent of the teachers recommend a more adequate cumulatire-record system.

2421. Solley, J. L. A study of social. and economic factors affecting per-
sistence in the Glencoe-high school. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 75 p. ma.

2422. Spamer, Katharine S. Emotional and recreational interests of high
school students. Master's, 1940. Temple. 79 p. ma.

2423. Stacy, Bernice. Meeting the needs of high school youth in Ohio. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Ohio State. 82 p. Ill&

Attempts to determine the effectiveness wkth which the secondary schools were educating
youth to meet life's problems. rinds the schools ineffective In meeting their needs.

2424. Stanard, Ruth Hunt. A study of some of the capacities, attainments
and specific needs of the senior high scbtiol students in Goodrich high school.
Master's, 1040. Mich./. n.

2425. Stokke, Myrtle G. A study of how university high school students
spend their leisure time. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2426, Street, Andrew Ervin, An evaltiation of the Malin high school by Its
graduate& Master's, 1940. Oregon SL Coll. 124 p. ma.

2427. Stubbs, Bill C. An evaluation of the Burleson high school, Burleson,
TeL Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2428. Stunt, Frederick H. A survey to determine the extent of the need
and the curriculum for extended secondary education in the central high schools
of Nassau county. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

2429. Styer, Harriet X. A comparison of the achievements of national honor
society members and non-members in the upper4uartile of the graduating clines
of Norristown high school for the years 1920 and 1930. Master's, 1940. Temple.

p. ms. .

2430. Tribble, Percy Gilbert. An analysis of certain factors associated with
school progress. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2431. Turner, Bernece E. A follow-up study of the graduates of the Caro
high school, Caro, Mich., for the years 1933-1940. Master's, 1040. Michigan.

2432. Turner, Thomas Quitman. A study of tbe commercial graduates of a
metropolitan high school. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 122 p. ms.

Presents a follw-up study of the graduates of the classes of 1935 and 1988 of It high
chool in Memphis, Tenn. Finds Xhat nearly all of the graduates who wished employment
were employed; that they were employed in a wide range of business and non-business
occupations, Shows that a large number of graduates of both classes expressed a need
for information of a general business nature, particularly for information concerning
business etiquette and manners, filing, business correspondence, ethics in business, and

2433. Van Aken, Addison Dunbar. A follow-up survey of high school gradu-
ates of Dexter, Mich:, for the 10 year period, 1930-4989, Inclusive. Master's,
1946. Michigan.

UK Van Meter, Loren C. An occupational follow-up of 883 high school
graduates. Master's, 1040. Ohio State. 131 p. ms.

Attempts to show the relation between the education received and the positions now
held by these graduates. Finds that the boys4and girls are interested in studies that wilt
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help em, not only to earn a living, but to understand their en;ironment ; that the older
graduates felt that more homemaking coarse's should be given; and that a general educa-
tional program including more borne economics, industrial arta, and vocationnl guidance
would be the best preparation for graduation.

2435. Von Behren, Alwin Fred. A followup study of the graduates of the
East Lynn, Ill., township high school for tbe years. 1926-1939. Master's; 1940.
Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado. studies, General series (A), vol.
26, no. 3: 124)

Attempts to determine the GOct of the high-ecbool program on the vocational, social.
leisure-time activities, and codinued learning adjustments of graduates. Indicates that
the program has a great deal of general but little specific effect on later adjustments except.
In agriculture and home economics.

2436. Wade, Joseph F. The extent to whiCh the Buffalo high school, Aeeo-

ville, W. Va., meets the expressed desires áf parents and pupils who patronize it.
Master's, 1940. Michigan. ,

. 2437. Waide, Mildred. A comparative study of aca4emic achievement in
high school as made by mathematical and nonmathematical students. Master'a,
1940. Nebraska. 61 p. ms.

Compares the marks earned in tbe Lincoln, Nebr., high school by pupils who had studied
some mathematics beyond tbe eighth grade, with the marks earned by pupils'who had no
mathemati5k beyond that year.

2438. Walters, Merlin H. A partial evaluation of the small high school.
Master's, *a Nebraska. 64 p. ma.

Finds that the principal criticisms of the small high school are: Inadequate physical
plants; barren curriculum ; inexperienced and poorly trained teachers; inadequate library

I facilities; lack of Kuldance, health, mg extracurricular provisions; and unsound financial
status. FInds that'tbe advantages on be small high school are: Opportunity for pupil-
teacher-parent contacts; development of desirable social traits which can best be developed
in a small community ; and the attainment of democracy in administration andosiiper-
vision.

2439. Weaver, Prank D. A follow-up study of the graduatel of the 'west
Branch, Iowa, high school. Master's, 1040. Wyoming. 101 p. ms.-

2440. Werner, George Irwing. A study pf the smoking and drinking prac-
tices of senior high school students of Spokane, Wash. Master's, 1940. Wash-
ington. 75 p. MIL

Finds that one-half of the bors and three-tenths of the girls smoke, and that the same
number of boys and girls drink occasionally; that the factors which influenced them to
drink and smoke are; Broken homes, habits of the parents, vacations, friends of the
students, student 'opinion, and age. Show: that students recommend a stricter enforcement
of city laws regulating It:noting and drinking among minors, and tbe introduction into the
curriculum of courses on smoking and drinking handled scientifically.

2441. PV7firtenberger, Glenn. A follow-up study of the graduates and dropouts
of Bangor high school, Bangor, Mich., for the 10-year period, 1920-1938, inclusive.
Muter's, 1940. Michigan.

2442. Wilier, Lewis E. A survey to discover the attitudes of recent Otsego
high school graduates toward the curriculum. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2448. Willis, Edmund P. Pupil drop-outs between' grades 10 and 11 in the
high schools of Douglas County, Wis. Muter's, 1940. Iowa.

2444. Willis, L. Hardy. A survey of the graduates and drop-outs of !Kil-
bourne high school. Master's:1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 13.: 156)

Attempts to determine the socio-economic status of the graduates and drop-outs; their
vocational and educational status; and the value placed by former students on.their high-
school training. Concludes that leu than one-third of the graduates attend college; that
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more students drop out of this school than graduate ; that both groups tend to marry
soon after leaving school ; that most of them remain in the neighborhood ; that both groups
engage in the same leisure-time activities ; and that the salaries of the boys and girls
who graduate are higher than those of the drop outs.

*2445. Wri;ir, Ruth Arline. The history of secondary education in Cumber-
land and Sagadahoc Counties in Maine. Master's, 1940. Maine. Orono, Uni-
versity Press, 1940. 153 p. (Maine bulletin, vol. 43, no. 1. University of Maine

4.

AI*

studies, second series, no. 51)
Discusses the historical, social, political, and economic background of Cumgerland and

Sagadahoc Counties, 1603-1789 ; the development of the academic)* in these counties,
1789-1850 ; the development of the public high school previous to 1873 ; the later develop-
ment of the academy in the counties from 1850-1938 ; and the development of the free
high school in Cumberland and Sagadahoc Counties, 1873-1938.

2446. Young, William H. A study of 100 college preOaratory seniors and
100 non-college preparatory seniors. f Master's, 1940. Michigan.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

*2447. Anderson, John Peyton.. A study of the relationships between certain
aspects of parental behavior and attitudes and the behavior "of Junior high school
pupils. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia
uniiersity, 1940. 196 p. (Contributions to education, no. 809)

Analyzes data collected from 400 pupils attending the Junior high school of Hastings-on-
Hudson, N. Y., and from 350 eighth- and ninth-grade pupils attending a junior high school
in Elizabeth, N. J., in an attempt to discover the relation between parental behavior and
attitudes, and the behavior of the pupils..

2448. Andes, John Dennis. The junior high school, its aims and objectives.
f Master's, 1640. Colo. S.t. Coll. of Ed.

*2449. iftwton, Floretta Gibson. A survey comparing the economic-social
background of the ninth grade academic and commercial students at Powell junior
high schooL Master's, 1940. George Washington. 82 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whefher there is an appreciable difference between these two groups,
and if so, to'recommgind curriculum changes and a better means of guidance and selection.
Shows the need for increasing the standards in the commercial field in the junior high
school, and offers suggestions for their improvement.

250. Brown,
40

Lula Bess. Predictioy of achievement in Junior high sobool.
Master's, 1940. Texas.

2451. Coleman, Hubert Andersón. The relationship of socio-economic stktus
to the performance of junior high school students." Doctor's, 1940. Peabody.
Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1940. 6 p. (Abstract of Contri-
butions to education, no. 264)

10

Studies 4,784 cases. Indicates that over-ageness is associated with socio-ecenomic status ;
and that achievement in school subjects, personality maladjustments, hobbies, and extra-
curricular activities are associated with socio-economic Status.

*2452. Collinson, Leslie. Chronological acceleration sind retardation at junior
high school leveL Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college
for teachers, 1940. 7 p. (Abstract of Contributions to education, no. 262)

Analyses data as to the intelligence, achievement, extracurricular activities, leisure-time
Interests, personal adjustment, and personalit/ traits in their relationship to selecttd cbrono-
logically accelerated, retarded, and at age-groups of children of 'junior high-school level,
using as subjects 18,075 boys and girls from rural and urban communities throughout The
United State..

-2453. Corbin, -Bert O. Maladjustment in school children. Muter's, 1940.
Colo. St4ifeti. 89 p. mi.

Studies the.,eauses of maladjustment of 100 children in a junior-senior high school in St
Joseph, Mo. Offers suggestions fdr remedying these causes of maladjustment
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2454. Duspeimer, Freeman Allen. A study of the background and interests
of students attending Jefferson Junior high school in Elyria, Ohio. Matter's,
1940: Ohio State. 123 p. 1118.

Finds that basic interests and conflicts are of real concern to junior high school students.

2455. Farnham, W. Raymond. Pupil orientation in the junior high schoofs
of Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 55 p. tns.

Studies the type of orientation programs in use, and the opinions of principals ail to the
effects and success of these programs. 4

01.

2456°. Ferguson, Bertha Lope; A study of the pupil who seemingly has
reached his mq.ál capacity in Junior high school. Master's, 1940. West Texas
St. T. C:

gOcc, 2457. Hall, Lucile OctaNia. A 'plan for teachin upations in junior high
school. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 88 p. ms.

2458. Houk, Dale W. The effects of scheduling on the junior high ithool
program. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches completed, Old bibliography of publications, 16:
169-75)

Describes a program in use at the Forest Hills Junior high school during the last two
years designed to develop more life-like situations in the core subjects; to give *lichen an
opportunity to develop more effectively the study habits and skills of the pupils; to improve
pupil attitudes, aims, interests, understandings, appreciation, skills, and liabits through all
of tbe school activities ; to develop greater social' sensitivity and better social adjustment ;

to enable pupils to concentrate upon a few major subjects while striving for more effective
use of materials and for more creative work ; to prevent loss caused by failure to persist at
a given subject until tbe objectives of the subject are achieved ; Winterest parents find
patrons in improving the teaching-learning conditions in the echo() and to take part in,
and encourage, ihose activities which promise to give all-round development to the pupils.

2459. Irvine Paul. Baldwin junior high school cooperative instruction pro-
gram 1939-40: program for the seventh grade. Auburn, Alabama polytechnic

2institute, 1940.
¡it

2460. Lester, Ralph. A comparison of scholastic achievements of elementary
school groups in Ponca City Junior high school. Maste?s, 1940. Okla. A. & M.
Coll.

,.

Attempts to determine whether or not there are
. ,

appreciable differences in the preparation
of junior high-school pupils according to the elementary 'chalk they attended. Concludes
that elementary groups from the Ponca City elementary schools rank higher in .grade-point
averages than the elementary groups from other towns ; and that all elementary-school
groups rank higher scholastic achievement in special subjects than in academic subjects.

2461. McClure van B. Reorganized school program for teaching the under-
privileged and slow learning child. Master's. 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 85 p. ms.

Studies a program begun in a junior high school in Denver, Colo., in the fall of 1936.

2462. Montgomery, Thomas Sears. A study df the philosophy and changing
practices in the junior high schools. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.

nas, Morris, Virginia. Program of activities for Junior high school girls
(adaptation of the national curriculum). Master's, 1940. New York. 61 p. ms.._

2464. Nolan, Anna M. A comparison of the abilities of junior high school
pupili as to birthplace of the palitnts and the occupation of the father. Master's,
1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Tpach. el

-

2465. Nussiaum, Plorenei. Interest at the junior-senior high school level :

an analysis of 49 rec4nt investigations. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

.
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*2466. Ries, Arthùr J. A survey of the intelligence gnd achievement scores
of white and Negro children ntering the junior high schools of Louisville in Elep.
tember, 1938, Master's, 1940. Louisville. 162 p. ms.

Compares the marks made, b white and Negro pupils entering the seventh grade of the
Louisville schools in Septembe 1938, on the' Otis self-administering intelligence test (form
B) and the New Stanford achie ement test (form V, 6 parts). Finds differences between
the two races, and differences between white children living in different iections of the
city. Shows that the white children made higher intelligence scores than the Negro children ;
that the white children made higher marks on the achievement tests than did the Negro
children ; that botb whites and Negroes fell belovi the standard grade level of 12 ; that both

, white and Negro girls made higher marks than white and Negro boys. Concludes that
white children entered junior high school younger than the Negro children.

2467. Smith, Malcolm C. A compprison of certain aspects_ of the practice of
a junior high school with its philosophy. Master's, 1940. filt. Coll. of Wash. 64
p. msf

Analyzes and evaluates certain aspects and outcomes of the educational program in a
large junior high school. Concludes that this school has a set of practices inconsistent with
the expressed philosophy of its faculty, although they agree with modern educational theory.

*2468. Thomasson, Cecil Wilford. A study of the interests of Junior high
school pupils. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1940. 7 p. (Abstract of Contributions to education, no. 261)

Studies the extracurricular interests of pupils of the junior high-school grades, and tbe_

relation of these interests to chronological age, intelligence, school achievement, and person-
ality.

2469. Tyler, Frederick T. Generalizing ability of junior high school pupils:
an experimental study of rule induction. Doctor's, 1940. California.

2470. Young, Alice The development and administration of the progres-
sive education experImeit in the Lowell junior high school, °Tulsa, Okla. Master's,
1940. Okla. A. & M. 6ii.

JUNIOR COLLEGES

*2471. Adams, Henry Albert, Criteria for the establishment of public junior
colleges in Kentucky. Doctor's, 1940. Kentucky. Lexington, University of Ken-

. tucky, 1940, 156 p. (Bulletin of the Bureau of school seryice, vol. 12, no. 4)
Discusses the public junior colleges in the United States ; the program of public education

in Kentucky ; criteria for establishing public junior colleges ; the application of criteria;
junior-college legislation in the United States ; and a proposed policy for Kentucky.

2472. Boyce, William Thomas. An evaluation of educational opportunities
for youth of college age in Orange county, Calif. Doctor's, 1940. Southern Cali-
fornia.

Examines conditions relating to educational needs and present opportunities in the region
served by Fullerton Junior college, in order to discover useful changes that could be made
in 'curricula and practices.

2473. Cadenhead, Cecil Comer. A comparative study of the resident and
non-resident students attending the junior division of the University of Georg&
Master's, 1940. Georgia. 38 p. ms.

Compares in-State and outtef-State students on the basis of freshman-placement tests,'
sophomore-comprehensive tests, high-school achievement, and marks on collegoeurvel
courses. Concludes that out-of-state students excelled at the time of entrance, and that
In-State 'students excelled at tbe end of the Bret 12 years.

2474. Casper, P. D. Relative factors for proposed junior colleges in areas id
smill high school enrollment& Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the feasibility of establishing a junior college at Garber, Okla.
Points out the conditions which must be met in order to satire success of a junior college
in this area or any similar area of low eniollment,
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2475. Chapman, Roger William. The feasibility of establishing a junior col-
lege at Wenatchee, Wash. Master's, 1940. St. Coll. of Wash.

2476. Ford, Hoyt. The junior college movement in Texals. Doctor's, 1940.
Texas.

2477. Getsinger, Joseph Wilson. A study of the social utility of Salinas junior
college. Master's, l!q!. Stanford.

2478. JIhnson, James Richard. The junior college dean. Doctor's, 1940. -

Missouri.

2479. Littlefield, Henry W. The growth of the junior collegé movement.
Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

2480. Ross, William Robert. The history of the TrinidAd State junior col-
lege to 1939. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field

Thomas,-

s dy no. 8)

2481. William Bernard. Tiftrromparative attain. ent of junior col-
lege students In the University of Georgia and .in select4d junior -colleges.
Master's, 1940. Georgia. 42 p. ms.

Compares the first 2 years' work of transfer and non-transfer students in the University
of Georgia ; finds 11 comparisons favorable to transfer students, and 11 comparisons favor-
able to non-transfer student'.

2482. Von Roeder, Herbert Spencer. A study of the public jutiMr colleges of
Texas, with special reference to the curriculum. Doctor's, 1940. Texas.

*248& White, Kenneth B. The expansion of the educational services of State
teachers colleges by the inciusion of a junior college program. Doctor's, 1940.
New York University. 129 p. mi.

Studies tbe State tethers colleges which are definitely and consciously offering oppdr-
faultier for general and vocational education at the junior-callege level to students who do
not wish to teach. Determines the effectiveness of these programs in relation to the pre-
service education of teachers and to the needs of high-school graduates for junior-college
opportunities. Finds thit the State teachers colleges which have expanded their services
to Include Junior college programs are a miscellaneous group of institutions, largely in small
towns at some distance from other higher educational Institutions. Offers suggestions for
reorgailaing teachers colleges in New Jersey.

HIGHER EDUCATION

2484. Amstutz, Wade S. A study of characteristics of education freshmen
who entered Ohio State university in 1938. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 25
p. ms.

2485. Anderson, Erland W. College day. Master's, 1940. Minnesota.
Evaluates the college day program as it I. now practiced. Finds that the objectives of

college day are weak, and its administration is not well organized. Concludes that colleges
do nokieel that college day is successful, and enrollments are not enhanced as a result of it.

2486. Beery, George E. A study of the relation between parental occupation
and post-tIgh school educational opportunity. Mastees, 1940. Temple. 81 p. ma

2487. Bennion, Hugh C. SCholastic achievements of students at Iowa State
college in the fall of 194, with bigh school grades below average. Master's 1 !t;o.

Iowa State. 76 p. ma.
finds that of 829 students in this group, 76.8 percent withdrew or were dropped from

college ; 16.4 percent graduated ; and 6.8 percent were still in college.

2488. Bard* Ralph, and flohneidler, Ctwendolen. Education ability patJ".
terns; the measured characteristics of graduates of various college curricula as
determined in the freshman year. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1940.

Attempts to determise whether students wbo have succeeded in graduating from different
university and college ctirrienla have significant'? different patterns of measured character.
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!sties as entering freshmen. Conclddes that certain tests differentiated among curricular
groups tested in the freshman year.

2489. Berry, Robert H. A study of perionnel services as applied to college.
Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 106 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State

-teachers college. Graduate studies 1940: 12)
Recommends a practical way to initiate a well-rounded personnel program ; and offers

suggestions for the selection and training of counselors, and for definite procedures for
improving existing placement and follow-up services.

2490. Bethel, Lawrencé L Procedures for accrediting American colleges and
universities. Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

2491. Blanchard, Detoss D. Problems that confront a counselor in Univer-
sity of Michigan dormitories. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2492. Blewett, Edward Y. Principles appropriäte to the democratic adminis-
tration of higher education. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 75 p.

2493. Brown, Weldon Jard'E. The organization and financing of military
training in land-grant colleges. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 84 p. nits.

2494. Burnett, Collins W. Basic proposals for the alumni association at Ball
State teachers college. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 164 p. mm.

Sets up proposals for reorganising the alumni association..

2495. Butler, Vivian Musgrave. The organization, adminIstratimi, and pres-
ent status of Texas military college. Master's, 1940. Texas.

*2496. Byrne, Charles David. Co-ordinated control of higher education in
Oregon. Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. Stanford University, Stanford University
Press, 1940. 150 p.

Describes the effect of the State system of higher education on the curriculum:graduate
work, faculty, cost, and tbe centralisation of the business offices, dormitory management,
hesgth services, publicity, libraries, physical plants, and high school relations of tbe several
colleges which comprise it.

2497. Cain, Leo Francis. The relation of primary mental abilities factorsoto
the academic achievement of college students. Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Ab-
stract in: Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations . . 23-30)

Describes an experiment in which 10 measures of mental alit; were administered to
182 Stanford university undergraduate students of Junior and senior standing to detirmine
the relation of primary mental abilities factors to the academic achi?vement of these stu-
dents. Concludes that the measures of mental ability used in this study have distinct
limitations for revealing basic abilities contributing-to scholarship as measured by marks.

2498. Cation. William LeRoy. Prediction of fall quarter achievemat of
freshmen at Iowa State college by a combination of high school average, and
scores on the American Council on education phychological examinations (1938
edition) and an English plicement test. Muter's, 1939. Iowa State. 118 p. Ms.

Concludes that there is a positive relatiooship between high-echool grade average and
=irks made on tbe 1938 edition of the American Council on education psychological exami-
nation and the English placement test and tbe marks that freshmen will make during the
fall quarter. Indicates that this relationship may be written in the form of a regression
equation to ble used for predictive purposes.

2499. Chase; Harrison B. An examination of college admission practices in
relation to the proposed criteria of the Nortb-central association. Master's, 190.
Michigan.

. 2500. Climenhaga, Asa W. An analytical study of the philosophy, aims, ob-
jectives, and program of Messiah Bible *college in the light of present day author!.
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tative evaluation crfteria for colleges and secondary schools. Master's, 1940.
Wittenberg. 200 p. ms.

Concludes that the college bu worthy aims and objectives ; that the most important
Improvement needed is a larger and better library ; that the guidance program needs to be
reorganised ; and that methods of instruction could be. improved.

*2501. Coad, Nola Evelyn. A history of Dallas college. Master's, 1930.
Oregon St. Coll. 50 p. ms. (Oregon State college thesis series, no. 16)

2502. Coe, G. Allen. An analysis of the collegiate programs of candidates
for the Bachelor of education degree at the State college of Washington. Pull-
man. State college of Washington, 1940.

2503. Craig Earl L. The development of Abilene Christian college. Master's,
1940. West Texas St. T. C.

2504. Crites, Nelson A. College recruiting by mail. Master's, 1940. Ohio
Univ. 68 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses
. . . 1940: 11)

Studies the mailpublicity programs of the colleges of the United States. Finds that the
larger part of the college mail publicity programs was the college bulletin, or the catalog
issue of the bulletin ; that the use of expensive picture bulletins was restricted to the
smaller institutions, which were doing more than twice the advertising of the larger
institutions.

2505. Darley, John G. and Williams, Cornelia T. The General college per-
sonnel service and personnel research program. Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota, 1

Analyses data pn the needs, interests, abilities, ambitions, and plans of general college
students and theli families which would be of assistance in evaluating and revising the
General college curriculum. e

2506. Davis, Dwight D. W. An analysis of the opportunities existing .in
Washington state institutions of higher education and quasi-public junior colleges
which afford high school graduates to secure additional academic training on the
collegiate level. Doctor's, 1940. Washington.

2507. Davolt, Claudine Virginia. A study of the reactions of ^Students at
Oregon State college to their curricula and instruction. Master's, 1939, Oregon
St. Coll. 128 p. IUL

7

.1

Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 385 upper-clasa students at the college.

2508. Dewey, Clifford S. A history of John Fletcher college with special
reference to its teligious tradition. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2501/unbar, Willis Frederick. The influence of the Protestant denomina-
tion(on higher education in Michigan, 1817-1900. Doctor's, 1939. Michigan.
379 p. ms.

Describes the conflict between the sponsors of state-supported higher education in Michigan
I and the proponents of private colleges. Finds that the tendency toward state-supportid

higher education was stronger, and the efforts of tbe Protestant denominations to establish
and maintain vigorous institutions of higher learning were less successful in Michigan than
in any other State in the Old Northwest ; that tbe reform movements were closely associated
with the small colleges and their supporters ; that the instituions of learning founded by
the denominations in the pre-Civii War period were designed to promote the enlightenment
of ,the whole people, while in the later period they came to be considered as more distinc-
tively for the service of the denominations.

2516. Eagan, Edward J. An investigation of the academic value of militiry
science and tactics In American colleges and universities. Doctor's, 1940.
Niagara.

2511. Failing, Jean. An evaluative study of the freshman program for 1938-
in the Ohio State university College of education. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State.
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(Abstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 82:
189-95)

Analyses data gathered through ,the use of tests and questionnaires and from records of
interviews with students. Concludes that the freshman program accomplished each of its
five purposes to some extent with 50 percent or more of the students who parItIcipated in
its various activities.

2512. Farber, Robert Holton. An evaluation of the award scholarships in u
liberal arts ciollege. Master's, 1040. Chicago.

2513. Faulkner, Donald. An inquiry into the principles of higher adminis-
tration. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio Stateiuniversity. Ab-
stracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 31 : 63-70)

Briefs tbe literature on tbe administration of personnel and instruction in, colleges and
univers;tim

2514. Fine, Benjamin. College publicity in the United States. Doctor's, 1940.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941. 178 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 832.)

Traces tbe development and growth of college-publicity programs in the United States;
explores the attitude/of college presidents toward publicity ; studies the objectives of college
publicity ; evalusstes existing publicity practices in tbe field- of higher education; discovers
differences between publicity programs of colleges based on type and sise factors, and
analyses the standards of college-publicity' programs in terms of accepted newspaper policies
and practices. Offers suggestions for improving college publications.

2515. Fischer, Robert Paul. Some personnel variables in relation to academic
achievement. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 104 p. ma.

2516. Freeman, E. X. and Johnson, P. 0. The prediction of student achieve-
ment in the College of agriculture (prediction tests) forestry and hom eco-
nomics. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1939.

Attempts to develop prognosis test; for 'scholasitic achievement in this college of the
University of Minnesota. Concludes that the tests developed when used with high-school
Percentile give fairly high correlations with student scholasitic achievement in this college.

517. Geiger, C. Harve. The program of higher education of the Presby-
terian church in the United States of America : an historical analysiaof its growth
in the United States. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Cedar Rapids, Jowa,
Laurance press, 1940. 238 p.

Discusses the beginnings of the Presbyterian church in America ; the Presbyterians and
education prior to 1812; the Presbyterian çollege movement ; the relationship of the denomi-
nation Ao the colleges; the financial support of the Ptesbyterfan colleges; and the education
of the Presbyterian ministers. 7

111.

2518. derding, Eleanor A. Analysis of the planning of a group of college of
education freshmen. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 64 p. ma.

Concludes that effective plainning is necessary, should be continuous, and needs to be
directed.

.

2519. Gillespie, Paul C. The attitude of the University of Arliona freshmen
toward their studies. Master's, 1940. Arizona. 75 p. ma. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Arizona record, vol. 34: 29)

Attempts to determine and analyse the relative interests, dincultiis, id practleal values
of all courses taken by freshmen the first semester of the year 193v--40. Finds a low
positive correlation between interest and difficukty and between. practical value and dial-
culty of the various courses taken by the freshmen ; that courses required of all freshmen
are rated 4s the most uninteresting of all courses ; that subjects involving maithematics and
sciences 11116 rated more interesting, more practical and less difficult by boys than by girls;
that subjects involving the languages are rated more alliterating, more and less
difficult by girls than by boys ; and that boys who earned a part of their expenses. found
their courses more interesting, less difficult, and mori practkal did boys who did not
earn any of their expenses.
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2520. Godbold, Albea. Some factors in the rise and character of the church
colleges in the ante-bellum seaboard South. Doctor's, 1939. Duke. 432 p. m.

atudies college, for men in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia estab-
lished by the Baptist, Episcopal, Methodist,- and Presbyterian churches. Finds that the
Episcopalians and Presbyterians were interested in and committed to the support of edu-
cation as denominatiOns from oat: beginning; that the Baptists, and Methodists were opposed
to education at first but later developed an interest in tbe cause and founded many colleges;
that the most important motive in tbe toundingdof colleges was Ithe education of ministers;
that the colleges professed a profound interest in tbe moral life of tbe students and under-
took to supervise par activities ; that there were formal attempts to teach religion in
the college courses; and that there were Jealousy and competition between tbe church col-
leges and the state universities.

*2521. Goetsch, Helen Bertha. Parental income and college oPportunities.
Doctor's, 1940. T. O., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia ubiver-
sity, 1940. 157 p. (Contributions to education, no. 795)

Studies the relation between the economic Vitus of parents and selective exclusion from
higher learning in Milwaukee, Wis., by analysing the records of 1,028 graduates of 12 Mil-
waukee public high schools. Concludes that young people in the higher social and economic
levels are receiving a college education in greater proPortionate numbers than those in
less fortunate circumstances ; that each individual does not have the chance to achieve the
best that is possible in him, according to his interests, abilities, and capacities; and that
adequate provision should be made for all mentally superior boys and girls to remain in
pcbool as long as possible. .

2522. Henry, Archie Maurine. A dark adaptation study of collegé men and
women. Muter's, 1940. North Texas Bt. T. C.

2523. Hersey, Margaret. A summary of the literature in the field of student
personnel work In higher education. Master's, 1940. Cincinniti. 162 p. ms.

rinds thai more personnel research is beini done in secondary schools than in colleges
and universities. Stresses the need for development of personnel work through tests,
records, and case studies.

2324. Howard, Boyd D. The origins of higher education in the State of Ken-
tucky. Doctor's, 1940. 'Cincinnati. 199 p. ms.

Attempts to discover the origins of institutions of higher education in Kentucky ; to
identify tbe factors contributing to these origins; and to determine to what degree the
origins of higher eilucation was a function of private and civil interests.

2525. Howell, Isabel. Montgomery Bell academy : a chapter in the history of
the University of Nashville. Master's, 1940, Peabody. 90 p. ms.

2526. Hunter, Catherine Hessey. A history *of higher education in Franklin
County, Tennessee. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. -155 p. ms.

Traces tile history of Mary libarp college, Winchester normal school, Terrill college, and
the influence of their presidents on these colleges which ceased to function when their
presidents withdrew or retired. Discusses the founding and present status of the University
of the Sputh.

2527. Zones, Clyde C. A history of Sue Bennett college. Muter's, 1940.
Kentucky. 232 p. ms.

Analyses the idea back of the budding of this college under the topim of sociological
backgrotmd, the mountain problem, home relation, family problems, recreational and civic
problems, health and sanitation, housing, and religious problem.. Describes the growth
of the curriculum, and points out the advantages of attendance by students of the moun-
tains and surrounding areas.

2528. Zarr, Richard P. Prediction of success at the University of Arizona.
Muter's, 1940. Arizona. (Abstract in: University a Arizona record, vol. 84 : 42)

Concludes that the best prognostic factors are: rank in graduating class in high school
and the aptitude test ; and that tbe use of prediction is advocated for a definite luidanas
and counseling grogram to guide incoming students, aril assist them in tpe proper planning
of their courses.
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2529. Knott, A. Kirk. A study of the status of orientation procedures for
college freshmen. Doctor's, 1940. Oregon.

2630. Kolzow, Virden I. An outline history and source book of McPherson
college. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T..C., Emporia. 210 p. ms..

2531. Mittemann, Claire Dumestre. Summer schools of the Southern uni-
versity conference. Master's, 1640. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane university
of Louisiana, series 41, no. 15: 31-83)

Traces briefly the history of the summir school as an educational movement, and studies
the administration of the summer schools conducted by 29 of the 41 institutions %of the
Southern university conference. Shows that 27 of tbe summer schools have uniform prac-
tices in some respects, with variations in the method of general control of the summer
school. Offers principles of desirable summer school practice.

2532. Ladieu, Gloria Bertha. Predicting academic success: A Critical evalua-
tion of the relation between achievement in college and various predictive meas-
ures. Master's, 1940. Tulane. (Abstract Tulane university of Louisiana,
series 41 : no. 15 : 78-79)

Attempts to determine what predictive measures are most effective in selecting those
pupils who are unfit for college; and to determine what shall be the critical scores or
critical areas. Investigates the predictive value of high school average, *Ares on the
Ohio State psychological examination, and number of merit points earned in the first
semester of tbe freshman year by 183 arts and science students at Newcomb college. Sug-gests that if a policy of selective admission was adopted at this institution, two of these
measures could be used in determining admission to the freshman year ; that applicants ,
having high school averages under 82 and scoring below 90 on the Ohio State psychological
examination form 17, be refusibd admission ; that study habits inventory or hours per
week spent studying in combination with other measures of production be pvestigated.

2533. Lawrence, William A. An evaluation of achievement 11 the various
colleges of the Louisiana State university with pedal reference to certain aipectm
of the junior division. Doctor's, 1940. Louisiana State.

2534. Long, Watts Andrew. Historrof Pacific mliversity. Muter's, 19M.
Oregon St. Coll. 37 p. ms. (Oregon State college thesis sefles, no. 12)

2535. Mallon, Wilfred X. Administration of honors programs in" American
colleges. St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university, 1940.

2536. Mead, John Fremont. An evaluation by thé jury method of senior col-
lege transfer relations with junior colleges. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

4

(Field study no. 2)

2537.- Transfer relations with senior colleges. Doctor's, 1040. Colo.
Bt. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 1)

*a.

OM.

2538. Xerkley, Marian Gibb. The 1938 summer session of the University of
Utah as a factor in the professional traiiing of teachers in service. Master's,
1939. Utah. 135 p. mi.

2539. Miller, Crichton P. The Reserve officer's training corps : an organiza-
tion, an issue and a focus of student attitudes. Mister's 1939. Columbia.

2540. Moline, Carl O. A study gt scholastic achievement in college of various
age group. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 42 p. ms.

2541. Moore, Gail Everett History of Chico State college. Master's, 1940.
Oregon St. Coll. 149 p. ma:

2542. Nelson, Margaret. A comparative study of the achievement of aca-
demic maJors in tbe College' of education, and academic majors in the School of
liberal arts. Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 81 p. ms.
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New England. Master's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract in: el university. Ab-

2543. Nugent, Edward Francis. A study of attitudes rd coeducation in

stracts of dissertations and theses, vol. 12: 126-28)
Enumerates and analyzes the past attitudes and arguments for and against coeducation

throughout tbe United States in general, and in New England in, particular ; and evaluates
the attitudes of college men and women of today on the theory and practice of coeducation.
Adams replies to an attitude questionnaire administered to a group of upper classmen atClark university and to a small section of women"students at Mount Holyoke college.
Finds that the general attitude of both men and women students of the two institutions
'favors coeducation.

2544. Pace, C. Robert. The General college adult study. Minneapolis, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, 1939. 87 p.

'life,Studies the needs of young adults under vocational home and familz life, socio-civic
affairs, and personal life, and applies them to the curriculum of the General college of the
University of Minnesota.

2545. Parkhurst, Amos James. A comparison of the scholastic and col-
lègiate records of matriculants from 11 year find 12 year high schools. Doctor's,
1940. North Carolina.

2546. Parsons, Nellie Prances. The history of Missouri Valley college. Mils-
ter's, 1940. Missouri.

2547. Reece, Dorothy Clare. An analytical study of the philosophy, content,
and administration of the general course in the field of freshman orientation :
based on 150 questionnaires and printed material. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ.
175 ma. (Abstract ifirlDhlo university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . .
1940: 43)

Describes a course in "college problems" given at Ohio university, and its part in the totalfreshman adjustment program.

2548. Sanders, Frank Willis. Patronage and service areas of School of edu-
cation of the Alabama si?olytechnic institute. Master's, 19,40. Ala. Roly.
115 p. m&

2549. Sanford, T! W. An analysis of the administrailve organization of
Langston university. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 85 p. ms.

255Q. Scannell, kin Andre*. A study of the exercise factor in the growth
of college freshmen. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. 109 p. ms.

2551. Schubert, Oliver G. The relation between the size of the high school
and scholitstic achievenient of college freshmen. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M.

Analyses the scholastic records of 409 high school graduates from 75 high schools. in theNortheast State college district. Finds that students from class A high schools madebetter marks as freshmen than did' students from Other class B or C high schools.

s

OR

1

.2552. Shadle, Harry L. A study ó the church-related college and business
education. Master's, 1940. Iowa. 4.

2553. ShumOcer, Joseph McDonough. A critical study of the organization,
administration, and financing of the arts olleges of the Evangelical and Re-
formed denominations. Doctor's, 1940. Ne ork. 228 p.

Studies the organiutiont administration, and financing of seven denominational colleges.
2554.11inith, Mahlon Brewster. An experimental study of level of aspira-

tion in college students. limier's, 1940. Stanford.
*2555. Springer, C. G. A history of Philomath college. Master% 1929.

Oregon St Coll. 49 p. ms. (Oregon State college thesis series, no. 19)
*2556, Stanbrough, Amos Colfax. History of Pacific college. Master's, 1933.

Oregon st. Coll. 35 p. ms. (Oregon State college thesis series, no. 18)4,
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2557. Stevenson, Mary Jane. idministrationocif the individual advisory sys-
tem for freshmen : a study of present practites and suggestions for future plan-
ning. -Master's, 1939. Ohio. Univ. 146 p. ms. (Abstract Ohio university.
Abstracts `of masters' theses . . . 1939: 62-413)

Describes an experiment in which questionnaires were administered to the freshman clam
of 1942 at Ohio university, to faculty advisers of the freshmen, and to 200 came and
universities. Concludes that tbe advisory aystem is dependent upon tbe situation in which
it is operative. Offers suuestions for reorganizing tbe individual advisory system for
freshmen at Ohio university.

2558. Sturtevant, Sarah X., Strang, Ruth; and McKim, Margaret Trends
in student personnel work as represented in the positions of dean of women and
dean of girls in colleges and universities, normal schools, teachers colleges, and
high schools. New York, Tenchers college, Columbia University, 1940. 110 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 787)

Matinees the prevalence of deans of women and deans of girls; their academic prepara-
tion, teaching load, salary, organisation and staff, and student personnel functions. -

2559. Tormay, Sister X. Cyrilla. Franciscan pioneering in higher educa-
tion in America. Master's, 1940. Calialus. 40 p. m&

Presents a history of Franciscan education in Mexico and the southern United States.

2500. Upshall, C. C. The study skills of college senior& Bellingham, West-
ern Washington college of education, 1930. 8 p. ma.

Describes an experiment in which the Tyler-Khnber study skills tests was administered
to a class of college seniors. Concludes that this test correlated with achievement in
college and the American council psychological examination.

2581. Van Tine, Agnes W. The prognostic value of entrance tests and re-
quirements at the Drexel institute of technology. Muter's, 1940. Temple. 77
p. ma.

2582. Vining, Robert L. A study of college achievement of two groups of
high school graduate& Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstnct in: Louisi-
ana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8.: 47-48)

Compares the scholastic achievement as indicated by marks received in college, and social
achievements as indicated by participation in organised social actfrities la college of two
groups of high-school graduates who attended tbe same college.

.1

2563. Welds, Sister //Lary Joseph. The scholastic persistence et the condi-
tioned student of the College of arts and sciences of St. Loviii iniversitt during
tbe decade, 1926-1936. Master's, 1940. St. Louis.

2564. Walsh, Reed H. Differences in performance on certain achievement
tests of freshmen entering Brigham Young university and freshmen who enter
certain other universities. Muter's, 1940. Brigham Young.

2505. Williams, !lima Ann. History of Daniel Baker college. Master's,
1940. Texas.

Wisby, Thomas Edwin. The contribution of the Morrisville college to
education. Master's, 1940. New York. 94 p, ms.

Describes the origin and growth of the school, and its contribution to education as viewed
by seta of its students. Concludes that the college *served a great purpose as a &new
canter of higher education.

2567. Zimmerman,' John IT. The liberalism-conservatism of a college fresh-
man doss and the change of attitude after a year in college. Master's, 1940.
Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. $4 p. me.
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?NA Zorbaugh, Frederick McClure. Town and gown : a sociological study
of the relation of Oberlin college to tbe community of Oberlin. Doctor's, 1930.
New York.

Traces the history et the couese and the oommunity ; emphasises the extent and changing
nature of their interrelations. Finds tbe college-town interactional relationship in all of
tbe principal areas of community life.

' STUDENT PERSONNEL PROBLEMS

12569. Bannan, Agnes Irene. The problems of modern youth in the light of
l he Fourth Gospel. Master's, 1940, Biblical Seminary.

2570. Beck, Maurice P. An analysis of popularity : a study of the social
aspects of personality. Master's, 1940. Western Reserve. 71 p. m&

studies the popularity of 72 college girls in relation to scores on the Terman Knee maii-
culinIty-femlnlnity test. Indicates that there is such a trait as "generalised popularity",
although in terms of averages for the pomp, popularity scores were definite and reliable
from one situation to another.

2571. Burks, Jasmine Rudd. An analysts of grooming problems of the high
school girt. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.,

2572. Campbell, Zdith Zeal& Social problems of 82 rural high school stu-
dent& Master's, 1940. Peabody. 129 p. ma.

rinds that their chief problems were lack of adequate provisions for social life, tear ot
public criticism, unsetistactory transportation and study facilities, inabutrf of parents and
teachers to understand the child's viewpoint, frequent change of schools, limited curriculum,
and a feeling of insecurity in regard to futurs plans.

2573, Pasnacht, Everett. Social problems of 707 adolescent- children in
southeastern Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2574 Fields, Ralph Raymond. The identification of the interests and prob-
lems of high school students and their implications for curriculum development.
Doctoes, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford universit7. Abstracts of dis-
sedation* : 206-208)

Describes the construction and administration of an inventory of student problems to
senior high school students to &terabit their opinions on their own problems, Interests,
and needs. Finds that many of them were concerned over a number of the personal prob-
lems and most of the social issues in the inventory ; that they felt that the school should
deal with most of the problems; that interest in the social problems increased with ma-
turity ; that the're were significant differences between boys and girls on many of the
personal problems, but not on the social items. Shows the need for a teacher-counselor to
maintain a position of friendly relationship with tho students throughout their high school
career as an aid in solving such problems,

2575: Flews, Brother Urban H. Home, school and -social problems of the
adolescent boy: a tactual and interpretative study. Doctor's, MO. Catholic
Univ. 500 p. ma.

Analyses replies to a questionnaire administered to 2,000 boys tram 20 Catholic high
schools, in 18 cities I3 12 States and the District of Columbia. PInts that the same type
of problem is met by adolescents throughout the country ; that problems sever come Only;
and that problems are greatest between the freshman and sophomore years; that the major
problems are; purity, indecision about vocations, being atimumierstood by adults, lack of
opportunity for social recreation, financial, and school

2576. boos, Rhoda. Comparison of opinions of pupils in mining and agricul-
tural communities toward home and social problems. Master's, 19441 cola St.
Coil. 120 p. m&

compass the opinions of 50 boys and 50 girls in Frederick. Colo., s mining immunity,
with those of the lame number of boys and girls tram Laporte, Colo., farming oommunits.
Finds signikaat digNalsem In opinions of the pupils from the two communities.
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2577. Gannon, Joseph Timothy. A statistical study of certain diagnostic per-
sonality traits of college men. Doctor's, 1939. Catholic Univ. Washington,
D. C., Catholic university of America, 1939. 45 p.

Attempts to determine the dominant groups of personality traits among college ID tad
to study the diagnostic significance of these groups by comparing them with the fundamental
syndromes of the mellow*.

2578. Gray, William Excell. Some problems of Conflict between high school
pupils and their parents. Master'0, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2579. Halperti Ruth Jean. A study of values in personal relationship& Blas-
ter's, 1939. Columbia.

2580. Heim, Thomas J. S. A comparative study of the social and economic
btatus of State teachers college student& Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bib-
liography of publications, 16: 144-62)

Studies the social and economk status of students enterig the State teacben colleges
of Pennsylvania in 1939-40, and compares the findings with those of similar studies madein this and other States during the past three decades. Concludes that the social and
economic status of students entering tbe Pennsylvania State teachers colleges has changed,
and in many cases, for tbe better; and that more students of a better type are entering
the teaching protection than at any time during the past three decades.

/ 2581. Howard, William Luther. A peri?nnel study of N. Y. A. students at
Indiana university. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. 239 p. ma.

2582. Kirkendall, Lester A. Sex adjustments a young men. New York,
Harper and brothers, 1940. 215 p. (Teachers college Cif Connecticut)
- Studiis the sex adjustments of unmanied men between the ages of 16 and 25 basil on
Interviews with hundreds of individual youth. Discusses attitudes toward ssz, actual
adjustments and the extent used, the desirability of varioUs adjustments, and on current
misconceptions toward sex.

2583. Koons, Leo Edmund. A program of self-help for rural high school&
Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General
series (A), vol, 26, no. 3: 69)

Describes the establishment of a self-help program designed to better prepare stodettsoto
take an active part in society by enabling them to satiety thcir own desires, by giving them
necessary vocational _training, and by allowing participation in democratic government.

2584. Landis, Paul H. Problemi of arm youtba point of view. Social
forces, 18: 502-13, May 1040. (State coUee of Washington)

2585. Larson, Nellie May. Attitudes of'parenti, tea6ers, and adolescents in
five consolidated schools of Story County, Iowa, toward various problems of
adolescent, social, and emotional development. Master's, 1940. Iowa State.
108 p. ma.

, 2586t Link, Freddie Susan.. Attitudes of boys and girls toward certain sociil
problems. Master's, 1940. Colo. Bt. Coll. 91 p. ma

Studies the attitudes of 860 boys and girls in tbe tenth and eleventh grades of eight small
high schools near Waco, Texas, toward certain forms of social behavior. Determines atti-
tudes which might result in social problems.

2587. Newman, S. Clayton. Self-help emploiment among college students
and Its implications for American education. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Ab-
stract Ohio State university. 'Abstracts of doctoral dirsertationst no. 81:
n7-44))

. Studies the extent ,. effects,. and implications of empioyment among undergraduate college
students. Finds that approximately one-third to one-half of all students engage in part-time
employment while attending college, with gnat varffstions according to sex, type of college,
location, and other factors ; that the most prevalent types of work appepar um) be restaurant,
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dice, store, and housework; that the proportion of expensOs varies widely; that employ-
ment does not have noticeably significant effects on the scholastic records in the average
cases; that tbe effects of employment on health appear not to be noticeably significant In
the average cases ;.that existing agencies in the Colleges for dealing with the problems ot
the workers vary widely In their organisation, services, and effectiveness.

2Ç684 Pfeiffer, Haribison S. Social attitudes of college freshmen in Michigan.
Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ.

Attempts to discover the social attitudes of college freshmen at;out many of the contro-
%ervial limes in American life; and to determine tbe relation between certain factors
within tbe pre-college experience of college freshmen and tbe liberalism and intensity of
their attitudes.

2589. Porzer, Lyle L Problems In personal guidance in small Ugh schools
in Iowa. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

-

2590. Rausche, Katherine. Analysts of personal problems recognized by high
pcbool pupils. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2591. Russell, James Hershey. The economic status of GOO mid-western
college men before and after graduation. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. 206 p. ms.

2592. L. W. Economic aid of Montana high school students. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Montana. IN p. ms.

2598. Shepherd, Marshall L. The maladjusted college student. Master's,
MO. Cornell. 128 p. ma.

Concludes that most students hare problems which may lead to maladjustment ; that the
mend problem is individual ; and that treatment requires reliable diagnosis and
Individual care.

2594. Somers, Elizabeth AL. A comparison of personality .0justments and
intelligence quotients of children of American parents and charen of foreign-
born parents In tbe Westville township high school, Westville, Il1IiIa, Muter's;
1939. Ind. lit. T. C. 47 p. ma.* (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college;
Teachers college Journal, 11 : 149, July 1940)

Describes an experiment in Nrhicb the Otit self-administering test of mental ability was
given to the American and foreign-born group, and tbe IQ's compared; and later tbe
Symonds adjustment questionnaire was given to botb groups and the results compared.
Concludes that pupile from the American homes were slightly higher in intelligence than
those from foreign homes ; and that pupils from American homes were a little better 'adjusted
than pupils from foreign homes.

2595. Staley, David. A study of the extent to which 222 adolescents were
concerned with selective problems of adjustment 1940. Oregon.

2M6. Todd, Z. Edward. Social norms and the behavior of college students.
Doctor's, 1910. T. a, Col. Univ. New York, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1941. 190 p. .(Contributions to education, no, 833)

Studies the 1,24? questionnaires and 187 aisle studies used in tbe study of transition from
school to college containing inforMation regarding the students u they left 103 secondery
sctoas in New England, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania and attended some 40 colleges.
Finds that economic values are dominant with political and thetoreticiild values next in
importance, and social, religious, and aesthetic values following in the order named ; and
that personality tends to Memo organised around a personal pattern of veiling which
tends to be unique. consistent, persistent, and dynamically related to behavior; and that
tbe value pattern* of the student group agrees closely with the pattern of values of tbe
cultur although changes appeared between tbe high schOol pattern and the college pattern.

2597. Walker, DeVere Bates. A comparative study of the 1939-40 living
conditions of dormitory and non-dormitory men attepding North Texas State
teachers college,. Denton, Tens. Master's, 1940. North Texas St T. C.

2598. West, Richard O. Youth of Ashtabula county tell their story, Alas-
1910. Ohio State. 151 p. mi.
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Describes interviews held %with 500 youth from 16 to 24 years of age in an attempt todetermine their &tercets and needs. Offers recommendations for a youth program in thecounty.

2590. Woods, Izetta Lee. An evaluation of the influence of certain factors
upon popularity. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

WOMENEDUCATION

MO. Burgemeister, Bessie Benson. The permanence of interests of women
college students : a study in personality development. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia.
New York, 1940. -80 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 255)

Analyzes the interests and vocational choices of Barnaril college women during the first
_41111 yearg in college, in order to discover the nature of individual differences in degrees of

permanence of interest, and the psychological reasons for changes in vocational choice.
Attempts. to. determine whether the possession of a withdrawal attitide favors greaterpermanence of interests ; whetjier successful achievement in a given field tendto increasethe stability of interests within that field; and whether permanence of interests is positively
1.elated to age. Concludes that the possession of a withdrawal attitude favors the perma-nence of intereits ; that permanence of interests is positively related to age ; and, that suc-cessful achiévement favors the permanence of interest* bOth ip specific subjects and in
broader fields.

2801. Dunkerley, Mother Mary Dorothea. A statistical study of leadership
aniong college women. Doctor's, 1940. Catholic Uhiv. Washinikon, D. C Cath-
olic University of America Press, 194o. 65 p.

Analyzes scores for leadership in 15 categories obtained by means of a votin techniquefor 60 college women.

2602. Gleason, Harriett. A comprehensive comparative scholastic-activity
study of a generation of Ohio university non-national honor society women with
natIonal honor society women. Matter's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 38 p. ms. (Ab-
stract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses% . .1939: 27-28)

Finds that the woman of average scholastic achievement shows superior leadership traitsto those of superior or inferior scholastieachievement ; and that the national hoimr societywomen excel the non-national honor society women in scholarship and centile rank.
2603. Howard,. Jennie Morris. A suggested course in orientation for fre)ti-j

man women. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 135 p.

2604. Lynum, Gladys Adelia. Etntrgency Oucation for women in the State
of, Iowa. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 79 p.

Presentstata relative to the distribution of Federal funds for emergency adult education,and as to the nature of the educational activities carried on under this program.
4

2605. Lyon, Dorothy Lomax. The Louisiana business and professkinal
woman. Master's, 1989. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State uni-
vetsitgh, Bulletin, vol. 82 N. 8: 169)

Considers the status of women's employment in industries, in the professions, and inpublic office, and discusses the laws which pertain to them as working women as well as the*saws which regulate their rights in general.
2606. Payne, Margaret: A survey of the achievement of honogg freshman

women students. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. t3.1 145-46)

Attempts to determine tbe relationships between superior freshman Alinement andlater achievement. C9nc1ndps that honor freshman women continue tp be scholasticallysuperior during the remaining terms, and that they are consistently successfUl in post-*liege attainments.

2607. Smith, Fredrika Pfttchftt. Seasonal varketionfr In the physical fitnessof healthy college women. Master's, 1939. Smith.
2608. ilieinkamp, Ruth Christine. The ascorbic acid metabolism of collegewomen. Master's, 1940. Texas.
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f2809. Marren, Constance. A new design for women's education. New York,
Frederick A. Stokes company, 1940. 277 p. (Sarah Lawrence college)

Describes the methods of teaching at Sarah Lawrence college, Bronxville, N. Y., which is
based on each student's individual needs and experiqices.

2610. Young, Charlotte X. Nutritional -status of Iowa State college women.
VI. Factors contributing to variability in basal metabolism. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa
State.

PROFESSION/1 EDUCATION
41,

2611. Allen, Josephine Elizabeth. Intelligence and vocational interests in
the prediction of completion of training and of relative sudbess among student
nurses. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

t21312. Byrnes, Thomas W. and Baker,91C. Lanneau. Do you want to become
an accountant? New York, Frederick A. Stokes company, 1940. 1894p. (Colum-
bia university)

Gives a short history of the profession. Discusses inclination and aptitudi as shown by
aptitude tests ; education for Certified public accountancy; training and opportunities;
C. P. A. examinations and how to prepare for them; classification and accounting services ;

the work of assistant accountants; duties and° responsibilities of public accountants and
auditors ; professional ethics ; opportunities in private accounting; and the future of
accountancy.

a.

2613. Calmus, Abraham. A critical stfttdy of engineering education in the
1

.. United States. Master'§k1939. Columbia.
, -- 1

2614. Cannell, Charles F. A préliminary study of some of the factors under-
.1
1

lying the choice of ministry and law as a vocation. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.
105 p. ms.

2615. Denham, Margaret. The development of artifacts in public health
nursing staff. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 285 p. ms.

Investigates the artifacts used in the continuous educational program for public health
nurses; and surveys the techniques used for the in-service training of public health

a nurses.

2616. Devitt, Faith Eleanor. The opinions of 1= teachers of commercial
education as to the practital, cultural, and economic value tp them of their mas-
ter's degrees. Master's, 1940. Syracuse. 106 p. ms.

Analyzes 123 replies to a questionnaire sent in by holders /of the mater's degree from
lt) colleges and universities. Finds that this degree is becoming increasingly important ;
that most of the teachers du not regret the expense, ;nconvenience, and sacrifice of time
incurred while obtaining the advanced degree ; that the acquisition of the degree does not
insure an Increase in salary.

-1$ 40,

2617. Dunn, John Ziglar. The cost of securing a master's degree from a
Texas State teachers college and the economic and professional value of the
degree. Master's, 1940. worth Texas St. T. C.

2618. Fletcher, Donald Edmund. The influence of color and fain vision upon
the progress of medical students in microscopic anatomy. Doctor's, 1940.
Kansas.

2619. Gardiner, Lillian A. An atialysis of achievement In principles applied
jo the nursing Practice of first year students in schools of nursing. Master's, 1938.
Catholic Univ. Washington, D.S.1 Catholic university of America, 1938. Grp.
(Studies in nurdng education) .

262ö. Germain, Lucy D. The development of the program of clasiroom in-
struction In the schools of nursing in Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
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2621. Guyot, Sister Hen,rietta. A preliminary study on the status of nursing
education in the state university. Master's, 1937. Washington, D. C., Catholic
university of America, 1937. 84 p. (Studies in nursing education)

*2622. Hageithorn, Signe E. The doctorate of philosophy in education and
its administration at New York university. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 288 p.
M8.

Traces' the origin of_ organised education from the time of tbe earliest efforts to
standatdize acadeMic and professional requirements to modern, complex, institutional prac-

.tices. Presents a statistical study of 216 doctoral candidates earning their degrees in the
first decade, 1922-1932, of the School of education of New York university.

2628. Hartnett, Sister X. Rita. A critically selected and annotated list of
sources for research in nursing education. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ.
Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1940. 67 p. (Studies in nurs-
ing education, no. 5. fascicle 1)

Presents a critically selected and annotated list of source materials on nursing education.

2624. Kay, Lillian Wald. Personality factors in the selection of medicil
students. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

2625. Kraft, Louise. The relationship between some criteria commonly used
in selecting nurse applieants and success in the School of Burgin& with a special
attempt at validating the Moss-Hunt aptitude test. Master's, 194a Buffalo.

*2626. McCarthy, bider de Chantal. Saint Vincent De Paul's concept of the
care of the sick applied to present objeetives in nursing education. Master's,
1938: Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1938.
40 p. (Studies In nursing education, vol. 3, fascicle 1)

2627. MallontoWilfred X. The master's degree in summer sessions of Ameri-
can graduate schools. St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university, 1940.

2628. Significant factors in prediction of success of SL Louis uni-
versity college graduates in medical school. St. Louis, Mo., St Louis university,
1940.

2629. Martin, Sister Mary Brendam. An analysis of the contribution of She
Catholic hospital association to Catholic nursing education in the United States

t'irom 1929 to ma Master's, 1940. Eit. Louis. 114 p. ms.

ew. Meadowcroft, L. Virginia. Missionary curricula provided by certain
theological) seminaries. Master's, 1939. °East. Baptist. Philadelphia, Eastern
Baptist theological seminary, 1939. (Contributions to Christian education, no.
6 : 2-14)

6 Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 28 seminaries representing those denomina-
tions : Baptist, Congregational, Episcopal, Methodist Episcopal, Moravian, Presbyterian,
kteformed Church of America, and United Presbyterian. Concludes that little attempt has
been made to provide missionary preparation in the seminarks of any denomination ; that
non-Baptist seminaries have made greater effort to provide missionary training than the
Baptist seminaries; that missionary courses are of general nature and tend to inform the
prospective pastor rather than to instruct the missionary candidate; that specialising can
be done only through graduate work.

2631. Metcalfe, Emily Antoinette, The ascorbic acid metabolism of freshmair
nurses. Master's, 1940. Texas.

2682. Monferino, Louis, jr. An analysts of the professional training and
background of the social workers émployed by the State relief administration
operating in Los Angeles Cqunty. Muter's, 1940. Stanford.
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*2633. Moore, Lillian. Alumna! education in Middle Atlantic States. Doc-
,tor's, 1940. New York. 161 p. ms.

Investigates the opportunities for continuing education offered by colleges and universi-
ties to alumni. Concludes that alumnal educatio& Is an integral part of collegiate work ;
that alumni associations offer the most extensive reading guidance, mainly through alumni
magazines ; that colleges are active in developing instructional.programs of faculty lecture%
radio broadcasts, alumni conferences, forums, discussion groups, and alumni colleges; that
alumni are not taking advantage of these offerings, largely 'due to their failure to satisy
the needs of large numbers of alumni. Indicates that with the;stressing of proper objec-
tives of developing the capabilities of college graduates to the highest possible degree, with
definite attention to citizenship training, alumnal education will become an increasingly
important factor in preserving our democratic ideals and developing disinterested and
socially minded leaders.

t2634. Purdue university. Studies in engineering education. Lafayette, Ind.,
1940. 35 p. (Studies in higher education, 38)

Contents : (1) The quality of freshman preparation 10 and 20 years later, by H. H. Rem-
mers and A. A. Potter, p. 3-9: (2) Predicting success and failure of engOeiring students in
Schools of engineering In Purdue university, by H. H. Remmers and H. E. Geiger, p. 10-19 :

(3) Mathematics diagnostic-testing program in Purdue univeritity, by M. W. Heller, D. R.
Shreve, and H. H. Remmers, p. 20-29; (4) A brief of the technique and results of an experi-
ment with written recitation, by R. B. Abbott and H. H. Remmers, p.

'2635. Rosario, Sister Mary. The nurse in Greek life. Doctor's, '191t.
Catholic Univ. Boston, 1917. 51 p.

-2636. Skott, 4elene Christine. The implications of moderh education for the
teaching of the major nursing course. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 68 p. ms.

*2637. Taylor, George Jackson. A comparative study \of the *vocational in-
terests of ministers and theological students of Greater Boston as indicated by
the Strong vocational interest blank. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 59 p. ms.

Administen the blank to theological students at Boston university during tbe first
semester of the school year 1938-39, and to students in six other theological schools around
Boston. Analyzes data from the 184 inventories which were returned. Concludes that
the Strong vocational Interest blank can be adapted to measure the vocational interests of
professional groups.

2638. Thomas, Harold Alexander. An in-service training program for- the
State forestry department. Master's, 1940. Oregbn St. Coll.

2639. Thurman, Pail Wilson. Predicting engineering achievement Mas-
.ter's, iota Kentucky. 42 p. ms.

Analyses the mirks made by 889 engineers on entrance tests, in pre-engineering courses
and their success in the Engineering college. Mlles that the correlation was higher between
success in pre-engineering courses and success in college engineering than between freshman
entrance test scores and success in the Engineering college.

2640. Townsend, Sister Margaret Mary. 'he articulation of programs of
the college and clinical nursing theory and practice in an integrated curriculum
in nursing ()tiered in an institution of higher education. Master's, 1940. Catholic
Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1940. 68 p. (Studies
in nùrising education, vol. 2, fascicle/).

Studies the coordination between tbe college and nursing school program in institutions.

2641. Vóss, Sister Rita. The history of the Providence hospital school of
nursing, Washington, D. C. Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C.,
Catholic university of America, 1940. 42 p. (Studies In nursing education,
vol. 4, biocide 1) j

Mamas the foundation and devel é of the school of nursing; its educational. pró-
gram ; clinical nursing service ; extraeu activities: and the organisation and ac-
complishments of the alumnae.
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ADULT EDUCATION

2642. it'ailey, Allen Ansel. A survey of the continuation school movnient
in Hawaii. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 122 p: ms.

2643. Boatright, E. C. Educational implications of the Works progress ad-
ministration and other related Federal agencies. Master's, 1940. East Texas
St.

,
T. C. 103 p. nis. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate

studies, 1940: 12-14)
Studies the role of the Federal government In educational activities throughout the country

since the establishment of the Works progress administration, the National youth adminis-
tration, and the Civilian conservation corps. Finds that the fields la adult and nursery
education have been expanded ; that a marked diVersitxLof experimentation in techniques and
programs has been made possible.

2644. Brenneman, Roy H. Isidustrial arts in the Civilian conservations corps.
Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 113 p. ms. .

Finds that industrial arts in the C. C. C. is largely technical and of a vocational ture;
that there is some craft work of the bobby .the. ConOudes that cainp educational lities
and the teaching staff are inadequate ; that the non-academic course* were the most pular ;
that tbe C. C. C. develops skills that are marketable; and that most of the jobs secured by
the boys were on the little-skill level. 6

0

fr 2645. Brumfield, Victor Leslie. A study of the educational program of the
Jackson parish companies of the Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1939. Lou-
isiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82
N. S.: 125)

Compares methods, techniques, and procedures of the camp schools with those of the aver-
age Louisianaschools to ascertain in what respects they coincide. Shows that the vocational
type of training now used in the camps offers many advantages for the poorly trained young
man who is out of school because of the necessity of earning a livelihood for himself and his
dependents ; and that the objectives of the cimp eauational program are as practical and as
emptily obtainable as those of the secondary schools.

2646. Bryant, Martel Prideaux4 Education In the CCC camps cif New Mexico.
Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 185 v. ms.

2647. Burns, dlyde Edwin. Education in-the CCC maps in Tennessee. Mas-
ter's, 194a Tennessee. 51 p. ms.

Studies eduCation in the 29 junior white _calms of the Civilian conservation corps in Ten-
nessee. Finds that the average camp . qits an educational program, carried on in one or more
buildings which house' the library, workshop, and classrooms ; that each carries "on one or
more agricultural projects ; that motion pictures are used for iducation and recreation; that
85 Percent of the enrollees are from viral areas, most of whom have not attended school
beyond the eighth grade; that 79 different subjects were taught in the camps from January
1939 to March 1940, which were participated in voluntarily by 85 percent of the enrollees,
receiving Ave hours instruction a month.

2648. Byrd, Thomas S. An education program, through guidance, for youths
in the Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1040. Wyoming. 128 p. mi.

2649. Clark, William Richard. Emergency education : a social study of the
- W. P. A. education project. in Rhode Island. Doctor's, 1940. Catholic Uniy.

Wasbington, D. C., Catholic university of America press, 1940. 184 p.
Discusses 10 years of unemployment ; unemployed teachers Adult education ; literacy and

eitisenship education ; workers' education; nurser/ schools; parent education homemaking
education ; and education in leisure time activities. Concludes that the W. P. A. afforded
educational opportunities 'for underprivileged persons in spite of financial distress; that

, - nattily aliens n(moll the literacy 'and citizenship classes in order to learn to read and
Write and to beco naturalised Cations of the United States and that the services per-
formed by the t chers employed on the W. P. A. program helped thousands of Rhode
Islandeii out of the depths of the depression, ilecommends that this pogroms, or a similar
program be continued. t.
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4

2650. Cline, Harold G. A study of adult education for Mönroe county and
near-by communties. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 104 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio
university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1940: 9)

Finds a definite need for adult education ; that a number .of agencies for adult education
bave existed in the past and still etist in tbe area, but for thilif most part are sporadic and
unrelated ; and that façilities exist in the area for carrying out a -well organized plan of adult
education. Suggests the formation of vocational and informational night classes conducted
by the high school teachers; the development of cultural and leisure time activities ; and the
teaching of civic education through a school administered forum.

2651. Crawford, Will Clark. Purposes and ilersonnet administration of adult
education. Doctor's, 1940. Southern California.

Attempts to develop an acceptable statement of the major purposes for an effective program
of public adult education. Surveys the practices and policies relating -to the administration
of teaching persosnnel in California's program for adult education.

2652. Cross, Lawrence-W. Status of adult education in public schools. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Iowa.

2853. Darby, Francis. A high schoól in a C. C. C. camp. 'Master's, 1940.
Oregon.

2054. Duduit, C. Harold. A report of library research on thejlistory, extent,
and philosophy of adult education ; and of a partial survey of the adult eductition
agencies in Athens County. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. (Abstratt in: Ohio
University. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1939: 16-17)

Presents the historical background of the adult 'education movement in the United States
through a discussion of the Lyceum, the chatitauqua, women's clubs, and correspondence
schools; and data on the majority of the organizations which are doing work in adult
Alucation in Athens County, Ohio.

41

2655. Edmondson, Everett Laufman. Some wation-wide educational prob- A

lems of the Civilian conservation corps. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.

2656. Pear, Richard Arthur. Why Connecticut CCC youth left school.
Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 62 p. ms.

Studies the reasons given, by 991 CCC boys for leaving school, wit:h special attention
to factors of the school, the home background, and the innate capacity of each boy. Finds
that many of the boys were from foreign-born families with a number of children, of low
economic status ; that the 'boys were largely from cities; that most of them had low IQ's;
that they left school due to a maladjustment in the school situation ; pat most of them
preferred manual training to academic subjects.

2657. Haley, Phylis. Union organization as an agency for adult guidance.
Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Abstracts of dis-
Buttons . . . : 214-15)

Elbows that the labor union as an educative and guidance agency has met the needs of
its members by supplementing its primary purpose of group action with accessory and
equally important services providing a conditioning and integrating of the personality.
Gives a brief historical sUrvey of union guidance activities.

2858. Heys, Helene. A study of the effectiveness of selected auditory pres-
entations at the adult age level. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 66)

Measures the effectiveness of four types of auditory presentations at the adult age love
using 220 adults as sub Finds no significant differences among the several method
of presintation ; a slight diff ce in favor of the college edueated groups in all subject
matter fields; listeners liked i e type oi presentation as often as another and disliked
one type of plantation u fralu tly as they did the others.

2659. Houle, Cyril Orvin. The coordination of public adult education at the
state level. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.
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MO. Jensen, Oren Clifford. The National youth administration studentaid program in Kidder County. Master's, 1940. North Dakota. 90 p. ms.
Analyses data on former NYA students as to their ages, else of families, cash incomeof families, nationality, occupation of the parents, expenditures far the program, theproportion of students who were on relief, and their school records. Compares tbe records'of NYA students with those of non-NYA students. rinds that 84 percent of the NYAstudents were from relief families; that 18 percent of the former NYA students wereunemployed and another 16 percent were still receiving NYA assistance either in highschool or college; that 33 percent were attending college or had attended college or tradeschools. Concludes that the concomitants of NYA work were worth while; that thestudents acquired useful skills, information, and worthy work habits while engaged intheir NYA activity ; and that in general the NYA students were as able as the non-NYAstudents.

2661. Zones, Gordon A. The teachling of illiterates in the Civilian conserva-tion corps. Master's, 1939. Ariz. St. T. C., TemPe. 130 P. ma
Concludes that the material available for the teaching of the adult illiterate enrolled in.the camps is not satisfactoty and is limited in usability.
2662. McGuire, Dennis. A study of adult education activities in JacksonCounty, Oregon. Master's, 1940. OrOgon.

2663. Marousek, L. Richard. A surveit adult education facilities in GrindRapids, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
2664. Mathewson, Robert H. A technique for the appraisal of state eveningschool programs. Doctor's, 1940. Yale.
now. May, 'William D. The development of reading materials suitable forteaching adult illiterate MC enrollees. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 103 p. ms.
Covers the literacy training activities at a Civilian conservation corps camp in JeffersonCity, Tenn., from January 1988 to July 1940. Finds that the ability of the illiterategroup to interpret,oral directions and work requirements was equal to or slightly betterthan that of an equal number of enrollees on tbe ninth grade level ; that the .ability ofthe illiterates to make group adjustments on the job was comparable to that of enrollee:on higher grade levels; and that 15 illitirate enrollees who took forms A and B of theMetropolitan achievement tests for grades 1, 2, aid 3, made 11- gain of 0.3 school year inreading ability during an average 6 months' study period.
2066. Miller, Delbert Charles. The morale of adults: ail investigation of thepsycho-social factors in the morale of 951 college trained adults. Doctor's, 1940.Minnesota.

2067. Miller, Mann Wilson. The, organization of farmers in evening schoolprograms. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 62 p. ms. .

Studies the organisation of evening school programs which have demonstrated theirvalue as shown by large attendance, described by 75 selected vocational agricultureteachers in Iowa.

2668. killer, John Marshall. 1. plan for the licensing and control of privatecorrespondence schools. Muter's, 1940. St. poll. of Wash. 110 p. ma.
Suggests a program which would-hlake possible the securing of authentic informationconcerning any correspondence school from the State department of education ; whichwould eliminate the unlicensed school from operation in Oregon ; which would licensethical and cadent schools; which would control and regulate correspondence schoolsoperating in Oregon ; which would curtail the operation of schools soliciting by mail andadvertising; and which would improve the whole situation of study by correspondence inOregon.

2069. Miller, Monterey. A history of adult education in Alabama. Master's,1940. Alabama. 228 p. mi. /
, 2670. Miller, Ruth Rick. Coeducational adult homeMaking in Whoconsig cityvocational schools. Master's, 1940. ,Oolo. St. Coll.' 91 p. ms.
Attempts to 'determine the' growth of coeducational adult homeaiaking classes, and theattitudes and interests of educators and the community toward the subject,
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2871. Nelson, Everett J. History of education in the Sparta, Wisconsin,
CCC district, 1935-88. Master's, 1939. Iowa. 69 p. ma

Discusses the organization of tbe camps, the development of tbe educational program,
functioning _of the program, educational materials, cooperating agencies, accomplishments,
and attainments.

2672. Osburn, Burl Neff. Adult education in handicrafts in the United
States. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university. Ab-
stracts of doctoral dissertations, no 31: 249-55)

011Attempts to determine whether or n handicrafts are of service in modern life; and the
nature of the education in this field n w being offered to adults. Describes tbe work of s)

various organisations and agencies in the field of handicraft education. Finds that tbe
services which are outstanding in tbe handicraft work are: the preservation of early arts.,
the promotion of health, and the effort to provide economic security.

2673. Peterien, Dorothy Ifay. Implications for an adult education program
based on the interests and activities of out-of-schoò1 young women in Ames,

Iowa. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 734p. ms.

2674. Poppen, Catherine. A community self-survey for adult education and
recreation in Otsego. Master's, 1940. Michigan.*

t.

'10 2675. Poppenberg, J. H. A survey of the Wisure time ¡activities of adults in
Greeley, Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2676. Purcell, John Francis. A proposed plan of adult education for the
City of Scranton. Mastees, 1946. Penn. State. 82 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of adult education, and facts patinent to adult education in Penn-
sylvania. Outlines the purpose and scope of adult education. and describes various types
of mums available to adults. Describes the ecology of Scranton, Pennsylvania. Ms-
cusses methods of financing, available facilities, status and functions of tbe teachers, cur-
riculum, and administration of adult education.

2677. Ritchie, Harry E. Adult education in the Cleveland public schools.
Doctor's, 1940. Western Reserve. 185 p. ms.

Discusses the objectives, student body, teachers, 'administration, finances,;and curriculim
of tbe Cleveland adult classes under the board of education. Offers generations for improv-
ing adult education.

2678. Rogers, Amos E. Evaluation of the adult education program under
the Works progress administration in South Dakota for the year 1938: Funda-
mentals in adult learning for teachers of adults. Masier's, 1940. Colorado. (Ab-
stract its: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 102)

Discusses enrollment* preparation, and sponsorship. Compares teaching of adults with
teaching of children, ,

2679. Scheidt, Ellen. A plan for adult homemaking for Riverton, Wyoming.
Master's, 1 !.;%!. Colo. St. Coll. 63 p. ms.

Studies the interests and leisure-time activities of adult women to discóver the type of
adult education program in homemaking which should be offered.

Ilebaly, A. A sttuly of the characteristics and social atiitndes of 100
youth enrolled in the National youth administration of Battle Creek. Master's,
1940. 1401gan.

2681. Sinclair, Marguerite. A comparative study of the educational and
economic status of 50 government-aided men and 50 einployed men in Denton,
Texas, Muter's, 1940, North Texas St. T.

2682. Thurman, Claudio Harrison. The 'curricular and Instructional pro-
gram of the junior white Civilian conservation corps camps of the north and
south Texas districts. Doctor's, 1940. Texas. 257 p. ms.

Attempts to determine tbe educational Magid the CCC program ; the educational needs
and vocational desists of the enrollees; tbe extant to which tile program fulfils its own
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aims and meets the needs of the -enrollees. Appraises the curricular and initructioaal
programs of the Junior *Vie CCC camps in these.districts against the dominant aims ofthe CCC program. Attempts to determine to what extent the educational program his''
helped discharged enrollees to secure and hold jobs; to determine the authority of the
camp advisers in formulating and introducing an educational program for their own eamps ;
to find out how well qualified the advisers are to *set up and direct an educational program
.t.ulted to the needs of the enrollees. Recommends that wider latitude be given the educa-
tional personnel in determkfing the scope of the educational .program and in the selection
of tWprocedures for reaching the objectives of the program ; an increased allotment offunds for ,sevuring more adequate teaching equipment and eupplies, and better trained
teachers; a closer relationship between the camps and the public schools and colleges.

2683. Trites, Hinson L. Development of the educational program in the
Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1940. Iowa State...40 p. ms.

Discusses the types of boys and men enrolled in the CCC an their educational,back-
grounds and mental abilities ; the types of nien occupying teaching positions in the camps,and the training and abilities of these men ; the curriculum and opportunities peered the
enrollees in the camp; and the types and sources of tbe literalure in tbe field. Shows that
the educational program has grown in six years from an idea to a program of 'fait propor-tions; and that everything that the boys do is based on a well conceived training program,
aimed at making them better men, better employees, and better citizens.

2684. Williams, Sidney Algernon. The social and economic implications of
education in the Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1940. North Texas St.
T. C.

268;5. Wingate, Rosa. Reading ability of selected groups of adults. Master's,
1010i Catholic Univ. 48 p. ms.

Compares the reading ability of 287 adults, of whom 253 were men in tbe Civilian con-
servation corps and 34 were readers at public libraries. Compares tbe reading ability of
tbe CCC men to their education ; and the reading ability of-the library readers to their
occupations, as their reading and education were at the college level. Concludes that the
median reading score of the CCC groups was on a level with the sixths grade, 21,4 yearsbelow their median education ; and that the bilingual group were poorer readers below
the fifth grade.

PARENT EDUCATION
0086. Iowa, University. Res'earches in parent educition 4. I9wa City,

1939. 181 p. (-Univers1ty of Iowa studies, new series, no. 381. Studies in child
welfare, vol. 17)

Contents: 1. A revised method for the measurement of attitude, Ralph H. Ojemann,
p. 7-18 ; 2. A study of the attitudes of collet& students in selected phases of child develop-
ment, by Vera H. Brandon, p. 21-60; 3. The effect of certain factors in the home environ-
ment upon child behavior, by Eva I, Grant, p. 84-94; 4. .The significance of a amle
conception of knowledge, by Ralph H. Ojemann, p. 98-112; 5. An experimental i of
the dynamic conception of knowledge in youth,y Ruth Musgrove, p. 115-28; G. A
study of the attitudes of parents of adolescents, by Anne Gabriel, p. 131-56; 7. A study
of the knowledge and attitudes of parents of preschool children, by Louise C. Coast,
p. 159-81.

TEACHER. TRAINING
2687. Ault, Z. W. Selection as a factor in teacher education. School and

society, 52: 30042, October 5, 1940. (San Diego State college)
Compares data relating to 766 graduaies of liberal arts and teacher-education curricula

for the five-year period, 1934-1939. Finds no great disparity in tile quality of the ituilents
graduating from the two curricula ; and that there was greater disparity withIn groups thanbetween groups.

2688. Bartky, John. A teacher training program for underprivileged urban
communities. Doctor's, 1940. Nortbwestern.

ew Benner, Gladys Vein. The preparation in the special sciences in Instt-_
tutions of higher learning of the teachers of general science in American public
secondary school& Doctor's, 1940. Pennsylvanla. Philadelphia, University of
rnsylvania, 1910. 151 p.
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2690. Devi11, Anna Mary.' An evaluation of present practice in the educa-
tioli of school music teachers in Texas. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2691. Burke, Artie Eden. A study of integration of theory and practice In
the preparation of secondary teachers. Doctor's, 1940. Indiana. 239 p. ms.

2692. Burkert, Virginia. The emphasis upon human rejations in the profes-
sional program for elementary teachers at Ohio State university. Mastes, 1940.
Ohio State. 125 p. ms.

Gives a rtisumé of the laboratori experience curriculum, and evaluates the anecdotal
records made by 62 senior students to ascertain if these students recognised the importance
of fine human relations in real life situations. Concludes tbat all of the students realise
the importance of human relations and that 50 percent of them attributed their insight into

-human relations to their professional courses or to the instructors of thin courses.

*2693. Burnett, R. Will. The opinions cif science teachers on some socially
significant issues: a survey of teacher opinion add its implications for teacher
education. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New York, 1940. 55 p.

Describes tbe development and revision of an opinfonnaire administered to science
leachers to determine their views on important issues in their personal, professional, and
social life. Analyzes replies of 2,309 of the 8,589 teachers to whom opinionnaires were
goat. Shows that in spite of the fact that most science teachers conceive their function to
bo that of facing the problems and interests of young people and society and bringing their
abilities to bear on these problems and interests, many of them avoid controversial areas
In their teaching. Concludes that the training of tbe science teacher should fit him for his
function in American society.

2694. Cameron, Donald C. A plan for training .trade and industrial teachers
in Nevada. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 122 p.

Studies the current situation in Nevada, and recommends added local supervision of in-
service training.

2695. Casey, Samuel J. Anarytical study of the mathematics teachers prepa-
ration to teach mathematics in Alabama. Master's, 1940. *Ala. Poly. Inst. 46
p. ma.

2696. Claiborne, Moniraville L An introduction to the study of developing
desirable personality traits in Leachers. Master's, 1940. s Michigan.

2697. Colson, Edna Meade. Aft.w analysis of specific references to Negroes
In selected curricula for the edacation of teachers. Doctor's., 1939. T. C. Col.
Upiv. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 178 p. (Contribu-
(ions to education, no. 822).

Reviews recent studies of Negro-white relations and summari-ses curriculum theory re-
ferring to the solution of social problenis. Shows that elementary school courses of study
refer to Negroes in Africi and in America ; that Negro colleges stress Negro art, music, and
literature to a greater extent than do the white colleges. Recommends that all teacher-
training institutions make specific curriculum provision for the study of the pr9blems caused
by the presence of Negroes in the United States; that provisions for developing adequate
conrepts of race be provided in units of work in anthropology, ethnology, and social .paycbol-
ogy; that the subject matter of Negro art, music, and literatire be includqd in Olt teacher-
training curricula as an aid to developing attitudes necessary to democracy ; that the social
studio curricula be organised to include facts about Negroes which bear on the current
problems of the community and the Nation.

2608. Cox, George William. The status of teacher training in Virginia.
Master's, 1940. Virginia. 834 p. ma.

2009: Cunningham, Harry Allen. Material facilities needed In the training
of Intermediate grade teachers in science. Doctor's, i'.;!. T. Col. Univ.
New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 162 v. (Contributions
to education, pa 812)

2700. Glover, Thomas Harold. Development of the biological sciences In
teachers college or. the Middle West. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville,
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George Peabody college for teachers, 1940. 13 p. (Abstract of Contribution to
education, no. 278 ;

Traces the development of the biological sciences in ,the teachers colleges of Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri; the de-
velopment of course content ; and the methods of teaching these courses in nine selected
teachers colleges.

2701. Harding, Bob Wi 'Uzi= Analytical study of the preparation of teachers
of occupations in Alabama in 1939-40. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly.,.Inst.

2702. Hewlis, Beth Wilson. Contributions of a music specialist to the gen-
eral education of elementary teachers. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 110 p. ms.

Concludes that music has a function and a place in the education of elementary teachers
over and above the usual required music courses for teachers specializing in elementary
educatibn; that opportunities for observation in the demonstration school is valuable in
illustrating bow music functions in a modern integrated school program and in the life
of children ; that teachers who participated in informal group muscle activities experienced
feelings of success and- satisfaction from their personal achievements, lost some of their
inhibitions and gained feelings of self-confidence:

2703. Huntington, Harold Allen. Industrial vocatyonal teaPher education.
Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. 250 p. mg.

Concerns practices used throughout Abe nation and maks for itinprovide
teacher education in trade and indusfrial education.'

2704. Hutton, Elliott Charles. A suggested plan of evaluation for depart-
ments of industrial arts teacher education. Master's, 1939. Oregon St 115
p. ms.

2705. Johnson, Preston C. The legal status of teacher education. Doctor's,
1039. Temple. 287 p. ms.

2706. Karnes, Iltston Thurman. Professional preparation of teachers of
secondary mathematics. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. 272 p. ma

Studies:the status and needed prepavition ol teachers of mathematics in junior and
senior high school and in junior college. Offers programs for the bachelor's, master's, and
doctor's degrees for persons planning Ito teach secondary mathematic&

2707. Xerbow, Alva Lee. The education of elementary school teachers in
Houston, Texas.- as revealed by collegiate transcripts. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St.

of Ed. (Field study no. 2) .
2708. The education of senior high school teachers in HoWiten, Texas,

as revealed by collegiate transcripts. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. SI Coll. of Ed.
(Field 'study no. 1)

zroo. Knos,,delburn-Coe. Occupational experiences of men qualified at Iowa
State college since 1923 -to teach vocational agriculture. Master's, 1!1;t! Iowa
State. 82 p. ms. -.

Analyses data relative to the number graduating since 1923, occupations in which they
engaged, their 'experience, and salaries. Compares salaries of those teaching vocational
agriculture and those qualified to teach in other educational fields.

2710. Lambert, James Howard. An analysis of some factors which are sig-
nificant in the training and experience of teachers of shop subjects in vocationaL
industrial education. Master's, 1940. Cornell. 284 p.

Analyses the baikground of approximately 800 shop teachers in vocatiapi industrial
chools in New York State, the ratings of Mein teachers by their princialr; and studies
the relationship between background and effectiveness as shop teachers.

2711. Landis, R. H. Teadier education programs and the preparation and
teaching positions of industrial editcation teachers in Illinois. Doctor's, 1989.
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Penn. State. (Abstract in: Pennsylvania State college. Studies in education,
no. 22: 37-38)

Finds that most of tbe industrial educktion teachers received, their education in Illinois
or the bordering States; that most of them had baccalaureate degrees and one-tourth of
them bad adranced degrees; that they bad little industrial vocational experience before
beginning to teach; that in smaller high schools tbe teachers also coach or teach academic
subjects ;I and that other duties of industrial teachers include clerical astivities, guidance,
ad the conduct of home rooms or study halts.

2712. Lui, Kam Pun. The significant development of teachers' trainIng in
the United States, Master's, 1940. Stanford.

2713. McAfee, Florence. A curriculiim for the preparation of the general
elementary teacher in relation to physical education. Doctor's, 1939. New Inirk.
404 p. ms.

1

4biscusies leisure in American culture; general trends in elementary 'titration and in
teacher education; philosophy of physical education; preparation of tbe general demeRtAry
teacher in relation to physical education; curriculum development; _and applies tbe cur-
riculum to the Eastern Illinois State teachers college, stressing the needs of ,the students,
objectives and physical education activities, curriculum, and testing program.

2714. Murray, Clarence Leroy., Some underlying principles of elementary
teacher education. Doctor's, MO. Indiana. 184 P. ms.

2715. Nash, William Gill. The training and placement of beginning teach-
ers in the public schools of Kentucky for the school years 1985-36 -therough
1939-40. Doctor's, 1940. Kentucky. Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1940.
(Commonwealth of Kentucky. ,Educational bulletin, vol. 8: 7277811)

Concludes that most of tbe teachers received their training in Kentucky colleges; that
the teacher-training institutions have not used effective teacher guidance programs; that
many more persons are being prepared se teachers than there are teaching positions avail-
able; and that the teacher-training institutions do not have uniform standards of selective
admission to their programs. Offers suggestions for improving the training and placement
of.beginning teachers.

Paike, Mary Boynton. University preparation for teaching young
children. Master's, 1940. Buffalo.

2717. Phillips, Irma Adelle: The development of criteria for evAuating edu-
*ration methods courses in North TexasNyte 'teachers college from 1920 to 1940.
Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

v

2718. Plena, Alice Prances. Analysis of commercial teacher-training cur-
ricula in public and private institutions in Illinois. Master's, 1940. Indiana.
72 p. ms.

2710. Pittard, James R. A study of social sttidies teachers' preparation to
teach social studies in Alabatisa in 1930-40. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst.
55 p. ms.

2720. Polton, Russell C. lituales in content preparation.of teachers in small
Iowa high schools 1. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2721. Porter, Mary Roseamonde., The development of professonal insight
and judgment in teachers. Doctor's, 1910. Ohio State.

2722. Prakken, Richard L. Opinions of students as to the motives that im-
pelled them to choose teaching as their protessir. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

272s. Ray, Annie Belle. College experienced ',commended for the training
àt elementary teachers. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1940. 11 p. (Abstract of Contribution tó education, no. 258)

Analyses the writings of specialists in the Geld of teacher training to determine the
training conditions recommended ter flementary teachers, aid the came esperisoces
recommended tor thes.

2716.
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226 RESEARCH STUDIES IN 'EDUCATION

2724. Reeder, Ralph R. An analysis of the attitude of 256 Minnesota admin-
istrators and supervisors on problems and issues in *the education of secondary
teachers. Master's, 194a, Minnesota. 125 p. mg.

Analyses 256 returns to a questionnaire sent to 505 secondary schools in Minnesota. Con-
dUdes that teacher-training institutions should .give more attention to the selection of
students for training; that certification practices need to be examined and perhapi revised,
so that Increasing length of treining will provide thorough preparation in all essential
aspects of teaching in the high schools of today ; and that practice teaching requirements
should be extended and internship teaching be conditioning factor prior to full teaching
responsibility.

2725. Richards, R. Heber. The laboratory concept in the professional educa-
tion of elementary teachers. Doctor's,'1910. Ohio State. 402 p. ma

Finds that teacher education Is still based upon a mechanistic concept of learning rather
than on the organismic concept ; and that teacher training institutions must move rapidly
to reduce the lag now existing between forward looking theory and present practices in
teacher education. Determines tbe hypothetical functions of a modern teacher and
proposes a professional program designed to more adequately prepare teachers for democ-
racy' schools. .

2726. Rogers, Elizabeth Stobie. The preparation of elementary school teach-
ers as seen by writers in Educational administration and supervision, from 1930
tQ,194O. Master's, 1910. St. Louis. 33 p. ms.

7 Ru4ie Madeline Ruth. &fence education for elementary teachers in
Thus teach-training institutions, 1939-40. Master's, 194a Texas.

2728. Schneider, Nathaniel O. Teacher preparaition for safety education.
Doctor's, 1940. New\Tork. 382 p. Ins.

Finds a need for better trained and broadly 'qualified teachers in safetr education In
- order to meet the problem of accidentabcidence among scboql children ; few States bare

mandatory requirements for the training öf teachers in this area of instruction ; addi-
tional courses of study are not the answer for better instruction or better qualified teachers:
and trecbek-training institutions have done little to develop all-round safety education
programs.

2729. Shields, Edward 8. A study of opportunity for and preparation for
leacher-secretaries in South Dakota. Master's, _1940. Iowa.

&hall, George. An evaluation of music education courses. Master's,
1940. Jordan Conservatory. 78 p. m&

Evaluates music training 'and other activities in the secondary school to determine the
training which will contribute to theefuture success of music students in courses leading
toward Rublic school music teaching. Concludes that music teachers feil that colleges and
universities should provide graduate instruction planned to meet the individual needs of
teachers in seAPice; that requirements of high school proficiency in applied music should
be lowered in favor of training.in voice and instruments which will aid teachers in training
high school pupils in playing tbe band and orchestra instruments; aqd that a central
ageticy Should be established to supply information about new teaching materials and prob-
lems, and to assist teachers to better positions.

4

2731. Stoller, William David. Industrial arts teacher education in Ohio.
Doctor's, 1910. Ohio State. 164 p. ms.

2732. Sundet, Stanley Alto. Undergraduate trening In technical agriculture
received by instructors of vocational agriculture in North Dakota. Master's,
1939. Iowa State. 104 p. ms.

1/4Finds that there are certain abilities which these vocational agriculture instructors
should teach which were inadequitely covered in their in-training instruction in technical
agriculture.

273& Sutherland, 8. S., and McMahon, B. J. The pre-service training of
teachers of vocational agriculture in California. Ban Luis Obispo, California
polytechnic school, 1940. 21 p. ms. .

.1

Describes undergraduate training, which is devoted almost entirely to technical agriCulture,
at tbe University of California, and at California polytechnic school; and the selection of

a
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trainees for the fifth or cadet year with 'a description of their training in the cadet year.
Offers suggestions for improving tbe training program.

2734. Trout, Benton Reeves. Industrial arts teacher education in California :
its development and present requirements. Master's, 1940. Oregon St, Cot.
60 p. ms.

2735. VilleriS, Leolia Allan. Trends in the education of teachers of high
school English in certain State universities. Master's, 4939. Louisiana State.
(Abstract Louisiana State University. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 155)

Traces developments in the training of high school English teachers in the past two
decades as shown by the catalogs of State universities in all sections of tbe country. Indi-
cates that changes bare taken place in the education of prospective English teachers; that
the major changes in most instances, assume definite trends, indicative of future policy;
and that the basic needs of prospective teachers are being increasingly considered, although
practice does not include numerous features widely advocated by experts in the field.

.1

2736. Weekly, Harry E. The professi9nal andsubject matter preparation of
new and inexperienced NelVsaska high khool teachers. Master's, 1940. Ne-
braska. 55 p. ms. 4.4

Describes the present status of new and inexperienced teachers in accredited high schools,
stressing their professional and subject matter preparation in the light of their 1939-40
teaching assignments.

2737. Wen* Joyce Ellen. Musical training of elementary school teactiers
in service. Master's, 1939, kansas. 70 p. m&

_ NORMAL SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

2738. Boyles, David H. A study of the teacher placement bureau of the Uni-
versity of New Mexico from 1629 to 1938. Master's, 1940. New Mexico. 84

it. ms.

2780. Bunte, Mary L. The granting of a non-teaching bachelor's degree at
the Arizona State teachers college at Tempe. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C.,
Tempe.* 147 p. ms.

Concludes that tbe curriculum includes sufficient general education courses to warrant
the non-teaching bachelor's degree without additional cost ; that 41 of 163 teachers colleges
answering questionnaires offer both tegiching and non-teaching bachelor's degrees; that
approximately 65.8 percent of the student body answering a questionnaire did not aspire
to teaching when they entered college but were unable to enter other colleges due to
economic conditions and distanceaRecommends that the college be authorised to grant a
non-teachlips bachelor's degree tograre_for such students rather than to force uninterested
people into the teaching profession.

2740. Cole, Tillie L A study of the 1938-39 freshman class of Indiana State
teachers college with relation to psychological rating, scholarship index, and per-
sonality Vilna Master's, 1939: Ind. St. T. C. 54 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana
State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 11 : 147-48, July 1940)

*Studies the psychological rating and scholarship index of 192 men and 185 women of
the freshman clam Finds that the women students rank higher than the men students in
psychological rating and in scholarship; and that there is a need for personality testing
among students. 1ndicates)that there is no apparent correlation between intelligence and
PersonelitY, or between scholarship and personality.

2741. Collin, Florence. An analysis and evaluation of certain required ad-
vanced education courses for elementary teachers in the North Texas State
teachers college. Master's, 1939; Minnesota.

2742. Finger, Marie X. A study of freshihan women\in a teachers college.
Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.

325173-42-16
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228 4 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

2743. ritipttrick, Edward- J. The rural normal school as a factor In train-
ing rural school teachers. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 74 p. ms.

Studies the rural normal sclieolg of Wisconsin.

2744. Gammage, Gradx., A survey of the Arizona State teachérs coll at
Tempe, Arizona. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 514 p. ms.

Discusses the historical baciground of the college, Its 1.ttilty, students, administr4ion,
library, finances, plant, and educational program,

/
2745. Hays, Margaret Parx. The vocational aspirations of seniors in the

Northern State teachers college. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
2740. Hill, Garnet Isal. Growth and needs of Kansas high school neirmal

training. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 59 p. ms.

2747. Johnson, Ira Hugo. Industrfal education in Minnesota State teachers
colleges. Master's, 1640. Iowa State. 54 p ms.

2748. McGraw, *illiam Comparison of the relative efficiency of two
courses in elementary chemistry at New York State college for teachers in pre-
paring for advanced chemistry. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

*2749. Mason, Carleton V. Adaptations of instruction to individual differ-
(-does in the 'preparation of teachers in normal schools and teachers colleges.
Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, 1940. 279 p. (Contributions to education, no. 793)

Attempts to determine the extent to whicl; teachers colleges have adapted their instruction -to the individual differences of their students, md compares them with innovations made
by some of the liberal arts colleges; to detere to what extent ingtructors in teachers
colleges use the methods which they advocate ; to discover administrative and Instructional
difficulties encountered in the effective practice of 'the 25 specific teaching techniquesstudied; and to secure an evaluation by the students' of the individual techniques experi-
enced. Indicates that in teachers colleges the adaptations of the techniques studied are
used more for remedial purposes than for liberating theImperior student and encouraging
him to work to capacity. Concludes that techniques reported by the teachers colleges makevy demands on the time ,of the instructor and tend to increase the cpst of instruction.

ows that students report that lack of room, lack of laboratory equipment, and instruc-
tional material, and scarcity of library facilities, restrict the use of these adaptations.

2750. Binders, Agnes Ruth. An analysis and evaluation of the elementary
science curricula in the State universities .and leadingwiteachers colleges in the
United State& Master's, 1940. North Texas St T. C.

tirt51., Schleier, Louis X. and Ayre, H. Glenn. Internal survey at the West
.

ern Illinois State teachers college. Macomb, Western Illinois State teachers col-
lege, 1,939. 23 p. (Quarterly, vol. 9, no. 3)

Discusses the psychological examination ;Ihe English examination ; the elementary exami.

nation ; scholastic rating of Western students; and scholastic standing of Western graduates.
2752. Slack, Mary Helen.. A study of tbe county scholarship students in

Inalana Staie teachers college. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 51 p. ma. (Ab-
stract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachess college journal, 11: 155, July
1940)

A

Atteinpts to determine ,the number of county scholarships awarded each year from 1935-39,the counties from which scholarship students have come, their relative achievement in
intelligence and scholarship, their curriculum and extracurricular interests. finds thatthere were .281 scholarships beld by 176 different persons in tbe four-yeai period; that the
maximum number of scholarships was awarded to four counties while no scholarships wereawarded in 23 counties; that the differences between men and women Scholarship bolder!'were InsIgniietint In intelligence and schtolarsblp,

2753p Sprague, Harry A: A decade of progress in the preparation of sec-
ondary school teachers: a study of curriculum requirements in 55 State teachers
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TEACHER TRAINING 229

colleges in 1928 and i1938. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., CoL Univ. New York, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1940. 170 p. (Contributions to education, no. 794)

Attempts to determine the courses in the fields of background, education, and specialiu-
tion that teachers colleges have designated as necessary for tbe preparation of secondary
school Oacbers; to determine the major changes in the curriculum requirements for the
preparation of secondary school teachers; and to note general trends in tcac.bes training
as shown by a study of 55 State teachers colleges baying four or five year ctirricula for the
preparation of secondary school teachers. Shows a lack of agreement on nomenclature
and essential courses; a wish on the part of teach'elis colleges to provide a richer cultural
background for prospective teachers and more adequate scholarship In teaching fields; a
trend away from courses empbasisinr teaching skills and routine in management ; and a
trend toward courses emphasising "points of view" or "interpretative background."

2754. Stotz, Milton W. Present practice in admitting students by transfer
in 51 teachers colleges. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2755. Stryker, Mable Kane. A history of the Kansas State teachers college,
Pittsburg, 11.insas, 1903-1939... Master's, 1939. Stanford.

2756. Willits, Russell W. A comparative study of the/ major course selec-
tions tif the graduating classes of the Kansas State teachers college of Emporia for
the years 1936 to 1939. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 45 p. ms.

2757. Yiager, Edwin. A study of the graduates of Indiana State teachers
college with reference to occupational tendencies. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
101 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
Journal, 11 : 151, July 1940)

Concludes that a greater percentage of men. than of women entered teaching immediately
after graduation, and the percentage of unemployed was greater among women than among
men ; that of the graduates engaged in tbe teaching profession in 1939, tbe tendency was
for a vetoer percentage of men to enter administrative work than of women; that the
percentage who continued their training to earn advanced degrees was greater for the men
than for the women.

PRACTICE TEACHING

2758. Allen, Florence P. EValuatIrie student teacher progress. Master's,
1940. Colo. Bt. Coll. of Ed.

Or
2759. Ballard, Carmen. A study of supervised student-teaching in home

economics at Oregon State college. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 107 p. ms.

2760. Burns, Elizabeth, An analysis of student teaching in the elementary
teacher education program of the university system of. Georgia. Muter's, 1940.
Georgia.

Finds a lick of uniformity in the different units ; and experience along instructional lines
adequate.

,

2761. Carrington, John Wesley. The functions of laboratory sch s in
teacher education. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.

2762. Copeland, Francis M. A surve of the organizationband administ tion
of student-teaching in the private colleges of Kansas. Maqer's, 1940. i lorado.
(Abstract In: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no.
3 : 30)

Finds that 6 of tbe 11 private colleges in Kansas operate under written contracts with tiieir
cooperating high schools, while tbe other 5 operate under verbal agreements ; that regularly
employed teachers of the cooperating high schools serve as supervising teachers, directing the
work of stullent teachers in high school claw* and receiving payment from the colleges for
this service ; that college seniors who have lIkd two or more courses in education are ad-
mitted to student teaching if approved by the director of student teaching and the high
school administrator ; that these students spend 90'clock hours in observation, in participa-
tion, .and in actual teaching in high school classes. Shows tbe need for improvement In
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230 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EbUCATION

contrkets providing for student teaching; that standards for supervising teachers should be
raised ; and that closer supervision and control should be exercised in the cooperative training
school.

*2761 Fristoe, Dewey Franklin. A study of the facilities and practices of
the oft7cAmpus rural elementary laboratory schools of the State teachers colleges
of Illinois. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 168 p. ms.

Finds that each of the five State teachers colleges is conducting a program of student
teaching in off-campus rural elementary laboratory schools; that the number of schools
operated by each teachers college is from two to six, but the facilities are not sufficient to
give this type of training to all rural teaspers; that gt each teachers college the off-campus
rural elementary laboratory schools are fEcluded in the general administrative organisation
responsible for all student teaching; that the training and experience of the supervising
teachers is varied. Analyses replies of 105 persons completing their first year of teaching,
to a questionnaire on the value of the student teaching course. Finds that 95 percent of
them feel that the course was good training, but could be improved, and that they did not
have enough experience in doing all of the teaching in a room.

*2764. Guiot, Gepnaine G. Supervising studel4 teaching in
tion. Doctor's, 190. New York. 143 p. ms.

2765. Jones, Howard R. Interneship in teacher education.
Yale.

physical educa-
,

Doctor's, 1940.

2766. Larsen, Arthur Hoff. Administrative control of State teachers college
campus secondary schools. Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

2767. liceollom, Ivan Newton. The influence of philosophies of education
on supeivisors° judgment of student teachers. Doctor's, -1940. Colo. St. Coll. of
Ed. - (Field study no. 2)

2768. Martin, Doris Marie. A history of the North Texas State teachers
college demonstration school. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2769. Matthews, Anna H. A diagnosis of the laboratory school problems of
prospective teachers as a basis for improving directed teaching, with special ref-
erence Jo the State teachers college at Salisbury, Md. Doctor's, 1940. bliew York.
250 p.ins.

Concludes that the program of directed teaching is not functioning effectively due to:
insufficient definiteness in determining the content of student teaching and in allocating
specific objectives to the different levels of directed teaching; insufficient guidance of pros-
pective teachers by the training teachers add sdpervisors; inadequate interrelationship of
the professionalized subject matter'and psychology courses with the work of the prospective
teachers in the laboratory school; and insufficient attention to the development of each
prospective teacher in the light of his needs, experiences, and ability.

2770. Nelson, Bertha Green. A description and evaluation of the Louisiana
State university demonstration program in elementary education in the summer
of 1938. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract his: Louisiana State uni-
versity. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. S.: 144394)

Concludes that the demonstration program offered practical help to the teachers who par-
ticipated in it; that the teachers felt that further demonstration programs would be of
benefit; and that they had grown professionally as the result of the program.

2771. Oppelt, z. L. A survey of student teaching facilities and practices In
Ohio colleges and universities. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. 401 p. m&

Concludes that there is a lack of uniform programs; that many undesirable relationsidps
exist, especially between the staffs of cooperating schools and colleges; that college stag
supervisors of student teaching are, in general, well prepared but the effectiveness of the
supervision is open to serious question in many eases due to euessive supervisory load;
that sUpervising critic teachers are, in the main, designated from regular faculties and are
not specially trained for supervision. Recommends the apployment of a state coordinator
of !wiser education, regulation. of supervisory load, special certification of critics, adjust-
most in college schedules of student teachers add extens19n of duration and scope of student
teaching experience.
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P2772. Palm, Reuben R. A study of types of curriculum organization and
administration of curriculum development programs in laboratory schools of
State teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. 278 p. ms.

Discusses the role of the labotatory school, and of its curriculum ; cooperation of
laboratory schools with groups engaged in curriculum development ; curriculum development
in laboratory schools ; curriculum practices of schools included in field visitation. Shows
that the almost universal use of laboratory schools for student teaching purposes pre-
cludes their use for directed observation, demonstration, and experimentation, all of which,
functions are indispensable for the most effective prnaration of future teachers ; that
raore than one-third of the laboratory schools make little or no use of the course of study.
Describes services rendered by laboratory schools to teachers in the field ; the use of these
schools for groups engaged in curriculum development ; and curriculum laboratory facilities.
Offers suggestions for curriculum development in laboratory schools..

2773. Ruley, Virginia G. A study of students' and supervising critics' reac-
tions to certain professional coursos in Ohio university. Master's, 1940. Ohio
Univ. 112 p. ins. (Abstract in: Ohio universitt- Abstracts of masters' thesis
. . . 19-10: 45).

Recommends that conferences which are part of the observation or student teaching
program be definitely scheduled by the administration ; that a course in adolescent psychology
be required for prospective teachers ; and that a continuing committee enpged in teacher
education be appointed.

2774. Weyand, J. O. The significance of student teaching as determined by
administrative ratings. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 56 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the relationship between student teaching and teaching success,
by analysing reports of 153 teachers as to the value of student teaching while at the
Universly of Nebraska ; and analysing teacher rating sheets on 436 teachers whose cre-
dentials were on file at the University department of educational service. Indicates that
the majority of progressive educators believed in some form of student teaching preceding
full-time teaching experience ; that only one teacher of 153 reporting considered student
teaching valueless; ind that superintendents want teachers wbo have had student teaching
but are not concerned as to where teachers received their academic training.

2775. Wilson, Marie Rayness. The relationship between college life and
muccessful student teaching in homémaking in Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo.
st. Coll. 76 p. ma.

Finds significant relationships betwn student teaching marks and scholastic averages,
and participation in honorary extracurikular activities. Concludes that a thorough knowl-
edge of subject matter, as shown by scholastic rating, is the most reliable indicator of
future success in student teaching.

TEACHER TRAINING IN SERVICE

2776. Hensarling, Paul Reginald. An evaluation of a cooperative corn
munity survey as a training in service for teachers. Master's, 1940. North Texas

2777. Jackman, Willard Carrol. A program of individual in-service educa-
tion of teachers for small schools. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska.

2778. Smith, Herbert B. Institutional in-service training for teachers in
Kentucky. Doctor's, 1940. Cincinnati. 252 p.

Surveys initerviee training provided for teachers in.Kentucky by approved training insti-
tutions within Kentucky, and by those institutions in neighboring States which regularly
participate in the program. Recommends an improved coordinated program of in-service
training for teachers in Kentucky.
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TEACFERS-STATUS
2779. Addleman, AndrewNelson. An analysis and interpretation of the

teacher's relation to certain factors affecting the education of the child. Doctor's,
1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
researches completed, and bibliography of publications, 16: 7-17)

Deals with the teacher's social philosophy ; the current recitation system ; the adminis-
tfator-teacher relationship ; the course of study ; sources of science in education ; and the
teacher and community. Offers suggestions for making the child's education and the wider
community life one process rather than representing discrete processes ai at present.

2780. Adsit, John R A study of the training, experience, teaching load, and
subject combinations of teachers in the small high schools of Louisiana. Master's,
1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol.
32 N. S. : 44)

Studies the training and status of 484 teachers in 162 white three!four and five teacher
high schools. Finft that practically all of the teachers bad the bachelor's degree ; that
8.3 percent had the master's degree; that nearly half of the teachers had less than four
years teaching experience ; that the teaching load was not excessive and most of them
taught two subjects; that subject combinations were varied and showed no tendelicy
toward any uniformity of assignment.

2781. Anderson, John Robert. A survey of the social experiences and skills
of elementary teachers in certain counties in southwest Virginia. Master's; 1940.
Virginia. 98 p. ms.

2782. Armstrong, Fred Eugene. Characteristics of teachers of vocational
agriculture: a study to facilitate a more careful selection of candidates tor
teacher training In agriculture. `Doctor's, 1940. Penn. State.

2783. Barton, Charles Edwin. An investigation of teacher load and teacher
participation in outside activities of the white Washington Junior high school
teachers. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 56 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the teaching load of the white junior high school teachers, and
the extent of in professional, civic, religious, social, and educational
organisations. the average teacher's load of the white junior high schools in
Washington, D. C., is considerably below the average for the country at large; that the
teachers do not participate extensively in civic organizations ; that the teachers tend to
Join organizations rather than take an active part in them ; that less than half of the
teachers engage actively in church work ; that they were well represented in social 'organi-
sations ; that many teachers were pursuing some type of organized study.

2784. Bedell, Ralph. The science interests of successful elementary teacher&
Science education, 24 : 1-7, April 1940. (University of Nebriska )

Analyzes replies of 273 teachers on the Strong vocational interest blank for women.
Indicates that the areas of science likes are: nature study, geography, biology. homemaking,
and arithmetic ; and the areas of science dislikes are engineering, health, physics, chemistry,
geology, advanced mathematics, and science research activities. Concludes that these
teachers show fewer likes for science than do women in general.

2785. Bingen, William J. Differential characteristics of Nebraska public
school teachers. Master's. 1440. Nebraska. 43 p. ms.
'Studies the training, teaching experience, and other characteristics of 975 teachers in

rural, elementary: and secondary schools of central and western Nebraska in 1989-40.
2786. Boyd, Francis Woodrow. Extracurricular duties of teaehers in Kansas

schools In the North central association with enrollments of 200 to 250. Master's,
1939. Kans. St. Coll. 74 p. me.

2787. Brewster, Mary Alta. Needs of the Oklahoma rural teacher that are
not met In pre-service tratnint. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds tiat the 214 rural teachers interviewed feel thé..nsrd for : observation and practice
teaching in a rural situation ; special primary training tà meet their needs; more practical
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rural school management courses ; units adapted to use in one teacher schools; and faculty
members with an interest in, and an understanding of the problems of the rural teacher.

2788. Bridges, Mary Elsie. A comparative study of the daily programs of
primary teachers for the 1932-33 and the 1937-38 school sessions. Master's, 1939.
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana- State university. Bulletin, vol. 82;
N. S. : 124-25)

Analyzes data on questionnaires filled out by 276 primary teachers of 50 Louisiana school
systems. Shows that tbe daily programs of the maJority of these teachers changed from
relatively rigid programs in 1932-83 to more flexible programs in 1937-38. Gives reasons
for changes in the type of program.

2789. Brown, I. E. The relationship of personality traits and vocational
interest to success in teaching vocational agriculture. Master's, 1940. Va. Poly.
Inst. 88 p.

Describes an experiment in .which Bernreuter's personality inventory, and Strong's voca-
tional interest test for men Yore administered to 109 teachers of vocational agriculture.
Finds that experience has a greater influence on success 'in teaching agriculture than any
griper factor studier

2790. Burns, Richard W. The extent to which 66 metropolitan high school
teachers participate in community activities. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2791. Chambers, Harold S. The growth of conscience in the teaching pro-
fession. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2792. Clicquennoi, George. A survey .of the duties and problems of English
department heads in city schools of New York State rangiilg in population from
10,000 to 25,000. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

2793. Collingwood, Marian H. The influence of professional relations on an
elementary teachers' adjustment to a new situation. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.
68 p. ms.

Fint that mental health plays an important part in teaching eMciency ; and that teacher
relationships affect mental health.

2794. Cormier, Ulysee. The evaluation of some of the influences which may
relate to success in teaching vocational agriculture. Master's, 1940. Va. Poly.
Inst. 62 p. ms.

Studies 22 personality traits of 216 teachers of vocational agriculture, and correlates
them with the rat1ng%g4the departments in which they taught. Finds that the personality
traits which ranked highest in their iiduence on success in teaching were: belief in the
projession, promptness, vision, enthusiasm, sense of humor, and industriousness.

2795. DeBlieux, John C. A follow-up study of the commercial graduates of
the Louisiana Atate normal college. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstrict
in: Louisiana State university. 'Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 127-28)

Attempts to determine tbe nature and duties of the initial and the present occupations
of 166 graduates of the commercial department from 1932 to 1939. Finds a marked simi-
larity in the duties performed, the subjects taught, and the salaries received by both men
and women graduates in their respective fields.

2796. Deischer, Mildred Esther. Practiced of Iowa vocational home eco-
nomics teachers in rela;owto home visits. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 149
p.

2797. Dunn, Claire C. The teaching responsibilities of men physical educ,a-
tion teachers in the public high schools of Ohio, including county, exempted village,
and city districts.' Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 68 p. niá. (Abstract in: Ohio
university. Abstracts of masters' theses t . . 1940: 17) ,

Shows that 58 of the 1,078 schools studied do not have a physical education program ; that
101 of tbe 1,109 men studied are teaching physical education with no training ; that 182
men are teaching botb. boys' and girja' physical education classes ; and that 17 men are teach.-
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in; the =hied who Wive no degree ; that tbe most usual combliiation for men physical
education teacher, is a combination of two or three subjects in addition to physical edu-
cation. - Indicates that students expecting to teach physical education' should take training
La thi subjects most frequently called for in combination with physical education.

2798. Edgerton, Robert E. An activity analysis of the duties and practices
of a select' group of teachers of physical education in grades 6-12. Master's,
194a Mich. St. Coll. 78 p. ms. -a

2799. Elms, Arkie. Dissemination of teachers' codes of ethics. Master's,
1940. North Texas Elt. T.

2800. Fenn, William Marvin. A personnel study of the men physical educa-
tion directors in a selected group of independent white senior high schools of

Master's, 1940. North Texas st.-11. C.

2801. Fife, John G. Status of industrial arts teachers inlioulalana. Mastelr's,
1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol.
32 N. S.: 191)

Analyses 87 replies to a questionnaire sent to 52 industrial arts teachers, as to tbe train-
ing, experience, and salaries of these teachers.

2802. Fitzgerald, Lillian Sparnon. The qualifications id the home economico
teachers in the public schools of Ohio during the school year 1938-89. Master's,
1939. Ohio Univ. 36 p. ms. (AbStract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of mas-
ters' theses s . 1939 : 21)

Analyzes the qualifications of 1,495 home economics teachers In the public schools of
Ohio during 1938-39 to detirmine certificatidn, degrees, adequacy of preparation for sub-
jects taught, subjects tatikht and number of combinations of subjects taught, preparatiod
for teaching various subjects, Onure, experience, and salary of the tome economics teathers.
Concludes that Milne economics teachers in Ohio were less well qualified than teachers in
other states in adequacy of home economics subject matter, and that the Ohio teachers
compared favorably with teachers in other states in 'other qualifications.

2803. GBki11, Ri1ey Professional ethics for classroom teachers. Master's,
1940. Ohio State. 173 p. ms.

2804. Giddings, Paul. A study of, position innirovement among ,teachers.
Master's, 1939. Oregon St. 59 p. ms.

2805. Gould,' Arthur. The mental and physical health of teachers, *with
special reference to Los Angeles. Doctor's, 1910. 13dithern California.

Finds that teacher absence and teacher personality maladjustments present serious ad-
ministrative problems ; and that conditions of work, heavy teaching load, and varied extra-
curricular activities have been Conducive to the development of emotional problems.

2806. Gregory, Lyman Early. A personnel study of head football coaches
in the AA high schools of Texas. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. t. C.

2807. Gustke, Clarence R. Teaching combinations of men physical education
teachers in junior and senior high schools of West Virgipia. Master's, 1940. Ohio
Univ. 83 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses
. . 1940: 24)

Finds that 76 different subjects were listed by the 328 men Physical education teacher;as being taught in the junior and senior high schools; that 101 teachers had a teachingmajor or minor in physical education and 155 were iertified to teeth tbe subject; and that
37 teachers who had majored or minored in physical education were teaching subjects otberthan physical education.

2808. Hauer, Nelson. Problems of beginnjng school shop Instructions. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Louisiana State, lAbsteact in: Louisiana State %university. Bulb-
tin, vol. 82 N. S.: 192-03)

Indicates Abet trade instructors had the greatest Ember of problems; that industrialarts' instructors with trade experience bad the least ; and industrial arts instructors with-out trade experience ranked second.
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2809. Hollingsworth, Bata Welsh. An Investigation of the diversity of school

subjects taught by teachers of mathématics in the Louisiana high school& Mas-

ter's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university; Bulle-

tin, vol. 32 N. S.: 19847)
Concludes that the majority of high school students ao not receive instruction from

teachers who have épecialised in the study of mathematics.

2810. Jefferies, Arch H. The status of the teacher of industrial -arts in

Kansas. Master's, 1940. Colo. Igt. poll. of Ed.

2S11. Jennings, Maiden Belt. The stability of the teaching profession In
Wythe County. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 94 P. ms.

2812. Kennard, -William G. The- physical health status of teachers in 10
cleveland serondary whoa% RS revealed by a questionnaire study. Master's, 1939.

Ohio Univ. O p. not. (Abstrict Os: Ohio uniiersity.. Abstracts of master's
theses . . 1939: 89)

rindino relationship between the heiilthetatus of the teacher and the amount of ibeence.
Recommends the promotion of a health program for teachers.

2813: Kerbow, Alva Lee. The activities -and attitudes of Houston pubjic
school teachers. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 3)

2814. Kerby, Muriel. An investigation of the desirable teaching'personality

.Recording to student opinion. Masfer's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 125 p.

Describes the personality traits of the best liked and least liked teachers as given by
students; finds that 54 percent of tilt students felt that their best liked teacher was their
best teacher ; finds that 46 percent of the students chose as their best teacher someone who
was stritter about their work than their best liked teacher. Concludes that tbe importance
of various teacher characteristics varied with different age groups and wili4Ilifferent ability
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2815. Leach, James X. Status of physics teaching in Pennsylvania 'sigh

schools. Master's, 1940. Duke. 151 p. ms.
nts results of a questionnaire bmitted Ao 363 high school teachers of physics,cleXsu

ing "reasons for teaching tbe subject, teaching procedures, equipment, objectives,
and recommendations for improvement,

Houstosi public school system. Master's, 1940. Agr. and Mech. Coil. of Texas.
2810. Lowry, Burris Howard. The status of a classroom teacher in the

59 p. ms.

2817. Luno, Chly Albert. Professional activities of vocational agriculturil
teacheri in liouislana during the summer months. Master's, 1939. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 110)

Determines, by a survey of a diary submitted by 54 agricultural teachers, Ahe kind and
number of professional activities participated 1n the number of teachers participating in
each professional activity, and the number of hours devoted to each professional acpvity
from June 1 to September 5, 1938.

2818 McCool, L. Edward. The teaching load of musIC teachers in Indiana.
Matter's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 40 p. ms. (Abitract in: Indiana State teachers
college. Teachers college journal, 11 156, July 1940)

Surveys "the teaching load of 1,022 music teachers. Finds that 35.1 petcent taught in
two departments, 16.5 percentt taught in three departments, and 3.3 percent taught in
font departments, while 44.7 percent taught only music.

2819. McFarland; Blanche Bagley. A personnel study of all the duties, cur-
ricular, extracurricular, and social, that lire performed by the commercial teach- .

ers in Texas. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2820. Main, Herald P. A personnel study of the rural teachers of Sioux
County, Iowa. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
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2821. Mather ly, Marion L A survey of the teacher load in the secondaryschools of Van Zandt County. Master's, 1940. Texas.
2822. Mathews, Lee Howard. Qualities associated with teaching efficiency.Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

2823. Xecham, Geofte P. A study of emotional instability of teachers andtheir pupils. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. 141 p. ms.
Studies the effect of the emotions of 84 teachers on 2,473 pupils during a 18-week period.Finds that teachers who were emotionally unaltable, tended to have emotionally unstablePUISUL

*Mt Meister, Carl S. Survey of teachers' avocations, their variety, andfrequency. Master's, 1940. New York. 47 p.
Finds that the teachers have varied and numerous physical, mental, and social interests,and that their school duties leave them with lees leisure time pan is desirable.
2825. Merrell, Julia ,Grace. Some problems in professional adjustment en-

countêibed by first year elemenftry teachers graduating from California Statecolleges in 1938. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
2826. Milhous, Ivan Clendenon. The reactions of the Des Moines teachersto various factors in their occupational and living environment. Doctor's, 1940.Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 66)
Analyses replies of 835 teacher4 to a teacher reaction blank given to teachers in DesMoines in the spring of 1939. Finds that they listed 201 different satisfactory and 901unsatisfactory sillPtions-
2827. =lane, Sister Mary Carmelita. Survey of personal influence of

teachers as attested by adults. Master's, 1940. St, Louis.
2828. Miller, Wayne. The status of commercial teachers in a selected groupof Ohio high schools. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 5 p. ms.
Surveys the training, experience, status, teaching load, and salary of commercial teachersin selected Ohio high schools, grouped according to sine of enrollment Finds bOter statusand remuneration in large city schools. Recommends that commercial teachers acquirebusiness experience and keep abreast of new developRents in business methods.
2829. Milliken, Gertrude Elizabeth. The status of the teachers of adult

homemaking education in Missouri. limiter's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorado studies, General series (A) , vol. 26, no. 8: 86)

Studies the academic training, teaching experience, economic 1110t us, and cultural oppor-tunities of these teachers. Finds most of the teachers well fittdi for their work in this

2830. Nicholls, Wayne Harold. The status of niece') teachers in Nebraska
public high schools. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.

2831. Nordeen, Verne Theodore. The industrial arts teacher and athletic
coach combination in schools of western Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.no p.

Discusses tbe training, dupes, and subject matter combinations of industrial arts teachersin this locality. Presents ihe present status of the industrial arts teacher-athletic coachcombination in these schools.

2832. Ortberg, Elmer G. A case study of teachers' contractual status. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Iowa.

2833. Pluenneks, Charles Conrad. A factual survey of the teaching load inselected four year Texas high pchools for the school year of 1936-87. Master's,1940. Texas.
2884. Posey, Cecil. Education as a profession in Oregon (Materials to beused In describing education as a career in Oregon). Master's, 1940. Oregon.
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2835. Powis, Sister Miriam Leone, Teaching loads in the Catholic high

schools of the diocese of Brooklyn. Master's, 1940. St. Johns. 106 p. ms.

2836. Rechtenick, Joseph. Irritability and nervous gestures among teachers
in two types of classroom situations. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New

York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940. 54 p.

Attempts to determine the extent to which the classroom situation is a factor in the emo-
tional'behavior of teachers by comparing teacher behavior in different classroom situations.
Studies 64 teachers drawn from 16 schools in New York City, eight of which operated under
the experimental activity program, and the others operated under fhe traditional curritulum.
Finds no reliable difference in the average frequency of occurrence of signs of iriltability or
nervous habits between the teachers in.the attivity classrooms and tbe teachers in the tradi-
tional. classroom ; that the size of the class is an important factor in the frequebcy of
teacher irritability in the activity classrooms and hu little effect ifi the non-activity class-
rooms ; tl*t among the teachers in the traditional classrooms, the older and more experi-
enced teachers were generally less irritable than the yotinger and less experienced teachers;
that increased experience in the activity program tends to make for less nervousness in the
teaching situation that activity teachers seem to be less disturbed than traditional teachers
by the behavior of pupils which conflict with the exercise of the teacher's authority in the
classroom ; and that a non-irritable teacher may be a dull, apathetic teacher who shows no
interest or enthusiasm in her teaching. Emphasises the importance of small classes if tbe
activity program is to accomplish the most desirable results in terms of wholesome relation-
ship between the teacher and the pupils.

2837. Sabine, John Randall. An investigation of the difference between men
and women teachers, with particular attention to their attitudes toward pupils'
behavior. Master's, 1040. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies,
General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 106)

Attempts to determine the difference, if any, between the attitudes of men and women
teachers toward undesirable behavior among high school pupils ; to what extent a course in
mental hygiene will modify the attitudes of teachers toward undesirable behavior among
pupils; and to what extent the attitudes of teachers igree with those of Mental hygienists
and psychiatrists. Concludes that men and women teachers agree closely Its to the frequency
of ocCùrrencà of undesirable behavior traits among boys and girls ; that they are in close
agreement as to the seriousness of these behavior traits ; that men teachers consider as most
serious more traits that transgress standards of morality and integrity than do women
teachers; and that men teachers regard undesirable personality traits as more serious than
do women teachers. Indicates that a course in mental hygiene should be included in
teacher-training program*.

I 2838. Sharadin, Margaret. Services of the physical education instructor in
the follow-up hetiltb program. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 237 p. ms.

2839.. Biggins, Margaret Elizabeth. The status of the teacher of one room
rural schools in California. Master's, 1927. California. 63 p. ms.

2840. Stark, Norman Trenary. Definitions of words and terms in the teacher
personnel field. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 09 p. ms.

Formulates definitions for approxfinately 435 words and terms commonly used in the field
of teacher. personnel.

2841. Stephens, Cecil Olga. The educational status of normal training critic
teachers in the State of Iowa. Master's, 1940. Drake. 30 p. ms.

2842. Stocker, Chester George. Teacher load in ipubM secondary schools.
Doctor's, 1940. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1940. 82 p.

Analyses teacher load reports of 2,206 teachers in 115 accredited schools. Studies the
Iluties assigned to tbe teacher ; the relation between toad* load and sise of school, subject
field, school organisation, and sex of teachers, Finds inequalities in teaching load in schools
of various sums and In different subject Gelds.

*Ma Sullivan, John Cavanaugh. A study of the social attitudes and in-
formation on public problems of women teachers in secondary schools. Doctor's,
1940. T. O., CoL Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia" university, no
142 p. (Contriblitions to education, no. 791)
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Attempts to determine to what extent religious preference is a factor in the social attitudesand information on public prohlema among women in secondarp education. Studies the reli-gious preferences of 1,479 white women 'secondary school teachers,.and of 24+ Sisters teach-ing in Roman Catholic parochial schools. Finds that there are differences in social attitudesand in information on public problems among the groups selected on the basis of religiouspreference and that the Sisters are more conservative in social attitudes than the totalpopulation of public-school teachers.1

e
2844. Thiyer, J. A. A study of the physical education teachers of the puhlte1/4 'schools of the State of Arizona. *aster's, 1940. Arizona St. t. O. 682 p. ms.
2845. Van Zandt, Mildred. An inventory of effective teacher-pupil contacts.Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. \ (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstractsof theses, researches completed, and bibliôgraphy of publications, 16: 408-414)
Attempts to determine the kinds of teacher-pupil contact which high school pupils find mosthelpful and to what extent these contacts are beinemade. Analyses tree responses sub-mined by 8,283 seniors enrolled in 27 representative high schools in eight counties ofwestern Pennsylvania. Recommends that more time be given to informal contacts betweenteaclier and pupil ; that an effort be made to minimise the importance of teachers', marks ;that more consideration be given to the quiet, mediocre, self-effacing pupil in both theclassroom and in extracurricular activities ; that extracurricular activities be reinvigoratedand revitalised; that provisions be niade for more adequate instruction -in correct socialforms; and that a continucals and persistent ffort be made to help pupils improve thequality of their thinking.

2846. Vikan, Walter Leonard. A manual for Brighton (Colorado) highschool teacher*. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colo-rado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 124)V

Piesents a manual of information for teachers of the high school to enable them to giveunified interpretation to school practices and procedures. Describes fundamental aspectsIf the community, organisation of the school, program of studies, and student organiutions.
2847. Wiley, Alice. An evaluation of a )home visitation prikam in a sub-urban community. Master's, 1940. Bowling Green. 84 p. ms. (Abstract in:Bowling Green State university.. Abstracts of masters° theses, 1935-1940; 66-67)
Studies tbe home visitation program of Garfield Heights. Ohio, to determine tbe benefitsderived from it, by analysing replies to a questionnaire given t6 every teacher who madehome visits; and replies to a qilestionnaire sent to parents of the children visited. Con-cludes that teachers gain a more sympathetic 9nderstanding of the child and his problems;and teachers have an opportunity to learn about the children's hobbles and leisure timeactivities. Recommends that the program be crawled.
2848. Wilson, Lucille Dante. An attempt to predict teaching success. Mas-ter's, 1940. Kansas, 150trznsi.
2849. Wilson, William. The approach to the teaching of history. Master's,1940., East Texas St. T. C. 58 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers

college. .Graduate studies, 1940: 65-66)
Describes the qualities of the history teacher.which act as limiting factors in his success.
2850. Wilson, William Henry. A search for a working philosophjr% the

Oassroorti teacher. Mastetr's, 1940. Washington. 95 p. ms. .

APPOINMENT AND TENURE
2851. Baxter, Lindty C. Standards of teacher selection in New Jersey

communities y/ith fewer than 25 teachers. Master's, 1940. New York. 40 p. me.
Describes the selection of teachers, methods of obtaining data on prosiective teachers, andstandards for their selection. Concludes that the small systems in New Jersey follow, in ageneral way, the approved procedure of teacher selection ; that tbe qualifications of teachersare placed on a high plane; that there are no definite, uniform methods of semi* dataen prospective teachers, although the majority seem to consider the personal iiterviewof major importance, followed by records made in training school. Recommends the prepa-ration of a handbook setting forth the best wodern Ochool board procedures, and therelations between the supervising prinCipal and the board; and the passage of seboO1 lawsgiving the superintendent the right to nominate aU teachers.-
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2852. Boyd, George T. Teacher-employment In Arizona. Master's, 1940.
ArtFona. 33 p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, v61. 34 :

Studies teacher turnover in Arizona from 1936 to 1940, inclusive. Concludes that the
rate of turnOver varies inversely si tbe size of the school ; that turnover varies inversely
an the level of the school ; that there is little difference between the turnover amsing men
and among women ; that the chief causes of turnover are, securing a better position, mar-
riage, and dismissal ; and that about 26 percent of the teachers are new each year.

2853. Burkett, Luther R. Tenure and transciency of Fannin County teachers
from 1985-39. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 72 p. ms. (Abstract in:
East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1040: 15-16)

Compares tbe rate of turnover in the county and that in Nebraskit, Indiana, and other
independent districts in Texas. Recommends that the employing power be centralised in
the hands of the county superintendent; and that tenure legislation be adopted on a Stet,-
wide beefs. .10

2854. Dobbin, Glenn. Residence as a factor in teacher apppintment. Ws-
ter's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 46 p. in&

Attempts to determine the extent to which residence is a factor In the employment of
teachers in the elementary and. secondary schools of southeastern Karma. Finds-that 28
percent of the elementary teachers were local as compared to 13 percent of the secondary
teacher*

2855. Greene, David Lyman. . Balancing the Competition for-teachers. Doc-
tor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Abstracts of dissects:
Hops . : 2%43)

\Assumes that the competition for teachers among public school districts is markedly
unhaInced, andlhat the interests of both the students and the teachers would be fetter
served if the interdistrict competition for teachers were approximately balanced. Studies
the attractiveness to the teachers of the secondary schools of California.

'2856. Halprin, Jack. The teacher tenure problem. Master's, 1940. New
Jersey St. T. C. 75 p. ma.

Analyzes existing tenure laws and evaluates them in terms of criteria commonly accepted_
when the laws were enacted. Studies the fundamental problems of indefinite tenure epd
evaluates the common claims made for tbe practice.

2857. Lacer, Charles Vernon. Study of turnover and teacher adjustment
in the small school. Master's, 1940e Washington. 135 ms.

Studies teacher turnover and adjustment in a small school. Evolves a plan tor improving
adjustment by including the superintendent or principal, board of education, parent teacher
association, the church, civic and social clubs. newspapers, other teachers, the teacher her-
self, and the training school in some phase of teacher adjustment and orientation.

2858. Longman, Walter L.° Teacher placement. Master's, 1940. ArIzoni.
128 p. ms. (Abstract in: UniTersity of Arizona record, vol. 84: 46-47)

Surveys and evaluates the organisation, methods, and techniques employed by teacher
placement bureaus of land-grant colleges, State universities, commercial placement agencies,
and selected institutions of higher learnlig in the western States. Finds that institutional
placement bureaus are growing in number and efficiency, while commercial agencies are
decreasing in numbers; that placement bureaus are justified by the service they render to
the state and to the individuals served. N.

2859. Lund, John. An inquiry Into the -qualifications of 369 selected appli-
cants for high school teaching positions. Doctor's, 1988. Yale. 239 p. ms.

2860. Lyles, Carl C. A personnel stidy of the teachers of Gibson County,
Indiana. Master% 1980. Ind. St. T. C. 110 p. ms. (Abstract iss: Indiana State
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 11 : 142, July 1940)

Studies the ages, occupations, and economie statuti of the"families from which they come,
general and professional training, and experience of the teachers in the public schools.

2861. Mower, Charles E. An evaluation of teacher tenure in Pennsylvania.
Master's, 1940. Arizona. 103 p. ma. (Abstract iii: University of Arizona record,
voL, at: ) .
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*Shows the events which led up to the enactment of du tenure law in Pennsylvania.
Studies the attitude of various groups toward tenure before and after enactment of the lastShows the effect of the law on the school situation within the State.

2862. Newman, D. Autrey...» Some factors influencing teacher selection in
certain Arkanias schools. Muter's, 1946. l'eabody. 3 p. m&

Studies teacher selection methods in four Arkansas city ecbool systems. FiRds that nonew teachers were employed wbo were past 35 years of age; that no married women wereemployea as teachers in any of these @Teems; that training was the most important factorin the selection of teachers ; that employers requested recommendations from former em-ployers and from college professors; and 'that personal interviews were required prior to
employment.

2863. Parkinso , Vert Frost Tenure of high school teachers in four south
'Mississippi Co esN19378-38. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 60 p. ms.

2864. Roberta, James Brodie. Factors and techniques inxolved in teacher
selection in Texa& Master's, 1040. North Teias St. T. C.

2865. .113t. Clair, William F. Teacher turnover in Alabama durin)g tbe _situ
1937411. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 168 p. ms.

2866. Sarnia:, James Edwin. A survey of sick leave in .Arizona schools:
Master's, 1940. Ariz. jit. T. C., Tempe.

t2807. Smith, Henry Lester and Eic9tt, R. Poster. Teacher' tenure in Indiana
and the courts. Bloomington, Indiana university, 1i)40. 81 p. (Bulletin of the
SchOol of education, voL 113, no. 8)

Tram the development of relative to. teacher tenure; and the application of lawsrelative to teacher tenure u revealed by appeal cases. Describes the making of tbe coo-
traCt, capacity to contract, the constitutionality of indefinite tqnure laws, reasons for die-
missing the school employee, and legal remedies available to the teacher.

2868. Smith, Stephen E. Public school personnel selection. Master's, 19401
Oregon Elt. ColL IZ p, ms.

2869. Snow, Foetus Cornelius. The selection of teachers in Oklahoma scho4
'district& Doctor's, 1940. Oklahoma.

oe !Vetch, Clarence T. Certain factors in the selection and appointment
of teacher* Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 95 p. ms.

2871. Weldon, Everett Teacher tenure In Upshur COunty, Texas, 1934-39
Muter's, 1940. East Texas St T. C. 89 p. ma. (Abstract in: Eut Texas
State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 64)

Finds that the causes of teacher turnover are: Dismissal, professional study., maritalstatus, entrance into another field of work, professional advancement, and; transiency ofadministrators.

CERIVICATION

2872. Allard; Morris S. A history of statutory rules and regulations relative
to teacher certification in Texas. Master's, 1940. East texas St T. C. 118 p. ms.
(Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 19401 6-7)

Nutmeg the rules and regulations governing the issuince of teaching certificates bycounty and State examinations, summed normal institutes, summer normal schools, tucker-traininroolleges, and universities. Stresses the abolition of the permanent certificate, andmaking continuous service and study prerequisite to continued validation of a teacher'scertificate.

2873. Allen, 41fred Thomas. Interstate certification of Industrial arts teach-
ers for secondary itellOols. Muter's, 1989. Oregon et. 292 p. ms.
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2874. Aycock, J. Buell. The certification ot elementary ichool teachers in
Loana from 1854 to 193& Doctor's, 1939. Louisiana State. (latract
L4Suisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 82 MI.: 100-103)

Compares the practices of the certification of teachers in Louisiana with the regulations
and practices adopted In other State& Finds that standards and practices of certification
of elementary school teacbers in Louis lane compare favorably with those of other States, and
that beginning in 1940 Louisiana will require four years of college training for elementary
school teachers.

%Z. Congdon, Charles Franklin. A study of principles of busine ss. teacher
certification with suggested standards for the Territory of Hawaii. Master's,
1940. Hawaii. 134 p. ms.

2376. Deacon, ¡games William. A history of teacher certification in the State
of Souitic Dakota. Master's, 1940. Puget &mid. 99 p. ma

.1

2877. Gartin, Albert Lee. Current polities with reference to administrative
certificates in the United States. Master's, 1940. Okla.-A. & M. Coll. .

Deals with the laws and regulations of the various States that lane administrative
'certificates. Shows trends tioward the centralisation of authority for !boning certificates in
the State office of education ; toward a requirement for work toward tbe certificate tp be on
tbe graduate level; toward a requirement for specific courses in administration and super-
vision ; and toward the requirement of a certain amount ot experience in addition to college

'2878. Jackson, C. E. State rules and regulations governing the certification
of high school teachers. Upper Montclair, New. Jersey State teachers college,
1940. 21 p. (College studies bulletin)

Presents a summary of the prevailing requirements for tbe certification of teachers of
the academic subjects in the secondary schools of the Unite" States. Finds Abet authority
to grant certificates is centralised in State authorities in 45 States; that 21 States issue
only one type of Tertificate and 24 issue two ; that the' permanent or life certificate is not
granted in 15 States.; that 74 Initial certificates are valid for periodi ranging from 1 to 10
yearit that approximately 62 percent of tbe certificates are valid; for particular subjects
and about 80 percent are mstricted to grades of tbe junior or senlór high schools; that 37
States require an academic preparation represented by the bacheloes degree for certification
to teach in tile high schools; that 13 States require background cOurses for 25 certificates;
that 39 States require specialisation in at least one haching field, 25 in two, and 9 require
three; that professional preparation la requisite in all States for all certificates ; and that 41
States require student teaching for 58 of the secondary certificates they issue. ,

2879. %%erg, Adriánne and Shroyer, Lana 4. A survey of the certification,
preparation, experience, salary, and employment status of elementary and high
school teachers in Kansas for the year1939-40. Master's, 1940. pins. St. T. C.,
Emporia. Emporia, Kansas State teitchers college, 1940. 50 p. (Bulletin of
information, vol. 20, no. 9. Studies In education number. Twenty-first of the
series)

Recommends that the period of teeacher training be Increased; that the certification level
be raised; that salaries be raised in order to kngthen the tenure of the teachers; that a
strong retirement law be passed ; that uniform organization report blanks be requind of
elementary as well as liigh school teachers; and the creation of a strong central clearing
bOulle for educational information. Suggests that the tax system be revised so that the
schools may receive a fair amount of money with which to carry on their necessary
projects.

228P. McLaughlin, Kenneth Floyd. An analysis of State requirements 'for
the renewal of teaching certiOcates. Muter's, 1640. Iowa.

2881. Mason, tlwood Boyd. Teacher certification in Maryland since 1900.
Piaster's, 19401 Duke. 191 p ma.

Presents á history of legislation and of actual conditions from 1900 to 1929.

2882. liowry, Loyd W. State certification requireme;Its for non-resident
teacher& Master's, 19404 Colo. Elt. Coll. of Ed.
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2883. Samuelson, John Turner. Survey and analysis of the present Statecertification requirements for teachers and supervisors of public school music.Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 99 p. ms.
Gives a concise report on the present State certification requirements for teachers andsupervisors of public school music, arri.inged alphabetically by the name of the State.
2884. Sherman, William Marian. Certification df liklustrial arts teachers:n the United States. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 68 p. ins.
Indicates that there is a trend toward State control of teacher certipeatIon, and thatStates are improving their standards for certification.

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENT
2885. Bork, Herbert Arnold. A statistical study of a retirement programfor the faculties of the Oregon State system of higher education. Master's, 1940.Oregon St. Coll. 53 p. ms. 4
2886. Fleagle, Harold. A study of teachers' retirement systems. Master's,1939. Bowling Green. 117 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bowling Green State university.Abstracts of masters; theses, 1935-1940: 33-34)
Analyzes replies to questionnaires sent to the several States relative to teachers' retire-ment systems. Finds that the northein and southwestern States are fairly well committedto State-wide provisions for teachers; that six States have proposed plans, and 10 Stateshave made no attempt to provide retirement provisions for teachers; that most of thesystems are in a period of transition; that the systems vary in soundness and adequacy ;that rates of teacher contribution range from nothing to five percent ; that retirement is ona basis of from 15 to 36 years of service, and some States provide a low retirement allow-ance for disability. Recommends the passage of Federal laws requiring the establishmentof teacher retirement systems in all the States, and improvements in the administration ofthe system.

2887. Ruevitch, George. A descriptive and critical analysis (if state-wideteacher retirement in the United States. Master's,1939. Minnesota.
Analyses laws governing teacher retirenrnt Finds that retirement systems vary greatlyin type and effectiveness; and that choice of a good retirement system depends largely onconditions affecting teaching within the State and community.
2888. Shields, Marvin Thomas. A survey of teacher retirement plans inthe United States with retommendations for a retirement plan for Georgia.Master's, 1940. Georgia. 50 p. ms.
Studies teacher retiremeni plans in 29 States, and suggests a retirement plan for Georgia.
2889. Sprouse, W. Lloyd. Expansion and reorganization of teacher retire-ment systems in the United States since 1920. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. 240P.

a 2890. Troge, Ralph F. A study of the status of retired teachers in California.Doctor's, 1940. Oregon.
.

RATING

L. 2891. Hessinger, Mary Elizabeth. The history of rating teachers in-servicezip(' student teachers. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 255 p. ins. (Abstract in:Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' thebes . . 1940: 28)
Shows a need for aceepell standards for rating by which the superior teacher may bedifferentiated farm the one who does not have the qualities required or is slipshod in metand manner of teaching. Concludes that recently rating scales have been simplified,more concrete, are more'nearly free from bias, are more objective, and are a truer expsion of the qualities sought in teachers.
2892. Lancaster, Earl R. An analysis and evaluation of teacher rating bystudents as shówii by a sttidy in the Corunn# high school. Master's, r.Michigan. ,
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2893. McCollom, Ivan Newton. The influence of philosophical viewpoints
on teacher rating. Doctor's, 1940. Cols). St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 1)

2894. Spençe, Charles Horace. A study of relationship between the ratitigs
of Texas high school teachers and items of professional information. Master's,
1940. Texas.

SALARIES

2895. Albritton, James Thomas. A ',Andy of the economic status Qf rural
white teachers in Geneva, Houston and Henry Countries, Alabama. Master's,
1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 56 p. ms.

2896. Cleland, Robert Bruce. The Amarillo salary study os a means of
securing salary readjustments. Master's, 1940. Texas.

2897. Dobler, W. L. Travel allowances for vocational agriculture teachers
in Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 37 p. ms.

Stddies the travel, while on duty, of 50 vocational agriculture teachers. Finds that
41.eacbers on a mileage travel basis travelled slightly more thail those/-on an allowance.

2898. Eggleston, Glenn O. study of pragtices regarding pay for absentee
teachers in the State of Kansas. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia.
47 p. ms.

1 )
2899. Graham, William Arthur. Monthly salaries' of wkite teachers in

selected Alabama cities. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 146 p. ms.
2900. Griffith, John Stuart. A study of teacher's salary schedules. Master's,

1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 47 p. ms.
Analyzes reports from 141 school systeme in Washington. Concludes that the single

salary schedule is not the practice in a majority of Washington schools ; and that where
schedules have been adopted, they are commonly violated, subject to annual exceptions, and
frequentlA not put into effect as more than an expression of.some future intention of the
board otreducation.

2901. Hill, Joseph Blackburn. The constructign of equivalent salary scifed-
ules for teachers. Doctor's, 1940. California.

Attempts to develop a method by which salary schedules may be constructed which, while
giffering in many of the usual ways, equal in present value the expected earnings of an
entering teacher, and expected annual per teacher cost to the school district. Provides for
the construction of salary schedules differing in pattern but equal in total présent value of
payments to teachers who remain in service throughout the period covered by tfib schedules,
and the adjustmegt of such schedules so that the savings expected to result from teacher
withdrawals will be used in increased salary paymentt;.

2902. Jones, Roy E. A sty of teachers' salariei, minimum salliry laws, and
retirement systems for wbite teachers in the public schools of the United States.
Master's, 1940. .Ind. st: T. C. 59 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers
college. Teachers Journal, 11 : 157, July 1940)

Finds that minimum salary laws have not acted as a barrier against higher wages, though
the wage increments are smell ; that 21 States have minimum salary laws; and that 34
States had laws which establish or permit the establishment of teachers' retirement systems.
Shows that there is a conspicuous lack of uniformity in salary schedules, training require-
ments, and retirement systems.

2903. Magnuson, Westly Warren. Salaries and salary schedules for the
small school in Montana. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2904. Marshall, Donald. A study of the relation of amount óf training to
certain factors in the economic andrial status of Louisiana teachers. Master's,
1939. Louisiana State. (Abstrac in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol.
32 N. S. : 18748)

Studies the relation of amount of training of 881 white elementary school teachers in
Louisiana to various selected factors in the economic and social status. Concludes that
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aamount of traiping is related in some degree to type of school in which employed, number. of professional and non-prkessional books and magazines purchased or subscribed for, num-ber of affairs attended, and amount of money spent for life insurance; that amount oftraining is negatively ielated in some degree to tenure in present position, number ofdependents, automobile ownership, and money spent for professional activities.
2905. Mason, Clarence W. History of public school salaries in Maryland.Master's, 1940. Duke. 180 p. ms.
Traces the history of salaries of State, county, and local educators from the earliest times,and includes the legal history and &verage salaries paid.
2906. Miner, Geprge Douglas. The relationship between various social, po-41001, and economic factors and salaries of California teachers. Doctor's, 1940.

la.
ta on teachers' salaries In 41 California Counties and finds little relationshipsale es and gang of these factors..

Newberry, Floyd Earl. A comparative study of the income and ex-peiditur"öt the pub1if school teachers of Woodward County, Oklahoma, for
1939-40. Master'st;194. Okla. A. & M. Coil.

Concludes that the-incomes received by the school teachers are inadequate to providethe necessities of life for the teachers and their dependents, to provide opportunities forprofessional advancement needed in many of the schools of the county, to provide for retire-ment in old age, and to induce the high-school graduate of upper rank to choose schoolteaching as a vocation.

2908. Nicholson, Miller. Oregon teacher credit unions. Master's, 1940.
Oregon.

2909. Owens, Charles Sterling. An analysis of the spending habits of Nei'
Mexico public school teachers. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 92 p. ms.

2910. Shannon, J. R. A comparison of teachers' salaries in Indiana withthose of comparable governmental employees and other workers. Teachers col-lege journal, 12 1-13, September 1940. (Indiana State teachers college)
Concludes that the average salary of public-school teachers in Indiana is approximatelythe same as that for teachers of the United States as a whole ; that teachers in townshipschools of Indiana receive lower salaries than teachers in city or town schools of theState; that there are wide differences in teachers' salariell between different urban corpora-tions and between different rural corporations of Indiana.
2911. Terrebonne, Linus P. Economic status of the white teacher in Louisi-

ana outside of Néw Orleans. Doctor's, 1940. Louisiana State.
2912. Vick, Robert Joseph. A statistical analysis of salaries of Louisiana'high school teachers. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract im: Louisiana

State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 198)
Attempts to determine differences in salaries of Louisiana public high school teachers onthe bases of length of service in present position, total experience, else of school, and typeof degree. -

2913. Wilkins, ideritt X. The correlation of scholarship index to salary.Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 28 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers
college. Teachers college journal, 11 : 137, July 1940)

Compares the salaries and scholarship indexes of graduates of Indiana State teacherscollege for the school year 198849. Concludes that the lowest paid teachers are not thoseof the lowest scholarship index, aqd the highest paid teachers are not those of the highestscholarship index.

2914. Wooden, Henry A. An analysis of certain faciors associated with
teachers' use of credit. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2915. Wright, Roy Hugh. Salaries of northern neck teachers. Master's,
1940. Virginia. 206 p. ma.
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2916. Conway, Walter L. Supply and demand of elementary and rural
school teachers in the years 1936-37 and 1937-38 in Montana. Master's, 1940.
Montana.. 63 p. ms.

2917. Garrison, Carolyn W. Teacher demand as revealed by vacancies re-
ported to the educational placement bureau of Temple university from 1935 to
1938. Master's, 1939. Temple. 105 p. ms.

SUBSTITUTES

2918. Gibbs, Virginia Joyce. A study of the problems of a substitute
teacher. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 106 p. ms.

Attempts to show the problems with which a teacher with a particular environmental
background, was confronted when she was a substitute teacher. Points out that the
substitute teacher is successful insofar as she is aware that she is both a participant
and an observer in the role of substitute teacher.

2919. Wagenbaur, Dorothy E. Problems of substitute teacher's. Master's,
1940. Temple. 80 p. ms.

COLLEGE PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS

2920. Crittenden, Oda Pauline. A study to determine the characteristics of
effective application letters for teachers, with particular reference to college
positions, as influenced by reports from 65 college and university presidents and
an analysis of 65 sample letters of application for college positions. Master's,
1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2921. Ford, Evelyn O. A history of the mathematicians in the colleges and
the University of Mississippi. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 166)

Studies the educational qualifications and works of mathematicians in Mississippi colleges
from their establisliment to the present.

2922. Garrison, Lloyd Amos. Junior college teachers : their academic and
professional education. Doctor's, 1940. Yale. 173 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the academic and professional qualifications of teachers now in
service in selected Junior colleges; to determine the professional responsibilities carried by
junidr college teachers ; to determine ways in which teaching in public junior colleges
differs from that in high schools and senior colleges. Offers suggestions on the preparation
of Junior college teachers.

2923. Hawley, Otis Everett. The status of selected college and university
administrators in the Southwest. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 105 p.

Finds that more administrators who received their training in the Southwest remained
in that region than is true of any other region.

2924. McElroy, Frank D. A study of the faculty personnel of 83 State teach-
ers colleges. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university.
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 31 : 187-93)

'Attempts to determine the actual training and experience of the face* of 38 State
.teachers colleges in the upper ranges of the Mississippi Valley in the school year 1938-84;
their growth in training in recent years and the forces which brought about the change
in training. . Shows that many of the institutions are still in the period of transition from
the normal school to the teachers college. Shows the influence of several educational
associations on the training And experience required for faculty members of teachers col-
leges. Offers suggestions for raising the standards for tbe teaching personnel of these
colleges.

2925. Mead, John Fremont. The effective and the ineffective junior college
teacher. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coil. of Ed. (Field study no. 8)
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ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOLS .11

2926. Anderson, Clarence R. History and administration of land grants 'to
public schools in Montana. Master's, 1940. Montana. 198 p. ms.

2927. Anneberg, Frank 3. A study of public school accidents in Kansas
City, Missouri. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 46 p.

2928. Arnholt, Wallace L. An evaluation of the Bellevue, Ohio, public
- scliools. Master's, 1939. Bowling Green. 80 p. ma: (Abstract in:i Bowling

41theses,Green State university. Abstracts of masters' 1935-1940: 3-4)
Suggests improvemen its in the school buildings and uipment. Discusses the curriculum ;

financing the schools ; educational and personnel dqielopments1 and the sight-saving pro-
gram in effect in the elementary school, and the development of .the use of visual aids
in the schools.

2929. Babcock, Mildred D. Democratic practices in educational adminis-
tration and supervision. Doctor's, 1940. . New York. 541 p. ms.

Traces the developmeRt of democratic practices in our educational institutions. Finds
democratic practices on all levels- of education, in different types of institutions, and in
many areas throughout the country.

2930. Bailey, Richard James. The preparation, certification, and selection
of personnel workers for the secondary schools cif the United States. Doctor's,
1940. New York: 478 p. ms.

Offers suggestions for the improvemebt of standaids of preparation, cerstillcation, and
selection based on personal traits ; graduate degrees; teaching experience; experience in
fields other than teaching ; specialisation in personnel work ; professiobal courses ; duties
of the dean, the general adviser and the vocaltional counselor ; certification ; and selection.

2931. Barnett, Thomas F. A study of the public school relations gitogram.
Master's, 1010. East Texas St. T. C. 95 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State
teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 11-12)

Discusses the various problems involved in the launching of a public relations pro-
gram for schools; the newspaper, school publications, the ratpo, and the motion picture as
they relate to a school relations program. Enumerates and evaluates attaletic contests,
land concerts, parades, dramatics, commencement programs, sciiool 'exhibits, patrons' day,
and parent teacher associations as to their contribution Ito the interpretation of the school.

2932. Billings, Norman Adolph. Assembly practicei and proCedures in 80
Texas schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

2933. Braxton, James Thomas. A study of the elementary assembly of
Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2934. Breeding, Edith Simpson. The registrar in the secondary hchool.
Master's, 1940. Ttexas.

2985. Breternitz, Louis A. The administration, organization, and staff per-
sonnel of selected three, four, and six year high schools in Nebraska. Doctor's,
1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field no. 1)

2936. Brown, Paiil Roosevelt. The derivation of a handbook for teachers in
the West Southern Pines school, Southern Pines, North Carolina. Master's, 1040.
MicOlgan.1

2937. Campbell, Don. Jerome. A handbook for board &embers and clerks
ot Oregon small school district& Master's, 1940. Oregon.' 188 p.

Discusses general information on the schools, teachers, length of school term, and attend-
ance in Oregon schools ; the school board, with its meetings, advisers, probibittions, and
lepl liabilities.; the dude', of the school clerk ; school finance; school ProPerty and* its
care ; the educational program, including the status of the teachers, compelsory attend-

ctirriculum, work with handicapped children ; teXtbooks, school libraries, and bean;
relations witb other districts through consolidsition, tuition fees for children from other
districts, and transportation. Gives a code of ethics for school boards,
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2938. Cash, Henley L. The relative advantages and disadvantages of differ-
ent types of school organi7.ation-6-3-3, 6-6, S-4, and f-4-4 plans. Master's,
1939. Kentuckf. 90 p. ms.

Gives a brief discussion of the various types of .school organization, including the history
of each type, ithe conditiona under which the types have operated, and the advantages and
disadvantages of each type as revealed in the points of view of leading educators.

2939. Christie, Marmaduke I'. The development of a program designed to
establish a better school:community relationship. Master's, 1940. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General ¡ivies (A),vol: 26, no. 3:
28)

Examines current school interpretation piactices. Shows that a suitable program de-
mands defintite organization of the entire staff, both professional, *and non-professional;
regular ancy frequent use of authentic information ; and major emphasis upon the child
and the school's work for him. Concludes with an interpretation calendar, designating
items to 'be given publicity alt prescribed times during the school year.

294,Y. Clark, Ella Ca Meta. An experimental evaluation of !the school excur-
sion,/ Doctor's, 1940. Minnespta. 281 p. ms.

(Flows that the pupils who took the excursion evinced greater interest in more phases of
tief topic and expressed a desire to carry on a greater number of voluntary activities a4ter
Itie unit was finished ; and that pupils who bad not taken the excursion expressed a desire

X,to do so. Finds that results of the informatiqn test indicate that in units on printing,
1i-transportation, and communication, the pupils who took the excursion benefitted ÌIgnlfi
canny mpre than did the control groups in wbich the excursion maiterial was presented by
other Wiens in the Classroom.

2941. Connell, H. B. .Noon hour recreation in the publicfiigh schools of Ohio.
Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 81 p. ms.

Finds that there is a noon hour recreation problem in the public high schools, which is
being met with varying degrees of success through a number of types ot programs.

2942. Craig, Veva pee. Community attitude toward certain factors in a
program of home and school relations. Master's, .1940.1 Mic4igan.

3. ljaul, George Cecil. The administration of the public schools of Jet-
fe son t rIsh since the Civil War. Master's, 1940. Tulane. (Abstract in:
B L'i n of Tulane university of Louisiana, series 41, no.. 15:18-29)

Traces the history of the public 'schools from 1860-1940.

2944. Davis, William Carlton. The school interpretation program of the
Memphis, Texas, independent school district. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract
in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A) , vol. 26, no. 3: 34)

Shows that the public endorsed the work of the schools following interpretative activity as
evidenced by increase in financial support and willing assumption of a heavier tax burden;
increase in public attendance at school programs, activities and games and in parent visits-.
tion of schools ; extension of parent-teacher work and organization of parent-teacher associa-
tions; improvement in pupil achievement as indicated by school marks and in average daily
attendance ; increase in number of rural pupils transferring to Memphis schools ; endorse-
ment of a four-year building program ; and approval of the expansion of the high schoq!
curriculum.

2945. Dennis, James Prank. Vocabulary of architectural térms for school.
administrator& Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

2946. Drinnen, Zelma B. K. Evolving a functional School 'program In the
Whitesburg community. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 112 p. ms.

Finds that emphasis on the social purpose of the school leads to better living among the
students. Shows the need for effective planning between the school and the community in
order that the school and community may work together in the achievement of &sired goals.

2947. Eid, Wendell Gerhard. The social and economic composition of school
boards in South Dakota, Slater% 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, 'no. 8: 39-40)

Examines the social and economic composition of boards of education in independent
school districts in South Dakota. Attempts to determine how such conditions as sex, Wax.
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riage, financial status, occupation, and formal education affect the attitudes of the members
towards education.

2948. Eisenhart, Charles R. A plan for an improved school-community rela-
tionshfp in Windsor central school. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

2949. Ellis, A. Caswell. What ought college. publicity to do? School and
society, 151: 630-35, May 18, 1940. (Western Reserve university)

*2950. Farnsworth, Philo T. Adaptation processes in public school systems
as illustrated by a study of five selected innovations in educational service in New
York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. Doctor's, 1938. , T. C., Col. Univ. New
York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 194Q. 138 p. (Contributions to
education, no. 801)

2951. Poison, Volmar Ashley. Pupil participation in opening of class periods
by parliamentary procedure. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University
of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 8: 44-45) .

Describes an experiment in which each of the 215 pupils in the Madrid, Iowa, high school
served as president and vice president of a class. Finds that parliamentary procedure used
to open each class period developed qualities .of leadership and self-expresmion, and accuracy'-
in attendance records was increased.

2952. Gardner, M. E. The duties and responsi6ilities of deans of boys in the
secondary school. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 87 p. ms.

Analyses the experiénce and training of deans in addition to the administrative, super-
visorr, teaching, and guidance duties of deans of boys. Finds that most of them have
responsibilities for teaching and administration in addition to their guidance duties.

4.

2953. Gill, Boss Maim The effects of scheduling on the junior high school
program. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh.

*2954. Grow, Harry Russell. The development of guiding principles and poli-
cies for the administration of the small school system. Doctor's,-1940. Nebraska.
Broken Arrow, Okla., Broken Arrow ledger, 1941. 62 p.

Discusses the problems in administering schools in communities of less than 2,500 popUla-
tion. Describes the development and validation of principles and policies for administering
such schools. Discusses the arelationihip between the superintendent of schools and the board
of education; the training and selection of the teachers for the small school ; financing the
schools through local, State, and federal aid; the design, construction, and use of space in
school buildings; and the selection of activities which will meet the peeds of the greatest
number of pupils and can be directed by the average teacher within the time provided for
school purposes. Shows that the offerings of the small school can be enriched by reorgan-
ising the curriculum to provide combination and alternation of subjects and grades, and
supervised correspóndence study.

29515. Hanson, Arnold Edward. An evaluation of 10 plans for reorganizing
local school units. .Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

2956. Harry, David P., jr. and Grace, Alonzo C. Tomorrow's citizens : a
study and program for the improvement of the New Orleans public schools.
Cleveland, Ohio, Western Reserve university, 1940.

2957. Ikaynes, Roy Wilhelm. How the child's time Is allocated in certain
schools of western Pennsylvania. Master's, 1940. Pittsburgh.

2958. Heagen, Ruth Wilson. A suggested plan of summer schools for Zazies'-
ville, Ohio, Waster's, 1940. Ohio State. 110 p.

2959. Hren, Sister Mary Louise. Trends in educational administration in the
diocese of Brooklyn, 1929-1989. Master's, 1940. St. Johns. 78 p. ms.

amp

in2900. lkola, Waino X. in analysis of news relating to education the
newspapers of the upper peninsula of Michigan during 1938. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.
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2961. Kemp, William Marvin. An analysis of public school publicity in the

daily and representative weekly newspapers of South Dakota. Master's, 1940.
Michigan.

2962. Kesler, Irma H. What the parents of Sugar Creek township expect of
the school and of the teacher. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 86 p. ms. (Ab-
st ract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 11 : 156, July
1940)

4

questionnaireAnalyzes 311 replies tos a sent to 506 parents of pupils in five different
schools. Finds that most of tbe paredts want the course of study revised ; that 70 percent
of them want the bus Ito call for their children ; that t3 percent of the parents feel that
the most important purpose of the school is to train children to be good American citizens ;
that 49 percent feel that married women should be allowed to teach ; that 97 percent feel
that a teacher should bave a college education ; and that 64 percent prefer a teacher who
allows more freedom in discipline.

2963. Knotts, Richard Bryant. Analysis of studies on formal discipline.
Master's, 1939. Oregon State. 117 p. nts.

2964. Lee, Donald Austin. Improvement of community school relationships.
AMaster's, 1940. Ohio State.

Describes a community-school recreation program designed to enable second and third
generation foreign born Children to meet the problems of adjustment of conflicting national
cultures.

2965. Lytle, William T. The iniplications of the community school concept
for the West Louisville, Kentucky, school. Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 130
p. ms.

2966. McCain, Jerry Clay: To determine and evaluate practices that are
used in classroom activity .involving the correction or prevention of discipline
problems. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2967. Macaulay, John X. The development of a noon hour program In the
consolidated school of Dayton, Iowa. Master's, 1940. Drake, 37 p. ms.

2968. McClanahan, Claudius Duncan. The exempted village as an adminis-
trative unit in the State school system of Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ.
144 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio University. Abstracts of master's theses . . .
1940: 31) ,

Studies the 64 replies to a questionnaire sent to the 79 exempted' village schopl districts
of Ohio. Indicates that the exempted village district should be preserved as an integral
part of the educitional sysym of Qhio.

2969. IticDavid, Finis Eugene. Some educational problems growing out of
the discovery of oil at &gore, Texas. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorad9 studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 79-80)

Discusses the problems of housing the new pupils, providing more teachers and equipment,
financing the educational program caused by the rapid increase, in population in the period
from 193142 to 193748.

2970. Macdonald,' Elizabeth Chandler. Regional and institutional influ-
ences in American

S
educational leadership as shown by certain seleeted adminis-

trators. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 64 p. ms.
Attempts to discover the regions of the United States and the institutions that are exerting

the greatept influence among certain administrators of present day education.

2971. McKinney, Albert J. A study of the treatment of education in the
daily newspapers in Honolulu. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 121 IN ms.

2972. Meek, Benjamin Franklin. Administrative problems involved in the
transition from the 11-grade to the 12-grade system 11 Texas schools. Master's
1940. Texas.
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2973. Millerberg, Joseph D. One-half century of change in the organization
and administration of the Salt Lake City school system. Master's, 1939. Utah.
140 p. ms.

2974. Wullett, John Selwyn. Public opinion on school issties, Irwin N.
Huntington school district Master's, 1940. Pittsburgh.

2975. Newsome, Chilton Levi. An administrative survey of Kilgore, Texas,
Public schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

Mg. O'Bryant, Charles W. A comparative study of the status' of publ
school administration in Kansas. Master's, 1940. Kane. St T. C., Emporia. 77
p.

2977. Owen, John Willis, Trends of thought 'Concerning' ioards of education
as revealed in articles appearing from 1929 to 1938 in tbe American school board
journal. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

2978. Perry, Barbara Helen. A study of disciplinary procedures and their
influence on personality development. Master's, 1989. Stanfad.

2979. Petersen, Robert G. A survey of school administration and organiza-
tion in Trempealeau C9unty, Wisconsin. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

2980. Ponder, Eak Richard. An analysis of educational conditions in the
four diverie areas of Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 151 p. ms.

Olo

Studies the races and types of students attending schools in these areas, the type of
teachers employed, size of areas, tax rates, population of the areas, amount of State aid,number of school districts, average enrollmentp and average daily attendance.

2981. Pratt, Kenneth. Administration of special education. Master's, 1940.
Ohio State. 36 p. ms.

2982. Pyle, William W. ThE relation between obserimble classroom atten-
tion and intelligence; Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 48 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college Journal, 11 : 151-52, July 1940)

Compares the IQ's and the attention quotients of the pupils of the seventh and eighthgrades of Out laboratory schools of the Indiana State teachers college. Concludes that
intelligence and observable classroom attention are related. .

2983. Reichley, Elmer Vincent A survey of the opinions of editors, ad-
ministrators, and laymen on the use of the nwspaper as an organ of interpreting
the public schools in Kansas communities of 1,000 to 5,000 population. Master's,
1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series
(A), vol. 26no. 3: 161-102)

Analyses replies to questionnaires sent to newspaper editors, school_ administrators, andlaymen in 106 Kansas communities. Finds that they all agree that the newspaper is tbebest organ of interpretation in these communities; that the interpreting program is fairly
continuous with most of its interests being directed to the extracurricular activities of tbe
schools ; that there is a relationship betWeen the layman's ability to read the news andthe extent to which he is informed by the newspaper ; that at present school news is written
in language not understandable to a large portion of tbe patrons.

2984. Ross, Clyde Harvey. An analysis of the school news appearing In
seven NaTarro County newspapers in so far as the news pertains to 12 school
districts. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

2985. Baltzmin, Basil George. A study of the methods used to interpret the
Cortez, Colorado, public ichoolis during the schools years 1987 to 1940. Masters',
1940. Colorado. (Abstract ;in: University of Colorado studies, General series
(A), vol. 26, no. 3: 167)

Analyzes data on the schools published in newspapei;e, data in school reports, programs,student paper, *no letters.
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2986. Scanlan, John William. The state and the nonstate school including
a consideration laof the support of the nonstate school. Doctor's, 1940. North-
western.

2987. Singer, Floyd W. Educationál news in four representative United
States newspapers. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 59 p. ins. (Abstract in: Ohio
university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1940: 46)

Concludes that newspapers are giving some attention to many educational subjects, but
the extent of consideration of such topics varies among the four papers; and that Amer-
ican nelispapers present an incomplete picture of American public school education.

2988. Smith, Lewis E. The causes of aiscipline problems and their treat-
ment : case studies of boys in a senior high school. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.
138 p. 1120.

4k Presents case studies of 12 boys whose school records were studied, and wbo were inter-
viewed at home in an attempt to find the cause of their discipline problems. Finds the
cafe study method of value in the diagnosis and treatment of discipline problems.

2989. Springer, Charles Irvin. The status and functions of deans 2f boys
in the public secondary schools of Indiana. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 127
p. ms.

Finds that tbe office of deal; of boys.is well established in schools of mere than 1.000
students; that deans have had little special training for their work ; that appmintment to
the position was more often- for recognition of successful teaching and admiallstrative ex-
perience than for specific training; that deans of schools with an enrolment of 1.000
students or more were seldom,required to teach classes; that the understanding of youth

0 was considered the most important personal quality a dean could possess; that ;administra-
lion of absence and tardiness was one of the major duties performed by the deans; the
individual advisement of boys was considered one of the most important service*, performed
by tbe deans; and that deans need more Professional training for advisory worit than they
now have.

2410. Sprol, Samuel Joseph, Jr. The Influence of school size on academic
achievement Doctor's, 1940. Johns Hopkins.

2991. Teuchtler, Robert G. The social composition of tbe central rural
school boards of New York State. Master's, 1940. Syracuse. 101 p. ms.

Discusses the number of members on the school boards, the sex of board members, their
ages, number of years served on board by members, occupations of board memben, repre-
sentation of parents on boards of education, and the educational background of board
members.

2992. Thrall, Charles Burton. Manual for public school trustees of Cali-
fornia. Master's, 1940. Redlafids. 139 p. ms.

2993. Troxel, O. L. Public education in Colorado. Greeley, Colorado State
college of education, 1940. 26 p.

Discusses the educational organization, financial organization, educptional inequalities,
and higher education in Colorado.

21194. Williams, Martin Edgar. The qualities pf good school officers. Mas-
%ter's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. Of Ea.

. EDUCATIÓNAL LAWS AND LEGISLATION

2995. Brooksher, J. T. The story of Georgia school laws. Master's, 1940.
Oglethorpe. 58 p. ms.

2996. Connolly, John T. An analysis of religious protection laws for chil-
dren in the State _of New, York, Master's, 1939. Fordhitm. (Abstract in: Ford-
ham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees . , . 1940: 112)
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2997. Cossey, Loyd Hanon. A comparison of the operation of House Bill 212and House Bill 6 in the independent school districts of Blaine, Dewey, Ellis, b

Roger Mills, and Woodward Counties, Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Deals with the financial trends of the 25 independent school districts in the five counties.Attempts to find the specific conditions of teachers' salaries, transportation, and generalmaintenance.

2998. Wiz, Herbert F. Equeational legislation appli¡ing io thè pUblie
- schools of Oklahoma from 1907 to the present (1937). Master's, 1939. Louisiana

Staté. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S :
Shows that a major portion of the laws had to do with a¡ipropristions for the support ofor in aid of various agencies and school units ; that the many laws which have been passedhave failed to provide adequate educational advantages for all the children of the State;that only in the cities, wealthier areas, and consolidated districts are the educational offer-ings satisfactory ; that probably the most important laws enacted were those which createdand devekped consolylated schools and those which established county normal institutesfor tbe training and/improventent. of teachers.

2909. Foley, Thomas Hoppin. An analysis of statutes and judicial decisions
in the United' States and their relation to the tort liability of school districts.
Master's, 1940. St. T..C., Fitchburg. 217 p. ms.

Defines the common law and distinguishes it from other systems and bodies of law; dis-cusses the purpose of public education; legal liability, negligence, and tort ; exceptions tothe non-liability rule; and offers comments, criticisms, and oggestions on the law of tortliability in the public schools.

8000. Ford, Kenneth Leca Legal provisions for pupil transportation in the
48 States. Master's, 1940. Texas.

8001. Gish, Ira X. X. Legislative control of the secondary school curriculum
in selected southern states. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: University

Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 149-56)
Attempts to determine tbe subjects which are prescribed, permitted, or prohibited bylegislative enactment for the secondary schools in the area in which the Southern associa-tion of colleges and secondary schools functioni.

3002. Good, LeRoy Vincent. Montana Supreme court decisions on school
problems. Master's, 1939. Washington. 132 p. ms.

Treats all cases carried to the Supreme court of Montana from 1890 to 1939, which wereconnected with school problems.

3003. Hadley, P. IL Supreme court decisions in Kansas affecting the organ-
izing of schools. Muter's, 1939. Fort Hays Kans. St. Coll. 85 p. ms.

3004. Hamm, Anson Mark. Court decisions concerning the powers of the
Pennsylvania schools board& Doctor's, 1940. Penn. State. 257 p. ms.

Studies the powers of boards of education in Pennsylvania, and cases wherein theauthority of boards of education is involved; and attempts to give the reason for the caseand the decision of the court. Reviews cases relating to finances, buildings and grounds,creation and alteration of districts, school district contracts and contractor's bond, teachingand pupil personnel, curriculum, and control of tbe board of edtncation over its ownaffairs.
II a

8005. Huger, Andres Stanley. An abstract of Montana Supreme court de-
claims affecting education. Master's, 1940. Montana. 217 p. ms.

BOOB. Martin, Mary Ellin. The history and development of legislatión in
Missouri relating to dependent and delinquent children. Master's, 1940.
St. Louis.

8007. Mauling, Mary F. A study of the le .principles applicable to the
rights and limitations of dipeipline in the publicSOools of the United States.
Master's, 1940. Midhigan.
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'3008. Miller, L. Paul. State regulation of entrance into occupations in the
State of New York: a study of State legislation In the State of New York which
has placed requirements of pernal qualifications upon individuals for legal
entrance into certain occupations of the State. Doctor's, 1939. New York.

p. ms. t.

Discusses legislation on compulsory education, child labor, women in industry, entrance
into the profeuions, and entrance into various nonprofessional occupations.

3009. Mooney, Hugh. A study of the Alabama teacher tenure law in the
light of socio-education needs. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 100 p. ma.

3010. Nelson, Lafe L. A summary and evaluation of opinions in school law,
froin July 1, 1929 to July 1, 1939, as given by the Arizona Attorney General.
Master's, 1940. Arizona. 432 p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record,
vol. 34:150)

3011. Oirien, Crles F. H. Exposition and discussion of the judicial
decisions relatind ip tenure of teachers in New Jersey. Master's, 1939.
Seton Hall. 111 p. mi.

Finds that the laws i4 New Jersey referring to the tenure of teachers, are not conclusive
guarantees of security of position.

'3012. O'Brien, Rev. Edward J. Child welfare legislation in Maryland,
1634-1938. .Docl:or's, 1937. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic Uni-
versity of America, 1937. 875 p.

3013. Pajari, JOhn W. Classification of local units in Minnesota for pur-
poses of school legislation. Doctor's, 1940. Minnesota. 117 p. ms.

3014. Peterson, Roland Winfield. An application T:of the proijosed teacher
retirement law to Riley Count/. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll. 93 p. ms.

8015. Poe, Arthur; Clayton. School liability for injuries to pupils: A study
of the legal liability fpr the injury of children in public schools. Doctor's, 1010.
T. C., Col. Univ. Ne Yolc, Téachers College, Columbia University, 1911. 106 p.

Studies court decisions on.Oases involving injury to pupils in the United States before
July 1, 1939. Finds tha in 45413tates public school pupils do not have the ume legal
rights for injuries ocean in: school that the law allows them when they are engaged in
non-governmental !tuxedo *L ecommenda that a study be made of a system whereby a
pupil injured in school li assured of proper medical attention and sufficient funds for
rehabilitation ; that studie0 be 'made of tbe true facts surrounding injuries to pupils'in each
of the more active phases of education in order to establish sets of prinelples and practices
for the guidance of educators In safeguarding the children in their care; and that directors
of school surveys include a section in their reports on the conditio (Hiding's, condition
of grounds, administrative practices, and teaching practices in regard to tbe safety of
pupils and that school administrators require complete reports of injuries to pupils in order
tbat the factors which caused tbOnjury may be corrected.

8010. Rockwell, Gerald 14 The legal status of school plant sanitation in the
United States in 1940. Masts, 1940. Ohio State. p. ms.

Deals with. the provisions for hool plant sanitation and health regulation found in the
school laws of the 48 States. Finds. varied requirements, inadequate statutory provisions,
and no provision for school plant sanitation in the statutes of three States.

v.)

3017. Rogers, D. K. An analysis cif educational equalization legislation in
Texas. ;Muter't, 1940. Nqrth Texas St. T. O.

8018. Rogers, Leo U. Supreme court decisions in Kansas affecting the
status of employed teachers. 4uter's, 1969: Fort Hays Kans. St Ooll. 51 p. me.

3019. Benenius, Tom W. The tort liability of the school districts of the.
Commonwealth of Pennsyltania. Master's, 1989. Temple. 90 p. ma.
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3020. Snavely, Floyd Allen. A survey of the legislation pertaining to elec-
tive school officials in Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 112)

Traces tbe powers and duties of local boards of school directors as set forth in

3021. Street, Katharine. ,Philosophy of and plans for education found in
legislative messages of chief executives of Texas. Master's, 1940. Bayior.

30=. Thompson, Silas Wayne. Compulsory attendance laws of selected
States with special reference to the Mississippi law. Master's, 1040. Alabama.
101 p.

som.
curricul

den Brink, John Are. Legislative control of the secondary nano!
selected North Central States. Doctor's, 1940. Neliraaka. (Ab-

stract Universify of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940:
184-02)

Attempts to determine what subject matter content is prescribed, permitted, or prohibited
by legislative enactment for stbe secondary schools in those titers comprising tbe area in
which tbe North Central association of colleges and secondary schools functions ; and to
determine tbe extent of the legislative conttol of the curriculum, and of the methods of
initruction for the schools of this area.

3024. Webbert, Florence Mae. A study of the effect' of state and national
legislation on child welfare during the years 1929 to 1940 with particular ieference
to Colorado and Texas. Muter's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract hi: University of
Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 128)

Presents an account of the conditions leadingoup to national legislation relating to child
welfare u enacted between 1929 and 1940, with some of the results of that legislation.
Indicates that the present program is basically correct but incomplete and full of defects.

3025. Weiss, Arnold Erasmus. Some major influences on recent educational
ligislation in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1940. Temple. Philadelphia, 1940. 186

Studies the effect of the State department of public instruction, teacher groups, influential
lay groups, and educational surveys on educational legislation in Pennaylvania from 1935
to 1939. Concludes that indiVidual organiutions claim a large shitte f the credit for the
success or failure of & particular bill, but that there is usually a com ise of opposing
interests before a bill is enacted; that there is no evidence of paid lobb s and that each
organization reserves tbe right to its legislative representatives to appear before any com-
mitt,* of the legislature for or against any measure in which the organization is interestedthat the tension bitween the educational and real estate interests would be removed or
lessened by increitsed state and federal Appropriatizr Shows that the unsolved problems
are adequate sdpport- for public education ; adequite salaries tor teachers in the fourtb
class districts ; and removal of the State department of public instruction from the hazards of
partisan politics.

3026. Whittle, Albert R. Court decisions of Georgia relating to County
boards of education. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 90 p.

8027. Filson, Mabel X. A study of existing state and federal legislation
which provides for tilt training of speech defectives. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3003. Yoss, Fred L. The legal history of the union school district of the City
of Jackson, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

SCHOOL FINANCE

8029. Bauer, Rfv. Edward C. Educational costs in some midwestern pa-
rochial elementary schools. liftster's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 85 p, m&

Maculae, school legislation of the Roman Catholic church, and the condition of RomanCatholic education in Indianapolis. Finds that the average per capita coat in the fourschools studied is $15.53 ; that tbe chief difference in the cost of public schools and parochialschools is in theesalaries of the teachers. Shows that there is a need for more educationalcost studies in Roman Catholic schools; that parish bookkeeping methods should includemore financial details. Concludes that the Roman Catholics are bearing more th4n theirshare of educational costs.
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3030. Bennett, Harry Appleby. A comparative study of state aid and non-
state aid schools in central Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

3031. Bentley, Jack Cloyce. Analysis of the distribution.of the public sclool
funds. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

3032. Boyle, J. X. A comparison of the cost and nature of educational pro-
grams in town find rural schools. Master's, 190. Nebraska. 47 p.

Studies trends in daily attendance and per-pupil costs in rural and town schools of Gage,
Jefferson, Thayer, Nukolls, and Mbster Counties in Nebraska. Compares and contrasts
the elementary schools of tbe rural and town districts.

3033. Brickels, John L. Financing high school athletics in West Virginia.
Master's, 1940 Ohio State. 132 ps ms.

Discusses controls exercised over athletics, financial provisions made for athletics, and
the possibility of complete subsidization by boards of education in the future.

M. Brouillette, J. W. The third Itwoe 'of the Peabody education fund.
Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1940.
6 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, nO. 280)

Corers the period from 1905 to 1914 when the fund ceased to exist officially. Tells the
story of the disposition of °the fund after the adoption of resolutions on January 24, 1905,
to endow George Peabody college with $1,000,000 and dissolve the 'tint.

3035. Bryan, Sam Tilden. Teaching cost survey of 3 west Texas high
schools. Mastecta,r'1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 54 p. ms.

Compares the credit-hour cost of instruction per pupil in.38 high schools.

3036: Burkhorder, R. V. School support in relation to farm practices in the
Sargent, Colorado, district, special emphasis being placed on potato culture.
Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 58 p. ma.

Finds that farmers with higher incomes use better farming practices.

3037. Chisholm, L. L. Crucial problems in elucational finance in the State
of Washington. Journal of the National education association (State college of
Washington)

3038. Federal relief and subsidies to states as Indirect aid for edu-
cation. Journal of educational research, 33: 694;00, ,April, 1910. (State col-
lege of Washington)

Ma Culp, Delos Poe. Alabama school revenue from 1900 to 1939. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 132 p. ups.

3040. Dailard, Ralph C. Asi estimate of the cost of making grades 9
through 12 of the American common school effectively free. Doctor's, 1938.
T. 0, Col. Univ. Birmingham, Birmingham prin,ting co., 1939. 109 p.

3041. Delong, Tincoln G. Methods of financing putilic eduçation in the
Milted States. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 96 p. ms. (Abitract in: Ohio uni-
versity. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 15)

Presents data on the sitiqui of certain types of taut, income
A

from Federal, .State, and
iocal governmepts used for supporting education, and costs per pupil in average daily
attendance; and detailed finance programs of New York, California, and Ohio. Indicates
hat because of the great inequality in educational opportunities in the States, it is 'ropers-
tive for the Federal government to evolve a plan of educational finance which will result
in equalisation of educational opportunities for the youth of $11%, country.

304Z Featherston, Glenn. State support of the public schools and the school
program in Missouri. Doctor's, 1940. Missouri.

3043. Forkner, Hamden Landon. Equalization of Federal aid for vocational
education Doctor's, 1940. California.

Concludes that the present method of allotment of Federal funds, based on Population
only, is inadequate. because it does not provide for varying 'abilities and varying needs of
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*the States ; that States with the lowest potential tax paying ability are being reQuiredto exert an undue amotint of effort to match Federal funds ; that minimum allotments arejustified only from the point of view of initial promotion of a program ; that allotmen,tscan be equitably made by taking into account the occupational needs ot the various StatestoRther with a sound measure of the State's ability to support governmental activities;that any attempt to lessen or eliminate special aid to vocational education will meet withstiff resistance from labor, agricultural groups, and organized teaching groups ; thalt Federalaid is needed to assist those States of low economic status in carrying% on an adequateprogram of education for work.

3044. Fox, Robert Bryan. A financial survey of 12 small independent school.districts in central Texas. Master's, 1g40. Texas.
*3045. Fuller, Edgar. Tort liability of school districts in the United States.Doctor's, 1940. Harvard. 331 p. ms.
Discusses the school district as a public corporation and ithe problem of tort liability ;the majority common law rule in the United States ; sovereignty as a basis for schooldistrict non-liability for torts ; State decisis and governmental funstion as bases for therule of 'non-liability ; other reasons given by the courts for the majority common law rule;tort liability of school districts under pe common law in the United States ; the influenceof State constItutions and statutes on the tort liability of school districts ;,diministrationof damages and compensation for personal injuries arising from public school work; and'the problem of school district torit liability in the United States.
3046. Gardy, E. Barbara. A critical review of literature on extracurricu.

Discusses the money involved in extracurricular activities, the gathering of funds, spend-ing and accounting, and education through finances.

3047. Grose,' C. Herman. The educational plan as an essential part of thebudgetary document Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University ofPittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researéhes completed, and bibliography of pub-lications, 16: 127-34)
Traces the evolution of the three part public school budget through five stages. Attemptsto determine tbe extent to which recognized educational authorlies in the field Of publicschool frnance agree on the concept of the public school budget. Examines the budgetarydocuments of 382 representative cities in the United States to see if they contain state-ments of the educational program. Summarizes the principles underlying budget building,and formulates a set of specifications applying these principles to serve as a pattern forthe format and content of a public school budget.
3048. Hartman, Jacob W. The cost of education in 18 selected counties ofIndiana, 19343-37, emphasizing distinctions between ungraded and graded systems,compared to the cost of juvenile delinquency for a comparable area and period.Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 46 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teacherscollege. Teichers college Journal, 11: 145-46, July 1940)
Compares the amount:of juvenile delinquency in certain counties,in Indiana having un-graded school systems ivith ceitain counties having graded school systems; and comparesthe educational and Juvenile delinquency costs of these counties. Finds that the ungradedsystems have aogreater percentage of their school 'inrollment recorded as delinquent thando'the graded systems that the ungraded systems pay a higher per capita cost kr biotheducation And juvenile delinquency than do the graded systems.
3049. Harwell, Jesse B. School revenue frtm the oil industry of Lee County.illaster's, 1940. New Mexico. 70 p.
Covers the period from the discoverY of oil in 1927 throlugh 1938.

lar finances. Master's, 1940. Maine. 110 p. ms.

3050. Heischman, Walter B. Financing the Ohio high school's extgrnalathletic plant. Master's, 1940. Ohio §tate. 147 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 188 Ohio high schools. Finds that boards ofeducation, with the assistance of o the athletic departments and various community organi-nations, finance most of the athititie plants.
8051. ifenagin, Robert. The relative abiliti of second class slistiicts inOregon to support schools. Master's, 1940. Oregon.
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3052. Holmstedt, Raleigh Warren. state control or public school finance.
Bloomington, Indiana university, 1940. 71 p. (Bulletin of the School of Educa-
tion, vol. 16, no. 2)

Discusses the bases of State control of school finance the nature and purposes of State
control of school finance ; and allocation of control in school finance.

3053. Huit, George Rhyner. A study of the intra-county distribution of
certain budgeted current expenditures in New Mexico public schools. Master's,
1940. New Mexico. 147 p. ms.

3054. Kay, Austin Schank. A analysis of school' b9nding procedure in Cen-
trâl common school district, no. 3, Angelina County, Texas. Master's
1940. Texas.

3055. Miller, Joseph R. The present status of the public schoogInancial ac--
countant in the larger cities of the United States. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of itheses, researches com-
pleted, and bibliography of publications, 16: 229-38)

Discusses the functional relationship of the chief financial accountant to other school
officials ; the method of .selection, title, tenure, and age of the chief accounting officer ; the
preparation, certification,, experience, find saláry of the chief financial accountant ; curient
opinions on certain phases of the status of the accountant ; the relationship of certain factors
to the performance of the accounting functions by the accountants ; and the performance of
the accounting functions. Offers suggestions for improving the status of the public school
financial accountant.

3056. Kimbrough,,W. H. The financing of inter-school athletics in the high
schools of the sixth district of the Alabama high );ePtior--a-tipetic association,
1939-40. Master's, 1940. Alabama: 70 p. ms.

3057. Lancaster, John Littlepage: The ability and effort of Virginia Coun-
lies to support schools. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 116 p.

*3058. McClurkin, William- Ddan. Refunding Arkansfis school bonds. Doc-
tor's, 1940., Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college ior teachers, 1940. 8 p.
(Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 276)

Discusses the nature and extent of refunding practices in Arkansas since 1980, and
includes a history of the bonded indebtedness, the statutory and court regulations facili-
tattng refunding, and agencies used.

3059. Miller, Willis Lionel. The relative ability of the States to finance
public. education. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

3060. Moeller, HulArt L. History of the permanent schòol fund in Iowa.
Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3061. Mohundro, E. E. Centralized internal iccounting in the large public
higlr school. Master's, 1940. Baylor.

3062. Oppenheimer, Madeleine. Nursery school costs. 1. Equipment. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Iowa.

30613. iiPahl, Theodore Rudolph. A surrvey of extracurricular finance control
and accounting procedure in Oregon high schools. Master's, 1940. Washington.
104 p. ms.

3064. Phillips, Ferman. Insurance on school property in Atoka County
from 1934-83 to 1986-37. Mastees, 1940. Okla. A, & M. Coll.

Attempts to show the 'relationship between the valuation 'and the amount of insurance
e carried on each school building.

410.°

3005. rotter, Joe G. A proposed internal accoullting system in the lárge
public iiigh school. Master's, 1940. Baylor.
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3066. Randel, Charles A. History and growth of equalization fund in Louisi-
ana. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State univer-
sity. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 147)

Studies the equalization principle to determine its usefulness in the educational systemsof the United States, the history and growth of this principle in Louisiana, and the planfor distribution of the fund.

3067. Reng, Carl R. A comparative study of the actual and legal tuition
costs in 16 school systems in Story County, Iowa, for the years 1935-36, 1936-37,
1937-38. Master's, 1940. Drake. 31 p.

3068. Richards, John A. Federal aid to the States for school capital outlays.
Doctor's, 1940. Southern California.

3069. Rickard, Rembrandt Bair. Some contemporary problems in connection
with grants in aid, public assistance, public education, public health, and unem-

1940.ployment relief. Master's, Penn. State.
3070. Rishoi, Roy R. Survey of the inequalities of the tuition burden of

common school districts in Brookings County. Master's, 1940. South Dakota.
52 p. ms.

3071. Rose, Oliver Burl. An analysis of expenditures of the Graham high
school for 1937-38. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 36 p. ms.

Finds that expenditures for the main budgetary items compare favorably with other school
systems of the State; that instruction cost ran from $5.00 to $7.00 per 100 pupil hours of
instruction ; and that vocational subjects were the most expensive.

*3072. Sattgast, Charles Richard. The administration of college nd uni-
versity endowments. Dottor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, TicheÑ
college, Columbia university, 1940. 125 p.

*3073. Sherrill, Hunting. An analysis of the cost of business education in
the Saratoga Springs high school, 1930-40. Master's, 1940. Syracuse. 88p. ms.

Analyzes unit costs per pupil under business administration, educational administration,
instructional service, operation of school plant, maintenance of plant, fixed charges, debt

eservice, capital outlay, and auxiliary agencies.

, 3074. Slette, Alf Leonard. The cost of education in Will County, Illinois,
compared with the costs of other functions of government. Master's, 1940. Colo.
st. Coll. of Ed. .

3075. Small, William Edward. A survey to determine the exact source and
allocation of revenues derived fron;,public lands in Arizona administered°

under the authoritVof the 'Taylor grazing act of June 28, 1934. Master's, 1940.
Ariz. St. T. C., Tempe. 27 p.

Finds that up to the present time no method has been employed to legally allocate these
funds and the school districts entitled to receive them under the law have been deprivedt. of-their use ; and that new legislation is imperative if a proper return is to bd had from
this source of revenue and if the public schools are to benefit fully through its use.

3076. Smith, Homer. A student activity fund system for the smaller school.
Master's, 1940. Ball St. T. C. 80 p. ms.

Analyzes student activity fund records in 90 schools representing 55 counties of Indiana.
Shave"' the seed for an accounting system for student activity funds that is simple enough
io be inexpensive and time-siving and complete enough to provide an accurate check on all
receipts and expenditures made by the student organizations of the smaller schools.

3077. Stedman, Harry P. An analysis and evaluation of Ciane scholarship
aid. Master's, 1940. St. T. Ci, North Adams. 11 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the degree of succesp ittainel by 102 former-recipients of Crane
scholarship aid. Evaluates the conqibutions of higher education, as such, to the degree of
success achieved ; and evaluates the contributions and policies of Crane scholarship aid.
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Shows that Crane scholarship aid, by providing the opportunity for higher education con-
tributed materially to the welfare of society. Recommends more guidance in high school
and the administration of vocational aptitude tests to applicants for this scholarship aid.

3078. Stoneburner, William Earl. A history of public school finance in
Indiana. Dodoes, 1940. Indiana. 155 p. ms.

3079. Strubinger, Howard Michael. Budget requirements of high school de-
partments of voctitional agricultural education. Master's, 1940. Illinois.

3080. Stuermer, Karl H. Current school expenditures during the depression
years in selected tenure and non-tenure states. Master's, 1940, Nebraska. 73

AIO

p.
Compares expenditures for education in tenure and non-tenure states during the period

1929-1936, to determine whether relative decreases in current expenditures were less in
tenure than in non-tenure states during the period 1929-1936 ; and the relationship between
State aid and current expenditures and attendance during those years. Concludes that State
nnd Federal aid to schools in the States studied, plus variations in enrollment trends render
impossible a statement that tenure assisted materially in maintaining current expenditures.

3081. Summerlin, Wil Edward. Per pupil costs of subjects in selected
Georgia high schools. Ma ter's, 1940. Georgia. 33 p. ms.

Compares per pupil cost of subjects in white schools of Georgia with similar costs in
several other States. Finds the cost in Georgia lees than in the other States studied.

*3081 .Temple, Earl Spencer. Aiin evaluation of State aid in New Hampshire.
Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 94 p. ms.

Gives a brief history .of the trend in school support, a statement of the methods of distri-
bution, and discusses the laws governing State support for public schools in New Hampshire,
stressing the effect pf State aid on teachers' salaries, length of the school year, teacher train-
ing, number of teachers and pupils and pupils per teacher in certain types of schools. Finds
that money for State aid allotments is obtained from general appropriations and remains
the same from year to year ; that legislative action has endeavored to keep pace with educa-
tional needs ; that the training of teachers throughout the State has been raised ; that the
number of pupils and teachers in one-room rural schools has decreased ; and that the number
of pupils and teachers in village elementary schools his increased. Concludes that State aid
through equalization was reaching and needier districts.

3083. Thompson, Ralph Gordon. emester credit hour cost, Texas tech-
nological college, 1932-1938. Master's, 1944X 'Texas Tech. Coll. 122 p. pas.

3084. Twidwell, Carl. A proposed plan to reorganize the 1 i al financial awl,
administrative school units of McIntosh County. Master's, 1 Okla. A. & M.
Coll.

Finds that the small local school units were poorly administered and rnadequatety financed ;
and that the per capita cost in the larger units was less than in the smaller units. Recom-
mends that the 44 local units be reorganized into nine sub-unitsi seven of which should
contain high schools and two should contain only elementary schools.

3085. Wafter, John Hurbert. The cost of education in Nye County, Nevada,
compared with the c sts/of other functions of government. Master s, 1940. Color
St. Coll. of Ed.

4,
3086. Wart!, Will m Lewis. A comparative study of the cost of teaching

industrial arts as co/npared with other laboratory subjects in Robert E. Lee high
school of Goose Cre4k over a three-year period. Vaster's, 1939. stigr. and Mech.
Coll. of Texas. 28 p ins. ''

Finds that the cost of Instruction tor ea h subject except physiCs was about the same ;
that the cost of equiment for industrial a was higher than the cost fo; equipment for
clothing, biology, general science, foods, art, or bookkeeping, and lower than the cost for
tyPing, chemistry, or physics. .

3087. Weatherly, "George- Clifford. A comparative study of school expertdi-
tutes in certain Independent schal districts In Rusk County, Texas, 1932-1938.

.e
Master's, 1940.. Texas. , _. #
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3088. Westbrook, Perry. Budgetary procedures in selected public schools
of Georgia. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 62 p. ms.

-1

Studies the budgetary procedures in 25 schools. Finds that the budgetary procedures ofGeorgia school systems fall short of accepted standards.
3089. Whitaker, John C. A study of school finance in the common -.school

districts of Gregg County, Texas, 1938-39. Mastei's, 1940. Texas.
3090. Wilkie, Russell Melvin. The cost of education to Buffalo County,

Nebraska, compared with the costs of other functions of government. Master's,
1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

3091. Woodi Floyd G. Effect of bonded indebtedness on school expenditures.
Doctor's, 1940. Yale.

8092. Wright, Roe Murphy. A study of the new state aid provisions with
special reference to the schools of Crawford County, Iilinois. Master's, 1939.
Illinois.

3093. Wyatt, Charles Thomas. Financing rural' elementary education in
Tennessee, 1873-1939. Master's, 1940. Peabody. 150 p. ms.

Presents a history of the school fund of Tennessee, stressing legislative enactments,sources of fund, apportionment basis, and distribution of funds. Concludes that the generalproperty tax is a hazardous and inequitable rce of revenue.

RURAJé UCATION

*3094. Armour; Pliny Lawrence. A roposed plan for reorganization of
public schools, Calhoun County, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Coll. of Arts and
Inds. 71 pt ms.

Surveys the educational organization and tlie public schools in 1938-39, to determine thesteps necessary to provide equal educational opportunities for all of the school children.Recommends that the séhools be organized on the county unit basis, and gives a suggestedbudge; for the consolidated schools.

3095. Aydelotte, William H. A study of health conditions in Fulton County
O rural schools. Master's, 1940. Georgia: 63 p. ms.

Compares the health conditions in the différent schools with each other and with acceptedstandards. Concludes that better equin't mid increased knowledge of good health prac-
tices would improve' conditions. ):

,

3096. Bonham, Ross B. A plan for redistricting Sherman .County to afford
better educational opportunities for all. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 57 p. ms.

Analyzes data on enrollment, average daily attendance, number of teachers and their sal-Aries, assessed valuation of district property, mills levied, expenditures, costs per pupil in/average daily attendance, and total 'cost of rural education for the period 1935-1940. Showsthat enrollment decreased from 1,122 in 1935 to 808 in 1039 ; that the lowest per pupil coston the basis of five-year average daily attendance was *24.68 and the highest was $145.19.Concludes that the adoption of the county unit system would simplify taxing and equalizethe load.

4097. Boothe, Otto. A comparative study of achievement In one, two, three,
and four teacher schools by accredited rural school rating. Master's, 1939. Okla.o
A. & M. Coll.

Compares the achievement of 6,867 rinbils in 213 schoolp having 888 teachers. Finds asubstantial increase in achievement per teacher as between the one and two-teacher schools;
improvement is less perceptible in the three teacher schools, but a decided increase is observedin the four teacher schools. Indicates a definite relation between pupil achievement and anincreased teaching personnel.

8098. Bouton, Claytozi A. A critical study -of the present organization of the
schools of Albany County and parts of adjacent counties. Master's, 1940. N. Y.
St Coll. for Teach.
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3089. Branch, R. X. Diets of rural school children in the Goodman ele-
mentary school. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 69 p. ms.

3100. Bryan, Ray James. Unique areas for public relations activities in
small agricultural communities. Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in: Uni-
Nersity of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 119-27)

Examines the implications for public relations of the unique characteristics of amall
school systems and of small agricultural communities. 4

3101. Carpenter, George E. The reorganization 9f Roscommon County
school system. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3102. Chisholm, L. L. Factors in school district reorganization. School re-
view. ( State college of Washington)

3103. Coffey, Samuel Joseph. A study of teaching conditions in the white
rural schools of Bedford County, Virginia. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 19513. ms.

3104. Correll, Jesse J. Achievement in rural and village schools of Lancaster
County. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 42 p.

Compares the marks of village and rural school pupils on progressive achievement tests ;

and the relationship between achievement test scores and State examination grades for rural
pupils in the eighth grade in 11139. Finds that 81 percent of rural pupils and 79 percent of
village pupils tested were under-age for grade placement. Recommends that kindergarten be
added to country schools ; that tests be given at the close of the sixth grade to guide remedial
work in the seventh and eighth krades ; and that a test be required of eighth grade pupils
before they enter high school.

3105. Cundiff, George Farel. A study of school units in Sequoyah County
to determine whether the number should be reduced. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M.
Coll.

Points out inequalities and wastes in the white schools of Sequoyah County as they are
operating under their present organization. Shows that with a small increase in ex ndi-
tures, the county could be combined into administrative and attendance units of lent
size to offer a school program that would meet the needs of the children of the count-, and
that the slight increase in cost would be due to expanded transportation facilities and the
employment of teachers with higher qualifications.

3106. Davis, Richard Norman. A proposed plap of reorgaanization of the
public schools of Grimes County, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

3107. Duling, Lester C. A study of the daily, programs of some rural schools
of Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio 'Univ. 53 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university.
Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940 : 16)

Studies the relation of the diversity of curriculum offerings to tèacher load.

3108. Emanuel, James Roy. Some of the effects that the development of oil
in Young County has had on the educational program of the county. Master's,
1940. North Texas St. T. C.

3109. rirguson, Robert H. A plan for the advancement of public education
uiider the county unit system in West Virginia. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 240
p. ma,. (Abstract In: Ohio university. Abstracts of asters theses . . . 1939 : 20)

Reveals that the centralized county unit in Weit 'Vir nia has not the siipport of any
organized, continuous, satisfactory program of public sc ol relations to keep the public
infokmed and to interpret education properly. Suggests tate-wide league of parents with
county organizations, employing a State president and executive secretary full time, utilising
research, coopérating with all interested groups, and utilizing every agent and agency avail-
able to advance eduaction in order to give the children of West Virginia educational oppor-
tunity equal io that afforded the children of other States.

8110. Frisch, Ottilia M. The reorganization of Saginaw 6utity school sys-
tem. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
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8111. Hawes, John Lyman. A study to determine which of four plans isbest fo serve the educationál needs of a rural area already maintaining small cen-tral schoolilsouthern Lewis County) . Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. ColikTor Teach.
3112. Hurst, Elmo B. A study of how public schools of Jackson County,

Oklahoma, areaffectedby the Oklahoma Plan. Master's, 1940. West. St. Coll.
Studies the public schools for white children in the county from 19291469,6 to det4-mine whetter or not the Oklahoma plan of financing,schools affected enrol iiient, attend-ance, and the curriculum. Concludes that there was an increase in enrollment, in averagedaily attendance, and in the holding power of the high schools, and that the quality of thecurriculum was unchanged.

3113. Huston, E. A. The reorganization of Missaukee County school system.
Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3114. Lankenau, Paul R. Community backgrounds of educational problems.
Master's, 1940. Bowling Green. 91 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bowling Green State
univérsity. Abstracts of madters' theses, 145-1940: 41-42)

Studies the community life of the Ridgeville 'rural scbool district, Henry County, Ohio.Concludes that consolidation of the schools of the community was retarded by a racial Aar-acteristic of wanting to maintain the "old ways" in educqtion and religion ; that unwilling-ness of part of the community to make the schools attractive to good teachers by payinggood salaries, and providing for tenure and providing teacher organisations, made it difficultto hold teachers of good quality, aggravated by the desire of the community to employ localpeople as teachers regardless of qualifications ; that the prevalent idea thar manual laboris the only true labor resulted in the withdrawal of pupils as soon as they reached an agewhen they can legally viiihdraw from school ; that lack of facilities made any attempt to aidthe handicapped children difficult ; that the large number of religious and soZial activitiesof groups in the community made it difficult to schedule school activities ; and that minoritygroups attempted to gain control of the schools in a surreptitiou's manner.
3115. Lumpkin, Irving Wilbur. A proposed plan of reorganization of the

public schools of Fort Bend County, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.
3116. Mcgr4th, John J. The status of special services in the rural schoolsof Massachusetts. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., North Adams. 151 p.
Finds that certain counties were below an arbitrary standard set-up for puiposes of com-parison.

3117. Marston, William Lloyd. The formal education status of individualsliving in Monoma County, Iowa, betWeen 15 and 30 years of age. Master's, 1939.Iowa State. 112 p. ms.
Compares the highest grades completed by 864 people living in different tYPes of schooldistricts. Indicates that the type of school district affects the educational status of this agegroup.

3118. Mishey, Leslie F. Present practices and possible economies in theHuron County, Ohio, schools. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 72 p. ms.Surveys the administratiion of school supplies In de 17 local school districts in the county.
3119. Murphy, Béatrice S. Conditions whiCh impede progressive educAtionin the small rural school. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C., 110 p. ms.(Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940 : 45-46)Indicates that the children in the small rural Aols lack rich and varied home experi-i-ences, desirable school buildings and, equiPment, capable teachers, suitable curriculums, andProper supervieitn.

8120. Poulsen, Esther Ruth. A guide for utilizing community resources inSanta. Barbara Pounty schools. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
8121. Rebrud, Charles Wa1ièr4 A study of rural schools in Laramie County,Wyonilni, Master's, 1940. Wyoriling.,. 119.p. inS.
3122. ltelierts, W. Leroy. The rural school' as- a communiti center. Mali-ier's,.1940. West Texai St. T. C. .
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3123. Roethig, Carl D. The advisability of organizing the rural schools of
Outagamie County into a county unit. Master's, 1940. Wisconsin.

3124. ers, Dale. A proposed plan for the reorganization of the rural
schools of ole County, Oklahoma, in the face of diminishing revenues.

3120. Ross, Ernest Lafayette. An educational study of Bradley County,
Tennessee. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 92 p. ms.

Presents faOs about the history of the county, its economic and social status, and
various phases of its school system. Offers suggestions for improving the educational
program of the county.

3126. Rucker, Vernon Lee. A proposed reorganization \bf the Concho
County, Texas, public schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.

' t3127. Seay, Maurice F. and Clark, Harold F. The school curriculum and
economic improvement : a progress report of the first year of an experiment
in applied economics. Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1940. 121 p. (Bul-
letin of the Bureau of school service, vol. 13, no. 1)

Determines the results of an educational program focused uton the problem of diet,
conducted by the teachers of the one-teacher schools of selected communities.

3128. Smith, Hubert T. A surtrey of educational factors of Livingston
County as a basis for possible reorganization. Master's, 1940. Miètigan.

3129. Sutherland, Joshua Hoge Tyler. A study of the school system of
Dickenson County, Virginia. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 273 p. ms.

*3130. Van 4euren, Edwin. A critical examination of the existing district
organization of schools in Hunterdon County, N. J. Doctor's, 1940. New York.'

,231 p. ms.
Colkludes that the present organization of schools is inadequate to meet modern educai

tional needs. Recommends that all present districts be abolished and reorganized into four
community districts; that the number of school buildings be reduced from 75 to 23, abolish-
ing all one and two teacher schools. Indicates-that the cost of reorganization, Which
would provide increased educational services an,d nirw consolidated schools, 'is commensurate
with the educational values involved.

)

3181. Whiting, Maysel. Index numbers for scliools of Roane County, West
Virginia. 193871940. Master's, 1940. Duke. 55 p. ms.

e Presents an index number of 20 traits, and index numbers based on ranks, equal weight-
ing, and upon a selected list of arbitrary weights.

3132. Wilson, Chris. The reorganization o4li a county school dIstr1ctPn-
d1etort$ounty, Kentucky. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 165 p. 'ms.

rescriLø the reorganisation of the school system And proposes a program of education
involv . better curricula, more ieachers, and better bus service to the extent permitted
by the budget. V

3133. Woodard, John Allen. An analysis of the utilization of community re-
sources in the educational program of Wise County,. Texas. Master's, 1940.
North Texas St. T. C.

8184. Alford, Harold D. Procedures or -school district reorganization.
poctor's, 1940. T. C. Col. Univ.

'Attempts to ascertain the provisions of the existing statutes dealing with district reor-
ganisation and how they operate, to find factors and procedures that are responsible
for delaying or preventing redistricting, and to determine principles that should control
the procedures in a program of reorganisation.

'4

:,.

Master's, 19';') t. New Mezico. 92 p. ms.
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3135. Came7n, Jane. County consolidation in Tennessee. Master's, 1940.
Tennessee.

Recommends the consolidation of the poorer, smaller counties with the larger andwealthier counties, to insure a balanced political unit with mixed resources and a pluralityof interests and occupations, and to reduce the cost of administration of county government.
3136. Chisholm, L. L. Washipgton recognizes its school districts. 'School

executive, 59: 7-8, August 1940. (State college of Washington)
3137.11ass1er,: Arthur Aiigust. Trends in consolidation in the schools of

North Dakota. Master's, 1940. St. Coll. ot Wash. 70 p.
r3 Studies trends in school district reorganization, and in transportation, school finance,and attendance. Finds that there was a tendency toward consolidation until 1920, andthat since that time there has been some trend away from consolidation.

3138. Henson, Eloise M. The growth of children in consolidated and non-
consolidated school environments. Master's, 1940. Iowa,

3139., Hickling, Claude. A study of the educational needs and resources inthe area included in the Charlotte valley central school. Master's, 1940. N. Y.St Coll. for Teach.

3149. Iverson, Justin C. Reorganization of the schools. of Winnebago
Co,dity, Iowa, on a county unit plan. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

141. Johnson, James Alcoy. A study of consolidation and pupil transDorta-tion in Bedford County sOools. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 201 p. ms.
3142. Jones, Oliver Theodore. The growth of the county unit system of

Sterling County, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 26 p.
Finds that the county unit system has been functioning successfully in this countysince 1919, providing a more adequate school plant than the old type school, is betterequipped, has better membership and attendance, has a more comprehensive course ofstudy, and has been in a sound financial condition for a number of years. 4

3143. Jones, R. Lloyd. Redistricting and consolidation of the school dis-tricts of Potter 6unty. Master', 1939. Temple. 55 p. ms,
3144. Rion, James Wallace. Consolidated schools in South Carolina (white).Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university.Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S. : 204.)
Shows that the cons?lidation oi schools in iliopth Carolina has taken place in an evolu-tionary fashion as the only power to consolidate schools lies in the bands of the schoolboard ; that the consolidated schools are still small and are located within the communitiesthey serve.

3145. neap]; Edward James. Patron evaluation of consolidafion In theColwell district, Colwelle Iowa. Master's 1940: Iowa.
3146. Shulman, Robert. Pladement and follow-up activities in the central-ized schools of New York State. Master's 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
3147. Slaughter, William P. Accessibility of Hunt County schools throughconsolidation. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 67 p. ms. (Abstract in:East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 54-55.)
Cotcludes that therejs a waste and a duplication in the county transportation system ;that there are many unnecessary school districts ; that administrative costs would bereduced by a rearrangement of districts ; that consolidation would result in a betterquality of teaching, and in accessibility of the schools.
3148. Sloan, Viva Odean. A suggested program öf reorganization for theschools of Wayne County, Kentucky. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 20V. ms.Surveys the enrollment, transportation, teachers in' service; location, and Zitributionof schools in the county% Points out inequalities- of educationiki opportunity in connection
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with school costs, school size, location of schools, buildings and grounds, length of term,
and educational equipment and supplies. Proposes a reorganized program to improve
administrative relationships, operation and maintenance of the school plant, educational
facilities within the buildings, and method of financing a long term program of education.

3149. Stocker, Clifford Alvin. Consolidation of certain school districts in
southern Polk County, Oregon. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll. 77 p. ms.

3150. White law, Betty Katherine. State centralization : a trend in public
education, 1930-1940. Master's, 1940. Chicago.

3151. Wilson, J. D. A county unit system of education. for Cottle County,
Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 87 p. ma.

Bizplaini the county unit system as it is now being used by some countieti, and presents
a county unit plan for this county, pointing out the benefits to be derived from such a
reorganization.

3152. Wilson, Leonard J. Patron evaluation of consolidation in Ae Modale,
Iowa, school district. Masta's, 1940. Iowa.

3153. Winner, Herbert Adrian. A proposal for larger administrative units
for the public schools of Teton County, Montana. Master's, 1940. Iowa State.
107 p. ms.

Finds that under the system of small administrativo units unnecessary inequalities in tax
burden, teachers salaries, and educational opportunities for pupils exist. Proposes plan
for the rtiorganization of administritive units and discusses the possible effectiveness o s
proposal.

TRANSPORTATION

*3154. Affierbach, Calvin E. State supervision relative to the transportation
of school children in Delaware. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 106 p.,

Deals with the origin and historical development of pupil transportation ; its legal basif ;its growth and cost in Delaware ; public conveyance vs. private allowance ; the school btrs ;
qualifications and duties of school bus driven; ownership 6f conveyances ; the distance from
home to school as a factor in allowing transportation benefits; the route ; transportation in
Delaware as compared with transportation in North Carolina, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New York, and Indiana ; and basic principles underlying pupil transportation. Offers
suggestions for improving the transportation system, for the safety of the pupils while being
transported, and for more adequately equalizing educational opportunity.

3155. Beighle, Dan. A survey of certain selected school bus transportation
systems. Master's, 1940. Washington. 72 p. ms.

Studies administrative procedures followed in several schools having extensive transpor-
tation systems.

3156. Collins, VirgiL CeAn aspects of time and distance factors of school
bus transportation in Marshall Counn, Alabama. Master's, 1940. Alabima.
100 p. ms.

3157. Ferguson, Harvey Hartness. The development of sehool
flog, in Georgia and a comparison of the two forms of ownership of
Master's, 1940. Georgia.

Concludes that county-owned busses are safer and more economical.

3158. Frey, Harry Clifford. A study of pupil transportation
County, Ohio, with recommendations for improvement. Master's, 1940.

8159. King, Javan Irvine. À survey of pupil transportatign
County, Ohio, 1939-40. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 172 p.

transporta-
.equipment.

in Wayne
Michigan.

in Lorain

!Surveys bus routes, equipment, and costs. Recommends the elimination of overlapping
routes by the adoption of a county unit and the appointment of a ransportation supervisor
to promote centralisation and efficiency.

3160. Lash, Donald Ray. A study of the school bus safety situation. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Indiana. 126 p. ms.
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3161. Meadows, Austin Ruel. Safety and economy in school bus transporta-tion. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Montgomery, Ala., 1940. 288 p.
Discusses the development of school bus transportation ; criteria and classification ofstandards; school bus specifications ; tbe school bus driver ; routes and schedules; and man-agement of school bus transportation.

3162. Molsberry, Wilbur Winfred. Transportation accounting in certaincOnsolidated schools of southwestern Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 83
1). MS.

Presents data relative to the number and kinds of vehicles used for transporting pupils,and per pupil costs. Finds the cost accounting forms used in these schools inadequate, andoffers suggestions for more efficient forms.

3163. Petty, Jesse. Pupil transportation in Monroe County, Ohio. Master's,1940. Ohio State. 84 p. ma
Concludes-that school-owned busses offer a better type of transportation.
3164. Stevenson, George W. A case study of school transportation in 12Wisconsin school districts. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

SUPERVISION AND SUPERVISORS

3165. Adams, May Landers. Four years of supervision in an Alabama ruralschool. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 1251 p. ms.*
3166. Badgley, Howard J. Supervisory practices in an Ohio (Clermont)

County. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 153 p.
Traces the development of county supervision in Ohio and surveys curient practicesFinds tma supervision has lagged behind other developments in aural education, and stressesthe need for more investigations of a similar nature.
3167. Bailey William Gerrald. An evaluation of supervision in Louisianawith special reference to the parishes of Jackson, Winn, and Lincoln. Mastelq.'s,1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin,vol. 32 N. S.: 122-28)
Finds that the general supervisors 'ranked their activities in the order of importance tothem : individual conference, observation, helping teachers to understand and to adjustcourses of study in prevailing conditions, teachers' -meetings, intervisitation of teachers,use of experimentation, professional readings, demonstration teaching, organising andencouraging extracurricular activities, encouraging summer school attepciance, testing pro-grams, and office work. Shows that the teachers feel that much good h&s been accomplishedthrough some of these activities, but Oat failure to render help through other activitiesshows weakness in the supervisgry program'.

3168. Bain, Ethel M. The status of the assistant to the count superintend-ent in Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 115 p.
Finds that the academic training and salary of the assistant county su#jerintendent arelow. Recommends that they be selected on a professional bailie, be well trained academically,and have had secretarial training.

3169. Bell, Roscoe Carter. A study of the qualifications and duties of thecounty superintendents compared with those of the public school administratorsof Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University 'of Coloradostudies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 20-21)

superintendents of Colorado; and compares their qualifications with those of the a in-

Analyzes the teaching experience, academic training, salaries, and tenure of the nty
istrators of schools accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and SecondarySchools.

3170. Bltune, Clarege E. A study ofeupervisory techniques in certain juniorhigh schools. Master's, 1939. Minnesota.
Studies supervisory practices in six Minneapolis junior high schools. Finds that prin-cipals are aware of supervisory problemst many of which are unsolved ; that teachers favor
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classroom 'visitation, intervisitation, teachers' meetings, and departmental meetings. Con-

cludes tbat supervision must be directed toward in-service traLntg through study of prob-

lems of °the school.
e

'3171. Bock, Thomas A. The evolution of tbe functions of the county super-
intendent of schools in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 234 p.

Re Views the origin and historical development of the statutory and nonstatutory func-
tions of the count/ superintendent of schools ; the factors which gave rise to and condi-

tioned the development of these functions; and the influence of these factors on tbe cur-
rent status Ind tbe future development of the office of county superintendent of schools In
Pennfylvania.

3172. Bruno, *Louis Victor. An investigation of community relations of 20

public school superintendents of Washington. Master's, 1940. Washington.
SO p.

Examines relationships existing between superintendents and the community, including
such personal items as membership in lodges, clubs, and churches, and school resources used

to interPret the school to the community.

3173. Carrell, Theresa. A study of county supervision as related to teacher-
supervisor attitudes and relationshipsi Master's, 1940. East Texas St T. C.
148 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teacliers college. Graduate studies,
1940: 16-18)

Finds that college training and teaching experience do not take the place of the need
for counsel and guidance of teachers in service; that trained, experienced teachers feel the
need for aid more in some instances than do untrained and inexperienced teachers; and that
teachers find classroom visitation, individual conferences, and study bulletins and outlines
the most helpful methods of supervision.

t3174. Confrey, Burton. Educational and vocational supervision for Catholic
schools. Manchester, N. H., Magnificat press, 1940. 307 p. (Mount Mercy
college)

Discusses the Catholic pholisophy of education and vocational supervision, moral training,
regulating the emotions, social guidance, physical training, and student personnel work.

3175. Cripe, Frederick Florian. A comparative study of the requirements in

'the various States for superintendents' and principals' credentials. Master's,
1939. Washington. 58 p. ms.

Finds that the requirements vary greatly in the 35 States studied, and that some States
are now increasing their requirements. Recommenp uniform requirements.

3176. Davidson, Elvira. 'I nds in public school supervision. Master's, 1940.e

North Texas St. T. C.

8177. Dodson, Gordon O. he duties of the county superintendents of schools
in Texas. Master's 1940. East Texas t. T. C. 135 p. me. . (Abstract in: East
Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 23-25)

111

Studies the &sties of, 195 county superintendents in Texas. Recommends that training,
experience, and ability be given primary consideration in choosing a county -superintendent;
that the mhimum educational requirements be raised beyond that of any other educational
position in the county.

3178. Edwards, David Allison. The budgeting of superintendents' time in

small independent accredited schools in Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas Mech.
Coll. 75 p. ms.

Concludes that time should be budgeted ,for all duties, and that more thought should be
given to the relative importance of each major duty of the superintendent 'as it contributes
to successful school administration. Recommends that more emphasiebe given to the study
of the administration of small school Osten's.

8179. Edwards, Ralph M. The county superintendent and rural school super-
vision. Master's, 1940. Kans. St.41..S.rEmporia. Emporia, Kansas State teach-
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ers college, 1940. 67 p. (Bulletin of information, vol. 20, no. 7. les in edu-cation number. Twentieth of the series)
Gives a brief history of rural school supervision. Tries out a long range pr9gram ofsupervision among one and two teacher schools in a rural county not densely populated inKansas. Shows that properly planned supervision will help the rural teacher to improveber teaching.

8180. Garner, Raymond A. Some vital factors in the professional experiencesof superintendents in the smaller schools of Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3181. Greer, Edith Simanek. The `relationship of the Nebraska county super-intendent to high school education. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.
3182. Hanson, Joseph. The preparation of the superintendent of school&Doctor's, 1939. Minnesota.
Attempts to determine strengths and weaknesses of the present preparation of schoolsuperintendent&

t3183. Hughes, J. M. The attitudes and preferences of teachers and admin-istrators for school supervision. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern university, 1939.
48 p. (NorthAvestern contributions to education, School of education series, no. 121

Analyses more than 300 rating\mtade by a teaching group and by an administrative group.Shows that the high-school admin trators differed materially from the others in the judg-ments expressed, and that in general the teaching and administrative groups showed markedagreement.

3184. Jacobs, Bertye Hortense. A study of supervision in an elementary
school of San Antonio, Texas. Master's, 1940. Texas.

3185. Lewis, Robert W. A historical outline of the State superintendencyin the State a Kansas. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporiá. 189 p. ms.
3186. McAlister, B. B. The county and city superintendencies of New Mex-ico : a comparative study. Master's, 1940. New Mexico. 110 p. ms.
3187. Moore, Clarence Carl. An evaluation of the curriculum offered super-.intendents by institutions ofhigher learning. Doctor's, 1940. Colo, St. Coll. of Ed.(Field study no. 3)
3188. Nocka, Elmer. Supervision of school attendance in Cincinnati. Mas-ter's, 1940. Cincinnati. 226 p. ms.
Studies the history and present status of supervision of school attendance. Finds 2 perceof illegal nonenrollment in Cincinnati public schools. Stresses the need for an enlargedattenaance stiff. Suggests follow-up studies of pupils leaving school, with a view to improve-meat of the curriculum.

3189. Pennington, Jesse I. A program of supervision for a small schoolityi-tem. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
General series, vol. 26, no. 3 : 96)

Places emphasis on personal supervision.

*3190. Pilbeam, ¡elide Edgerton. A study of the snrérvision and teachingof music in the centralized schools of Oneida, Ononilaga, and Madison Counties:the supervisory and teaching program of vocAl- and instrumental music in thecentral rural schools in three counties ofAeitral New York, lait "4. Master's,1940. Syracuse. 141 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the eupeyii6ry and teaching load of the music supervisor andteachers in these schools; their vreservice and in-service training; the curricula, methods,and materials of teaching, and meuiirementa, and remedial treatment used in these.schools ; and the 'mines to music supervisors and teachers accruing fróm their relationshipwith local, county, state and natiopal associations, and with the State department ofeducation.

8191. Powell, Mary Belle. The supervision of audio-visual instruction. Mas-ter's, 1940. Texas.
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3192. Powell, William L. A study of the qualifications of school superintend-
ents. Master's, 1840. East Texas St. T. C. 76 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas
State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 49-50)

Analyses replies to a questionnaire on the essential qualifications of school administra-
tors received from 70 superintendents in West Texas. Concludes that they must have good
health, be well trained, have high moral standards, be-religious, have a broad understanding
of human nature, have a pleasing personality, have a belief in the ideals of democratic
government, and be leaders.

3193. Richey, Ralph S. The amount and value of supervision In rural OhIo
schools as reported by teachers. Master's, 1939. Ohio Only. 41 p. ins. (Abstract
in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1939: 57)

Attempts to determine the use made of nine supervisory techniques in Ohio rural schools
as shown by replies to 599 questionnaires. Finds that the techniques most vilued by the
teachers were: Teachers' meetings, observation of teaching, and post-visitation conferences.
Sets up higher standards for supervision.

*3194. Richter, Charles Oscar. The natures and extent of supervision given
elementary school teachers by a selected group of union superintendents. in
Massachusetts. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 99 p. ms.

Surveys general supervisory practices and compares them with theoretical standards.
Lists the supervisory technics used according to frequency óf use : classroom visitation, indi-
victual conferences with teachers, encouraging professional study, general faculty meetings,
use of standardised tests, intervisitation in other school systems, supervisory bulle4ins,
group meetings, intervisitstion within the system, demonstrations by teachers, demonstra-
tions by the superintendent, and meetings with building.principals.

3195. Robinson, John V. An investigation of elementary teachers' attitudes
toward supervisory practices in the classroom. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
60 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college Journal
11: 143-44, July 1940).

Attempts to determine the value of tbe different supervisory techniques and devices used
in the classroom; todetermine some of the qualities of supervisors which are most appre-
riate0 by teachers; to determine the teachers' attitudes toward different types of classroom
supervisiOn ; to determine the forms of supervision which have been the greatest aid In
improving teaching; and t? secure from teachers their suggestions for improving supervision.
Analyse, replies to a questionnaire given to the elementary school teachers in Indianapolis,
Ind. Finds that teachers llke to be given greater responsibility ; that they want the super-
visors to sliow them where to place emphasis on each subject and how to make sufkleirt
progress to meet accepted standards; that they think the supervisor should give demonstra-
tions of model lesSons and hold conferences with teachers more often ; and that they feel
the principal is the most logical supervisory official.

3196. Ruff, Otto B. Trends in the Nebraska public school superinteutteuey.
Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 55 p. ms.

Studies the status of superintendents in maJor and minor accredited Nebraska public
school systems from 1912-4937. Shows that by 1922 all school systems studied had &
superintendent ; that in 1912 four women served as superintendents ; that 26 women served
in that capacity in 1922; that in 1937 women constituted less than 1 percent of all superin-
.4ebdenta; that in 1037-38 superintendents as a group had more training than at any
previous time. Prvents a cqmposite picture of superintendents in 1937-38.

3197. 13 çJranz, Vernon C. The allocation of administrative and supervisory
respontbIllties in. the undivided six year high schools of Minnesota. Master's,
1940. Minnesota.

Attempts to determi6 the -nature and extent of the duties aziad responsibilities of the
superintendents and highsOool principals of 6-yeat high schools in Minnesaa. Finds that
the superintendent assumes a large majority of the administrative and supervisory duties,
leaving the principal chiefly responsible for duties of a clerical nature; and that in only a
few school systems has an attimpt been made to clearly define the lines of authority for
superintendent and principal. Suggests the part that some of \the small scools might play
in a program of in-service training for principals.
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,31D8. Se lke, Erich. An anajysis and evaluation of the courses in elementaryschool supervision offered in colleges, normal schools, and universities. Doctor's,1933. Minnesota. 66 p.
319. Stansbury, E. B. The status of the State directors of health and physi-cal education in the United States. Bowling Green,, Western Kentucky Stateteachers co11ese,.1940. 26 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the extent of the administrative set-up, the personal qualifications,duties and affiliations of each State director of health and physical education. Finds that 25States have State syllabi and State directors of health and physical education ; that 38States have legislation concerning physical education, and 40 States have prepared syllabi.Indicates that assistants and co-workers are found in numbers according to the populationand the general economic condition of the individual States ; that a major in physical educa-

tion appears more regularly on the undergraduate level of the directors than on the graduate
level ; that 51 percent of the State directors have had experience as high school instructors.Finds that if these directars are to perform their duties adequately and advantageously, k
political influence must be cut to a minimum. Recommends that tbe States require an opencompetitive civil service examination before appointments to the State directorships can bemade, and the final selection be, made by a committee.

3200. Swengel, Marcus L. Role of the supervisor in supervised correspond-ence study. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 77 p. ms.Analyzes 44 itplies to a questionnaire sent to 83 supervisors of correspondence study.Concludes that 11 correspondence !study supervisor should register the student and order thecourse, istablish a filing system, provide a place to work and time for study, aid in the.selection of course, provide a student with needed supplementary materials, encourage the
worker, and coordinate correspondence study with school work.

3201., Timbers, Michael H. A study of the supervisory responsibilities of de:partment heads for industrial arts departments in cities of a population between250,000 and 500,000. Master's, 1940. Stout. 64 p. ms.
3202. Trower, Oscar Claud. Tenure and its relations to the salary of super-intendents of seéondary schools in the Northwest Missouri State teachers collegedistrict of Missouri, 1930-1939. Master's, 1940. South Dakota. 38 p. n;s.3203. Von Eschen, Clarence Raymond. An evaluation of a supervisory pro-gram with seventh and eighth grade teachers in rural schools of the State ofWisconsin. Doctor's, 1940. Wisconsin.

3204. Wochner, Raymond E. Status of the Nebraska public school superin-tendent Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 93 p. ms.Presents a composite picture of the superintendents of Nebraska.
3205. Wygal, John Carlisle. A view of rural elemOntary supervision In Vir-ginia. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 130 p. ms.

PRINCIPALS
3206. Chapman, Elmer J. Trends in the thought concerning the high schoolprincipalship revealed in the columns of the School review from 1919 to 1939.Master's, 1940. MichigAn.
*3207. Cutts, Cecil Jewett. Tenture of principals in the Class A secondaryg (took of Maine from 1929 to 1938. Master's, 1940. Maine. 59 p.Studies the service reports of 240 accredited.Class A high schools and academies of/Mainehaving a size range of from 2 to 70 teachers and a pupil popuhifion of from 8 to 2,000, todetermine the median tenure of the principals, the annual turnover each year from 1929 to1938, the relation of tenure to salaries, the relation of tenure of principals toithe 'lumberof teachers in the school, and the extent to which salaries are in accord with the size andresponsibility vf the position. Recommends the passage of a tenure law in Maine, theadoption of a minimum salary schedule, which taken together might bold experienced workers!n the secondary schools for longer periods of time.-
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3208. Drummond, Harold Dean. The status of the junior high school prin-

cipal in Texas. Mastert 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3209. Duke, Ralph Leonard. Administrative and supervisory duties of ele-mentary school principals in small Texas cities. Master'!a, 1940. Texas.
3210. Estes, Ames WeHord. A study of the salaries of principals in rela-

tion to their experience and training and to the size of their schools in 80 selected
rural high °schools in Virginia, 1929-1939. Master's, 1940. Virginia. 154 p. ms.

3211. Fraser, alter Mary of St. Felicia. Duties of the principal in the Cath-
olic elementary school. Master's, 1940. Boston Coll.

3212. *reel, Eugene L. Principles that underlie some of the more recentjudicial decisions of the New York Commissicnier of education with respect to
the certification and dismissal of principals and teachers. Master's, 1940. N. Y.
St. Coll. for Teach.

3213. Gray, Lloyd C. The status, duties, and administrative procedures ofthe principals of Noble County. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 843 p.
3214. Johnson, Iner V. State requirements for the certification of secondary

school prin'ttipals. Master's, 1940. Minnesota.1;

rinds that requirements vary from State to State; that 30 States issue specific certificatesfor secondary school principals, with 20 States requiring the M. A. degree ; that previousteaching or Administrative experietice is required in all but three of these States ; and that16 States ispue more than one grade certificate.

*3215. Manze, William Lawrence. The training, experience, and duties ofNew Jersey secondary school principals in communities of 5,000 to 15,000 inhabi-tants. Master's, 1938. N. J. St. T. C. 67 p. ms
*3216. Meyer, Nathan Gibble. The status oi the teaching-principal in Penn-sylvania. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 210 p.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 1,027.teaehing-principals in all but one countyin Pennsylvania. Finds tliat the teaching-principals In the urban schools are more maturethan they are in the rural schools. Shows that many of these principals are in charge ofschools having inadequate enrollments, school plants, and facilities ; and that many of tbeschools should be reorganised into larger administrative and attendance units.
3217. Miller, W. Fred. The status of the high school principal in Arizona.Master's, 1940. Arizona. 117 p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record,vol. 34: 49)
Gives a composite picture of the Arisiona high scOool principal. Recommends that studeptsplanning to enter the high school prfncipalship se6e as a high school teacher for a minimumof three or four years ; that they attend summer school, 'taking courses in the administrativefield ; that- they ask to assist in certain administrative duties ; and that they keep informedby reading professional books and magazines. SuggRits that men already serving as princi-pals make a constabt study of education ; teach at lesstiono class ; and be active in hiscommunity.

9
3218. Musion, Alpha Russell. The higfi 'school /principal' as the supervisorof instruction in the Michigan class B high schools. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3219. Nelson, George. The status of the high school principal in Oregon.Master's, 1940. Oregon.

3220. Parrish, Beta Goodwin. In-service training needs of Oklahoma Negro
prinCipals, Masfer's, 1940. Colorado. (AbstrAct irk University of Coloradostudies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 92-93)

Analyzes refurns to a check-list sent to school principals.
3221. Rodgers, John Orman& The státus of the principal-coach position inthree central Texas counties. Master's, 1940. Texas.
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3222. Shelton, L. G. An analysis of the major jobs of a rural high schoolprincipal. Slaster's, 1939. Va. Poly. Inst.
3223. Shelton, Walter F. A basis for the fielection of elementary schsol prin-cipals : a comparison of a standard with the practice in the field. Master's, 1940.West Texas St. T. C.

3224. Silver, Grant Mason. Relationship between the principal a.nd superin-tendent in the high schools of Iowa with an enrollment between 100 and 200.Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 90 p. ms.
FiNds that the duties and functions of principal and superintendent are not clearly definedby law ; that principals have complete authority over few administrative and supervisoryfunctions; and that in most of the schools the principal and tr superintendent jointlyperform several of the dutiei and functions.
322i. Sletten, Vernon Obert. An analysis of the present qualifications andstatus of high school principals in Montana. Master's, 1940. Washington.94 p. ms:
Sur.veys the high school principalship in 165eigh schools in Montana, and concludes thatthe duties of the high school principal have not been determined.
3226. Smith, Donald Vinson. A study of the elementary school prinCipal inIndiana. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 66 p. ins. (Abstract in: Indiana Stateteachers colk:ge. Teachers college journal, 11 : 139, July. 11)10)Finds that 61.5 percent of the elementary school principals were men; that the typicalprincipal had a total educational experience of 25.5, years; that 55.8 percent of the prin-cipals had a master's degree; and that the median salary was $2,091.05.
3227. Sullivan, Van L. Desirable qualifications for an elementary schoolprincipal. Master's, 1940. Arizona. 134 p. tns. (Abstract in: University ofArizona record, vol. 34 : 66-67)

Outlines the desirable qualifications for an elementary school principal with respect topersonality, experience, certification, residence, supervision, relation to ,tbe community, p.ndacademic and professional requirements.
322g. Talley, C. Bliss. The status of the priticipals of ,the récognized publicfour year high schools of Illinois. Maittecr's;1940.
3229. Walker, Kenneth B. The probable effect of the 1936 and the 1940ruling of the State board of education of the State of New Mexico on the highschool principal. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
3230. Walker, Robert Edwin. The relation of the prinCipal of the small highschool to hisCommunity. Master's, 1940. Pittsburgh.
3231. Wetzel, Milo X. A survey of remedial measures attempted by 38highschool principals in South Carolina in connection with disciplinary problemsreferred to them. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3232. Wheeler, Russell G. A study of the factors relating to the frequentchanges of principals in the small schools of Arizona. Master's, 1940. ArizonaSt. T. C. 94 p. ms.

**3233. Wilson, Helen. The, assistant-to-principalship in New York Cityschools: Its &history, status, and opportunities. Doctor's, 1940. New York.260 p. ms.
Studies the major activities of an assistant-to-principal whose duties are any of theduties of the principal reassigned on a delegated basis.
8234. Witherspoon, Ralph L. The clemently school principal : a studYbased on the authority of 19 educational leaders as found in the liteniture. Blas-ters, 1940. Michigan.
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3235. Corse, Chancy Henry. An evaluation of the educational qualifications

and functions of the business managers in the school tiystems of Texas with a
scholastic population of 1,000 or more. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

t3238. Dean, Joel. The management counsel profession. Bloomington, In-
diana university, 1940. p. (Indiana univerilty pùbllcations. Social science
series no. 2)

Discusses the nature and scope of professional management counsel ; engagement of con-; factors affecting succeu of'consulting engagements ; and benefits to be expected.
327. McCartney, Ruth Evelyn. Some principles of personnel managemer*

application to the puplic school. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

ATTENDANCE AND CHILD ACCOUNTING

3238. Clark, Harmon Pail, %Jr. A comparison of teacher and pupil absences
in two schogls systems having different sick leave regulations. Master's, 1940.
Stanford.

3239. Cunningham, Margitret Rosaltha. A study of causes of absence in
relation to socio-economic status. Master's, 1940. Texas.

3240. Drager, William C. A collection of educational terms and definitions
in the fields of child accounting and compulsory education. Master's, 1940. Ohio
State. 116 p4:ms.

(Shows a need for a uniform terminology ; a need for uniform records and reports ; and astandardization of laws pertakning to child accounting and compulsory education.
3241. Groop, John. Causes of absence and the relation of absences to school

marks in the Escanaba high school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3242. House, Clifford le.., fr. The history and status of schoorattendance in

Covington,)Kentucky. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 159 p. ms.
Surveys and analyses the attendance department of tkie Covington public schools, his-torically ahd topically. Shows the need for investigati* the effect upon attendance ofincreased school facilities and newly established social service agencies.

3243. Jennings, Charles Leonidas. A study of rural school attendance. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Virginia. 117 p. ms.

3244. Johnson, Paul F. An analysis of the decrease in grade population in
the high schools of Ringgold County from 1930 to .1939. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3245. 3Icearthy, Itlorence N. An analysis of the extent of non-attendance in
two Buffalo high schools. Master's, 1940. Canisius. 36 p. ms.

Studies 'the relation between attendance and achievement in two high schools.
*3246. IticNicholas, Martin L. Child accounting in Catholic elementary

schools. Doctor's, 1931. Catholic Univ.% Washington, D. C., Catholic university
of America, 1931. 92 p.

3247. Mitchell, Ghee E. The deieelopment of compulsory attendance in theDetroit public sc,hools. Master's 1940. Michigan.

8248. Monts, Rufus Michael, Jr. Demographic factors astiociated with non-
Enrollment in school among white and Negro children in 159 counties in Georgia.
Master's, 1940. Georgia. 40 p. MS.

Studies the extent to which a number of pupils per teacher, nowattendance ratio, illiteracyratio; and property valuation are associated with the non-enrollees in the various counties.
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3249. Morrison, John H. The administration of attendance by the countysystems of the State of Ohio. Master's, 1940. Wittenberg. 65 p. ms.Studies the administration and practices in the county systems of Ohio in an attempt to

formulate a more satisfactory plan of administering and enforcing school attendance.
Shows the need for State leadership, qualified attendance officers. and a uniform State
program with definite regulations regarding absence.

r\i3250.

r's, 1

unive y.

, Glenn A. A study of absences ih the small high school. Mas-Bowling Green. 70 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bowling Green StateAbstracts of masters' theses, 1935-1940: 5S-59)St 1,. Ps the absences of 179 pupils in the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and tiCelfth grades of.a
small high school from September 1936 to June 1937. Concludes that there was littledifference in the number of absences between the boys and girls; tbe girls were absent more
than the boys because of illness, and the boys were absent more than the girls because of
work; that the ninth grades had the best attendance; and that mole than half of tlw
absences could have been avoided.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROMOTION
3251. Anfinson, R. Non-promotion and social adjustment of children in ele-mentary schools. Doctor's, 1939. Miiniesota. 140 p. ms.Studies tbe effect of age, MA, time in school, sex, socio-economic status, and marks on a

test of social adjustment on promotion of elementary school children. Finds a significantdifferencE in sodal adjustment and adjustment toward school between regularly promoted
pupils and non-promoted pupils.

3252. Dunaway, Dorothy. An analysis of grade placement in selected gradesin the Ashburn, Georgia, school system. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 43 p.Finds 15 percent of the children advanced, and 35 percent retarded.
3253. Panning, Edmund K. Administration of promotion in the three yearjunior high school : a study of common practices in Massachusetts. Master's, 1940.Boston Univ. 105 p. ms.
Analyzés tbe practices of promotion and graduation which the three year junior high

schools of Massachusetts have in common.
3254. Hogue, William Hiram. Effect of modern practices in school promo-tion. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 50 p. ms.
3255. Miller, Clarence Levi. A 'study of the proniotron-failure problem withvecial reference to the Holliday junior high school. Master's, 1940. Colorado.(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, go. 3:85-86)
Studies standards of °achievement, distribution of marks throughout grades and junior

high school, school records, case studies, curricula offered, extracurricular activities, and
promotional practices.

3256. Rogers, Charles A. The classification of pupils in the rural schools ofOsage County. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.Attempts to determine the extent to which pupils are preVerly classified in the rural
schools; compares their classification with pupils in the city schools of the county; and
studies the qualifications and tenure of teachers in the rural schools. Finds that the
percentage of properly classified children decreases in both city and rural schools as pupils
a6ance through the grades; that a higher percentage of pupils are over-age in the rural
schools than in the city 'schools; and that GO percent of the teachers have a tenure of 2
years or less, and have had 2 or 3 years of college training.

3257. Watwood, Arnold Robson. A study of the promotion system in therural schools of Talladega.' Muter's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. 71 p. ms.
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325S. Barnowe, Theodore Joseph. A study of the development of the exami-
nation in education. Master's, 1940. Washington. 60 p.

Traces the examination in education front ancient times to date. gvaluates traditionaland new type tests, and surveys the most modern methods of mechanically scoring tests.
3259. Bean, Fay Marion. Changes and variations in types of American insti-

tute problem used for (1.41). A. examinations, 1917 to 1939. Master's, 1940. Brigham
Young.

3260. Benson, Walter V. An analysis of the errors made by pupils in an-
swering the New York State regents examinations in physics. Master's, 1940.
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

3261. Evans, Fae A. Eighth grade leaving examinations for rural school
pupils. Master's, 1940. Nebraska. 63 ms.

Surveys practices prevailing in the United States relative to examination and promotionof eighth grade pupils. Finds that 13. States give no leaving examinations to 'eighth gradepupils; that 18 States give State-wide examinations as a basis for promotion ; that in nineStates, counties have the option oftdeciding whether or not to give examinations; and thatthree States give State-wide examinations in the seventh grade, which is the last grade inthe elementary school; that Nebraska educators are not satisfied with the present systemof State-wide examinations because undue emphasis is placia on grades 4-8 to insure tbepassing of students. Recommends that minimum teacher qualificatitms be raised to 15 collegt,hours; that cumulative teacher records be maintained; and that the balance in the educa-i tional program be reestablished by .elimination of cramming.

3262. Fahnle, Chester E. Performance on Iowa every-pupil test as an index
to success 1,r, high schòol subjelbts. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3263. Foster, Earl Robert. Preparation and study of results of a true-false
test in general college chemistry. Master's, 1940. Kansas. 52 p. ms.

3264. Gallaher, Charles Denson. Validity of certain cooperative general
achievement tests, form P, for use in Tennessee high schools. Master's, 1140.Tennessee. 80 p. ms.

Attempts to ascertain the extent to which test items are answerable from textbooks inuse in Tennessee high schools. Finds that 56 percent of the social studies are answerablefrom the Tennessee adopted textbooks in the social studies; that 93 percent of the questionsIn the natural sciences are answerable from the textbooks in the natural sciences : and that96.4 percent of the mathematics questions are answerable from the mathematics textbooks.
8265. Gerber, Fred J. An analysis of the examinations for approval of oralwork in French given by the State department of education pf New York.

Master's, 1640. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

8266. Graeber, Herbert P. Analysis of the 1938 Iowa every pupil test in
plane geometry. Maker's, 1940. Iowa.

8267. Hansen, George G. Achievement marks of rural eighth grade pupilsof Madison County, Nebraska, from 1932 to 1937. Doctor's, 1940. NebraSka.(Abstract in: University of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctorial dissertations, 1940:71-76)
Discusses opinions in favor of ietaining county eighth grade examinations in Nebraska,and opinions for abolishment of these examinations. Studies .the marks of eighth gradepupils over a period of six years to determine whether there are significant differences in theprognostic value of county examination marks, rural teachers' marks, or scores made on astandardbed test, in terms of achievement in high school. Recommends that rural teachersbe trained and trusted to promote their eighth grade pupils ; that county eighth gradeexaminations be abolished as soon as educational qualifications of rural teachers are raisedand more adequate supervision of rural schools is provided ; and that examinations be givenas a supervisory measure and be given as early as the end of the first quarter of the sixthyear.
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8268. Laman, Franklin H. A survey of opinions of 142 world history teachersin Ohio concerning the Ohio every-pupil tests in world history. MaRter's, 1940.Michigan.

g269. Leaf, Curtis, Tate. Tbe construction and tentative standardization oftwo bemester examinations in business arithmetic. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll.of Ed. (Field study no. 3)
3270. Maxson, Wilbur Bryce. A critical study of the available methods oftesting functional outcomes of\learning in physics by written examination. Mas-ter's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University:of Colorado studies, Generalseries (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 84)
Finds that the techniques studied have deftnite value for supplementing other methodsof evaluation during the learning process, for diagnosis for remedial teaching, and fordetermining the degree of achieveinent
3271. Maxwell, Gerald W. The use of multiple-choice items in measuringarithmetical achievement. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
3272. Moore, Clarence Carl. Factors of chance in the true-false examination.Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of 'Ed. (Field study no. 2)
8273. Oldham,' Walter R. Studies in the nrasuremefit of ability in Englishcorrectness 11. A comparison of a "supply" with a multiple-choice type of punc-tuation test. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
3274. Patrick, Arthur Shepard. An analysis of individual test question diffi-culties as revealed in Kloos' testing program for high school bookkeeping students.Master's, 1940. Iowa.

8275. Plowman, Letha Fern. The effects of informing pupils of answers onobjective tests. Master's, 1940. Iowa. 3

8276. Potter, Florence, K. A study of the correlation between credit receivedon required functional examples and credit received on other examples in theJune 1939 regents examination in intermediate algebra. Mastei.'s, 1940. N. Y.St Coll. for Teach.

3277. Powderly, Willamine G. Teacher use of an informal objective test ingrammar and language usage. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3278. Schmitz, Joseph K. The value of school examinations in Mechanicvillehigh school as a means of enabling pupils to remain in school and complete ahigh school course. Master's, 1910. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
t8279. Schrammel, H. E. and Rasmussen, Otha X. Report of the thirty-firstNation-wide every pupit scholarship test for high schools and elementary schools,January 10, 1940. Emporia, Kansas State teachers college, 1940. n. p. ( KansasState teachers c61lege of Emporia. Bulletin of information, vol. 20, no. 3)Gives percentile scores computed for 35 subjects, based on the original scores of 142,285pupils on tests given inD40 States, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia.
t3280, Report of tbe thirty-second Nation-wide every pupil schol-arship test for high sthools and elementary schools, April 4, 1940. Emporia,Kansas Statte teachers college, 1940. u. p. (Nansas State teachers college ofEmporia. Bulletin of information, vol. 20, no. 4)

aGives percentile scores computed for 45 subjects, based on the original scores of 152,108pupils made on tests given in 37 States, Canada, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia.Finds a wide variation between the best and the poorest pupil in each subject ; between /thehighest and the lowest median scores made byPdifferent scliools ; and between the medianscores made by the pupils in different States.
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3281. Vorba, Adolph A. An analysis of the 1939 IowA every-pupil test inphysics. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3282. Waite, William Henry. The relatiOnship between performance on
examinations and emotional responses. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

3283. Wald, Roscoe E. An analysis of the 1939 Iowa every pupil test on
biology. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

32S4. Wrinkle, James F. A suggested final comprehensive examination formaster degree candidates in physical education. Master's, 1939. LouisianaState. (Abstract in: Louisiana Statéuniversity. Bylletio, vol. 32 N. S.: 179-80)

EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

3285. Aikin, Mary M. Some psychological factors in vocational adjustment.
Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 137 p. ms.

Describes 268 interviews with women In 14 Ohio cities in a representative vocational andexperience grouping.

3286. Anderer, Gracemary. Vocational guidance and eduactional opportuni-ties offered by the Dominican Conveht of Our Lady of the Rosary : A child caring
institution for adolescent girls. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract fa: Ford-liam university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees . . . 1040:111)

Gives a picture of the girls' daily life within the institution.
3287. Aurand, David Benjamin. Home room guidance program, junior high'

school, Freeport, Illinois. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Univalsityof Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3 : 17)
Presents a phil(\sophy of guidance, and discusses the home room as an agency ofguidance.

3288. Blornquist, Leonard C. A survey and analysis of certain aspects of theguidance program in the Albert Lea high, school, 1930 to 1937. Master's, 1940.Minnesota.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent in by 205 of the 529 boys who graduated fromthe high school between 1930 and 1937. Concludes that graduates tended to find employ-ment in the lame level of occupations as their fathers; that boys of higher intelligencetended to be found in higher occupational levels; that vocational subjects helped most inaiding students to make vocational choices.; and that teachers gave relatively little educa-tional or vocational guidaneehows a 'peed for expansion of the guidance program, includ-ing more adequate use of achoorliecords; and a need for broadened program in commercialand industrial courses. 4

3289. Bradford, James A. 4 survey of guidance activities in Summer highschool, Kansas City, Kansas. Master's, 1949. Ohio State. p.77 ms.
Concludes that the guidance actiVtles in this school are incidental and not comprehensive.
3290. Briner, Dorothy L. Description and evaluation of a guidance programfor Shawnee rffral high school,' Lima, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.p.
Describes the procedures used during the first year of organizing a guidance program.
8291. Brophy, Dorothy Ann., The contribution of the interview to vocationaland educational d4agnosis by means cd tests and questionnaires. Master's, 1940.Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracta of dissertations ande theses,vol. 12: 117-19)
Analyses data and questionnaire replies of 40 Clark university students: Winds that insome cases the interview contributed to the diagnosis based on tests and questionnaires,and was an important technique in making tbe final diagosis in these cases.
8292. Brunner, Marjorie C. A study of 25 closed cases in the Girls' serviceleague emphasising vocational adjustment. Master% 1969. Fordham. (Abstract
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in: Fordham university. Dissertaticrns accepted for higher degrees . . :1940:111-12)
Concludes that vocational guidatice should be on an lndividuatrather than a group basis;that a case work agency can to a certain extent engage to a vocational guidance program ; andthat the social worker may contribute tó the vocational guidance otri client either directlycr through referral to tbe proper agency.
3293.. Cameron, Collins. A guidance program adjusted to the weeds of highschool students at Bay Minette. Master's, 1940. Ala. Poly. Inst. \VS p. m&I. Chen, Ting-Hsuan. Guidance service in The set&ondary scilols cif Cali-fornia in the United States. Doctor's, 1940. Stanford. (Abstract i*,,. Stanforduniversity. Abstracts of dissèrtations . . . : 198-202).Analyses data drawn from the return of a 16 page inquiry form from 311 of the 4r higharhoola ranging in enrollment from 443 to 3,900. Finds a preference for the supplementaryconcept of guidance raiher than for the broad or tbe narrow concept. 'Concludes tintguidance practices are provided more often for prospective entering students, new entrants,and high school students than for graduates. Places emphasis on vocational, health, andsocial-civic guidance rather Han on recreational guidance. Shows that freq ncy Inadopting guidance procedures varies from one type or one size of school to anothe . thatsome form of guidance publication la provided bjyt large number of the cooperating sc ools:and tbe number of schools ippointing full-time and partelitne counselors increased -steadilyfrom' linslon.

.

3205. Cromwell, Robert F. `..A suggested program of guidance. Doctor's,1940. George Washington. 241 p. ms.
Defines guidance; includes a checklist of minimum essentials of guidance program.Discusses the responsibilities of the staff in a guidance program. Analyses the functions ofguidance tn pupil analysis. testing, articulation and orientation, \borne room, occupationalinformation, instruction in occupations, educational guidance, extracurricular activities,counseling, placement, add follow-up. Discusses organization for programs of guidance.Applies the program to the high schools in Maryland. A .

3296. Becherd, Milton Edmund. A survey of some guidance needs of highschool students. Master's, 1940, Texas.
3297. Dwyer, Dorothy. How the community used the Becks County guidanceInstitute. Master's, 193e. Smith.
3298. Easter, Ronald /1.. Improvement of guidance in the Mediapolis (Iowa)consolidated school. Master's, 1040. Drake. I 50 'p. ma.
3299. Edmonds, Dolly V. Guidance activities in'junior big% schooL Bias:ter's, 1940. Wyoming. 67 p. ms.
3300. Epperson, Erna Frances. A survey of State child guidance service inCalifoniia communities. Master's, 1910. Stanford.
3301. Fish, Helen E. Guidance at the University of Arizona. Muter's, 1940.Arizona. 7'127 p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 84: 27)concludes that the adininistrative *Moen and faculty are aware of the Importai2ce ofguidance; that the progrthm is not centralized; that there Is much overlappin in theservices offered to tbe stuitents; there la much guidance done by individual administrativeofficers and .faculty members; and that the students interviewed are aware of the guidancefacilities on the campus and take advantage of them.
SM. Frame, Don H. A comparison cif the_rocational-and- job-Informationconferences u techniques in guidance. Master's, 1940. Washington. 97 p. ma.Indicates that the vocational conference was as helpful u tbe job information conferenceto the pupils of the hies school where it was testek and that it brought 'More favorablepublkitspof the school.

3303. Freeman, Lawrence L Problem groups and their gdidance needs in the1.938 low sophomore class of the John H. Reagai senior high school, Houston,Texas. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 55 p. ms.
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3304. Gibbons, Lillian Susan. A follow-up study of a group of cases referred

for diagpostk evaluations to-a guidance clinic. Master's, 1%10. Bqffalo.
3305. Goff, Terry Ira. Vocational gu:Idance, 'training and occupational hispries o'f young men in Marshalltown, Iowa. Mastilr's, 1039. Iowa State. 85

p.

Studies the histories of 117 out-of school young men, .16-24 years of age, who resided inMarshalltown during a given period ending June 30, 1939.
MOO. Goggles, Priscilla. Guidance practices in senior high schools in Iowa.

Master's, 1940. Drake. 74 p. ms.
3307. Grauel, Walter Edward. Vocational .guidance, training, and employ-ment of young Alen in Mascoutab, Illinois. Master's, 1940. lowa lOtate. 75

3308`. Guilbeau, Lolita. A study ot the students of the Marksville high schoolfrom 1935 to 1939 with reference to guidance needs. Master's, 1939. LduisianaState. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 130-
31)

Studies promotions, failures, drop outs, and graduates, and the educational, vocational,and avocational interests of the students. Finds that a guidance program L. urgently-needed. Recommends that an organised guidance program 'be integrated with the academicand administrative prokrams of the school, under the direction of the principal, assistedby the Ent:Inhere of the faculty.

3309. Hall, Nary Winifred. Suggested materials fpr use in guidance. Mas-ter's, 1940. Alabama. 114 p. ms.
3310. Harris, Roger price. An analysts of the effect of personal guidance on

.,_adjustment of 40 ninth grade boys in Hastings Junior high school. Master's,
1940. Ooloracto. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series(A), vol. 20, no. 8: 52)

Studies the effect of personal guidance on adjustment of 40 nihth grade boys to thecurriculum, social life of the school, administration, teachers, other pupils, home andfamily, arid personal djustment Indicates that a more elastic organization of somecourses, particularkt English, should be made in order to provide for the individual differ-ences editing among pupils of foreign parentage. Shows t4e need for training teachersso Mat each classroom teacher would be guidacKe conscious; and tge need for more oppor-tunities in whicl? ¡oils mfght paiticipfte in school affairs which would give training inliving as well as learning democracy and good citizenship.
8311. Heffernan, Sister Mary. Austin.. A 'guidance program for senior high

school girls. Muter's, 1940. Washington. 285 p. ma.
Preaents units of work on character building, citizenship, vocational selection, tbeand establishing the home.

3312. Herrmann, William Charles. A follow-up study and evakation of aprecòllege program of educational guidance at an engineering college. Master's,1940. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of-dissertations avidtheses, voL 12: 121-23)
Evaluates a program of educational and vocational guidance at Worcester PolytechnicInstitute by following up as many as possible of the boys who attended the program sinceits beginning. Describes the program which was organized in 1934, in which the boys liveat the Institute for a 10-day period during which they are given five aptitude tests, voca-tional interest questionnaire and ratings on personality characteristics, anti during whichthey go on trips to various engineering projects, hear lectures by engineers and otheri, andwork on miniature engineering projects. Finds that 94 percent of the boys were satisfiedwith the educational and vocational choices which they made.
8314 Hogue, Sarah Erskine. Provision for occupational guidance in thejunior high school, particularly through a course in occupations. Master's, 1940.Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Attempts to show that occupational guidance is needed in. the junior high school, and
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that fl can be presented by means of a regular cburse in occupations, regular school imbjectsand extricurriMkr activities.
*3314. Hughes, Eugene H. The mantiscripfcaf business occupations: a guid-ance manual for ninth and teAtth grade students. Doctor's, 1940. New York.231 p. ms.

Describes The various business occupations and their opportunities. p.

3315. Hunt, Harold-Janies. An evaluation of the ¡guidance program oof theMissoula County high school witli recommendations for its improvement. Mas-ter's, 1010. Washington. 73
Concludes thai the guidance program ofsomewhat above the average. Shows thatcontinuous improvement. -p

the four year high school, Miisoula, Mont., isa continuous self-evaluation is a requikte for
3316. Kern, Earl Theron. Need of guidance in the carrictaumt of tre smallhigh school. Master's, 1940. Wittenberg. 64 p. ms.Attempts to determine how well the curriculum of a small high school met the needs of

its graduates. Shows the need for guidance in the small high school, and that the alumniasked that it be made a part of the curriculum.
3317, Kutch, .Robert PeWeese. gollege guidance in Oregon high sChools.Master's, 1939. Stanford.

4b-3318. Linnilian, Margaret Certification requirements, for guidance workersin the United States. Master's, 1940.. Cincinnati. 67 p. ms.Finds- a Arend toward the acceptance of teachers and specialists as guidance workers.Stresses the need for more. specific training for guidance workers, State certification inguidance, and guidance programs sponsored by State boards of education.

451

3319.McCleskey, Robeit W. A plan'for the orkanization of a guidance pro-gram in Hardin junitir college. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 77 es mg.Evaluates guidance programs of other colleges, and formulates a guidance program forthe Junior college at Wichita Falls, Tex.
3320. Meyer, Richard Stevens. The philosophy of stud-ent personnel serviceand guidance and its educational applications. Master's, 1939. Ariz. St. T. C.,Tempe. 126 p. ms.
Studies the qualifications of guidance waters, handling of 'personnel problems, andadministration of student discipline, Finds- that few scpools are cognizant of the needs ofstudents as individuals ; that most schools merely ptiy lip service to established aims ofeducation; that it is the responsibility of the school to provi e guidance service for itsstudents in order that they may be trained in life situations ; t t teachers and adminiPtra-tors should be selected on their ability to understand youth dnd its problems; and thatthe causes of students disciplinary problems should be probed and removed to prevent therecurring of the problems.

3321. Moreau, Elia
4.

A survey -of it high school graduating class withspecial reference to idance implications. Master's, 1939. Loul,siana State.(Abstract in: Louisl na State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 141-42)Studies 80 seniors IQ a high school in Louisiana to determine their need for guidance.Shows a decided need for guidance, and suggests that the guidane program be put ineffect even earlier than high school.
.

3322. Biunsop, Joy B. A suggested plan of guidance for the Lansing publicsecondary schooli. Master's,'1940. Mich. St. Coll. 100 p. mil.
3323. Olinde, Patrick./ A study of guidance needs of a small high *school.Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university.BUlletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 144)
Attempts tO determine the needs for guidance in a small high school, in PlaqueminesParish, La., and to suggest a plan for the formulation of a guidance program to be appliedgradually in the school.
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3324. Orlidge, Levenia Haire. A study of guidance in a National youth ad-
ministration project. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 88 p. ms.

Studies the educational and social status, reading and athletic interests, health and voca-tional ambitions of 140 girls ranging in age from 18 to 24 years, oh home economics.proJects. Finds a need for vocational guidance; that traidees'acquire se1f79onfidence, abilityto take orders, and to work together ; that many of girls were forced to drop theirfórmal °education because of economic circumstances ; that few- of the trainees came fromhomes of skilled or even semi-skilled worker4.; that no family income wile, over $1,200anually ; that the girls were interested in courses in nursing, stenography, and cosmetology ;that English, sociology, and . commercial courses were the favorite school subjects ; that 80of the girls 4refe of the Negri, race, and that they were sociapy More active than the whitegirls.
i

3325. Paul, I. Clifford. Au examination of guidance posilbillties in Allen__County high schools. Master's, 1940. Ohto State. 70 p. ms.
Covers ivocational, vocational, social life, health, and educational phases of public schooladministration.

8326..Ricketts, Elizabeth L. A follow-nil) study cif 50 selected counselors-ofthe Columbus counseling bureau. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 95 p.'ms:
3327. Roberson, C. C. A guidance program for the Ada high school. Master's,1940. Ohio State. 116,p. ms. .
Studies the guidance programs in 36 other schools and develops a program fog, Ada.
3828. Rodrifuez, Marie-Louise 46.4., An apprals4 of certain use materialsfor guidanee'in the secondary schools. Master's, 1910k Stanford.
3329. Salter, F. E. Study of the effect of a definite i)rogram of guidance uponleisure time activities of high school pupils. Master 1939. Louisianassiitate.(Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vo 32 N. S.: _.1.4151,..
Considers the effect of activities in and around the home, ctivities outside the home,outlIng activities, music,lramatic, educational, social, commercia and recreational activitieson 184 high school pupils. rinds that many homes and comm nities are not equipped toprovide training In tbe correct use of leisure time. Elbows tha the school has to providea guidance program that will train pupils in the worthy use of l sure time activit)es.

3330. Skelton, Luther C. The -organization and devtiopment of it guidance
program for the Hatfield high school, Hatfield, Mistpuri. \liaster's, 1940. -*Colo-
rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, Geneifil series (A), vol. 26,no. 3: 111)

Attempts to formulate a home room guidance program for a small rural high school,providing the pupils of the school liSith specific Information about ihe ictivities of school life.,
3331. Smith, J. Carvel. Organization and adMinistratioñ( of a guidance pro-

gram for small high school?. Mister's, 1940. East Texas St T. C. 137 p. ms.(Abstract in: East Texati State teachers college. Graduate stiIIes, 1910: 55-56)a
Discusses guidance practices-in 'large school systems with the view of adapting their bestmethods.; to file Small school, and outlines a program to be used in a siafl school system.

e

Ile ill.

3432. Spier, Ma Espa. A study of the Binita community w th reference to
guidance needs in a small high school. Master's, 1939. LouiaIaia State. (Ab-stract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 151-52)

Shows. a &finite need for a guidance program. Recommends that an orgknised guidanceprogram be integrated with ackdemic education, physical education, extracirricular activi-ties, and administrative programs under the direction of either the principal or the bestqualified teacher on tbe faculty.

earns, Ellen Kuhn. Guidance in an elementary school. Master's,
1940. Texas.
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3334. Strafford, Harold L. A study of guidance programs of the secondaryschools in Indiana cities. Mosdar's, 1940. Ind. st. T. C. 78 p. ms. (Abstract in:lnillana State teachers cbllege. Teachers college Journal, 11: 156-57, July 1940)
1 r Pinds that a functional guidance prosirtim has matured iii Indiana secondary echools with

..

an eirollmeni of.,300 or more ; that programs of gfildanee are organised and administered bythe secondry school principal, the home room teacher, and the classroom teacher ; that a
,

psychologist was employed by only one school, but 'teachers were receiving training in mentalhygiene and psychology ; that orientation of the new pupil received marked attention; thatdeveloping character traits and a wholesome personality were factors of major importancein programs of guidance; that there was a lack of interest in explaining methods of findingand securing jobs ; that Ihe use of leisure' time was well directed by interesting pupils int hobbies and avocational pursuits; and that directors of guidance programs were cognizant. of the value of extending guidance directions to life beyond the secondary schooLe
i

t. 3335. Tweed, Flavia Sophia. A survey of -business occupations in F6rt Smith,Arkansaa Master's, 1910. Tennessee. 137 p. ms.
Presents a selected sampling of 107 buiiness firms. Shows the, need for vocational guid-anCe for pupils in thlibusiness department of the high school.,
3336. Wagaman Frank. Educational and social guidance for small highschools. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 54 p. ms.

1
Analyses the guidance programs of small high schools in western Kansas, '7 offers

e

suggestions for setting up a program.
3337. Walden, Dennis DA The organizatIon a441 administration of guidanceprograms in secondary schools of Oklahomt. Masteri, 1940. Ökla. A. fte,g-M.Find; that in general the guidance* phase of education in the secondary schools ofOklahoma has been neglected. Offers suggestions for devAoping.,satisfactory guidancePrograms.

3338. Warren, Edgar W. Guidance through social studies. Master's, 1940.N. Y,,S4t. Coll. ior Teach.
3339. Webster, Arthur Davidson. An experimental study in the educationaland vocational guidance of tenth grade pupils. Master's, 1040. Pittsburgh.
3340. Wibracht, Edwin John. An intekrated program of educationtil guid-ance for Concordia high school aild teachers college, River Forest, Illinois. Mas-ter's, 1940. St. Louis.
3 341. Wilfert, Ruth E. A guidance program for secondary schools with sug-gestions for the training of counselors. Master's, 1940. Buffalo.
*3342. " illiams, Nannie Mae Morris. A survey of guidance in the accreditedhigh schools s irginia. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 98 p. ms.Analyzes replies to questionnaire received from 356 of the 480 accredited high schoolsof Vic!. on I anbation of guidance service, analysis of individuals, counseling,placement and follow-up, guidance techniques utilised, data on occupational trends, andmethods of informing students about .occupations. Offers recommendations for more effec-tive guidance in Virginia.

3343. Wnagle,--Lenus. A study of guidance theory and practice. Master's,1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 98 p. ms.
Reviews guidance theory and applies it to specific needs and situations in Portland.
3:144. Wright, Frank L, jr. The use of predigtive measures for guidance ofmen students in the University of Cincinnati. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 93Ms.

Attempts to determine the extent to which prediction of the academic success of univer-s* freshman men may be accomplished by use of high school records and various scoresobtained on tile American Council on. Education psychological examination for collegefreshmen. Recommends a plan and prograip for the use of these measures in the guidanceof freshman men at the University of Cincinnati. -
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
33,5. Abt, Lawrence Edwin. The in4ests of adolescent boys, a study ofscouts and non-scouts. Master's, 1939. CAumbia.
Me. Brandt, Edward L. Extracurricular activities as related to sponsor-ship and training of teachers of the smaller secondary schools of Pennsylvania

Master'0, MO. Temple. 68 p. ms.
3347. Breternitz, ;outs A. Programs of extracurricular activities in selectedthree, four, and six year high schools in Nebraska. Doctor's, 1940.- Colo. St. Coll.of Ed. (Field study no. 3)

3348. Bruegel, Ehrenfried E. A comparison of svholarship ratings of Highschool graduates who paiticipate and those who do not participate inlwxtra-curriculai activities. Master's, 1939. Foil Hays Kane. St. Coll. 61 p. ms.
3349. Canipbell, Margaret A study of the ont-of-school activities of the voca-tiopal home economics girls of the Tuscaloosa (Alabama) senior high school.Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 58 p. ms.
3350. Campos, Ismael de Franca. Basic activities of a student program.era, 1940. Peabody. 67 p. ms.

udies the entire 'field of extracurricular activities td determine the most widely advo-cated Principles, social, and moral outcomes of organisation and administration ofextracurricular activities.

3351. Carlson, Ralph 14Rdwig. The educational value of stamp collecting :a study of adults. Master's, 1940. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Ab-stracts of dissertations and theses, vol. 12: 120-21)
Attempts to determine whether or not adult stamp collectors learn more in areas relatedto their hobby than do the non-collectors. Finds that stamp collecting among adultsresults in increased knowledge of tbe history and principles of stamp collecting; that itdoes not result in an increase in significant social knowledge; that it results in the acquisi-tion of a greater amount of information on facts of history and geography; and that adultcollectors are superior to the general population in mental alibity.
8352. Clárk, Betty D. The educational and recreational contributions ofGirl scouting. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 112 p.
Studies the historical background, organization, and program of the Girl scouts, andevaluates its educational and recreatioRal contributions.
8858. eettorin, George Brownson. Proposals for a study of the extracorricnlarand social life of the college for men at the University of Rochester. Master's,1969. Columbia.

8354. Covey, Grace Elm& The characteristics and interest problems of boysand girls of 4Vii club age. Master's, 193W. Va. Poly. Inst.
8355. Cummings, Alberta Heck. An investigation of 4-8 club work inCabell County, West Virginia. Master's, 1639. Ohio Univ. 103 p. ms. (Ab-stract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1169t 12)
Analyzes interviews held with 264 boys and girls who had been 4-H club members fromOctober 1937 to October 1988, of whom 127 continued in 4-H club work during the yeas1938-89. rinds that., the number of boys and girls discontinuing 4-H club work is toohigh; that first year members are not deriving full benefit from their club experiences;that too many parents lack interest in the club work of their children ; that boys have!yen neglected because county alrents have been unable to provide men leaders for the boys'proJects; that more members should have an opportunity to participate in camp activities;and that a larger number of club members should be encouraged to take part in the variousdUb activities.

8856. Davis, 1forothy Marie. A survey of the growth and the develoOnent ofextracurricular activities in North Texas State teachers college, 1919-1969. Mas-ter's, 1010. North Term', St T. C.
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43357. Decell, Prances Elizabeth. The leisure time activities of the freshmanand sophomore women students at tile University of Alabama. Master's, 1940.Alabama. 55 p. ms.
3358. Dixon, Paul J. Evaluation of criteria for effective 4-H local leadership.Master's, 1939. Marylanal.
3359. Downes, Henry Joseph. Advantageous and disadvantageous effects ofextracurricular activities in secoOdary schools. Master's, 1940. Boston ColL
3360. Downey, Mylo SnalAly. The essentials of a handbook for local 4-Hleaders. Master's, 1940. Mar¡lan\ortl.

3361. Emert, Dorothy Jean. Factors in the personality and environment ofthe college woman related to her participation in extracurricular activities. Mas-ter's, 1940. Syracuse. 113 p.
Attempts to determine the percentage of participation in extracurricular activities atSyracuse University ; the average number of activities participated in by each student; therelationship between high-school and college participation ; w,hgther or not tbe high-schoolactivities records of active and inactive college groups differ; whether or not certain per-sonality factors are more closely related in tbe most active students than to the least active;whether or not activity records differ for sorority and non-sorority Students, or for work-ing and pon-working students; and whether the gap between the participation 'of the mostactive college participants and the least active renlains the same, grows smaller, or widens'in high school and college. Indicates that highly active participation, good social adjust-ment, poise, happiness, a few hours of work each week, and affiliation with a sorority areclosely related.

3360. Farrar, Orville H. A survey of ex acuirricular activities in the schoolsof Fairfield County, Ohio, with recommendathìis 'for their future organization.Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 126 p. ma. (Absifilltt in: Ohio university. Ab-
.

stracts of masters' theses . . . 1939: 1 )
Attempts to determine the present status of extracu ri\clular activities In the 11 highschoolé of Fairfield County, and to analyse the present extracurricular situation. Findspoor administration and supervision of extracurricular a ivities; dirt! ity in obtaining thesupport of the faculty; lack of trained leaders; overloadi g of teacbe ; lack of encourage-ment and guidance of student participation; lack of vorthwhIle program; insufficientfinancial support of the extracurricular progaram; andtack of satisfactory facilities.
3363. Pluker, Glenn Earl. A survey of ciul programs in the secondar)schools of Rusk County, Texas. Master's, iv* Texas.
3364. Gehring, Ella Mae. A study-of4he ciub program tit Mirabeau B. Lamaibenior high school, Houston, Texas, 1939-40. Muter's, 1940. Texas.
3365. Graves, Martha Ellen. Club activities of 80 chapters of Future home-makers of Texas. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 110 p. ms.
3366. Hackbarth, Pauline Ann. A partial study of the leisure time activitiesof Ohio university students: a basis for planning a future program of leisuretime activities. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 91 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio uni-versity. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1939: 29)
Analyses replies to 500 questionnaires submitted to a select student group to ascertainhow they spend their leisure time. Finds that 64 percent of the girls and 52 percent otthe boys had developed no hobbles; that those wbo had acquired hobbies did so beforecoming to college and had acquired no new hobbies; that their financial status is a banal,cap to the recreational program; that 61 percent of the men and 84 percent of the girlswork part time. Shows the need for assistance in planning and carrying out leisure timeactivities.

3367. Hamilton, Lucy Amiss. How the social needs of the fourth and fifthgrade boys in the public schools of Denton, Texas, are being met through theirhobbies. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
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3868. Hartley, Freda. Differential characteristics of participation and non-participation in college extracurricular activities. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
3369.'Henthorn, Edward C. The relative values received from extracurric-War activities by pupils in large and small schools. Master's, 1940. Nebraska.173 p. ms.
Analyzes comprehensive pupil participation inventories taken in high schools at Wahooand Ceresco, Nebr., to show values received by pupils from extracurricular activitiesShows that larger scbools offer greater opplorrunities for pupil participation.
3370. Kuhlman, Milton H. A study of Hi-Y clubs as an extracurricular activ-ity in the secondary schools of Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, and SouthDakota. &faster's, 1940. Minnesota.
Analyses 55 replies to a quesdonnaire sent to 100 Hi-Y leaders, and replies to question-naires sent to administrators in cooperating schools, to 140 Hi-Y members of four clubs,and to 60 universities,and college Ptudents. Finds that clubs are usually organised singlyrather than haptibrs ; that membership is usually in the 11-12 or 10-12 grades; thatmost of the c1i4s have annual dues ; that the clubs are under school direction, and rankfirst among ext curricular activities.
3371. Lipp,itt, Ronald. An analysis of group reactions to three types of ex-perimentally created social climate. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: Uni-. versity of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 66)
Describes an experiment conducted with four recreation clubs chosen from the fifth gradesof two public schools, in which each group had three club period& of six meetings each underthree different leaders using different philosophies of leadership. Finds four significantlydifferent patterns of club reaction to the three types of leadership ; and group personalitycharacteristics which differentiated a given club throughout its treatments, in spite ofsignificantly different reactions to the different atmospheres.
3872. McIntire, Julie. Extiacurricular activities of graduates, of 'Winonasenior high school, 192.1-1934. Master's, 1939. Minnesota. 100 p. ms.Attempts to determine the way bigh-school and college students spend their leisure time,and the similarity between college extracurricular *ctivities and those carried on in highschool. Shows the importance of extracurricular activities in the later lives of graduates.Indicates that proper training in extracurricular activities in high school is important indetermining adult recreational habits.
3878. Marks, Arlyn. Tile personnel point of view and the administrationof extracurricular activities in nine universities. Doctor's,. 1940. Illinois.256 p. ma.
Sets up six criteria for appraising the administration of extracurricular activities in hurluniversities. Concludes that in all of these universities there appeared to be some applica-ton of the personnel point of view to the administration of extracurricular activities, butin none was the application complete, as measured by tbe six criteria. Recommends a morehighly centralised administrative structure- than is commonly found, and much greatereffort toward coordination of this personnel service with other personnel services on thepunpus.

8874. Meade, Albert J. A study of the influence of membership in the Girlreserve club upon the girls of the Ashland high school. Master's, 1940. Ken-tuck,. 06 p. ms.
Finds no significant difference between Girl reserve members, former members, andnon-members.

*3375. Miller, Kenneth Albert. A study of the out-of-school activities of pri-vate school boys In grades 5, 6, 7, and 8. Master's, 1940. George Washington.65 p. ms.
Studies the out-of-school activities of 188 private school b.oys in relation to their intelli-gence and irade levels. Finds that the most popular activities of these boys were :ing ; going to motion pktures; listening to the radio ; playing 'outdoors.* doing school home-work ; playing Moor games ; going to parties ; riding bicycles ; going it.o church. and Sandia9000 ; anti milling ttlass. rinds that boys of the low intelligence group . participated to a
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greater extent in home duties than did boys of higher intelligence ;1 that- age and intelligenceleveli were of no great significance in relation to outdoor play or to indoor games; thatboil, of high intelligence were more interested in reading books than boys .9f the lowerintelligence level, who prefeKred reading magazines; that the boys were not very active inclub activities ; and that boys of all grades of intilligence -enjoyed the same radio programs:Ind moving pictures.

.Nicholson, Edwin. Education and the Boy scout movement in Amer-ica. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., I. Univ. New York, Teachers College, ColumbiaUniversity, 1941. 117 p. (Contributions to education, no. 826)
Discusses favorable and unfavorable features of Boy scout education. Shows the needfor reexamination on the part of tbe movement of such foundational issues as the natureof social organisation and social change, the nature of such concepts as knowledge andexperience apd also the nature of morality.
8877. Pope, Mildred. The contribution of the Future homemakers of Texasto vocational homemaking education. Master's, 194o. Colo. St. ColL 81 p. ms.
*8378. Price, Louise. Creative group work on the campus: a developmentalstudy of certain' aspects of student life. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. NewYork, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940. 437 p. (Contributions toeducation, no. 830)

Examines the processes and products of social groups in extracurricular activities on twocampuses in an endeavor to discover possibilities in creative group work for rational adapta-tion in community situations as a means for influencing individuil development, includingsocial development.

3879. Remmer)s, H. H. Studies in extracurricular activities 1. Lafayette,Ind., Purdue university, 1940. 32 p. (Purdue university. Studies in highereducation, 39)
Contents: (1) Women's extracurricular activities as related to certain other cbtaracteris-tics by Betty McKee, H. H. Remmers, and Dorothy C. Stratton ; p. 5-15 : (2) The effect ofparticipation in extracurricular dramatics upon scholastic achievement, by John E. Dietrich,p. 16-30. -

8380. Rieger, Dwares T. The effect of the extracurricular activity period onthe social attitudes of junior high school pupils. Master's, 1940. Arizona. 28 p.ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 34: 56-57)Describes an experimental study made in the Junior high school of Belem New Mexico,to determine the effect of a special period of extracurricular activities on tbe social atti-tudes of tbe pupils. Concludes that a special program of extracurricular activities has abeneficial effect on the social attitudes of junior high school pupils ; tends to develop theirsocial atittudes more rapidly than they are developed without such a program, and seemsto have a greater effect on social attitudes of Anglo-American children than on those ofSpanish-American, children.

8381. Robinson, Lottie O. Benefits girls in Kentucky receive from their Girlreserve work and a suggested program. Master's, 1 qs!. Ind. St, T. C. 115 p. ms.(Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 11: 144,July 1940)
Analyzes replies to questionnaires made by members of the Girl reserve clubs as to theiractivities ; and analyses tbe duties of tbe advisers of the girls. Finds that the girls ratetheir clubs and club work high ; that there is a high correlation betwsen the time advisersgive to different phases of the work and the activities the girls wish to do more often.
3382. Bromine, Stephen Arnold. The contribution of extracurricular activi-ties to character development of secondary school pupils. Master's, 1940. Colo-rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), voL 26,no. 8: 102-103)
Studies the-extent and nett& pf the extracurricular program in secondary schools; thecontribution of extracurricular activities to character Oevelopment. Filkh1 that extracur-rlenIar activities are provided fór pupils in the Majority of secondary school& but that pupilparticipation in these activities is low; that educators try to utilise these programs for
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racter building purposes; and that students atfribute some social-civicmoral values to
program but suggest that tfie açtivities be extended anderevitalised.

Sanborn, Jacqueline. A personnel study of the leaders of the Oakland
nell of the Girl scouts of America, Master's, 1940. Michigan.

8384. Shepherd, Roger Turner. A study of extracurricular activities In the
third class city and rural high schools of Kansas. Master's, 1969. Kans. St, Coll.
53 p. ms.

3385. Skidmore, Rex A. A sociological study of the Boj scout membership
mortality rate in Salt Lake City. Master's, 1939. Utah. 108 p. ms.

9ett8888. Sloan, Clair X. A rvey of the practices in the out-of-class activity
program of 30 high schools i ansas with enrollments of varying sizes. Master's,
1041). Kans. St. T. 6., Emporia. 92 p. ms. ,

3387. Smith, William Edward. Plan for auditing fraternities and sororities
at Iowa State college compared with plans at other institutions of higher learning.
Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 99 p. ms.

3388. Sotomayer, Pancisco. Extracurricular activities in the private Catholic
secondary schools of Itew Mexico. Master's, 1940. New Mexico. 67 p. ms.

3389. Sowell, limn* Irene. A study of boys' clubs in Texas, with special
reference to San Antonio. Master's, 1940. Texas.

3390. Strohoefer, Francis Kilian. The development of procedural for meet-
ing leisure-time needs for boys : an experiment in the organization and adminis-
tration of a boys' club as a phase of a leisure-time program for bOys at Bayonne,
New Jersey, conducted with limited financial support. Doctor's, 1940. New York.
127 p. ms.

Describes the organization and administration of a boys' club as a phase of a leisure-ihne
program. Shows that a !recreational organization for boys can be formulated and promoted
with limited financial means; and that a paid, full-time leader trained for the work should
be employed, thus assuring a high standard in the conduct of the club.

3391. Sups?: Donald Edwin. Avocational interest patterns: a study in the
psychology of avocations. Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. Stanford University, Stan-
ford university press, 1940. 148 p.

Attempts to determine whether men with a given avocation have a characteristic' patternof interests; whether or not these interests can be objectively determined ; whether theavocational interests of adolescents are similar to those of adults; whether avocational in-terests are related to vocations ; and whether the major avocation tends to resemble the usualoccupation. Shows that avocations are of value in vocational diagnosis; that avocationshave potential value in the vocational orientation of adolescents; that vocational interestinventories akti scoring keys can be used in avocational and leisure-time guidance, and inthe choice of silitable hobbies.

8891 Surber Dwight P. Some differences in the personality traits of stu-
dents active and inactive in extracurricular activities. Master's, 1940. Ball St.
T. C. 84 p. ms.

Studies 263 juniors and seniors of four secondary schools to determine the differences incertain personality traits after having been active or inactive in extracurricular activities.Finds little difference in the personality traits of active and inactive students.?
8893., Tacker, Herbert Ralph. Educational progress In boy's clubs. Master's,

1940. Penn. State.
8894. Van Billiard, Josephine B. Out-of-school activities of teachers In five

Michigan high schools. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
8395 Van Oradell, Zlbert. An evaluation of the methods used as a basis of

selection for senior high school clubs in the CountY of Columbia, State of New'fork Muter's, 1940. N. Y. Bt. Coil. tor Teach.
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8396. Wilkinson, Richard. Socio-iecreational activity 'among students in thecollege of education. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio Stateuniversity. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 31: 373-81) rFinds that freshman recreational interestglire greatest in active sp9rts, whit% seniorsare more interested in hobbies and social groups ; that students reported greater interestthan actual participation in various socio-recreational activities. Shows a need for aprogram of guidance and recreatiod which will provide additional information about sodarecreational pursuits, physical facilities for adequately carrying out such pursuits, andtraining of individual students in specific socio-recreational skills.
3397. Wright, David Granville. Student participation in extracurricularactivities by welfare levels. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

FAILURES
3398. Allen, Charles Daniel. An analysis of failures in the secondary schoolsof Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 144 p. ms.Surveys the extent of failures in tbe 13 junior high schools and five senior high schoolsof Columbus during .the school year 1938-39. Finds a wide variation in failures betweenthe different schools; that more boys failed than did glean; that most of the failures werein the first year of high school ; that the percentage of failures was much greater in thesenior high school than in the junior high school; and that there were more failures inmathematics and fewer failures in art and music than in any other school subject.

3399. Beechy,' Atlee. A study of pupil failure in the elementary ochof4s,Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 23 p. ms.
Concludes that the percentage of failures is highest in the first grade; that tittLitr;more failures in reading than in any other subject ; and that there are more failuresboys than among girls.

sum Conklin, Agnes X. Failures of highly intelligent pupils: a study oftheir behavior by means of the control group. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.New York. Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 251 p.
3401. Fahrion, *Catherine Boyd. Some factors associated with failures ofjunior high school girls. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: University ofColorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. 3: 41-42)
Analyses data on the causes of failure of girls in a junior high school in Miami, Fla..in the school year 193849. Finds that failures occurred in all grades and sections ofthe school studied; that mathematics was failed by more girls than any other subject ;that MA was a better indicator than IQ; and that ascendance, introversion and lack ofo motional balance were more prevalent in the group that failed than in the non-failuregroup. Concludes that failure is an individual situation varying in kind and degree and lnssociated factors.

8402. Farrar, John Curtis. Pupil-failure in selected high schools with specialreference to Trinity, Texas. Muter's, 1940. Texas.
$1403. Gilmore, Hazel. A study of some of the possible causes of failure ofpupils to receive promotion from the first grade in the public schools of Buck-ingham County, Virginia. Master's, 1940. Fla. St. Coll.
'8404. Goodman, Rose Spain. A study of failures in the first semester of thefreshman year, George Washington university, 1988-49. Master's, 1940. GeorgeWashington.. 52 p. ms.
Finds that most of the falling students had less than average ranking from high school ;that the failing students were slightly older than the average for freshmen in this clam;that more boys failed than did girls; that the percentage of married students failing washigher than that of tbe unmarried; that there was a decided effect on failure produced bymein, in a fraternity; that place of residence had an effect on percentage of failures ;that the failures carried fewer hOurs of class work than did the non-failures; and .thatfreshmen had more trouble with their science tomes than with their other subjects.

8405. Hart, Walter. A study of high school failures In Tyler, Texas. blas-ter's, 1940. Teicas.

4
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3406. Leber, Paul. A study of pupil failure in the Willard Hall junior highpawl, Wilmington, Delaware. Master's, 19111). Temple. 49 p. ms.
8407. Saure, Harold G. The causes of pupil failure in ,a small university

high school. Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 125 p. ma.
Studies failing pupils in grades 7-12 for the school year 193849. Finds that thechief causes were: low mentality, physical defects, poor study habits, irregular attendance.and poor reading ability. Shows that home environment and failure of the school toadapt materials And instruction c'ontributed to pupil failures.
3408..Thomas, Henry Morgan. The trend of school failures as revealed by astudy of records of elementary pupils. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Ab-strnet in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 154)
Studies the trend of failures and retentions of pupils from 1928-1988. Elbows that therate of failure in. each elementary grade followed the trend set by all grades ; that tbegreatest percentage of failures occurred in the first grade; and that the girth grade hadtbe next highest percentage of failures up to tbe middle of the period, after which thepercentage decreased as the grade advanced.

J

MARKS AND MARKING

3409. Allgood, Z.411. A comparative stùdy of the grades and the intelligence
quotients of the boys in the eleventh and twelfth grades of the Port Arthur high
school who elected industrial arts witb those who did not for the year 1938-39.
Master's, 1909. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 31 p. ms.

Compares the IQ's and achievement grades of 624 boys, and finds that boys wbo donot take industrial arts courses have a higher average IQ and, make higher marks inacademic courses than boys who take industrial arts course&

3410. Bedell, Ralph. Scoring weighted multiple keyed tests on the IBM
counting sorter. Psychometrika, 5: 195-201, September 1940. (University of
Nebiaska)

Describes a method of scoring such tests as the Strong vocational interest blank bypuncit card equipment. Concludes that tests can be scored fight times faster than byformer manual method&

3411. Boyd, Bessie. A study of the effects of home and community environ-
ment on the marks made in home economics courses by 100 girls in Henderson
County, Texas. Muter's, 1940. Texas.

3412. Canon, Ernest H. Relation of high school grades to college achieve-Tint. Bowling Green, Western Kentucky State teachers college, 1940.
ti

WM. Crookshanks, Ivan C. A comparative study -of the attitudes held by'parents, teachers, and administrators relative to a marking system in Tulare
County. Master's, 1940. Redlands. 100 p. ma.

3414. Davidson, Mary Prances. A study of grades and opinions of certain
undergraduate students in winter avd summer sessions at Duke university. 'Mas-ter's, 1940. Duke. 72 p. ms.

8415. Denning, Edmund H. A comparison 1:1 scores made by sixth andeighth grade pupils in several schools of southeastern Indiana on timed and
untimed tests in reading and arithmetic. Master's, l!i;!. Ind. St. T. C. j47p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college jouinal,11: 188, July 1940)

Attempts to determine whether the element of time hu an effect on the scores madeby adolescent children aa measured by standardised achievement tests. Describes an1..zperintent in which 175 68 and 125 6B pupils of several public schools of southeasternIndiana were given five tests at the end of the first seMester of tbe school year 1988-89.Shows that the amount gained on untimed .tests is statistically insignificant; that theextra allotted time of Who'd tests is wasted.
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3416. Dixon, June. The variability of the IQ scores of Salt Lake City schoolchildren. Master's, 1939, Utah. 90 p. ms.
3417. Ford, Roxana Ruth. A statistical study of the psychological scores andfreshman malts in the Division of home economics, Texas technological college,193549. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 35 p. ms.
Finds that pupils in the higher deciles make high marks and those in the lower decilesmake lower mark&

3418. Goforth, Malcolm. "A comparison of freshman grades with high schoolgrades and psychological scores of class entering Alabama polytechnic institiite
. .in 1937. Master's, 1940 Ala. Poly. Inst. 36 p. ms.

3419. Leaf, Curtis Taté. Prediction of college marks: Part 1, Developmentof a regression equation. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Meld studyno. 1)
I.

3420. Prediction of college marks: Part 2, The validity of.the regrewMon equation. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. Eit. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 2)
3421. McGinnis, Howard J. prognostic value of high school grades. Greens-ville, N. C., East Carolina teachers college, 11:40. 3 p.ems.
Compares the high school and other college marks of 122 high school and college student&Concludes that high school marks are good index of the marks a student may be expectedto make in college.

8422. Martin, Dorsie Garnet. Relations between Institutional and field rat-ings for graduates of Concord State teachers college. *aster's, plo. Duke.70 p. ms. .

Analyses instititional and Geld ratings of 225 teachers In four counties in a varkly ofways.

3423. Moore, Clarence Carl. The relation of teachers' marks to standardizedtests. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. _(Field studyino. 1)
3424. Paul, J. B. A study of the grades assigned to students by the facultyof the Iowa State teachers college during the 193840 academic year In coursesgiving college credit. Cedar Falls, Iowa State teachers college, 1939. 25 p. ma.(Research report no. 88)
3425. Itoberson, Herman Wellington. A comparison of the graders of work-ing boys and non-worktug boys at the University (ft Alabama. Master's, 1940.Alabama. 55 p. ma.
8426. Robertson, Juliet X. A study of marking systems and report cards.Master's, 1640. Temple. 87 p. ms.
3427. Eichram.mel, H. E. and Rasmussen, Otha I. A comparative study ofgrades given by departments and by instructors of the Kansas State teachers col-lege of Emporia for the 198840 school year. Emporia, Kansas State teacherscollege, 1989. 22 p. ma.
Finds that wide varliiions exist between the average grades of tbe various divert-most& but that the departments tend to be consistent in the average greats Obey ;that senior tollege students tend to make higher marks than do Junior college students : andthat during the summer term all departments give higher marks with less difference betweenthe sexes during the regular school year when women tend to make higher marks thanda men.

.8428. Sikes, Dennis E. A comparative study ¡of teadmirs marks in Winnparish, session 1937-88. Master's, 1989. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louis&ana State university.
Find, that marks given in classes taught in the afternoon were slightly higher than themarks given in morning classes ; that pupila in classes et 20 and Rader were given higherarks than pupils in larger classes; that girls received higher marks than boys; that high
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pichool pupils' marlts were lower than elementary pupils' marks; that item was a definite
relationship between sine of school and marks given ; that inexperienced teachers pre
higher marks than teachers with experience ; and that first-period marks were lower than
those for subsequent periods.

3429. Van Zante, Dorothy. The relation of high school training to marks in
first semester college chemistry. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Temple.
63 p. ms.

3430. Walker, Florence Helen. Factors determining teachers' marks and
effects of marks on pupils. Blaster's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 43 p. ma.

Finds that teachers base marks principally on six factors Involving self-reliance, Wort,
success on testa, interest, ¡Punctuality, and oral recitations. Concludes that pupils bad bad
emotional reactions to marks, and that the poorer students had an attitude of failure.

3431. Wandschneider, Willard George. The use of grading scales In the
teaching of typewriting. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3482. Whitcomb, Beatrice. A study oi the methods of grading in girls'
physical education in the secondary schools. Master's, 1940. New York. 78 p. ms.

Discusses tbe philbsophy underlying marking, and investigates tbe methods used by
outstanding schools. rinds great differences in the methods used.

8488. Wilson, Glenn. Trends In marking systems. Muter's, 1940. Arizona.
153 p. ms. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, vol. 34: 73)

Traces tbe evolution and development of tbe more common types of marking systems with
medal reference to those used in the secondary schools of Arizona. indicates that letter orrumber marks, distributed on a tive-point seek, are 'the most commonly used in high schoolsat present ; that a few schools cling to the percentage system and some are experimentingwith marks based on the percentile standard deviation, or accomplishment quotient tech-niques; and that attempts are being made to define marks more accurately, to mark
achievement and character traits eiparately, and to issue reports to parents at six week
Interval&

REPORTS AND RECORDS

3434. Armacost, George H. High school principals' annual reports : a study
of typewritten, duplicated, acid printed annual reports of high school principals
to the superintendent and board of education, and to the public. Doctor's, 1940.
T. C., Ool. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1940. 180 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 807)

5435. Chambliss, Scottie William. Improvement and integration of admin-
letrative forms other than financial in the David Crockett junior high schoor.
Master's, 1940. Texas.

8436. Cripe, Harold E. A study of parent reactions to the report cards as
determined by a cross sectional interview. Muter's, 1940. Wisconsin.

8437. Finley, John, Jr. A study of the problem of reporting to parents the
progress of pupils in tbe Lexington elementary school, Lexington, Alabama. Mas-
tees, 1940. Alabama. 79 p. m&

3438. Glass, Nina B. Forum's used by elementary schools in ,reporting to
parents. Master's, 1940. Baylor.

8489. Holland, Clement. The annual diocesan school report. Catholic school
journal. December 1940. (St Louis university)

Studies the content of 18 annual Catholic diocesan school reports.

8440. Johnson, Gordon O. Portraying public school infOrmation by means of
graphs. huskies, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. 132 p. ms.

Studies the basic princiRles of graph making and (On examples of the use of graphs on
educational subjects.
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8441. Larson, Almen Oscar. Analysis of annual reports of school superin-tendents in certain Iowa towns, with recommended improvements. Master's, 1940.Iowa Stine. 134 p ms.

8442. McDaniel, Olin Kilpatrick Information conveyed by school reportcards to parents in South Carolints Master's. 1940. Peabody. 152 p,. ms.Shone a wide nriety in material. sise, general make-up, form, and color of the cards;that the hoses and interpretations of marking systems vary widely ; and that school officialsdisagree as 16 what is satisfactory and unsatisfactory work ; and that there was tendeiicyto displace the report card with Informal notes to parents.
8443. rarr, Arthur Jarrell. The development of a report card .for use withthe revised Virginia curriculum. *Master's, 1940. Virginia. 199 p. mt.
8444. Pease, Gerald Merritt Industrial arts laboratory forms for highschools with enrollment of 500 or tem. Master's, 1939. Iowa State. 117 p. n.8todies the opinion,' of industrial arts teachers in 70 schools in Ohio as to the problemsrelsted'to laboratory forma for industrial arts classes in smell high schools. Concludes thatforms are necessary and that they prat teaching possibilities. Outlines suggestions as tocharacteristics, kinds and contept of forma. and Includes several sample forma.
3445. Ptak, Marcus Z. The evolution of State school reports In Ohio. Mu-ter's, 1940. Ohio State.
Studies the development of State school reports in Ohio from 1837 to la3T.
8448. Rickard, Xarion L. An evaluation of the cumulative pupil record cardsIn small school systems. Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 185 ì ms.
3447. Ross, William Robert. Trends In report cards find reporting In theelementary schools. Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. ( field study no. 1)
3448. Trends in report cards and reporting in the secondary schooh.Doctor's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 2)
3449. Trent, Robert ItaxwelL Financial records for college libraries. Mae-ter's, 1939. Columbia. .

$450. Williams, Helen. A personnel record for the Auburn elementaryschool. Master's, 1040. Ala. Poly. Inst. 49 p. ma.
8451. Woods, Nellie /Ultra. A study of trends in the function and forme ofschool report cards. Master's, 1940: St. Coll. of Wash. 107 p. ms.
Studies practices in 76 schools, and finds a wide variety ot reporting systems.

RETARDATION AND ¡ELIMINATION
8452. Cantwell, Russell S. A study of withdrawals in a central rural school'am 1934-1M. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Con. for Teach.
NU Douglas, Ruth N. A study of the withdrawals from the CherokeeCounty high school over a period of 10 years, 1921-1931. Master's, 1940.,, tans.gt T. C., Pittsburg. 53 p. ms.
Finds that the chief canoes of Withdrawal were domestic, physical, and financialcircumstances.

3454. Eads, Z. Perry. Okulgee, senior high school drop-outs through the.years1.93445 to 1939=40. Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 75 p. ms
8455. Hanchett, Lyle Z. A survey of the extent and causes of eliminationfrom White Pigeon high school. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
8456. Jarrell, Shaffer Floyd. A study of certain factors associated with pupileliminations from Newman, Georgia, high school, 1935-1940. Master's, 1940.Alabama. 92 p. ma
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5457. McCreight, Claire L. A study of pupil elimination in the United town4
ship high school, East Moline, Illinois., 1931-1934, and a follow-up study of these
eliminants. Master's, 1940. Minnesota. 167 p. cus.

Finds that elimination was caused by intellectual level, retardation, socio-economic status
of the home, absence, and failure. Studies the occupational status, marital status, inCome."
and further education of the eliminants.

3458. Mason, Isabelle. Some of the psychological and other Influences present
in a groupof retarded high school pupils. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract
04: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted Col- higher degrees .. . . 1940: 101)

Studies group of tq high-school students who were from 17 to 21 years of age and
retarded from one to five terms. Investigates their IQ's, averages in Engfisb, shop, mechani-cal drawing, and commercial wiirk their *home conditions, outside interests and aetivities,
their physical health, and their vocational interests. Concludes that no one of these influ-
enc,es was sufficient to explain all the failures of the group, but that each Individual hadexperienced a number of adverse influence*, combinations of which may *have accounted for
individual school failure.

k.
SC*. Mitchell, Orrel James. _A study of pupil elimination from Gonzaga

high school from 1923 to 1937. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 36 p m&
Studies the extent of elimination caused by compulsory -drop-outs; tbe ages of thesepupils; the time of leaving school; the number of MINects failed by them; the number ofmajor subjects failed ; what happened to them later; the extent of elimination caused hy

non-compulsory drop-outs; the masons for their leaving school; and what happened to the
non-compulsory drop-outs later rinds that most of the failure elimination occurred !a thedrat and second years; that Latin and mathematics were the miiiet difficult subjects for theWhams; and that many of the drop-outs transferred to other schools. Concludes that tbeheavy elimination can to attributed to the set curriculum, offering only the classical course;to the maintenance of a high educational standard by the school; and the lack of an ade-quate diagnostic test which would indicate the capabilities of the prospective student enteringhis tiro year. Suggests a change in tbe subject evaluation of Latin, ihe use of diagnostictests by prospective students, and supervised study periods for certain groups.

3460. None la, Samuel Arthur. The relation of the last grade attended by
children to the educgtional level, type of home, and occupation of parents Mas-
ter's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State university. Bulletin.
col. 32 N. S. : 140-41)

Studies 2,i48 white children of school age who were not attending school in St. LandryParish, La., on June 1, 1935. Concludes that the education of parents has a positive effecton elimination of children from school; that type of home has a positive effect ouelimination of children from school; and that occupation of parents is a postive factor inthe elimination of children from school. Shows that the adult education program needst14. support of the teachers, as fewer children would drop out of school if the educationallevel of their parents were raised; and the need for legislation for compulsory education.
8461. Moore, Elmer J. A study of !adore attending boys' failure to finish

high schooL Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 51 p. ms.
Concludes that the major causes of elimination are: conditions, economic conditons,attitudes toward school, else of family, and parental status; and that the minor causes are :Age, iiiealth, lack of interest in school activities, and lack of social adjustment.
8462. Shiel, Fred H. A study of elimination and retardation in the Block

high school. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State
university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. S.: 150)

Studies tbe enrollment of a high ,scbool in Jonesville, La., för the sessions 1934-35,to 19118-39, inclusive, to determine tbe causes of retardation and elimination, 'their extent,causes, cost, and contributing factors. Offers suggestions for the reduction of eliminationand retardation.

$463. Stewart, Charles E. Pupil elimination in Shelby County schools, grades842. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 61 p. ma.
Attempts to erne tbe relation of the rural environment to the bolding power of thepublic schools. Finds that farm interests and school programs are at cross purpose&Suggests the possibility of curticnium changes to bold the interest of rural pupils.

a
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8464. Thompson, William Richard. The backward child and the small school.Master's, 1940. Washington. 77 p. ms.
Finds that little rehabilitation work is being done in the schools without State aid; andthat States receiving State aid.were doing excellent rehabilitation work.
8465. Wiley, Ivan. A 'dy of certain pupils who drop out of high schoolprior to graduation. Master's, 1940..Wyom1ng. 15? p. ms.

STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT
AIP

*3466. Bennett, Margaret S. A study of student participation in schoolgovernment and activities in Louisville junior high school and Louisville girlshigh school. Master's, 1939. Louisville. 118 p. ma.
Gives a brief history of the student government movement in the United States, andtraces student government in the Louisville girls high school from 1917 to 1938 and itsNewittinuation at Halleck Hall into which the two high schels merged.
341$7.1Conita; Sister Mary. Student participation in the government of theRetool. Master's, 1939. Seton Hall. 59 p. ms.
Atiempte to determine the ways in which student participation in government is valuable:*.the moral education of the adolescent.
8468. Dooling, Curtis Bernard. Student control of discipline in a senior highschool. Master's, .1940. Boston Coll.
3469. Parraday, Clayton L., jr. A stud¡ of the organization and activitieset the student council in the private secondary schools of the Middle AtlanticStates. Master's, 1939. Temple. 75 p. ms.

ftlowie

3470. Ctiove, Isaac E. A study of the value and uses of pupil participation inself-government in approved Michigan high schools. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3471. Holden, B. %mince. Some characteristics of pupils participating instudent government Dogor's, 1940. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody col-lege for teachers, 1941. 8 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 274)Studies 1,5438 citses drawn from 28 States: Concludes that pupils who participate injtudent government are younger, have higher IQ's, higher socio-economic status, highere "Dental health ratings than pupils of comparable grade levels who do not take part in studentgovernment.

3472. Kelley, Earl Claience. An evaluation of stuleat participation in gov-ernment In American secondary schools. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.
8473. Murray, Robert William. A study of student participation in the ad-ministration of the Junior high school. Master's, 1640. Michigan.
8474. Nancarrow, Zames Edward. The student council in Pennsylvania.Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstractsof theses, researches completed, and bibliography of Publications, 16: 253-59)'Analyslis activities carried on by student councils b Pennsylvania to determine theirvalue 16 -training for citizenship in a democracy. Describes the development, organization,and administration of the student council. Offers suggestions for improving the studentcouncil and for extending its use.

TEXTBOOKS
8475. Andrews, John Robert. A comparative vocabulary study of 23 historytextbooks in use in the Texiis high schools. Master's, 1940. Texas.
3476. Barngrover, James Victor. Melodic unit content of fix vocal musicprimers. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
8471 Bechtholt, Edward. An investigation of textbook selection. hipster%1940. Washingtoi. 80
Studies methods of gelation in various State ; State printed textbooks; and the rela-tions of publishers to textbook ielection. Recommends free selection. Shows that Stateprinting of textbooks is a failure.
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3478. Beck, Charles P. A study of fermi; used in secondary school general
chemistry textbooks. Master's, 1939. Temple. 585 p. ms.

8479. Blount, J. W. A comparative study of six series of speller& Muter's,
1940. Texas.

3480. Brakensiek, Irvin Lloyd. An analysis of farm practice books now in
use and opinions of teachers conceyning them as a basis for their improvement.
Master's, 1940. Illinois.

3481. Bringhurst, Nancy. Provision for, the development of reading abilities
in Texas State adopted texts for fifth ¡made (193840). Master's, 1940. Texas.

e3482. Campbell, Justine T. A study of word group frequency in elementary
bchool readers. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 61 p. ms.

Surveys word group frequencies in 13 elementary school readers for the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades. Finds that appropriate instructional responsibilities have not been de-
termined for each grade. Recommends remedial measures, including the use of individual
intelligence tests, reading tests, factual materials of instruction, and careful grading of
work.

4

3483. Cappannari, Louis L. Selection and evaluationa of reading materials
for social mathematics. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3484. Carpenter, Marie Elizabeth. The treatment of the Negro in American
history textbooks : a comparison of changing textbook content 1826 to 1989, with
developing scholarship in the history of the Negro in the United States. Doctor's,
1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Menasha, Wis., George Bantu Publishipg Company, 1941.
137 p.

Analyses 87 representative history textbooks for use in the elementary and, secondary
schools of the United States.- Finds relatively general agreement on tbe treatment of
the Negro in American history textbooks ; that present trends reveal a serious academic

, lag. Offers recommendations for a well rounded treatment of the Negro and of American
-history in general.

3485. Chase, Elizabeth Love. A study of Americad school editions of
Shakespeare's Macbeth.' Master's, 1940. George Washington. 95 p. ms.

Examines all available American school editions of tbe play to determine changes in
editorial opinion concerning the teaching of Macbeth, tendencies in the use of teaching
and learning aids, and tendencies in the selection and presentation of other áupplementary

ipaterials. .

. 348.6. Clark, Donald. An analysis of textbooks in the history óf Ifterature
'Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 96 ¡Y. ms.

,

3487. Clish, Albert R. A udy of the content of some general science text-
books for grade 9. Master's, . Boston Univ. 73 p. ms. e,

Analyses 14 textbooks according a check-list of 807 items.

3488. Coble, Elmer C. Cultural materials in representative German textbooks
tised in the Chicago public schools during the school year 103849. Muter's,
1940. Loyola. 103 p. ms.

%

3489. Cochran, T. -Anne. The vocabulary burden of Our business life by
Lloyd L. Jones. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine if there is a definite level at which ninth grade students have
difilculty In comprehending everyday business training textbooks ; If so, where that level
is in the Tborndike &cement scale; and to mitres this textbook to determine -how many
of the difficult words occur in the book, their Tarndike rating, the frequency of their
occurrence, and the provisions made by the author for mastising these words by repetition
or definition.

8490. Cops, Walter R. The influence of the Modern foreign language study
on recent German textbooks. Master's, 1939. California, L A.

Analyses 15 first year Germai textbooks Published or revised during the years 1980 to
MIL Concludes that the majority of the authors of recent German textbooks have accepted
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the recommendation of the Modern foreign language study that the development of readingability be the immediate objective of elementary foreign language instruction ; that therehas been a shift in emphasis from grammar tii reading ; that the use of word lists in thechoice of vocabulary is a general practice ; an that most of the textbooks are designedfor fimtensive study of a comparatively limited ount of reading matter rather than forextensive reading.

3491.,Cou1ter, Helen Marie. The treatment of the World War in 13 selectedhistory textbooks. Master's, 1939. Smitlf.N)
3492. Cox, Johnnye V. The use of State adopted textbooks and other ma-terials in social study classes. Master's, 1940. Georgia. 51 p. )ms.
Concludes that too much emphasis was placed on textbook matter, and that supplementarymaterials and community resources were neglected.

3493. Crawford, tewis D. A survey of visual aids in senior high schoolAmerican history textbooks. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
*3494. Crowley, Charles T. An investigation of the vocabillary difficulty ofthe social studies text, for the ninth grade, entitled Changinf) governments andchanging cultures. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 81 p. ms.
Attempts to determine whether this textbook is suitable for the ninth grade. Concludesthat the vocabulary of this book is too diMcult for ninth grade pupils.
3495. Cupples, Claude C. A study of the vocabulary burden of a textbook injunior business training. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3496. Davenport, Ralph O. A study of the selection and use of textbooksin North Dakota high schools. Master's, 1940. Washington. 62 p. ms.Finds that the method of selection and)he method of furnishing books to the NorthDakota high schools is unutisfactory. ,

3497. Daw, Seward Emerson. A controlled vocabulary for the middle grades.Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Univerqty of Pittsburgh. Abstractsof theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publications, 16 :. 76-83)Describes an experiment in which word lists contained in six master's theses for theUniversity of Pittsburgh were used as a check list, and the words compared with wordsin 101 additional textbooks in history, geography, social science, natural 'science, arith-metic, music, and English, for the third through the sixth grade levels. Concludes thatwriters of textbooks for the middle grades introduce too many new words at the variousgrade levels, and that some method of vocabulary control is necessary to lessen the reading(Vacuities encountered by school children in their attempt to master textbook Materials.
'3498. Dowd, Francis T. Investigation of the vocabulary burden of Vaughan'sGeneral psychology (revised). Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 44 p. ms.Concludes that this text should not offer other than normal vocabulary difficulty to collegefreshmen.

8499. Drury, Sister Mary Patricia. An analysis, comparison, and evaluationof three sets of ancient histories and their revisions. Master's, 1940. St. Louis.72 p. m&

3500. Dunworth, J. Paul. An analysis of trends In the treatment of sociallegislation in American history textbooks for the junior high school. Master's,1940. Michigan.

3501. Engelbrecht, Alma Louise. Topic classification analysts of 10 text-books in everyday business. Master's, 1940. Indiana. 268 p. ms.
3502. Emma, Xaiguerit& An analysis of four textbooks in dramatic art forsecondary schools. Mister's, OW Iowa.
*3503. Faiths, Matthew 1. Catching up with antiquity : a primer of Egyp-tology for adults. Doctor's, 1940. New' York. 182 p.?resents a sim plop . text for persons wishing to know something about the Ancient IllsyPtiass.
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*3504A, Forbes, Ina. Reading aids in third grade basic readers. Master's,1940. George Washington. 59 p. mg.

1Studies 14 third grade basic readers on the approved list of books In tbe public Rebut&of Washington, D. C., 1939-40, to determine: provisions made for study aids for children ;the types of aids provided.; ind the relative emphasis given to these various types. Showsthe attitude of teachers toward reading aids in third grade basic readers; the study aidspreferred ; and those disliked. Finds that 11 of the readers provide study aids forchildren in the reader itself ; that the aids are designed to promote recognition ; to promotecomprehension and interpretation ; to improve study techniques ; and to promote -rate ofreading; that teachers believe that study aids should be provided in the basic readers; andthat teachers and authors are in agreement as to the relative value of the various types ofstudy aids.

8505. Poster, Richard James. Degree of repetition or expansion of conceptsin series of general science texts for grades seven, eight, and nine. Part 1.'Master's, 1940. Iowa.
o3506. Furman; David. An analysis of some recent high school biology text-books with special reference to the study of reproduction. Master's, 1940.Cornell. 102 p. ms.

3507. Gaertner, Clara B. An analysis of two geography textbook's, one designedfor the fourth grade, the other for the fifth grade, written by the same author.Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3508. Goodrich, Margaret Anne. An analysis and comparison of fifth gradeEnglish textbooks published from 1858 to 1904 with those published from 1985to 1969. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
8509. Gray, Hugh C. Analysis of the subject matter in textbookS of generalscience to determine whether the real objectives of the course may be presentedto the pupil through them. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 96 p. ms.(Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940: 3344)o

3510. Grout, Glen; Merton. Practices in Iowa schools in distributing text-books by the rental plan. Master's, 1989. Iowa State. 180 p. ma.
Studies the different practices in textbook distribution used by 29 Iowa school piper-intendents. Discusses the reasons for establishing the rental plan. Gives bases for feeestablishment and adjustment; and discusses penalties and payment of fee. Outlinesthe advantages and disadvantages of the plan, and presents administrative and cost account-ing procedures.

3511. Hall, Harlan L. A study of the vocabulary difficulty of the thoughtproblems in five algebra textbooks. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3512. Hannon, Herbert Harold. An investigation to determine which of thewords presenting voebulary difficulty in high school science texts are of amathematical nature. .:Master's, 194o. Michigan.
8518. Harper, O. Claude. A comparison and analysis of the vocilbularies ofFunctional method dictation and Speed drills in Gregg shorthand. Master's,1940. Okla. A. & Coll.
Concludes, that the vocabulary burden of these books is comparatively light.
8514. Harris, John Benjamin. Administration of textbook rental systems.Masties, iota Indiana. 46 p. ms.
8515. Harvey, Vesta Blanche. A study of American elementary arithmetictextbooks for grades one and two written during the period 1821 to 1938 to tracethe attempts of the authors to conform to tbe clanging aims of education.Master's, 1980. Ind. St T. C. 278 pt ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teacherscollege. Teachers college journal, 11 : 147, July 1940)
Aware= 10 primary arithmetic textbooks, and one number story book of the period1821 to 1928, inclusive. Finds that the textbooks iron 1821-1802 show the influence
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of the Pest*Ionian tisFory of mental discipline and faculty psychology ; that the textbooksfrom 1895-1933 show the reaction against mental discipline and faculty psychology,and that emphasis is given to the material and processes which will prepare the pupilfor future practical needs ; and that the textbooks of the period 1933-1938, inclusive,show- conformity to the educational aim of social utility.
3516. Haskell, 0,scar. Minimum functional Spanish grammar for the NewYork City high schools. Master's, 1940. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 26 p.
8517. Hawthorne, Hugh Boyd. Repetitions of construction in Book 1 ofplane geometry. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 39 p. me, (Abstract in: Ohiouniversity. Abstracts of masters' theses . . 1940: 25)
Studies seven texts used in Ohio high schools.
8518. Heller, Hobart P. Concerning the evolution of the topic of factoring intextbooks of elementary algebra published in England and the United Statesfrom 1631 to 1890. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. nerwAck, Pa., KeystonePublishing Company, 1940. 165 p.

3519. Halt, Raymond L. An analysis of the questions in general science text-books. Muter's, MO. Iowa.
8520. gernly, Madonna. Comparison of geometry textbooks during the last50 years: Muter's, 1940. Ball. St, T. C. 96 p. ms.
Analyzes and comparis 88 plane geometry textbooks and finds that a change has beenmade in their content in order to make them more useful and more appealing.
8521. Holmes, Olivette. A comparative study of early and recent textbooksin interpretative reading. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
3522. House, L. C. The suggested enrichment of American history by meansof certain allusions to science which appear in a given history textbook. Master's,1940. Michigan.

3523. Hulse, Virginia. A comparison of six first year algebra books recentlypublished. Master's, 1940. Texas.
3524. Johnson, Annie Lee. Changes in the content of algebra texts from1885 to 1040. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 75 p. ms.
8525. King, Charlene. Concepts contained in pre-primers and primersadopted by the State of Texas for 1940. Master's, 1940. Eaist Texas St. T. C.146 p. ms. (Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. 'Graduate studies,1940: W88)
Attempts to determine the words, together with their different concepts, children needto know in order to read these biota ; and to determine whether the words contained inthe books represent the permanent and immediate reading needs of-the child.
8526. King, Virgil Doyle.. A comparative itudy of me vocabularies of nineninth grade geneW science textbooks approved for use in Kentucky. Master's,1940. Kentucky. 149 p,
Compares 500 words from each of several textbooks with Thorndike's Teacher's word bOoh,and ranks the books in descinding order of vocabulary difficulty. Finds a significantvariation in the difficulty of the word lists, and that the vocabularies were less difficultthan the vocabularies of biology, physics, and chemistry books.
8527. Lane, Sister Marie Raymond. A survey of the textbooks and otherliteraturi used in Catholic religious education in the Vnited States before 1860.Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 80 p. ms.
Investigates the religious educational publications used in the religions Instruction ofInglish-speaking Roman Catholics between the years 1775 sad 1850 in an endeavor toascertain the educational theories and practice$ preva4ent during that period. Finds thatmaterial on Catholic doctrine was *provided on all levels of instruction ; that with fewexceptions, these works were in catechetiol form ; that the catechism wan ea maws
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textbook in the religious instruction of the young; and that provision was made for the
enrichment of the catechetical content through supplementary works of devotional and
ametical nature, and for remedial instruction of older persons through the publication of
explanatory material.

3528. Lange, Paul William. The administration of free textbooks in city
school 'systems. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago 1i-
braries,21940. 165 p.

Analyzes the present status of textbook legislation ; expenditure and hues of allocating
funds for textbooks ; quantity of reading material provided in two important fields of
study ; recommendations of teachers and supervisors with respect to quantity and method
of distribution of textbooks ; administrative procedures used in selecting textbooks; and
textbook accounting.

3529. Lengenderfer, Pintan A. Tbe selection of textbooks for woodfinishing,
painting, and decorating, based upon recommended instructional .units. Master's,
1940. Stout. 35 p. ms.

3530. Larson, James G. Physics .concsepts involved in a college textbook of
human physiology. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

*3581. Lynch, Theresa I. Communicable disease nursing. Doctor's, 1940.
New York. 346 p.

Presents a textbook for schools of nursing, dealing with communicable diseases, and their
nursing care in hospitals and homes.

_ 3582. McCarthy, Bider Mkry Auselm. A study of the vocabulary of three
fourth grade geography texts (Our lands and far lands; Our neighbors near and
far; Journeys through many lands). Master's, 1940. Catholic Univ. 154 p. ms.

Attempts to ascertain the frequencies of the words which the pupil meets in bis yearly
work in geography by comparing the number of different words used in each of these text-
books with the Thorndike word list. Concludes that the number of different words employed
In the six books were in sufficient agreement to be satisfactory ; and that more than 94
percent of the running words used in the texts were common to the first 5,000 words of the
Thorndike list ; but that tbe average frequencies in the six books are not adequate since
words do not appear often enough to develop correct concepts.

M. McCormack, Mildred Hungate, A famous story reader for grade 5.
_ Master's, 1940. Kansas. 337 pb ms.

8534. MacDonald, George Y. An investigation of the vocabulary burden of
the WMtbeek high school geography. Master's, 1910. Michigan.

8585. McGrath, MacKenzie. A survey relating to the verbal problems
in algebra textbooks of the years 1839-1939. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3536. XcNiel, Forest. An analysis of Welt high school biology textbooks.
Muter's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 98 p. ms. (Abstract its: Indiana State teachers
college. Teachers college Journal, 11 : 146-47, July 1940)

Studies the properties of biology textbooks, and points out central tendencies or trends.
8537. Xansour, Helen. Comparison of the reading difficulties of a geography

-textbook and a reader for grade- foiir. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3538. Meadows, Mary Elizabeth. A survey of Junior business texts with

ceTtain 'constructive proposals. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
3539. Menning, Jack Harwood. The devvlopment of a scientific approach to

business letter writing Its revealed in textbook content since 1900. Master's, 1940.
Texas.

3540. Milburn, Marjorie R. To what extent does a single social science text
Answer the questions on given problems raised by second grade children? Maw
ter's, 1940. Iowa.
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8541. Nold, Nevada. A comparative analysis of seven recently publishedtextbooks in arithmetic for grade six. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
*3542. Novinger, Faith Fairchild. Curricular problem of the slow-learningchild in ninth grade mathematics. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 27 p

Analyses 23 textbooks in ninth grade mathematics designed for use with slow-learningpupils to determine who is writing the textbooks in this field the major objectives cited forthe teaching of mathematics to the slow-learning pupil; the provisions for individual differ-ences claimed by the various authors of arse texts; the distribution of subject matter amongthe varibus fields of mathematics, in each text ; and the relative difficulty of the topics inthe texts. Finds that theaeftexthooks tend to be written by senior high school teachers andprofessors of mathematics, who tend to collaborate; that all of the texbooks contained claimsfor individual differences; that the major categories of subject matter include arithmetic,commercial arithmetic, algebra, social uses, and consumer training; that arithmetic receivesthe greatest emphasis; and that there is great diversity of opinion concerning algebra.
8548. Parks, Alta Beatrice. Materials and methods for junior business train-ing found in textbooks published since 1920. Master's, 1940. Texas.
3544. Petch, Gertrude. A comparison of the vocabulary burden of a languagebook and a reader for grade four. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3545. Price, Max L. An evaluation of textbooks for junior business trainingIn terms of six criteria. Master's, 1940. Wittenberg. 115 p. ma.
Evaluates six textbooks. Shows that the criteria formulated for evaluating these textscould be generally employed for textbook evaluation and selection in the local high school.
3546. Prosser, Amy Enton. A semantic study of certain first grade books:Master's, 1040. Temple. 225 p.

3547. Rasmusien, Harold. The selection of textbooks in general drawingfor intermediate schools. Master's, 1940. Stout. 24 p. ms.
3548. Beeves, Prances. An analysis of selected biology textbooks. Master's,1940. Georgia.
Analyses 10 biology textbooks, including the five adopted by Georgia. Finds that theformat_of the books varied widely, as did the number of difficult terms.
3049. Reid, Ada Mae. Our little friends: a first reader. Master's, 1940.Michigan.

'3550. Riordan, Joseph W. A study of the vocabulary burden of a college-textbook in philosophy (Gamertsfelder and Evans) . Master's, 1940. St. T. C.,Fitchburg. 60 p. ms.
Shows the variety of words used in" FoIndessentals of philosophy, their frequencies, andtbeir level of dificulty.

3551. Risser, Lowell Edwin.' An analysis of the illustrative material in cer-tain secondary biological textbooks. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
8552. Robinson, Thomas Edmond. Reading difficulty of history textbooks.Doétor's, 1940. Rutgers.

48553. Rogers, Helen E. A phonetic transcription of French txts In Si NOWbillions. Master's, 1940. *Iowa.

3554. Rood, Holland Wallace. A study and evaluation of the texts used Inteaching mechanical drawing 1 in some of the smaller high schoolState and an outline of a proposed course. Master's, 1940. N.Teach.

8555. Rutz, Ildiefonta. A comparative study, of the eirocalol!tries in a readerand an arithmetic designed for grade Wee. 1940. Michigan.
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'8556. Schultz, Julian. A study of the vocabulary content and difficulty of
Werner Neuse's German reader: Wege zur Deutschen Kuitur. Master's, 1940.
St. T. C., Fitchburg. 55 p. ms.

Discusses the importance of vocabulary studies. Describes the procedure employed inthis study. Minds that the reader is difficult for the average student.
3557. Schultz, Philip Joseph, fr. A comparative study of the vocabularies of

12 French grammar and èompoeition texts. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
3538. Shaw, Lyle James. Rating two automobile laboratory textbooks on

vocabulary load and sentence structure. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 85 p. ms.
3559. Sims, Ruth Lytle. Word-group concepts contained in certain pre-

primers. Doctor's, 1940. Coio. St. coll. of Ed. (Field study no; 2)
3500.- Word concepts contained in pre-primers and primers. Doctor's,

1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 1)
3561.- Word-group concept contained h certain primers. Doctor's, 1940.

Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. (Field study no. 8)
3562. Smith, Don A. A comparison Of the content of high school American

history ktbooks of the years 1920 to 1925 with high school American history
text 5 of the years 1937 to 1939. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

Smith, Kathryn Elizabeth. A critical study .of reading skills empha-
sized in basal readers. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3564. Spears, Opal Concepts contained in seitond grade readers adopted by
the State of Texas. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 293 p. ms. (Abstract

East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies 1940: 56-57)
Attempts to determine the words and concepts contained in the second grade readers; todetermine the importance of these words and concepts ; and to determine to what extentthe books containing these words and concepts meet the immediate and permanent readingneeds of the child.

3565. Streuber, Charles DeWeese. Development of civic education in the
United States from 1830 to the present, as indicated by an amilysis of secondary
school textbooks. Master's, 1940. California, L. A.

Finds a continuous increase in the annual production of civks texts ; a complete changein title, ions of those in use during the first Period being used during the last ; a definitetrend away tress memory methods toward sociological and functional methods during thelater periods, and toward tbe conceptual method during the last period ; continuous in-crases in the amount ot visual aid and assimilative material ; a trend toward more authorsper book, and toward the collaboration of professional political scientists,- educators, andsecondary school teachers in the writing of such books ; and a gradual improvement inphysical characteristics, including larger type and larger pages. Includes a bibliographyof more than um civics text600ks.

358(1. Takala, 'Wino X. Selection and evaluation of reading materials for
social mathematics. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3547. Thomas, Abdelnour Simon. Changes in plane geometry textbooks.
Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 94 p. ms.

lizamints typical geometry textbooks since 1900 and notes tendencies and major changes.
3588. Van Bodsgraven, Paul. A textbook on the senior high school music

conductor. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 174 p.
Gives data on baton technique, interpretation, score reading rehearsal aims and pro-adores, and the amen.
MOIL Van 'Lowden, Willis. Health education subject matter found in high

school chemistry textbooks. Master's, ma Colorado. (Abstract in; University
of Coiorado studios, General series (A), vol. 26, nó. 3: 112-23)

Amapa" the amount and Ms of health education subject shatter presented in 14 ofthe most ulna Mgt school chemistry textbooks.
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3570. Weber, Vinson N. An analysis of the types of questions found In excurrently used biology textbooks. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3571. Weigel, Otto. A study in the adaptability of textbook content in meet-ing present rural school pupil achievement in music. Master's, 1939. Fort HaysKans., St. Coll. 98 p. ms.

3572. West, C. Sherwood. The relative advantages of three methods of prc-viding -textbooks in a secondary school. Master's, 1940. Nr Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
3573, Wierenga, Elmo. A study of the types of questions used in a selectedlist of textbooks in biology. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3574. Wilson, Nellie A. A correlation of supplementary reading materialswith three selected basic texts for the kindergarten-primary grades. Master's,1940. Kans. ,St. T. C., Emporia. 97 p. ma
3575. Woodbridge, Ray. An analysis for four first year typewriting tests usedin Ihe high schools of Texas. Master's, 1940. East Texas St, T. C. 117 p. ma(Abstract in: East Texas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 14O: 88-60)Finds that each text has a definite procedurt for developing typewriting power.
3576. Woodby, Lauren Gayle. An investigation of types of questions occurtring in six high school textbooks in physics. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3577. Zeigler, Juliana. An analysis of high school clothing textbooks. Mas-ter's, 1940. Georgia.

3578. Zorn, John William. An analytical survey oi secondary school speechtexts, 1788-1850. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 134 p. ma.
'Discloses speech in the early American college and secondary school curricula ; textswhich influenced secondary school speech ; and textbooks used in secondary schools from.1788 to 1850; William Russell Ebenezer Porter, who were outstanding° writers ot sec-ondary school speech textbooks that period.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
3579. Barnhart, Elbert L. The general shop in New Jersey. Master's, 1940.-Stout. 58 p. ma.
Studies the factors affecting the use of the pupil-foreman personnel organisation in thecomprehensive general shop in towns of 30,000 population.
3580. Berry, John A. Teacherages in rural and village schools. Master's,1940. Oolo. St. Coll. l4pms.
Covers advantages and disadvantages of teacherages, their types and equipment, andvarious plans of operation, with special reference to Weld County, Colo. Concludes thattqacherager are desirable.

3581. Clucas, Gordon 'Henry. A five year study of the accidents of the Elt.4

LOUIS board of education playgrounds. Master's, 1940, Kansas. 148 p. ms.
3582, Colvin, Ronald P. A proposed 'plan of campus consolidation for theRansom, Utica, Arnold, Brownell rural high schools in northern Ness County,Kansas. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. fa, Emporia. 56 p. ms.
3583. Corbett, Leolian. The nutritive value of dietaries available to studentsat the University of Tennessee cafeteria. Master's, 1940. Tennessee. 88 p. Ma.Findstbe diets adequate or inadequate, depending upon the initivitioare dole, et toed&
3584. Denham, ZIwood Lewis. A check list for the evaluation of cafeteriasand cafeteria service in public secondary schools. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ.118 p.
Dismiss cafeteria problems and practices, and presents a ;bock list for ues W schooladministrators in measuring the efficient-, of school cafeterias.
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3585. Dershani, E. W. Construction of the Williams elementary school build-
ing In accordance with the Public works administration regulation& Master's,
1940. Arizona St. T. C. 128 p. ms.

3586. Dickinsón, Loren A. A proposed buildlpg code for school buildings in
Arizona Maiter's, 1940. Arizona St. T. C. 75 p. ms.

11.

3587. Draper, Marian. :The comparative initial cost and upkeep of bnilt-in
and movable furniture in residence hall student rooms as determined from 10
buildings housing University of Texas stúdents. Master's, 1940. Texas.

u 3588. Emerson, James C., fr. Problems of purchasing, issuing, and account-
ing relating to supplies used in industrial arts classes in Oklahoma. Muter's,
1910. Okla.' A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine current practices of shop supplies management. Recommends
the use of a series of forms, which were developed for this purpose.

3589. Faye, Morley D. School building survey and program for the city of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1940. Temple. 200 p. m&

3500; reddersen, Marvin W. ilweifications and tests of quality for selected
items of school supplies. Muter's, 1940. Nebraska. 187 p. ms.

Attempts to find methods of determining specifications and quality of 83 school supply
items, finds that Nebraska superintendents buy supplies without applying scientific tests

r..011 quality to tbe materials purchased. Recommends that cooperative buying be done to
achieve economy.

3501. !Florence, John Augustus& A recommended plan of cooperative selec-ft
Hon of school supplies for Pickaway County, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.
85 p. DM

Finds that tbe districts using the cooperative plan of selecting school supplies have
shown savings.

3592. rowles, Lewis P. Paning school plants for community use. Mas-
ter's, 1940. Nebraska. 71 p. ms.

Deals with planning -of the school plant for use by adults and 'out-of-school youth In
communities with a four-year high school enrollment of 150 or fewer pupils and an
elementary school enrollment of 200 or fewer pupils. Shows that the playground should
provide recreatiolal facilities for the entire populace; that an auditorium-gYmnasitila
should be provided ; that the auditorium-gymnasium, library, and community rclom should
be bested separately from the rest of the building.

3593. Hammond, Frederick Douglas. A study of the science labinbatories
in the secondary schools. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 102 p. ma.

Analyses tbe high school science laboratories of schools built since 19$0 in order to
determine what appears to be 'standard practice in high schools of different sire enrollment&

MK Hemlock, " r V. Demonstration equipment for ninth grade general
science. Muter's, Iowa.

8595. Hints, &nest H. Shop planning and machine equipment for a unit
woodwork shop in an Industrial arts program for the seniot high schools at Rock-
ford, Illinois. Master's, 1940. Stout, 43 p. ms.

8596. Zanies, Genevieve. A check sheet for high school auditorium stages.
Muter's, ligo. 'Ohio Univ. 00 p. ms. (Abstract kill,: Ohio university. Abstracts
of masters' theses . . . 1940: 24)

Divelopo a sompreliesolve and detailed check 'beet for high school auditorium stages to
assist school boards and high school arehtteets in building and equipping stages.

M. Mammon, John Allen: Specification for major items of school
supplies. Doctor's, 1940, Nebraska. (Abstract is: University of Nebraska.
Abstracts doctoral dissertations, .1010: 12847)

Attoup'to to dotes's tho item of Wood aupplias which entail tin greatest mane-
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tuns of moneY; to procure specifications for those item for which meelecatiene havebeen written ; to construct specifications for additional items ; and to provide methods whichwill aid the consumer in determining whether goods purchased aye the kind and qualitydesired and smiled.*

8598. Zunkin, Vera. The educational opportunities of the school cafeteriuin Sioux City, Iowa. Master's, 1940. Iowa State. 161 p. ma.
3509. Kellog, Evertild G. School supply management in Calumet County,

Wisconsin. Master's, ma Minnesota. 94 p. ma.
Surreys 'and analyses current practices in the selection, purchase, and management ofschool supplies in the SO rural school districts and the -eve high school districts of alecounty. Shows that cooperative purchasing is a possibility for rural school boards, andresults in substantial savings.

NIA Kerr, Edwin Orville. A, studj of the effect of automatic lighting on
pupil achievement. Master's, ma Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 80 p. ma.

WU. !Eiger, Orville Z. A study of the physical plant of the six year high
school in West Virginia, 1EAS-19. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3002. Lanman, Judson H. A survey of lighting conditions in the schools ofPickaway County, Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 65 p. ma.
rinds that 78 percent of the rooms surreyed were under standard in illumination.
3003. Larive, Armand. High school dormitories in South Dakota. Master's,

1940. Oregon.

3004. Layman, John C. A study to determine a practical plan and arrange-ment of facilities for the vocational agriculture building at the proposed con-solidated high school in Charlotte County, Virginia. Master's, 1940. Va. Poly.Inst. 132 p. ma.

3005. Leaf, Elmer Maynard. Criteria for planning the industrial arts sitin schoolsynder 800 enrollment. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. Coll.
3006ri4os, Leonard E. An experimental- investigation of levels of Intensityof schoolroom Illumination and reading ency. Doctor's, 1940. New York.

100 p. ma.
Studies the feet of illumination on the reading efilciency of 11211 pupils in grades 44of the ruelid, Ohio, school. rinds no educational jostiacatidon, insofar as reading Meioses*seamed by more than 1,000 reading tote concerned, for recommending higher level elfillussination for classroom:

MK. Luehring, Frederick WiUisn. Swimming pool standards. Doctor's,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, L S. Barnes and co., 1989. 278 p.

3608. Lund, lists Marie. The educational effectiveness of a school cafeteriain relation to food selection, social customs, and civic responsibilities. Master's,1940. Iowa State. 70 p. me.

NOD. Manor, Richard 14. Locally constructed apparatus for use In highschool physics. 'twat* 1940. Nebraska.. 66 p. ms.
Prepares a list of apparatus whit* salad be constructed locally, and describes andevaluates other types of apparatus found la literature.
NA Noose, Miter Alias Joseph. Standards of classroom twit for the-intermediate grades. Master's, 190 Catholic Univ. 84 p. ms.
Considers classroom erodpiasat Ii use in 711 Intermediate grads MOIL lets up standardsot minimum and Mal equipment for grads few, five, and is,
Mt Morrison, A. L. Wall tool locker for lvocational departmena Auburn,Alabama polytechnic Institute, WA
MI ¡Cowry Albert AL liducational and lust aspects of the equipmentif Panics laboratories and nietbedi. Master% 194 Team
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3613. Moynihan, C. G. The Public works administration as an ald to school

building construction. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
3614. Myers, Robert Gilbert. An evaluation of tbe administration and opera-

tion of school cafeterias In the east Texas oil field areas. Master's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

3615. Nicholas, David Mansfield. An expansion program for the University
of Tennessee power plant, 1940. Master's, 1940, Tennessee. 125 p.

8616. Norm, Loyal Vernon. Adtuinistrative procedures ip men's dormi-
tories in Oklahoma and Arkansas State colleges and unlversitlea. Master's, 1940.
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Shows that great variations exist in the tenure, training, and experience of ()tidal'responsible for the monument of men's dormitories; that most of the hostesses are lackingin training and experience; that it is a general practice to employ students for maintenancework and for proctoring duty. Concludes that many dormitories for men are designed andbuilt without due regard to the diciest management of tbe organisations which they areto booms, and without proper regard for the comfort and convenience of those wbo maychoose to reside there.

3617. Oates, Z. Myron. Physical education facilities in Clan A and II high
schools in Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studios play areas, gymnasia and tbe number using them, dressing rooms, team rooms,shower rooms, sanitary features, director' room, examination room, and swhnming pool.Shows a need for improved physical educative facilities*

*3618. Parkhurst, Winslow; Smith. Cafeteria policies and practices in se-
lected New England schools. Muter's, 1040. lioston Univ. 100 p. ms.

Mufti cafeteria policies and practices in lee secondary schools. Discusses the lengthof lunch periods, type of rooms, location, utilisation, furnishing, table decoration, Matsuequipment, service equipment, hot foods, food selection, voiles. of Meal quality of food,recorda, wags% and distribution of receipts.

3819. Patterson, Robert C. The per capita cost of woodwork materials foreighth grade students in the Houston junior high schools. Master's, 1989. Agr.
and Mech. Coll. of Tegas. 48 p.

Finds that the average cost of pro.viding materials for one elms hour of instruction toone pupil was 2i cents.

Pribble, P. F. A propmed plan of building reorganisation for theRitchie County, West Virginia, schools. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 21T .p. ms.(Abstract Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses 1939: 54)
Shows the need 'sr modern educational plants, curricula. dons, and other im-provements in toms of the local situation in -each school center.
8621. Propst, Otis H. Ilksientlal equipment for teaching general science Ingrades seven, eight, and nine. Mutees, 1960. Iowa.'
11M. /Rawlins, Charles W. The status of lighting in some school shops InOhio and recommendations for Improved lighting. Master's, 194o. Ohio Univ.112 p. ins. (Abstract ¿is: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . .1%0 : 42)

Indicates that 'name lightlag practices are not in accord with the recommendations ofexperts. Concludes that teachers should te orientated about lighting carnations as a partof their college training; that school authorities must be shown their responsibility forproviding good ligliting and for giving greater consideration to the lighting. problem,weft* in the old alma
an =near, Louis Marks. Large modes (hotor/eoostructed equipment foredam demonstrations. Master% 1 Ohio OW& in p. MIL

61:osseri1te the smarmed= of pieces of krge seals deestratioe apparatus which can bemade by the teacher or by the student.
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3624- Robertson, Roy C. Design of an air laboratory for the Mechanical
engineering of tbe University of Tennessee. Muter's, 1940. Tames-
We. 109 p. ms.

3t325. Boos, Carl Andrew. Health service facilities for public Pchool build-
ings. Doctor's, 1940. Rutgers.

Rubin Nathan. Safety and health of the school á self-survey
of school conditions and activities at a typical annex of a modern high school.
Mister's. 1939. New York. 196 p. ma.

nude protection tor the average bisa-eeboot pupil at annex Wafts.' inadequate.

3027. Ruder, ltarvin Z. Availability of typewrkers f7 the pupils' personal
use. Master* INA Ohio State. 77 p. ms.

Anterinian ibe availability of typewriters in tbe edboole and L. the hones of 1.177 pupils
of Ashtabula aad lake Cowls& Finds that while typewriters are available-to small& all of
the Mils somtime during the day. certain schools did mot have typewriters available
during study perio d. sad during the soon hour; and that Ski percent of the milt had
typeriter* available in their boom

ae28. Salads, Pastry Jane. A survey of the dike machines and office aids used
in th principal's dace of medium sized high sebools'in Penns/ lvania. Master's,
lift Temple 56p. ma.

a. Saylor Nelma Laura. A study of the financial management of the eve
cooperative houses for women at Oregon State epilogs. Master's, 1940. Oregon
St. Coll.

Steinhoff, George Lester. Methods of storing woodworking project ma-
ustrial arts laboratory. Master's, 'Iowa State. 107 p. ma.

3681. Stocker, Lillian C. The development of floor ans and specifications
for the heavy duty equipment of an Ohio univirsit7 unit. Master's. UM&
Ohio Univ. 00 p ma. (Abstract is: Ohio university. of masters'
theses . . . 1930: 64-416)

INIX Stover, William IL Chaniges In standards for elementary school build-
ing construction. Masteea, 1940. Maple. 110 p. ma.

Ilbomberg, Kathryn Lois. The development of a housekeeping routine
for a dormitory housing 125 men. Minter's, MO. Ohio Univ. 78 p as. (Lb .

atract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' themes . . . 52)
Shona tbe dense and qualliketions of the housekeeper, bee equipment, sad the Negate-

name which resulted treat the ceastrortion -of housekeeping schodalso sad isetructlea
sheets for dean's"' aad main! a woes dosvadtory,

MK Thompson Irnd Merritt. 21te United States Bureau of Standards as
an aid to tbe selecticm and purchase ot school supplies. Master% l910, Texas.

Me& .0`1.. sofa% Somme Darrell. A school building program for Headmen,
Kentucky. Master's, MO. Indiana. 58 p. N.

Trabert, Kilo A. Special factors affecting the Knoxville, Iowa, sebooi
building program. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

- e7. Turner, Wendell P. A proposed school building code for the State at
Adana. Master* uma Mimic 97 go. ms. (Abstract is: University of
Adana record, Tot. 34: SO)

Proposes a school bonding eels dealing with the enkiteet, site a the building gam!
elassetsrlstice se the wheel bundle', school salt% atrutiturul sad oschsaled astwas
of the building askits &Ma
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Uttrback, Helen L. The formulation of plans for the refurnishing ofthe living rooms of a girls' dormitory at Ohio university. Master's, 1940. OhioUniv. 33 p, ma. (Abstract is: Ohio university. -Abstracts of masters' theses

. . . 5d)

3639. Weaver, Edwin E. A study of financing, managing, and supervisinglunch rooms in separate schools of first and second class city school systems of(*Whom*. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C, Pittsburg. 49 p. ms.
Studies methods of financing, management, and supervision of luncbrooms in 22 Negrowhoa's.

3840. Whitmors, Clinton William. Citizens' understanding of tbe utiliza-tion of public school buildings as community centers u interpreted by 84 citisensof the district. Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.

Ma Wicker, Nantes. Blackboards and bulletin boards In a selected groupof Kentucky school& Master's, 1940. Kentucky. 151 p.

35a Willy, Gearre Designing and equipping the general shop. er's,1940. Nebraska. 1011 p ms.
Attempts to defends* the proper lociition, dimensions, and construction for the genAsp gem in a high school with an enrollment of 150 pupils or lees.
3643. Wilson, Ntogaret N. The tesidence hail as n educational factor inthe program ot an educational institation. Master's, 1940. Ohio Univ. 98 p.Arms. (Abstract is: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1940: 50)Coselndes that the literature concerning residence bah Is inadequate; that halls are notordinarily moldered u an important part of the educational program of the school bytbe administration; and that their importance to the guidance program has not been!visioned. OIWs suggestions for utilising the potentialities for guidatite 'inherent in- aresidence halL

11844. Winne, Glenn X. Program for the improvement of Riverview consoli-dated school plant. Waster's, 1940. Nebraska. 95 p. ms.
Mere auggestions for modernising a school at ilolmesvilie, Nebraska. Suggests the amof afternalion of Irsdie, alternation of sublectn. and combination of grades on the elementarylevel Shows diet provision should be made for undernourished pupils. for a preventivehealth program, tor visual and emitter, Instruction. and for improved courses in hand-craft and dramatics. Offers plans for remodelling and renovating the building so as toprovide a community school- library, and a community room wide) would facilitate aProgram of adult education.

3645. Woodson, Willard Lee. The construction and use of student-madeapparatus for high school physics classes. Master's, 1940. Oregon fit.258 p.. ma.

3646. Woodworth, Lura Jarmon. Recommendations for standards In childdevelopment playschool laboratories on tbe secondary level. Master's, ismaOregon 13t. Coll.

3847. Wright, Welcome Z. An analysis of the lighting and ventilation ofindustrial tuts laboratories in east Texas. Master's, 1. Agr. and Mech. Coll.of Tema. 75 um
ma d. that the INMAN of lighting and ventilation in industrial arts labtoretbries in thisarea an Inadequate. wad Amid be remedied.

JANITORS

11148. Brrett, William Eamiltoa. A study of jafiltor *tuft In the ruralhools at Backingbans, Cumberland, and swam Counties, Virginia. Master's, .

c*

19.0. Virginia. -125 p. nma.
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4,1359 Bruns, litenry W. A janitorial service program for Henry County,
Ohio, sChools. Master's, 1939. An/fling Green. 153 p ins. ,(Abstract in: Bowling
Green State university. Abstracts of masters'. theses, 1935-1940: 13-14)

Concludes that schools recognise the importance of janitorial service and are placingit on a higher plane ; that schoolp are employing Younger and better qualified men andwomen to do janitorial service ; that more schools require physical examination of candidatesfor Janitorial work ; that present day scliool buildings and equipment require the serviceof more 'efficient janitors. Finds that only one school in this county requires a physicalexamination, and only one has set a retirement age ; and that the working hours of thejanitors in the county are long, ranging from 11 to 14, hours. Offers suggestions forimproving janitorial service in the county.

Clehrt, Jerome Martin. Administrative control of custodia9s in typical
village and cons9pdated schools of Iowa. gaster's, 1940. Iowa Statt- 146 p. ms.

3651. Jackson, Merritt t. A study of the custodians of the township schools
as reported by the townshili trustees of Indiana. Master's, 1940. Ball St: T. C.

ms.
Concludes4that a new custodian is employed every fourth year, and gives a oompositepicture of the custodians. ShoWs the need for improvement, especially along the lines ofphYsical examinations, length of contract, method of employment, and tenure.
3652. Kleckner, Joseph R. The status of the public school janitor-engineer_In cities over 30,000 in population (New Jèrsey). Master's, 1939. Temple. 184

p. ms.

3853. Lender, Arthur R. The scope and growth of the janitor-engineer
schools. Master's, 1939. Fort Hays Kans. St. Coll. 75 p. ma.

3654. Morris, John Terry. A survey of custodial service in selected schoolsof the panhandle of yexasi Master's, 1940. North Texas St. T. C.
3655. Sheridan, James E. A personnel study of the'.janitors of 100 small high

schools in Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3656. Wellborn, Rankin P. An analysis of the scool janitor's job in Kansas.

Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 67 p. ms.

SOCIOLOGY, EDUCATIONAL

36570111en4 Margaret Gilbert. Family counseling servicei in a university
community. Poctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, teachers college,
Columbia uni ity, 1940. 124 p. (Contributions to eduction,- no. 800)4

Analyses the 2,
onsultation burea

October 1932 to J
and the mainten

8658. Bond,

requests made by 967 seriarate families who were clients of the Fathili
of Teachers college, Columbia university during its existence fromne 1936. Finds that the education of children, tbe position of women,of inevidual family homes were the greatest problems of the clients.
anor M. Factors in the shift from the evangelistic approach

to the educaUona and recreational approacp in the program of the Bethlehem
cominunity center Master's, 1940. Chicago Theological.

8050. Boram, Çude G. A study of dependent children in child-caring Institu-
tions of Indiana. Master's, 1940. Ind. St. T. C. 174 p. ms,P (Abstract in: Indiana
State teachers co114e. Teachers college journal, 11: 182, July 1940)

Analyses data edilected fro* 63 child-Caring instibitions In Indiana. Pinfjs that 3,509of the 5,285 ut children attendeescho,o1 during the school -year 1939-39 ; tbat ofthis number 1,987 nded within institutions whild 1,572 attended school outside ;"that 11institutions have r own schOol systems with a total tomtit* staff of 71; that 8,263children in were geosiving training in tFado And octtpitional wok ; Oat fewof tile cbildris pa icipated tin extracurricular a !titles; that training viaa given iii
football, and track that tber libraries were poor;larger institutions magie the best iducational showing'.
1
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EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY 309
3660. Carter, Margaret Isabelle. Factois affecting foster-parents' selection

of children. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

3661. Clarkson, Ruth B. Tae need for the establishment of a social center
for the youth of Manistee, Michigan. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3662. Curfman, Mary Martha. An experimental investigation o'f some of the
influences of authoritarian and demócratic atmospheres on the behavior of small
groups. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

3663. Darling, Norma. How the community used a children's service
center. Master's, 1939. Smith.

MK DulTall, Everett W. Relative influence of primary groups on under-
privileged children. Doctor's, 1936. Southern Califórnia. Los Angeles, Uni-
versity of Southern California press, 1938. 48 p. (University of Southern Cali-
fornia, School of retiearch studies, no. 17. Social scOnce series, no. 20)

Studies the social interactions and relationships of 500 children in their various primarygroup stituations : neighborhood, family, school, church, and play groups, Analyses theInfluences on behavior, personality development, and social adjustment of such factorsas age, sex, size of the family and sibling position, religious affiliation or denominationalpreference and regularity of church attendance, language of the home, nationality or race,t.
neighborhood conditions, health, intelligence, and certain attitudes, values and dednitionsof situations.

3665. Dyches, Thomas W. Operation of the United States employment service
In Utah Cdmty in cooperation with"the Provo. city school district Master's,
1940. Brigham Young.

*3606. Enzler, Clarence J. Some social aspects of the depression (1930-
1935). Doctor's, 1f40. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C.CaMolic university of
America*, 1939. 176 p.

Discusses the economic cost of tle depression, health, mental attitudes, poverty and relief,, torducation and crime in the depression, and miscellaneous social effects of the depression.
3667. Fanning, Richard. Catholic children under public care. Doctor's,

193'7lyCatboile Uni% Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1937.
211 p. *

3668. George, Edward S. Relationship of size of family to social status ad
intelligence. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

.869. Gilbert, Helen. A proposed program in co-recreation as developed
through the program offered in the Y. W. C. A. in Lincoln, Nebtaska. Master's,
1940. Iowa.

t3(170. Gist, Noel P. Secret societies: a cultural study of fraternalism in the
United States. Columbia, University of Missouri, 1940. 184 p. (University of
Missouri studies, vol. 15, no. 4) .

Deals mainly with fraternal Societies of the "lodge" type, lab occasional- reference tocollege fraternities and unsupervised Juvenile organIs*tInj, using u source materialprinted materials published and distributed by the cIetIè themselves, or by opponentsof the orders, Defines .and classifies secret societies. Discusses the rise and decline offraternalism in the United States: the process and structure 16 wrist societies; theoriesand legends of origin ; fraternal ritualism and symbolism ; lection and control of members;dogma and doctrine in secret societies ; and economic and social !actions.
MTh Greer, Ines Rebecca. The effect of the employment of married vrontenoff personal and family problems as revealed 1n.teçent litekature. Master's, 1640.

Colorado. (Abstract. fin: University of Colorado 'tidies,. General series (A),voL 26; no. 8: 49)
Analyses the reasons that women work, erects on the MOO,* effects on the women, andneeded changes in bone economies courses in communIties where the employnisat of soars
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ried women is common practice. Recommends that the high school home economics pro-gram stress home making as a career ; give more consideration to the reasons why womenare gainfully employed, and the effect of this employment on herself and other members ofthe family ; short cuts and time savers in doing housework; wise and ancient marketing
give more study on child care, feeding, and psychology ; pay more attention to the problemsof living within the family income; and stress home values and family relationships.

*3672. Hall, Lawrence Kingsley. Work begun : the experiences of college
graduates entering the secretaryship of the Young Men's Christian Association.
Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New York, Association press, 1940. 222 p.

Analyzes the experiences of new entrants into Y. M. C. A. secretaryship@ and attempts toshow what the process of adjustment during the early years of service means to them.Presents case studies of some of the adjusted and some of the unadjusted secretaries.Offers suggestions for improving the relations between the organisation and the newlyrecruited secretaries.

3873. Halliwell, Helen E. A study of the employment status of adolescents
km:4n to the Catholic charities of the Diocese of Brooklyn. Master's, 1989.
Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher
dtigrees . . . 1940: 114)

Studies the employment problems of 351 adolescents between the ages of 16 and 22t whowere members of 278 relief or border-line relief families. Evaluates past and present edu-cation in relation t`kt qa_ployability.

3674. Hardisty, Prances Audra. A survey ot the needs for and the pro-
cedures employed in the operation a a toy loan center. Piaster's, 1940. North
Texas St. T. C.

*8675. Harris, Dorothy Elizabeth. The general goodness score of Shirley,
Massachusetts. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., Fitchburg. & p. ms.

Gives a brief history of the town, and measures the infant death-rate, expenditures forrecreation, value of schools and parks, expenditures for schools, high school graduates,likrary circu1a9on, number of telephones, and of homes wired for electriefty.
8676. Hemeiway, Julia A. Studies of high school students' understanding

of social concepts. 11. Master's, leak Iowa.
3677. Hodson, Rebecca Bell. Social and civic agencies in Galveston, Texas,

Influencing thelvelfare of youth. Master's, 1940. Texas.
Jenkins, David Ross. Growth and decline of agricultural villages.

Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, rreacherscollige, Columbia unliersity, 190. 95 p. (Contributions to education, no. 819)
"Investigates the faCtors influencing population change in agricultural villages, and con-siders the community and institutional efficts of population growth and decline. Findsthat changes in population size of agricultural villages are due primarily to migration andnot to changes in vital ratet; that the age composition of population differs for growingand declining villages; that consolidated schools are likitly to be found in growing ratherthan In declining villages; that school rolls in growing villages are larger than in decliningones; that growing villages have a heavier teaching load and a heavier exPenditure onschool construction ; that growing villages have a population structure that is more likelyto*sure a permanent school population ; and that there are marked differences betweenthe occupations open to high-school graduates in growing and declining villages.
WTI Johnson, Carroll Pry:. Occupational differences in certain factors re,hated to fertility and mortality In Clark County, Georgia, 19111). Muter's, 1940.

Georgia. TOp. ma.
addles fert1114 and mortality in six occupational groups. rinds that the higher own-pational groups receive better medical care ; and that both fertility and nodality arehigher among the lower grouPeo in which the Negroes predominate.
8680. Johnson, 1Lawrence C. Effect* of urbanisation on types of social per-

,

tleipatIon In an Iowa village. Mastees,N1940. Íowa

.
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I3881. Kelly, Mary Glenna. The cooperative movemen,t nd its promotion byCatholic leaders. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 121 p. miks
Studies the meaning and origin of the cooperative movement, thè ttitude pf the leaderskof the Catholic chlirch toward the movement, the Antigonish mov ment directed by theextension division of St. Francis Xavier University in Antigonish, vi4 Scotia. Analysesthe growth of Catholic cooperative in the United States, and the credit on. ;

13680. Komarovsky, Mina. The unemployed man triad his ftimily : the effectof unemployment upon the status of the man in 59 families. Doctor's, 1940. Co-lumbia. New York, Dryden press, 1940. 162 p.
ii

Studies °the relation between the man's role as the economic provider tif the family andhis authority in the family.

3683. Lane, Francis E. American charities and the child of tile immigrant ;a study of typical child caring institutions in New York and Ma4achusetts be-tween the years 1845 and 1880. Doctor's, 1932, Catholic Univ. yiashingt*on,D C., Catholic university of America, 1932. 172 p.
lo 3684. Lyons, Bernice Jacklyn. A study of children's problems,' Long Beachas noted officially by the Juvenile bureau of the Social welfare ¡department inrelationship to the Long Beach community organizations for chi!) guidance andprotection. Master's, 1940. Stanford.

.1*Ma XcClaikey, Beryl. a A social and economic survey of Beadle County,South Dakota : a study of social action in boom and depression years in an agri-.cultural community. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Chicago, IlL, 1940. 240 p.gives a brief history of the settlement of the county, a description of tge somposition anddistribution of the people, the natural resources they-feuad and t*eir ne f these and its"greet on their present and future economy, a history of firming aik7b1pipese showing tbeeffect of tbe farmer's use botb of land and capital, and ak examination oft the institutionsof government and education. Shows that the currIcuL of the secondary schools shouldinclude adequate courses In scientific farming and marke g.
*;,;4:,¡ McQuade, Rev. Vincent A. The Americ n Catholic attitude on childlabor since 1891 : a study of the formation and dev lopment of a Catholic atti.-tude on a specific social question. Doctor's, 1938. ithollc Univ. Washington,D. C., Catholic university of America, 1988. 205 p.
*3687. Malisoff, Harry. The emergency of uneinployment. compensation.Doctor's, 1940. Columbia. New York, Academy of o1ItIea1 science, 1939-40.

%. ia

3688. Marcy, Emmett. Changing ideologies of peae organizations in tbeUnited States from 1919 to 1989. Doctor's, 1940. New rk. 280 p. ms.
Laalyses 39 Peace organisations. Finds active work in, and rt for peace programs bythe few ; little adaptation to Aiming world events. Conclude4 that programs do notappeal to the masses, to Rnemployed persons, to labor or racial roups ; that many pro-grams do not attract youth; that comparatively little provision is made for the consciousdevelopment of attindee. Shows the need for research to evaluate the effectiveness of tbeprograms, and the use of educational techniques for the developmen! of attitudes.

Miller, Bessie Arvilla. Residential propinquity and marriage selection.1940. Penn. State.
SOO. Xontgomery, Ivil James. A survey of the social opinions of three gen-erations. Doctor's, W. Nebraska. (Abstract in: University of Nebraska.Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 194b: 864)8)
Dearth's the development of an opinions questionnaire, and its adinfsiistratiotí tot adultsand to 391 blak-selsool seniors in ill high Wools in seven States. Concludes that the youngpeople take a more moderate stand os the metal problems presented In the finestlonnalrethan did their grandparents, and are sore realistic in their outlook.
*NM Morgan, Rita. Arbitration ill the men's clotbim Industry in Ne;Yor City: * else study ot Industrial arbitration anti conform* method, with
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particular reference to its educational implications. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col.Univ. New York, Teáchers college, Columbia university, 1940. 158 p. (Contribu-tions to education, no. FM)
Reviews tbe history of the indusiry. Finds that arbitration and conference methodwere not attempted until the employees had achieved a position of influence and powerthrough their labor organizations. Discusses the processes of arbitration. Shows the needfor training by schools and colleges to foster a democratic ideal which would include demo-cratic work relations as well as democratic political ; the need for training, ingroup discussion; the need for training in collecting, arranging, collating, and presentiplffacts needed for the solution of problems in group conflict, with parilcular emphasis bnthe critical examination of sources, and ot the validity of conclusions drawn from thedata.

11692. Murphy, Rev. Albert J. Planning for children's institutions undercentralized finance. Doctor's, 1937. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholicuniversity of America, 1988. 149 p.

3693. Murphy, Charles J. An investigation of the need for training in socialcompetence in two schools in a mountain area. Master's, 1940. N. Y. St. Coll. forTeach.

3694. Murphy, James P. The dependent boy: a comparative analysis ofthree groups of boys living under widely different conditions in reference to aselected number of non-intellectual traits. Doctor's, 1987. Catholic Univ. Wash-

%IV

ington, D. C. Catholic university of America, 1937. 191 p.
a

110

3095. Nitzburg, Joseph J. A functional analysis of propaganda. Master's,1939. New York. 96 p. ms.
Discusses propaganda as an emergent social phenomenon ; man and society ; the history,development, and meaning of propaganda ; and propaganda and education in social control.
3696. Rabb., Henry L., jr. A study of mental factors and socio-economicbackground. Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 89 p. ms.
3097. Rosenberg, Anthur Donald. The Juvenile. aid buriau of the city ofNew York,. and its recreational program. Master's 1939. . Columbia. ,
3698. Seelbach, Frederick C. Membership 'discontinuance In the HighlandPark brqnch of the Young Men's Christian Association. Master's, 1939. New4York 54 p.
Aitempts to determine tbe reasons for discontinuing membership in ibe Y. M. C. A., andsteps which can be taken to prevent the high turnover rate. Finds that the y9unger men.18-20 years of age, discontinue membership more than any other age group, duelò financialand educational causes; that business men hold membership longest, followed by the °whitecollar group", and last by the "unskilled labor" group. Concludes that the Highland Parkbranch la reVonsible for membership discontinuance due to inadequate facilities for con-ducting a diversified program.

s.

3699. Settle, Norman R. An occupational opportunity survey of Ottawa, Kan-sas.* Master's, 1940. Iowa.
8700. Shilland, Peter D. Origin and introduction of cóliective bargaining Inlabor relations In tbe United States. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 164 p. ms.
8701. Steen, Palmer O. The relation of social services .to the schools ofWyoming. Ma,ster'1940: Wyoming. 70 p. ma.
8702. Tayfor, Eva. Analysis of the coMmunity surrounding Memorial school.Mutees, 1940. Western Reserve. 48 p. MIL ...Finds toed oaroliment due to ette dedialairÌirth tat* and to new parochial schoOls.Concludes that a district which wal nett foreign, in "1920 now has a relatively highas au 41siericaa oommisaity. ..
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3703. Terry, P. W. and Sims, V. X. They Hire on the land. Birmingham', Ala.,

Birmingham printing company, 1940. 313 p, (University of Alabama)
Presents an intensive sociological study of a rural commuhity located in the but countryof Alabama. .

3704. thompson, Mary Martha Gordon. Discriminatory leadership and its
effect on tbe relations between the more and the less privileged subgroups. Doc-
tor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series ob dins and progress
of research, no. 06)

Studiei the type% of relationship which develop among the members of a group whenthat group is alto structured by an adult leader that it contains two Subgroups, the largerof them favored by him. and the smaller disciiminated against. Finds that the membersf the two subgrougis responded to this discriminatory attitude of the leader with different
r.)pk ds of behavior toward him.

V

alb

-J 3705. Turner, James Walter. The children's village: a topical analysis of
its developmental history. Doctor's, 1940. New York., 206 p. ms.

Describes the development and growth of the village with special reference to tbe con.
er

ditions motivating its establishment, internal administration, intake policies, treatmentprogram, placement and follow-up functions; and the relationship to similar institutionsfor juvenile delinquents with their treatment programs. Concludes that the ideals andpurposes of the organisation have remained relatively constant ; that the growth has beenevolutionary ; and that ill-adjusted boys and girls have been successfully treated In an openschool with a home-like environment by a specialised program which has become increasinglymore scientific. .

3706. VanDuyn, Florence Noyer. The humanitarian role of woven In Ameri-
ean life. Master's, 1940. Ball St. T. O. 840 p. ms.

Attempts to 'determine 'why 50 dynamic American wdmen participated in the movementfor social_refornt Concludes that education was the motivating force which directed thesewomen ; that the women who had the advantages of higher education labored for socialreforms not with the militancy or 'emotional display of the radical agitators, but from amore intellectual point of view ; and that the contributipns of the better educated womento the reform movement were of inoie lasting effect and of greater -we in furthering theprogress of tbe humanitarian movement.

3707. Wingard, Sadie Itradley. Historical data and folklore, of Elmore
County, Alabama, with an Illustrative teaching unit. Master's, oft Alabama.
238 p. ms.

RACIAL GROUPS, EDUCATION
a

3708. Barton, Wafter L. The educational experiences inherent in the con-
struction of a Sioux Indian home. Master's, 1! .:,!. Colo. St. Coll. 44 p. ma.

Describes an integrated shop project conductedAt the Indian school in Wahpeton, N. Dak.,in which the projects were integrated with clams in agriculture, home maim altarmetic, roglaphy, English, and history.

3709. Blackman,- Robert D. The language handicap of Spanlsh-Amerkan
children. Master's, 1940. Arizona. 58 p.
record, vol. 34: 1041)

Concludes that Mcdcan children, when
lower Mre than Aa$10-Amirican children ; that
status ; that their language handicap is a
achievement

I

(Abstract in: University of Arizona
O

by intelligence tests now available, have
can- chilgren are retarded in ago-gade

problem, and *fleets and

8710. iorden. Ruth Vtaiitkopt. The. psychological orientation Oi the Jewish
graduate student at Columbia univensfty. Master*, M. Columbia.

3711. Bund7 William Wilson. The Mexican minority problem in Otero,
County,' Colorado. Master's, 1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Universft of Colo-
ratio itudies, Otmeral series (A); 26, no. 3: 94) .

Winds that apOrnimately me:twelfth at tit, poptilatiaa . of tbs musty is. made .up otlisalsbipaltiairAusrleaos and Meiriess Otiseis wits seiressW. co*** .0lsg
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tenaciaisly to the language, customs, aod ideals of Mexico. Shows that to help in theassimilation of the Mexicans, an educational system based on their needs, abilities, andbackgrounds is necessary ; that an adult education program offering mums in home eco-nomics, government, English, vocations, consumer education, and health supplemented bythe educational Program of the NYA, the work of a county health unit and the buildingof new homes by the sugar companies for which most of them work are necessary if thesepeople are to become good American citizens.
. 3712. Campbell, Paul Copeland. °A practical curriculum ior the Latin Ameri-can elementary school. Master's, 1940. Texas Tech. Coll. 145 p.
Finds that the Latin American child will not fit into the Anglo-American mold, andthat the curriculuin must bo changed accordingly ; that most Latin Americans work withtheir hands and should be taught practical subJecta, including manual arts, agriculture,homemaking, sanitation, and cleanliness.

3718. Casey, Theresa Agnes. A study of the difficulties in English usageencountered by American-born Chinese children. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
8714. Craig, Edna L. An integrated art program for the pre-primary Mexi-can child, Williams, Arizona. Master's, 1940. Arizona St. T. C. 108 p. ms.
3715. Penlay, Raymond Emery. A study of height and weight growth ofMexican children. Master* 1940.- Stanford.
8716. Djang, Hisang-Lan. The adjustment in American culture of theChinese children in Chinatown, Chicago, and its educational implications. Doc-tor's, 1940. Northwestern.
817. Ebel, Clara Peterson. beveloping an experience curriculum in a Mexi-can first grade. Master's, 1940. Ariz. St. T. C., Tempi'. 103 p.
3718. Elvin, Alexander. The application of the Wheeler-Howard act to theeducailonal, occupational, and social programs of the Phoenix' Indian high school.Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 84 P. ms.
3719. lien, Paul H. A racial comparison of pre-adoleseent white, Mexican,and Negro boys. Master's, 1639. Arizona. 9tli p. ma. (Abstract in: Unlversit7of Arizona record, vol. 84: 25)
Compares boys between the ages of and 12 years in the schools of Tucson. ConcludesMat it Is possible to compare immature persons with each other but not directly withadults; and that such comparisons can only be carried out on the basis of position relativeto other groups in the same age ranges.

4

8720. Gibson, George Davis. Jesuit education of the Indians in New France,11111-1658. Doctor's, 1940. California.
Shows that the Ikench colonial policy involved the education of the savage with a viewto tiansforming Indians into Frenchmen as completely as possible. Shows that the Jesuitsadapted their educational theories to a new situation, and conducted classes at every levelfrom elementary to adult, both for French settlers and for the Indians; and that religious-education was of prime consideration.

*8721. Gibson, Nary Ellen. Some important problems In teaching Spanish-culture children. Master's, nia Texas Coll. of Arts and inds. 125 p. ms.
Studies the effects of their economic and social status; personality traits, and speech dill-s cuitiee on the education of apanish-speaking children. On:spares their edlication with thatOIL Anglo-culture children in Texas, Adams, New Mexico, and California, where most ofthe lipanish-culture children Hre. Analyses reasons for the success and failure of thesechildren. Concludes that the materials and methods used in educating Spanish-sultanchildren are not appropriate to their needs. Shows tbe need for teachers to understandthese children and the problems presented by them.
.37= Habermacher, 11,91rew Lee. Physical development of Anglo. andapanish-ciulture pebo.ol boils and girl& iges 13-18,- inclusive. Master's, 1940 '"Texas Coll of Arta and Ind*. 79 p. nia.

%,

Compares ilia physical 4eve1emeat 10 boys and 11011 girt/ in ems communities with1111 lipaseulteri bop aaa $OS SpsnIòceltut,.gIrls in the asua samialtion. riadi..:
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that the beads Of the families of the Anglo-culture pipits were farmers, merchants, 011 field
workers, and skilled workmen, while the beads of the families of tbe Spanish-culture chil-
dren were mainly unskilled and semi-skilled laborers, ind tenant farmers. Concludes that
the Anglo-culture boys and girls are taller and heavier the tbe Spanish-culture pupils.

3728. Herrera, John Z. A study of the errors fn the fundamental processes
14 arithmetic made by Navajo Indian children. Muter's, 1940. Arizona St. T. C.

p. ms. 41.

ward, Josephine Theo. The mechanical aptitudes of Itidian boys
of the - ; s west. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 06 p. ms. ,

Dyer an ftyperiment In which several tests of mechanical aptitude were administered
to 75 Indian boys, 15 years of age, enrolled in the Governmeni schools in New Mexico.
Compares their test results with the results of standardised tests administered to white
children. Finds that the Indian children made lower marks on the tests involving tie
factor of Judgment, and where a knowledge ót and familiarity with tools and machines
prevailed ; that theljndian children did u well as the white children on the MacQuarrie test
for mechanical JIMMY, which has a predictive value for trades and which furnishes a rough
indication of ability to acquire certain manipulative akin. Shows the need for tests to
measuie the mechanical and scholastic aptitudes of the Indian child, utilizing his back-
ground instead of that familiar to the white child. .

8725. Bikinis, Allan. Region and culture in the educatIovf the Navaho
and the Dakota. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., VoL Univ.

.

Sete up criteria for the selection of curriculum mate:vials by analysing the significance
of the dominant and socio-economic factors affecting the Navaho and the
Dakota. Shows that .ducsIon should provide for initiatory and fonow-tbrougb activities
leading to practical 'Selena; experiences leading to mastery of the principles common to
tbe maintenance of (*Sank life ; the development of group as well as individualised activiiy ;
activities leading to personality adjustment, to the development and maintenance of self-.
confidence ; experiences leading to desirable spiritual, esthetic, and ethical development
activities which will make up for outstanding lacks in homes and communities ; maintenance
of appreciation for -tbe contribution of wise leaden. to the welfare' of tbe group ; and
experiences in applying literate skills as means to the improVement of living.

8726. Indelman, Ruchla Laja. Parents and children in a group of Jewish
families (a study in mobility). Muter's, 1939. Columbia.

8727. Maori, Albert Turner. The educational problem in the Americaniza-
tion of the Spanish-speaking pupil. of ,§ugar Land, Texis. Master's, 1940.
Texas.

/628. Eashiwa, Yoshiko Irene. A study into the attitudes of some children
of Japanese descent toward the Chinese and Japanese during the Sino-Japanese
war. Master's, 1940. Hawaii.. 111 p. ma.

3729. Kent, James. Segregation vs. non-segregation of Mexican children in
the elementary schools of the Southwest Master's, 1910. Oregon.

MO. Kiser, X.William. History of the Flandreau Indian school, Flandreau.
South Daltiota. Master's, 1910. South Dakota. 110 p. ma.

8731. Lawson, Xary B. Occupation of Indian girls after graduation at
SequoYah orphan training school, Tahlequah. Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Colo.
St Coll. Spm..

Finds that many of these girls obtained employment in homes using modern equipmeat
amen the equipment ind courses of the school to determine whether they are adequate
forvzpre girls tor seek sisplapasM.

SIM iIu, Yuesehlit An adoptation of parent education methods to meet the
needi of tbe changing stirtus of Chinese families. Muter's, 1946. Oregon St.
OWL .

. .

3183. Ludlow, Norris& Hibbard. An Investigation of the relationihip, in a
college community, between the antimeemitic attitude and knowledge of tbe Jewp.
blaster's, UK Buffalo. ...
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Xarshall, E. C. The North Carolina Cherokees. Master's, 1940.Okla. A. & M. Coll.
>

Deals w4th tbe location, origin, leaders, government customs and habits, edneition andpresent status of these Indians. Shows that their first schools wire estab1Ishe4Ay theSociety f Friends, and that these schools were later taken over by the Federal govarnment.Concludes that the Cherokees of North Carolina now live iamb u their white neighlxiia,and that they are following the customs and habits of whites ratber than tbe ancientcustoms of their own people.

3735. Moran, Mettle Belle Sauer. A study of the oral and reading vocabu-laries of beginning Spanish-speaking children. Master's, 1940. Texas.3736. Motoyama, Elsie Ching. A study of the growth in vocabulary of youngbilingual children "of Chinesi ancestry before and after a year of kindergarteninstruction. Master's, 1940. Hawaii. 92 p.,ms.
airt. Oswald, "Award H. A comparison of the achievement of Mexicanchildren on an intelligence test administered both in E7lisb and in Spanish.Master% 1940. Arizona St. T. C. 82 p. m
3738. Porter, Lucy. Occupations and educational deeds of Latin-American. girls who formerly attended Lanier high school. Master's, 1940. Colo: St. Ooll.106 p. ms.
Studios the bone conditions, mails in o and ether work, and requisite qualities for

holding positions, of former Latia4merican students of a high school in Ban Antonio, Tex.3739, Price, Cora Natalie. A study of the attitudes of Japanese-American andof native American high school freshmen toward discipline. Master's itmaOregon St Coll.

8740, Pugh, Thomas Bryan A study of graduates of the Independence highschooL Master's, 1939. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State univer-sity. Bulletin, vol. 82 N. 8. : 146) drb.

Cumiares tb. records of the graduates of Italian parentage with tam of iradlotal
of American parentage. Finds that the two groups compare favorably as to edaratismalaccomplishments.

141. Rogers, Marjorie Katherine: A itudy of the pronunciation difilcultlesof Spanish-culture beginners. Muter's, 1940. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 48p. ma.
tudies tbe pronunciation difilcultke of 17 boys. and 20 girls, ranging 111 age trine. I to 10

years, whit mitered an Roam -2 is school for the first tine. Finds that tits boys made
more errors in pronunclatioa than did the girls. Lists the most common pronunciation torBluninb-speaking children.

3742. Sempliner, Mister. A history 44 Jewish students at the ifniverstv ofMichigan. Mute* 1940. Michigan.
87411. Smith, Avis Dow's, A coinparative study of some attitudes and hi-tenets of latin-American and 4inglo.American boils. Slimier's, 1940. Texas.8744 Sokolov, Joseph Louis. Pupils' understanding of 13-ebrew Biblical wordsat diffeNnt grade levels In the Hebrew school. Muter's, 1940. Chicago.8745. Tata, Lorraine Powers. A comparative study and measiurement of in-nate musical abilities of Mexican and American whits children. Master's, 111110.

drill. St 11. O., Tempe. 108 p. ma.
Doman aa esnablikent la. ¡Nib nude and tests ware sivan to wbito and

Mexican children, finds no opmdabla Memos between the Apical the
white and Mexican children ; a slight relationship estwen gear' lateiligence sad unwed
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3746. Turner, James W. The development of the educational pmgram at
the Seneca Indian school. Master's, 1940, Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Gives a short history of the school from 1889 when It was founded by the Quakers to
date. Shows that the, currieulum is largely determined by the Indian agency; that the
mebool plant has grown that the school I. financed by the Inederal government ; that there
is a trend to follow tbe Oklahoma course of study ; and that students who complete the
required course of study are accepted by any public school in Oklahoma.

8747. White, Sister Nary Afra. Catholic Indian missionary influence In the
development of Catholic education In Montana, 18404908. Doctoes, 1940. St.
Louis. 231 p.

. NEGROES, EDUCATION
)

8748 Allen, Jewel. The history of Negro education at Wiley college. Master's.
1940. East Texas St. T. C . 221 p. ma. (Abstract iss: East Texas State teachers
college. Graduate studies, 1940: 7-8)

Traces the origin and developeitent of Wiley college for Negroes at Marshall, Test.

3749. Armstrong, James Lionel. An analysis of the Influences that were re-
sponalble for the development of vocational agricultural programs for Negroes
in (leorgia. Master's, 1989. Howard. 110 p.

Mecums the development of an 'early agricultural educational consciousness anti, the
rime of public education in Georgia ; the period of expansion of whale education in amyl&
and the aevelopment of !Were' aid /or vocational agricultural education. Mows the gate
of the gifts of foundations and of individuals-on the devoloPlaent of vocational aviculture
for Negroes. Indicates that it will be necessary for foundations to continue their gifts In
sUPPort of tbe agricultural program, as the State is unable to support it., Shows the need
for further consolidation of schools and for bettarl.transportation facilities for Neal'
pupils in order that they may profit by the agrkultural courses.

.

8750. Bassett, Iverott Irvin. The loam of 14egro pupils from junior high
school. Maker's, 1940. Kansas. 80 p. ms.

aMl. Bell, Georg Crenshaw. Study of withdrawal from Negro high schools4b.

of Birmingham, Alabama. Muter's, 1940. Iowa.

8752. Benjamin, Jesse Howe. A oniggested curriculum for the training of
imelsers for the Negro rural schools of the South. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

8753. Bona, Thomas X. A study of a tuberculosis control plan. Máster's,
1940. Cincinnati. 97 p. ms.

Surveys preventive% measures for control of tuberculosis among Negroes in Louisville
and harms Counties, Ky. Finds a need for standardising methods of compiling death
rates, for differential statistical treatment of morbidity data, and for better health education
and medical facilities for Negroes*

, .

3754. Branch, Raymond B. A study of the vocational program of the Notto-
wny training school in relation to Negro farmers and 125 high school pupils.
Master's, 1940. _Hampton. 87 p. ma.

Attempts to detiimine whether the school is aff - by the social and economic stab*
of the Negroes of tbe county ; whether the school the community ; what is tbe cue
vocatign et the matt ; and whether or not the is of beuefit to the people engaged
in the vocation. finds that tbe parents of the pup ip the ssbool have had too little
training and exper,ience to care for the needs of their
is loy, and ** *IOW habits Oo not conform to modern standof*, ot living; and that their
Attlikrnet40 sink obsolete. Recommends changes in the curriculum, a tosusuaity program,
loproved, selkioIrconsmunIty relationships Queue' training in various' airkaltaral and
lomme eepasolai suidects, a periodic cheek by a school aster on tbe use made hy the pupil.
a the *46 habits taught ist the schools and a broadening of the awls of the school library
to make it emieneibie to the entire consmusitr.

3761 Breamon, NOrgant. The relatitinship between minor' group mem-
IXF.14P 04,04rebological.111044, group urban ROW, clan Negro Visa
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410111b

8756. Buford, Nary Smith. Guidance for girls in accredited high schools furNegroes in Oklahoma. Master's, 1940, Oolo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3757. Butler, =lard 3 A follow-up study of the Negro children who enteredthe Lincoln, Nebraska, high schools from 193248 to 1836-37. Molter's, MO.

iö

Nebraska. 'tl p. ms.
Studies the records of all Negro children enrolled In jualor aid senior high schools ofLincoln, and determines !actors which accounted for their failure to complete the high-school program.

8758. Butterfield, Xargaret Brennan. Training In domestic service for Negroboys In Jacksonville, Florida. Master's, 1040. Colo. et. Coll. 124 p. ms.DeveloPe a course of training in &auntie eerrke band oa intUrviews held to determinethe duties and responsilaitiee evicted of Negro house boys.
11759. Campbell, William R. The present status of the principals In theaccredited Negro high schools in Texas. Master's, 1901 Michigan,
3700. Chapman, Oscar James. A historical study of Negro 1an4-grant collegesin relationship with their social, economic, poll; and educational backgroundsand a program for their improvement, Doctor's', 1910. Ohio State. (Abstract iss:Ohio State university. Abstnacks ofosloctoral dissertations, no. 115 : 71-81)Presents a /*tun of the historical conditions,. legal fonadations, tier, development, andpresent status of the 1? Nigro ILed-Iat 64146... And Mimes ai dallatioad Menator these colleges fl tbe light littlie present weds tor Negroessla the floutb.. ,

Curtright,
.

Arthur C. The utilisation ,of* itommunfty resources of Clot-hs= °minty. GeoraiLla enriching the mode studies curriculums of Negro schools.Master's, 1940. 'Minneiota. S p in&
3762. DeBerry, Charles U. A study of the history and development of Palmer.

.

memorial institute with referenie to the community in whicb It Is located.Master's, 1911). New York. 42 p. ms.
Describes the work of Charlotte Hawkins Brows la the edscatkm et Negro youth. ;adthe founding of Palmer Meitorial Institute at Wait N. C., in Nat Tenn of the growthof the easel and Its enapcial diMenitioe. Thecribeo the curriculum in the elementary wadisecondary departments, and la the jingler college. Reprosents the symbol of Inter-racialcooperation by tbe active support of bosh white and Negro in the development et titschool.

WM. Dennis, Rioter Nary Robot. St. Elisabetb's parish and the Negro.Master's, lima Laois. 613 p. ins. t
..Sanwa tbe educational airings of a high whoa Concludes that the school le suppiy.lag a Mama, modal, domestic, and relisious education, and that sound principles andcorrect moral habits are streamed.

3764, Douglass, Jena L. Tbe stahis of hygiene teaching in teachers col-ines for Negroes. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
Wei Drake, 114 Xs& 'A study of the vocational choices of the seniors InHuntington high school and their relation to vocational Interests and mentalabilities. Mister* 19404 Hampton. p. Ins-BMW. Ise voestiossi *Aces, warless) interest bet rating,' and mental teat stores et16 eskies in Mitre blah Imbed NftPort NOD% Vc. to discover the vocational ambi-tions, the vocational Is*** pattern*, and the veleta' AMIN; eft those pupils; and todetonable whose? there le 'say agreement between their laestal &Mao end Vsestional

. Choice% and between &di vet:WOW choices and vocational' Wen* fattens,. Illeasiluneselltt a tkmuJ Program be immigrated in tire. embed, yid* VII faded.ilts yeatthissi fatalist, merino is vocational Woos NO wig he =TOOan. adviser r an advisory eeiOrmittee that awe Wavy losnitiss to .ssesmillito provide the vocational infermatidi needed by pupae.
.WI& Darvan,

forkignidanes-in Nesio eollepstie Vexes, with altoposed proirri4a,.d.ign.kliFee fOr tai ;We*
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RACIAL Onoty. z EDUCATION 319
4t,

Masters, IWO. Colorado. (Abstract lot: University of Worado studies. General
wiles (A), vol. A no. X))

Ana Vasa the Program of guidance in each collee from the standpoint of philosophy,
organisation, procedu4m, techniques. and areas in which guidance Is provided, SUggeet.
a program for the guidance of junior calk.. students in personal, social, educational, and
vocational activities.

MT. Woman, Andrew-7., jr. A study of the socio-economic status and..
vocational choices of Negro counselees of the Columbus counseling bureau. Mas-
ter's, 1940. %do Mali.. OD p. me.

Studies the vocational choices of 179 Negro youth. and the factors that iiiiisenced Meat.
rinds that most of them preferred professional work ; that their parents vocations had a

'negative influence on the commie's' choices; that education had a positive Whim. on
Moir choices ; and that previous work esperientee of these young people had a poiltive
Influence on their chokes. Concludes that there is a definite need for individual and
group counseling, occupational information and follow-up, and the onatained cooperation
of an tommunity agencies in order to develop .n adequate program GI guidance and rota-
riot. adjustment

11761 Gats, Leon Algie Wainwright. A study of deficiencies In reading in
the freshman clam of the Mary Nottingham Smith high school, Accomac,
and a remedial program to help eliminate tbe deficiencies. Master's, umo. Hamp-
ton: 51 p.

Daman a remedial ~am 4eoseseted with pupik I. a Negro Usti school in a rural
comasualti. rinds that 114 of the TT pupils of the eighth wade were below the standard in
raadlni; that tits failure of them pupils to master tbe dilfereit school sub)etta was caused
by their inability- to. correctly read and Interpret printird matter ; that about SO permit of
those who yen giveis remedial work Improved In grade levels la reading and improved in
aeons on test*. Ikeommends that a remedial reading program be made a perssanost part.
of the school curriculum in tbe Actualise Comity schools; that standarlord tests, isciadliiig
'indigenes tests, soclioioconsalle tests, and reading tests be admialstered to all the candi-
dates tor higb school ; that all students seeding remedial teaching be placed in a section
together; that the stied bear, be improved by adding books of &ilea as an ild te later-
audits pupils la acreational reading; sad that a study be made elr dedicleades seadiag la
Neon MO whim* Weighing Virginia.

MIL Olds Minabeth Rein Some factors affecting the outcome of
treatment ot Negroes I* a child madame clinic. Master's, 1939. Smith.

3770. Givens, Travis &mold. A surrey of tile knowledge possessed by a
group of Negro high school pupils concerning tbe role of tbe Negro in American
history. Mottoes, Coloradà (Abstract in: University of (worms
studies, General ieries (A), vol. 24 no. 3: 48)

Deseribes the iesults of the administration at an objective teat of Clem to Xi 'anion
la throe MO schools la Texas and la oneshigh school in Oklahoma. Bums

repremmts ineidestal learning to a greater extent than cissoroon
stusestisi. iiPts4s the juniors better Informed than the seniors, and that knowletige

the of Negroes in the Gelds of agriculture, art, lairentioa, Etude, triotissa,. and

gam Gladden, Amide ivangelins. i study of 50 pupils in the Taylor gram-
liar school with implications for the rev-risks* of its curriculum. Master's, OW
Hampton. 77 p. ms.

3

talks embank and social Oats as SO children In a mill district in itiehkad County,
S. C., to dote:sift whether the economic and social needs of Negro children In the cow*salty are adequately met by the grammar school, and to dietiover champs which should
be toads la tie elsmsstary school eurrksism.

MI Gordon, Richard. Status of health education In Negro secondary schools
of Uganda'.*74 Master* Ina Cincinnati. 1111 v. Ine.

liarms tie wises.* gf bath edscatiou. Prearatlas tekibers ter giving iastractiosla Mal* sad the Waft, selbsoi and Mae Wilt*, education.
8771e Orisson, Thaw W patiokal opportunities and vocational edu-

cation tor Negroes, la: Mutes, IMO. Arts. et. T. C., Tesupe.
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320 RE1411CARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

$774. Hackley, Annie Beatrice. A study of errotris and remedial reviews umeans of improvement of Instruction in third semester algebra. Master's, 1040.Hampton. 57 p. mi.
compares tbe achievemeot of two groups of pupils, a control group taught lilt the trail-dead method and an experimental group taught with experimental and remedial metbolle.rinds,tbst most of the poor worik in third semester algebr_a L. due to uncertainty and therepetition of Ow mime types of wren; and that remedial reviews and a study of errorsmade eliminated Mean to emit extent.

.

*37711. Harris, Ruth. Teachers' social knowledge and Its relation to pupils' re-spouses:- a 1 tu41 of four 8t, Louis Negro elementsiy 'schools. Doctor's, 1940.T. O. Oa Univ.. ew Irotracbers College, Columbia University, 1.194 80 p.(Contributions to ¡ducat! no. 818)
Attempts to find out bow muck the teacbers in four lit.. LOWS, MO-, Negro elementary

chools know about the *oriel eoedit ; e of their respective school emanation's* and bowtheir social Emit tan& may relate to i ,, pipit responses. Finds that the teachers knowlittle about tile social and ecosonik conditions of their school district&
3776. Barriiion, Beverly D. Elucational and mental survey of Clevelandschool (colored )', Coffeyville, Kansas. Mastit's, 1940. Una. St. T. C. Emporia.4T p. ma.

grit Norma. Paul L. The Negro teacher In Arisone. Master's, I4 Ari-Rona EX T. C. 10T p. Ins.

3778. Blois, Witt B, ,huproved farm practice* for the Negro farmers ofMuskogee County, Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coil. 56 p.Oren a calve la productlear promisee of motto's, corn, oats, wheat, milk, poultry, andpork

3719. Hodge, John Karlin. A survey of the vocational choices of Negro highsOoorlitudents In Richmond County, North Carolina. Master's, 1910. Iowa.MO. Buick's, Horace Sumner. Occupational problems of MO graduates ofMilt Booker T. .Wash1ngkon senior high school (Negro), Tulsa, tiklaboma.-tetra, 19.0. Kans. St. T. 0! Pittsburg. 41 ms.
Irtade the Wet oceapatioaal ¡Alien to b : Placement, race diaerimi;atiem, persenalityadjustment* sØ Dl health.

$781. Johnson, Charles James. Chic deficiencies among adult Avails withremedial suggestions to offset theme deficiencies. Master's, 194Q. Penn. State.r/82. Johnson, Henry Morrison. The Methodist °Episcopal (*milt and Theeducation of southern Negroes, 201124900. Doctor's, 1989. Yale. 806 p. ma.Shows tbat tram tbe Weaning ot the Methodist movement is America Its leaders mani-fested as infanta is the Negro race; that many slue* were taught to read la igantatianmissions; that the Northers Methodists established Wilberforce tralversit, for Negros InINC that after INS the Methodist Spiscopal church established Freedmen's schools lapractically very southern State, and aided In the establishment of the cosmos school-gala among the Negroes in the loath; and that It chaussiosed.protoosional and vecatioealeducation.

Ins& Ionia, Fannie Minor/. A study of materials in Negro literature forsecondary schools. Master's, 'NO. Hampton.' 44 p.. Develops criteria for selecting books at Negro literature for teaching Mira& ssessilarysaid pupas.

risk Jonas, Lewis Wade. Occupational siratificatlop among rural and smalltown Negroes before the CM .war and today. Master's, Ma Columbia.3785. Jonas, T. Langston. .A study to deterialpe the economic need for woes.Waal training in tile Negro aecondfry ichools si North -Carolina.1010, Michigan. a
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RACIAL GROUPS---11DUCATION 321
Mt Kys, Janet B. Dumas. Interests influencing the types of reading done

by Negro teachers In Nashville. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 84' p. mt.
Analyses the Interests influencing tbe reading interests and habits of 100 Negro teacherslo Nashville, Tenn.

37879 King, Mules N. Opportunities ant educationalneeds of Negro youth
:n North Hamilton County. Muter's, 1940. Cincinnati. 142 p. ins

liarvoye the educational new* aims, desires, and ambitions of Negro boys and girls inhigh school, their o :4 Mewl opportunities, and the type of training essential for gainingea pigmente

Milk Long, Girard Z. Thé Portuguese of Wareham, Massachusetts: a studyof their educational problems with summated remedies and modifications. Mai-
tees, 1940L Boston Univ. 75 p. me.

Twee the historical liadigrottad of the Caps Verdian Portuguese who settled in Ware-haw and discuss= the later-spacial conflict between tbe Cape Verdian and the white popu-lation of tbe tits. Attempts to determine the moon, and the age and grade for the
greatest Mortality et then Negro pupils. Shows that *mortality is greatest in the period
from- the sixth to the eighth grade, and that almost oi of these pupils graduate tromhigh school ; that enrollment in special clams Is predo.JIisutI.y Cape Verdian.. Shows theneed tor mining the curriculum to Dint the needs of these pupils, and for more and better
organised industrial *baton Comm

ma Loop, Anne & 'The nature of the relationship between education and
amen of Negroes Uving in Manhattan, covering the years 1929-1987. Doctor's,
1940. New York. 215 ms.

Prederick A. A history of Wilberforce university. Doctor's,
1.40. Cincinnati 840 p. ms.

Traces tbe history et tbe university cbrotiologicall and topically through five stagesof dirmlopmeat to the preen* [leeks to evaluate ttill racial and educational influences ofWillsrforts.

8791. kolCso Ditapls Kathryn.- Factors Influencing the enrollment of Negro
lark in homemaking courses in a selected group of high schools; Master* 194a
Kans. SL T. C., Pittsburg. 87 p. ms.

Concludes that Junior high school girls elect homemaking subjects bemuse they likethen; that their Waists, as well as those of senior high 'chow girls, center in personal
development and home activities.

3792. Mickey, Paul a. A survey of \Negro participation In Intercollegiate
athletics in American co-riacial colleges aid universities. Master% 1940. OhioStats ms.

Concludes that there are degialte policies prohibiting Negroes from participating in certain
Intercollegiate sports; that the percent of Negro participation In proportion to their en-
rollment is equal to or greater than that of whites in only such sports as track. fOCtbSU,
sad boxing.

8703. Major, Anthony 47. An investigation of supervisory practices for the
!mprovement of Instruction in Negro public schools. Doctor's, 1940. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract 4s: University a Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches com-
pleted, and bilibigraphy of publications, 10: 202-210)

Attempts to determine the extent to which supervisory practices are.used by prindpalsP and superintendents; sad to deteridne the influence 9f locations population, number of
towhee esPerdeed, tips of &akin& dame bald, teaching experieno,,. supervisory mart-
ence, and mosey of training upoe the number of practices used. Concludes that extend*
um! pl approved and functional "'supervisory practises aids in saving and minimizing prob.
leas of supervision; that principals and superiteote are molt interested in those super-
visor/ Prefaces which teed to Improve the technique of supervision; that a laige per.
tentage of prismipals and supervisors ot Napo public schools Iris susiern superviiory prae-
time in their effort, to improve sohodle sad conesuaities, but that they have too little
time te 4oftete to supérvialos.t
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f,,322 tt RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCAT ON

37?4. Miller, Ava Blanche. A comparative study of'kline Louisiana parishesthat employ' ieanes supervising teachers with nine Louisilina parishes that do notemploy Jeanes supervising teachers. Master's, 1939. Lotidisiana State. (Abstractin: Louisiana State university. Bulletin, vol. 32 N. 8: 138-439)Shows that 'the Probleim of public education of Negroes is .cocupying a more prominentplace today in .the minds of educators in the South tban eVer before. Filids that theparlates which employ Jeanes teachers have made progress in the development of desirablesystems of Negro education ; these parishes have more Negro gchools, better buildings andequipment, give more consideration to secondary education for Negroes, have Wager schoolterms, larger registration of Negro children in schools, better qualified teachers, and moresatisfactory classroom instruction than the parishes that do iot employ Jeanes teachers.Recommends the employment of Jeanes teachers in all parishes in order to improve theNegro educational system.

3795. Montgomery, Bishop Marteinne. The activities of rent-teacher asso-ciations in the Negro schools of Alabama. Master's, 1940. Cb go.
3796. Morgan, John William. The .origin and distribution of the graduatesof the Negro colleges of Georgia. Doctor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. Milledgeville,Ga., 1940. 119 p.

,f

Studies the migration of graduates of Negro colleges in Geinigia. Finds that migration

..

was associated with the factors of sex, grading of college, years of schooling, and occupationtii
entered; that superior groups were not consistently more obile than others and thatmialitative selectivity reflects vocational choice and -economic o portunity ; that the limitednumber of college graduates in Georgia is associated with th limited number of GeorgiaNegroes who attend these colleges; that such social and economic pressures as the inade-(vitiate system of public education and the "general poverty of lie-Nitro population, rather

s limn migration. prevent the Negro colleges from developing po ential leaders for the rural, Areas. Concludes that unless economic. opportunities in the South for (he Negro collegegraduate are expanded. higher educatión will continue to be cpnfronted vilth the problemIf directihg the Negroes into fields which take 'them away fr(rn the South or into fieldstraditionally open to them in the South..

3797. Morris, itesephine G. Business education In\ the Negro secondaryschools of West VOnia. Master's, 1940. Ohio state. 55\p. ms.Finds that business education is offered in 30 of the 45 Negro 'secondary schools of WestVirginia; that othe larger schools offer complete courses in busipess education ; that fewof the smaller schools offer any business courses; that many of the business courses areintended to prepare boys and girls to earn a livelihood; and that the pupils 011110 betrained in the wise spending of money.

3798. Nowlik William vs. The Negro and the public fibrary in West Virginia,Bluefield, W. Va: Bluefield State teachers college, 1940. 11 p. ms.Deals with the relation of the Negro to 14 public libraries4n \West Virginia. Findsthat Negroes are not admitted to all Public libraries although they \are not prohibited bylaw; and that afthough Negroes attend libraries in the leading citleit, few take advantageof the opportunity to use the public libraries in the .cities and couties where they aresemi-public.

*799. Owens, Matt% E. A study of the reading clinician of.39 pupils inthé tenth and eleventh grades of the Person County training', school, Roxboro,North Car6liona. Master's, 1940. Hampton. 77 p.
Gives a brief bistorical sketch of tbe founding of the Person County Training School inwhith Negro elementary and high-school pupils are trained. Analyses tlit causes of failurein the tenth and eleventh gradea, and describes a remedial program carrled on with thesestudents. Concludes that poor reading causes failure; that the lack of sufficient and efficientinstruction,t and supplementary reading materials in the schools of the county contributesto the poor reading abilities of ,the Pupils; that the lack of reading materilil In the home,anti lack of sufficient reading lestructional and testing programs are responsible for manyfailures. Recommends that reading be given more time in the schedules Of the elementaryschools of the county, and that a remedial reading program be carried on in tbe high school.
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RACIAL GROUPS---EDUPATION 323
3800. Pannell, Ethel Early. The administration and financial control of

extracurricular activities at Huntington high school from 1928 to 1939. Master's,
1939. Hampton. 143 p. ms.

Describes the organizational and administrative set-up of the extracurricular program andthe devices used in financing it in a Negro high Kt boo! in Newport News, Va. Discusses thevarious school clubs, school paper, athletics, student council, and student participationin group activities. Describes the. organization of the homeroom, and rite school assemblyprograms.

3801. Parker, Margaret Anne. A nutrition study with under-privileged Negro
children. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

'3802.° Pitts, William Henry. A study in the achievement of 45 seventh
grade pupVs in reading, English, spelling, and arithmetic with suggested program
for Improvement. Master's, 194,O. Hampton. 49 p. ms.

Studies the achievement of 45 Negro pupils in the seventh grade of a high school inAlexandria, Va., in reading. English. spelling, and arithmetic, in order to deternytne tbeir
deficiencies, and the causes of their failures. Finds that failures were caused by family
background, health of pupils, preparation of the teachers and their teaching methods, andenvironmental conditions.

Mat Seidel, John Javib. An educational program for the Cheltenham
school for boys, Upper Marlboro, Maryland. Master's, 1940. George Washington.
119 p. ms.

Discusses the educational program of a correctional school fog Negro boys, ranging innge from 11 to 21 years. Describes the administration of a testing program to determinethe relative intellectual and academic level of the population. Offers a complett educationaland administrative program for the school.

3804. Shamwell, Earl E. The vocatiortal choices of Negro children enrolled in
the Minneapolis public sChools. Master's, 1940. Mitinesota. 254 p. ms.

Finds that Negro children's vocational interests do not correspond to vocational oppor-tunities for Negroes, nor to their intellectual, social, or economic levels.

3805. Smith, S. C. A survey of the teachers and teach log. of trade and Indus-
trial subjects in the public schools for Negroes in North Carolina. Master's,
1940. Michigan.

3806. Sorrell, Florence Beatrice Stevens. A survey of the relation of Negro
business requirements to courses offered in Negro institutions. Master's, 1940.
Hampton. 126 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not Negro men and women trained to operate officemachines are needed in the offices of Negro businesses; to determine the extent to whichshorthand and typewriting are taught in Negro institutions ; to determine the amount ofeducation preferred by employers for their employees; to_secure data on the placement of
graduates from Negro institutions In 1937 and 1938 in commercial occupations; and tosecure data regarding changes in the business curriculum. Recommends that institutions
training Negro mtbn and women for oMce work on both the secondary and collegiate leve:s
teach shorthand, continue teaching typew4ting, teach the principles of filing, teach the
operation of adding and mimeograph machines, teach the fundametals of English, busineis
arithmetic, bookkeeping, and general business training. Shows that there should be closer
cooperation between business and commercial teachers in the solution of business traiiing
problems.

3807. Spencer, Donald A. Job opportunities for Negroes in the printing and
tailoring trades in Cincinnati. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 75,4p. ms.

Aurveys the tailoring and printing trades in Cincinnati in an attempt to discover oppor-
tunitierfor Negroes and the eduCational requirements for placement.

8808. Stowart, W. W. The Negro high school in Louisiana. Scotlandville,
La., Southern university, 1940.

8809. Tate, Elizabeth Juanita. Delinquency among the Negro youth in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

325173-42-22
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324 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

3810. Tate, Ernest C. The development of Negro poetry from its Africanbegimilpgs to representative contemporary poetry of America. Master's, 1New fork. 59 p. ms.
O

8811._ Taylor, Etude Hale. Official State attitudes toward education forNegroeb in Tennessee. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

! ;0I.

. 3812 . Taylor, Mae Corrine. A comparison of speWng efficiency of native andmigrant Negro children. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3813. Thompson, Marion M. The education of Negroes in New Jersey. Doc-tor's, 1940. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers College, Columbia University,1941. 227 p. (Contributions to education, no. 815) (Author's name "changed toWright)

Presents tbe historical development ofilocial forces and agencies insofar as they affectededucational opportunities afforded Negroes.

ifi3814. Traughber, Clark R. A study of Negro public schools f Smith county,Texas. Master's, 1940. East Texas St, T. C. 82 p. ms. ( tract in: EastTexas State teachers college. Graduate studies, 1940 : 59-00)
Recommends that the 37 separate districts be consolidated into live districts or attendancemast ; that each of the proposed attendance areas be administered by a board of seventrustees; and that adequate provision be made for needed buildings and transportation.
*8815. Turner, John Al Dental health conditions in Negro colleges. Master's,1910. New York. 60 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the incidence of denal defects among students in Negro colleges ;and to ascertain what is being done in the student health services of Negro colleges to supplynecessary dental care. Offers suggestions for maintaining a diagnostic and advisory serviceand for maintaining both a diagnostic and a treatment service.
3816. Walker, Mary Sue. The training of Negroes for industry in Alabama,Muter's, 1940. Peabody), 119 p. me.
Finds that most of the Ifegroes of Alabama who are in industry are dohig unskilled jobsfor which they have bad no training and for which training is not essential ; and that muchhas been done in training Negroes both in a general way and for certain trades andmechanical skills.

'3817. Walker, Mona A. Housing as an educational probl6m for Negroes inCincinnati. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 1201 p. ms.
Investigates the problem of Negro housing on a local and a national basis.
t8818. Wallace, William Z. L. Chemistry in Negro colleges. Institute, WestVirginia State college, 1940. 34 p. (West Virginia State college bulletin, seriesno. 2)
Discusses departmental objectives ; enrollment in chemistry ; organisation of Departmentsof chemistry ; requirements for a major in the subject ; housing and laboratory facilities;library facilities ; training of teachers ; and membership in scientific organisations.
3819. Wells, Amelia. Development of commercial education In Negro insti-tutions in Oklahoma. Master's, 1940. loin.
3820. Williams, James N. Guidance needs of Negro youth in Montclair : Areport of a survey of Negro youth In Montclair, New Jersey, and of their presentguidance activities, opportunities, and needs. Master's, 1938. N. J. St. T. C.69 p. me.

8821. Williams, Roger Kenton. An exploratory Study of the adjustment of49 male Negro college students at one segregated and two mixed colleges. Mas-ter's. 1940. Penn. State.
3822. Williams, Seymour E. Tbe anthropometric study of the feet of Negrobigb school boys. Muter's, 1940. 19wal
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3823. Wilson, Jean Elizabeth. A sociology of adolescence. Marter's, 1940.
Iowa.

3824. Woodson, Grace Isabel. The implic.ations of purpose for the definition
of a college program, with special reference to the separate Negro college. Doc-
tor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university. ft Abstracts of
doctoral dissertations, no. 33 : 259-66)

States that the business of education is to make the individual aware of the values in
the culture and to share actively in the creation of new values. Examines the purposes
of higher education as they have appeared historically and with particular emphasis updn
their bearing on the purposes of the separate Negro college; examines the catalogs of the
separate Negro colleges to determine their expressed philosophy, and to determine their
curricula. Studies tbe 4 year colleges for Negroes by examining the catalogsA79 separate
colleges. Shows the need for the Negro colleges to turn their energies on their unique
problems and their unique resources.

3825. WriOt;Harold Arthur. A comparative study of 25 Negro scouts and
25 Negro non-scouts of Pittsburg, Kansas. Masters, 1940. Kans. St. T. C.,
Pittsburg. 63 p.

Finds that the scouts had better school records; and that more of the nonscouts were
employed and received higher wages than the working scouts.

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS

3826. Holmes, Esther L. A follow-up of special class children in Bridgeport,
Connecticut. Master's, 1940. New York. 87 p.

Studies the post school careers of 542 Bridgeport special class children (1922-1935),
emphasizing their vocational and social adjustments as shown by records of employment.
delinquency, charity, and marriage. Shows the need for more planning and continuity in
the training and supervision for better life adjustments, both vocational and social.

34327. Scully, Hannah J. An analysis of the educational program for excep-
tional children in Buffalo. Master's, 1940. Buffalo.

GIFTED

3828. Channel era G. Whitted. Comparison of behavior problems of supe-
rior children failing in school with those succeeding in school. Master's, 1939.
Illinois.

3829. Cohler, Milton J. A comparative study of achievers and non-achievers
of superior intelligence. Doctor's, 1940. Northwestern.

3830. Gossard, Arthur Paul. Administrative provisions for superior and
backward children in the public school systems of 10 large cities. Doctor's, 1940.
Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1940. 172, p.

Studies administrative provisions for sukrior and backward children from 1870 to date
in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
St. Lciuis, and San Francisco. Describes the use of homogeneous grouping, special classes,
Individualization of work, modification of classroom work, standards and materials, and
the use of such miscellaneous provisions as awards and prises, scholarships, and remedial
teaching, as well as extracurricular activities.

3831. Sumption, Merle Richard. An evaluation of the Cleveland public school
program for the education of gifted children. Doctor's, 1940. Ohio State. (Ab-
stract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctoral 'dissertations, no. 82:
251-55)

Attempts to determine what, if any, differences result from students participating in the
special program for gifted children instead of the regular school program ; and to secure
a judgment of the program by former students. Compares the social relationships, self-
expression, critical thinking, activities, fundamental knowledge and skills, and health of
participants in the regular alcbool program and in the special program.
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3832. Warthen, Thomas Vernon. The relation of social adjustment to theheight and weight of under age high school students. Master's, 1940. GeorgeWashington. 82 p. ms.
Concludes that bath the underage boys and girls are above the average height and weightfor their age; that most of the underage college men and women would recommend toothers entrance into college at the age at which they entered ; that the underige studentshad a better scholastic record than the average for all students at George WashingtonUniversity.

DELICATE
3833. Casassa, Paul Edmund. Convalescent education : an investigatiorvofthe need and provisions for the education of convalescents in the District ofColumbia and other localities, as revealed in a personal survey and certain maga-

-
zine articles dealing with the subject. Master's, 1040. George Washington.53 p. ms.

Surveys facilities for convalescOnt education in the home, institutions, and school in theDistrict of Columbia and in other localities. Finds that in the District of Columbia littlewas being done in the home for the education of convalescent children; that the hospitalsdo not have a system of convalescent education, but rely chiefly on help from the WorksProgress Administration handicapped children's project ; and that the public-school systemhas done little to further convalescent education. Offers suggestions for improving con-valescent education in the home. hospitals, and schools, to more nearly conform with thatbeing carried on in other localities.

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
3834. Allison, Louise. Some implications of democratic philosophy withparticular reference to the education of the handicapped. Master's, 1940. OhioState. 135 p. mi.
*3835. Cotton, Carol Blanche. A study of the reactions of spastic children tocertain test situations. Doctor's, Chicago. Journal of genetic psychology,38:- 27-44, 1941. (Reprinted)
3838. Devers, Alice Jamesina. New Jersey's need for resources for the careand training of variously handicapped children. Master's, 1939. Smith.. *3837. Knapp, Robert H. A survey of practices and trends in administrative,provisions for individual differences, 1928-1938. Doctor's, 1939. Nebraska. 215p. ms.

Studies school provisions Tor the physically atypical, the mentally atypical. the sociallymaladjusted; provisions for vocational education, summer schools, and non-English-speakinggroups; instructional organization as a means of providing for individual differences;entrance and promotion policies; guidance; and adjustments within classes and correctiveclassification: Concludes that the needs of the individual pupil are receiving more intent:gent .consideration today than a decade ago; that every effort I. being made tb place theindividual pupil in a situation which will serve his needs and benrilt him most.3838. Lynch, Louise X. A history of the care of epileptics and study of theRchool children of the Indiana village for epileptics. Master's, 1940. Ball St. T. C.188 p. ms.
Gives a brief account of the general care of epileptics as well as the case histories of allthe children enrolled in the school at a certain date. Shows the influence of heredit/, ofthe home, of thé community and school environment, and of the attitude of the publictoward these children. Indicates that the factors which have produced other problemchildren were influential in the lives of these children.
3839. Nicholsen, Arnold _George. Physical defects of college students. Man-ter's. 1940. Alabama. 128 p. ms.
3840. Parker, Thomas L. Survey of Fulton County, Ohio, to locate handi-capped children and recommend education for them. Master's, 1940. Ohio State80 p. ms.
Finds 13 cripRted, &blind, 11 partially seeing, 1 deaf, and 4 hardothearing children, apdoffers suggestions for their education.
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BLIND AND PARTIALLY SEEING

327

3841. Arthur, Ethel K. History of the Pennsylvania institution for the Ii
btruction of the blind. Master's, 1939. Temple. 37 p. ms.

3842. Austin, Agnes Sutton. A study of visual problems of certain fifth
grade children. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.

3843. Bass, Charles Andrew. A survey of the educational, vocational, and
social rehabilitation efforts for the blind in the United States. Master's, 1940.
North Texas St. T. C.

FlorenCe.3344. McKeon, A study of visual defects in relation to achievement
in certain school Aubjects. Masteis, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham
university. Disserlations accepted for higher degrees . . . 1940: 100-101)

Stuilies group of. 37 girls in a vocational high school to determine the ¡elation ofvisual defects to achievement in English, mathematics, geography, history, and trade ex-ploratory subjects at the ninth-year level, and compares their achievement with that ofan equal number of normal girls. Finds that the number and percent of subject failuresin the handicapped group exceeded that of the normal firoup; and that a greater percentageof tbe handicapped group was found to be retarded.

*3845. 3IcVicker, Olive Bowditch. A study of the voluntary behavior of 20
visustlly handicapped preschool children. Master's, 1940. Boston Univ. 62 p.

Presents and interprets observations made over a period of 5 years in a nursery schoolfor 'Tidally handicapped children of preschool age. Shows the similarity in behávior ofthe blind and partially seeing children at the 3-year level, with marked differences ei the4-year level, and sufficient differences at the 5-year level to make the needs of the twogroups completely different.
k

3848. Munger, Alice. The selection and administration of mental and educa-tional tests for sight-saving classes. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3847. Quimby, Neal F. A study of the curriculum4or residential schools forthe blind. Doctor's, .1939. Temple. Collegeville, Pa., Independent Press, 1939.221

41
3848. Sails, C. Herbert. A study of the need and organization of sight-savingclasses. Master's, 1940. St. T. C., North Adams. 52 p.
Studies the need of sight-saving classes in communities with an enrollment of 3,500pupils. Finds that the methods used in the standard classroom are unsuited for the childwith poor vision ; that the cost of sight-saving classes ii justifiable when compared to theper capita cost in communities where the instruction is not .given; that the number ofchildren suffering from ocular defects in any community with an enrollment of 3.500 pupils,'la large enough to warrant the establishment of a sight conservation class; that thi lackof these classes makes it necessary for the visually deficient child to acquire his educationunder -great emotional strain, and in some instances the child has to go without an educa-tion; and that 85 percent of the graduates of sight-saving classes in Massachusetts aregainfully employed:

DEAF AND ISAREVSOIrE7ARING

3849. Bledsoe, Joseph Cullie. An analysis of the relation of auditory andvisual defects to school achievement and other factors. Master's, 1940. Georogia.p. ms.
Finds that goid hearing and good vision tended to be associated with greater achieve-ment ; and that there was little relationship between age, grade, and socio-economic statbsand bearing and vision. Finds that males were superior to females in hearing and vision.
8850. Cary, Winona Elsie. The deaf child In the public school. Master's,

1940. George Washington. 79 pa ms.
Attempts to determine to what extent deafness is a problem in tbe public school, the typeof training given to deaf children, and the general attitude toward children wtth thishandicap, as shown .in the yearbooks of tbe National Education Association since 1902.
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11.

e 3851. Earhart, Eleanor K. A functional approach to language with deafchildren. Master's, 1940. Ohio State.
Describes and evaluates a 2-year experiment with a group of eight children in a schoolfor the deaf in Columblis, Ohio, while they were in, the second and third grades. Attempts. to determine whether young deaf children could grow into a control of language com-mensurate with their level ot maturation through a school program which substitutednumerous visual contacts with language forms in situations vital to the child for the midi-(willtory contacts by bearing children acquire languaget Indicates that deaf childrenof the third grade * hav4 learned language through functional usage approximate if notsurpass the standards of language achievement for the third grade. Concludes that a ilaturalapproach to language is not entirely dependent upon bearing; and that the conditiens andprocedures of learning in a school.whoae program is fiexibli and experimental are applicableto deaf children.

3852. Eitreim, Geoige. Ilistory of South Dakota school for thé deaf. Mas-ter's, 1940. South Dakota. 42 p. mis .

3853. Hiskey, Marshall S. A non-verbal test of learning aptitude (especiallyadapted for young deaf children). Doctor's, 1940. Nebraska. (Abstract in:University of Nebraska. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 1940: 77-84)
Describes the development of a scale for determining the learning aptitude of young deafchildren, and its standardisation. ,

3854. LaBranche, Elmer J. An analytical survey of the hearing losses' of124 pupils at the Michigan school for the deaf. , Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3855. O'Mara, Sister ?Laura. An adaptation of the Belgian mefhod as de-veloped by the Sisters ot Saint Josepp at Saint Mary's school for the deaf.Master's, 1940. Buffalo.

38156. Parks, Ralph L. The improVement of personality traits by -individual-ized Instruction of maladjusted students of the Loulgiana,State school for the deaf.Master's, 1939. Louisiana State., (Abstract in: Louisiana State university.Bulle/in, vol. 32 N. S.: 145)
Administers the Pintner personality trot to childrin .in schools for the deaf in. Alabama,Louisiana, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida. and compares their scores.,inds slight differences in their scores Finds that the maladjusted pupils at the Louisiaiiaschool wilo were given remedial teaching made slightly higher test scores than did thosewithout the remedial treatment.

3857. Rudloff, Claudia Catherine. The social adequacy of the deaf and blindchildren in the public schools of St. Louis and St. Louis County. Master's, 1940.St. Louii,
CRIPPLED

3858. Anderson, Gordon Vladimir. Study of the personality and social devel-opment of crippled children. Muster's, 1940. Nebraska.
a.

3859. Cowans, Ruth M. A survey of the guidance facilities-provided for. thecrippled child in New York City. Master's, 1939. Fordham.- (Abstract in:Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees . . . 1940: 97)
Concludes that there I. no provision made for tbe education of the crippled child beyondthe elementary school ; that the present t7Pe of vocational education and guidance le in-adequate for the needs of the CrIPPled child: and thai- employers are hesitant to -employcripples.

8800. Gorlinski, Valentinb M. Survey of the crippled children's service inUtah under the Social security act, 1936-48. Master's, 1939. Utah. 135 p. ms.
*3841. Murdock, Myrtle Cheney. The education of crippled children In theUnited States, with particular reference to 4ibrizona..* Doctor's, 1910. GeorgeWashington. 115 Awn.
Investigates the educational adventa.. of crippled children la each of- the '48 Statesla order to ebow tile beet opine of action to be takes by the State of Arbon in the ellaia-
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tion of her crippled children. Finds that 24 States have laws on the education of crippled
children ; that most of the States without mich ligislaiion have bedside,teaching 1 how
plods; that-the curriculum in all special schools and classes follows closely the curriculum
of the pubic schools ; that population density bits a greater bearing -on the educational
facilities of crippled children than does per capita wealth.- Shows that in Arizona no
organization bas assumed the responsibiity for educating crippled children ; that more

-parents reported physical needs for their crippled children than educational needs ; and
that there are an estimated 880 crippled childrin needing .edicational advantages;

3862. Sheridan, Jennie Arbuckle. Principles governing the education ot.
criPpled children. Mapter's, 1940. Chi&go.

WEECH DEFECTIVE

386. Albright, X. Louise. An analysis of the speech defevts of 100 children
in the non-reading classification. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 42 p.

Attèmpts to determine the prevalence and frequency of opeech defects among children
who have been, placed in a non-reading classification, and who are following a reading
-readiness program. Finds that 78 percent of the children were in the 6-year to 6-year
11-montb age group, and tbe others were from 7 years to 7 years 11 months ; that 44
percent of the children had had no previous school experience; that 82 percent of the
children hail eome speech difilculty ; and that many of the children were from families of
limited educational opportunities. Shows the need for prospective teachers to take
course in the science and prodbction of speech sounds before entering the teaching profession.

3864. Beckey, Ruth- Elizabeth. A study of _certain factors related to the
retardation of speech. Doctor's, 1940. Southern California.

Describes a detailed study of 100 children, 50 with retarded, and 50 with normal speech
development, which revealed that many factorsphysical, environmental, :kind payOolog-
icalmay cause deli" speech, but that no single element, or ¡croup of elements, appeared
to be a major ,cansative.

8865. Bock, Edith Elizabeth. Application of educational and psychological
!iterative relating to 'speech defectives in the small junior high school. Master's,
1940. Colorado. (Abstract in: Univirsity of Colorzjdo studies, General series
(A) vol. 28, no. 8: 22)

Attempts to determine the opportunities provided for speech-defective children by large
cities of tbe United States; .1rat1ch principles of speech correction used by large cities
can be applied to a smaller school; and bow the curriculum can be adjuste4 to include
speech correction in the small Junior high school at a minimum eipenae. Finds that the
central clinic and the traveling teacher are used in the schools of jhe large cities; that
methods of classification of speech defectives vary with the size of the school system ;
that time allotted to exercises for the speech-handicapped pupils and methods used with
them vary with ibe seriousness of the speech defect ; and that little equipment is necessary.
Recommends that a speech-improvement program be instituted for the entire Junior high
school as a part of the curriculum; that a special speech teacher supervise the program ;
and thsobt a qualified teacher be assigned to each building to take immediate charge of the
speech program.

MM.

3806. Curtis, James P. A study of the effect of muscular exercise upon
stuttéring. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3867. Douglass, Leigh Carroll. Â study of bilaterally recorded electro-
encephalograms of adult stutterers. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa. (Abstract in: Univer-
sity of Iowa. Series on alms and progress of research, no. 66)

Compares the records of 20 adult stutterers with these of 20 adult nonstutterers.
1I- 4. Frasier, Jeanette. A study of stutterers' .tteories of their own stutter-it

Master's, 190 Iowa. a I.
8869. Gray, Marcella. The Davis family : a laboratory and clinical study of

a stittring tamp. Master's, 1940. Iowa.
MO. Harris, William 31. A study of the adaptation effect in stuttering.

Master's, 1940. Iowa.
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3871. Scarbrough, Hartwell E. A quantitative and qualitative analysis ofthe electroencephalogram of stutterers and of nonstutterers. Doctor's, 1940.Iowa.

3872. Spadino, E. J. The writing and laterality characteristibs of stutterfngchifdren : a comparative study of 70 grade school stutterers. Doctor's, 1940. T. CCol. Univ.
Compares 70 grade school stutterers with 70 grade school nonstutterers, matched onage, school, grade, linguistic, racial or religious background, and Intelligence. Finds thedifferences between the' 'stutterers and uoustuttereri so small that if any relationshipbetween stuttering in children and any of the above factors exists, it must be a relationship-which obtains only in rare caws.

3873. Tuthill, Curtis, E. A quantitative study of extensional meaning withspecial reference to stuttering. Doctor's, 1940. Iowa.
3874. Wedberg, Conrad Frank. The historifal development of causal theoriesand remedial procedures in stuttering. Master's, 1940. Redlands. 117 p. mak

MINTAUX RETARDED
3875. Baines, Alberta Mae. The study of an over-age group at the junior highachool level. Master's, 1940. Texas.

e

8876. Brady, Catherine V. The vocational interests of mentally retardedchildren. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abitract ist: Fordham university. Disser-tations accepted for higher degrees . . . 95-96)Attempts, by studying the results of a questionnaire administered to 210 children, 85 ofwhom were in the control group of intellectually normal boys and girls, and 125 of whomwere in the experimental group of mentally retarded boys and girls, to determine whether or
not mentally retarded children choose vocations in conformity with their inferior intellectualcapacities. Indicates that mentally retartled children do not differ radically from normalchildren in their work backgrounds, attitudes, and interests; and that 60 percent of thenormal children chose occupations suited to their mental capacities as compared With 32percent of the retarded children.

.

3877. Coss, Charles. A study of special education tor mentally bandisbappedchildren in third class school districts in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1940, Penn.State.

3878. Deeney, Margaret M. A survey of social agencies in the District ofColumbia concérned with the emotional, social, and vocational adjustment ofmentally' handioapped children. Master's, 1940. George Washington. 06 p. ma.Describes the 20 social agencies which ire &voted wholly or in part to the adjustment ofthe emotional, social, or vocational difficulties of the subnormal child, giving the nameand address of the organisation, its membership, available services, correct procedure inapplying for AV, capacity, cost Involved, publication., staff, and source of funds toroperation.

3879. DeWet, Jakobus Stefanus. A study of eight curricula for the educa-tion of mentally retarded children. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.
3880. Dodge, Harriet Eva. A comparison of the Stanford-Binet mental ageand the hearing comprehension ability of dull children. Master's, 1940. Boston'Univ. 33 p. m& .

. .

.Analyses data secured from Lynn, Mass., Neetisaven, Conn., and Rochester, N. Y. coweludes that the difference between MA and bearing comprehenelon as determined by thetests administered is statistically significant ; that the girls were older citron. logically andyounger mentally than the boys; and that the relationship of bearing comprehension to MAseems to remain constant at different aims,
1
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*3881..Doggett, Frances Towers. Factors related to disparity in scholitstic
achievement of high-schooi pupils with intelligence quotients below 90. Master's,
1940. George Washington. 48 p. ms.

Attempts to determine factors which differeitiate pupils with low ability who Numbed
in high school from those who do not, by studying the records of pupils of dull-normal
intelligence in the last 2 years of a high school 'n Washington, D. C.

*3882. Granich, Louis. A qualitative analysis of concepts in mentally de-
ficient schoolboys. Doctor's, 1940. .Columbia. New York, 1940. 47 p. (Archives
of psychology, no. 251)1

Studies the manner in which mentally deficient children interpret and explain objects
and phenomena observed in their everyday life. Compares a groug; of mentally deficient
boys. a group of normal boys of tbe same chronologital age, and a group of normal boys
of tbe same.mental level to determine the manner in which these three groups interpret
familiar objects and phenomena; to determine the differences in belief and comprehension
between' the groups; and to determine what factors determine the nature of beliefs and
the interpretation of everyday experiences.

*3883. Jewell, Alice Adonna. A follow-up study of 190 mentally deficient
children excluded because of low mentality from the public schools of the District
of Columbia, Divisions 1-9, September 1029 to February 1, 1940. Master's, 1940.
George Washington. 53 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the present whereabouts and adjustment of mentally deficient
children with IQ's of approximately 50 or below, who have been permanently excused from
attendance in the white public schools of the District of Columbia. Offers suggestions for
aid to the family in training these children.

3884. Kelly, Elizabeth X. Mental maladjustments in children compared with
the childhood characteristics of adult psychotics. Doctor's, 1940. Fordham.

3S85. Kidwell, Rose Ethyle. Evaluating the provisions made for slow learn-
ing children in Iowa Park elementary schools. Master's, 1940. North Texas St.
T. C.

3888. Noble, Lewis L The use of certain dictionaries in an orthogenic back-
ward class. Master's, 1939. Temple. 49 p.

3887. Olson, Eliziore Laura. A description and evaluation of courses of study
for special classes of retarded children. Master's, 1940. Iowa.

3888. Orear, Margaret Louise. The slow-moving junior high school pupil.
Master's, 1940. California, L A.

Discusses the trait* and needs of pupils whose IQ's range from TO to 90, on the junior
high school level, stressing the teaching of arithmetic. Concludes that about 20 percent
of the school population I. slow-moving, and that the school has a definite responsibilitY
to society and to the Individual pupils to help them adjust satisfactorily to life.

3889. Reynolds, Alice. The Catholic education of the feeble-minded in the
United States. Master's, 1940. Boston Coll.

3890. Saeltser, Harriette Elizabeth. Fifty dull normal patients of a child
guidance \clinic. Muter's, 139. Smith.

3891. Woodbury, Ethel Lorraine. Factors influencing the results of treat-
ment -of dull adolescent girls. Master's, 1939. Smith.

SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED
sir

8892. Belkin, Alice. Why boys run away from home. Master's, 1939. Smith.
8893. Bishop, Ruth. Points of neutrality in social attitudes 'of delinquents

and non-delinquents. Doctor's, 1939. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago
,libraries, 1940. (Reprinted from Psychometrika, 5: 35-45, March 1940)

Attempts to determine whether differences can be demonstrated between the attitudes of
delinquests and aon-delinquents, by comparing the attitudes of two groups of boys on good
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)

and bad social acts u determined by tlki use of wake having rational origins of measure-ment Finds no significant differences in mean aktitude between the two groups.
8894. Brakeman, Margaret*Ruth. A study of Juvenile delinquency in a ¡mallcommunity. Muter's, 1989. Columbia.
3895. Brown, Lillian Rabinowitz. Some factors related to the later adjust-ment of 22 delinquent girls. Muter's, 1939. Smith.
3896. Canaday, Louise Jean. A way 'of predicting Abe probable outcome oftreatment of young children who run away. Master's, 1939. Smith.
3897.' Coslow, Judith. Some factors iffecting the adjuxtment of problemchildren after placement. Master's, 1989. Smith.
e3898. Doshay Lewis Z. Relation of male sex delinquency to later behavior :a statistical analysis of curreni and follow-up records of 256 juvenile offenders,segregated for comparigon into two essential types. Doctor's, 1940. Itlew York.ms.
Studies the favorable and unfavorable traits in personality and background of boy sexoffenders and 4lates them to adult behavior as a basis for prediction and treatment.Finds that true or primary group offenders are cured throng's court and clink treatment :Spthat mixed group juvenile sex offender' who are general delinquents come from poorerbackgrounds, have more unhealthy personalities, and have ,yrorse prospects for later liftthan the true or primary offenders. Shows that treatments and predktion must not bebased on the nature of the offense, but on the total personality configuration an( back-ground of the boy.

3890. Downing, Joseph Francis. An objective comparison of the social de-velopment of 50 problem children with their ntental and educational development.Master's, 1940. Eit. Louis. 40 p. ma. )
890a Duckrey, James H., Jr. Nonintelligence factors associated with malad-justments in elementary school children. Doctor's, 1939. Temple. 210 p. ms.
8901. Haner, "Randall Whitney. A study of interests in relation to the re-education of a delinquent boy. Master's, *a Michigan.
/8902. Holy, T. C. and'etahly, G. B. Survey of the Boys' indiistrial school,Lancaster, Ohio, made for the State of Ohio Department of public welfare. Co-lumbut, Ohio State univdrsity, 1944 275 p. (Ohio State university studies.Bureau of educational research monographs, no. 24) -Tram the historical background of the school, its objectives, "Meal plant and farm,administrative organisation, accounting procedures, staff personnel, character of the popu-lation, curriculum, housing and clothing, feeding the boys, medical and dental we, educa-tional, recreational, character and religious education, disciplinary programs, payebologlealand testing services, commitments, placement, and mapervision.

3903. Isgregg, Lela Florine: A survey of thé social rehabilitation program ofthe Oakland County, Michigin, juvenile corrective system. Master's, 1940.Michigan.

3004. Jones, Marie M. A study of factors related to the &vial maladjustmentof junior high School pupils with particular reference to the home situation.Master's, 1940. Drake. 46 p. ms.
3905. Xclnerny, James Alfred. A study% of a boys' gang. 'Master's, 1940.*bark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracti of dissertations and theses,fa 12: 123-25)
Stuccos the effect of individual attention on the conduct, attitudes, aad ideals of boyset in a gang.

/-3906. Melvin, Dorothy Evelyn. A follow-up study of children referred to atraveling child guidance clinic. Master's. 1969. Smith.
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3907. Ili 'boffin, Robert Causes of delinquency; requiring institutionalisation
in central Indiana. Master's, 1040. Ball St. T. C. 375 p. ms.

Analyzes ease histories of 100 male and female indigents Dow inmates of county homes
In central Indiana.

.3908. Nelson, Edwin Albért. Prevailing factors in Juvenile delinquency in,
itrockton, Magitacbusettx. Mnster'tt, 1940. Boston Univ. 102 p.

Studies 135 'came of mak Juvenile delinquency to determine tbe prevailing factors
involved, and examinee and Interprets *Nellie cases.

WOO. Nelson, Ralph A. The incidence of maladjustment in the .parents of
maladjusted children. Doctor's, 1940. New York. 223 p. ms.

Kzamines 500 case records of child behavior problem clinic Finds a feDdepcy for
InalsOustments in children to be associated with maladjustments in parents.

3910. Paltrowits, Leona. The relationship between ecological factors and
probation work In Elmira, New York. Master's, 1939. Ohio Univ. 100 p. ms
tAlotract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses . . . 1939: 49)

Studies the relationship between delinquency factors of M girls and 302 boys and the
location of the ethos's, playgrounds. boy scout troops, gtri scout troops, and recreation
renters. Reveals that the ecological technique is not an effective technique to indicate
factors involved ,in delinquency and probation work when the number of camps is small
and the city studied is but slightly differentiated.

/3911. Pledger, Naud Xyntice. A study of maladjusted children-in the parfy
i/lenwntary grades. Doctor's, 1940. Peabody. 100 p,

Compares Intelligence, age, whool achievement, interests, and home environment of
/3.1.67 children in thw Brat three, grades. Finds that the maladjusted children had lower
intelligence, were older for their grades, had achieved less In an absolute sense, and came
from homes of & lower socio-economk status than did the adjusted children.

WU. Polsky, Sylvia. Thirtyfive child guidance cases closed as successfully
adjusted. Master's4 1939. Smith. .

3913. Rapp, Elisabeth Anne /Mille. A real stiffly of Juvenile delinquency in
Wellston, Missouri, In 1938. Master's, 1940. St. Louis.

3914. Reed, Carleton Hinckley. A culiure-area study of crime and
quency in tip Italian colony of Denver, Colorado. Master's, 1940. tIolorado.

r

bostract in: University of Colorado studies, General series (A), vol. 26, no. S:
%. nf

Concludes that factors of primary importance as to causes and types of anti-social
bObarlor are: the prevailing tradition and toleration of criminal activity. the lack of
'masimilation of American mores and law in the population, the exceettive number of
delinquent gangs, and the unfavorable nature of the ecological environment.

3915. Richards, Edna X. Providing for the needs of the children of Perkins
whool, Knoxville. Master's, 1940. Tennessee.

Reports a school program providing for maladjusted children, including provisions
lor tile physically handicapped. Concludes that u the result of a remedial reading
proorram reading achievement increased almost 1 year ; that social adjustments showed
arked Improvement ; and that the enriched programs of activity for the school is the
result of Um experiment, classes for the handicapped children, special service. in Use
field of health. and provn for individual differences contributed to better pupil adjustment.

3916. Rosenberg, Gertrude. Why children discontinue child guidance treat-
ment: a further atudi: 'Muter's, 1989. Smith.

8917. Inbenstin, Lawrenee. Personal attitudes of maladjusted boys: n
study In selfJudgments. Doctor's, 1940. Columbii. New York, 1940. 102 p.
(Archives of psychology, no. 250) .

Attempts to investigate whether the degree to which a -boy thinks bin behavior, interesta.
attitudes, sad feelings coincide with the behavior, interests, attitudes,- and feelings
of tilt group with whoa be associates or with b. own ideal is indicative of his general
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social adjustment. Describes tbe dministratioa of a test to three groups of bola; amaladjusted group of 48, an late late group of 39, and well-adjusted group of 49,in an institution, add to 13? swiss t nal boys.
3918. Shelton, Ernest D. Th h story anS" philosophy of the Texas StateJuvenile training school for boys. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. ofTexas. 00 p. ms. ....

3919. Simons, Victor William. Methods of dealing witti Juvenile delinquentboys in empty, New Jersey (with special consideration of a project/ known as the,- hamlet). Muter's, 1939. Columbia.
SMO. Smoker, Nary Bernice Chitty'. Case studies of a few placement viola-tors at the Indiana boya' school to determine the cause of the individual's violation.'Master's, 1940. Indtana. 255 p. ma.
3921. Tremonti, Joseph. An investigation and study of the disciplinaryproblems encountered in 100 cases of wayward minors In the City of Detroit andreclamation methods used. Muster'a, 1940. Catholic Univ. 73 p. ma.Analyses every disciplinary problem encountered with 100 boys, and the- effect ofMichigan's wayyrard minor °law on educational standards add principles. Analyses dataon 41be nationality, religion, environment, economk conditions,, education. age, color, elti-senship, and offenses of these boys. Dioeusses the educational methods used in Detroit

..

.
Institutions for reclaiming wayward minors.

3922. Waldbart, Richard Hamilton. The relition betweiln family mobilityand juvenile delinquency in five major delinquenvy arms In' St. Louis, Missouri.Master's, 1940. St. Louis.
3923. Weeks, H. Ashley. The relatio'n of broken homes 'to juvenile Olin-quency based upon data gathered in Spokane, Washington. Doctor's, 1940.Wisconsin.

LIBRARIES
3924. Alvarez, Robert Smythe. Qualification of heads 'of libraries in Olenof over 10,000 population in the seven north-centrni States. Doctor's, 1140.Chicago.

3925. Atkins, Eliza Valeria.. The government and administration of publiclibrary service to Negroes In the South.- Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.
3926. Axe, Fred Warren. A technique for making ileconfiary school libraryapportionments on the basis of relative need. Doctor's, 1940. SouthernOalifornia.
Describes the developmeiit and validation of a technique for measuring the relativeneed for library book appropriations in the secondary( schools of a large school distrirt,with particular attention to the Los Angeles city school district, so that the library bOkfunds can be allocated more nearly in accordance with need.

3927. Bradshaw, George L. Bookmobile service In Ohio schools. ..Master1940. Ohio State. 70 p. ma.
Describes the development oethe use of book trucks and the extent of their use in Oklaschools. Shows that the bookmobiles give extension work from either public or countyarmies, and serve 553 schools with collateral and reciptional reading.
3028. Brown, Paul E. The status and an evaluation of the county high schoollibraries in northeastern Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 152 p. ms.3929. Cooper, T. Howard. Evaluation and status of high school libraries ofOhio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 180 p. ms.
concludes that the bigh-school libraries are inadeqiiate for their purpose.
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3990. Craton, Ruby Xaels How high school students use parish library facili-
ides. Master's, 1939.. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State

Bulletin, 32 N2111.: 127)
Indkatee that the students haie an enriched library experience In the various subjects

of the curriculum; that the facilities are used by the students to provide recreational, and
leisure time activities; that the students are receiving training In the u* of books and
mama lira; that the library serves as a centralizing agency of the school; and that
Inutwary is furnishing material to aid in the guidance program.

3931. Donaldson, Cleo J. H. The industrial arts library : its organ Alloy) and
Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 97 p. m.

Concludes that all departments of industrial arts should have library facilities within the
giepert meat..

V32. Dunca4, Ruth B. A history of the George Peabody ci)Ilege library, 1785-
!Wit). Master's, 1940. Peabody. 95-p. it18.

Describes, analyses, and evaluate. the position of the library in the institutions which
Irere tte progrVitors of George Peabody College.

't

394s, Gates, Sialfr St. Angela.., A libraw in some of the secondary schools of
Indiana. Master's, 1939. Ititl. SE T. C. 80 p. ins. (Abstract in: Indiana State
teachers college, 11: 14g, July 1940)

Btudies library facilities in the 73 schools which replied to questionnaires sent to' 147
accred secondary schools. COncludes that the number of books per pupil is greater

Pn t II. Iler than lo the larger schools; that the annual appropriation for the library
I. inadequate for most of the schools and various means are used to finance this depart--"
input of tbi "schools; that the practice of employing teachers to act as librarians is
declining; that instruction in the use of books and libraries is ¡given in appròiimately TT
percent of the schools; and that in most locniffies. the obcondiiry schools take advantage
of the privileges granted by the !Nate, county, or city libraries.

:{934. Baas,. Eldon R. A suggested program for the improvement of the school
libraries in the six smaller communities of Lyon County, Iowa. Master's, 1910.
Nebraska. p. ms.

evaluates the libraries of six communities in Lyon County, by means of the Wilson
seem card. Recommends that standardised card catalog be provided in each library;
that all books be classilied and cataloged; that elementary school libraries be graded from
pre-primer to grade four; that a.library period be provided for each of the elementary
grade.; and that a weekly schedule of library activities be established.

3935. Helmrich, Harold Ernst. Relationship of State universities and land-
grant colleges in the Pacific northwest to State-wide library service. Master's,
1939. Columbia.

.

3936. Heyer, Anna Harriet. Policies of cataloging and classification in self%
contained music libraries. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

3937. Hodge, Ethel Brothers4 A survey of selected high school libraries in
the central 'Mail division of the Texas State Jetichers association. 3Iaster's.
1940. Texas.

393S. Hodgson, James G. and Mons, Inne X. Interlibrary and out-of-town
loans at Colorado State college: en analysis. FOrt Collins, Colorado State col-
lege of agriculture and mechanic arts. 1940. 17 p. ms.

Describes the types of kooks loaded and of those borrowed; the distribution ot books
loaned and of books borrowed; the adequacy of collections; and microcopylng.

8939. Jackson, Alice Atwater. To what sourt;es may the cataloger turn for
information regarding thi main entries for N4jo collections? Master's, 1939.
Columbia.

I

tape. Joeckel, Carleton Bruns and Carnov51.4Leon. 4 metropolitan library
in action: a survey of the Chicago pub1iC:11bráry. Chicago, University of
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Chicago press, 1940. 400 p. (University of Chicago studies in library science)Discusses Chic
govergment ; t
problems ; mai
services ; the branch system and the geographical distribution of library resources andservice ; the book collection ; the library and the schools ; the library as an ageincytisfadult education ; the library and the people; library relationships in the Chicago metro-politan area ; and a program for the future.

o and*" ith people ; the administrative history of the library and itsibrary board ; library finance; administrative organization ; personnelrends in the development of library service ; the main library and its

3941. Kiser, Charles C. What college freshmen in Arizona know about libraryusage. Mastér's, 1940. Ariz. St.' T. C., Tempe. 1Z3 p. ms.Finds a need for instruction in all phases of library usage.
3942. Lisor, rian Clark. Criteria for the selection of inexpensive ,booksfor the library onhe new school. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 67 p. ms.Develops criteri; for the selection of inexpensive books for the elerkentary school library.
'3943. Lovanna, Mae Allen. The work of the high school librarian in Souflherhassociation high schools of Alabama. Master's. 1940. Alabama. 73 p. ms.
3944. Ludwig, Martha Mercer. A study of the status of the high schoollibrary in the State of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1940. - Temple. 130 p.
3945. Lukens, Catherine. The integration of instruction in the use of thelibrary with the high school English course. Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3946. MacGeorge, Aileen Eleanor. An investigation into existing libraryfacilities of the northwest economic district of Wisconsin, with a tentative phutfor their improvement and extension. Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3947. MacTavish, J. A. A survey of Coshocton County high school libraries.Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 84 p. ms.
3948. Munich, Alva. E. A survey of high school libraries of Darke County,Ohio. Master's, 1940. Ohio State; 191 p.
Studies the libraries in the 10 village and rural public high schools under county super-vision. Concludes that the teacher-librarians are poorly qualified and give limited librarYservice to pupils and school community ; that financial provisions are inadequate to needsanti below recognized standards ; and that the librarfes are poorly organized, classified,and managed.

3949. Neal, Elizabeth. A survey of junfor college libraries in California.Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3950. Nichols, Alroma. A study of libraries in elass A schools in Kentpcky.4NAllister's, 1940. Cincinnatt. 99 p.
Surveys school libraries in Negro high schools, covering organization, book collections,qualifications of librdrians, and budget for libraries.
3951. Oraiid, Blanche. An evaluation of high sch3o1 libraries at Gladwater,Kilgore, and Longview. Master's, 1940. East Texas St. T. C. 152 p. ms.stiact in: East Tcxas State teachers college." Graduate studies, 1940: 48-49.)Surveys organization ind administration, adequacy and selection of Library materials,teachers' and pupils' use of library, adequate and efficient facilities, and 'individualevaluation of the librariatis.
8952. Sanders, ¡minis A. A boZic list for the elementary school library.Master's, 1940.- Iowa.
3953. Ska - and, Harold M. A survey of the use of high school and homelibrary facllit -. Master's, 1940; Iowa..
3954. Smith, Xenophon Palmer. "Audio-visual aids in tbe library. Master's1940. Oregon St. Coll,
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3955. Spencer, Gwladys. The Chicago public library : origins and back-
grounds. Doctor's, 1940. Chicago.

395. ,Walker, Troy. A study .of secondary school libraries in Oregon, with
special reference to housifig facilities and equipment. Master's, 1989. Oregon
St. 138 p. ms.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 293 secondary schools.
40

395T. Westervelt, Gretchen. What juvenile books should' form the nucleus
of 11.e collecthm in the libraries in the schools of practice of the New York State
normal schools? Master's, 1939. Columbia.

3958. Wilkinson, hturlin E. A study of the development of library facilities
in dependent elementary schools of Tulsa County. Master's, 1940. Okla. A. &
M. Coll.

Finds that the library movement la growing; that more interest should be taken in the
selection, arrangement, and care of books; that too many schools buy sets of books instead
of books suitable for the grades ; and that a course in library service should be bffered in
all teacher-training institutions.

3959. Wood, Earl A. A survey of some phases of the high whoafl libraries of
Wyoming. Master's, 1940. Wyoming. 35 p. ms.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

3960. Bertotti, Joseph X. A study of the mathematics vocabulary in six con-
secutive issues of the Readers' digest.. Master's, 1940. Michigan.

3961. Bigony, Harold E. A survty of the use of magazines and periodicals jn
the county district high schools of the State of Ohio. Mister's, 1939. Ohio
Univ. 99 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts of masters' theses
. . . 1939: 5)

Finds that most of the cou'iy district high schools tre spending enough money per
pupil for magazines and periodicals, which are chosen in a commendable manner ; that
the schools do not seem to have a definite policy as to tbe way publications 'should be
used ; that- there' is need for improvement in providing more opportunity for magazine
use at home and at school ; that magazines for recreational reading are lacking to a
great extent in many schools ; that some publications chosen in certain schools overlap
too much ; that newspapers are not read as much as they should be ; that the English
and history teachers are making more use of periodicals than are the physical and
biological science teachers; that teachers (me attempting to guide pupils in choosing topics
for class use. Gives two lists of magazines, one to cost approximately $30 and one $50
am suggestions for school's considering the purchase of magazines and periodicals.

31962. Boyce, Margaret Marion. The book ',dewing adequacy of 'certain
literary journals for college library book selection. Master's, 1989. Columbia.

3963. Chait, William. Books and other sources used in adult reference serv-
ice in branches of the Brooklyn public library. Master's, 1939. Columbia.

8904. Christ, Katherine D. Around the year at Willow Brook farm. Mas-
ter's, 1939. New York. 164 p. ms.

Depicts life on a little farm in eastern Pennsylvania about 60 years ago. For use
as supplementary social science reading material.

6965. C k, Leland Theodore. A study of education in eight popular nofi-
pro& periodicals, 1934-1938. Master's, 1940. Stanford,

/.

Corkern, Florence B. An evaluation of southwest books for primary
children. Maiter's, 1940. Texas.

Corl, Miriam. Growth of interest in child care as evidenced by certain
wo g periodicals from 1880 to 1915. Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 92 p. ms.

Studie articles and editorials in women'a periodicals, showing bow thertare and educa-
tion of children was influenced by a growing understanding of children's needs.
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0 3968. Dinkel, Gertrude C. Stories for telling, to supplement the units in the
14'

reading-activity reading series for grades one and two. Master's, 1939. Ind.St. F. C. 92 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers collegé. TeachersCollege journal, 11: 148, July1940) ,
Surveys%the field of story-telling to determine the history, the value, and the techniquesof story-telling. Prepares two lists of stories, one suitable for telling and the otherfor reading to supplement the units presented in a reading series by Nils Smith.
3969. Doyle, 4140.1 X. Some practical consideration in the production of astorybook for first Master's, 1940. Cincinnati. 90 p.
3970. Edgington, art. A bibliography of the Hardy material in thelibrary of the Univerif Texias. Masjer's, 1940. Texas.i e(3971. Evans, Philip the

correlation between the scholastic rating of highschool student.; and the t .-ef.neWspaper. articles regularly read. Master's,1940. Arizona. (Abstract in": Universkty KArizona record, vol. 34: 24-25)Compares the marks on all subjects for three years of high school of 100 junior andsenior pupils of the Tucson senior high school, with scores made on tests on .newspaperreading for seven consecutive days. Concludes bat pupils who had the widest knowledgeof newspaper material averaged higher in all scbool subjects ; and that pupils should beencouraged to read the newspapers regularly.
*3972. Flaniken, Robbie. An index to the Texas school journal, 1880-1919.Master's, 1940. George Washington. 243 p.
3973. Gatz, Amy A. A study of the vocabulary difficulty of the Readers'digest for twelfth grade pupils who are not going to college. Master's, 1940.Michigan.

3974. Older, Robert Laurence.% A study of the use of reference materialsand the reference functions in certain special libraries in fine arts with attentionto implications for library training agencies. Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3975. Jack, Martin G. An investigation of the scientific vocabulary appear-ing in Newsweek Magazine during the year 1938-39. Master's, 1940. Michigan.3976. Jackson, Myra Barry. Roman books and libraries. Mister's, 1940.Peabody. 64 p. ms.
Traces the history of books and librariés of the Romans from about the third centuryB. C. to the seventh century A. D.

3977. Jensen, Jean K. A study of the commercial vocabulary burden of adaily hewspaper. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3978. Johnston, Charlotte Hughes. Treatment of school life in some Englishnovels of the nineteenth century. Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3979. Justis, John C. Preparition of index for Review of eduaational re-search. Master's, 1940. Duke. 73 p. ms.
Analyses literature dealing with principles of indexing and presents an Index forvolume 1.

3980. Kessler, Edward. The readability of selected contemporary books forleisure reading in high school biology. Master's, 1940. Rutgers.
3981. Knight, Therom Turner. Pardcipation in the production of the Reviewof educational! research. Master's, 1940. Duke. 134 p. ms.
3982. Littlefield, Lucille Jane. Adequacy of fine arts book collections Inteachers colleges having a special art education department. Master's, 1939.Columbia.

8988. Loighran, William H. An investigation of the scientific vocabularyappearing in five Issues of Harpers. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
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3984. McAtee, Sister Jane Frances. The book reviewing adequacy of certainclassical periodicals for college library book selection: Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3985. McClintock, Walter J. An investigation of the scientific vocabularyappearing in four consecutive issues of the Readers' digest. Master's, 1940.Michigan.

3986. Major, Dorothy V. Trends and developments in five selected socialproblems as indicated by articles in the Atlantic monthly (Atlantic) from 18571940. Master's, 1940. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 83 p. ms.
3987. Martin, Laura Katherine. An evaluation of 100 magazines used in sec-ondary schools. Master's, 1940. Stanford.
3988. Martin, Lydia Edwards. An evaluation of library books for eighthgrade social studies in the 12 year plan. Master's, 1940. ,West Texas St. T. C.
3989. Moll, Xoniface Edmund. A basic list of hooks in sociology for Catho-lic liberal arts colleges. Master's, 1939. Columbia.
3990. Moore, Irene. The tradition of the college in the American novel, 1895-e.1937. Master's, 1940. Texas.
3991. Ober, Birch Reployle. The use of periodical agricultural literature inteaching vocational agriculture. Master's, 1940. Penn. State.
3992. Orr, Louise. The look-it-up book : a picture dictionary for first grade.Master's, 1940. West Texas St. T. C.
3993. Orr, Robert William. A preliminary survey of the agricultural indexas a bibliographic service for land-grant colleges and universities. Master's,1939. Columbia.

3994. Roberts, Gerald L. An investigation of the scientific terms occurringin the supplementary sections of two Sunday newspapers. Master's, 1940.Michigan.

*3905. Rooney, Catherine Marie. An annotated bibliography of fiction andfolk lore on Latin America suitable for children. Master's, 1940. GeorgeWashington. 37 p. ms.
Presents an annotated bibliography of fiction and folk lore, classified by country, andarranged alphabetically by author under each country.
3996. Sagstetter, Helen Claire. A study of students' interests and preferencesof current magazine literature in a small consolidated; secondaty school. Mas-ter's, 1989. Ohio Univ. 179 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ohio university. Abstracts ofmasters' theses . . . 1939: 58)
Finds that the children had much free time for reading at home and none at school;that the homes afforded little or no current reading material; that the current magazinessubscribed for by the school were too limited in number and in literary value to developchoices of what to read and to create a desire to have good magazines in the home; thatthe way was paved for improving school and home offerings for leisure-time reading;and that the free reading period should be given a place in tbe daily schedule of theschool.

8997. Sturr, J. Dontild. An investigation of the scientific terms occurring infour months' issues of tbe Readers' digest. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
3998. Sumner, Margaret Lippincott. The schoolmaster in the eighteenthcentury novel. Master's 1939. Columbia,
8999. Terry, Juanita. Exchanges as a source of acquisition-with special em-phasis on college and university publications. Master's, 1939. Columbia.
4000. Walworth, Laurance Alba. An analytical study of papers on leader-ship and leaders. Master's, 1940. Oregon St. 92 p. mi.
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400E Wells, Epsa Louise. A survey of the children's magazines publishedin Ainerica during the nineteenth century. Master's, 1940. North Texas St.T. O.

4002. Wesiketha. A survey of the frequency and types of place geographymentioned in 52 issues, of the Des Moines Register. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
4003. Whitford, Robert H. Evaluation of certain technical bo k reviewingmedia as book selection aids in a college technology library. A ster's, 1939.Columbia. 7
4004. Whitmore, Neva. The selection and use of world short stories forsenior high school. Master's, 1940. Ohio State. 98 p. ms.
Proposes that the short stories for the English course of tbe senior high school bptaken from the literature of Germany, France, and Russia as well as of England andthe United States. Includes a list of 36 stories suitable for group reading and thesame number for individual reading in the high school.

44005. Wimersberger, Evelyn Georgiana. Methods of indicating serial hold-ings 111 the catalogs of college ancruniversity libraries. Master's, 1939. ,Columbia.

READING INTERESTS

4006. Bowden, Elizabeth. Voluntary reading and reading interests of fifthgrade pupils in Willard school, Highland Park, Michigan. Master's, 1940.Michigan.

4007. Field, Marshall Bay. Vacation reading of rural pupils in Cerro GordoCounty. Master's, 1910. Iowa State. 54 p. ms.
4008. Kent, Georg, W. A study of the reading interests of 100 seventh gradepupils of Berkley high school, Berkley, Michighn. Master's, 1940. Michigan.
4009. Michaels, Cora. Materials read by ptipils of three high schools ofJackson County, Alabama. Master's, 1940. Alabama. 59 p. ms.
4010. Rogers, Mary Moore. The determination of objective criteria for theselection 6f stories for young children. Master's, 1940. California, L. A.Describes an experiment in which two groups of stories were writtenexperimentalstories which embodied derived criteria and control stories which did not embody thecriteria and were read to 2- and 3-year-old children. Finds thdt the children enjoyed thestories contaiiing the derived criteria to a much greater extent than stories laekióg suchcriteria.

4011. Smith, Merrill D. Developing a greater interest in reading ih Brooketownship school (Iowa). Mister's, 1940. Drake. 65 p. ms.
4012. Warfel, Evelyn X. Sex differences in recreational reading in childrenaged 9-16. Vaster's, 1940. Temple. 96 p. mo,
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INDEX OF iNSTITUTIONS

[The-tilimbers refer to items, not to page]

A

Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas, 538, 1222, 1414, 1507, 1856, 1881,
1886, 1895, 2816, 3071, 3086, 3303, 3409,
3q19, 3647, 3918.

Agricultural and Technical College of
North . Carolina, 104,

Alabama, University of, 66, 90, 660,
734, ,906, 1003, 1115, 1620, 1669, 1671,
1913, 2384, 2603, 2669, 28637 2865,f
2899, 3022, 3056, 3099, 3156, 8309,
3357, 34?,5, 3437, 3456, 3524, 3703,
3707, 3839, 3943, 4009.

Alabama Volytechnic Institute, 37, 98,
572, 742, 173, 786, 837, 871, 971, 1269,
1602, 1650, 1833 1844, 1862, 1950. 1972,
1974, 1983, 1900 1993, 1996, 2171, 2385,
2421, 2457, 2459 2548, 2695, 2701. 2719,
2895, 3009, 3039, i257, 3293, 3418, 3450,
3611.

Alkdover-Newtorn Theological School,
2107, 109--2h0, 2116, 2132, 2136.

Arizona, University of, 7, 61, 196, 321(
335, 401, 638, 684, 792, 870, 1190, 1196,
1349, 1517, 1643, 225e, 2308, 2519, 2528.
2852, 2858, 2861, 3010, 3217, 3227, 3301.
3380, 3433, 3637, 3709, 3719, 3971.

Arizona State Teachers College, 54, 115,
779, 1230, 1263, 1579, 1888, 2363, 2844.
3212, 3585-3586, 3)714, 3723, 3737, 377".

Arizona State Teichers College, Tempo.
15, 22, 116, 238, 317, 427, 627, 1112,
1173, 1194, 1190, 1830, 1342, 1462, 1488,
1493, 1505, 1584, 2311, 2661, 2739,02814,

.2866, 3075, 3320, 3429, 3717, 3746,"3773,
3941. 1

Arthur Jordan Conk tory;b1of Music,
1400, 2730. ''

Ball State Teachers Collkge, 560, 1031,
1257, 1372, 1495, 3076, *92, 3520, 3651,
3760, 3838, 8907. f

4

It"

Baylor University, 190, 336, 935, 1037,
1332; 1428, 1787, 2103, 3021, 3061, 3065,
3438.

Mica). Seminary in New York, *2120:6
2123, 2124, 2569.

pluefleld State Teachers College, 3798.
Boston Coll;ge, 139, 731, 981, 1041, 1098,

1709, 2031, 2301, 3211, 3359. 3468. 3R89.
Boston University, 95, 271, 304, 361, 423,

518, 570,1574, 592, 614, 631, 769, 794,
814, 840, 928, p30, 938, 956, 1017, 1023,
1038, 1051, 1053-1054, 1133, 1143, 1255,
1291, 1295, 1299, 1345, 1421, 1554, 1643,
1726, 1735, 2079, 2102, 2637, 2656, 2883,
3082, 3194, 3253, 3487, 3567, 3578, 358-1,
3593, 3618, 3681, 3788, 3845, 3880, 3908.

Bowling Green State University, 68, 275,
685, 1072, 1270, 111, 1852, 2325, 2847,
2886, 2928, 3114. 3250, 3649.

Brigham Young University, 374, 617,
914, 958, 1185, 2564, 3250, 3665.6

Brown University, 440.
Buffalo, University of, 954, 1094, 1446,

1712, 1722, 1769, 2388, 2625, 2716, 3304,
3341, 3733, 3827. 3855.

California, University of, 63, 40g, 1562,
2258, 2300, 2469, 2839, 2901, 2906, 3043,
3720.

California, University of, Los Angeles,
2403, 3490, 3565, 3888, 4010.

California Polytechnic School, 1956,
1988-1989, 1992, 2733.

Canisius College, 59, 596. 603, 2559, 3245.
Catholic University of America, 99, 109,

223, 239, 263, 268-270, 273, 283, 287,
291-292, 299, 303, 327, 434, 446-447,
449, 459,, 467, 475, 582, 733, 805, 818,
823, 834, 1088, 1121-1122, 1142, 1251,
1568, 1600, 2114, 2211, 2246, 2298, 2419,
2575, 2577, 2601, 2619, 2621, 2623, 2626,
2635, 2640-2641, 2649, 2685, 3012, 3029,
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3246, 8527, 353Z 3610, 3666-3667, 3683,
3686, 3692, 3694, 3921.

Chicagb, liniversity of, 56, 218, 328, 441,
450, 473, 580, 722, 725, 740, 832, 854;
1073, 1307, 1322-1323, 1784, 2124, 2140,
2219, 2512, 2659, 3059, 3150, 3282, 3528,
3t44, 3795, 3830, 3835, 3862, 3893, 3924-
3925, 3940, 3949, 3955.

Chicago Theological Seminary, 2121,
3658.

Cincinnati, University of, 12, 85, 91,
302, 412, 425, 691, 1024, 1077, 1144,
1165, 1179 1224, 1284, 1338, 1351, 1371,
1376, 1387 ,1410, 1458, 1585, 1611, 1692,
1715, 1756 2027, 2070, 2247, 2303, 2332,
2523-2524, 2778, 2828, 3132, 3166, 31 :4:
3242, 3318, 3344, 3463, 3482, 3486, 3753,
3772, 3786-3787, 3790, 3807, 3817, 3942,
3950, 396'7, 3969.

Clark University, 256, 472, 511, 534, 549,
676, 686, 910, 1304, 1538, 1559, 2543,
3291, 3312 .3351, 3905.

College of Puget Sound, 2876.
College of the City of New York, 11, 85,

513, 861, 1156, 1297, 1327, 1473, 1696,
* 1727, 3516.
College of the Pacific, 339, 979, 1324,

1383.
Colorado, University of, 47, 312, 322,386, 390, 584, 687, 749, 838, 891, 917,

965, 1236, 1339, 1415, 1984, 1522, 1536,
1560, 1688, 1753, 1768, 1871, 1875, 1938,
2050, 2081, 2092, 2285, 2310, 2333, 2382,
2435, 2583, 2678, 2762, 2827, 2837, 2846,
2939, 2944, 2947, 2951, 2969, 2983, 2985,
3020, 3024, 3169, 3189, 3219, 3255, 3270,*
3287, 3310, 3330, 3382, 3401, 3569, 3671,
3711, 3766, 3770, 3865, 3914.

Colorado State College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Acts, 402-403, 671, 681,
1050, 1109 1192, 1416, 1512, 1629, 1740,
182471836, 1846-1847, 1857-1858, 1870,
1885, 1889, 1896, 1914, 1924, 1931, 1935,
1942, 1949 1953, 1963-1964, 1968, 1973,
1977, 1986 1991, 1995, 1998-2000, 2003,
2007, 2011-2012, 2016-2017, 2029, 2045-
-2047, 2052 2054, 2058, 2061, 2066, 2068,
2182, 2292 2453 2461, 2576, 2586, 2670,
2679, 2694 2743 2775, 2897, 8036, 3319,
3336, 3377 3440 3590 3706, 3718, 3731,
3738, 375e, 3778 3938.

Colorado State College of iducation,
282, 285, 363, 409-411, 417,503, 544,
BM, 718, 747, 762, 784, 817, 833, 856,go.

878-879, 893, 1123, 1172, 1191, 1193,
1204, 1216, 1238, 1337, 1397 1419, 1422,
1427, 1430, 1467, 1492, 1730 1743, 1752,
1839, 1850, 1887, 1916, 1946 2018, 2057,
2078, 2095, 2251-2252, 2391 2408, 2448,
2480, 2536-2537, 2573, 2675 2707-2708,
2758, 2767, 2810, 2813, 2882, 2893, 2903,
2925, 2933, 2935, 2993-2994, 3074, 3085,
3090, 3187, 3208, 3269, 3272, 3347, 34142
3420, 3423, 3447-3448, 3476, 3559-3561,
3756, 3809.

Columbia College of Draina and Radio,
364.

Columbia University, 105, 107, 123, 234,
236, 259, 448, 461-462, 471, 50g, -672,
719, 778, 934, 959, 1002, 1264, 1308, i313,,
1315-1316, 1320,41336, 1551, 1689, 2019,
2108, 2119, 2125, 2142 2539, 2579, 2600,
2612-2613, 2624, 2693, 3345, 3353 3391,
3449, 3660, 3672, 3680, 3687, 3697 3710,
3726, 3755, 3784, 3882, 3894, 3917 3919,
3935-3936, 3939; 394541946, 3949 3957,
3962-3963, 3974, 3978, 3982, 3984 3989,
3993, 3998-3999, 4003, 4005.

Cornell University, 34, 305, 545, 993 1159,
1168, i182, 1314, 1947, 1994, 2149 2593,
2710, 3506.

Drake University, 159, 221, 593, 730, 772,
846, 1117, 1124, 1734, 2210, 2364, 2841,
2967, 3067, 3298, 3306, 3904, 4011.

Duke University, 579, 977, 1131, 2520,
2815, 2881, 2995, 3131, 3414, 3,422, 3979,
3981.

East Carolina Teachers College, 3421.East Texas State Teachers College, 26,135, 277, 315, 422, 575, 581, 689, 753,
806-807, 865, 1019, 1021, 1026, 1056,
1102, 1137, 1213, 1245, 1252, 1277,
1346-1347, 1353, 1374, 1432, 1438, 1561,
1741, 1832, 1900;1932, 1982, 2275, 2326,
2390, 2410, 2489, 2643, 2849, 2853,
2871-2872, 2931, 3119, 3147, 3178, 3177,
3192, '3331, 3509, 3525, 3564, 3575, 8748, .
3814, 3951.

Eastern Bap9st. 1:heolog1cal -Seminary,
251, 293, 1441, 2137, 2630.

Florida State C-cillege, 3403.
Fordham University, d00, 504-506, 510,

523, 580, 535, 564, 690, 974, 2286, 1818,
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1321, 1518, 1567, 2373, 2996, 3286, 3292,
3458, 3673, 3844, 3859, 3876, 3884.

Fort Hays Kansas State College, 314,
586-587, 1063, 1310, 1558, 199T, 3003,
3018, 3348, 3571, 3653.

George Peabody College for Teachers,
65, 94, 112, 118, 227, 281, 286, 395,
419, 437, 641, 723, 756, 8751 907, 911,
920, 925-926, 931, 951, 984, 994, 1010,
1047 1068 1083, 1110 114b, 1195, 1211,
1228 1274 1435, 1548 2056 2082, 2158,
2163 2167 2293, 2381 2397, 2451-2452,
2468 2525 2572, 2615 2700 2706, 2723,
2823 2840, 4362, 3034, 3058 3093, 3165,
3350 3442, 3471, 3816, 31)11, 3932, 3976.

George Washington Univers ty, 70,' 541,
566, 577, 597, 735, 9481 1118 1189, 122-a,
1319, 1599, 1057, 1690, 1775, 1781, 1944.
2184, 2449, 2783, 2970, 3295, 3342, 3375,
3404, 3459, 3485, 3504, 3542 3724, 3803,
38311-3833, 3850, 3861, 3863, 3878, 3881,
3883, 3972, 3995.

Georgia, U.piversity of, 108, 552, 658,
710, 774, 819, 844, 933, 1085, 1382, 1406,
1924, 1526,1566, 1659, 1703, 2197, 2199,
2409, 2418, 2473, 2481, 2780, 2888, 2923,-
3026, 3081, 3088, 3095, 3157, 3248, 3252:1
3492, 3548, 3577, 3679, 3849.

Hampton' Institute, 3754, 3765, 3768,
3771, 3774; 3783, 3 3800, 3802, 3805.

Hartford School ofi ell ous Education,
132, 296, 311, 212, 2139.

Harvard University, 8, 224-225, 853,
1259, 2192, 2411, 3045.

411749.Hawaii, University of, 74, 86, 288,
759, 801, 900, 1334, 1341, 1961, 2t16,'
2642, 2875, 2971, 3728, 8736,9.*

Howard University, 3729.

Iliff School of Theology, 2115, 2130-
2131, 2135.

Ilfinois, University of, 144, 226, 2890
536, 757, 1271, 1880, 1408, 1596, 1648,
1665, 3M9, 3092, 3373, 3440, 3828.

Indiana State Teachers College, 43, 53,
164, 878, 376, 879, 399,- 499, 548, 6939
1267, 1276, 1844, 1364, 1373, 1544, 1658,
1682, 1919, 2105, 2203, 2240, 2877, 2388,

2405, 2594, 2740, 2742, 2757, 2818, 2860,
2902, 2910, 2918, 2962, 2982, 3048, 3195,
3226, 8334, 3381, 3415, 3515, 3536, 3659,
3933, 3968.

Indiana University, 247, 316, 368, 372,
488, 559, 642, 852, 1015, 1%057, 1685,
1854, 1864, 2169, 2289, 2368, 2550, 2;1811
2591, 2691, 2714, 2718, 2867, 3052, 307g.
3160, 3236, 3501, 3514, 3035, 3920.

Iowa. University of, 10, 14, 21, 31, 48,
52, 93, 101, 106, 129, 140, 220, 337, 356,
365 375, 453-455, 458, 460 465, 470,
4133 486, 490, 493, 507, 519, 531, 555,
573 585, 590, 599, 603, 611, 615, 626,
634, 637, 039-640, 644, 648-649, 653-654,
657, 659, 664, 682, 695-696 763, 770,
793, 799, 815, 824-825, 828, 836, 848,
851, 855, 864, 866, 868-869, 873-874,
901, 908-909, 912, 915, 922, 929, 947.
953, 962, 969, 975, 985, 989-990, 992,
998, 1001, 1020, 1025, 1034, 1070, 1078,
108r, 1129-1130, 1136, 1138-1139, 1141,
1169, 1184, 1200, 1212, 1219, 12311 1246,
1261 1272, 1279, 1296, 1311-1312, 1317,
1348 1354, 1357-1358, 1363, 1366,
1368 1378-1379, 1389, 1392, 1394-
1395 1399, 1434, 1439, 1442, 1447,
1449 1451, 1453-1454, 1474, 1476,

6 1540 1549, 1563, 1575, 1617, 1625,
1637 1652, 1655-1656, 1667-1668.
1680-1681, 1683, 1691 1693-1694, 1708,
1711, 1720, 1732-1733 1736,1788, 1745--,,,
1746, 1759, 1763-1764 1779, 1782, 1786,
1788, 1794, 1796, 1815 1817-1819, 1825.
1882, 2001, 2145, 2147 2150-2151, 2154.
2160, 2162, 2174, 2189 2271, 2288, 2320.
2351, 2360, 2365, 2376 2392, 2395, 2443,
2508, 2552, 2589-2590 2652, 2658, 2663.
2671, 2686, 2720, 2729 2820, 2825, 2832.
2880, 2979, 3027,63060 3062, 3138, 3140,
3145, 3152, 3164, 3237 3244, 3262, 3266,
3271, 3273-3275, 3281 3283, 3368, 3311.
3431, 3502, 3505, 3519 3521, 3580, 3538,
3540, 3551, 3553, 3563 3594, 3621, 3636.
3669, 3676, 3680, 3899 3704, 3751-3752.
3779, 3819, 3822-3823 3866-3871, 3873,
3887, 3952953.

Iowa State College, 333, 345, 405, 491,
556, 565, 1479, 1775, 1826-1827, 1829,
1867, 1890, 1893, 1905-1907, 1917, 1920,
1929-19110, 1943, 1948, 1957-1959, 1978,
2025, 2039, 20422043, 2048, 2065, 2069.
2077, 2083, 2085, 2087, 2089, 2098, 2153,
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2260, 2343, 2487, 2493, 2498, 2585, 2604,
2610, 2067, 2673, 2683, 2709, 2732, 2747,
2796, 2831, 2884, 3117, 3152, 3162, 3224,
3305, 3307, 3365, 3367, 3424, 3441, 3444,
3510, 3558, 3598, 3608, 3630, 3650.

Iowa State Teachers College, 1250601.

Johns Hopkins University, 20, 395, 463,
1268, 1273, 2990.

Kansas, Unixersity of, 173, 481, 540,
547, 598, 829, 875, 923, 970, 1030, 1081,
1350, 1403, 1610, 1674, 17301, 1780, 2241,
2618, 2737, 2848, 2927, 3254, 363, 3533,
3581, 3750.

Kansas State College of Agriculture and
Applied Science, 111, 163, 172, 758, 804,
1170, 1899, 2324, 2746, 2786, 3014, 3384.

Kansas State Teachers College, Ern-
...14 portal, 69, 78, 604, 608, 1018, 1028, 1147.

1450, 1649, 1798, 2032, 2089, 2193, 2297,
2530, 2540, 2567, 2756, 2879, 2898, 2976.
3179, 3185, 32f9-3280, 3386, 3427, 3574,
3582, 3600, 3656, 3776, 3986.

kansas Stite Teachers College, Pitts-
burg, 29, 33, 366, 404, 561, 781, .839,
1091, 1176, 1555, 1595, 2549, 2854, 3430,
3453, 3839, 3780, 3791, 3825.

Kentucky, University of, 27, 80, 49-50,
57, 84, 260, 319 398, 72 4, 760, 882, 913,
1061, 1095, 1119, 1215, 1293, 1333, 1369,
1777, 1828, 1987, 2035, 2076, 2254, 2355,
2471, 2527, 2639, 2715, 2938, 3127,
3148, 3374, 3526, 3641.

Louisiana State University, 1, 38, 67, 12
83, 87-89, 96, 254, 294, 309, 318, 397,
429-480, 436, 591, 697, 727, 744, 766,
790, 809, 980, 1008, 1014, 11a2 1166,
1201, 1248 12661 1355, 1413, 1470 1475,
1552, 1572, 1616, 1621, 1072-1673 1676,
1086, 1695 .1;1 , 1701, 1707, 1762 1799,
1881, 1835 1863, 1876, 1897, 1927 1945,
2010, 2026 2034, 2074, 2080, 2086, 2096,

, 2170, 2215 2224, 2269, 2281, 2835,*49,
2372, 2874, 2416, 2444, 2533, 2562, 2605-

2645, 2735, 2770, 2780, 2788, 2795,
2806-2800, 2817, 2874, 7901, 2911-

2912, 2921, 2998, 3066, 8144, 3167, 3284,

3308, 3321, 3323, 3329, 3332, 3408, 3428,
3460, 3462, 37* 3794, 3856, 3930.

Louisville, University of, 231, 451, 2466,
3466.

Loyola University, 62, 166, 2143, 2357,
3488, 3763.

Maine, University of, 811, 961, 1472,
1569, 2067, 2445, 3046, 3;207.

Marquette University, 2134.
Maryland, University of, 9, 19, 41, . 51,

64, 143, 69g, 768, 1066, 1114, 1158, 1171,
1851/ 2148, 2180,-3358, 3380.

Massachusetts State Teachers College,
Fitchburg, 58, 515, 862, 942-943, 1247,
1365, 2187, 2282, 2999, 3494, 3498, 3550,
3556, 3675.

Massachusetts State Teachers College,
North Adams, 45, 122, 187, 11 ap
3077, 3116, 3848.

Michigan, University of, 42, 137, 142,
147, 155, 161-162, .169, 320, 325, 416,
480-481, 497-498, 516-517, 522, 546,
613, 677, 721, 728, 761, 764, 771, 810,
835, 843, 1358, 860, 863, 877, 894, 896,
898, 905, 937, 940, 949, 963, 990, 1000,
1013, 1043, 1074, 1002, 1096, 1101, 1146;
1163, 1177, 1183, 1280, 1290, 1294, 1301,
1362, 1377, 1391, 1404, 1417, 1477, 1486,
1514, 1525, 1533, 1535, 1542, 1573, 1584,
1591, 1604, 1613, 1618, 1632, 1670, 1670,
1684, 1704, 1710, 1731, 1773, 1792, 1806,
1811 1821, 1841, 1967, 2015, 2037, 2091,
21381166, 2176; 2183, 2200, 2257, 2272,
2279 2283, 2286, 2321-2322, 23314331,
2337-2388, 2340, 2345, 2358, 2371, 2375,
2389 2399-2400, 2415, 2424-2425, 2431,
2433 2430, 2441.-2442, 2446, 2465, 2491,
2499 2509, 2620, 2674, 2680, 2696, 2722,
2745 2754. 2790-2791, 2892, 2936, 294Z
2960-2961, 2977 '3007, 3029, 3101, 3110,
3113, 3128, 3158 3180, 3206, 8218, 3228,
3231, 3234, 3241 3247, 8268, 3277, 3383,
3394, 9455, 8470 3473, 8483, 3498, 8495,
3500, 3507-3508, 3511-3512, 3522, 3534-p
3535, 8537, 8541, 3544, 8549, 3555, 8582,
3566, 3570, 8573, 8576, 3601, 8655, 3661,
874Z 8759, 8M4, 8785, 8805, 3811-3812,
8846, 3854, $901, 3903, 3960, 3978, 8975,
8977, 8988, 3985, 8994, 3997, 4002, 4006,
4008.
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Michigan State College, 525, 808, 944-
945, 1282, 1262, 1283, 2798,

Minnesota, University of, 341
374, 420, 424, 432, 508, 548, 5 607,
830, 1016, 1052, 1223, 1229, 1300 1388,
1590, 1592, 1800, 1865, 2062 2264 2294,
2394, 2485, 2488, 2505 2516, 2542 2544e
2666, 2724, 2741, 2887 2940, 3013 3170,
3182, 3197-3198, 3214 3251, 3288, 3370,
3372, 3407, 3457, 3599, 3761, 3804.

MisSouri, University of, 243, 359, 466,
469, 737, 812, 1235, 1481, 1866, 2476,
2046, 304Z 3670.

Montana, University of, 2592, 2916,
2926, 3005.

Mount Mercy College, 3174.

.

Nebraska, University of, 39, 92, 175, 222,
774, 509, 523, 563, 668, 699, 716, 750,
754, 803, 888-889, 895, 918, 983 1049,
1062 1071, 1105, 1152, 14, 1210 1241,
1302 1766, 1803, 1951, 2024, 2202, 2284,
2296 2336, 2339, 2342, M7, 2412 2437-
2438, 2736, 2774, 2777, 2784-2785 2830,
2954 3001, 3023, 3032, 3080, 3006 3100,
3104 3181, 3196, 3200, 3204 3261, 3267,
3369 3410, 3590, 3592, 3507 WOO 3642,
3644 3690, 3757, 3837, 8853 3858 3934.

New Jersey State Teachers College, 1198,
1205, 1580, 2856, 2878, 3215 3820

New Mexico, University of, 2, 632 1928,
2302, 2738, 3049, 3053, p124, 3186, 3388.

New York State College for Teachers, 44,
60, 168, 176, 215, 400, 435, 438, 729,
1036, 1055, 1103, 1826, 1718, 1776, 1783,
1902, 2021, 2036, 22018, 2265, 2352, 2359,
21179, 2404, 2407, 2424, 2464, 2748, 2792,
2948, 3098, 3111, 3139, 3146, 3212, 3260,
3265, 3276, 3278, 3338, 3395, 3452, 3554,
3572, 3613, 3068 sees...

New York State TeacHers College, 1150.
1242.

New York UniverMty, 32, 76, 100, 103,
114, 117, 136, 151, 170, .208, 217, 249,
265-267, 272, 301, 307, 312, 354, 433,
443, 452, 512, 524, 569, 610, 646-647,
655-856, 662, 667, 674, 700, 831, 880,
967, , 901, 1012, 1240, 1256, 1260,
1289, 1303, 1306,1340, 1401, 1425, 1433,
1444,,1498, 1500-1501, 1508, 1519, 1550-
1551, 1578, 1598, 1689,21644, 1658, 1608.
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1700, 1702, 1717, 1747, 1749, 1760, 1793,
1795, 1801, 1804, 1808, 1933, 2023, 2064,
2129, 2156, 2188, 2230, 2393, 2463, 2483,
2553, 2566, 2568, 2822, 26n, 2713, 2728,
2744, 2763-2764, 2769, 2824, 2851, 2929-
2930, 8008, 3136, 3154, 3171, 3216, 3233,
3314, 3390, 3432, 3503, 3531, 3568, 3606,
3626, 3688, 3695, 3698, 3700, 3705, 3762,
3789, 3810, 3815, 3.23891, 3909, 3964.

Niagara University, 21O.
North Carolina, University (4, 946,

2545.
North Dakota, University of, 468, 903,

North Texas State Teachers College, 01
131, 180, 308, 324, 330, 871, 416, 528,
666, 741, 820, 859, 884, 952, 987, 1009,
1044, 1090, 1116, 1161, 1214, 1234, 1287,
1331, 1360, 1370, 1375, 1409, 1523-1524,
1527; 1545, 1547, 1557, 1582, 1645, 1647,
1677, 1719, 1790, 1868, 1939, 2004, 2008,
2175, 2177, 2179, 2190, 2198, 2205, 2208,
2213, 22.16, 2221-2222, 2226, 2228-2229,
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[The numbers refer to items, not to page]
of.(The italleyed numbers include these Item% grouped under the subject headings used

in the bibliography)

Ability grouping. See Homogeneous
grouping.

Absences, 3238-3239, 3241, 3250.
Academies. Bee Private schools.
Acceleration. See Giftvl children.
Accident prevention, 1505, 1511.
Accidents, 1507, 1622, 1664, 2728, 2927,

3015, 3581.
Accountants, public, 2612.
Accounting, 991, 1789. See also School

finance.
Accrediting. See Standards.
Acting. See Dramatics.

e Activities tickets, 2325.
Activity programs, 309-315, 743, 750,

1213, 1262, 2836.
Adjustment. Bee School children-ad-

justment.
Administratioq of schools 228, 1872,

2390, 2410, 2413, 2438, 2076, 2766, 2926-
2994, 8178. See also .Education--hig-
tory. Elementary education. Sur-
veys, educational.

Administration of schools-county. Bee
County unit plat!.

Administrators. See Principals. Su-
iPpervision and supervisors.

Adolescence, 249, 1688, 2101, 2351, 2573,
2575, 2585, 2596.

Adopted children. Bee Foster childien.
Adult -education, 121, 301, 1300, 1567.

1843;1858, 1872, 1905, 1957, 1964, 197$,
1998, 2073, 2080, 2083, 2112, 2135, U4 ,
2686, 3460, 8711.

Advertising, 2032, 2161.
Advertising, school. See Publicity.
Aeronautic ec,tpti tion, 1908, 1947, 1949.

Africa, educa t ion,
,Agassiz, Louis, 265.
Age-grade progress. See Progress in

school.
kgriculturdkadpstment administration,

2019.
Agricultural education, 108, 224, 287, 673,

976, 1904, 1950-2000;2667,2709, 2732-
2733, 2782, 2789:2794, 2817, 2897, 3036,
3079, 3480, 3604, 3685, 3749, 3754, 3778,
991.

Agricultural villages, 3678.
Alabama, education, 177, 1602, 2669,

2695, 2701, 2719, 2865, 2899, 3009, 3039,
3056, 3166, 3796, 3816, 3856, 3943 ; Au-
burn, 3450; Bay Minette, 3293 ; Bir-
mingham, 3751 ;,Calhoun county, 1671 ;
Coffee county, 1996; Dekalb county,
66; Elmore county, A3709; Evergreen,
1993; Geneva county, 2895 ; Glencoe.

,2421 a Henry county, 2895 ; Houston
county, 1972, 2895 ; Jackson county,
4009; Lexington, 3437 ; Marshall
county, 3156; Milltown, 837-?' Monte-
vallo, 2069; Prattville, 2385 ; Shorter,
773 ; Etowah county, 1671 ; Talladega,
8257 ; Tuscaloosa, 3349

Alaska, education, 2841.
Alberti, Leon Battista, 259.
Algeba, 588, 1066-1105.3276, 3774. See

also Textbooks.
Alumni education, 2633.
Americanization, 372V.
inatomy, 1600.
Andersoin, Maxwell, 1433.
Angle boards, 2177.
Annuals. Sep Student newspapers and

publications.
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Answer sheets, 587, 590.
Anthropology, 2697.
Antoniano, Silvio, 303.
Applications for positions, 2920.
Appointment of teachers. See Teach-

ers--appointment and tenure.
Apprentice teach!ng. See Practice

teaching.
Apprentices, 23, 1825, 1909, 2263.
Arbitration, 3691.
Archery, 1645.
Architectural drawing, 402.
Arithmetic, 433, 811, 1013-1063, 3269,

3271, 3723, 3802, 3888. See also Text-
books.

Arizona, education, 22, 115, 171, 323, 427,
976, 1263, 1493, 1643, 2256, 2311, 2844,
2852, 2866, 3010, 3075, 3217, 3232, 3433,
3586, 3637, 3721, 3777, 3859, 3861;
Cochise county, 7 ; .Coconino county,
61 ; Gila county, 54 ; Jerome, 2058;
Slorenci, 1349; Phoenix, 627 ; San
Simon, 196; Tucson, 3719, 3961; Wil-
liams, 2363, 3585, 3714.

Arkansas, education, 2397, 2862, 3058;
Ashley county, 723; Faulkner county,
2073; Fort Smith, 3335 ; Jonesboro,
911.

Art-appreciation and interpretation,
1402, 1413, 1415, 1419.

AriAducation, 240, 577, '630. 1401-1432,
1929, 3547, 8714.

Art history, 1401.
Articulation (éducational ), 2306, 2373,

2406.
Arts and crafts, 5, 1421, 1824, 1832,

1838, 1855, 2644, 2672.
Assemblies, 2105, 2242, 2276, 2363, 2932-

2933.
Assignment% lesson, 141, 1083, 1737,

2354.
Associations, alumni, 2494.
Association% educational, 32, 81.
Associations, athletic. See Athletic as-
, sociations.
Athlete's foot, 1553.
Athletes, 548.
Athletic associations, 140, 1680, 1667,

1678, 1677, 1680.
Athletics, 1512, 1594, 182046889 2105,

3033, 8050, 8396, 8651), 8792.
Athletles-intervilleglate, 1624, 1006

SUBJECT INDEX

a

IAthletics-interscholastic, 1620, 1625,
1633, 1641, 1656, 1659, 1672, 1675, 3056.

Athleties-intramural, 1633, 1635-1636,
1643.

Athletics-track and field, 1628, 1681.
Attendance and child accounting, 49, 79,

2269, 2355, 2937, 2980, 3032, 3080, 31
3238-4250.

Attitudes, 251, 282, 349, 381, 435, 488,
541, 553, 556, 558, 561, 566, 568, 988
1153, 1157, 1171, 1220, 1255, 1258 1271
1274, 1280, 1287, 1290, 1310, 1315 1337
1350, 1397, 1667, 1684, 2125, 2157 2163
2167, 2201, 2225, 2315, 2339, 2442 2447
2519, 2539, 2543, 2567, 2582, 24t5-
2586, 2588, 2600, 26?0, 2686) 2724, 2813,
2837, 2843, 3173, 3195, 3380, 3413, 3686,
3728, 3893, 3917.

Augustine, St., 292.
Automobile driving, 1496, 1499.
Automobile mechanics, 1877, 1921, 1923,

1934, 1942-1943.
Aviation teaching. Ree Aeronautic edu:

cation.
Avocations. See Hobbies.
Awards. See Rewards and prizes.

Backward children. See Mentally re-
tarded.

Bacteriology, 1122.
Bagley, William C., 263.
Ballet dancing, 1705. '
Bands, school, 380, 1324, 1331, 1333, 1383,

1398.
Banks and banking, 1009. .
Baptist church, education, 2106, 2111,

2520, 2630.
Barnes plan, 163.
Basketball, 1620, 1644, 1650, 1652-1055,

1657-1658, 1668, 1674.
Beauty culture, 1777.
Beecher, Catherine Esther, 2028.
Behavior, 479, 487, 495, 520, 1020, 1305,

1561, 1005, 2129, 2144, 2147, 21492150,
2156, 2163, 2172, 2192, 2351, 2447, 2596,
2836-2837, 3400, 3002, MK 3704, 3828,3845, 3898, 8917.

Bergson, Henri, 103;
Bible, 2115, 2120, 2185, 2141.
Bibliographies, 408, 406, 894, 1329, 1782,

2003, 2628 3 M 3970, ;s! :,! 8905.
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Bilingualism, 800, 834, 961, 1520, 2240,
2685, 3709, 3721, 3727, 3735-3737, 3741.

Biography, 2112. See alio Educational
biography.

Biology, 304, 420, 949, 1115, 1155-1183,
2700, 3283, 3980. See also Textbooks.

Blackboards, 3641.
Blind and partially seeing, 3841-$848.
Boarding schools. See Private Schools.
Boards of education, 12, 39, 56, 128, 2937,

2947, 2954, 2977, 2991, 3004, 3020, 3026,
3144, 3814.

Bode, Boyd H., 297.
Bolivia, education, 222.
Bonaventure, St., 276.
Bonds, school, 3054, 3058.
Book lists, 3952.
Book selection, 3042, 3057-3958, 3961-

3962, 3984, 4003-400,4.
Bookiiinding, 1879.
Bookkeeping 1296, 1727, 1761, 1771, 1777,

1792, 1809.
Bookmobiles, 3927.
Books and periodicals 3960-4005.
Bosco, Don Giovanni 109.
Botany, 1181.
Bowling, 1679.
Boy scouts, 1163, 2269 3345, 3376, 3385,

8825.
Broadcasting, radio. See Radio broad-,.casting..
Broken homes. See Homes.
Brown, Charloite Hawkins, 3762.
Brownson, Orestes A., 99:
Budgets, athletic, 1651.
Budgets, school, 3047, 3058, 3079, 3088,

8094.
Bullard, Heinry Adams, 96.
Bulletin boards, 8641.
Busis, school. Bee Transportation:
Business and education, 982.
Business depression, 91, 2411, 8666,

8685.
Business education. See Commercial

education.
Business English, 898.
Business law. See Commercial law.
liminess letters. See Letter writing.
'Business machines. Bee Office ap-

glances.
Business managers, 8285-8288.
Buying. See Shoppers and shopping.

INDEX 383

Cadet teaching._ See Practice teaching.
.Cadets. See Military training.
'Cafeterias, school, 3584, 3596, 3608, 3614,

3618, 3639.
Calculus, 1093.
Calendar, 1231.
California, education, 408, 849, 1150,

1324 1490, 184, 1834, 1904, 1988, 2033,
2214, 2300, 2350, 264, 2733-2734, 2825,
2839, 2855, 2890, 2905, 2992, 3041, 3294,
3300 3721, 3949; Calexico, 1855; Fres-
no, 353 ; Fresno county, 1521 ; Long
Beach, 3684 ; Los Angeles, 2805,3926;
Orange county, 2472 ; Richmond, 2329 ;
Sacramento, 339.; San Francisco,
3830; SAn Jose, 321 ; Santa Barbara
county, 3120 ; Santa Nara county,
1064 ; Tulare county, 3413 ; Watson-
vine, 2255; Yola county, 1515.

Camps and camping, 1528, 1685, 1696,
1710, 1712, 1715, 1718, 2296, 3355.

Canáda, education, 217; British Colum-
bia, 228; New Brunswick, 224 ; On-
tario, 223.

Capitalization. See Englisti language-
gramipar and composition.

Caricatures and cartoons, 428.
Carpentry. See Woodworking.
Carroll, E. H., 113.
Cartoons. See Caricatures and car-
14toon5.
Case, Charles, Orlando, 115 .

rase studies, 626, 650, 715, 793, 821, 1130;
1449, 1564, 1715, 2844, 2632, 2988,
3255, 3292, 3672, 3691, 3838, 3907, 3909,
3920.

Catechism, 2117-2118.
Catholic church, education See 'Ro-

man Catholic church, education.
centralized schools. Bee Consolidation.
Character education, 1213, 1374, 1709,

2099-2105, 3174, 3882.
Chautauqua literary and scientific cir-

cle, 2654.
Check lists, 3584, 3596.
Chemistry, 1115, 1184-1211, 2748, 3263,

8429, 8818. See also Textbooks.
Child development, 1362, 2148, 2151,

2157, 2686.
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Child gilidance" clinics, 1567, 2196, 3304,

3769, 3890, 3906, 3912,
Child labor, 3008, 3686.
Child study, 413-498.
Child welfare, 3012. 3024, 3664, 3692.
Children, backward. See Mentally re-

tarded.
Children, underprivileged. See Child

welfare.
Children, charities, protection, etc., 490,

3006, 3286, 3659, 3a7, 3683-3684, 3694,
3705.

Children's stories, 3968, 4010.
China, education, =0-221, 233, 241, 247.

249-250, 1259.
Chinese children, education, 1530, 3713,

3716, 3732, 8736.
Choates, Rufus, 106.
Choirs (music), 1374.
Choral speaking, 1460, 1468, 147.
Church and education, 2357.
Church schools, 4.
Citizenship training. See CIVICS.
City superintendents. See Super Osion

and supervisors.
Civics, 361, 378, 386, 1280-1291, 200-

2650, 8585.
Civil service, 1746.
Civilian conservation corps, 2643-2648,

2653, 2856-2658, 2661, 2665, 2071, 21:182-
2685.

Clam periods-length, 315, 1962.
Class rank, 22561 2528
Class size, 2836, 8428
Classical languages, 948453;
ClasOlfication and promotion, 32514,057,

3261.
blerical work, 1724, 1749-1750.
Clothing and dress, 2011, 202%-2930, 2038.

2052, 2056, 2UT2, 2076, 2085, 2571, 3577,3691. & -

clubs. boys, 3389-3390, 3393.
Clubs, 4-H, 2025, 3354-3355, 3358, 3360.
Clubs, mathematics, 981.
Clubs, school," 3363-33641 3371, 3395.
Ooichei and.. coaching, 1621, 1627, 1629,

1657-1658, 1673, 2800, 2806, 2831, 3199,
3221.

Coal mining, 1209.
Coeducation, 2548, 2670.
Collectivi bargaining, 3700.
College day, 2485.
College entrance examinitions, 2561.

01,

College entrance requirements. SeeColleges and unlversities--entrance
requirements.

College libraries. See Libritries, college.College professors anVastsuctors, 2496,2749, '41 2920-2925.
Coffees and universities: AbileneChristian, 2503 ; Alabama, 3357, 3425;Alabama polytechnic, 2548, 3418; Al-bion, 1670; Arizona, 2256, 2519,
. 3301 ; Arizona State teachers,

2744 ; Arizona State teachers, pipe,116; Ball State teachers, 2494 ;GBar-nand, 2600; Boston, 2637 ; BrighamYoung, 6171 2564 ; Brown,' 76 ; Califor-nia, 2733 ; California polytechnic,2733; Chico State, 2541 ; Cincinnati,3344 ; City of New York, 1297 ; Clark,2543, 3291 ; Clemson, 1953 ;
1704 Colorado State, 1998, 3938 Colo-rado State college of education, 1419,1910; Columbia, 76, 102, 3710; ConcordState teachers, 3422 ; Cornell, 100;Dallas, 2501 Daniel Baker, 2565;Dartmouth, 76 ;, Drexel' institute oftechnology, 2561 puke, 3414; D'You-,- ville, 596; Eastern IllinoliState teach-ers, 2713; (Womb Peabody, 3084, 3932 ;George Washington, 3401, 3830; Geor-gia, 2473, 2481; Harvard, 76; Hiram,328; Hupter, 968; Indiana, 2581 ; In-diana !pate teachers, 2740, 2752, 2913;Iowa, 1563, 1733; Iowa State, 845,1906, 2487, 2498,2610, 2700, 3387, 3424 ;John Fletcher, 2508; Kalamazoo,1624 ; Kansas State teacher& Empo-ria, 2756, 3427; Kansas State teach-ers, Pittsburg, 2755; Langston, -2549:Louisiana State, 980, 1008, 1268,2074, 2531 2770; Louisiana Statenormal, 2795; Mcpberson, 2530; MarySharp, 2526; Maryland State teachers,Salisbury, 2769; Messiah Bible, 2500;Michigan, 1514, 1618, 2491, 3742; Mil-

waukee-Doivner, 2028; blinnesota, 420,432, 2505, 2516, 2542, 2544 ; MIssissippl2921; Missouri Valley, k211,46 ; Morris-I ville, 2506; Mount Holyoke, 16, NM;Nashville, 2525 ; iebraska, IA 008, 754,805, 2336, 2774; New Jersey Stateteachers, Patentou, 9011; New Mexico,.2f118; New tork 100, 986, 1598, 1717,2622; New Yin* -State college for
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teachers, 2748; Newcomb, 2532; North
Texas State teachers, 528, 820, 1645,
1647, 2597, 2717, 2741, 2768, 3356 ;

Northern State teachers, 2745; Ober-
. lin, 2568; Ohio, 2547, 2557, 2773, 3366,

3631, 3638 ; Ohio State, 678, 1226, 1640,
2484, 2511, 2618, 2692; Oklahoma,
1700; Oklahoma agricultural and me-
chaniéal, 558, 2094 Oregon State,
1635, 1894, 2013, 2507, 2759, 3629; Pa-
cific, 2534, 2556; Pennsylvania, 76;
Pennsylvania State, 527, 539; Philo-
math, 2555; Princeton, 76 ; Purdue,'
2634 ; Rochester, 3353; Rutgers, 76,
1508; St. Louis, 2563, 2828; San Jose
State, 1582; Sarah Lawrence, MO;
South, 2526; Stanford, 2497, 3378 ;

Stgite college of Washington, 2502 ;

Stephens, .584, 3378; Sue Bennett,
2527 ; Syracuse, 650, 3381 ; Teachers
college, Columbia, 3657; T'emple, 2917;
Tennessee, 680, 3583, 3624 ; Terrill,

Ai 2526; Texas, 1487, 3587, 3970; Texas
military, 2495; Texas State teachers,
2617; Texas tiichnological, 605, 2038,
2148, 3063, 3417 ; Utah, 2538; Virginia
military, 17; Virginiq polytechnic,
1975 ; West Virginia, 1517, 1686 ; Webt-
ern Illinois State teachers, 2751 ;

Western Kentucky State teachers,
3412; Western State, teachers, 1500;
Wilberforce,' 8182, 3790; Wiley, 104,
3748; William and Mary, 7(.1, 1698;
Wispester normal, 2526; Worcester
polytechnic 3812 ; Yale, 76.

Colleges and -universities-administra-
tion, 2496, 2513, 254% 2553.

Colleges and universitles-entrance re-
quirements, 2499, 2561.

Colleges and universities-finance, 2493,
2496, 2509, 2517, 2520, 2558, 8072.

Color blindness, 2230.
Colorado, education, '893, li 2, 2006,.

2573, 2775, 2897, 2993, 3024.
8100; Aladiosa, 1 ; lulder
county, 1389; Brighton, 2846; Cortez,
2965; Craig, 1935; Del Norte, 1966;
Denver, 2401, 3814; Fredrick, 2576;
Golden, 2054; Granada, 1192 ; Gree
ley, :t:'; 1964, 2075; Hastings, 8310;
LaPorte, 256; Logan county, 747;
Otero county, 8711 ; Pueblo, 2182;

Rapid City, 1536;
Weld county, 3580.

lomhat !yews, 2te4.
Commencements, 2318.
Comiiiercial arithmetic. See Arith-

metic. .

Commercial education, 81, 307, 1719
18 19: 1904, 2361, 2373, 2432, 2449.
2552, 2718, 2795, 2819, 2828, 2875.
807.3, 3797, 3806, 3819. Set also, Texi -

books.

Sargents, 3036;

40.

Commercial law, 1722, 1785, 1789, 1804.
Communicable diseases, 2814.
Communism, 270.
Community and school, 131, 156, 1031,

1111, 1229, 1410, 2168, 2170, 2418, 2438,
2568, 2931, 2939, 294Z 2946, 2948, 2964-

'2965, 3100, 3120, 3133, 3172, 3754, 3761.
-Community centers, 3658, 3661.
Community surveys. See Social surveys.
CommuniAge of school buildings. See
4School buildings-use.

Comprehensive examinations, 328.
Compulsory education, 49, 275, 3008,

8022, 3240, 8247, 3460.
Condorcet, Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas

de Caritat, Marquis de, 243.-
Congregational church, education2630.
COnnecticut, education, 132, 2173, 2650,

2950; Bridgepòrt, 3826 ; Hartford,
311 ; New Britain, 208; New Haven,
3880.

Conservation of resources, 1112, 1124.
1145, 1987, 1994, 2191.

Consolidation, 228, 2267, 2937, 299s
3084, 3114, 3134-3153, 3878, 3749, 3814.
See also EducatiOn-history. Sur-
veys, educational.

Consumer cooperation. See Cooper:* -

tive associations.
Consumer education! 1747, 2001-2002,

.2004, 2006, 2008, 2014-2015, 2018-2019,
2027, 2082-2033, 2035, 2040, 2044, 2052,
2056-2057, 2062, 2075, 2078, 2061, 2085,
2092-2093, 2095, 2098.

Contests, 2885.
Continuation schools. See Education

extension.
Contract plan, 416T-317, 1120, 1295.
Controversial subjects. See Indoctrina-

tion.
Convilescenta, education, 3833.
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Cooperation, 3681.
Cooperative associations, 170.
Cooperative education, 1761, 1935, 2263.Core curriculum. Bee Curriculumstudies.
Correctional schools. See Reforma-tories.
Correlation of school subjects, 754, 894,917, 1136, 1142, 1256, 1265, 1296, 1410,1426, 1432, 1526, 1591, 171e, 1869, 2024,

2037, 2053, 2091, 2640, 3:332, 3708, 371-1,
3945.

gorrespondence. Bee Letter writing.
Correspondence schools and courses, 228.

23303, 2371, 2392, 2654, 2688, 2954, 3200.Cosmetics, 1180,
Counseling. Bee Personnel service.
Counts, George S., 261, 270.
County superintendeiits. See Supervi-sion and supervisors.
County unit plan, 27, 56, 79, 191, 210,8094, 8109, 3128, 3140, 3142, 3151. -Creative education, 871, 1365, 1376, 1408.1423, 1430, 1482.
Creative writing, 1478, 1483, 1492, 2197.Credit unions, 2908, 3681.
Credits and credit systems, 1344, 1398.Crippled children, 3858-3862.
Critic teachers,-2841.
Culture, 511.
Cumulative record cards. See Person-nel records.
Current educational conditions, UnitedStates, 120-218. Foreign countries,117455. 'See also Rural education.Current events. Bee Civics.
Curriculum reorganisation. Bee Cur-riculum studies.
Curriculum studies,19, 84, 152, 715-751,2482, 2758, 2772, 2928, 29N, 2954, t9621.3001, 3004, 3028, 3725, 3847-3848, 3887.See also Adult education. Juniorhigh schools. Secondary education.Subjects of the curriculum.
Custodians. Bee Janitors.

Daily program.. Bee Schedules, school.Dances and dancing, 1340, 1691,
10011.'

Dann, Hollis Ellsworth, 100.
Deaf and hard-44). Awing, 88494857.

Deans, high school. Bee Student ad-visers and counselors.
Deans of colleges, 2478.
Deans of women, 2558.
Debates and debating, 1458, 1470, 1477.Degrees, gradukte, 2616-2017, 2622.2627, 2633.
Delaware, education, 8154; Wilmington,3406,
Delicate children, 3833.
Delinquent children. See Socially mal-adjusted.
Democracy, 270, 291, 808.
Democracy" and education, 122, 136, 1611227, 1284, 1298-1299, 1303-1304, 13,2020, 2165, 2168, 2245, 2402, 2492, 2583,2697, 2929, 3474, 3862, 3601 3834.
Demonstration method, 1126.
Demonstration schools, 806,* 1148, 1265,1452, 1513, 2146-2147, 2153 2254, 2381,

2761-2763, 27661, 276134770 V12, 2982,3959.

Denominational colleges, 2509, 2517,
2552-2553.

Dental hygiene. See Teeth-care andhygiene.
Departments of education, '120, 128.
Dependent children. See Children--chakties, protection, etc.
Depression. See Business depression.Descartes, Réné, 286.
Design, 1409.
Dewey, John, 263, 271, 291.
Dictionaries, 790, 3886, 3992.
Dictiónary study, 1726.
Diet, 1298, 3099, 3127, 3583, 3608, 3801.Dietetics, 2089.
Directed study. See Supervised study.
Disabled-rehabilitation, 178, 1893,1987, 3843.
Discipline, school, IA, 2246, 2902-2963,2906, 2978, 2968, 3007, 3231, 3468, 3739,8921.

Distributive education, Bee Salesman-ship.
Dodson, John L., 98.
Dogan, M. W., 104.
Dominic', Bleeped Giovanni, 269.
DormItorieS, 20491, 3887, 3808, 3618, 3629,303, $688, 3643.
Drafting. See Mechanical drawing.Drake, Thrant, 288,
Dramatlia, 1483-1454, 2402, 31179, 3502.
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SUBJECT INDEX
I.

Drinking, 2440.
Driver education. See AutomobX driv-

ing.
Drop-outs, 743, 2054, 2282, 2319, 234%

2372, 2389, 2441, 2443-2444, 2487, 2656.
See also Retardation and elimination.

Drugs, 1180.
Dull-normal children. See Mentally iv&

tarded.

10 Eaton, Amos, 110.
Eaton, John, Jr., 94.
Economics, 1292-1297, 1789, 2019, 3127.
Education-aims and objectives, 144,

154, 181, 995, 2356, S18, 2645, 2632,
3515.

Education-history, 1-93, 128, 217, 224,
Z130, 234, 1018. 1118, 1149, A54, 3466,
3515, 3720, 3734. See also Adminis-
tration. of schools. Adult education.
Elementary education. Higher edu-
cation. Junior colleges. Negroes,
education. Se co n.d a r y education.
Subjects of the curriculum. Super-
vision and supervisors. Textbook&

Education-theories and principles, 13,
259-303.

Education, adult. See Adult education,
Education courses., See Teacher train-

ing.
Education extension, 901, 1741, 1751,

1761, 2083, 2642. Bee also Adult edu-
cation.

Education of women.
education.

Educational administration.

See Women-

Bee Ad-
ministration of schools.

Educational and vocational guidance.
249, 845, 506, 598, 743, 750, 1860, 1457,
1749, 1771, 1805, 2049, 2288, 2273, 227a,
2881, 2390, 2303, 2432, 2449, 2528, 2648,
2657, 32854344, 3756, 37054706, 3820,
3859. Bee also Home rooms. Second-

, ary education.
Educational articulation. See Articn-

lation (educational).
Edueadopal ask/elation.. See Associa-,

tion "educational.
Educational biography, 94-119.
Educational boards and foundations,

11034, 3749. ml

325173-42 241

387

Educational laws and legislation, 4, 89,
1738, 1772, 2471, 2705, 2851, 2853, 2856,
2861, 2867, 2877, 2881, 2886-2887, 2902,
29954028, 3082, 3207, 3240, 3861.

Educational measurements-tests and
scales, 141, 567-632. See also Exam-
inations'.

Ediicational philosophy. See Educa-
tion-theories and principles.

Educational psychology. See Psychol-
ogy, educational.

EdUcational research. See Research,
educational.

Educational sociology. See Sociology,
educational.

Educttional surveys. See Survibys, edu-
cadbnal.

Educational terminology, 2753, 2840,
3240.

Egyptology, 8503
Elective system, 2381.
Electricity, 1834, 1840.
Elementary education, 1;21, 175, 19T; 217,

222-223, 310, 410, 449, 2161-2254. See
also Administration of schools. Cur-
riculum studlei. Education-history.
Educational measurements-tests and
scales. 'Negroes, education. Physical
ability-tests and scales. Radio in
Oucation. School mafiagement. Sub-
jects of the curriculum.

Emergency educational program, 26049%

2649.
Employment systems, MO.
Employment funds. Bee Colleges and

universities-finance.
Engineering educatiol; 2613, 2634, 2639,

8312.
England, education, 254-255.
English grammars. See Textbooks.
English langvage,163, 506, 843, 408-9tO,

1035, 1256, 2735, 2792, 3273, 3277, 3718,
3802, 8851. See also Educational
measurements tests and scales.
Textbooks.

Enrollment, 175, 196, 983, -1203, I205,
1631, 1892, 1914, 19i8, 1944, 1989, 2354,
2842, 2980, 3112, 3148, 3248.

Environment, 128, 148, 558, 785, 756, 792,
834, 882, AK 1091, 1137, 1153, 1426,
1472, 1944, 1953, 1957, 2034, 2068, 2073,
2144, 2163, 2172, 2175181, 2184, 2201,

t.
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2204, 2212, 2220-Z221. 2226, 252-2213,
241419, 2282, 22 86, 2299, 2346, 2361), 2377.2'379, 2382, 2421, 2449, 2451, 2464, 2486,2544, 2580, 2596, 2856, 2OO, 2686, 3114,

3251, 3411, 3453, 3460-3461, 3463,3471, 3664, 3675, 3678, 3685, 3694,
3721, 3725, 3738, 3754, 3767, 3771, 8775,3796, 3802, 3836, 3898, 3904, 3914, 3921.Epilepsy. 3836.

Equilization, eduratkrual, 1:21, 124, 171,228, 2903, Ig017, 3041, 3443, 3006, 3082,3094, 3096, 3100, 3148, 3153.
Esthetics, 272, =68.
Ethnology, 2.97.
Evening schools. 1741. 1941, 1956, 1964,1976, 1993, 2650, 2664, 2667.
Examinations, 1213, 32.58-3284. See also

Educational measurements-testa and. scales.

Examinations-certified public account-ant, 2612, 3250.
'Examinations-regents, 3260.
fteeptional groups, education, 3816Z39Z4.
Excursions, school, 362, 397, 110, 1242,2178, 2238, 2314, 2332, 2940.
Experience curriculum, 3717.
Experimental education. gee Progres-sive education.
Exploratory courses, 2224, 2403.
Extension education. See lidneition ex-tension.
Extracurricular activities, 1228, 1281,1688, 1779, 2105, 2209, 2285, 2, 2381,

2390,- 2410, 2488, 2408, 2641, 2783,i786, 3046, 3063, 3255, 3345-33117 Una3800, 3880.
Extroversion, 508.
Eye, 809:
Eye movements, 1814.
It:redoes& See Eye..

nilures, 520, 776, 100e, 1076, 2319, 2346,2373, 2382, 2634, 3255, 3398-3408, 8459,3799, 8110Z 3828-4829, 3E44.
Family We, education for. Her limne-

making. .

Family sine, Me&
Farm shops, 1950, 1971, 1900. .
Fascism, 270.

4

Federal aid for education, 121, 156, 165,1932, 2080, 20D4, 30:118 3011, 3068-3069,3080, 3746, 3749. C
a Feet,

fiNsnelon, FraioI de SalignaeMothe; 288.
'Fiction, 936.
Fish Industry and trade, 1858.
Florida, education, 1257, 3856. Dadecounty, 28; Jacksonville, 3758; Miami,2171, 3401..
Folk dancing, 1603, rim 1716.
Folklore, 3700.
Folksongs, 1929, 1340, 1361, 1379.
Follow-up studies, 743, 1734-1735, 1749,

1783, 1805, 1814, 1853, 1894, 1897,
19614 1975, WI, 2339, 2248, 2265, 2270,2288, 2294, 2321, 2329, 2242:-2343, 2361,2378, 2383, 2389, 2391, 2404, 2407-2408,
2431-2434, 2439, 2441, 2795, 2338. 8143312, 3326, 3738, 3757, 88133, 390S.Football, 834, 63T, 1621; 1646-1047w 165311064, 1OSJ, 1672.

Football practice, 1601).
Foreign children. Nee School children-foreign parentage.
Foreign countries, education, 217
Foreign languages, 948-964.
Forestry Aducation, 263&
Foster children, 3000,
4-H clubs. See Clubs, 441.
France, Anatole,. 289.
France, education, 243
Fraternities. See Greek letter societies.Free reading. Her Reading interests.French langna*, 9564 1-57-103, 961. ilea,3265. 3553, 3567. lita

French-speaking children, 801).
Proebel, Friedrich Wilhelm August, 29N.
FUrnieure, 2023, 20* 2087.
Future 'farmers of America,k956. 1985.Future homemakers. 3305. M7.

de la

41.

Games, 1601, 1603, 1711.
Gangs. Bre Socially maladjusted.
General language. Her English Ian-

(Page.
General mathematics. dare Mante-

1mattes.
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SUBJECT

General science, 383, 416, 4:3), an, 1/08--
! Isis See also Textbooks.

-Genetics, 1157, 1180.
Geography, 398, 401, 427.610, 1.!15-1151.

See also Textbook*.
Geometry, 561, 1066-1105, 3286, 3517,

Georgia, education, 108, 933, 1987, 2418,
1.520, 2760, 2888, 2995, 3026, 3081, 3088,
3157, 3248, 3749, 3796, 3856, Ashburn,

- 3252; Canton, 1650; Carroll county,
NO: Chatham county, 3761 ; Clark
county, 3679; Fulton county, 3095;
Muscogee county, 183$ ; Newman,
3456; Upson county, 37 ; Walton
county, 774; Zebulon, 2409.

German language, 3488, 3490, 8556.
Germany, education, 227, 2S2, 254:
Gifted children, 3400, $828483E.
Girl reserves, 3374, 3381.
Girl scouts, 8352, 33113.
"Golf, 1689.
tirade placement of materials. fire Sub-

jects of the curriculum.
Grade-teacher ratio. See Teaching load.
Grading systems. Bee Marks und mark-

fng.
Graduate work, 986, 2496, 2T57. See

also Research, reports,
Graduates, college, 1d90, 1598, 1004,

1698, 1704, 1735, 1805, 1804, 1975, 1990,
2591, 2757, 2795, 3672, 8796

Graduates, high school, 743444, 882,
1204, 1MS, 1749, 1776, 1784, 1811, 1817,
1833, 1897, low 1961, 2043, 20509 2262g
2205 2270, 22f3, 2278, 2288, 2292,
2294-2295, 21102, Malt 2829, 2:142-2343,
2346, 234&-2S* 2361, 231315, 2372, 2374,
2376, 2387, 2389, 2391, 239419 Mk 2411,
2424 2429, 2411441W ask 2441-2442,

s 2444, 3288, 3348. 8372, 11740,
Grammar schools, &
Grapbs and graphic methods, 3440.
Greek letter societies, 3361, S387, 3404,

MU
Gymnastics, UK
Gymnasiums, 1809, 3617.

Handbook& Hoe Manuals and hand-
book&

Handednes& Bee Left- and right-hand-
edam.

INDEX

Handicrafts. See Arts and crafts.
pandwrit big, #7 85.S.

Jonas,
Harris, William Torrey, 2s1.

education, 74, 149, 288, 799, 881.
1961, 2048, 22)6 2042, 21475. Iloilo-
lulu, 29T1.

11

Health education, 568, 1140, 1509-1557.
283S, 3095, 3569, 3753, 3772. See alma
Physical ability-tests and scales.
Physical education.

Health habits, 1311.
Itebrews, education. Bee Jews, educa-

tton.
Hegel, George William Friedrich, 281. _

Higher education, 218, 235, 1,!50,

1484-2568, 2993, 3396, 8709, 3766, 3824.
See alao Curriculum stutlies. Edwin-
tion-history. Educational and voca
tional guidance. Subjects of the
curriculum.

Hiram study plan, 328.
History. 316, 382,4321 oui, 1106, 83°, 891,

11.55-II79, 2849, 3468. Bee also Text
books.

Ilistory of education. See Educat ion-
history.

Hii-Y clubs, 3370.-
Hobbies, 1182, 1228, 1688, 109q, '2824,

8391, 3396. see also. Extracurricular
activities.

Home demonstration work, 2086.
Home economjcs,, 539, 1838. 1996, 2001

2098, 2759, 2796, 3411, 3417, 3611, 375 I.

Home economics for bi,tys, 2011, 20.11.
Home management .houses. See Houses.

practice (borne economics).
Hoff* projects, 1956, 1900. 1963,

1980, 194)2.
Home rooms, 318426, 3287, 3330.
Home visits. See Visiting teachers.
Hornemaking. 403 1109, 1132, 1904, 2017,

2022, 2024, 20e, 2051, 2615, 2061, 2066 -
2068, 2071, 203-2074, 2080, 2042, 208s.:
2997-2008, i148, 2640, 2670, 267% 2773,
2829, 3657, 8671, 3791. -

Homes, 2253.
Homogeneous grot!ping; 304-308, 1057,
3890.
Honor. rolls, 28.38.
Honor societies, 2429, 2002.
Honor studenb, 2066.
Honors, M.

389
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Honors work, 2535:
lloracie (Quintus I lora t111M Filmset's),

2M.
Horne, Herman H., 263.
Household arts. See Borne economics.
Household workers. See Servant&
Houses, practice (home 'economics ),

2013.
Housing, 1926, 2046, '2064, 3817.
Human nature, 263.
Human relations. see &wild

ment and development.
Humor, 2241.
Hungary, egucation, 240.
Huxley, Aldous, 275.
Hygiene, 1522, 1531, 1599, 87ki.
Hygiene, mental. Eire Mental hygiene

adjust-

Idaho, education. Bingham county,
2267.

Illinois, education, 4r2, 127, 3161 1219.
1025, 1637, 1763, 1N18. 2285, 2700, 2711,
2718, 2763, 322%4. 11100Tington, 1g70 :
Chicago, 818, 3488, 3716, nilo ; Craw-
ford county, 3092; East Lynn, 2435:
East Mgline, 1416, 3;57 ; Freeport,
3287; Harrisburg, ; Mascoutah,
3307; 'Pekin, 1752, 1794 ; Reynolds,
1977; Rockford, 3595; Si. Charles.
100; Strawn, 2377; Urbana, 1380:
Westville, 2504; Will county, 3074 :
Woodstock, 2050.

Illiteracy, 145-, 2C61, 2065.
Immigrants in the United States. 3683.India, education, 2115, 234-235, 237, 239,

248.
Indiana, education, 368, 543, 1495, 1653,

1682, 1919, 2077, 2700, 2818, 2853, 267,
2910, 2989, 3048, 3076, *78, 3154, 3226,
8334, 3415, 3651, 3659, 8838, 3907, 31)20,
3933. Clinton, 2386; East Gary, 2240;Fort Wayne, 2007; Gibson county,
2800; Indianapolis, 3029, 3195 ; Jasper
county,, 1544 ; Posey county, 53 ;Starke
county, 1544 ; Terre Haute, 373, 1373
Washington, 2208; Wells county, 1764.Indians, education, 3708, 3718, 3720,
8723-3725, 8304731, 3734 .8146-3747.

Individual differetices, 495 !MIL 750,
785, 818, 834, 1057, 1073, 1088, 1120,
1248, 1805, 1313, 2600: 2749 85421 T.

Individual instruction, 3V, 776, 788,918, 1033, 1050, 1822, 2088, 2393, 2402,
3830, 3856.

Indoctrination, 155.
Industrial education, 224, 1777, 1820-1949, 2259, Z.'95. 289, 2583, 2644-2645,

2650, 2694, 2747, 2801, 2808, i810, 2873,2884, 3043, 3086, 3201, 3444, 3650, 377,3785, 3805, 3807, 3816. Bee also Text-
book&

Industrial schools. See Reformatories.Industry and 'education, 154.
Infants, 483, 4813, 489, 495, 500.
Insecurity, social. Bee Social and eco-nomic se'curity.
Instruction sheets, 1846, 1971, 1984.
Instrumental music, 1341, 1356, 1360,1364, 1375, 1895, 2730, 3190.
Insurance fire, 2064.
Insurance, life, 982.
Insurance, unemployment, 3687.
Integrated curriculum. Bee Correla-tion of school subjects.
IntegratIon, 1719, 2128, 2242, 2091.
Intercultural education, 1
Interna t iona 1 education, L-258.
Interscholastic league, 133, 177.
tnterviews, 2851, 3291.
Intramural athltics. See Athletics, In-tramural.
Introversion, 508. .e,
Investments, 1495.
Iowa, education, 490, 565, 824, 851, 969,1061, 1479, 1656, 1788, 1796, 1808, 1893,

1905, 1WT8, 2001, 2271, 2284, 2365, 2392,
2395, 2589, 2004, 2700, 2720, 2796, 2831,
2841, 3000, 8162, 3224, 3306,3441, 3510,
8650, 3680. Albia, 2320; Ames, 2673 ;
BrePer county, 48; Cerro Oomph coun-ty, 4007; Clayton county, 14; Colwell,
3145; Creston, 378 ; Dayton, 2967;
Moines, 2826 ; Dubuque, 434 ; Greene
county, 2028; Hancock county, 98 ;Hudson, 1959; Knoxville, 3836; Lan-sing, 357; Laurens, 2343; Lyon coun-ty, 3984 ; Madrid, 29M; Marshalltown,
3305; Mediapolis, 3298; Modale, 3152;Qr Monona empty, 3117; Mentesuma.
2369; Panora, 1734 ; Pocahontas coun-.37, 52 ; Ringgold county, 3244 ; RuP-sell, 2864 ; $ioux City, 2506; Sioux
county, 21, 2820; Story coufity, 2585,

Jy ; Tam; county, 81 ; Warren cowl-
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ty, 159 ; West Branch, 2439; Winne-
bago county, 10, 3140.

gian, education, 245.
Iraq, education, 252.
Italian-speaking children, education,

8740.
Italy, education, 227, 254.

Janitors, 3648-3656.
Japan, education, 218, 2383 1259.
Japanese children, education, 3728, 3739.
Japanese language, 238.
Jesuits, educat ion. Sec Roman Cat holic

church, education.
Jesus Christ, 293.
Jews, education, 20, 3710, 372R, 3733,

374; 8744.
Job analyst& 1764, 1875, 1990.
Job sheets, 1760.
Johnson, Samuel, 102.
Jones, Inigo, 1444.
Journalism, 14184494
Junior colleges, 737, 748, 2471-24M,

29=-2925, 31319, 3766. See also Sub-
jects of the curriculum.

Junior high schools, 306, 313, 2447-2470,
3253,3255, 3750. See also Educational
and vocational guidance. Subjects of
the curriculum.

Juve.nal (Decimus Junius Juvenalls),
284.

Juvenile delinquetry. Bee Socially mal-
adjusted.

Kansas, education, 78, 1176, 1619, 161,
1649, 1907-1998, 2193, 2297, 2324, 2700,
2748, 2760, 278612810, 2854, 2879, 2898,
2976, 2983, BOW 3018, 3179, 3185, 3336,
8384, 13388, nit; Anderson county, 29;
Arkansas City, 1938; Baxter Springs,
839 ; Cherokee county, 3458; Coffey-
ville, 3776; Eldorado, 83 ; Emporia,
1780; Frankfort, 1817; Golf, 2018:
Goodland, 2095; Illawat4, 2288;
Humboldt, 2057; Iola, 404 ; Kansas
City, 8289; Lakin, 2292; !Awned, 1871;
Mankato, 2081 ; Ness county, 3582;
Ottawa, MOO; Pittsburg, 1001, 8825;
Plainville, 20951. Riley county, 3014
Babetha, 2018-rSeneea, 2018; th)lon-
awn, 1555; Wichita, 1949.
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Kentucky, educat ion, 260, 913, 1215, 141t,
1987, 2471, 2524, 2715, 2778, 3331,
3641, 3772, 3950; Boone county, 49;
Coiington, 3242 ; Dayton-, 91, 679; Gal-
latin county, 57; Grayson county, 50;
Henderson county,'- -3635 ; Jefferson
county, 3753; Louisville, 451, 2355,
2400, 34Q6, 3753 ; Lucas counts, 1072;
McLeen county, 84 ; Marion, 2085;
Owensboro, 30; Pendleton county,
3132 ; Wayne county, 3148; West
Louisville, 2065 ; Wood county, 1072.

Kierksgaard, Soren, 117.
Kindergarten education, 298, 2192-2193,

2198, 2206, 2215, 2230, 2241, 3104.
Kurtosis, 977.

Labor and education, 164.
- Labor relations, 3700.
Labor unions. See Trade pions.
Laboratories, school, 1852, w1863, 3593,

3009,
Laboratory method., 005, 1126, MOO,

2725.
Laboratory schools. Sec Demonstratlou

school&
Land grants for educatiob. 2926.
Latin langudge, 506, 948453.
Laughter, 2241.
Leadership, 120, 174, 1712, 2116, 2120,

2213, 2271. 2601-2602, 2951, 2970, 3371,
3704, 4000.

Lecture-demonstration method, 1126,
1000.

Lecture method, 443, 1126.
Left- and right-handedness, 809, 1760,

21n, 9.186, 2227, 3872.
Legal Oucation, 2614.
Leisure, 139, 743, 1111, 1688-1689, 1698,

1701-1702, 1717, 1905, 1910,2282, MI,
2381, 2425, 2435, 2452, 2650, 2675, 2679,
2713, 2824, 3329; 3834, 3355, 3366, 3390-
3391.

Leming, Clottbold Ephraim, 279.
Lesson assignments. See Assignments,

lesson.
Letter wrIting, 916, 1720, 1782, 1736,

3539.
Letters of application. See Applications

6r positions.
Liberalism, 150.
Librarians, MK 8943, 3950,

'

;
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Libraries, 3924-3959.
Libraries, college, 2490, 2506, 3449,

393Z 3938, 3949, 3970, 3989, 4003.
Libraries, public, 3798, 3925, 3930, 2040-

3941, 3955, 8962.
°Libraries, school. 2077, 2275, =85, 2390,

2410, 2438, 2937, 3644, 3659, 3754, 870,
3768, 3926, 3928-89?9., S933--3934.

7 8942 'f 3941- 3948, 3950- 3903,
3961.

Life insurance. Sec Insurance, lite.
IAghting-schotil buildings. 819, 1883.

WOO, 34104, 3647.
Lindworsky, Johann, 299.

--Literature, 893, 921-047, 1256, 1265,
3783. See also Textbook& t,

Lytle theater. See Theater, little.
Loud-speaking apparatus, 335. 351, 3711.
Louis XIV, 105.
Louisiana, education, 38, 120, 152, 430,

1470, 1616, 11673, 1TOT. 1702, 20813, 2170,
2005, 2780, 27881 2801, 2800, 2817, 2874,
2904, W11-2912, 300e, 3321, 3794, 8808,
3856; Acadia parish, 807, 2034 ; Beau-
regard parish, 67. 744 ; Bogalusa,
2040; ifosider parish, 1355 ; Calcasieu
parish, 2335; %Choudrant, 2374 ; Doy
linet2349; "Evangeline parish, 1, 300,
727 Frauklin parish,,1572 ; Hall Sum-mit, =A ; tig!mmond, 1132, 2416;
JtIckson parish, 2645, 3167; Jefterson
parish, 2943; Jonesvillé, 8462; Kil-
bourne, 2444 ; Lincoln parish, 8167;
Marksville, 3308; Natchitoches, 65;
New Orleans, 25, 1831, 1835, 1803, 1876,'
2010, 2224, 2391 2956 ; Plaquenitnes
parish, 3323; Rayville, 1552 ;
James parish, 2209; St. Landry par-
ish, 3460; Shreveport, 318, 766 ; Slidell,
2372 ; Tangipahoa parish, 72; Terre.
bonne pariah, 88; Union parish, 83;
Vermilion pariah, 809; WashingtonWish, 89; Webster pariah, 1701,
2080; Winn parish, 87, 8167, 3428. ,

Lunch rooms, school. See Cafeterias,
school.

Lunches, school, 2204, 2200.
Lutheran church, education, 184.
Lyceums, 2664.

Machines, office, 3427-3428.
Maclure, William, 58.

a

Maine, education', 3207; Cumberland
county, 2445; Sagadaboc county, 2445.

Malnutrition, 151.
Manual training. flee Industrial educa-

tion.
Manuals and handbooks, 404, 975, 1026,

1256, 1340, 1351, 1429, 1492, 15113, 1587,
1748, 2089, 2182, 2310, 2333, 2982, -239e,

_ 2530, 2848, 2851, 2996-2937, 2992, 3314,
WOO.

Manuscript writing, 849, 861.
Maps, 1251-1252, 1240.
Marks and marking, 80k 400, 501, 506,

520, 506, 1008, 1091, 1190, 1372, 1751,
1828, 1896, 1953, 2187, 2203, 2208, 22541(
2200, 2292, 2338, 2377, 2437, 2400, Me,
2497-2498, 2582, 2551, 2502, 2587, 2039,240. 2774-2775, 3104, 3241, 8251, 8255,
3207, 3276, 32794280, 3409447, 3724,
3961. .

Marriage, 1557, 2022, 2074.
Married women teacher& See Teach-

ers, married women.
Marx. Karl, 205. .

Maryland. education, & 41, 2881, 2905,
3012, 3154, MI; Baltimore, UT, 8830;
Cecil county, 64; Greenbelt, MO; St.
Mary's county, 19; Wirer Spring, 597 ;
Talbot county, 5 ; Upper Marlboro,
3803. .

Mason, Lowell, 11.4, 1338.
Massachusetts, educa4on, 187. 105$,

1100, 1291,42192, 2950, 81111, 3194, 3253,
3683; Ashby, 1365 ; Athol, 2187 ; Bos-
ton, 114, 1421, 1423, 1500, 1726, 2152,
2411, 3830; Brockton, 853, 3908;
Gloucester, 574; Greenfield, 58; Lynn,
3880; Medford, 2301; Natick, 1295;
Salem, 2087 ; Shirley, 3875; %mini-field, 1100; Sterling, 1365; Townsend,
13035 i Wareham, 37A8; Westminster,1365.

Mathematics, 286, 506, 963-1012, 1107,
2809, 3402, 3483. Bee also ca-
tional measurements - tests and
scales.

Mattbéws, Arthur John, 116.
Masses, 439.
Meals, 20Q7, 2011, MA 2000, 2000,
Mechanical .drawing, *589, 1406, 1414,

1416-441; 184 1838, 1942, 8554.
Medical edtratio*. 2618, MK 2028.
Menstruation,

Ard
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Mental hygiene, 1558-1571, 1684, 2801,
2623, 2837.

Mentally retarded. 1013, 1046, 1OETT, 1848,
1870, 1919, met 3542,k 3830, awn,
$875-4891.

Metal work, 1846, 1889, 1909, 1931, 1946.
Methods of study, 318429.
Methodist (*unit, education, 242, 2520,

MOO.
44.

Methodist Episcopal church, ethics t
3781

Metric system, 986.
Metronome, 1175,
Met ronoacope, .783, SZT, 845.
Mexican children, Education. kley Span-

ish-speltking children, education.
Mexico, education, 231, 242. 2559.
likhigen, education, 137, 1Z2, 1477,

1486, 1601, 1525, 1841, 1987, 2400, 2509,
2588. 2700, MOO, 3180, 3218, 3394,
3470, 3055, 3864; Ann Arbor, 112; Al-
pena, 2176; Athens, 2358; Bangor,
2441 ; Battle Creek, 2680; Bay City,
2334 ; Benton Harbor, 1811Berkley,
4008 ; f.earo, 2431; Cbesatling,- 2375;
Dearborn, 2389; Detroit, 231113, 3247.
3921; Dexter, 2433; Dimondale, 2331 ;
Escanaba, 1782, 3241 ; Goodrich, 2424;
Grand Haven, 1417; Grand Rapids,
848, 1282, 24183; Highland Park, 4006;

, Iron county, 2200; Jackson, 3028; Kai-
mums, 3251 728, 1006; Lansing, 2211,

3/122; Livingston coutkty, 8128; Mack-
inac iounty, 2283; Manistee, 3661 ;

Midland, 211311; Missaukee county,
3113; Mbnroe, 1857; Northville, 1846 ;
Oakland county, 3903; Otsego, 1146,
2442, 2874; Roscommon county, 3101 ;
Saginaw county, 3110; Scottville,
2321; Sturgis, 1806; Tekonaha, 2257,
2V9; White Pigeon, U55; Ypsilanti,
1280.

Mieropmjectora, 1158. .

Migratory achool children. See School
childnm-migration.

Military education. Bee Military tiain-
IDL

Military training, 70, 2493, 2495, 2510,

4

1539.
Minnesota, education, 813, 2700, 2724,

rut. NM 8197, 8170; BraInerd 2394;
' Brookaton, 322; Eyelet'', .91 Utch-, I

Mid, UN: Minneapolis, 841, 1229, i

1

A.
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1896, 1914, 2940, 3170, 3407, 3804 ;
Tracy, 2294; Winona, 3372.-

Mission Schools, 222.
Missionary education; 2630.
Mississippi, education, 2863, 3012: La-

mar county, 200; Lincoln county, 1945;
O Pike county, 2026; Tunica, 2384.
Missouri, education, 390, 1868, 2700,

1%29, 3006, 3042, 3202; Hat fighl, 3330;
Kansas City, 402, 1824, 2008, 2286,
2927; Lewis county, 209; Perryville,
2348; St. Joseph, 2453; St. Louis, 1613,
1094, 2185, 3775, 3830, 3857, 3922:
Wellston, 31)13.

Modern languages, 954.464.
Money management, 2017, 2043.
Monistn,
Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de, M.

; Montana, education, 2592, 2903; 2916,
3002, 8005, 3225, 3747; Missoulh, 2336;
Missoula county, 3315; Teton county,
3151).

Morale, 2606.
Moravian church, education, 5, 2630.
Motion pictures. See Moving pictlati*.
Moving pictures, I. 385-386, 390, 392-

303, 396-397, 400-44X1, 405, 407, 409-111.
420, 423, 428, 431-02, 913, 2647.

Mulcaster, Richard, 264.
Murals, 1410.
lInseums, 139, 392, 397.
Music appreciation and interpretation,

360, 1343-1344, 1351-1352, 1367, 1374,
1382.

Music education, 100, 114, :354, 592, 616,
1324-1400, 2690, 28i8, 288&, 3190, 3560,.
WTI, 3745.

Music 'reading, 328, 1338, 1350, 137s,
139t.

National Catholic welfare conference, 24.
National education association, 81, 948,

1118, 1755, 2278.
National youth administration, 1724,

2311, 2581, 2643, 2660, 2680, 8314, 3711.
Nature study, 84, 11011, 1155-1183, 1240.
Nebraska, education, 39, 92, 175, 716,

718, 918, 1082, 1174, 1995, 22911' 2296,
noo. 2736. 2785, 2830, 2858, 2935,13181;
5196, 8204, 3261, 3347, 8590; Buffalo
county, 3090; Cereseo, 8360r Colum-
bus, 1808; Franklin county, 2078;

1
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bage county, 3032 ; Ho1mesv111, 3644 ;
Jefferson county, 3032 ; Lancaster
county, 2202, 3104 ; Lincoln, 1873, 2437.
3669, 3157; Madison county, 3267 ;
North Platte, 2310; Nuckolls county,.
3032 ; Omaha, 2342 ; Ord, 2367 ; .Sher-
man county, 3090 ; Thayer county,
3032 ; Wahoo, 3369 ; Webster county,3032.

Negroes, education, 43', 49, 84, 104, 260,
866, 1613-1614. 2398, 2418, 2466, 2697,
3220, 3248, 3184, 3639, 3719, 3748-3825,
3925, 3950.

. Negroes In the United States---segrega-
tion, 43, 3726, 3813, 3821.

Nevada, education, 1963, 2Q71, 2694 ;
Nye county, 3085.

New Hampshire, education, 3082.
New Jersey, education, 583 887, 1205,

1437, 1491, 1508, 1539, 1804, 2373, 2483,
g.S51, 3011, 3154, 3215, 3579 3652, 3813,
3836, 3919; Bayonne, 3390 ; Bergen
county, 1500; Camden, 1113 ; Eliza-
beth, 2447 ; Hunterdon county, 3130;
Jersey City, 1749; Montclair, 3820;
Newark, 2230; Paterson, 1580; Plain-
field, 2393 ; South Orange, 1256.

New Mex.ico, education, 2, 407, 1388,
1729 16, 2646, 2909, 3049, 3053 3186,

0 3229, 3388, 3721, 3724 ; Belen, 3380 ;
peBoca county, 36 ; tas Vegas, 204.

New York, educaticm, 3, 40, 729 1103,
1633, 1722, 1776, 2710, 2792, 2950, 2991,
2996, 3008, 3041, 3146, 3154, 3212, 3233.
3265, 3554; 3683 ; Albany county, 3098;
Album, 1809'; Batavia, 899; Brook-
lyn, 1567; Buffalo, 776, 3245, 3827; Co-
lumbus cou'nty, 3395 ; Elmira, 3910;
ESsex county, 60; Hastingm-on-Hud-
son, 2447; Hoosick, 2021 ; Lewis Coun-
ty, 8111.; Lockport, 2404 ; Madison
county, 3190; Mechanicsville, 3278;
Nassau county, 2428 ; New- York, 544,
564, 782, 788,4401, 1498,1510, 1801,
2144,2936, 3516, 3691, 3697, 3789, 3830,
385Y; Oneida county, 3190 Onondaga
county, 3190; Rochester, 3880; Sara-
toga county, 2248; Saratoga Springs,.

Saugertjes,-2352, 2379; Science-
ady, 1902; tilcotizi, 178$ ; Siracuse,

97; ttica, 59; Wairen county, 44 ;
Yonkers, 1280.

News broadcasts, 348, 878.
,

Nigeria, education, 219, 229.
Night schools. See Evening schools.
Noon hour, 2941, 2967. etNormal schools and teachers colleges,

1790, 2483, 251, 2738-2757, 2998.
North Carolina, education, 946, 2520,

3154, 3734, 8785) 3805; Asheville, 9 ;
Charlotte, 1812 ; Richmond county.6
3779 ; Roxboro, 3799.

North Dakota, education, 2732, 3137,
3370, 3496; Kidder county, 2660; Mc-
Intos l county, 46; Wahpeton, 3708.

Nova ScckIa, education, 3681.
Novels. ee Fiction.
Numbers, theory. of, 1079.
Nursery schools, 2144-2150, 2153, 2156-

2159, 2643, 2649, 3062,, 3845.
Nurses and nursing education, 676, 1122,

1600, 2611, 2615, 2619-2621, 2623, 625-
2626, 2629, 2631, 2635-2636, 2640-2641,
3531.

Nutrition, 2005.

0
Occupations, 147, 149, 162, 732, 744, 1587,

1590, 1604, 1760, 1784, 1833, 1853, 1857,
1896-1897, 189g, 1915, 1933, 1959, 1901,
1968, 1976, 2288, 2302, 2337, 2340, 2343,
2345, 2849, 2360, 2374, 2394, 2400-g401,
2103, 2418, 2432, 2434, 2457, 2600, 2605,
3008, 3288, 3305. 3313, $335, 3672-3673,
3678, 3699, 3731, 8765, 3779-3780, 3784,
3789, 3796, 3804, 34108876.

Office appliances, 973, 1006, 1740, 1809.
Office practice, 1769, 1777.
Ohio, education, 35; 178,, 1292, 1480,

1646, 1675, 1772, 1888, 18801970, 2070,
21(t,' 2423, 2455, 2731, 2771, 2791, 2802,
2941, 2968, 3041, 3050, 3107, 3198, 3249,
3268, 34443445, 3519, 3622, 8927-8929,
3961 ; Ada, 3327 ; Allen county, ;
Ashtabula county, 2598 ; Athens coun-
ty, 1108, 26511 Bellevue, 2928; Cadiz,
1771 ; Caldwell, 1920; Cambridge,
2178 ; Cincinnati, 412, 425, 2303, 8188,
3807, 3817 ; Circleville, 1606 ; ClerL
mont county, 85, 1585, 3166 ; Olevq-

. land, 1048, 2677, 2812, 383048311 eo-
lumbus, 886, 1724, 33984390, 8851 ;
Coshocton county, 1582, 8017; Crooks&
vIlle, .1920; Cuyahoga county, 1852 a;
Darke county, 1232, ;3948 Dayton,
1891, 2092; East Liverpool, 892 ;
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Elyria, 2454 ; Euclid, 3606 ; Fairfield
county, 3362.; Fostoria, 932; Fulton
county, 3840; Galion, 1869; Garfield
Heights, 2306, 2847; Gloucester, 1920 ;

Hamilton county, 3787 ; Henry county.
3114, 3649 ; Huron county, 3118 ; La-
carne, 1 1 ; Lakewood, 1583 ; Lefiny,
1768 ; Lima, $290; Lockland, 12; Lo-
rain, 875 ; Lorain county, 8159 ; Me-
Connellsville, 1920; Mansfield, 2266 ;

Marietta, 2233 ; Massillon, 2420; Meigs
county, 2218; Mercer county, 1511 ;

Monroe count*, 55, 2650, 31631 Mount
Vernon, 1758; NeWark, 1089; New
Concimd, 1920, 2312 ; New Lexington,
1920; Noble county, 3213; Painesville,
588; Philò, 1920, 2323; Pickawny
county, 1564, 1576, 3591, 3602; Piqua,
1578 ; Shelby ci:;unty,. 3463 ; Taylor.
1391 ; ...Warren county, 1925 ; Wayne
county, 3158; Williams county, 68;
Zanesville, 2958:

Oklahoma, education, 384, 1573, 1663.
1744, 1804, 1892, 1973, 2314, 2787, 2849,
2933, 2998, 3220, 3337, 3588, 3616-3617.
3756, 3770, 3773, 3819; Alva, 1688;
Atoka county, 3064 ; Blaine county,
2997 ; Davenport, 211 ; Dewey county.
2997; Ellis county, 2997 ; Garver,
2474 ; Goodwell, 715 ; Indiahoma,
2319 ; Jackson county, 3112; McIntosh
county, 3084 ; Muskogee county, 3778,;
Oklahoma City, 1006; Osage county,
3256 ; Ponca City, 2278, 2460; Roger
Mills county, 2997; Sand Springs,
1839; Seminole county, 1941, 312-1;
Sequoyah county, 3105; Tahlequah,
3731; Terlton, 732; Tulsa, 404, 746,
1360, 2068, 2097, 2470, 3790, 3809 ;

Tulsa county, 3958 ; NX.00dward county,
2907, 2907.

One teacher schools, 2202, 2223. Ree
also Rural education.

Open-air schools, 151.
Operettas, 1871, 1876.
Ophthalmograph, 805, 845.
OpinionnUire, 2693, 8690.
Oral reading. See Reading.
Orchestras, school, 1354.
dlegon, education, 1155, 1164, 1,490, 1543,

1845, 1901, 2496, 2668, 2834, 2885, 2908,
2937, 8051, 8219, 8817, 3958 ; Jackson

INDEX 395

county, 2662; Malin, 2426; Polk
county, 3149; Roseburg, 2263.

Orientation (education), 743, 104
6rientation courses, 1150, 2412, 2455,

252972547, 2603, 3834.
Orthoptics, 754.
Overage children. See Mentally re-

tarded.
Owen, Racist,

Pantomime, 1444.
Paralysis, spastit, 3g35.
Parent-child relationship. See Parents

and children.
Parent education, 2649, 2686, 3732.
Parent-teacher associations, 126-127,

137, 142, 156-157, 172, 3795.
Parents-occupations, 18.
Parents and children, 2194 2228, 2246,

2447, 2578,03909.
Parents and teachersi 179.
Parliamentary practice, 2951.
Parochial schools, 134, 564818, 834,

2843, 3029.
Part-time education, 1737, 1761, 1858,
1888, 1935, 1941, 1987, 2263.

atriotism, 2416.
Paul, St., 296.
Payot, Jules, 299.
Peace, 3688.
Pennianship. See Handwriting.'
Pennsylvania, education, 3, 5, 126, 993,

1042, 1237, 1747, 2406, 2644, 2815, 2861,
2957, 3004, 3019, 3025, 3154, 3171, 3216,

'3346, 3474, 36289'3841, 3877, 3N4 ; 'Al-
lentown, 1941; Altoona, 1465 ; : er-
town, 1472 ; Bristol, 2274 ; Cheltenh m,
2307; Chester, 735; Forest Hills, 24

"Harrisburg, 35a ; Norristown, 7,
2429; Perry count 261 ; Philadel-
phia, 71, 2276, 3830; Pittsburgh, 1064);
2125, 3830; Potter county, 3143; Rob-
ertsdale, 1209; Scranton, 2676; State
College, 532.

Personal guidance. See Personnel serv-
ice.

Personal interviews. See Interviews.
Personality training and 'development.

See Social adjustment and develop-
ment.

53.
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Personality traits, 479, 486, 542, 560, 564,
1370, 1721, 1812, 2175, 2179, 2201, 2246,
2253, 2257, 2299, 2308, 2382, 2419, 2570,

dS 2577, 2596, 2624, 2740, 2789, 2794, 2814,
3392, 3694, 3721, 3856, 3858, 3898.

Personnel records, 3446, 3450.
Personnel service, 572, 2328, 2330, 2489,

2505, 2523, 2588-2589, 3174, 3320.
Personnel workers. See Student ad-

visers and counselors.
Peru, education, 222.
Phelps, William FrankIto. 112.
Philippine Islapds, education, 138, 1S2,

1881.
Phillips, Wendell, 101.
Philosophy, 278, 286, 3550.
Phonic method, 753.
Photography, 418, 1131, 1134, 1429, 1844,

1850, 1940.
Physical abilay-tests and scales, 638-

661, 1601,
Physical directors. See Caches and

coaching.
Physical education, 227, 57E-1619,

2764, 2797-2798, 2800, , 2838, 2844,
3284, 3432. See also " ea 1 di educa-
tion. Physical ability-tests and
scales.

Physical examination, 645.
Physical science, 1133, 1150.
Physically handicapped, 523, 2168. 2937,

3834-3848, 3915.
Physics, 1115, 1184-1211, 2815, 3260,

3270, 3281, 8576.
Physiology, 15131, 1600, 3530.
Piccolomini, Aeneas 'giving, 287.
Placement, 1875, 1944, 1970, 2489.
Placement-graduates, 1805, 1809.
Placement-student 1763.
Placement-teachers, 2715, 2738, 2858.
Plato, 267, 272.
Platoon schools, 330.
Play and recreation, 227, 254, 1525, 1572,

1684-1719, 2422, 2674, 3669.
Playback, 2004.
Playgrounds, 312, 1599, 3581, 3592.
Poe,- Edgar Allen, 930.
Poetry, 992, 924-926, 929, 931-932, 934--

935, 1200, 8810, 2103.
Political science, 12984804.

. Popular soup. See Songs and singing.
Portrait painting, 1411.
Portugal, education, 2443.

Positivism, 301,
Postage stamps, 3351.
Posture, 1530, 1556, 1685.
Pottery, 1868.
Poultry, 1980.
Power maehines, 1502.
Practice teaching, 1789, 2096, 2733,

2758-2775. 2787, 2878, 2891.
Praise, 1040.
Preengineering education, 1924.
Presbyterian church, education, 92, 2117,

2125, 2129, 2249, 2517, 2520, 2630.
Preschool education, 591, 2144-2160.

See also Child study.
Press bureaus, 1487.
Primary education, 2199, 2239, 2251-

=52.
Primers. See Textbooks.
Principals, 2877, 3208-31i4, 3759.
Printing, 1883.
Private schools, 53, 59, 66, 70, 83, 85, 88,

92, 143 152, 327, 1728, 1778, 1796,
2265, 2397, 2445, 3875, 3888, 3489, 3883.

Problem children. See Socially malad-
justed.

Problem solving, 1025, 1027, 1082, 1034,
1042, 1070, 1074, 1088, 2156.

Professional education, 2611-2641.,
Prognosis of success, 433, 539, 560, 575,

682, 1008, 1095, 1190, 1201, 1266, 1327,
1877, 1742, 1774, 1828, 1865, 2256 2388.
2450, 2498, 2518, 2528, 2532, 2561, 2611,
2628, 2634, 2639, 2848, 3344, 3410-8421.

Progress in school. 151, 153, 168, 1228,
1662, 2166, 2175, 2188, 2187, 210b, 2192.
2208-2204, 2221, 2223, 2232, 2240 2253,
2280, 2289, 2299, 2836, 2429-2480, 2437,
2451-2452, 2400, 3097, 3245, 3000, 3844,
3849, 3881.

Progresiive education, 123, 125 152-153,
1475, 1822, 2470, 3119.

Project method, 1903.
Propaganda, 154, 231, 275, 1218, 1223,

2102, 3695.
Protestant Churches, .education, 1884,

2118, 2136, 2520, 2630.
Psychiatric clinics, See Psychologkal

,

Psychological clinics, 1571,
Psychological tests, 490440.
Psychology, 1305-1323, 3498.
Psychology, educational, 433-478.
Psychotherapy, 1558.
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Public accountants. See Accountants,

Public address systems. Pee Loud
speaking apparatus.

Public opinion, 2974.
Public relations program. See Com-

munity and school.
Public works administration, 3585, 3613.
Publicity, 2170, 2399, 2496, 2504, 2514,

2931, 2939, 2944, 2949, 2960-2961, 2971,
2983-2985, 2987.

Puerto Rico, education, 1422, 1854.
yiNnishment, 69.

Punctuation. See English language.
Pupil mobility. See School children-

migration.
Pupil progress. See Progress in school.

Questioning, 2316.
Questions, 1177, 1183, 1193, 1242.
Quintillan, Marcus Fabius, 1456.

114

Race prejudice, 558, 3733.
Race relations, 2697.
Racial differences, 255, 2386, 2466.
Racial groups, education, 1386, 2240,

3706-$747. See also Negroes, educa-
tion.

Radio broadcasting, 332, 336, 347, 369,
376, 879881.

Radio in education, 331-381, 913.
Radio listeners, 335, 342-344, 347, 350,

357, 363-367, 870, 873-
Rank in class. See Class rank.
Rating. See Marks and marking.
Readers. See Textbooks.
Reading, 300, 433, 570, 574, 582, 590, 614,

626, 631, 752-846, 1035, 1085, 3802.
Reading ability. See Reading-habits

and skills.
Reading difficulties. See Reading-hab-

its and skills.
Reading-habits and skills, 518, 592, 752,

754-755, 757-758, MI, 7 ¡':, 770, 772, 780,
782, 785, 791-793, 796, 800-801, 810,
828-825, 828, 830, 833, 842, 845446,
1071, 1180, 1147, 1212, 1253, 1278, 2268,
2382, 24385, 3407, 3481, 3563, 8768, 3799.

Reading intemts, 877, 812, 842, 3786,
3996, 4008-4012.

INDEX 397

Reading readiness, 602, 627, 756, 761, 799,
802, 807.

Reading, supplementary, 474), 3574, 3799,
3964-3996.

Recitation method, 316, 1213.
Records. See Reports and records.
Recreation. See Play and recreation.
Reform schools. See Reformatories.
Reformatories, 509, 3803, 3902, 3918,

3920.

Reformed church of America, education,
2630.

Registrars, school, 2934.
Rehabilitation of the disabled. See Dis-

abled-rehabilitation.
Religious education, 220, 236 292, 311,

1142, 1441, 2106-2143, 2996 3720.
Religious orders, 25, 45, 62, 2114, 2259,

2559.
Remedial teaching, 752, 754 '759, 771,

776, 781, 789, 814-817, 821 823, 836,
838-839, 909, 914, 918, 968, 961, 1012
1017, 1023, 1038, 1051, 1053-1054, 1056
1062-1063, 1067, 1085, 1105, 1685, 1723
2219, 3190, 3768, 3774, 3799, 3830, 3874,
3915.

Report cards. See Reports and records.
Reports and records, 1973, 2168, 2545,

2660, 3240, 3426, 3433, 3434-3451, 3588.
Reproof, 1040.
Research, educational. Reports, 684-

714 ; Techniques, 683.
Research bureaus, 683.
Reserve officers training corps, 2539.
Retardation and elimination, 2224, 2346,

2452, 3452-3465, 3709, 3750-3751, 3757,
3788, 3844.

Rewards and prizes, 1651, 1653, 2327,
3830.

Rhode Island, education, 2649; Newport,
1023 ; Woonsocket, 961.

Rhythm, 1340, 1353, 1614, 171&
Roman Catholic church, education, 3,

24-25, 45, 62, 160, 223, 263, 269, 299
725, 1142, 1205, 1541, 1757, 2024, 2099
2114, 2211, 2259, 2298, 2559, 2575% 2629
2935, 2843, 2959, 3029, 3174, 3211, 8246
8286, 3388, 3439, 8527, 3867, 3673, 8681
38843, 3720, 3747, 3889, 3989.

Rules and regulations, 1600, 2350, 2872
2874, 2878.
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398 StiBJECT INDEX

Rural education, 248, 315, 317, 2743,
3094-3133,3243. See also Curriculum
studies. Education-history. Ele-
mentary education. Retardation and
elimination. Secondary education.
Subjects of the curriculum. Supervi-
sion and supervisors. Student per-
sonnel problems. Surveys, .educa-
tional.

Ruskin, John, 274.
Rinse% Bertrand, 302.
Russia, eduiation. See Union of Social-

ist Soviet ItepuillIcs, eilucation.

Sabbatical leave, 328.
Safety education, 496-1508, 1512, 2728.
Safety patrols, 1504. .

Salary schedules, 2413, 290&-2903.
Salesmanship, 17374738, 1747-1748,

1760-1761, 1772, 1793-1795, 1815-1816,
181&

Sanitation. See School buildings-san-
itation.

Schedules, school, 2168, 2284, 2458, 2788,
2953, 3107.

Scholarships and fellotlps, 2328, 2512,
2752, 3077, 3830.

School activity funds. See School fi-
nance.

School advertising. See Publicity.
School bands. Bee Bands, school.
School boards. See Boards of educa-

tion.
School buildings and equipment, 33, 49,

58, 84, 152, 196, 1137, 1186, 1762, 2211,
. 2275, 2390, 2410, 2438, 2928; 3004, 3073,

3142, 35794647, 3814.
School buildings-Eanitation, 3016.
School buildings-use, .189, 3122, 3592,

School children ment, 2194, 2231,
2239, 2452-2453, 3716.

School children-foreign parentage,
2594.

.
School children-migiation, 2171? 2261,

3812, 8923.
School codes. Ree Educational laws and

legislation.
School finance, 175, 196, 210, 223, 260, 408,

739, 1031; 1663, 1838, 2397, 2448, 2876,
2028, 2937, 2954, 2980, 2993, MN, 3029-
host 6112, 81474148, 8875, 8749, 3800,

to

3926, 3933. See also Education-his-
tory.

School lands, 57.
School laws. Bee Educatiomil laws and

legislation.
School libraries. See Libraries, school.
School lunchrooms. See Cafeterias,

school.
School nature league, 34.
School periods-length, 2291.
School size, 2551.
School supplies. See School buildingsand equipment.
School year-length, 18, 49, 2355, 2937,
'3082.

Selence, education, 76, '409-411, 830,
1106-1211,2689, 2750, 2784, 2830.

Scientific method, 1147.
Score cards. 41ce Reports and records.
Secondhry education, 121, 160, 175, 222,

241, 246, 327, 333, 455-2448. See also
Administration of schools. Ourricu-
lum studies. Education-history.
Educational and vocational guidance.
Educational measurements-tests awl
scales. Extracurricular activities.
Rowe rooms. Negroes education.

Physical ability-tests and scales,
Radio in education. Retardation and
elimination. gtudent personnel prob-
lems. Subjects of tbe curriculum.
Vocational tests.

Secret societies. See Greek letter socie-
ties.

Secretarial training. See Commercial
education.

Secularism, 75.
SVf-directed study method, 448.
Self-help students. See Student employ-

ment.
Segregation of races. See Negro*s in the

Wilted States-segregation.
Seminar method, 2306.
Servants, 1911, 2012, 2058, 3731, 8758.
Seventh Day Adventist church, educa-

tion, 74, 222, 983.
Sex differences, 501, 557, 559, 562, 625,

785, 825, 884, 1182, 1153, 1228, 1688,
1717, 1744, 2143, 2155, 2181, 2187, 2217,
2225, 2386, 2519, 2574, 2740, 2752, 2757,
2837, 3250, 8404; 34274428, 8741, 8849,

11/eels
4012.
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SUBJECT INDEX

Sex education, 1509, 1511, 1514, 1527,
1534, 1539, 1557, 2582.

Sheep, 1956.
Shoppers and shopping, 2029, 2036, 2052,

2092.
Shops, school, 3579, 3588, 3595, 3605,

3622, 8624, 3630, 3642.
Shopwork, 1841, 1845, 18M, 1862, 1867,

1890, 1907.
Shorthand. See Commercial education.
Sight conservatioe 2928.
Sight-saving classes, 3846.
Silent reading. See Reading.
Slang, 902, 911.
Slide rule, 1007.
Slow leatning children. Bee _ Mentally

retarded.
Smith, Edward, 97.
Smithsonian institution reports, 1144.
Smoking, 1554, 1671, 2440.
Soccer, 653, 1633.
Social adjustment and development, 153,

478, 730, 803, 838, 1561-1562, 1684,
202%2055, 2094, 2100 2136, 2160, 219.1,
2216, 2221-==, 2225 2258, 2260, 2308,
2377, 2416, 2438, 2458, 2588, 2594-2596,
2600, 2692, 2896, 2805, 2836, 2843, 29713,
3174, 3251, 3380, 3664 3693, 3725, 3830,
3857-3858, 3895, 39, 3915.

Social centers. See ommunity cen-
ters.

Social hygiene, 1164-1165, 1533.
Social intelligence-tests and scales,

541-566.
Social problems, 2572-2578, 2585-2586,

2590, 2596.
Social psychology, 2697, 8676.
Social reform, 8706.
Social settlements, 1421, 2152, 2167.
Social studies, 874, 395, 41 2-1244,

1526, 2037, 2719, 8781 :4' - 3988. See
also Textbooks.

Social surveys, 2776.
&octal workers-training, WM
Soctalism--MexIco,42m.
Socially maladjusted, 504, 523, 842,

1561, 1870, 2184, 2593, 3006, 3018, 3809,
8837, 38924923.

Sociology, 1214, 1226, 1283, 3989.
Sociology, educational, 3657-3787.
Softball, 638, 642.
Soil conservation, 1961, 1982.

4N-40--21-0°°`-
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Songs and singing, 1269, 1325, 1365,
1378-1379, 1389, 3476.

Sonnets, 928.
Soule, Andrew MeNairn, 108.
South Africa, education, 253.
Sororities. Bee Greek letter societies.
South Carolina, education, 2520, 8144,

=1, 3442, 3856; Greenville, 2172 ;

Richland county, 8771.
South Dakota, education, 326, 1575,

1708, 2127, 2678, 2729, 2876, 2947, 2961,
3370, 360A, 8872 ; Beadle county, 3685 ;

-Beresford, 2235; Brookings county,
3070; Flandreau, 3730 ; Lake City,
214 ; Woodbury county, 394.

Spalding, Rt., Rev..John Lancaster, 119..
Spain, education, 230, 244.
Sianish language, 956, 958, 930, 3516.
Spanish speaking children, education,

18, 1349, 1520, 2058, 3380, 3709, 3711-
3712, 3715, 3717, 3719, 3721-3722, 3727,
3729, 3735, 3737-3738, 3741, 3743, 3745.

Spastic paralysts. See Paralysis, spas-
tic.

Special classes. See Special education.
Special days, 176.
Special education, 2981, 3826, 3830, 3877,

3887.
Special weeks, 176.
Speech defectives, 7 3027, 3863-3874.
3peech education, 1456-1477, 1562, 3578.
Spellers. See Textbooks.
Spelling, 433, 613, 818, 822, 854-86t,

3802, 3812.
Stammering. See Speech defectives.

'Stage design, 1430:
Stamps. See Poitage stamps.
Standards, 2490. 4

State aid for education, 739, 1987, 2980,
8030, 3041-3042, 3080, 3082, 30Q2.

State departments -of edpcation. Bee
Departments of education.

Statistics, 997, 999.
Statistics, educational, 569, 992, 1002.
Stearns, Eben Sperry, 118.
Stimulants, 1676.
Stories, 'children's: See Children'a

stories.
Student achievements, 503, 805, 980, 1001..

101, 2371, 2375, 2382, 2405, 2481, 2497,
2515-2516, 2533, 2540, 2642, 2545, 2561,
2562, 2602, 2696, 2990, 3412. ,.
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Student advisers and counselors, 2489;
2491,,2,557, 2574, 2930, 2962, 2989, 3318.
3341.

Student aid, 2092, 2600.
Student council& See Student self-

gove d t.
Sthdent II ploymett, 2583, 2587, 3425. -

Student newspapers and periodicals,
904, 1470-1480, 1482, 1485-14861 1488,
14904491, 1493, 2985.

Student pirsonnel problems,' 2569-2599.
Student recruiting. se; Student selec-

tion.
Student selection, 1842, 2504, 2624-2625,

2687, 2715, 2733, 2782.
Student self-government, 3466-3474.
Student teaching. See Practice teach-

ing.
Study habits, 800, 895, 1086, 2335, 2458,

2560, 3407.
Study sheets, 409.
Stuttering: fife Kpeech defectives.
Subject combinations. See Teaching

load.
Subscription schools. See Private

schools.
Summer schools, ,132, 2531. 2588, 2627,

2958.
Summer vacations. See Vacations.
Sunday. schools, 2106, 2108, 2115, 2132.
Supervised study, 1276.
Supervision and supervisors, 49, 56, 829,

1102, 1872, 1922, 2168, 2397, 241, 2488,
2762, 2883. 2929, 2954, 3165-4205,
3793-3794.

survey courses. See Orientation
courses.

Surveys, educational, 184-216. See atio
Rural education."

Swimming, 1632, 1682.
Mwlmming pools, 3g07.
Syphilis, 479.

Tagore, Rahindranatb, 272.
Talking pictures. See Moving Pictures.
Taxation fdr edification, 61.
Teacher placement. Bee Placement--

teachers.
Teacher training, 196, 224, 252, 1072,

1203, , 1772, 1832, 2128, 21211, t887-
2737, 80, 2785, 2801-2802, f828, 2904,
3082, 43841,' 3752.

4

NIL

Teachei trathing In service, 224. 1803,
2538. 2737, 2776-2778.

Teacher-pupil relationships. Ree-Teach-
ers and students.

Tetrher-secretaries, 2729. .
'Teacher turnover. See Teachers-ap-

pointment and tenate.
Teacherages, 8580.
Teacher s-appointment and tgnure,

1203, 2/13/-471, 3009, 3911, 3114, 3212,
8258.

Teachers-certiflcation, 4, 18, 2006, 2211,
2802, 2872-2884, 3212.

TeaChers-contracts, 2832.
Teachers-experience, 1203, 1762, 2295,

2438, 2700-2710, 2780, 2785, e8e, 2801,
2808, 2828-2829, 2836, 2860, 2879.

Teachibre-leave of absence, 2805, 2812,
2866: 289& 2962, 3237.

Teacher s-pensions and retirement,
2885-28490, 2902, 3914.

Teacher*-qualitIcations, 49, 84, 1729,
1892, 2397, 2802, 2849, 21359, 2922, 3256,
3261.

Teachers-rating, 2710, 2891-2894.:
Tea cher s-rating by students, 2814,.

2802.

Teachers-salaries. 18, 49, 84, 175, 197,
5O, 739, 1203, 1729, 1998, 2709, 2801,
2828-2829, 2879, 2895-2915, 2997, 3082,
3114,4814.

Teachirs-selection, 228, 2851, 2862,
2864, 28682874, 2954.

Teachers-status, 89, 739, 983, 1967,
2390, 2651, 1779-2850, 2937, 3004. 3018,
8148, 377T.

Teachers-substitutes, 2918-2919.
Teachers- supply mid demand, 2916-

29-17;

Teachers and students, 141, 2194, 2836,
2845.

Teachers' associations. See Associa-
tions, educational.

Teachers' colleges. See Normal schools
and teachers' colleges.

Teachers' ethics, 2791, 2799, 2803.
Teachers' meetings, 180. q

Teachers' unlims, 15.
Teaching aids and devices, 798, 867, 942,

1786, 1840, 1864, 2161, 8485, 8493, 8504.
Teaching combinations. See Teaching

load.
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SUBJECT INDEX

Teaching load, 68, 79, 187, 815, 1174, 1208,
1962-19, 1998, 2096, 2284, 2291, 2413,
2558, 2780, 2788, 2786, 2797-2798, 2862,
2905, 2807, 28091 2318-2819,, 2821, 2828,
2831, 2833, 2835, 2842, 30Eg, 8107, 3190,
3678. IIP

Teaching orders: See Religious orders.
Technical education, 76., See Also, In-

dustrial education.
Teeth-five and hygiene, 1510, -152,

1545, 2188, 8815.
Tennessee, education, 120, 1537 1111372,

1987,.2072, 2158, 2647, 3093, 8135, 3264,
3811, 3846; isheville, 1761 ; Bradley
county, 8125 ; Bristol, 185$ ; Clarks-
ville, 2846; Jefferson City, 28704665 ;

Knox county, 2088; Knoxville, 1880,
2088, 1205, 3915; Memphis, 2482, 914:
Nashville, 3786; Rogersville, 197i
Unic-oi county, 2217 ; WIlitesburg.
2946.

Tennis, 1601.
Tvinal courses, 737, 984.
farminology, educational, 2945.
Tests and scales: Achievement, 2664

Adams-Lepley invitntory, 562 ; Ameri-
can COuncil on education psychologi-
cal, 515, 529, 634, 1286, 1278, 2498,
2560, 3344 ; Aptitude, 577:578, 593,
8853 ; Arittimetic readiness, 1016; Art,
630; Bellevue adult intelligence, 531 :

Rernreuter, 532, MO, 562, 1305, 2789 :

Buclangham-Ayres, 862; Carnegie
mental ability, 1190; Cattell culture
free. 534 ; Cleeton vocational interest,
663; Community living, 578; Compre-
hefisive, 3284 ; Cooperative achieve-
ment, 3264 ; Cooperative algebra, 588;
Cooperative American history; 601 ;

Cooperative contemporary affairs, eol ;

Cooperative English, 601 ; Ooopera-
Me general science; 601 ; Cooperative
mathematics, 618; Cooperative service
English, 594; Cornell-Ooxe, 504-505;
Diagnostic, 1106; Ellis health, 658:
English language,106, 615, WM, 8277;
English placement, 1008, 2498; rv
pupil, 1179, Me79-8280; Flari ter,
855; Gates primary reading, 582 ;

Gates silent reading, 620-621 ; Gem-
raphyi 610411 ; Grace Arthur, 501,
534 ; gray-Leary, 777; Harnly state-
ilienti aliout education, 5fp ; Heilman

461

persotial .data, 1544 ; Henmon-Nelson
intelligence, 1415 ; History, 598, 663;
Introiersion-extroversion, 548, 596;
Iowa every pupil, 3262, 3266, 3281,
328ii ; Iowa mathematics aptituck.,
599; Kuder preference, 545 ; Ruder
performance, 664 ; tuhlmann-Ander-
son, 433, 622 ; Kwalwasser-Dykema
musical ability, 616, 1349 ;. Kwalwas-
ser-Rucii, 1349; McAdory alit 1415 ;

McCurdy-Larson organic efficiency,
655 ; McManama cognitive ability,
510; MacQuarrie mechanrcal ability,
3724 ; Mathemat es; 648, 01008 ;

Mathews personal dati, 559 ; Me-
chanical aptitude, 670, 672, 678-679,
1828, 3724 ; Metropolitan achievement,
2665; Miller itnakigies,.. 576; Moss-
Hunt aptitude; 2625 ; Multiple choice,
3271, 3273; National intelligence,
1465; Nelson-Denny reading, 1266,
1278; New south achievement, 575;
New, 'Stanford achievement, 2466;
New Stanford reading, 1485 ; Objec-
tive, 1061, 3277; Ohio every pupil,

-3268; Ohio Stale psychological, 8532 ;

Otis, 502, 676, 2172, 2466, 2594 ; Patty-
Painter method, 777 ; Performance,
524, 527; Physical fitness, 633; Pint-
ner-Patterson, 505; Placement, 632;
Portus maze, . 559; Progressive
achievement, 623, 862; Psycho-motor;
659.; Purdue English placement, 617 ;

Push and pull, 649; Reactometer, 538;
Reailing, 570, 574, 584, 590, 598, 595,
614, 626, 631, 1008; Reading readiness,
602, di; Regents, 3260; Rogers plysi-
cal fitness, 656; Rorschach, 654 ; Ror-
schach ink blot, 542, 547; Rorschach
psychodiagnostic, 512, 540 ; Scale of be-
liefs, 1200; Scholastic aptitude, 625;
Seashore musical talent. 1369, 1872;
Shaker Heights, 588 ; Sims, 2172;
Snoddy stabilimeter, 559 ; Speech,
591 ; Spelling, 613; Sports knowledge,
638; Stanford-Binet, 504, 519, 523-
524, 5811-582, 537, 564, 2155, 2181 ;

State name, 1247; Stenquist mechanki_
ical aptitude, 666; Strength, 633;
Strong vocational Interest, 668, 673,
ere, 2637, 2784 super nursing Inter-
est, 676 ; Symonds adjustment,. 548,
2594 ; Terman, 502, 528, 535; Terman-
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534 ; Terman Miles mascu-. linity-femininity, 2570; Thurstoneprimary mental abilities, 501, 506,
510, 527, 539; Thurstone psychologi-cal, 560; Trigonometry, 601 ; True-false, 3263, 3272; Tyler-Kimber, 2500 ;
Viennese, 600, 535 ; Vineland socialmaturft, 564; Vocational intetest,
2789 ; Washburne-Vogel, 777 ; Wil-
loughby, 2172; Wilson, 1053 ; Yoakam,
777.

Texas, eduCation, 113, 141, 158, 336, 351,
413, 415, 1186, 1203, 1207, 1214, 1222,
1282, 1381, 1346, 1605, 1641, 1677-11078,
1706, 1767, 1787, 1790, 1881 1886, 19C8-
1969, 2006, 2011,1029, 2084 2141, 2261,
2476, 2482, 2690, 2682,27279 2800, 2806,2819, 2833, 2864, 2872, 2894, 2932, 29701
2980, 3017, 3021, 3024, 3030, 3035; 3044,
3168, -3177-4,3178, 3192, 3208-3209, 3221,
3235, 3365, 3377, 3475, 3481, 3525, 3564,
3573, 3614, 3654, 3721, 3759, 3766, 3770,
3918, 3937; Amarillo, 1545, 1582, 1832,2896; Anahuac, 367; Angelina county,
3054 ; Aransas county, 79, 191 ; Austin,
1405, 1504 ; Beaumont, 538; Bowie,
2353 ; Bowie county, 195 ; Brazoriacounty, 202 ; Brazos county, 315 ;
Burleson, 2427; Caldwell colinty, 198 ;
Calhoun county,% 3094 ; Cass county,575 ; Coleman, 1056 ; Comanche county,
194 ; Concho county, ma ; Corpus
Christi, 821, 1520; Cotter county,
8153 ; Dallas, 330, 1009, 1524, 2106,
2237; Denton, 2055, 2221, 2228, 2681,
33671 DeWitt county, 185; Eastland
cilunty, 201; Erath county, 77 ; Fan-nin county, 2853 ; Fort Bend county,8115; Fort Worth, 193, 859, 1050, 1236,4106; Franklin county, 2526; Freer, 8 ;Ireestone county, 190; Galveston,3677; Gladwater, 3951; Glenwood, 47 ;

Goose Creek, 1507, 3086; Grandfalls.2215; Gregg county, 1076, 3089 ;
Grimes county, 3106; Handord
county, 213; Harris county: 212 ; Bar-
rison county, 1 ; Henderson, 1069:
Henderson county, 84114 Illsborn,
1807 ; Houston, 421, ..2707-2708, 2813,
2816; MS, 3864 ; Hunt county, 8147 ;Iowa Park, 2890; Jacksonville, 1069;Jefferson county, I !4! ; Jermyn, 2226;
Junction, 1428; Kenedy comity, 18 ;

4:

Kerr county, 210; Kilgore, 2275, 2969,2975, 8951 ; Lipscomb county, 186 ;
Longview, 3951 ; Lubbock, 831, --392,965, 1097, 2046; McCamey, 207 ; Mc-
Gregor, 206; Marion &linty, 192 ;Menard county, 205; Mt. Pleasant,2326 ; New Boston, 2290; Navarrocounty, 203, 2984 ; Palestine, 1069,1102; Pickton, 2410; Port Arthur,8400; Rockport, 1830; Rockwellcounty, 26; Rusk county, 8087, 3363:San Antonio, 738, 2012, 2220, 3184,

8389, sqs ; San Saba, 2236 ; Shamrock,
2270 ; Shelby county, 184 ; Smith
county, 3814 ; Sterling county, 3142Sugar Land', 3727 ; Taylor, 2043; Tolar,2205 ; Trinidad, 2317; Trinity, 8402 ;Tyler, 2065, 3405; Upshur ¡county,2871 ; VanZandt county, 2821 ; Waco,

2586; Nfeilingtori, 1719; Wheelercounty, 210; Wichita Falls, 1026;Wink, 2408; Wise county, 6, 3133;Young county, 3108.
Textbook method, 1213, 1248, 1475, 1799.Textboas, 102, 231 1018, 1107, 1115,

1137, 1140, 1436, 1 vd 2987, 3475-3478.Textbooks, free, 85.28.
Textbooks, rental, 3i, 8514.
Textbooks, selection,

8529, 3545, 3547,
Textiles-inspection,4
Theater, little, 1445.
Theological education, 2517, 2614, 2630,2637.
Tborndike, Edward Lee, 1021.
Thrift, education, 1495.
Time, 1231, 2041.
Time allotments, 2957.
Totalitorianism, 227.
Tourist children. See School children-migration.
Toys, 8674.
Track and field athletics. See Ath-

letics---track and field.
Trade education, 1825,4881, 1892, 1914.Trade unions, 2657.
Transcripts-college, 2707-2708.
Transfer students, 2257, 22851 2406,

2400, 2481, 2586-2537, 2754.
Transportation, 49, 79, 2179, 2937, 2997,8000, 3141, 8147-8148, 816441641 VA8814,
Travel alibwance, 2897,

Merrill,

.
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Traveling teachers, 8865.
Trigonometry, 004.
Truants, See Socially maladjusted.
Tuberculosis, 3753.
Tuition fees, 2937, 3070.
Typewriting. See Commercial educa-

tion.

Underprivileged children. See- Child
- wel fare.

Unemployment, 3682.
Unemployment compensation. Bee In-

.surance, unemployment.
Unkm of Socialist Soviet republics, edu-

cation, 226, 254.
Unit costs per student, 400, 1836, 1998,

3029. 3032, 3035, 3041, 3048, 3073, 3041.
:loot ii84, 3086, 3096.

*Unit 1art See' Contraçit pan.
Units of work, 333, 730, 923, 965, 904,

1013, 1109, 1117, 1120, 1124, 1138 1148,
1156-1157. 1169-1170, 1173 1181 1200,
1202, 1236, 1255, 1265, 1279 1295 1302,
1402, 1423, 1458, 1505, 1529 1537 1552,
1592, 1725, 1753, 1756, 1935,

19661 1980, 1991, 2006-2007 2030
2035, 2045, 2052, 2079, 2098 2091-24V2,
2108, 2191, 2697, 3311, 3529 3709.

Upholstery, 2047.
Utah, Niucation, 4, 56, 1418 1905, 1937,

3860; Salt Lake City, 978, 1585, 2973,
3385, 3416; Utah county, 3665.

Vacations, 1036, 2296.
Venereal disease, 1544.
Virgin Islands, education, 11.
Virginia, education, 3, 42, 70, 120, 145,

15'7, 739, 1593, 1878, 1981, 19844 2250,
2520, 2698, 2781, 3057, 8205, 3210, 3342,
8443; Accomac, 3768; Alexandria,
8802; Bath county, 1497; Bedford
count y, 3103, 3141; Buckingham

'county, 8403, 3648; *Charlotte county,
3604; Charlottesville, 721; Cumber-
land county, 3648; Dickinson county,
8129; Fluvanna county, 3648; Lynch-
burg, 1189 ; Newport News, 8765, 8800;
Orange county, 1714; gmyth county,
2880: Wythe county, 1281, 2811.

Visting teachers, 910, 2847.
8251711-411-----27

Visual instruction, 367, 382-43'2, 787,
945, 1126, 1134, 1137, 1248, 1849, 2928,
3493.

V1vi4A, Juan Luis, 268.
Vocabulary' studies, 571, 586, 609, 612-

613, 628, 631, 764, 769, 771, 790, 801,
806, 818, 848, 8881,903, 907, 043, 949-
950, 1015, 1061, 1078, 1092, 1094, 1107,
-1219, 1246, 1253, 1273, 1308, 1472, 1563,
1(047, 2266, 2272, 2377, 3475, 3478, 3482,
3489, 3494-3405, 3497-34981 3511-3513,
3520, 35:a 3534, 3544, 3550, 3552, 35-
3561, 3.P1434, 3735-3736, 3744,3960, 3978,
3975, 3977, 3983,33985, 3994, 3998.

Vocal MIMIC. See Voice training.
Vocational tests. C62-682, 1751.
Voice training, 1381, 13R7, 1389, 2730,

3190.

War and peace, 1258:
Washington, education, 124. 130, 1490,

1765, 2327, 2900. 3037, 3136, 8172 :

Bellingham, 620.-011 ; Morton, 2262;
Oka migan county, 2347 Seattle, 3302;
Spokane, 2440, 3923; Wenatchee, 2475,

Washington, D. C., education, 541, 1197,
1319, 2180, 2184, 2201, 2449, 2041, 783,
3459. 3504, 3833, 3878, 3881, 3883.

West Virginia, education, 1636, 1871,
2807, 3033, 3109, 3601, 3797-3798; Ac.
coville, 2436; Cabell county, 1600,
3355; Fayette eountT, ; Harrison
county, 1597 ; Logan county, 1574;
McDowell couly, 27; Monongalia,
2242; Monongalia county, 1608; Park-
ersburg, 347, 618, 1662, 2225; Pleas,
ants county, 1607; Ritchie county,
3620; Roane county, 8181; Wood
county, 1859.

Wisconsin, education, 1836, 1848, 1872,
2070, 2700, 2743, 3164, 3203, MO, 3946;
Calumet county, 3599; Douglas
county,. 2443 ; Marinette, 1858; Mena-
sha, 1740; Milwaukee, 834, 2521, 3830;
Outagamie county, 3123 ; Sparta,
2671 ; Superior, 1909; Trempealeau
county, 2979.

Withdrawals. Bee Dropouts. Retarda-
tion and eliminatiOn.

Wolfe, Thomas, 95.
Womên-education, 16, 218, 268, 633, 644,

1551;1568, 1573, 1577, 1618, 2600-2810.
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Womenemployment, 3671. \
Woodworking, 1821, 1837-1838, 1849,

1856, 1878, 1884, 1887, 1895, 1930, 1942.
Word lists. See Vocabulary studies.
Work habits, 2060.
Work iheets. See Instruction sheets.
Workbooks, 832, 1127, 1177, 1188, 1245,

1847.
Workers' education, 164.
Works progress administration, 33, 2146,

21581,2643, 2649, 2078, 3833.
World bistory. See History.
World War, 71, 801.

-

4.0

Wrestling, 639, 1640, 1685.
Wyoming, education, 3701, 3959 ; Lara-

mie minty, 2131 ; Riverton, 2679.

Young men's Christiail association, 3672,
3698.

Young women's Christian association,
3669.

Zoological gardens, 1161.
Zwlogy, 1155-11as.
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